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TRANSLATOH'S PREFACE.

All who take
liarly

delight in the

Holy Scriptures

Every variety of taste finds in them
tion.

are fami-

acquainted with the writings of the Prophet Isaiah.
its

appropriate gratifica-

Lofty conceptions, illustrated by splendid imagery,

and clothed

in language usually copious

and

flowing, some-

times abrupt, but always graceful, leave no room for hesitation
to pronounce him, with

Bishop Lowth, to be " the most

sublime and elegant of the Prophets of the Old Testament.''

He

is

regarded with peculiar veneration as an honest, fear-

and able messenger of the Most High God, boldly
reproving nobles and monarchs, denouncing the judgments

less,

of

Heaven against

all transgressors,

and asserting the claims

of the Divine law and government above all

human

authority.

In his Prophecies he takes a wide range, surveys those
nations which power or wealth or learning or

had raised

and describes their
so eagerly traced

rise

by us

and

But

chiefly does

reign,

and wonderful

revolutions,

page of history, as the execu-

and the arrangements of unerring
he pour out rich instruction con-

cerning the Messiah, whose

and glorious

fall,

in tlie

tion of Jehovah's counsels,

wisdom.

commerce

to the highest celebrity in those remote times,

life

and

sufferings,

he delineates so

faithfully,

and death

and with

such thrilling interest, that he has obtained the appellation
of "

The Evangelical Prophet."

To the devout reader

S

there

added a

is

still

PREFACE.

more powerful attraction

phic piety, which, breathing throughout
tions,

and kindling a holy flame

all

his

in his sera-

communica

in the hearts of the children

of God, attests the important fact, not only that in the^
visions of

but

God he reached

— which was

far

the noblest heights of inspiration,

more valuable

—that he enjoyed habitual

and intimate fellowship with The Father of Spirits.
The period during which he exercised the prophetical
office is declared, in

the inscription of his Prophecies, to have

been during the reigns of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiahj kings ofJudah. Beyond this general indication nothing
certain can be obtained

;

for dates

S
™

were only beginning to fl

attract the notice of civilized nations,

examined with such

I

and had not yet been

carefulness, or denoted with such pre-

The Translator of
The Commentaries on the Twelve Minor Prophets'' (vol. i. fl
p. xii.) tells us that Isaiah flourished between 810 b.c. and
cision,

importance demands.

as their

"

"

698

This interval of 112 years leaves a large margin,

B.C.

which chronologers have

up with considerable

filled

diversity

^

of views.

Assuming 763

B.C.

ministry of Isaiah

we

is

to be the year in

which the prophetic

believed by some to have commenced,

are led to observe this remarkable

coincidence, that

about thirteen years earlier began the Grecian or Olympic
era,

which opens with the First Olympiad

years later began the

Roman

founding of the city of Rome.

;

and about ten

Era, which opens with the

This reminds us to glance at

the contemporary history of nations unlike in their origin

and progress, and

human

Palestine was
career of those

shadowed.

and

orators,

in the effects

Historians, to

race.

scarcely

which they produced on the

whom

the

name

of despised

known, have traced the

gigantic

empires by which

it

brilliant

was over-

While amidst a long

list of warriors, and poets,
and statesmen, who were supposed to have

achieved a deathless fame, those empires hastened to decay,

TRANSLATOR

and

[AH

liis

VU

PREFACE.

S

brethren the prophets were laying the founda-

tions of the universal dominion

and glorious reign of

Him

who hath on his vesture, and on his thigh, a name written,
King of kings, and Lord of lords. (Rev. xix. 16.) During
the season of highest prosperity, when the literature of
Greece and Rome, which even now exerts a powerful influence on modern Europe, enjoyed

its

most exalted renown,

that undisguised heathenism which disowned the govern-

ment and denied the

High God,
presented a humiliating contrast to those noble and affecting
views of the Divine nature and attributes and works which
prevailed in the land of Jehovah.
The difference reminds
us of one of the plagues of Egypt for there was spread over
perfections of the Most

;

the nations a moral darkness, a darkness which wAght he felt,
hut all the Children of Israel

(Exod.

Rome was

X. 21, 23.)

had

light in their dwellings.

proud of having reduced that

favoured land to the rank of one of her provinces, and struck

medals

to represent

ing her captivity

Judea

sitting

under a palm-tree bewail-

but the religion of Judea, instead of being

;

and annihilated, assumed the more lovely aspect of
the religion of Jesus, and went forth conquering and to
ciiished

conquer.

Many

of our Author's published Commentaries were no-

thing else than reports of his public Lectures.

BuDiEUS^

has explained the manner in which these reports were prepared.

The language was extemporaneous, and, had we not

known

his prodigious

command

of the Latin tongue,

we

might have wondered at the elegance with which he spoke
on such occasions but his slow and distinct utterance, as
;

ScALiGER assures

us,

was such as

to enable

an expert writer

down the very words which Calvin

to take

used.

Two

or

three scribes were usually employed, and a copy, drawn out

by a comparison of

^

was submitted to the
making any corrections

their manuscripts,

penisal of the Lecturer, who, after
See Commentaries on

the

Twelve Minor Prophets, p. xxiv.

TRANSLATOK

Vlll

which appeared

be necessary, attested

to

had been

record of what

PREFACE.

S

it

as a faithful

uttered.

This Commentary has come down to us in a

still

nioro

Not only does the Author assert, in his

authentic shape.

Dedication to King Edward, which was prefixed to the First
Edition, that

it

had been

" faithfully

and

skilfully

compiled

from his Lectures,''^ but in his Dedication to Queen Eliza-

Second Edition, he pronounces the rehave been so thorough and laborious, that " it

beth, prefixed to the
vision to

ought justly to be reckoned a new work/'^

It is highly

gratifying to find that, in the exposition of a book so important

and extensive as the prophecies of Isaiah, Calvin gave

the fruits of his mature judgment, while he was in the full _

vigour of his age.
this

Commentary into English

from the French Version, in 1609.

His translation, though

Clement Cotton translated

not altogether suitable to modern taste,
idiomatic,

To

and not inelegant.

his Title-page

and

is faithful,

this

volume

is

vigorous,

prefixed

" Epistle Dedicatorie,'' together with

a

curious " Epigram,'' in which a physician of that period expresses his

warm

admiration of the great Reformer.

In the concluding volume of this Commentary will be
given a Literal Translation of Calvin's Latin Version,

and copious Indices similar

to those

which have already

appeared in the other Commentaries.

W.
AUCHTERARDER,

'

See

17^/i

p. xix.

May, 1850.

'

See

p. xvi.
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The

;

touching places of Scripture alleaged
The fecond, of the prineipall
matters handled : The third, of Authors and diuers names mentioned
firft

:

The fourth, of certaine texts cited out of Ifaiah in the new Teftament,
which hy the Author in the Commentarie are
compared and reconciled.

TRANSLATED OVT OF FRENCH
INTO ENGLISH: BY

Behold the

C.

Lamb of God that taketh away the/mne of the

To him

C.

world. lohn

alfo giue all the Prophets witneffe, that through his
beleevs in him, shall receiue remif&ion offmnes.
Act. x. 43.

Lord, who will beleeue our report ? And
Ifai. liii. 1.
lohn xii. 37. 38.

to

whom

is the

name

arme of

i.

29.

all that

the

Lord

reuealed?

AT LONDON
Imprinted by Felix Kyngston, and are to be fold by
William Cotlfm, dwelling in Pater nofter Row,
at the figne of the golden Lion.
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TO THE HIGH

AND MIGHTIE

PRINCE^^

HENEIE,
PRINCE OF GREAT BRITTAINE,

SONNE AND HEIRE APPARANT TO OUR
Soueraigne Lord,

Iames King

Great Brittaine,

of

<Ssc.

AND TO THE MOST NOBLE AND

VE:

TVOVS PRINCESSE, THE LADY Elizabeths GRACE,
His Highneffe moft deare Sifter;

honour and happineffe,

all

with eternall glorie through Chrijl

Iesvs.

MOST gracious

and renowned Princes, liauing

translatec

out of French into our English tongue the booke of the pro-

phecie of Isaiah, interpreted and expounded by

lohn Galuin, of reuerend memorie I humblie craue that it
may be published vnder your most Princely names and proThe reason of this my humble petition is, that the
tection.
honor of so noble a worke may not be imbased by the meanes
This Proj)het, by birth, was the sonne of
of my endeuours.
Amos, esteemed by many to haue been brother to A£:arias
King of ludah, and Father in law to King Manasses : which
being so, this Prophet was by birth of the blood Royal, and
descended of the house of Dauid, which for the promise of
Christ to come of him, was the most noble house of all the
Kings of the earth. Being so borne, his education could not
be but Princely, and his bringing vp in all good learning,
wisdome, vertue, and honor. His spirituall graces, not attained vnto by ordinarie meanes, but inspired into him immediatly by the Spirit of God, were excellent. This appeareth particularly in the sixth Chapter of this Prophecie, dedaring that an Angell of God with a burning coale taken
from the Lords Altar, and laideto the mouth of the Proj)het,
refined his lips and his tongue, that they became pure and
:

'

_

MasterH

THE OLD TRANSLATOR

S

EPISTLE DEDICATORIE.

XI

The same is manifest in all the
wherein both the light and the
For he not onely
fire appeareth.
declared the will of God sincerely, according to the lawe and
testimonie deliuered to Moses, but also foreshowed the future
euents of the Kingdome of ludah, and of all the flourishing
precious as the finest Gold.

booke of his Prophecie
heate of that heauenly

;

and Kingdomes of his time.

states

He

Prophecieth also of the birth of lesus Christ, as if hee
had been taught by the Angell Gabriel ; who brought the
annunciation and message of it to the blessed Virgin his

Of his pa'ssion and death he spake, as if with the
Apostle lohn he had stoode by when he was crucified. His
resurrection he described, as if with all the Apostles he had
stoode vpon Mount Oliuet, where the Lord tooke the cloude
of glorie as his heauenly Chariot to ascend and goe vp to his
mother.

His zeale and indignation against sinne

Father.

euident

is

euery where, in his sharpe reproofes of the offences of

all

estates.

Finally, the

head of

it

phecied

;

name

of

and before whom as a

vessell of golde

God with

great honour.

seemed

me most

royall,

it

should

still

And

booke of his Prophecie beareth written in the

the names of foure Kings, in whose time he pro-

to

he bare the

All which things being

conuenient that his booke

beare in the front of

it

the names of Princes.

Kings should bee Fosterfathers,
and Queenes Nurces of the Church of Christ, so my desire
was that his booke might be published vnder the names and
as hee foreshowed that

protection of Christian Princes.

Moreouer, I was led hereunto by the example of this In-

whose exposition vpon Isaias prophesie I transman in his time of excellent pietie and learning
and one of the great lights,
whereby it hath pleased God both to chase away the errors
and to
of poperie, as the darknes of the shadow of death
cause his maruellous and comfortable light of the Gospell to
shine vnto this present age.
For hee dedicated his first exposition of this booke to the young Prince, King Edward
the sixth, of famous memorie, for the princelie graces, for
the zealous loue of true religion, and of al hcroical vertues,
terpreter,

late

;

namelie, of M. lohn Galuin, a
;

;

THE OLD TRANSLATOll

S

EPISTLE DEDICATORIE.

wherewith in his young yeeres he raised an admirable ex
if his precious life had long con
tinned.
He was also most worthily renowned with liighest
glorie, for that gracious reformation in religion, which was
established by his regal authority, and which our English
Church at this day with great comfort doth enioy, vnder the
happie gouernnient of our Soueraigne Lord the King, your
pectation of future glorie,

most noble and renowned Father.
Furthermore, the same Author setting out againe this Commentarie, amplified and enlarged, he dedicated this second
edition to our late most gracious Queens Elizabeth, worthie
of eternall memorie in this Kingdome, for the reestablishing
(after a few yeeres alteration) of the zealous reformation of
her most vertuous brother. Which example hath led mee in
most humble manner to seeke for the same worke, the high

patronage and protection of such Princes, like those to

whom

hoc presented this his seruice.
To w^hom I know none so like as your selues, both in regard of your high estate, and also in like most noble descent
from the vnited houses of Yorke and Lancaster. Besides
which resemblance, your Highnesse also is of like yeeres to
the yong Prince King Edward, and in the eics of all the
kingdome, of like hope of excellent vertue and zealous proceedings in the aduancement of Christian religion.

In like manner your Grace resembletli the most gracious
late Queene Elizabeth, both in her royall name, and also in
the constant expectation of all men, to expresse in time all
the princely vertues and graces that shined in that most re-

nowned

Princesse, from this Westerne part of the world, to

the furtliest East, and to the rising of the Sunne.

In which respects, esteeming such a dedication, most like
my author made of his owne worke, I haue most
humblie craued that this my translation of it might bee
vouchsafed the honour to haue your Princelie names written
in the beginning of it. For notwithstanding the great difference that is betweene a reuerend learned writer and expounder of tlic holie Scriptures, and the translator of such
an exposition, yet this meane seruice hath also his good ^

that which

in the Cliurch of

God

;

and

is

of long and tedious labour

fl

Xlll

such as take paines therein

;

which being gratiouslie

may encourage others to trauell in
many to giue thankes to God for you

cepted,

cause

ac-

and
both, by whose
this kind,

most princely fauours and protection, they are made partakers of such worthie writings.

And

I shall alwaies

pray Almightie God, with this new yeere, to multiply

many more vpon you, and dailie replenish

your hearts with
graces, that

all

princely and heroicall

may enable and adorne

Princes of so hie estates,

amongst

this people.

Your Highnesse, and Graces most
humhlie denoted, in

and

all loyall

dutiful affection,

Clement Cotton.

:

An Epigram

\

:

pen the Translation

oi

M. Caluins Commentarie vpon the Prophecie of Isaiah.

THRICE happie (England) if thou knew'st thy blisse,
Since Christs eternall Gospell in thee shin'd

Thou

H'is beetle-blind that sees not this,

art.

mind
Doth not acknowledge Gods great Grace herein,

Brutishly ingrate that with a thankfull

And

learne thereby for to forsake his sinne.

Gods word hath long in thee been soundly taught,
The sound thereof hath rung throughout the Land,

And many
Which

a Soule by Fishers net been caught,

erst lay thrall in

Satans cruell band

:

This fauour great by none can be exprest.

But such

Thy

as haue

it felt

in their

owne

brest.

natiue sonnes in thine owne bowels bred,

Like

faithfull

And

thee with store of heauenlie

Shepheards haue done worthilie.

Manna

fed.

Forcing the Wolues to leaue their crueltie.
To slinke aside, and hide themselues in holes.
In caues and dens, like pur-blind Backs and Moles.

Tyndall, Frith, Philpot, father Latimer,

The Gospell preacht by word, by life, by death
luEL, Fox, Reynolds, Fulk, and Whitaker
To second them haue spent their vitall breath.
In hot pursuit of that great Romish Bore,

Who

spoiled quite this English vine before.

I spare to

speake of Deerings siluer voice.

Of Greenhams zeale, of Perkins labours sound.
Of hundreds moe of Zion-builders choice.
The like whereof can scarce elsewhere be found
Such ground-workethey of Gods truth here haue placed

As neuer

shall

by Hels whole

force be razt.

,

:

XV

EPIGRAM.
Besides

all these,

of forren Lights the chiefe,

Beza, and Yrsinus,

many

other moe,

Martyr, Musculus, for thy more reliefe
Are seene in English weed abroade to goe
From place to place in euery Shire and Towne,
To teach the Truth and throw all Errors downe.

And

here presented

The

Roiall Prophet Esaias Euangel

is

vnto thy sight

For so me thinkes I may it terme aright,
That Prince of holy Prophets doth so well.
So liuely Christs whole historic presage.
As if h' had liu'd in that same very Age.

Whose Oracles great Caluin doth vnfold
In thine owne natiue Tongue for thy Soules

health.

Here maist thou gather precious Stones and Gold,
And store vp heapes of Heauenly lasting wealth
Here maist thou find with very little paine
Which would'st not lose for thousand Worlds againe.
;

Here maist thou see the black-mouth'd Atheists
Confounded quite by Demonstration cleare
The cunning Papist put vnto his shifts,
;

And made
Her s

in his right Colours to appeare

Christ, his Truth,

Heauens Gates
more ?

set

and

;

Life, thee set before,

open wide

By Francis Hering,

:

what would'st thou

Doctor in Physicke.

TO HER SERENE HIGHNESS,
NOT LESS ILLUSTEI0U8 BY HER OWN VIRTUBS THAN BY THE 8PLE::I)0UR OP BOYALTY,

ELIZABETH, QUEEN OF ENGLAND,

&c.

Although, in making improvements on this Commentary,
have bestowed so much care and industry, most noble
Queen, that it ought justly to be reckoned a new work, yet,
as in the first edition it was dedicated to your brother King
Edward, who, though a youth, greatly excelled the men of
his age, and whom I wish to be held in remembrance by
posterity, as he deserves, I had intended to make no change
in that dedication.
But since, amidst that wretched and
lamentable dispersion of the Church and oppression of pure
doctrine, which raged with prodigious violence for a short
period, this book, together with the whole doctrine of true
godliness, was banished from England for a time, but now,
I trust, favoured by your happy reign, will be restored to its
former privileges, I thought that there would be no impropriety if to the name of a most excellent king I should join
your own name, which is regarded by all good men Avith not
less esteem and satisfaction.
Not only was an opportunity
offered, but necessity appeared to demand, that I should
obtain your full protection to this Commentary, the banishment of which, I am aware, was beheld by a great number
of your godly subjects with deep sorrow.
Yet it is not so much my object to be favoured with your
countenance in my personal labours, as humbly to entreat,
and by the sacred name of Christ to implore, not only that,
I

m

«

i

THE AUTHOR

S

DEDICATION TO QUEEN ELIZABETH.

through your kindness,

welcomed and

all

orthodox books

may

XVU

again be

freely circulated in England, but that your

may be directed to promote religion, which has
shameful neglect. And if this is justly demanded
from all kings of the earth by the Only-begotten Son of God,
by a still more sacred tie does he hold you bound, most noble
Queen, to perform this duty for when even you, though a
king's daughter, were not exempted from that dreadful storm
which fell with severity on the heads of all the godly, by the
wonderful manner in which he brought you out safe, though
not unmoved by the fear of danger, he has laid you under
obligation to devote yourself and all your exertions to his
service. So far are you from having any reason to be ashamed
of this deliverance, that God has given you large and abundant grounds of boasting, by confirming you to the image of
chief care

fallen into

;

on whom the Prophet Isaiah bestows this among other
commendations, that from, prison and judgment (Isa. liii. 8)
he was raised to the loftiest height of heavenly dominion.
As it is no ordinary honour to resemble such a model, so
whenever you recollect, what ought never to be forgotten by
you, from what wretched and fearful trembling God rescued
you, by openly stretching out his hand, remember also
that it was done for the express purpose that you, on the
other hand, should, with invincible determination and unshaken firmness of mind, acknowledge your obligation to
your Protector and Redeemer, and, laying aside all other
kinds of business, a vast number of which, I have no doubt,
will crowd upon you at the commencement of your reign,
labour to have his worship, which for a time was basely
and disgracefully corrupted in that kingdom, restored to its
former splendour.
And if Satan, by presenting many and
powerful obstructions, endeavour to produce fear or slothfulness, you are well aware from whom you ought to ask boldness to go steadily forward and to vanquish all opposition
and God, who bestows his blessing on the actions of private
individuals, will not fail to grant a happy and desirable
his Son,

;

issue to his work.

You ought

also to

sacred regard to duty
VOL. L

;

be stimulated, venerable Queen, by a
for the Prophet Isaiah demands not
B

THE

XVIU

Am

only from Kings that they be nursing-fathers^ but also from
Queens that they be nursing-mothers. (Isa. xlix. 23.) This

duty you ought to discharge, not only by removing the

filth

ag^

of Popery, and by cherishing the flock which not long
lay trembling and concealed, but by gathering the exiled

who

chose rather to part with the advantages of their native
it so long as godliness was banished

country than to remain in

from it. This will be the crowning proof of your gratitude
to God, and a sacrifice of most delightful savour, that the
faithful worshippers of God, who, on account of their profession of the Gospel, were constrained to wander far and wide
through distant countries, shall now, through your kindness,

be restored to their native country. We, too, in whom that
mournful spectacle awakened, as it ought to have done, the
most poignant grief, have abundant cause for rejoicing, ai»
for congratulating you, when, through the gracious exercise
of your royal will, w^e see the way opened for the return o^
our brethren, not only to be at liberty to worship God in yoi
Majesty's dominions, but to render assistance to others.

And

now, most noble Queen,

if

you

shall

be graciously

pleased, as I trust you will, not to disdain this testimony

my

respect for you, w^hich some would perhaps reckon to b(

and of little value, I shall esteem it to be no ordinar3r_
kindness, and will endeavour through my whole life to testii
my gratitude by every means in my power.
May the Lord guide you, most illustrious Queen, by thj
Spirit of wisdom, uphold you with invincible courage, protei
and enrich your Highness with every kind of blessings
Geneva, 15th January; the day which, it was reporte(
had been fixed for your coronation on which account
more gladly set myself to write, having partially recoven
from an attack of quartan ague.
trivial

!

;

TO HIS SERENE HIGHNESS,

EDWARD

SIXTH, KING OF ENGLAND, &c.
A TRULY CHRISTIAN PRINCE.

JOHN CALVIK
Though

I acknowledge that this Commentary has been
and skilfully compiled from my Lectures, yet, as
it was drawn up by another person, I was at first afraid,
most illustrious King, that if it should appear in public bearing your name on the Dedication, I might be thought not to
have acted proi)erly towards your Majesty. But this doubt
was removed chiefly by one consideration, that as a Prophet
who was of royal descent, and a most noble ambassador of
Christ, the supreme King, is highly appropriate to your rank,
so the labour which I had bestowed on the explanation of
his Prophecies w^ould be accepted and valued by your Majesty.
His experience made him acquainted with five kings exceed-

faithfully

ingly unlike each other in their dispositions, to

whom

interrupted succession he officiated as a teacher

;

in un-

and

it is

unnecessary to inform you which of these you should chiefly
select for imitation, or to exhort

you

to that

which you show

that you are already sufficiently willing to do.

UzziAH and Jotham were favourable to him, though they
were not so courageous as they ought to have been in maintaining the worship of God.
His chief contest was with
Ahaz, not indeed as an open enemy, but as a cunning hypocrite full of fraud

and dissimulation.

The servants

of

God

cannot have a more dangerous class of enemies. His successor, Hezekiah, not only treated the holy man with reve-

THE AUTHOR

XX

S

DEDICATION

rence, but modestly submitted to his doctrine like one o

the

common

what is still more, endured patientl^r
was found necessary. Manasseh, wh^
of them, and whom a strongly supported Jewish

people, and,

severe reproof

was the

last

when

it

tradition represents as having been his son-in-law, subjected

kind of torture, and wickedly put him
But at the very time when he received assistance fron
those who were not bad kings, and even during the reign
Hezekiah himself, who was so valiant a supporter of godii
ness, he never ceased to be harassed by sharp and trouble
some disputes, and to undergo severe conflicts, so hard am
uncommon is it for men to assent to sound doctrine am

him

to a frightful

death.

;

not only

so,

but they who resolve to discharge the prophc

and faithfully must carry on a continua
The more earnestly ought godly king
to labour to aid the servants of God by their countenanc
that they may not be distressed beyond measure by the ii
tical office honestly

war with the

world.

solence of the ungodly.

But as

this virtue is excellent

search the history of

all

and truly

heroic, so, if yoi

ages from the beginning of th

has been uncommon, and there have been ver
it was cultivated.
Many have indolently an(
carelessly, as if it had been a matter with which they ha<
no concern, allowed the truth of God to be crushed withou
world,

it

few by

whom

making any

But the greater part have beei
and have opposed it with violence and rage
and would that they who at the present day profess to b
openly

resistance.

hostile,

Christians were as earnest in upholding the doctrine of salva

haughty in boasting of the name
mention others, it may justly be regarded as n
ordinary consolation amidst the present distresses of th
Church, that God has raised you up and endowed you wit
such excellent abilities and dispositions for defending the'
cause of godliness, and that you so diligently render that
obedience to God in this matter which you know that he
accepts and approves.
For although the affairs of the kingdom are hitherto conducted by your counsellors, and although
your Majesty's most illustrious uncle, the Duke of Sommerset,
and many others, have religion so much at heart, that they
tion as they are

Not

to

!

;

TO
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labour diligently, as they ought to do, in establishing
yet in your
to

make

it

own

exertions you go so far beyond

them

all

it

as

very manifest that they receive no small excite-

ment from the

zeal

which they observe

in you.

Not only
and

are you celebrated for possessing a noble disposition,

some seeds of virtues, (which at so early an age is usually
thought to be remarkable,) but for a maturity of those virtues far beyond your years, which would be singularly
admired, as well as praised, at a very advanced age. Your
piety especially

that the Prophet
have one that will regard
him with as much reverence, now that he is dead, as HezeKiAH did when he was alive.
As to the advantage which you will derive from the work,
it is better that you learn that from your own perusal, and
I have made some observations on that subject in the Preface.
There is only one point on which I have resolved to
say a few words to your Majesty.
After having proclaimed
God's just complaints against an ungrateful people, and
threatened against the Jews such punishment as their base
apostacy and inveterate rebellion deserved, that the time
was at hand when they should be brought into a state of
frightful desolation, the Prophet next speaks of a new and
amazing restoration of the Church, and promises that henceforth God will secure that, in spite of enemies, it shall always
be in a happy and flourishing condition.
Such gladness and prosperity was tasted by those who,
after their return from the captivity in Babylon, having set
up their altars for sacrifices, could form the expectation of
higher blessings than those which they at that time enjoyed
just as we, by beholding the dawn, are led to expect that
the rising of the sun will soon follow.
But when, in the
Isaiah, I

am

is

so highly applauded,

fully convinced, will

;

brightness of his Gospel, Christ, the
arose,

all

that

had been

so

Sun

of Righteousness,

eloquently described by the

by the event.
Within a short time the knowledge of the true God was
spread almost throughout the whole world. Pure religion,
which formerly lay despised in Judea, as in a dark corner,
was circulated through all nations and provinces, and began

revelations of the Prophet w^as far exceeded
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to
in

be honoured in such a manner, that innumerable tongues,
harmony of faitli, called on God.
Having collected churches in various places, the Son of'

God

erected his royal throne in a conspicuous situation,

where

it

the sun.

might be beheld from the rising to the setting o

The churches, endowed with extraordinary

gift

of the Spirit, not only obtained prodigious communications

of the divine goodness, but were themselves striking exhibitions of astonishing power,

And

ceive.

which even the blind could per^
God reigned under the

although the Son of

Cross, yet, amidst the arduous conflicts of persecutions, his

glory shone brighter, and his triumphs were more splendid

than

if

the Church had enjoyed undisturbed prosperity.

length, the

haughty

loftiness of the

Roman

At

empire, yielding

submission to Christ, became a distinguished ornament of
the house of God.

But the continuance of

was prevented by
and thus the Spouse of

this prosperity

the malice and ingratitude of

men

;

Christ, deprived of so costly a robe, degraded from so high
a rank, and stripped of such gorgeous raiment, was after^

wards reduced to an unsightly and wretched condition.
remains, indeed, God preserved, as it were in places
of concealment but, as to the external beauty of the Church,
nothing but desolation, confusion, and dispersion, was to be
seen for many centuries. And we see how, at this very day,
the Roman Antichrist, far and wide usurping and tyrannizing
over the sanctuary of God, tears, crushes, and tramples under
his feet all that belonged to God.
For since the purity of.
doctrine is there corrupted by monstrous errors, since shocking murder has come into the room of lawful government,
since the sacraments are in part debased by gross corruptions, and in part exposed to disgraceful sale, what but
melancholy ruin is left of the true and natural beauty of

Some

;

the spiritual building

?

Yet in our age, contrary to the expectation of all, the
Lord hath again begun to raise up that which was fallen,
(Amos ix. 11,) that there might at least be left among us an
outline of the true temple, in which God should be wor-J
shipped with purity, and according to the requirements
ts of

I

m

TO
ihe Gospel.

common

Some
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inconsiderable persons, taken from the

people, have been selected by

him

as his architects,

promote this work by pure doctrine. It is, indeed, an
arduous and extensive work, though Satan should give us
no annoyance. But now that he employs every expedient
for breaking down the Church, as soon as any portion of it
has been erected, what wonder is it if we have great and
sorrowful toil, and make small and feeble progress ?
Accordingly, the haughty tyrants scorn us, as if, in our
endeavours to overthrow the tyranny of the Roman See, we
were labouring to overturn Olympus. Those clever and ingenious men (as they imagine themselves to be) indulge in
ridiculing our perseverance, in labouring hard to restore the
condition of the Church, as if anything fixed or permanent
could be obtained.
They imagine that they have so solid a
foundation, and are so well defended on all sides, that it
would be as difficult to destroy Popery as to mingle heaven
and earth. But the opinions of those men are somewhat
various.
The refractoriness of the world being too great to
admit of being placed under any restraint, they hold that
we labour in vain when we seek to correct vices, and to promote a pure and faithful administration of the Church.
The witticism of Erasmus is well known. " Whom does
Capito expect to be his tenth successor?" He could not
deny that WoLFGANa Capito was a holy man, and laboured
with the purest motives to reform the Church but being
convinced that it is idle for the ministers of Christ to struggle
to correct the wickedness of the world as if they were endeavouring to cause the rivers to run in a contrary direction,
Erasmus, imitating the custom of lazy philosophers, represented all of us, in the person of one man, as chargeable
with inconsiderate zeal.
But on both sides they are greatly
to

;

mistaken, in not considering that, when we repair the ruins
of the Church, we give our labours to the Lord, in obedience
to his laws and injunctions, and yet the restoration of the
Church is his own work. Nor is it without good reason that

and that it is so
by the Prophet Isaiah. Remembering
therefore, and relying on the assistance of

this is taught in every part of Scripture,

earnestly enforced
this doctrine,
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God, let us not hesitate to undertake a work which is far
beyond our own strength, and let no obstacle turn aside or
discourage us, so as to abandon our undertaking.
And here I expressly call upon you, most excellent King,
or rather, God himself addresses you by the mouth of his
servant Isaiah, charging you to proceed, to the utmost of
your ability and power, in carrying forward the restoration
of the Church, which has been so successfully begun in your
kingdom. First, you daily read and hear that this duty is
More
enjoined on you in the kingdom over which you rule.
especially Isaiah, as I have said, calls Kings the nursingfathers of the Church, (Is. xlix. 23,) and does not permit
them to withhold that assistance which her afflicted condi-

Nor ought your mind to be slightly aifected
tion demands.
by the consideration, that the Prophet pronounces a woe on
all kings and nations who refuse to give her their support.
Next, your Majesty sees plainly what is urgently demanded
by the times. Though you may not have great success in
your labours, yet, knowing that this worship is acceptable to
God, and is a sacrifice of most delightful savour, you ought
not to be turned aside from your purpose by any event,
however calamitous. Seeing, therefore, that God exhorts
you to be courageous, and at the same time promises success,
why should you not cheerfully obey him wdien he calls ?
In another passage Isaiah says, Prepare the way, prepare fl

^

^

the

way for my people.

(Is. Ixii. 10.)

It is well

known how

hopeless was the return of the captives to their native coun-

Nor did this event take place at that time but the
Prophet, beholding by the Spirit what posterity some time

try.

;

afterwards would actually enjoy, lest any of the godly should

be disheartened by so sad a spectacle, meets them beforehand with the assurance that there would be no kind of
obstructions so powerful and formidable that God would not
break through them to deliver his Church. Not less do we

need at

day

by consolation.
It is of high importance, most noble King, that you should
be stimulated to activity by the consideration of the duty
enjoined on you
for Isaiah exhorts all kings and magistrates, in the person of Cyrus, to stretch forth their hand to
this

to be cheered

;

a

;

TO
'the Church,

when

EDWARD

XXV
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in distress, to restore her to her former

Yet there

is this difference between jour condiand that of Cyrus, that he who was a stranger to the
Lord's flock never was expressly taught freely and willingly
to come forward and undertake to be a defender of the
Church but to you, to whom the Lord has not only given

condition.
tion

;

adoption, but has likewise assigned a distinguished place

among

his sons, the Prophet

may

be said to stretch out his

hand and call you to this office. So much the more boldly
and resolutely ought you, noble King, to proceed in this
course.

The matter is, as I have said, full of great difficulties
and still greater are the annoyances by which it is attended,
and the dangers in which it is involved for Satan never
ceases to employ innumerable expedients, if in any way he
;

may

succeed in subverting or destroying the holy temple of

God and sometimes God
;

fastness

by such attacks.

principle, that there

excellent

is

intends to

make trial

of our stead-

you lay it down as a settled
nothing which you and your most

But

if

now

Council have hitherto undertaken, or are

performing, for restoring the condition of the Church, which
is

not supj^orted by the authority of God, you will unques-

tionably feel

how wonderfully he accomplishes

things which he gives in charge to his servants.

all

those

From

this

happy result England will derive inestimable advantage
and we, too, will congratulate you on j'^our prosperity, and
;

that of your whole kingdom.

holy exertions by

my prayers,

Meanwhile, I shall aid those
it is my duty to do, since I

as

have nothing better to offer you.
Farewell, most illustrious King
may the Lord prosper
and preserve your Majesty for a long period, aid and guide
you by his Holy Spirit, and bless you in all things
Amen.
!

!

GE^^EVA, 25th December, 1550.

—
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PREFACE TO THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

BY JOHN CALVIN.
It

and

my

is

customary to make a great number of statements

dissertations about the office of the Prophets.

opinion, the shortest

way

trace the Prophets to the
their doctrine, like streams
it

before

them

But,

of treating this subject

ii

is to*

Law, from which tliey derived
from a fountain for they placed
;

as their rule, so that they

may

be justly held

and declared to be its interpreters, who utter nothing but
what is connected with the Law. Now, the Law consists
chiefly of three parts

:

first,

threatenings and promises

the doctrine of

life

;

secondly,

covenant of grace,
which, being founded on Christ, contains within itself all the
;

thirdly, the

As to ceremonies, they were religious exwhich strengthened the attachment of tlie people to
the worship of God and to godliness, and consequently were
added to the First Table. The Prophets, therefore, enter
more largely into the illustration of doctrine, and explain
more fully what is briefly stated in the Two Tables, and lay
down what the Lord chiefly requires from us. Next, the
threatenings and promises, which Moses had proclaimed infl
general terms, are applied by them to their own time and
minutely described. Lastly, they express more clearly what
Moses says more obscurely about Christ and his grace, and
bring forward more copious and more abundant proofs of the
special promises.

ercises

free covenant.

;
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more

clear, we must go a little
which the Lord prescribed as
a perpetual rule for the Church, to be always in the hands
of men, and to be observed by every succeeding age.
Perceiving that there was danger lest an ignorant and undisciplined nation should need something more than the doctrine delivered by Moses, and that the nation could scarcely
be restrained without the use of a tighter rein, God forbids
them to consult magicians or soothsayers, augurs or diviners
enjoins them to be satisfied with his doctrine alone
but at the same time he likewise adds that he will take care
that there shall never be wanting a Prophet in Israel.
He
does this purposely, with the view of meeting an objection
which the people might have brought forward, that their
condition would be worse than that of the infidels, all of
whom had their priests of various orders, their soothsayers,
augurs, astrologers, Chaldeans, and such like, whom they
had it in their power to visit and consult, but that they
would have no one to aid them by his advice in intricate
and difficult matters. In order, therefore, to deprive them
of every pretence, and to hinder them from polluting themselves by the abominable practices of the Gentiles, God pro-

this

matter

farther back, to the

still

Law

itself,

;

mises that he will raise up Prophets, (Deut.

xviii. 15,)

by

whom

he will make known his will, and who shall faithfully
convey the message which he has entrusted to them
so
that in future there will be no reason to complain that they
are in want of anything.
There is an exchange (irepcoo-L^)
of the plural for the singular number, when he uses the word
Prophet; for although, as it is expressly interpreted by
;

Peter, (Acts

iii.

passage relates literally and chiefly

22,) that

to Christ, (because he

is

them depend on him

for their doctrine,

sent point to him,) yet

the head of the Prophets, and

it

all

of

and with one con-

relates also to the rest of the Pro-

and includes them under a collective name.
When he promised to give them Prophets, by whom he
would make known his will and purpose, the Lord commanded the people to rely on their interpretations and doctrine.
And yet it was not intended to make any addition
to the Law, but to interpret it faithfully, and to sanction its

phets,
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Hence also, when Malachi exhorts the people
adhere to the purity of faith and to be steadfast in the
doctrine of religion, he says, Remember the law of Moses my
autliority.

to

which I commanded him in Horeb, for all Israel.
He reminds them of the Law of God alone, and
Does Malachi thereenjoins them to be satisfied with it.
By no
fore mean, that Prophecies should be despised ?
means but as the Prophecies are appendages of the Law,
and are all briefly summed up in the Law, that exhortation
was sufficient for they who understand that summary of
doctrine, and its leading points, and carefully observe them,
assuredly will not neglect the Prophecies.
It would be absurd to boast of attending to the word, were we to disregard
se7'vant,

(Mai.

iv.

*S.)

;

;

the divine interpretations of

it

;

as

many persons

at the pre-

sent day impudently boast of attending to the word, while

they cannot at all endure the godly admonitions and reproofs
which proceed from the doctrine of the word.
Thus when the Prophets inculcate moral duties, they
bring forward nothing new, but only explain those parts of
the Law which had been misunderstood. For instance, the
people thought that they had discharged their duty admirably, when they offered sacrifices and performed the outward
services of religion
for the world measures G-od by its own
standard, and renders to him a carnal and counterfeited
worship.
The Prophets sharply reprove this, and show that
all ceremonies are of no avail, when sincerity of heart is
wanting, and that God is worshipped by believing on him,
and by actually calling on his name. This had indeed been
plainly enough declared by the Law
but it was necessary
that it should be earnestly inculcated and frequently brought
to their remembrance, and likewise that there should be
an exposure of that hypocrisy with which men cloak themselves under the guise of ceremonies.
As to the Second
Table, the Prophets drew their exhortations from it, for the
purpose of showing that men ought to refrain from all injustice, violence, and deceit.
All that they do, therefore,
is nothing else than keeping uj) the people's obedience to
the Law.
In threatenings and promises, the Prophets have some;

;

—

—

;
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thing peculiar for what Moses had stated in general terms
they minutely describe. They have likewise visions which
;

by which the Lord revealed future
and threatenings to
the use of the people, and to declare more fully the will of
God. Moses threatens, " God will pursue thee in battle thou
shalt be harassed by enemies abroad and by internal quarrels at home.
Thy life shall hang as it were on a thread
thou shalt tremble at the rustling of a leaf," (Lev. xxvi. 36,)
and such like. On the other hand, the Prophets say, " God
will arm the Assyrians against thee, he will call for the
Egyptians by a hiss, he will raise up the Chaldeans, Israel
peculiarly belong to them,

events, in order to apply the promises

;

shall be carried into captivity, the kingdom of Israel shall
be destroyed, the enemy shall lay waste Jerusalem and burn
the temple.'' Similar observations might be made about the
promises.
Moses says, " If thou keep the commandments,
the Lord will bless thee \" and then gives a general descrip-

tion of blessings.

But the Prophets enter into

detail.

the blessing which the Lord will bestow upon

is

by Moses the Lord promises
" Though thou be scattered and driven

Again,

" This
thee.''

manner,
to the utmost parts
in

this

of the world, yet will I bring thee back."
(Deut. xxx. 4.)
But by the Prophets he says, " Though I drive thee into

Babylon, yet after seventy years will I restore thee."^

As

which God established with the
much more
distinct, and contribute more to strengthen the people's attachment to it for when they wish to comfort the godly,
they always remind them of that covenant, and represent to
them the coming of Christ, who was both the foundation of
the covenant and the bond of the mutual relation between
God and the people, and to whom therefore the whole extent of the promises must be understood to refer.
Whoever
understands this will easily learn what we ought to seek in
the Prophets, and what is the purpose of their writings
to the free covenant

Patriarchs in ancient times, the Prophets are

;

;

In this comprehensive view of the writings of Moses, as compared with
those of the later Prophets, our author does not quote the exact words of
the sacred writers.
More than one phrase shows that he had chiefly in
his eye the promises and threatenings detailed in Lev. xxvi. and Deut.
^

xxviii.

Ed.

XXX
and
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is
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that seemed necessary to be stated licre

that subject.

Hence we may learn in what manner the doctrine
word should be handled, and that we ought to imitate the
Prophets, who conveyed the doctrine of the Law in such a
manner as to draw from it advices, reproofs, threatenings,
and consolations, which they applied to the present condition of the j^eople.
For although we do not daily receive a
revelation of what we are to utter as a prediction, yet it is
of high importance to us to compare the behaviour of the

men

own age with the behaviour of that ancient
and from their histories and examples we ought to
make known the judgments of God such as, that what he
formerly punished he will also punish with equal severity in
our own day, for he is always like himself Such wisdom
let godly teachers acquire, if they would wish to handle the
doctrine of the Prophets with any good result.
So much for the Prophets in general. To come to the
Prophet Isaiah, the inscription j^lainly shows who he was,
and at what time he uttered those prophecies for it mentions the name of his father, Amoz, who is supposed to have
been the brother of Azariah, king of Judah. Hence it is
evident that Isaiah was of royal descent, and on this point
all the ancients are agreed
and yet neither his birth nor
of our

people

;

;

-

;

i

J

;

his near relationship to the king, (for the

Jews

assert that

he was the father-in-law of Manasseh,) could prevent him
from being slain through dislike of the word and no greater
regard was paid to him than if he had been a person of
liumble rank, or had belonged to the lowest condition of
;

;

society.

The time when he prophesied
names of the kings.

tioning the

is

here pointed out by men-

Some think

that he began
end of the reign of King Uzziah.
They found their conjecture on the vision related in the
sixth chapter, by which, Isaiah tells us, he was confirmed in
his office.
But that conjecture rests on very slight grounds,
as will be shown at the proper place.
Prom this description
it plainly appears that he prophesied during the reign of
Uzziah and on that point I cannot entertain any doubt.
to praphesy towards the

;

I
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be, it is evident that, at the

he propliesied more than

sixty-four

years

very

for

;

least,

Jothara

reigned sixteen years, (2 Kings xv. 33 ;) Ahaz as many,
(2 Kings xvi. 3 ;) Hezekiah twenty-nine, (2 Kings xviii. 2.)
Tliis amounts to sixty-one years.
Add the years that he

prophesied during the reign of Uzziah, and afterwards during the reign of Manasseh, by whom he was put to death
;

and there
Isaiah
office

will be, at least, sixty-four years

continued, without interruption,

There

of a Prophet.

jecture,

during which

amounting almost

to discharge the
indeed a highly probable con-

is

to certainty, that

ten years beyond the period which has

he prophesied

now been

stated;

but as this does not clearly rest on historical proof, I shall
not debate the matter any farther.

God ought carefully to observe this,
how patiently they ought to submit
how hard and difficult soever it may be,

All the servants of
that they

may

consider

to their condition,

and ought not to reckon it a disgrace that they must endure
many and severe trials, while they have before their eyes
examples of such patience.

It is

when they

their manifold exertions they

perceive that

are doing no good,

by

indeed a very severe

and imagine that

it

trial

would be a thousand

times better to relinquish their post than to labour so long

Such examples, therefore, they ought frequently
them and call to remembrance how Isaiah,
whose labours were numerous and extensive, had little success, and how Jeremiah continued for fifty years to cry aloud
to the people, though the result was that they became more
and more rebellious, and how no difficulties could turn them
We, too, ought to proceed in the
aside from their course.
discharge of our duty, and patiently to endure every kind of
in vain.

to set before

;

annoyances.
It is proper to observe also the succession of kings,

are here enumerated

;

for amidst so great a diversity,

who
it is

impossible that the state of public affairs could remain un-

know

whenever any change takes place
men immediately
adopt a new manner of life and from this source many
vexations must have arisen. The unshaken firmness and

changed, as we

that,

in a public station, the greater part of
;
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lie

persevered ought to excue

to imitation, that they

may

never^

bend or turn aside from the right path,

A

question

may

arise,

Was

it

Isaiah himself, or som<

other person, that wrote this inscription to his Prophecy-

Not one of the commentators whose writings I have hithert
For my own part, though
cannot fully satisfy my mind, yet I shall tell what I think.
The Prophets, after having publicly addressed the people,
drew up a brief abstract of their discourse, and placed it on
the gates of the temple, that all might see and become more
fully acquainted with the prophecy.
When it had been ex<J
posed for a sufficient number of days, it was removed by th^
ministers of the temple, and placed in the Treasury, that it
might remain as a permanent record. In this way, it is probable, the books of the Prophets were compiled
and this
perused answers this question.

;

may

be inferred from the second chapter of the book of
Habakkuk, if it be properly examined, and likewise from
the eighth chapter of this Prophecy.
(Hab. ii. 2 Is. viii. 1.)
Those who have carefully and judiciously perused the Prophets will agree with me in thinking that their discourses
have not always been arranged in a regular order, but that
;

was made up as occasion served. That these writ«
come down to us through the agency of the Priests,
w^hose duty it was to transmit the prophecies to posterity,
(though the Priests were often the bitterest enemies of the
the

roll

ings have

Prophets,)

God.

is

a remarkable instance of the providence ofi

:

COMMENTARY

THE PROPHET ISAIAH.
CHAPTER
1. The vision of Isaiah the son of
Amoz, which he saw concerning Ju-

^^
^H
^B
^'

.

dah and Jerusalem, in the days of
Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of Judah.
2. Hear, O heavens; and give ear,
O earth for the Lord hath spoken,
I have nourished and brought up
children, and they have rebelled

I.

Visio Isaise fiUi Amoz, quam
super ludam et lerusalem in
diebus Usise, lotham, Achaz, Ezechise, regum luda.
1.

vidit

3. The ox knoweth his owner, and
the ass his master's crib hut Israel
doth not know, my people doth not

2. Audite caeli, et ausculta terra;
quia sic Dominus loquitur, Filios
educavi et sustuli, ipsi tamen scelerate egerunt in me, (vel, rebelldrunt
contra me.)
3. Cognovit bos possessorem suum,
et asinus praesepe dominorum suorum Israel non cognovit, populus

consider.

mens non

:

against me.

:

4.

Ah

sinful nation, a people laden

with iniquity, a seed of evil-doers,
children that are corrupters

!

They

have forsaken the Lord, they have
provoked the Holy One of Israel
unto anger, they are gone away
backward.
5. Why should ye be stricken any
more ? ye wiU revolt more and more.
The whole head is sick, and the
whole heart faint.
6. From the sole of the foot even
unto the head there is no soundness
in it
but wounds, and bruises, and
putrifying sores they have not been
;

:

neither bound up, neither
mollified with ointment.

closed,

Your country

is desolate, your
are burnt with fire your land,
strangers devour it in your presence,

7.

cities

VOL.

:

I.

:

4.

O

intellexit.

gens scelesta, populus onus-

tus iniquitate,

semen mahgnorum,

degeneres! dereliquerimt lehovam, spreverunt {velfprovocdrunt ad
iram) sanctum Israeus, alienati sunt
retrorsum.

filii

Quorsum adhuc vos percu-

5.

terem

?

Adjicietis prsevaricationem.

Totum caput

languori, et

totum cor

dolori.
6.

A planta pedis usque ad caput

nulla in eo sanitas. Vulnus, tumor,
Nee sunt emplaset saniosa plaga.
tro curatse, nee circumhgatse, nee
oleo delinitse.

Terra vestra in vastitatem
vestrse igni succenssB terram
vestram alieni devorant in conspectu
7.

Urbes

:

;;

:
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and

it is

overthrown by

desolate, as

strangers.

And

the daughter of Zion is
a cottage in a vineyard, as a
lodge in a garden of cucumbers, as
a besieged city.
9. Except the Lord of hosts had
left unto us a very small remnant,
we should have been as Sodom, and
we should have been like unto Gomorrah.
10. Hear the word of the Lord,
ye rulers of Sodom give ear unto
the law of our God, ye people of
8.

left as

;

vestro, redacta est in solitudinem,
juxta subversionem exterorum.
8. Et residua manebit filia Zion,

tugurium in vinea, sicut diversorium in cucumerario, sicut civitas
sicut

vastata.

Dominus exercituum

Nisi

9.

Sodoma

quasi

tillas,

resi-

fecisset reliquias vel tan

duas nobis

fuissemus,

similes Gomorrhse.

verbum Domini,

10. Audite

Sodomse: auscultate Lege;
populus Gomorrhse.

cipes

Dei

1

nostri,

Gomorrah

To what purpose

11.

is

the mul-

titude of your sacrifices unto me ?
saith the Lord
I am full of the
burnt-offerings of rams, and the fat
of fed beasts ; and I delight not in
the blood of bullocks, or of lambs, or
of he-goats.
12. When ye come to appear before me, who hath required this at
your hand, to tread my courts ?
:

Quorsum mihi multitudo sacri-

11.

ficiorum vestrorum ? dicit Dominus.
Plenus sum holocaustis arietum, et

adipe saginatorum animalium nee
sanguinem boum, aut ovium, aut
:

hircorum desidero.

Quando

12.

coram

;

;

meeting.
14.

Your new-moons and your

ap-

pointed feasts my soul hateth they
are a trouble unto me ; I am weary
to bear them.
15. And when ye spread forth your
hands, I will hide mine eyes from
you ; yea, when ye make many
prayers, I will not hear your hands
are full of blood.
16. Wash you, make you clean
put away the evil of your doings
from before mine eyes ; cease to do
:

:

Learn

17.

ment

;

to do well; seek judgrelieve the oppressed : judge

the fatherless

;

plead for the widow.

18. Come now, and let us reason
together, saith the Lord: Though
your sins be as scarlet, they shall be
as white as snow ; though they be
red Uke crimson, they shall be as
wool.

venitis ut appareatis

mea, quis hoc e

nempe

manu

conterere

mea.

Ne

13.

natio

adducere obla-

pergatis

tionem vanitatis.
mihi.

est

Incensum abomiNeomeniam, et

sabbathum, et solennes indictiom
non potero vana res est, nee coi
ventum.

1

:

Neomenias

vestra s et solennia
vestra odio habet anima mea superfuerunt mihi loco oneris, fatigatus
14.

:

sum

ferendo.
expanderitis manus vestras, abscondam oculos meos a vobis.
Etiamsi multiplicaveritis orationem,
15.

Cum

Manus vestrse
ego non exaudiam.
sanguine plense sunt.
16. Lavate, mundemini, auferte
malitiam studiorum vestrorum a
conspectu oculorum meorum, desinite

evil;

facie

vestra requisivit?
atria

Bring no more oblations incense is an abomination unto me
the new-moons and sabbaths, the
calling of assemblies, I cannot away
with it is iniquity, even the solemn
13.

%

prin-

mala

facere.

quserite
.17. Discite benefacere
restituite (vel, dirigite
judicium
:

:

oppressum jus dicite pupillo
mini viduam.
:

18. Venite,

mus,

agedum,

Dominus

:

tu(

et discep

fuerint pi
cata vestra ut coccinum, quasi nix
dealbabuntur si rubicunda fuerint
instar purpurse, quasi lana erunt.
dixit

:

:

si

:
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19. If ye he willing and obedient,
ye shall eat the good of the land
20. But if ye refuse and rebel, ye
shall be devoured with the sword
for the mouth of the Lord hath
spoken it.
:

How

21.

is

the faithful city be-
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Si

19.

volueritis,

et

audieritis,

bonum terras comedetis.
20. Quod si nolueritis,

et rebelles

consumemini quoniam os Domini loquutum est.
fueritis, gladio

:

Quomodo

facta est meretrix
plena judicio fuit et
sequitas pernoctavit (vel, habitavit)

21.

come an harlot it was full of judgment righteousness lodged in it

civitas fidelis

but now murderers.

nunc autem homicidse.
22. Argentum tuum versum est
in scoriam, et vinum tuum est aqua

!

;

Thy

22.

?

:

in ea;

silver is

become

dross,

thy wine mixed with water

mixtum.

Thy princes

are rebellious, and
every one
companions of thieves
loveth gifts, and followeth after rewards they judge not the fatherless,
neither doth the cause of the widow
23.

:

:

23. Principes tui perversi, et socii

furum

:

unusquisque

et inhiat mercedibus

:

diligit munus,
causam pupilli

non judicant, nee causa viduse pervenit ad eos.

come unto them.
24. Therefore saith the Lord, the
hosts, the mighty One of
Israel, Ah, I will ease me of mine
adversaries, and avenge me of mine

24. Propterea dicit Dominus, (vel,
Dominator,) lehovah exercituum,

enemies

cabor de inimicis meis.

Lord of

I

25.
thee,
dross,

And

my hand

upon
and purely purge away thy
and take away all thy tin
I will turn

L 26. And I will restore thy judges
las at the first, and thy counsellors

afterward thou
shalt be called, The city of rightas at the beginning

eousness.

The

:

Israel,

fortis

Heu

!

consolationem

capiam super hostibus meis, vindi-

Convertam manum meam supurgabo ad liquidum scoriam
tuam, et auferam omne stannum
tuum.
26. Et restituam judices tuos sicut
25.

per te

:

a principio, et consiliarios tuos ut
initio.
Tum dicetur de te, Civitas justitise, urbs fidelis.

ab

faithful city.

27. Zion shall be

redeemed with

judgment,, and her converts with
righteousness.
28. And the destruction of the
transgressors and of the sinners shall
be together, and they that forsake
the Lord shall be consumed.
29. For they shall be ashamed of
the oaks which ye have desired, and
ye shall be confounded for the gardens that ye have chosen.
30. For ye shall be as an oak

whose leaf fadeth, and as a garden
that hath no water.
31. And the strong shall be as
tow, and the maker of it as a spark,
and they shall both burn together,
and none shall quench them.

27. Sion in judicio redimetur, et
qui reducentur ad earn, in justitia.

28. Contritio

rum

autem

proevaricato-

et sceleratorum simul fiet

qui a

;

et

Domino

defecerunt consumen-

Nempe

pudifient ab arboribus

tur.

29.

quas

concupivistis,

afficiemini

a

lucis

et

quos

ignominia

elegistis.

30. Eritis certe sicut arbor cujus
folium marcessit, et sicut lucus non
habens aquas.
31. Eritque fortis vester (alias,
sicut stuppa ; et fictor ejus

Deus)

quasi scintilla ; et comburentur
bo, nee erit qui extinguat.

am-

1. The vision of Isaiah.
The Hebrew word pTH, (chdzon,)
though it is derived from nin, (chdzdh,) he saw, and literally
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For when
is a vision, yet commonly signifies a prophecy.
the Scripture makes mention of special visions which wer^
exhibited to the prophets in a symbolical manner, when fl
was the will of God that some extraordinary event shouM
receive confirmation, in such cases the

word

HX^,

(indr-eh,)

Not to multiply quotations, in a pasvision, is employed.
sage which relates to prophecy in general the writer says,
that the word of God was precious, because piH, (chd^on,)
little
(1 Sam. iii. 1.)
vision, was of rare occurrence.
afterwards, the word ilX'lD (mar-ah) is employed to denote

A

the vision by which God revealed himself to Samuel. (1 Sam.
iii. 15.)
In distinguishing between two ordinary methods of
revelation, a vision and a dream, Moses speaks of a vision
(nX'nD) as the special method.

(Numb.

xii.

dent, however, that the seer, rii^^'n, Qidrdeh,)

6.)

It is evi-

was the name
but by way of

formerly given to prophets, (1 Sam. ix. 9 ;)
excellence, because God revealed to them his counsel in a

fl

familiar manner.

So far as relates to the present passage, this word unquestionably denotes the certainty of the doctrine

been said that there

is

was not made known

to Isaiah

by God himself.

tion of the word, therefore, deserves attention

by

it

;

as if

it

had

nothing contained in this book which

;

that the prophets did not speak of their

The derivawe learn
own accor«
for

draw from their own imaginations, but that they wer?
enlightened by God, who opened their eyes to perceive those
things which otherwise they would not of themselves have
been able to comprehend. Thus the inscription of Isaiah
recommends to us the doctrine of this book, as containing
no human reasonings, but the oracles of God, in order to
convince us that it contains nothing but what was reveah
by the Spirit of God.
Concerning Judah. Were we to render it to. Judah,
would make little difference, for the preposition 7l? (al) hi
both significations, and the meaning will still be, that evei
thing contained in this book belongs strictly to Judah and
Jerusalem. For though many things are scattered througl
it which relate to Babylon, Egypt, Tyre, and other cities ai
countries, yet it was not necessary that those places shoT
or
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be expressly enumerated in the title for nothing more was
required than to announce the principal subject, and to ex;

whom

plain to

and

Isaiah was chiefly sent, that

is, to Jerusalem
Everything else that is contained in his probe said to have been accidental and foreign to

the Jews.

phecies

may

the subject.

And yet it was not inconsistent with his office to make
known to other nations the calamities which should overtake
them for in like manner Amos did not go beyond the limits
of his calling, when he did not spare the Jews, though he
was not sent to them. (Amos ii. 4, 5.) A still more familiar
;

found in the calling of Peter and Paul, the forappointed to the Jews, and the latter to
And yet Peter did not rush bethe Gentiles.
(Gal. ii. 8.)
yond the limits of his office, by preaching to the Gentiles
instance

mer

of

is

whom was

;

as, for

example, when he went to Cornelius

:

(Acts

x. 1

7

:)

when he offered his services to the Jews, to
he immediately went as soon as he entered into any
In the
city.
(Acts xiii. 5 xiv. 1 xvii. 2, 10 xviii. 4, 19.)
same light ought we to view Isaiah for while he is careful
nor did Paul,

whom

;

;

;

;

to instruct the Jews,

and

directs his labours expressly to-

wards that object, he does not transgress his proper limits
when he likewise takes a passing notice of other nations.
Judah and Jerusalem. He takes Judah for the whole
nation, and Jerusalem, for the chief city in the kingdom
for he does not make a distinction between Jerusalem, and
the Jews, but mentions it, by way of eminence, (/car e^oxwd
as the metropolis, just as if a prophet of the present day
were to address the kingdom of France, and Paris, which is
the metropolis of the nation. And this was of great importance, that the inhabitants of Jerusalem might not hold
themselves exempted, as if they were free from all blame, or
placed above the laws on account of their high rank, and
thus might send the meaner sort of people to be instructed
by homely prophets. It is a mistake, however, to suppose
that Jerusalem is mentioned separately, on account of its
being situated in the tribe of Benjamin for the half of that
tribe, which was subject to the posterity of David, is included under the name of Judah.
;

;
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2.

heavens.
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I.

2.

has here imitated Moses, as

Isaiali

and there cannot ba'
song of Moses, in
illustrious
doubt
that
he
alludes
that
to
a
which, at the very commencement, he calls heaven and earth
all

the prophets are accustomed to do

to witness against the people

I

will speak ;

and

hear,

:

;

Give ear,

earth, the

ye heavens,

words of

and —

my mouth,W

This is unquestionably a very severe proconveys this meaning, that both turn to the
elements which are dumb and devoid of feeling, because meiM
(Deut. xxxii.

testation

;

1.)

for it

have now no

ears, or are bereft of all their senses.

The

an extraordinary and
monstrous thing, which ought to strike even the senselesM
elements with amazement. For what could be more shocking than that the Israelites should revolt from God, who had
bestowed on them so many benefits ? Those who think thatj
by heaven are meant angels, and by earth men, weaken too
much the import of those words, and thus destroy all their
force and majesty.
Almost all the commentators consider the clause to end
with the words, /or the Lord hath spoken ; as if the Prophet;
had intimated, that as soon as the Lord opens his sacred
mouth, all ought to be attentive to hear his voice. And
certainly this meaning has the appearance of being more^
full
but the context demands that we connect the words in
a different manner, so as to make the word hear to refer, not
in a general manner to any discourse whatever, but only to
the expostulation which immediately follows. The meanings
therefore is, Hear the complaint which the Lord brings for-;
ward, 1 have nourished and brought up children, &c. For he
relates a prodigy, which fills him with such horror that he is"
compelled to summon dead creatures as witnesses, contrary
Prophet, therefore, speaks of

it

as

;

to nature.

That no one may wonder at the circumstance of his addumb and lifeless objects, experience very clearly
shows that the voice of God is heard even by dumb creatures,
and that the order of nature is nothing else than the obedience which is rendered to him by every part of the world, so
that everywhere his supreme authority shines forth for at
his bidding the elements observe the law laid down to them,
dressing

;

1
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and heaven and earth perform tlieir duty. The earth yields
her fruits the sea flows not beyond her settled boundaries
the sun, moon, and stars perform their courses the heavens,
too, revolve at stated periods
and all with wonderful accuracy, though they are destitute of reason and understanding.
But man, endued with reason and understanding, in whose
ears and in whose heart the voice of God frequently sounds,
remains unmoved, like one bereft of his senses, and cannot
bend the neck to submit to him. Against obstinate and
rebellious men shall dumb and lifeless creatures bear testimony, so that they will one day feel that this protestation
was not in vain.
I have nourished. Literally it runs, / have made them
great ;^ but as he is speaking about children, we cannot ob;

;

;

;

I

tain a better rendering than

brought up

/

/ have

nourished,

or,

/

have

for instead of the verb, to nourish,^ the Latins

employ the phrase, to bring up children} But he afterwards
mentions other benefits which he had bestowed on them in
rich abundance as if he had said, that he not only had performed the part of a kind father, by giving them food and
the ordinary means of support, but had laboured to raise
them to an honourable rank. For in every sort of kindness
towards them he had, as it were, exhausted himself, as he
elsewhere reproaches them. What could have been done to ray
vineyard that I have not done ? (Is. v. 4.) A similar charge
the Lord might indeed have brought against all nations for
all of them he feeds, and on all he confers great and multiplied benefits.
But he had chosen the Israelites in a peculiar manner, had given them a preference above others by
adopting them into his family, had treated them as his most
beloved children, had tenderly cherished them in his bosom,
and, in a word, had bestowed on them every kind of blessings.
To apply these observations to our own times, we ought to
consider whether our condition be not equal, or even superior,
to that which the Jews formerly enjoyed.
Their adoption
;

;

^

Feci magnos.

The term feci (7 have made)

exhibits the force of the

Pihel form, Tl?!^, {giddalti,) which, as in other instances, approaches the

meaning of the Hiphil form, Tlplin,
^

Educavi, vel sustuh.

^

(higdalti.)

Enutrire.

—Ed.

*

Tollere hberos.

—

I
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3.

God bound them to maintain the purity
Our obligation is twofold for not only have
we been redeemed by the blood of Christ, but he who once
redeemed us is pleased to favour us with his Gospel, and ia
this manner prefers us to all those whom he still allows ta
remain blinded by ignorance. If we do not acknowledge
these things, how much severer punishment shall we deserve ?
For the more full and abundant the grace of God

into the family of

of his worship.

;

which hath been poured out on us, the higher will be the
ingratitude of which it shall convict us.
They have revolted} Jerome translates it, they have despised ;^ but it is plain enough, from many passages, that"
V^fi (pashang) means something more, namely, revolt. God
declares, that by no acts of kindness could they be kept in
state of obedience, that they were utterly disaffected and'
estranged, like a son who leaves his father s house, and thusi
makes manifest that there remains no hope of his improvement. It is indeed a monstrous thing that children should
not be obedient to their father, and to a Father who is so
kind, and who gives unceasing attention to his family.
Ly-;
curgus refused to enact a law against ungrateful persons,
because it was monstrously unnatural not to acknowledge a
benefit received.

A child

therefore a double monster

who
;

is

ungrateful to his father

but a child who

is

is-

ungrateful to

a kind and generous father

For he
is a threefold monster.
employs the word children, not for the purpose of treating
them with respect, but in order to exhibit that revolt in a.
more striking manner, and in more hateful colours.
S. The ox knoweth his owner.
This comparison marks the

more strongly the criminality of the revolt ; for the Lord
might have compared his people to the Gentiles but he is^
;

1 Our Author, in his Latin version of the Prophet, (see p. 33,) has rendered this word by " scelerate egerunt in me" " they have acted wickedly
towards me ;" and, in the margin, by " rebellarunt contra me," " have
rebelled against me."
Without taking notice of either of these translations, he has here introduced a third, " defecerunt "
" have revolted," for
which it would be easy to produce authorities. The participle, D'^^K^D,
(posJiegnim,) at Hosea xiv. 10, is defined by Aben Ezra (quoted by BuxtorfF) to mean flltJnriD D''XVT'K^, {sheyotzeim meharshoth,) those who
withdraw from authority, who set at nought, or oppose, the authority of a
' Spreverunt.
lawful magistrate.
Ed.

—

—

—
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still more severe when he compares them to dumb beasts,
and pronounces them to be more stupid than the beasts are.
Though beasts are destitute of reason and understanding,
to such an extent, at
still they are capable of being taught
;

least, as to

recognise those

God had not only fed
them with

all

who

feed them.

Since, therefore,

this people at a stall, but

the kindness which

is

wont

a father towards his sons, and had not only

had nourished
by

to be exercised

filled their bellies,

but supplied them daily with spiritual food

having perhe justly considers
^Hbhat they deserve to be taught in the school of beasts, and
^Biot of men and therefore he sends them to the oxen and
^^5565 to learn from them what is their duty. Nor ought we
^Hto wonder at this for the beasts frequently observe the
•" order of nature more correctly, and display greater kindness,
than men themselves.
Not to multiply instances, it will be sufficient to notice
that which is .here mentioned by Isaiah, that the beasts,
though they are exceedingly dull and stupid, do, notwithstanding, obey their masters and those who have the charge
of them. But if we choose to attend to other points in which
they excel men, how many shall we discover ? What is the
reason why scarcely any animal is cruel to its ow^n species,
and that it recognises in another its own likeness ? What is
the reason why all animals commonly bestow so much care
n rearing their young, while it frequently happens that
mothers, forgetful of the voice of nature and of humanity,

^^ceived them

;

to be so exceedingly sluggish,

;

;

?
What is the reason why they are
accustomed to take no more meat and drink than what is

forsake their children

sufficient for sustaining their life

and their strength, while

men

gorge themselves, and utterly ruin their constitutions ?
In a word. What is the reason why they do not, in any respect,

them ?
The papists, who are accustomed to set aside the true
meaning of the Scriptures, and to spoil all the mysteries of
Grod by their own fooleries, have here contrived an absurd
fable
for they have falsely alleged that the oxen and asses
in the stall worshipped Christ when he was born
by which
they show themselves to be egregious asses. (And indeed

transgress the laws which nature has prescribed to

;

;

,
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would imitate the ass which they have ia

then they would be asses worshipping Chris^
and not lifting up the heel against his divine authority
For here the Prophet does not speak of miracles, but of thi
order of nature, and declares, that those who overturn thai
vented

order

new

;

for

may

We

be regarded as monsters.

must not

contri

miracles for the purpose of adding to the authority

Christ

;

for,

by mingling the

false

with the true, there

o:
i

danger lest both should be disbelieved nor can there b
any doubt but that, if such a miracle had been wrought, th
Evangelists would have committed it to WTiting.
Israel doth not know.
The name Israel, which he con
trasts with those beasts, is emphatic. We know how honoui
able it was for the posterity of Abraham to be known b
this name, which God had bestowed on the holy patriarch
because he had vanquished the angel in wrestling.
(Ge
xxxii. 28.) So much the more dishonourable was it for baa
tard and rebellious children to make false boasting of tha
honour. First, there is an implied rej)roof, not only because
those who do not at all resemble the holy man do wrong
assuming his name, but because they are ungrateful to God
from whom they had received most valuable blessings. S
condly, there is also conveyed an indirect comparison fo;
the higher their rank was in being far exalted above al
other nations, so much the greater disgrace is now intende
to be expressed by separating them from other nations unde;
the honourable designation of Israel.
The Greek translators have added the word me ;^ but
prefer to repeat what he had said before, Israel doth no
know HIS OWNER, that is, God nor his crib, that is, th^
Church, in which he had been brought up, and to w^hich h<
ought to be attracted while those beasts, on the othei
hand, recognise the master by whom they are nourished,
and willingly return to the place where they have been fed.
4^.
Ah sinful nation .^ Though he had already reprovecH
their crime with sufficient severity, yet, for the purpose or
;

i:

;

'.

;

;

^

'lo-^ahX Yi fit ohx

'iyvea, xa,) o

Xtnog

[i.%

ov ffvvtixiv

Sut Israel

dotJl llOt

ME, and the people doth not understand me.
2 This comes very near the rendering of the Septuagint, eva)
ruko*.

'iSves

knOW
*
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exposing

it still

more, he adds an exclamation, by which he
his abhorrence of such base in-

more strongly

expresses

still

gratitude

and wickedness.

particle
o) ;

^"IH (hoi)

but for
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Some

are of opinion that the

denotes grief; Jerome renders

my part

I

reckon

it

it

vae

(Wo

sufficent to say that it is

an

xclamation, suggested partly by astonishment, and partly

y

sorrow.

rms, or

t

iir grief.

cries, when the disgracesuch as cannot be expressed in plain

For we burst into loud

fulness
fu
of the action

is

when we want words to correspond to the depth of
Where we have rendered wicked nation, the Greeks

a sinner ; and such is
But the Hebrew word
denotes
those who are given up to crime and the Prophet
d
unquestionably charges them with abandoned wickedness.
ave translated

d/jLaprcoXov, that

is,

li
likewise
the rendering of the Vulgate.

;

A people laden with iniquity. The force of the metaphor
ught to be observed for not only does he mean that they
sunk in their iniquity, as in a deep mire, but he likeare
a
wise brings a charge against them, that they sin, not through
istake or thoughtlessness, as frequently happens with those
ho are easily led astray, but that they follow out their reas if he had said that
bellion with a firm purpose of mind
they were the slaves of sin, or sold to act wickedly.
When he adds, a seed of evil-doers, he means a wicked
seed.
Others, with greater ingenuity, consider this passage
to mean, that they are declared to be unworthy of holding a
place among the children of Abraham, because they are basas they are elsewhere called
tards, and not related to him
the seed of Canaan, and are reproached with being uncircumcised, (Jer. ix. 26,) as if they had been the descendants
But it is customary with the
of heathens and foreigners.
Hebrews to employ the phrase, " children of the good '' for
" good children,'' a mode of expression which has been imi;

;

;

tated by the Greeks.^

Degenerate children.

The word D'^JlTl^^ (mashchithim)

Vigerus remarks, that ^etThs, when construed with the genitives of
nouns, denoting artists, nations, or any particular condition or profession
of men, is put for the nouns themselves ; and he adduces the following in^

stances,

pytro^eov,

lar^uv,

(pt\offo(peov, y^ix,(pi6ov

<7ratlis, whicli is far

morc elegant

than priTo^H, &c. ; and in like manner, KiXruv 'ra.7hs, soqis of the Celts, or,
Gauls, that is, Gauls ; ^va-rmuv ^raThs, sons of the wretched, that is, the
wretched.

—Ed.
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means corrupting, and accordingly

ply the word themselves,

degenerate

is

or,

translators sup-

But

their j^ursuits.

a more appropriate rendering

;

I.

I

reckon that

for the

Prophet

means that they are so depraved as to be altogether unlike
their parents. The four epithets which are here bestowed by
him on his nation are far from being honourable, and ar^
widely different from the opinion which they had formed
about themselves. For this is the manner in which we must
arouse hypocrites and the more they flatter themselves, an
the farther they are from being regulated by the fear of Godj
so much the more ought we to wield against them the thun
;

dcrbolts of words.

On

such persons a milder form of in

struction would produce no effect,

tion would not

move them.

and an ordinary exhortaJ

It is necessary, also, to remove

that false conviction of their holiness, righteousness, an<

wisdom, which they commonly employ as a disguise, and

ai

the ground of idle boasting.

For

they have forsaken the Lord.

why he
is,

He

assigns the reasoi

them with such sharpness and severity.
that they may not complain, as they are wont to do
reproves

Il

being treated with excessive harshness and rigour. And first
he upbraids them with that which is the source of all evils
for, as it is the highest perfection o:
their revolt from God
righteousness to cleave to God, agreeably to those words oi
Moses, Now, Israel, what doth thy God i^equirefrom thee bui
that thou shouldst cleave to him t^ so, when we have revolte
from him, we are utterly ruined. The design of the Prophet is, not to convince the Jews that they are guilty of a
single crime, but- to show that they are wholly apostates.
The following words, they have provoked the Holy One oj
Israel, whether the word be rendered provoke, or despise, the
latter of which I prefer, are undoubtedly added in order toj
place their sin in a still stronger light for it was shamefully
base to treat with contempt the favour of him who had
;

;

^

Our Author, quoting from memory, has mingled two

passages

what doth the Lord thy God require of thee, hut
Lord thy God, to walk in all his ways, and to love him, and
now,

Lord

Israel,

to

:

And i\

fear the

to serve the

God

with all thy heart, and with all thy soul? (Deut. x. 12.)
Thou shalt fear the Lord thy God ; him shalt thou serve, and to
SHALT thou cleave, and swear by his name. (Deut. x. 20.) Ed.
thy

mM

;
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the nations to be adopted into

all

also the reason

why he

calls

himself the

Holy One of Israel ; because, by admitting them to alliance
with him, he had at the same time adorned them with his
holiness ; for wherever this name occurs it is ascribed to him
on account of the eifect. What barbarous pride was there in
despising so great an honour
If any one choose rather to
render the word provoke, the meaning will be, that they re!

if they expressly intended to provoke his
anger ; which shows how detestable their apostacy is.
They are gone away backward. The meaning is, that when
the Lord laid down to them a fixed way and rule of living,
they were hurried along by their sinful passions but he
confirms the statement which he had just now made, that

jected God, as

;

was so unbridled that they utterly reand deliberately turned aside from that

their licentiousness

volted from God,

course to which their
5.

Why

Upon what ?
as

if

life

ought to have been directed.

should ye he stricken any more

On what part ? and

or.

Some render

?

it,

interpret the passage

the Lord had said that he had not another scourge left;

because so various are the methods by which he has attempted to bring them back to the path of duty, that no
other way of chastising them remains to be tried. But I prefer
to render

it

Why

?

because this corresponds to the

word, and agrees better with the context.

Hebrew

It is equivalent

To what purpose ? For what object ?^
means that the Jews have jDroceeded to such a pitch of
wickedness and crimes, that it is impossible to believe that
chastisements will do them any good
for when desperate
men have been hardened, we know that they will rather be
to phrases in daily use.

Pie

;

broken to shreds than submit to correction. He complains
of their prodigious obstinacy, like a physician who should
declare that every remedy had been tried, and that his skill

was now exhausted.
At the same time he charges them with extreme malice
for when ungodly men are not even humbled by punishments,
they have arrived at the very height of wickedness

Lord had

said, " I see that I
^

A

quel propos

;

should do you no good
?

Pour

quelle fin

?

as if the
if I

were

I
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;''

for

when they
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are the remedies which
yet,
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God employs

I.

affliction!

for curing our vicea

are found to be of no advantage to us,

are past hope.

True, indeed,

God

m

does not on that accoun'

cease to punish us, but, on the contrary, his wrath agains

us

is

the more enflamed

things

all

;

for

it

God abhors

But he justly says that his labour

else.

when he does not succeed
that

such obstinacy

loa

in bringing us to repentance,

am

who cannot h

useless to apply remedies to those

is

abov(
is

Thus he does not fail to double their chastisemen
and afflictions, and to try the very utmost of what can h
done, and he is even compelled to take this course until h
absolutely ruin and destroy them.
But in all this he do
not discharge the office of a physician but what he lamenti
is, that the chastisements which he inflicts will be of no aval
cured.

;

to his people.

You

grow more faithless. It is a confirmatio]
and therefore I separate it from th
former clause, though there are some who put them togethei
It is as if he had said, " Still you will not cease to practis(
treachery yea, you will add to your crimes for I perceiv*
that you rush to the commission of iniquity, as if you ha
leagued and banded yourselves for that purpose, so that w«
can no longer hope that you will slacken in your course.
The design of God is to exhibit their incorrigible disposition,
will yet

of the former statement,

;

;

may be left w-ithout excuse.
The whole head is sick Others translate it every head.
and suppose that those terms denote the princes and nobles_
that they

of the nation.

render

it

the

wh^l

I rather agree with the opinion of those

whole head;

comparison taken from the

for I consider it to

be a plain

human

eifect,

body, to this

that

no hope of reM
turning health.
He points out two principal parts on which
the health of the body depends, and thus shows the extent
of the disease which, he tells us, has infected this wretche^B
people to such a degree that they are wasting away that
the body

is

so severely afflicted that there is

;

the disease exists not in a single member, or in the extre
mities of the body, but that the heart itself has been

and

the

head

is

severely afflicted

;

wounde

in short, that the

vit:

——

CHAP.

^m
>

it is

impossible to heal them.

But here

also

commentators

differ

;

Those who view

ments.

thus

:

"

You

it

some of them view
and others to punish-

for

this state of disease as referring to sins,

,
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parts, as

that
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I.

as referring to sins interpret

are like a rotten

and stinking body,

in

it

which

is sound or healthy. Crimes of the worst description
amongst you, by the infection of which every thing
corrupted and debased.'' But I choose rather to interpret
for unquestionably God still
as referring to punishments

no part
prevail

^Kis
^^it

;

proceeds with this complaint, that the nation

is

so obstinate

as to be incapable of being cured by any chastisements,

be-,

though it has been beaten almost to death, or at least
has been maimed and frightfully torn by repeated blows, still
Such too is the import of
it is not reformed.
6. From the sole of the foot even unto the head there is no
soundness in it. Here he proceeds with the same comparison, and repeats the same statement for certainly those
cause,

I

;

who

explain the former part of the verse, as referring to

punishments, do not sufficiently consider the remaining part
of the context.
If we shall admit that a nation corrupted

by vices

is

compared

to a diseased body,

what

is

of the words which immediately follow, that the

not been hound up or mollified with ointment

the meaning
wounds have

?

It is plain

I

that the Prophet speaks of afflictions by which the nation

had almost wasted away, and that he adduces

this long-

continued weakness as a proof of hardened impenitence.

He

calls it

a putrifying sore, from which diseased matter

is

continually flowing, as if some concealed fountain were per-

petually sending forth an additional supply of venom.

By

comparison he shows that the wound is incurable, because that supply cannot be stopped. All this is prodigiously
heightened by affirming that no remedies have been applied
this

;

metaphors which he joins together they have
not been closed, neither bound up, neither mollified with ointment have all the same meaning, that the nation, without
any hope of relief, without comfort, without remedy, is reduced to such a state of distress, that in such punishments
the utmost severity of God is openly displayed.

for the three

—

—
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Literally,

is desolate.

it

I.

desolation;

is

and thus Isaiah goes on to speak more fully and plainly of
what he had already said figuratively about chastisement;
that the country has been reduced to a frightful state of
vastation

:

d^

for I choose to interpret all those statements

relating to past occurrences, because the Prophet does

no

threaten the vengeance of God, but describes those hea
calamities which have already happened, lie upbraids them
witli indolence

and stupidity in remaining unmoved by

theii

afflictions.

1

Like the destruction of strangers} This is added for th
sake of heightening the picture for the opinion that D^^T
{zarim) is here put for D*1T {zerem), an inundation, is far
;

fetched.

That word might no doubt be applied

but

better to take

it

is

it

to enemies,

as literally denoting foreigner,

The calamity is more grievous when it is brought on by me
who are unknown, and who have come from a distant countryj
who lay waste with far greater recklessness and cruelty tha:
neighbouring
buildings,
short,

tribes.

and

Such men destroy cities, burn housea,
and spread desolation all around. Ii

villages,

they rush forward with barbarous ferocity, bent or

murders and conflagrations, and are more eager to inflic
damage than to make gain. But neighbours, when thej
have subdued a country, can retain possession of it by having
a garrison, and as soon as a revolt is attempted, or an insur
rection takes place, can send additional troops
and there
;

^ In the English version it runs, as overthrown by strangers; and tb
marginal reading, adhering more closely to the Hebrew idiom, is, as th
overthrow of strangers. The interpretation rejected by Calvin has beei
approved by some able critics; and Lowth, distrusting the philologica
views given by his predecessors., has resorted to a conjectural alteration ol
the Hebrew text
" This reading, though confirmed by all the ancieni
versions, gives us no good sense
for your land is de^;oured by strangers,
and is desolate as if overthrown by strangers, is a mere tautology, or,
what is as bad, an identical comparison. Aben Ezra thought that the
word, in its present form, might be taken for the same with D"1T, an inundation.
Schultens is of the same opinion, (see Taylor's Concord ;) and
Schindler, in his Lexicon, explains it in the same manner ; and so, says
Kimchi, some explain it." After enumerating the attempts of Abendana
" to reconcile it to grammatical analogy," he adds, " but I rather suppose
the true reading to be D'lT, and have translated it accordingly the word
D''1T, in the line above, seems to have caught the transcriber's eye, and to
have led him into this mistake." Notes on Isaiah. Ed.
:

—

;

:

—

—
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nor do they lay waste a country
fore they are not so cruel
from which they hope to derive some advantage. It is therefore no ordinary calamity, but the most shocking of all
;

calamities, that

is

here described.

Hence we ought to learn that, when God begins to punish
us, if we do not repent, he does not immediately desist, but
multiplies the chastisements, and continually follows them
up with other afflictions. We ought therefore to abstain
from such obstinacy, if we do not wish to draw down upon
ourselves the same punishments, or at least to deserve the
same reproach which was brought against the Jews, that
though they had received sharp warnings, and had felt the
hand of God, still they could not be corrected or reformed.
Moreover, we ought not to wonder that we are visited with
so great an amount and variety of afflictions, of which we see
no end or limit, for by our obstinacy we fight with God and
with his stripes. It must therefore happen with us as with
wincing and unruly horses, which, the more obstinate and
refractory they are, have the whip and spur applied to them
In the present day there are many
of cruelty, as if he always treated us
with harshness, and as if he ought to chastise us more gently
but they do not take into account our shocking crimes. If
those crimes were duly weighed by them, they would assuredly acknowledge that, amidst the utmost severity, the forbearance of God is wonderful and that we may not think
that in this case the Lord was too severe, we must take into
consideration the vices which he afterwards enumerates.
Here an objection will be started. Why does Isaiah declare that the nation endured such a variety of afflictions,
while we have already mentioned that he began to prophesy
under Uzziah,^ during whose reign the kingdom of Judah
was in a prosperous condition? (2 Chron. xxvi. 5-15.) For
although, towards the end of his life, the kingdom of Israel
met with some disasters, still this did not affect the kingdom
of Judah.
Accordingly, the Jews think that these words
relate to the reign of Jotham, (2 Kings xv. 32,) and not of
with greater severity.

who almost

accuse

God

;

Uzziah.

Their opinion appears at
^

VOL.

I.

first

Called also Azariah, 2 Kings xv.

sight to have little
1.

Ed.

D
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weight

;

and

yet,

when

the whole matter

not destitute of probability

;

for

we know

is

examined,

it is

that the prophets

did not always attend to chronological arrangement in collecting their prophecies

and

;

possible that this discourse

it is

of Isaiah was placed

first

because

summary view

it

contains a

in order for no other reason but

of that doctrine which

M

afterwards to be delivered.

is

Others think that they can easily get rid of the difficult"

by interpreting the whole passage as a description of vice,
and not of punishments but what is said about the burning
of cities and about the desolation of the country cannot easily
;

be disposed of in that manner. If it be supposed that the
Prophet speaks of the future and not the present condition
of that kingdom, and that in the name of God he foretells
approaching calamities, though they did not behold them
with their eyes, I do not greatly object to that view, though
it is probable that he treats of events which were known to
them. It is a real narrative, and not a prediction, though
in the next verse I acknowledge he announces the approachl
ing result.
8.

And

the daughter of

a vineyard.

He

Zion shall

he left^ as

a cottage in

alludes to a custom which exists in France,

that the vinekeepers rear a cottage for themselves

when the

His next comparison, which is closely
allied to the former, is taken from a custom of that nation
of protecting also gardens of cucumbers^ by means of mei
who kept watch during the night. He next explains whi
he intended to convey by both comparisons.
Like a besieged city. This may be explained in two wayj

grapes begin to ripen.

^

8

Residua manebit.
A lively French traveller, Tavemier, who flourished about the midc

of the seventeenth century, in describing the eastern shores of the Mediterranean Sea, gives the following account
" There we see large beds of
melons and of cucumbers, but especially of the latter, of which the inhabitMost frequently they eat them
ants of the Levant are particularly fond.
Throughout the
without peeling, and afterwards drink a glass of water.
whole of Asia this is the ordinary food of the common people for three or
The whole family lives on it ; and when a child asks for
four months.
something to eat, instead of giving it bread, as in France and other places
is the custom, in the Levant they offer it a cucumber, which it eats raw
just as it has been fresh pulled.
Cucumbers in the Levant have a peculiarly excellent flavour, and though they are eaten raw they never do any
:

injury."

—

Ed.
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either that the whole country will be wasted, with the solitary

which

be left standing like a
be destroyed. The former
interpretation is adopted by the Jews, and they understand
this passage to relate to the siege of Sennacherib
but I
Ihink that it has a wider signification, and embraces other
calamities which followed afterwards.
This may indeed reexception of the

city,

shall

cottage, or that the city itself will

;

fer to

I

the neighbouring country, from the misery and devas-

tation of which

it

was impossible but that the

much damage

sustain

;

city should

but I consider the Prophet's meaning

which he speaks shall reach even to
broken and ruined, it shall wear the

to be, that the evils of
the city itself, until,

aspect of a

mean

cottage.

The daughter of Zion

is

name here given

the

salem, in accordance with what

is

to Jeru-

customary in Scripture to

same
and the

give the designation of daughter to any nation, in the

manner

as the daughter of Babylon (Isa. xlvii. 1)

daughter of Tyre (Psalm
Tyrians and Babylonians.

xlv. 12) are

Zion

is

the

names given

to the

name here employed

rather than Jerusalem, on account of the dignity of the

temple

;

and

this figure of speech,

by which a part

is

taken

for the whole, is frequently employed.

Except the Lord of hosts had left unto us. Here he conhad formerly declared concerning God's chasor
tisements, that the desolation which shall take place
rather which is present, and which they now behold may
9.

,

eludes what he

—
—

be compared to the destruction of Sodom, were it not that
the Lord snatched as it were from the burning a very small
remnant.
And this verse confirms what I formerly said,
that the Prophet's description of the calamities which had
already taken place is interwoven with those events which

were immediately at hand, as if he had said, Be not deceived
by flatteries you would be in the same condition that Sodom
and Gomorrah now are, were it not that God, in compassion
on you, has preserved a rewMant. This agrees with the words
of Jeremiah, It is of the Lord's mercies that we are not consumed. (Lam. iii. 22.)
Hence we ought to observe two things. First, the Prophet
here describes utter destruction and yet, because God had
;

;
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Church and his beloved people, that

I.

jud*^-

mitigated by special grace, so that out of the general

ruin of the whole nation

God

rescues his people,

But

justly compares to a very small remnant.

if

whom he
God pun-

ished the crimes of the Jews by such dreadful chastisements,
let

us consider that we

their rebellion: for

may share

God had

the same fate

if

we

imitate

set apart that nation for

him-

and had distinguished them from the ordinary lot of
other men. Why then should he spare us if we shall be
hardened in our ungodliness and treachery ? Or rather, what
is likely to be the result of that mass and sink of crimes in
which men throughout the whole world give way to ihefm
passions ? Unquestionably it will be the same w^ith the fate
of Sodom and Gomorrah, unless his vengeance shall be restrained by a regard to that gracious covenant in which he
promised that the Church shall be eternal and this threatal^
ening, which is truly awful and alarming, is applicable toDaU
obstinate and incurable men, whose vices no punishments cafl
self,

;

destroy or weaken.
iiicfl
Again, we ought to observe that saying of Jeremiah, whici
at, that it must be attributed to the

I have already glanced

tender mercies of God that we are not altogether destroyed.
(Lam. iii. 22.) For if we shall consider the vast amount of
wickedness which prevails among all classes, we shall wonder
that even a single individual is left, and that all have not

been removed from the land of the living and in this wajl
God withdraws his hand, (Ezek. xx. 22,) that there may be
some Church preserved in the world. This is the reason as;

signed by Paul,

who

is

the best interpreter of this passage,

when, by quoting it, he represses the haughtiness of the
Jews, that they may not boast of the mere name, as if it hai
been enough that they were descended from the fathers fc^
he reminds them that God could act towards them as he
had formerly done towards the fathers, but that through hu
tender mercies a remnant shall be saved. (Rom. ix. 27.) An<
;

why ? That

the Church

may

not utterly perish

;

for it

i|

through the favour which he bears towards it that the Lore
though our obstinacy lays him under the necessity of tryin|
the severest judgments, still reserves some small seed. (Rom.

I

;
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This statement ought to yield us powerful consola-

ix. 29.)

we

are apt

that,

though

tion even in those heaviest calamities in which
to think that

it

is all

over with the Church

;

everything should go into confusion, and the world, as
say, be

turned upside down, we

fortitude,
[ul

and may

may

rest assured that

we

persevere with unshaken

God

will

always be mind-

of his Church.

A

very small remnant.

This clause

may

be connected

what goes before or with what follows, and accordingly some render it. We would have been almost like
Sodom. But I prefer connecting it with the former clause,
so as to deduce that the number which God had reserved
Some think that D (caph)
out of the destruction is small.
is here used affirmatively, so as to express the matter more
strongly and I have no objection to that view, though we
may take it in its natural and literal signification, as if he
had said, " and that shall be a small number.'' This declaration ought to be carefully observed for if the Church does
not spread far and wide, men are wont to despise her. Hence
it comes that hypocrites are proud of their numbers
and
weak men, terrified by the pompous display of those numbers,
stagger.
"We also learn from it that we ought not to judge
by the largeness of the number, unless we choose to prefer
either with

;

;

;

the chaff to the wheat, because the quantity

is

greater

;

but

we ought to be satisfied with knowing that, though the number
of the godly be small, still God acknowledges them as his
chosen people and we ought also to call to remembrance that
;

consolatory saying, Fear not,

good pleasure
10.

Hear

had formerly

to

the

little flock ;

give you the kingdom.

word of

said, that

the Lord.

for it is your Fathers
(Luke xii. 82.)

He

confirms what he

the Lord's vengeance

is

not cruel

because they deserved far more severe punishment. For
although there was a difference between them and the in-

Sodom

was
punishment might have been inflicted, if the Lord had not spared them. It amounts to this,
that, if they have received milder treatment, it is not because they have sinned less heinously than the inhabitants
of Sodom, but it must be ascribed to the mercy of God.

habitants of

the same

;

as to punishment, yet their guilt

so that equal
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When he

gives to the rulers the

tinguishes the people by the

not point out that there
condition

is

name

name

of Sodom,

10.,

I.

and

di

of Gomorrah, this does

a diiference, but rather that their

But by repeating

is alike.
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tlic

same thing

the diversity of the names lends additional elegance

twice,
;

as ifj

no greater diiFerence between th^
rulers and the people than there is between Sodom and
Gomorrah. There is, no doubt, an allusion to the various^
ranks of men, by assigning to them, separately, as it wer«
two cities; but as Sodom and Gomorrah mean the same

he had

said, that there is

we

perceive that he throws them, as it were, into oneIn short, the meaning is, " If any one shall form
opinion about the people and the rulers, he will find that
there is as close a resemblance between them as betweea
Sodom and Gomorrah, or between one egg and another fo
no one part is more sound than any other part.'"
The Prophet begins with stripping the Jews of their dia

thing,

an

bundle.

;

and justly for while all hypocrites are accustomei
employ strange coverings for concealing themselves fror
view, that nation was particularly addicted to this vice, an<
on no subject did the prophets contend with them mon
keenly or fiercely. Along with their vaunting about pre
tended holiness pride also reigned, and they boasted of tin
grandeur and excellency of their nation as much as a
ceremonies and outward worship. So much the more wen
they offended at the great harshness with which Isaiah ad
dressed them.
But it was necessary to drag their wicked
ness from their lurking places, and therefore the mo
haughty their demeanour, the greater is the vehemence witi
which the Prophet thunders against them. In the sam

guises,

;

to

manner ought we to deal with all hypocrites.
The word of the Lord. The Prophet takes the word am
the law for the same thing and yet I fully believe that h
;

purposely employed the term law, in order to glance at thei
absurd opinion ; because, by imagining that the offering
sacrifices, unaccompanied by faith and repentance, can a
pease God, they put an absurd interpretation on the la
By these words he reminded them that, by quoting Mos

to them,

he introduces nothing new and makes no additio

CHAP.

I.

to the
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law ; that

the will of

God

fully instruct

it

is

;

them.

is
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onlj necessary for them to hear what

and that on

tliis

subject he will faith-

Lest they should suppose that, by an

unfounded belief of their own righteousness, they can deceive Grod, he likewise reminds them that the laiu gives no
countenance to them in this matter.
11. To what purpose is the multitude of your sacrifices to

me ?

Isaiah

now introduces God as speaking, for the purknown his own meaning for it belongs to a

pose of making

;

lawgiver not only to issue commands, but likewise to give a

sound interpretation to the laws, that they may not be
Beyond all doubt, the former reproof was exceedingly unpalatable and oppressive to them
for what language expressive of stronger disapprobation or abhorrence
could have been employed ? They gloried in the name of
Abraham, boasted that they were his children, and on this
ground maintained a haughty demeanour.
This is the
reason why the Prophet arms himself with the authority of
G;od against them
as if he had said, " Know that it is not
with me but with God that you have to do.''
Next he explains the intention and design of God in demanding sacrifices that he does so, not because he sets a
high value on them, but in order that they may be aids to
piety and, consequently, that the Jews were greatly mistaken who made all their holiness to consist of those services. For they thought that they had performed their duty
admirably well when they offered sacrifices of slain beasts
and when the prophets demanded something beyond this,
they complained that they were treated harshly. Now the
Lord says that he rejects and abhors them, which may appear to be excessive severity, for it was by him that they
were appointed. But it ought to be observed that some of
the commandments of God ought to be obeyed on their own
For
account, w^hile others of them have a remoter object.
instance, the law enjoins us to serve and w^orship God, and
next enjoins us to do good to our neighbours. (Deut. vi. 5
Lev. xix. 18.)
These things are in themselves acceptable to
God, and are demanded on their own account. The case is
different with ceremonies
for they are performances which
abused.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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I,

11,

demanded on their own account, but for a difThe same thing may be said of fasting for
ike kingdom of God does not consist in meat and drink;
(Rom. xiv. 17;) and therefore fasting is directed to another

are not

ferent reason.

;

object.

were not appointed
by wliich he
sliould be appeased, but in order that by means of them the
nation might be trained to godliness, and might make greater
and greater progress in faith and in the pure w^orship of God.
But hypocrites observ^e them with the most scrupulous care,
as if the whole of religion turned on this point, and think
that they are the most devout of all men, when they have
long and anxiously wearied themselves in observing them.
And that they may be thought more devout, they likewise
add something of their own, and daily contrive new inventions, and most wickedly abuse the holy ordinances of God,
by not keeping in view their true object. All their ceremonies, therefore, are nothing else than corruptions of the
worship of God. For when their whole attention is given to
It follows, therefore, that ceremonies

in such a

manner

as if they were a satisfaction

the outw^ard and naked performance, in w^hat respect do
their

sacrifices

diifer

from the

sacrifices of

which, w^e know, were

full of sacrilege,

regard to a lawful end

?

the Gentiles,

because they had no

why

the Lord rejects those ceremonies,
though they had been appointed by his authority, because
the nation did not consider the object and purpose for which
they were enjoined. The unceasing contest between the
prophets and the nation was to tear off these masks, and to
show that the Lord is not satisfied with merely outward
worship, and cannot be appeased by ceremonies.
In all
places godly ministers have experience of the same kind of
conflicts
for men always form their estimate of God from
themselves, and think that he is satisfied with outward display, but cannot without the greatest difiiculty be brought

This

is

the reason

;

to offer to

him the

integrity of their heart.

All the perplexity of this passage will be easily removed

by Jeremiah, who says. When I redeemed your fathers out
of Egypt, I did not order them to offer sacrifices to me ; I

—

^
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to hear me and to keep my commandments.
For he sliows that the observance of ceremonies depends wholly on the word, and that it is as idle
and unprofitable to separate them from the word as it would
To this also
be for the soul to be parted from the body.
Will I eat the flesh
belongs the argument in Psalm 1. 12, 13,

only enjoined them
(Jer. vii. 22.)

?
Offer to God thanksand pay thy voius to the Most High. And in another
passage the same Jeremiah says, Trust not in words of

of bulls, or drink the blood of goats

giving,

falsehood, saying. The temple of the Lord, the temple of the
Lord, the temple of the Lord are we. But rather excel in

doing good, &c.

Doth

(Jer. vii. 4.)

The Prophet Micah likewise

Lord

take pleasure in thousands of rams, or
Immediately afterwards he
in ten thousand rivers of oil ?
says,

the

/ will show thee,
man, what is good, and what the
Lord requireth from thee, namely, to do justly, to love mercy
and to walk humbly iuith thy God. (Micah vi. 7, 8.)
adds,

m From

why

it

is

evident that the reason

ceremonies are condemned

is,

that they are separated from

these passages

soul.
Hence we see how great is the
who cannot be convinced that all the
pains they take to worship God are of no advantage unless
they flow from integrity of heart. Nor is this vice confined
and
to the common people, but is found in almost all men
in those who in their opinion excel all others.
Hence

the word as from their

blindness of men,

;

springs the notion of the efficacy which belongs to the
mere performance of the outward act or, as they call it,
the opus operatum which Popish doctors have contrived,
and which at the present day keeps a firm hold of the minds
of many.
Now here it is not man but God himself who
speaks, and who pronounces, by an unchangeable decree, that
all that men do is in vain offered for his acceptance, is empty
and unprofitable, unless they call upon him with true faith.
What an ad12. Who hath required this at your hand t

—

—

when God declares
come before him according to the appointed manner, and makes a general declaration, that in
vain do they ofier to him anything which he does not require for he does not choose to be worshipped in any other

mirable confutation of false worship,
that they will not

;
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I.

For how comes

are so highly delighted with those inventions, but

because they do not consider that
neither profitable to

all

their services aifl

themselves nor acceptable to

God?

Otherwise they would immediately recollect that obedience
is all that remains for them to do
(1 Sam. xv. 22 ;) and thejB
;

would not so insolently vaunt of their exertions, which th?
Lord looks upon with scorn, not only because he derives no
advantage from it, but because he does not wish that meJ
should attribute to him what they have rashly undertaken*
without his authority, or suffer the caprice of men to pass
Yet in order to express still stronger contempt,
for a law.

he immediately adds, that they improperly give the name of
obedience to that which he considers to be labour thrown
away namely, that their close attendance at the temple
amounts to nothing more than treading its pavements as
if, in reference to their hypocritical prayers, he had said,
" Truly they lay me under deep obligations by stunning m;
;

;

ears.''

This is a useful a
13. Bring no more vain oblations.
monition for restraining the irregular desires of those who
do not cease to follow inveterately unmeaning and hypocr
tical worship, that, warned by God, they may at length n
pent, if they would listen to any advice. But hence we lea

how hard it is to shake the false confidence of hypocrite
when they have once been hardened, since they cannot eve:
endure to hear God plainly warning them not to go on
and in the practice of such madness.
an abomination to me. To press them mo
closely, he proceeds farther, and declares that such worship
is not only unprofitable, but even that he detests and abhor
and justly, because the profanation of the worship
it

losing their pains,

Incense

is

;

God, in which his name is falsely employed, is not free fro
sacrilege. For as nothing is more dear to God than his ow;
glory, so there is nothing which he more strongly detests
than to have it infringed by any kind of corruptions and
:

when any

unmeaning service is put in
the room of true worship. The meaning of this passage
been mistaken by some, who have thought that the Proph
this is done,

sort of

r
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for that is not his object,
but he recalls the people of his time to the right manner of
observing ceremonies, and shows with what design and for

what purpose they were

;

For since the beginning
and the diversity of our worship from that which prevailed under the Old
Testament had a reference to men, but not to God. In God
there is no change, (James i. 17,) but he accommodates himself to the weakness of men.
That kind of government
therefore was suitable to the Jews, just as a preparatory
training^ is needed for children. For what purpose they were
instituted, and what is the right manner of observing ceremonies, he now describes.
14. Your new-moons.
The Prophet adds nothing new to
his former doctrine
but with respect to all ceremonies, in
which there is no spiritual truth, but only the glare of a
false pretence, he declares generally that they are not merely
useless but wicked.
Hence we ought to observe that we
labour to no purpose, if we do not worship God in the right
manner, and as God himself enjoins. In all things God delights in truth, but especially in the worship due to his
majesty.
Besides, not only do we lose our labour, but the
worship of God (as we have already said) is perverted and
nothing can be more wicked than this. Now all superstiinstituted.

of the world the worship of

God was

spiritual,

;

;

tions are so

many

corruptions of the worship of

lows, therefore, that they are

Superstition

may

be viewed, either in

position of the mind.

In

God

;

it fol-

wicked and unlawful.

itself,

or in the dis-

itself,

when men have

the audacity

what God has not commanded. Such are those
actions which spring from will-worship, (idekoOprjaKeia, Col.
ii. 23,) which is commonly called devotion.
One man shall
set up an idol, another shall build a chapel, another shall
appoint annual festivals, and innumerable things of the same

to contrive

When men venture to take such liberties as to invent new modes of worship, that is superstition. In the disnature.

position of the mvnd,
^

Pcedagogia.

when men

In what sense our Author uses this term

Commentary on Gal.
(cra/Say/wyoj) to Christ.
Ed.

from

his

imitate those services which

—

iii.

24.

may be

gathered

The law was our schoolmaster

j
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approves, but keep

tlieir

I.

whole

attention fixed on the outward form, and do not attend

toi

In this manner the Jews earnestly

or truth.

tlieir object

15*

adhered to the ceremonies which Moses had enjoined, but
out what was of the greatest importance for they paid
no regard to a pure conscience, never mentioned faith and
what was
repentance, had no knowledge of their guilt, and
still worse
separated Christ from them, and left no room
left

;

—

—

This plainly shows, as I have already state(^

for the truth.

that

was a spurious and

it

tiles.

It is

deceitful

mask

so that their

;

from the sacrifices of the Gen
therefore not wonderful that the Lord calls thera

sacrifices did

not at

all differ

abomination.

which are
and yet they ought not to be lightly passed overj
For the Lord perceives how great is the wantonness of mea
and therefore he heaps up
in contriving modes of worship
a variety of expressions, that he may more powerfully restrain that wantonness, and again declares that those action
Moreover, because men flatter themare hateful to him.
selves, and foolishly entertain the belief that the Lord will
hold in some estimation the idle contrivances which they*
have framed, he declares, on the contrary, that he regards
them with detestation and abhorrence.
15. When ye spread forth your hands.
The ancient cus
tom of spreading forth the hands in prayer did not arise from
I shall not stay to notice the phrases here used,

various

;

;

superstition

;

nor did that practice, like

many

currency through foolish and idle ambition

men

others, obtain
;

but because

by outward
they betake themselves to God. Accordingly^
since they cannot fly to him, they raise themselves by this"
nature herself prompts

to

declare, even

signs, that

No

sign.

injunction, certainly, respecting this sign,

given to the fathers
spired

;

and by

;

but they used

it

as

men

was

divinely in-

this very sign all idolaters are convicted of

for, while they declare by an outward attitude that they betake themselves to God, in reality 'they
betake themselves to idols. In order to convict them more

gross blindness

;

strongly, the Lord permitted the uninterrupted use of this
custom to continue among them. The Prophet, therefore,

I

—

CHAP.
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does not condemn the spreading forth of the hands, but their
because they assumed the appearance of men

hypocrisy

who

;

called on God, while in their heart they were wholly

averse to him, as he elsewhere declares

people draiu near

me

more

fully that this

with their mouth, and with their lips

do honour me, hut have removed their heart far from me.
(Chap. xxix. IS.)
The Lord saith that he is nigh, but it is
to those who call upon him in truth.
(Ps. cxlv. 18.)
Where
hypocrisy is, there can be no true calling on God. And yet
this passage does not contradict what is said elsewhere,

" When they shall spread forth their hands, I will hear.''^
For in that passage the Lord speaks of that calling which
proceeds from confidence in him.
Faith is the mother of
calling on God
and if that be absent, nothing is left but
;

fcempty mockery.
'

Yea, when ye make many prayers.
He amplifies the former statement by threatening that he will be deaf to their
cries, to whatever extent they may multiply prayers
as if
he had said, " Though you be constant in prayer, that dili-.
gence will be of no avail to you.'' For this also is a fault
which belongs to hypocrites, that the more their prayers
abound in words, they think that they are more holy, and
will more easily obtain what they wish.
Thus their idle
;

talkativeness

is

indirectly rebuked.

Your hands are full of blood. Here he begins to explain
more fully the reason why he disapproves, and even disdainfully rejects, both their prayers and their sacrifices.
It is
because they are cruel and bloody, and stained with crimes
of every sort, though they come into his presence with hypocritical display.
Though he will afterwards add other kinds
of crime, yet as he had mentioned the spreading forth of the
^ Our Author seems to allude to Isaiah Ixv, 24, It shall come to pass,
that before they call, I will answer ; and while they are yet speaking, I will
This conjecture is confirmed by the remarks Avhich immediately
hear.

on the word call, as the leading word in the passage. It appears
have escaped his recollection, that in this instance the spreading forth
of the hands is not mentioned, though it occurs in an analogous passage of
Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the temple
What prayer or what
supplication soever shall he made of any man, when he shall spread forth
his hands in this house ; then hear thou from heaven thy dwelling-place.
follow

to

2 Chr. vi. 29,

30.—Ed.
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hands, so he speaks of the hands, and says that in them they
carry and hold out a testimony of their crimes, so that they
need not wonder that he thrusts them back so harshly. FoFj
on the other hand, the phrase, to lift up clean hands, w
employed not only by prophets and apostles, (1 Tim. ii. 8,|
but even by profane authors, who were driven by mere inif it were not thai
stinct to reprove the stupidity of men
;

God perhaps

forced

them

to

make

this confession, in orde

that true religion might never be without some kind
attestation.

And

yet the Prophet does not

mean

that they were

ro"

bers or murderers, but reproves the tricks and deceit b

which they obtained possession of the property of others,
God judges in a different manner from men for the hidden
tricks and wicked arts, by which wicked men are accustome(
to deceive and take advantage of the more simple, are noi
taken into account by men or if they are taken into ao
count, they are at least extenuated, and are not estimate(
according to their just weight. But God, dragging forth U
;

;

light those very

men

of dazzling reputation,

who

undes

specious pretences had been in the habit of concealing thei

unjust practices, plainly declares that they are murderers

For

in

whatever way you

throat or take

away

are a murderer.

who

a man, whether you cut hi
and the necessaries of life, yoi

kill

his food

Consequently,

God

does not speak of mei

made then
openly infamous, but of those who wished to be though
good men, and who kept up some kind of reputation.
This circumstance ought to be carefully observed for oi
the same grounds must we now deal with wicked men, wh
oppress the poor and feeble by fraud and violence, or som<
are openly wicked, or whose crimes have

;

and yet cloak their wickedness by plausibl
But with whatever impudence they may exclain
that they do not resemble thieves or assassins, we mus
reprove them with the same severity which the Prophe
employed towards persons of the same stamp for when w(
speak in the name of God, we must not judge according
the views and opinions of men, but must boldly declare thi
judgment which the Lord hath pronounced.
kind of

injustice,

disguise.

;

;
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exhorts the Jews to

way

of it, provided that
thej wish to have their obedience approved by God. Hence
we conclude that nothing can please God, unless it proceed
from a pure conscience for God does not, like men, judge
of our works according to their outward appearance.
It
frequently happens that some particular action, though performed by a very wicked man, obtains applause among men
;

;

but in the sight of God,

who beholds the

conscience pollutes every virtue.

by Haggai, holding out an

heart, a depraved

And this is what

is

taught

drawn from the ancient
ceremonies, that everything which an unclean person has
touched is polluted ; from which he concludes that nothing
clean proceeds from the wicked.
Our Prophet has already
illustration

declared, that in vain do they offer sacrifices to God, in vain
do they pray, in vain do they call on his name, if integrity
of heart do not sanctify the outward worship.
For this rea-

Jews may no longer labour to no
demands that cleanness ; and he begins with a

son, in order that the

purpose, he

general reformation,

lest,

after having discharged one part

of their duty, they should imagine that this would be a veil

them from the eyes of God.
the manner in which we ought always to deal
with men who are estranged from God. We must not conto conceal

Such

fine

but

is

our attention to one or a few sores of a diseased body
we aim at a true and thorough cure, we must call on

if

them

and must thoroughly remove the con-

to begin anew,

who were formerly hateful and abominable
God may begin to please God. By the meta-

tagion, that they

in the sight of

phor washing, he unquestionably exhorts to remove inward
pollution, but shortly afterwards he will also add the fruits
of actions.

When he bids them wash, he does not mean that men repent by their own exercise of free-will but he shows that
there is no other remedy but this, that they shall appear
pure in the sight of God. Now, we know that the sacred
;

writers attribute to
Spirit of

God,

men what

whom

is

wrought in them by the

Ezekiel calls clean water, because to

him belongs the work of repentance.

(Ezek. xxxvi. 25.)

I
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16.

The Prophet now comes
for not only does he
explain without a metaphor what it is to wash and to be
cleansed, but he enjoins them to exhibit in their whole life,
and in every action, the evidence of their being renewed.
Yet he confirms the former statement, that the pollution of
the people is before the eyes of God, that it stains and debases all their actions, and thus makes it impossible that

Put atvay

the evil

of your doings.

to describe the fruits of repentance

;

they shall be pleasing in his sight. And he particularly
mentions the eyes of God, lest, when they employed a veil to
hinder themselves from seeing, they should vainly imagine
that God shared with them in their blindness.
do evil. He still proceeds to rei)rove their manner
This passage is commonly interpreted as if by doing
ill the Prophet meant living ill ; but it ought strictly to be
understood as denoting those crimes by which a neighbour;
Cease

of

to

life.

so that in the exhortation. Learn to do well^
is injured
which occurs in the next verse, the expression to your neigh»
hour ought to be supplied for he speaks of the injuries and
kind offices which we perform to our neighbours. Now sine
repentance has its seal in the heart of man, he describes i
by those outward appearances by means of which it is, in
some measure, brought before the eyes of men. There is n
man who does not wish to be reckoned a good man but the
true character of every man is manifested by his actions.
He therefore calls them to the performance of those outwardB
actions by which they may give evidence of their repentance.
He comprehends under two heads the fruits of repentance,
First, we must cease ton
ceasing to do evil, and doing well.
commit every act of injustice for we must not imitate those "
spendthrifts who wish to be thought bountiful, and fraudulently take from one person what they bestow on another.
Again, we must not resemble those idle people who think
that they have done enough, if they have kept themselves
from doing harm, and from invading the property of their
;

;

;

;

neighbours, but are not careful to perform acts of kindness.

He

intended, therefore, to include both for under those
two heads the keeping of the second table of the law is co

prehended.

;

mAP.
17.

them

I.
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do

As he had

well.

to cease to do

evil,
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just now, in enjoining

charged them with the continual

had said that their whole life
was a constant habit of sinning so now he enjoins them to
become skilled in acts of kindness, and in entreating them
to learn this, he addresses them as scholars who had not
And first he bids them
yet learned their earliest lessons.
Others render it. Inquire respecting judgseek judgment
ment, of which I do not approve for by the word seek the
Prophet meant more than this, he meant what we call the
actual practice of it.
By the word judgment he denotes
what is good and right as if he had said, " Aim at uprightpractice of iniquity, as if he

;

;

;

ness.''

The Prophet,

his wonted
mention of parand although he has already given a special
ticular classes
exhortation to kindness and justice, yet wishing to press
them more closely, he enters into a more careful enumeration of certain classes, so as to present a more complete
view of the subject. For otherwise men always wish to be
reckoned good and righteous, and can scarcely be moved by

Relieve

the oppressed.

manner, adds

after

to the general description the
;

general instruction

they are forced, as

;

it

we come

but when

to particular cases,

were, to deal with the matter in hand,

and are compelled to yield, or at least become more tractable,
of which we have daily experience.
Judge the fatherless, plead for the widow. The Prophet
here selects two classes, by means of which the wickedness
of men is more fully exposed
for it seldom happens that
the causes of the fatherless and widows are defended, because
men do not expect from them any rewards. To such an extent are they exposed to every kind of injustice, that no
man comes forward in defence of them, because there is no
lan who follows justice on its own account
and not only
;

;

number of persons who are
ready to plunder the poor and needy.
This proves that
there is no one who cares about exercising judgment
for
^e need not at all wonder that men of wealth and influence
lave friends to assist them, who are excited and allured by
the expectation of reward.
But the Lord declares that he
so,

but there

is

a very great

;

VOL.

I.

e

—
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takes charge of the fatherless and widows, and will avenge
them if they shall sustain any injury. Ye shall not afflict
any widow, or fatherless child. If thou afflict them in a/^fl
wise, and they cry at all unto me, I will surely hear their
cry : and my wrath shall wax hot, and I will kill you with
the sword; and your wives shall be widows, and your childreiM
The same declaration is
(Exod. xxii. 22-24.)
fatherless.
now extended to all others, who are oppressed and groan
under the violence and lawless passions of men of rank an
influence.

This ought to yield the highest consolation to

who

children of God,

(Luke

patience.

all t

are enjoined to possess their souls

xxi. 19.)

i\

Whatever may be the haught;

boasting of enemies, this will not prevent the people of

God

from glorying amidst their tribulations, while such consider
tions as these shall have an abiding place in their minds
" The Lord will be our avenger.
Though men disregard u
he takes care of us. He will aid the destitute, and will d
fend their

cause.''

Gome now, and let us reason together? The Hebre
word X^ (no) is commonly translated / pray, or therefore
18.

it denotes the confidence of a good caus
an exhortation, Gome. For the Lord declares
that the Jews will have nothing to reply, and that, ev
though they obtain an opportunity of clearing themselv(

but I think that

and thus

is

they will still be speechless. And certainly this is the wa;
for they bold!
in which hypocrites ought to be treated
enter into disputes with God, and there is no end of the!
;

reasonings.

Accordingly, he

tells

them

that, if

they

choofi

to debate, he will be equally prepared on the other side.

The question will perhaps be put, Why does the Prophe
speak chiefly about the second table of the law, and no
rather about the worship of God ? For we know that there
were good reasons why God assigned the foremost place to
the first table, when he divided the law and there can be
;

no doubt

that, as it

comes

first

in order, so it is likewise of

—

Bishop Stock.
nn^lJI (venivvakechah), and let zis settle our dispute.
us, I and you, that we may ascertain which of us has committed
an offence against the other and if you have sinned against me, still "I
hope to convert you." Jarchi,
1

" Both of

;

;;

I
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the Prophets reprove the

hypocrisy of men, they employ various modes of address.

Sometimes they complain that the Sabbath has been profaned sometimes they say that men do not call on God
but for the most part they censure idolatry, and raise their
roice against superstitions.
But here Isaiah complains that
'their duties towards their neighbours have not been per;

formed.
Still in all

these cases the object

is

the same, to show

that our actions are of no value in the sight of God,

when

they do not proceed from a good conscience, and when we
are destitute of the fear of God.
This fear they sometimes
denote by " calling on the name of God,'' sometimes by
''

keeping the Sabbath,'' and sometimes by other actions

but as the distinction between true w^orship and hypocrisy
is

most clearly and manifestly pointed out by means of the

duties of brotherly kindness, there are good reasons

why the

brought forward by Isaiah. For
hypocrites are careful to perform outward worship and ceremonies but inwardly they are full of envy, they swell with

mention of those duties

is

;

pride and contempt of the brethren, they burn with covet-

ousness and ambition

and while they conceal themselves
under those masks, they cannot easily be detected. They
must, therefore, be tried by this rule, as by a touchstone,
and thus it must be ascertained whether or not they fear
;

God.

We

might, indeed, be deceived, were

table only that

man

it

from the second

we formed our judgment about the

godliness

any one discharge the duties of the first
table, which are evidences of godliness and of the worship of
God, he must then be brought to this standard. Does he act
inoffensively towards other men ? Does he abstain from every
act of injustice? Does he speak truth ? Does he live in the
of a

;

but

if

exercise of kindness to his brethren

why

?

This

Christ pronounces mercy, judgment,

is

and

the weighty matters of the law, (Matt, xxiii. 23,)

the reason

faith, to be

and censures

the Pharisees because, in their eagerness about tithes and
offerings,

they attended only to smaller matters, and neglected

true righteousness.

By

faith he means

fidelity, or

what we
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commonly
to him,

But

if

lies in

*a

to be injured, but assist

our power.

these are the weighty matters of the

order ought

18j

when we render

and do not allow others

them, as far as

I.

By judgment he means every kind
to every man what belongs

call loyalty}

of uprightness,
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we

commandments

to place the

laiv,

in

wha

of the secon

I answer, they retain their due importance and
but by means of those duties which Christ so rigidly
demands, and on which he dwells so largely, hypocrisy
more fully detected, and we are better enabled to judge

table

order

?

;

whether a man sincerely fears God or not. In the same
sense ought we to understand that passage, I will havi
mercy and not sacrifice ; (Hos. vi. 6 Matt. ix. IS ;) for merc\
Again, it
is an evidence and proof of true godliness.
;

pleasing to God, because

it

is

a true demonstration of th

love which we owe to our fellow-men

pleasing to

him

sufficiently plain

for

why

a different reason.

but sacrifices are
now, I think

;

It is

the Prophet Isaiah mentions kindness

God and why the prophet
employ such variety in their modes of address, when they
endeavour to bring back hypocrites to the true worship o:
God, and when they bid them show it by its fruits.
Though your sins he as scarlet. It is as if he had said
that he does not accuse innocent persons, and has no wish
so that the charges which he
to enter into controversy

rather than faith or calling upon

;

;

makes against them are not brought forward

or maintainec

For hypocrites are wont to fin
fault with God, as if he were too severe, and could not be a<
all appeased.
They go still farther, and discover this excuse
without strong necessity.

for their obstinacy, that

it is

in vain for

return to a state of favour with God.

pedient

fail,

still

they

fly to this,

that

them

to attempt to

If every other ex
it

is

not proper to

make such rigid demands on them, and that even the very"
The
best of men have something that needs to be forgiven.
Prophet anticipates the objection, by introducing the Lord!
speaking in this manner " For my part, if it be necessary,
for the result will be
I do not refuse to dispute with you
to show that it is your own obstinacy which prevents a re

—

;

^

Loyaute.
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from taking place between us. Only bring
all controversy between us will be at
I would no longer contend with you, if you would
an upright heart."

conciliation

cleanness of heart, and

an end.
bring

me

Hence we obtain a declaration
solatory, that

God

in the highest degree con-

does not contend with us as

For

pursue our oifences to the utmost.

he

if

he wished

we

if

sincerely

immediately return to favour with us,
kud will blot out all remembrance of our sins, and will not
lemand an account of them. For he is not like men who,
^ven for a slight and inconsiderable offence, often refuse to
be reconciled.
Nay, so far is he from giving us reason to

urn

to him,

Ko

will

complain of his excessive severity, that he
us,

and

to

make

us as white as snow.

cleanness of heart, and

is

He

ready to cleanse
satisfied with

is

notwithstanding of this cleanness

if,

any offence, he forgives it, and acquits
those who have provoked him.
Isaiah continues to
19. If ye be willing and obedient
plead the cause of God against the people, and states in a
few words, that not only must the people bear the blame of
all the calamities which they endured, but that it lies in
their own power to regain immediately prosperity and happi-

of heart, there be

ness

;

because

God

always ready to forgive them, provided

is

that they do not harden their hearts.

But because happi-

ness appears here to be placed in the power of men, and at
their disposal, the papists openly maintain that

exercise of their

own

will,

men, by the

are free to choose either good or

evil.
When God charges men with obstinacy, we must not
on that account believe that he describes the nature or ex-

tent of their ability.

But

•were

it

would be useless to say, if ye be willing, unless it
power of men to will. I answer, though the

in the

choice be not so free as they pretend that

it

is,

yet sinners

are justly chargeable with being the voluntary agents of
their calamities, because

it is

of their

own

by compulsion, that they provoke God
therefore true, that

it is

a special gift of

accord,
to

and not

anger.

God when

It

a

is

man

aims at what is good but it is equally true that it is their
own wickedness that hinders the reprobate from applying
;
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I.

and, consequently, that the whole blame

On

their obstinacy rests with themselves.

depends

this

t]

reproach brought against the people, that they would have

and happy life, if they had been submissive
For since God is by nature dispose(i"
to acts of kindness, nothing but our ingratitude and enmity
hinders us from receiving that goodness which he freely
oifers to all.
On the other hand, he adds a sharp and heavy
threatening, that it is in his power to take vengeance lest
led a prosperous

and obedient

to God.

;

they should imagine that they who despise God will escape
hewithout punishment. It ought also to be observed, that the^
only rule of living well

is

to yield obedience to

word for to will and to hear mean nothing
comply with the will of God.
;

God and
else

his

than

A change of the construction of the words Qiypallage) lui
been admitted into this sentence for the meaning fully
brought out would stand thus
"if your mind be ready,
and your will be disposed, to obey f or, which amounts tc
the same thing, " if you render obedience to me, and lenc
an ear to my word.'' Since, therefore, God places the happi;

:

ness of

men

conducted,
things.

in obedience,

How

when they

it

follows that our life

is

properb

when we hear God speaking, and obey him
great, therefore,

refuse to listen to

is

the wickedness of

God who

is

in al

men

continually speak-

ing to them, and reject the happiness which he has providec

and

offered

!

It

was proper that their wayward

should be subdued, lest those wretched

down on themselves the wrath

of God,

men

dispositioni

should dra^

and willingly

themselves, like wild beasts, on the edge of the sword.

must likewise

observe, that

he at length threatens

throM?

W(
thei

with final destruction, if they shall obstinately refuse tc
submit themselves to God.
Ye shall eat the good of the land. He means the fruits
which the earth yields for supplying the necessaries of life

;

some sense the earth may be said to be unkind when
it does not produce its fruits, and keeps them, as it were, iin
its bosom.
Yet I have no doubt he alludes to the promises of the law, in which God declares, that to those who
fear him he will bless the earth, and will cause it to produce
for in

I

r
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V
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good things. The Lord shall make
of the ground, in the land which

thee plenteous in the fruit
the

Lord sware unto thy fathers to give thee. (Deut. xxviii. 11.)
yet, when he offers to iis the conveniences of the earthly

And

life, it is

not because he wishes that our attention should be

confined to our present happiness, which alone hypocrites

•

and which entirely occupies their minds but in order
by the contemplation of it, we may rise to the heavenly
life, and that, by tasting so much goodness, he may prepare
us for the enjoyment of eternal happiness. More especially
was God accustomed to act in this manner towards the
ancient people, that, by tasting present benefits, as by a
shadow, they might be called to the heavenly inheritance.
value,

;

that,

.

This distinction ought to be carefully observed, that

we may

apply this instruction to ourselves, according to the degree
of prosperity to which

God has

I

ments, consists in obedience to

by

The Prophet

exalted us.

intended to show that true happiness, with

God

;

its

accompani-

and that the wicked,

upon themselves every kind of
and therefore that all our distresses ought to be
ascribed to the sins and crimes which we have committed.
20. But if ye refuse and rebel.
The wicked always think
that the severity of the punishment is greater than their
and
guilt, even though the Lord chastise them very gently
their obstinacy, bring

calamities,

;

although they do not venture to justify themselves entirely,
yet they never cease, as I formerly said, to accuse

God

of

But the Prophet threatens that there
will be no end of their calamities till they be destroyed and
lest they should imagine that they had nothing more to fear
than those slight and inconsiderable punishments which they
had hitherto suffered, he declares that far heavier judgments
excessive severity.

;

God are still awaiting them.
The papists torture this passage to support the doctrine of
free-will, and argue in the following manner
" If men be
happy whenever they are willing to obey God, it follows that
The argument certainly
this is placed in our own power."
is very childish
for the Lord does not inform us by the Prophet what is the nature or extent of our capacity for good or
evil but he reminds us that it is our own fault if we do not
of

:

;

;

—

—

—
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enjoy good things, and that the calamities with which
afflicted are

the punishments of our disobedience.

I.

21-

we are

The ques-

a man can make his bad will good, is altogether
from the question, whether, by the bad will, whicli
is natural to him, he brings upon himself all the evils which
he endures. Unjustly and falsely, therefore, do those skilful
and ingenious doctors employ this passage to support their
doctrine about a free choice of good and evil.
For the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it} Since men
tion, wliether

different

who

moved by threatenthem from deep slothfulness, reminds them that this declaration is not uttered by
a mortal man, but has proceeded from the mouth of God, who
are blinded by their lusts are

little

ings, the Prophet, in order to arouse

not changeable like men, but adheres constantly to his

is

purpose.^

He

therefore mentions the

order to terrify them, that they
into a deep slumber

may give

who

mouth of

Lord, i
have fallen

the

in their vices

earnest attention to his threat-*

enings.
21.

How

make

to

In orde;
is the faithful city become an harlot !
the rebuke more forcible, and the crime of the peoph

more shocking, in having thus departed from God and from"
all uprightness, he cries aloud as if he had seen some monstrous thing and certainly it was a change fitted to awake™
horror, that a nation devoted to God, and chosen to a royal
priesthood, (Ex. xix. 6,) had fallen from lofty piety to the
lowest sink of wickedness. More especially he speaks of thefl
city of Jerusalem, which was God's sanctuary and royal
abode. He complains that the city which had formerly been
a guardian of justice is a den of robbers that she who for-*
merly was a chaste and pure virgin hath become a harlot.
To strike the deeper shame into the degenerate Jews, who
10
had departed widely from their holy fathers, he assumes th
air of a person astonished, and asks himself how this could
possibly have happened.
Thefaithfid city. By the word faithful he alludes, in m;
;

;

opinion, to the conjugal fidelity w^hich a wife ought to pre
^

This paragraph, which our Author had inadvertently inserted in his ex-

position of the nineteenth verse, is here restored to its proper place.
Ed.
2 " For Jehovah hath spoken, who fulfils his threatenings as well as his

promises, and does not rashly recall what he hath spoken."

Rosenmuller.
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signification is

undoubtedly more

but when I look at the connection of the passage,
I do not hesitate to say that faithful means chaste ; for immediately afterwards he employs another term in contrast
extensive

with

it,

;

calling her

an

Whereas she once was a

harlot.

vir-

tuous wdfe, faithful to the marriage-contract, she has now
become an harlot, and her base conduct brings not a blush on

her countenance.

The

Scriptures frequently call the Church

ii. 19, 20.)
That honourable rank
Jerusalem held, so long as she maintained spiritual chastity,
and continued in the pure and lawful worship of God but
as soon as she departed from it she became an harlot.
This astonishment of the Prophet was undoubtedly joined
with the deepest grief; for we ought to look upon it as something monstrous w^hen men revolt from God, and refuse that
allegiance which they have promised to render
nor is it
possible that right-hearted men, when they behold such a
revolt, can fail to be aifected with the most poignant grief
We read that the angels in heaven rejoice at the conversion
of one sinner; (Luke xv. 7, 10;) and therefore they cannot
but mourn over the final ruin of any sinner. How much
more then will they bewail the ruin and destruction of a
whole state and Church
Besides, that astonishment conveys also a complaint as
if the Prophet had said, "
Jerusalem, from what a flourishing condition hast thou fallen
Into what distress hast thou
plunged thyself! What shame and disgrace hast thou brought
upon thee V When the flourishing state in which she had
been, and the respect that had been paid to her in former
times, are called to her remembrance, it ought to produce a
still deeper impression on her mind
for she who was at one
time the respected mother of a family is naturally more careful about her honour and reputation than one who has spent
her whole life in base and licentious conduct.
It was full of judgment.
He shows what fruits were produced by that allegiance to God at a former period. We
may take judgment as but another name for uprightness
or, if it be thought preferable, we may call it justice when
men render to every man his own, and judgment when the

the wife of God.

(Hosea

;

I

;

!

;

!

;

;
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are avenged
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21

defended, and the poor and needy

for such is tlie use of the

words in Scripture

but as they are not pe'k
fectly connected in this passage, I consider judgment to d
note uprightness so that the same thing is twice expresse

when they

are employed together

;

;

more fully.
But now murderers. He shows in what manner Jerusalem
became an harlot. It was, that the city, which had formerly
been distinguished for the love of justice and equity, waH
now full of rnurders. The meaning is, as we have formerly
said, not that they were assassins or robbers, but that, by
fraudulent and dishonest methods, under the pretence of
justice, they had gained the property of others.
In short,
he means that they did not act fairly and justly towar
their fellow-men, whatever might be the estimation in whic
they were held for sometimes, and indeed very frequentl
it happens that very wicked men are held in high esteem.
The condition to which Jerusalem was reduced shoul
lead us to consider how often Satan exercises what may be
called unbounded tyranny over the Church of God
for if
ever there was a Church, there was one at that time in J
rusalem and yet Isaiah affirms that it was a den of robbery
or a slaughter-house, where they cut men's throats.
But i
for the purpose of explaining it

;

;

;

Satan could freely

riot in that

that the same thing takes place

Church,

let

us not wondei

among us but

let

;

us laboui

not to suffer ourselves to be corrupted by such wicked ex^
amples.
22.

Thy

silver is

become dross, thy wine mixed with watert

Isaiah speaks metaphorically, and by two comparisons showi
here, that

though the outward appearance of

affairs

was not

openly overturned, yet their condition was changed and corrupted, so as to be widely different from what it had formerly

been

:

for

he says that dross now shines instead of gold, and

that the wine, though it retains its colour, has lost its flavour.
" Though thou still make an empty show,'' saith the Prophet, " yet nothing pure will be found in thee

which was wont
its

to be

pure in thee

is

corrupted

colour deceive the eye, its taste shows that

mixed.''

;

that wine
and though

:

it

has been

—
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All this means nothing more than that the Jews should
lay aside hypocrisy, and should begin to confess their sins,

and no longer flatter themselves after the manner of hypocrites.
The comparisons here employed are exceedingly well
adapted to this end, for dross bears some resemblance to
gold ; and in like manner, the colour of wine mixed with
water resembles that of pure wine and yet both are very far
from having that purity of which they make an outward show.
In like manner hypocrites, by their hypocrisy, may be said
to assume a false colour of silver, though they are of no more
value than dross, and indeed are the more detestable on this
account, that, though they are exceedingly wicked, yet, with
not less treachery than baseness, they present to Grod and to
men those hollow pretensions by which they cloak their malice.
23. Thy princes are rebellious.
There is here an elegant
allusion or play on words.^
He does not speak oi princes in
such a manner as if the common people were holy and needed
^B no reproof, but he points out the source of the evil for as
^^ no disease is more injurious than that which spreads from the
head into the whole body, so no evil is more destructive in a
commonwealth than a wicked and depraved ^rmce, who conveys his corruptions into the whole body both by his example
and by the liberty which he allows. Hence, too, comes the
;

I

;

proverb, oTrola

rj

BeaTrotva,

rotac Kat at ^epairatvihe'^, like

The meaning, therefore, is as if the
Prophet had said that there was no one vice more than another that reigned among the people, but that an unbounded
commission of crimes prevailed among the nobles themselves,
and that in this manner the whole body was stained with

mistress, like maids.

Something which gives additional force to the
implied in the word princes ; for it is deeply to
be lamented when an evil arises from that very quarter in
which the remedy for it ought to be expected. He next
mentions a particular instance.

pollution.

statement

is

" The
illustrates it by the alliteration of primi pravi.
(sorerim) is here equivalent," says Jarchi, " to D''")D, (sarim,)
" In this word D"'"I")1D,
that is, persons departing from the right path."
(sorerim,)" says his annotator Breithaupt, which our Commentator here
explains by D''"1D, (sarim,) departers, " there is an allusion to the word
D"'12J', (princes,) which we here find in the sacred text."
Ed.
1

Our author

word

D''"I")1D
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Companions of thieves. By these words he means tha'
they are so far from restraining theft and false dealing, that,
on the contrary, they draw gain from them and he justlj
calls those persons companions of thieves, who, by receiving
;

part of the booty, grant permission to commit theft.
indeed,

when

a judge

is

corrupted by a bribe,

it is

And^

impossibl

but that crimes shall abound and pass unpunished, with th
perpetrators of which we must consider him to be in collusion,
Every one loveth a gift He next points out the reason
why princes have made themselves companions of thieves^
and have bound themselves by a wicked conspiracy to lenc
countenance to crimes. It is avarice. When judges are de^
voted to the love of money, justice is utterly destroyed foi
if the acceptance of persons be a corruption of judgment, s<
;

is left for justice, eveiy man who is under th<
dominion of covetousness will assuredly regard the persoi
The consequence is, that he will na
rather than the cause.
be able to perceive what is just and right, but, as one ex^
presses it, will make laws and unmake them.
This reminds us how great a virtue it is in a magistrate
for unless he keep his mind, his hands
to disregard money
and his eyes under restraint, he will never be able to judg*
justly.
It is absurd to say, as some men do, that they kee]
their heart pure and uncorrupted, even though they receive
bribes.
What the Lord saith must be true, that a gift
hlindeth the eyes of the wise, and perverteth the words of
(Ex. xxiii. 8.)
the righteous.
No man is so upright, no
man is so clear-sighted and sagacious, that his mind shalL
resist the enchantment, and his eyes the blinding influencea
of gifts.
Such judges, therefore, he justly declares to be
companions of thieves ; for, hurried along by a blind desire
of money, they overturn all laws both of God and man, ani
leave no room for justice or modesty.
We must likewise observe that the Prophet, in order
convince hypocrites, brings forward their actions which we
open and universally known for otherwise they would not
ot
submit. And yet there can be no doubt that there were at
that time many who objected, when he thus called the
thieves, as even in the present day most men impudent!

that no room

;

;

i

—
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and obstinately exclaim that they are not thieves on account
of receiving the rewards and gifts which are offered to them,
because they do not prevent them from passing a just judgment. But these replies being frivolous, the Prophet, after
having exposed their wicked actions, satisfies himself with
-the reproof which he has given, and argues with them no
longer.
And, indeed, nature declares that it is impossible
to give just judgment, when judges are so eager for gain and

»

reward because they cannot but absolutely expose to sale
their honesty and reputation.
They judge not the fatherless. As the Lord specially recommends to us the fathei^less and widows^ because they have
been deprived of the protection of men, so we need not wonder if he is displeased when they are abandoned by the
judges, who ought to have been their guardians and defenders for since they have neither foresight, nor industry,
nor strength, if no one comes forward to render assistance,
they must be exposed without redress to every kind of
violence and injustice. Now, when no regard is paid to them,
;

»

;

it

follows that the

sway

is

held, not

by

justice,

but by cove-

tousness and plunder.
24. Therefore saith the Lord, the Lord of hosts.
employs the word piJ^^n, Qidddon,) which literally

He

first

signifies

Lord, and expresses the relation to a servant. Next is
added the word niH*', {Jehovah^ which denotes the eternal
essence and majesty of God.
After having laid open some
kinds of crimes, which made it manifest that in that nation
everything was corrupted, Isaiah, now wishing to threaten
and to hold out to them the judgment of God, not only represents God as invested witli the power and authority of a
judge, but at the same time reminds them that the children
of Abraham are his peculiar people, and for this reason he
immediately adds, the mighty One of Israel. There may
also be implied in it a kind of irony, by which he stings the
Jews, as if he had said that it was foolishness in them to
boast of the name of God, seeing that they were worthless
and unprincipled servants, and that it was vain for them to
rely on his strength, which would immediately break forth
against them.
After this preface, he adds

I
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Ah! I will take consolation on my adversaries} By these
words he intimates that God will not be pacified until he
has satiated himself with inflicting punishment. He employs the word consolation after the

manner

of

men

;

for as

nothing else than the desire of revenge, so revenge
anger
gives relief to the mind, and he who has taken vengeance
is

congratulates himself and

may be

which

is

satisfied.

By

this

course,

regarded as a kind of compensation, the Lord

says that he will satisfy himself with inflicting punishment
his adversaries.

071

There are various ways, indeed, of expounding this passage and I shall not undertake the task of examining all
the interpretations and refuting those which I do not approve it will be enough if we ascertain the true meaning.
He does not here speak of Chaldeans or Assyrians, as some
imagine, but of Jews, to whom, in the character of a herald,
he proclaims war in the name of the Lord. This threatening sounded harshly in their ears for they supposed that
they were joined in such a confederacy with God, that he
was an adversary to their adversaries. He declares, on the
other hand, that he is their enemy, because he had so often
been provoked by their crimes. In this manner we must
shake ofl" the slothfulness of hypocrites, who are continually
waging war with God, and yet do not hesitate to allege that
they enjoy his protection. We need not wonder, therefore,
if the Prophet sternly pronounces them to be adversaries o
God, who had broken the covenant, and had thus carried on
;

:

;

war against him.

And

yet, in order to

show that he

is

unwillingly, as it

were, constrained to inflict punishment on his people,
utters his threatening with a kind of groan.

God

For as nothing

more agreeable to his nature than to do good, so whenever*
is angry with us and treats us harshly, it is certain that
our wickedness has compelled him to do so, because we do
not allow his goodness to take its free course. More esj)e
cially he is disposed to treat his own people with gentleness,
and when he sees that there is no longer any room for his

is

he

J

^In our English version
saries.

—Ed.

it

runs,

Ah!

1

ivill

ease

me

of mhie adver-
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for in-

punishment.

Some would rather choose perhaps to explain the particle
God made this exclamation when aroused by
For my own part, I rather consider it, in this pasanger.
^in (hoi) as if

sage, to

be an expression of grief because God, being mindful
;

of his covenant, would willingly spare his chosen people, were
it

not that pardon was entirely prevented by their obstinacy.

And
there

is

me of mine enemies. In this second clause
a reduplication, (avaBlirkcoat^,) a figure of speech

avenge

customary with the Hebrews, who frequently express the
same thing twice in one verse. Hence also we learn that
the object of the statement is, that God cannot rest until he
has taken vengeance on a wicked and treacherous people.
This is an
25. And I will turn my hand upon thee.
alleviation of the former threatening
for though he still
proceeds with what he had begun to state about his severity,
he at the same time declares that, amidst those calamities
which were to be inflicted, the Church would be preserved.
But the principal design w^as to comfort believers, that they
might not suppose the Church to be utterly ruined, though
God treated them more roughly than before. The Spirit of
God, by the Prophets, continually warns the children of
God, who always tremble at his word, not to be overwhelmed
and lose heart on account of terrors and threatenings for
the more daringly that wicked men practise licentiousness
and scofl" at all threatenings, the more do those who are
aflected by a sincere fear of God tremble at them.
Besides, the turning of the hands of God denotes generally
a token of his presence, as if he should say, / will display
my hand. This he is wont to do in two ways, either by
chastising the wicked, or by delivering believers from their
distresses.
Since, therefore, it is evident from the context
that God purposes, by applying consolation, to mitigate the
severity of punishment, the turning of the hands must here
be viewed as referring to the restoration of the Church
for
although he declared in general terms that all were his enemies, he now modifies or limits that statement by addressing
Jerusalem or Zion by name.
;

;

;
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he adds,

/
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purge away thy

I.

\

though he
not be
immoderately grieved or distressed on account of it, yet worn
learn from this expression that the purification of the Church
is God's own work.
For this purpose he always lifts up his
hand to punish transgressions, that he may bring back wan
derers into the road but rods would be of no avail, if he "
did not make them useful by touching their hearts inwardly.
And, indeed, since he points out here a special favour which
he bestows on his elect, it follows from this that repentance:
is a true and peculiar work of the Holy Spirit
for other-y
will

dross,

points out the fmit of correction, that believers

may

J

;

;

wise the sinner, instead of profiting in the smallest degree^

would be more and more hardened by chastisements.
The pure purging, so that no dross remains, must not,
however, be understood as if God ever cleansed his Church
entirely in this world from every stain, but must be regarded
as spoken after the manner of men
as if he said that the
condition of his Church will be such that her holiness will
shine like pure silver.
These words, therefore, indicate real
purity, for the Jews had formerly been too well satisfied with
;

their filthiness.

This

is

a highly appropriate comparison,

by

which the Prophet declares, that though the Church was at
that time polluted by many defilements, still some remnant
would be left, which, after the removal of the pollution,
would regain its brightness. In this manner he also connects
both clauses for when he formerly spoke of their crimes, he
said that their silver had become dross. (Ver. 22.)
26. And I will restore thy judges as at the first.
He now
speaks without a figure and having said that the source
and origin of the evils was in the princes, he shows that a
divine hand will purify that rank, when the Lord shall be
pleased to restore the Church to perfect health. And, indeed, when they who rule are good and holy men, public
order is maintained for when wicked men have power, everything goes to ruin. By judges and counsellors are evidently I
meant any kind of magistrates and when he promises that
they will be such as they were at the beginning, he brings to
their remembrance the extraordinary goodness of God, of
which they had been deprived. God had graciously raised
;

;

;

;

I

;
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up the throne of David, and
give a

to

briglit

in that government was pleased
resemblance of his own parental love.

Though the authority of the family of David had degenerated into the grossest tyranny, yet they continued to boast
of a false title

;

for they still

n the same manner

vaunted of the reign of David
day plume

as the papists of the present

themselves on a false pretence of the Church.
fore,

Justly, there-

are the people reminded of the happiness from which

they had fallen by their own fault, that they might not be
^Kdispleased at a diminution of their numbers, by means of
^wvhich they would again possess that order which God had
^Bestablished.

^B

Then

He

shalt thou he called.

describes the fruit of that

^^reformation, of which he has spoken, as extending to the
whole body for, having said that Jerusalem, before she revolted from God, was a faithful city, full of righteousness, the
Prophet now says, that when she shall have been chastised,
;

the same virtues will be illustriously displayed in her.
too, is

expressed the

sum

of true repentance

for

;

by

Here,
right-

meant uprightness, when every man obtains what
men live w^ith each other without committing injury. The word faithful has a still more extensive meaning
for when a city is called faithful, it means
not only that justice and honesty between man and man are
eousness

is

belongs to him, and

;

observed, but that the purity of God's worship is maintained
and therefore the chastity and purity of the mind are included under that designation.
It must also be observed, however, that from this faith-

fulness springs justice

;

for

when we adhere

to truth in our

mutual intercourse, justice easily gains the ascendency.
And, indeed, when I closely examine the whole passage, I
think that the Prophet now employs the word faithfulness
in a more limited sense than formerly, and connects the two
virtues as leading to the same object, so that, while truth
goes

first

as the cause, justice

is

the effect of

Isaiah pro-

it.

mises not only that she will be righteous and faithful, but
that

she will also be distinguished by these

tions

by which he means that the knowledge

of

it

;

will

VOL.

I.

be everywhere diffused.

We know

commenda-

or reputation

that hypocrites,

F

—
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titles

;

I.

21

but Isaiah, having"

as speaking, takes for granted that the city

will actually be righteous, as it is foretold that she shall be.

In the meantime, as I have said, he describes the fruit of a
true conversion as if he had said, " When Jerusalem shall be
brought back to true godliness, men will be persuaded that
;

she

is

renewed."

Zion shall be redeemed with judgment. He confii
irrrM
and because the restoration of the Churc
iirdl
was hard to be believed, he shows that it does not depend on'
the will of men, but is founded on the justice and judgment
of God as if he had said, that God will by no means pen
mit his Church to be altogether destroyed, because he i?
27.

the same doctrine

;

;

The design of the Prophet, therefore, is to withdraw the minds of the godly from earthly thoughts, that
looking for the safety of the Church they may depend entirely on God, and not cease to entertain good hopes, although
righteous.

»

instead of aids they should see nothing but obstructions.
is

It

a great mistake to consider justice and judgment to refeft

to the Church, as if Isaiah

were speaking about the welM|

meaning is what I
though men yield no assistance, the justice
of God is fully sufficient for redeeming his Church.
And,
indeed, so long as we look at ourselves, what hope are
entitled to cherish ?
How many things, on the central
immediately present themselves that are fitted to weakei
ordered condition of a city

have

;

for the plain

stated, that

our faith
find solid

It is only in the justice of

!

and

lasting

God

that

we

sh£

ground of confidence.

And they that return of her} This second clause point
out the manner of their deliverance namely, that the exiles
;

who had been

w^idely dispersed, will again be gathered

t<

getlier.

And

the destruction

of the transgressors. Lest hypoimagine that any fruit of these promises belongs to them, and should indulge in vain boasting, h^
threatens that they shall perish, though God redeem hid
28.

crites should

^
In the English version it is rendered, her converts ; but the margins
" That is," says Jarchi, " thos
reading is, Aiid they that return of her.
who are in her (in the city of Zion) that repent." Ed.
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f

For hypocrites have always been mingled with the

Church.

Church, and indeed are connected with

it

in the closest

man-

from outward show.
All that God promises they at once apply confidently to
themselves.
The apostle tears from them this trust, if indeed it deserve the name of trust, which springs from pride
and the arrogance of a haughty mind. Here we ought to
observe how great wisdom is needed by godly teachers, that,
j while they terrify the wicked by the judgment of God, they
may at the same time support good men, and strengthen
them by some consolation, that they may not be cast down
ner

;

but they form their estimation of

it

[

and discouraged. On the other hand, when believers are
encouraged by the promise of God, and when wicked men
falsely apply it to themselves, and puff up their minds with
vain confidence, the method and course which we ought to
is, that we neither give occasion to wicked men to
become proud, nor depress and discourage the minds of the
[godly as Isaiali does in this passage.
For while he speaks
of the redemption of the Church, he at the same time
threatens that sinners, that is, wicked men, shall be de-

pursue

;

stroyed, that they

may

kindness belong at

And

not suppose that these acts of God's

all to

them.

he pronounces destruction against the
wicked, by this comparison he exhibits more fully the favour
of God towards believers, which is far more distinctly seen,
yet, while

when God

allows the reprobate to perish, but preserves his

owni in safety, as

and

it is

said,

A

thousand shall/all at thy

hand; hut

side,

come nigh
thee.
Ps. xci. 7. Besides, he mitigates the grief and anguish
which the diminution of the numbers of the Church might
produce in godly minds for he shows that there is no other
way of imparting health to the whole body than by removten thousand at thy right

it

shall not

;

ing

its

29.

corruption.

For

brew the

(or,

that

particle

''^

is)

In the Heemployed, which properly denotes

they shall be ashamed.

(ki) is

a cause, but frequently also denotes exposition.

Now,

since

the Prophet does not here state anything new, but only
explains the cause of the destruction which awaited the ungodly, to render

'^^

(ki)

by that

is,

appears to connect

it

better

—

—
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ciiAr.

I.

29J

with the preceding word, Tr?^, (kdldh,) consumed, They shal
be consumed, that is, they shall be ashamed of the oaks which^
ye have desired; as if the Prophet had said that no evil wiH
be more destructive to them than tlicir own superstition.

The

idols, says he, which you call upon for your protection
and safety will, rather bring destruction upon you.
The word D vX, (elim,) oaks,^ has been sometimes rendered
Gods / but this meaning is set aside by the context for
immediately afterwards he adds the word groves : Ye shalA
be ashamed of the groves which you have chosen.
Now,
under the image both of trees and of groves, the Prophet, by
a figure of speech, in which a part is taken for the whole*
reproves every kind of false worship for although among
the Jews there were many forms of idolatry, the custom here
mentioned, of choosing groves and forests for offering sacrifices, was the most common of all.
Whether the word HUj
;

;

(gannoth) in the second clause be translated groves or gar*
dens, there can be no doubt that

means the

it

altars anc

sacred buildings in which they performed their idolatroui

Although they did not intend openly to revolt
from God, they invented new kinds of worship and, as
one place had been more acceptable to God than another
they devoted it to his service, as we see done by the papist
Next follows a change of the person for, in order to mak(
the reproof more severe, those wicked men of whom he spokfi
in the third person are now directly addressed, Ye shall h
ashamed.
Which you have desired. By the w^ord desired he reproves
the mad and burning eagerness with which wicked men
follow their superstitions.
They ought to have been earnestly devoted with their whole heart to the service of on
God, but they rush with blind violence to false worship, a
if they were driven by brutish lust.
In almost every human
worship.

;

i:

;

1

«

The word Dv''X

{elim) has, in the singular number, TO^, (eldh,) a

German language, uhue." Jarchi. For the
purpose of proving that by i^DPIN, Jarchi means the elm, his annotator,
Breithaupt, adduces not only the German ulme, but the Itahan olmo, th
French orme, and the Latin ulmus. Ed.
2 Evidently supposing that it is the plural of
?^, {el,) God, and over
looking the medial radical Yod, which is sometimes expressed, but oftener
Ed.
left out, in this word.
kind of

tree, called, in the

—
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mind

tliere naturally exists this disease, that they have forsaken the true God, and run mad in following idols and
hence Scripture frequently compares this madness to the
loves of harlots, who shake oiF shame, as well as reason.
For the gardens that ye have chosen. That the Prophet
;

describes not only their excessive zeal, but their presumption,
is evident from this second
which he says that they chose gardens ; for this

in corrupting the worship of God,
clause, in

term
ever

I

is

contrasted with the injunction of the law.

may be

What-

the plausible appearances under which unbe-

endeavour to cloak their superstitions, still this sayis better than all sacrifices.
Sam.
XV.
Accordingly,
under
the term will-worship
22.)
(1
{ede\odpr](TKeLa) Paul includes (Col. ii. 23) all kinds of false
worship which men contrive for themselves without the
com.mand of God. On this account God complains that the
Jews have despised his word, and have delighted themselves
with their own inventions as if he had said, " It was your
duty to obey, but you washed to have an unfettered choice,
or rather an unbounded liberty.''
This single consideration is sufficient to condemn the inlievers

ing remains true, that obedience

;

ventions of men, that they have

it

not in their power to

choose the manner of worshipping God, because to him alone
belongs the right to command.

God had

at that time en-

joined that sacrifices should not be offered to

him anywhere

the Jews thought
than at Jerusalem (Deut. xii. 13)
that they pleased him in other places, and that false imagielse

;

nation deceived also the heathen nations.

had gone no farther
volved in the same

Would

that

it

But we see how the papists are inerror, and, in short, experience shows

!

that the disease has prevailed extensively in every age.

be objected that there was not so much importance
God ought to have regarded with such
strong abhorrence the worship which was everywhere offered
If

it

in the place, that

to him,

—

first,

we ought

to consider the reason

why God

chose that at that time there should be only one altar,

which was, that
civilized nation,

might be a bond of holy unity to an unand that by means of it their religion might

it

continue unchanged.

Besides, granting that this spiritual
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commandments

matters, that the

w^ere given in the

Jews might be better trained

for since superstition conceals itself

devotion,

it

themselves with their own inventions.
is

the mother of true religion,

ercise their

own

fancy,

it

it

30.

smallest

to obedience

;

under the pretence of

hardly possible but that

is

I.

we must hold by the

reason were but of temporary force,
principle that

CHAP.
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men

will flatter

But since obedience

follows that

when men

becomes the source of

all

ex-

super-

stitions.

It

must

also

be added, that as Isaiah formerly complained

of those crimes which were contrary to brotherly love and to

the second table of the law, so he

having transgressed the

now complains

table.

first

perfection of righteousness consists in

the Prophets wish to reprove

men

for

of their

For since the whole
keeping the law, when
their sins, they speak

sometimes of tlie first, and sometimes of the second, table of
the law. But we ought always to observe the figurative
mode of expression, when under one class they include the
whole.
SO. Ye shall certainly he^ as an oak whose leaf fadeth.
The Hebrew particle ^^ (ki) may be taken in an affirmative

and the Prophet appears to
had improperly restricted the worship of God for, having mentioned gardens, he
reproaches them with the confidence w^hich they placed in
them, and threatens drought. "You take pleasure,^' says
he, " in your gardens and trees, but you shall be like withered trees that have lost their foliage." God therefore mocks
the vain boasting of idolaters, who marvellously flatter themselves with their contrivances, and think that heaven is
open to them, when they are employed in their ceremonies.
Just as at the present day, when the papists have lighted
their lamps and adorned their temples, when they dazzle
with gold and precious stones, when they have played on their
organs and rung their bells, they imagine that they are the
happiest of all men, as if there w^ere now no reason to
dread that any evil should come to them from God, who had
received from them a hundredfold satisfaction.
sense, as I

have translated

it

;

allude to those groves to which they
;

^

For ye

shall he.

—Eng. Ver.

;

3HAP.

I.
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The Hebrew word
31. And your God} shall be as totu.
JDH (chdsdn) signifies strong : and though it is here applied
to God, still it retains its signification, as if he had said,
" That god who was your strength shall be turned into
stubble."

And

the maker of it.
By the maker he means the carver
he mentions an idol, we must explain it agreeably to
the matter in hand.
Some think that he expresses the repentance of idolaters, by telling us that they would acknowledge their folly, and, being covered with shame, would burn
their idols.
But I consider the meaning to be different
for as a fire is made of dry fuel, such as tow, " in like manner,'' saith the Prophet, " gather you and your idols into one
heap, as when a pile of wood is built up, that you may be
consumed together, so that the idols may be like tow, and
the men like fire, and that one conflagration may consume
)ut as

the whole."

And

there shall he none to quench them.

observed that the Prophets,

ought to be

It

when they mention the wrath

it by outward representations, because it
cannot be perceived by the eyes or by any other sense.
Thus the wrath of God, by which the ungodly are destroyed,

of God, describe

is

compared

to

fire,

which consumes

all things.

It is

evident enough what the Prophet means, namely, that

now

all

the

ungodly shall be destroyed, whatever may be the nature of
their confidence
and not only so, but that their destruction
shall be the greater, because they have placed their confidence
;

in false

and

deceitful things,

and that utter destruction

will

overtake them from that very quarter from which they had
vainly looked for deliverance.

For the images and

excitements of the wrath of God, kindling

which cannot be quenched.
^

And

the strong.

—Eng. Ver.

it

idols are

into a flame

.

;

:

:
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CHAPTER
1
The word that Isaiah the son
of Amoz saw concerning Judah and
Jerusalem.
2. And it shall come to pass in
the last days, that the mountain of
the Lord's house shall be established in the top of the mountains, and
shall be exalted above the hills ; and
all nations shall flow unto it.
3. And many people shall go and
say. Come ye, and let us go up to
the mountain of the Lord, to the
house of the God of Jacob ; and he
will teach us of his ways, and we will
walk in his paths for out of Zion
shall go forth the law, and the word
of the Lord from Jerusalem.
4. And he shall judge among the
:

and shall rebuke many
people; and they shall beat their
swords into plow-shares, and their
nations,

spears into pruning-hooks
nation
shall not lift up sword against nation,
neither shall they learn war any
:

CHAP.

ISAIAH.

11

11.

1. Verbum quod vidit Isaias, filing
Amos super luda et Jerusalem.

2. Et accidet in novissimo dierum,
ut statuatur mons domus lehovse i
verticem montium, et erigatur supr

et fluent

ad eum om-

Et venient populi

multi, ac di

omnes

colles

;

nes gentes.
3.

cent, Venite, et

ascendemus in mon-

tem lehovse, in domum Dei lacobj
Et instituet nos in viis suis, et am^
bulabimus in semitis ej us Quoniaii
e Zion exibit lex, et verbum Domini
.

e Jerusalem.

Et

4.

judicabit inter gentes, ar

guetque populos multos

et conci
dent gladios suos in ligones, et lan-^
ceas suas in falces nee levabit gens
in gentem gladium, nee consuescent
:

:

ultra prselio.

more.

O house of Jacob, come ye, and
us walk in the light of the Lord,
6. Therefore thou hast forsaken
thy people the house of Jacob, because they be replenished from the
east, and are soothsayers like the
Philistines, and they please themselves in the children of strangers.
7. Their land also is full of silver
and gold, neither is there any end of
their treasures ; their land is also
full of horses, neither is there any
end of their chariots
8. Their land also is full of idols
they worship the work of their own
hands, that which their own fingers
5.

let

have made
the mean man boweth
down, and the great man humbleth
himself therefore forgive them not.
10. Enter into the rock, and hide
thee in the dust, for fear of the Lord,
and for the glory of his majesty.
9.

And
:

Domus

5.

lacob, venite, et

ambu4
buJ

labimus in lumine JDomini.
6. Certe deseruisti populum tuur
domum lacob eo quod impleti sint
:

Oriente, {vel, antiquitate,) et auguribus, ut Philistjei: atque in filiisj
fl
alienis acquieverint.

Impletur est terra ejus argento
auro ; nee finis thesauris ejus.
Equis quoque repleta est terra ejus,
nee quadrigis ejus finis.
7.

et

Impleta est etiam terra ejus

8.

et

coram opere manuum sucoram eo quod

idolis

:

orum

se incurvarunt,

M

fixerunt digiti ipsorum.
9. Et inclinatus est homo, et hu-^
ideo, ne remittas,
miliatus est vir
:

{vel,

non

10.

remittes.)
Ingredere in petram, abscon-

dere in pulvere a conspectu pavoris

Domini,

et gloria magnificentise ejus

;

.:

;hap.

II.

11.

The
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lofty looks of

man

shall

be humbled, and the haughtiness of
men shall be bowed down ; and the
Lord alone shall be exalted in that
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Sublimitas oculorum hominis

11.

humiliabitur, et incurvabitur altitudo hominum, et exaltabitur lehova
solus in die

ilia.

day.
12. For the day of the Lord of
hosts shall he upon every one that is

proud and

lofty,

and upon every one
and he shall be

that is lifted up,
)rought low

And upon

12. Quoniam dies lehovse exercituum super omnem superbum et excelsum, et super omne elevatum, et

humile

erit.

Lebanon, that are high and lifted up,
and upon all the oaks of Bashan,
14. And upon all the high mountains, and upon all the hills that are

13. Super omnes, inquam, cedros
Libani sublimes et elevatos, super
omnes quercus Basan,
14. Et super omnes montes excelsos, et super omnes colles eleva-

lifted up,

tos,

13.

all

the cedars of

And upon

every high tower,
and upon every fenced wall,
15.

16.
shisli,

And upon all the ships of Tarand upon all pleasant pictures.

17.

And

the loftiness of man shall

be bowed down, and the haughtiness
of men shall be made low ; and the
Lord alone shall be exalted in that

15. Et super omnem turrim excelsam, et super omnem murum munitum,
16. Super omnes naves Tharsis,
et super exquisitas picturas.
17. Et incurvabitur celsitudo hominis, et humiliabitur altitude hominum, et exaltabitur lehova solus in

die

ilia.

day.
18.

And

the idols he shall utterly

abolish.
19. And they shall go into the
holes of the rocks, and into the caves
of the earth, for fear of the Lord,
and for the glory of his majesty,
when he arise th to shake terribly
the earth.
20. In that day a man shall cast
his idols of silver, and his idols of
gold, which they made each one for
himself to worship, to the moles and
to the bats;
21. To go into the clefts of the
rocks, and into the tops of the ragged
rocks, for fear of the Lord, and for
the glory of his majesty, when he
ariseth to shake terribly the earth.
22. Cease ye from man, whose

breath
is

is in his nostrils

18.

autem

Idola

in

universum

abolebit.

;

for wherein

he to be accoimted of?

19.

Et ingredientur

in

petrarum, et in voragines

cavernas
terrse, a

prsesentia terroris lehovss et gloria

majestatis ejus: cum surrexerit ut
concutiat terram.
20. In die ilia projiciet homo idola
sua argentea, et idola sua aurea, qusB
fecerunt ei ad adorandum, in caver-

nam talparum
21.

et

vespertiHonum

Et ingredientur

in scissuras

petrarum, et cacumina saxorum, a
facie pavoris lehovse et gloria
jestatis ejus,

cum

ma-

surrexerit ut con-

cutiat terram.

22. Cessate igitur ab homine cujus in nare spiritus ; qua enim in re
{vel, ad quid, vel, quanti) ipse reputatur }

This pro1. The word that Isaiah the son of Amoz saw.
phecy is a confirmation of that doctrine which we had a
little before, concerning the restoration of the Church.
For

I
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to cherish tlie

hope of

II. 1

safety, wlien

we

the midst of destruction, while the wrath

God burns and consumes everything

far

and wide,

ori

while his threatenings strike terror into our minds, at such'
a period the bare promises are hardly sufficient to support

For this reason the Lord deterwhich had already been proclaimed there should be added this special vision, by way of
confirmation, in order to make it more certain and undoubted that, whatever calamities might arise, his Church would
never perish. I have no doubt, therefore, but that thiq
vision agrees with what is stated in the 26th and 27th verse

us and to allay our

mined that

fears.

to the consolation

of the former chapter.

Hence we
visions;

for

learn

what was the advantage and design

oi

sometimes has not sufficieni
God therefore adds visions, that by means

since doctrine

weight with us,
of them he may seal his doctrine to us. Since, therefore,
this vision is connected with the former promise, we learn
from it this useful doctrine, that all visions of every kin(
which God formerly gave to his Prophets must be joined t^
the promises in such a manner as to be seals of them. And
thus we perceive more and more the astonishing goodness o:
God, that, not

satisfied

places before our eyes,

with giving us his bare word, ha
as

it

were, representations of the

events.

He has added a confirmation, that the restoration of the
Church is a matter of very great importance, and necessary
For where is the truth of the Lord, where is
to be known.
faith, if there be no Church ?
If there be none, it followa
that God is a liar, and that everything contained in hia
word is false. But as God frequently shows, by striking
proofs, that he preserves the Church by unknown methods
and without the assistance of men, so he now declares by
remarkable prediction that he will do this.
There were two purposes to be served by this predictio:
First, since Isaiah, and others who came after him, were un-^
ceasingly to proclaim terror, on account of the obstinat
wickedness of the people, until the temple should be burnt,

and the

city destroyed,

and the Jews carried into

captivity,

i
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it was necessary that such severity should be mitigated towards believers by some consolation of hope. Secondly, as
they were to languish in captivity, and as their minds were

shaken, even after their return, by a succession of varied
calamities,

and at length were almost overwhelmed with

despair by the dreadful desolation and confusion, they might

a hundred times have fainted,

As

to those

who had

if

they had not been upheld.

already fallen, they were raised up and

confirmed by the promised restoration, to such an extent, at
that they retained among them the practice of calling
on God, which is the only and undoubted remedy for the
worst of evils. ^ilH, (hadddbdr,) the word, is rendered by
some interpreters the thing, which accords with the general
least,

signification of this

term

;

noting a divine purpose.
to

him by a

And

but

it

is

better to view

Isaiah says that

it

it

as de-

was revealed

special vision.

come to pass in the last of the days} "When
he mentions the end or completion of days, let us remember
that he is speaking of the kingdom of Christ and we ought
also to understand why he gives to the kingdom of Christ
this appellation.
It was because till that time everything
might be said to be in a state of suspense, that the people
might not fix their eyes on the present condition of things,
which was only a shadow, but on the Redeemer, by whom
the reality would be declared.
Since Christ came, therefore, if that time be compared with ours, we have actually
It was the duty of the fathers
arrived at the end of ages.
who lived at that time to go, as it were, with outstretched
arms to Christ and since the restoration of all things depended on his coming, it is with good reason that they are
enjoined to extend their hope to that period. It was indeed
always useful for them to know, that under Christ the conmore espedition of the Church would be more perfect
cially because they were held under figures, for the Lord was
2.

it

shall

;

;

;

them in various ways, for the express purthem in suspense.
But there was a peculiar importance attached to this pre-

pleased to arouse
pose of keeping
diction

;

for,

during four hundred years or thereby, there
^

In

the last days.

—Eng. Ver.
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were innumerable occasions on which they might have
fainted, had they not called to remembrance that fulness of
days, in which the Church was to be perfectly restored.
During the various storms, therefore, by which the Church
was nearly overwhelmed, every believer, when shipwrecked,
seized on this word as a plank, that by means of it he might
be floated into the harbour. Yet it ought to be observe
that while the fulness of days began at the coming of Chris
it flows on in uninterrupted progress until he appear the

t

second time for our salvation.

(Heb.

ix. 28.)

That the mountain of the Lord's house shall be establishes
This vision might be thought to wear the aspect of absurdit
not only because Zion was a little hill of no extraordinary
height, just as if one should compare a handful of earth to
huge mountains but because he had but a little before pre*
dieted its destruction.
How, then, could it be believed that
Mount Zion, after having lost all her greatness, would again
shine with such lustre as to draw upon her the eyes of all

i

;

And yet she is extolled as if she had been
?
than Olympus. " Let the Gentiles,'' says Isaiah,
" boast as much as they please of their lofty mountains
for
they shall be nothing in comparison of that hill, though it
be low and inconsiderable.'' According to nature, this certainly was very improbable.
What shall Zion be hung u
the nations

loftier

;

!

in the clouds

?

And

i

therefore there can be no doubt tha

wicked men scoffed at this prediction for ungodliness has
always been ready to break forth against God.
Now the peculiarity which I have noticed tended to weake;
;

the belief of this prediction
struction of the temple,

how

had

;

for

when

could she rise again so suddenly

in vain that Isaiah prophesied

actually raised above

all

Zion, after the de

fallen into the deepest disgrac(

;

And

was

no'

for at length this hill

wa

?

yet

it

the mountains, because from

it

wai

heard the voice of God, and sounded through the whol
world, that it might lift us up to heaven
because from it
the heavenly majesty of God shone brightly and lastly, because, being the sanctuary of God, it surpassed the wholq
world in lofty excellence.
;

;

The use of

this

prophecy deserves our attention.

It was.

*
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that Isaiah intended to bring consolation, which would support the minds of the people during the captivity

although there should be no temple, and no

;

so that,

and
hope would be
cherished in the minds of the godly, and, amidst a condition
desolate and so shockingly ruinous, they would still reason
" The mountain of the Lord is indeed forsaken, but
thus
and greater shall be
there he will yet have his habitation
the glory of this mountain than of all others.'' To prevent
them, therefore, from doubting that such would be the result, the Prophet has here, as it were, sketched a picture in
which they might behold the glory of God for although the
mountain was still in existence, yet a disgraceful solitude
made it almost an object of detestation, since it had lost its
splendour in consequence of having been forsaken by God.
But it was the duty of the pious to look not at those ruins,
but at this vision. Moreover, the reason why he speaks in
though

should be in ruins,

all

sacrifices,

this

still

:

;

;

such lofty terms concerning the exaltation of Mount Zion

is

from what follows because thence proceeded the Gospel, in which the image of God shines. Other
mountains might excel it in height but as the glory of God
has surpassing excellence, so the mountain in which he is
sufficiently evident

;

;

manifested must also be highly distinguished.

It was not,
on her own account that he extolled Mount Zion,
but in respect of her ornament, the splendour of which would
be communicated to the whole world.
In the former verse he had
3. And many people shall go.
slightly noticed the reason why Mount Zion would hold so
high a rank. It was because all nations would flow to it, as
if the rivers were overflowing through the great abundance
of waters.
He now makes the same statement, and assigns
the reason for it might be asked why various nations flocked
He says, therefore, that
to it in crowds from distant lands.
the desire of serving God was their motive.
The word D^^*1, (rabbim,) many, implies a contrast for it
means that there will not be, as formerly, but one nation
which devotes itself to the worship of the true God, but that
those who formerly were strangers and foreigners (Eph. ii. 19)
will come into the same agreement with them about religion

therefore,

;

;

;
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had formerly been,
would now be collected from
every quarter. By the word many he meant various ; for
unquestionably he did not intend to weaken the force of
what he had said a little before about all nations. Now,
though this was never fulfilled, that the nations of the whole
as if he

as

it

said that the Church, which

were, shut

up

in a corner,

world, each of them leaving their native country, made a
journey into Judea yet, because tlie doctrine of the gospel^
by which God hath gathered to himself a Church indiscrim
nately out of all nations, proceeded from Mount Zion, h
justly says that they will come to it who having, with one
;

I

consent of faith, embraced the covenant of eternal salvation,
have been united into one Church. We must also observe
the harmony between the figures of the law and that spiritual worship which began to be introduced at the coming of
Christ.

And

shall say,

Come.

By

these words he

first

declares

with such an ardent desire to
spread the doctrines of religion, that every one not satisfied
that the godly will be

filled

with his own calling and his personal knowledge will desire
draw others along with him. And indeed nothing could

to

be more inconsistent with the nature of faith than that dead-

man to disregard his brethren, and
keep the light of knowledge choked up within his own
breast.
The greater the eminence above others which an;
man has received from his calling, so much the more dil
gently ought he to labour to enlighten others.
ness which would lead a

to

This points out to us also the ordinary method of colleci
is, by the outward voice of men
fc

ing a Church, which

;

though God might bring each person to himself by a seen
influence, yet he employs the agency of men, that he ma;
awaken in them an anxiety about the salvation of each othe:
By this method he likewise strengthens their mutual attach
ment, and puts to the test their willingness to receive instruc
tion, when every one permits himself to be taught by othe
Next Isaiah shows that those who take upon them th
ofiice of teaching and exhorting should not sit down an
command others, but should join and walk along with ther
as we see that some men are very severe in
as companions
;

I

;
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and eager to urge others forward, who yet do not
But here believers, instead of addressing to
brethren the command, Go up, rather lead the way by

struct ors,

move a
their

step.

own example.

This is the true method, therefore, of
when, by actually performing what we
demand, we make it evident that we speak with sincerity

their

profitable teaching,

nd

I

earnestness.

And

he will teach us in his ways}
He shows, first, that
od cannot be worshipped aright until we have been en-

lightened by doctrine

;

God is
we ought

the only

acceptable to

God than

and, secondly, that

teacher of the Church, on whose lips

Hence

it

follows that nothing

is less

to hang.

services which men call devotion
though he employs the agency of men in
teaching, still he reserves this as his own right, that they
must utter nothing but his word. Had this rule been followed by those who called themselves teachers of the Church,
religion would not have been so shamefully corrupted by a
wide and confused diversity of superstitions. Nor is it possible that we shall not be carried away into various errors,
where we are tossed about by the opinions of men. Justly,
therefore, does Isaiah, when he claims for God alone the
power and authority to teach the Church, shut the mouths
of all mortals
so that the office of teaching is committed to
pastors for no other purpose than that God alone may be
heard there. Let those who wish to be reckoned ministers
of Christ allow themselves to be regulated by this statement,
that they may take nothing away from his authority.
The Hebrew words VD^*!^ I^IVI (veyorenu midderdchdiv)
may be literally rendered, he will teach us of his ways;
which means, " He will show us what his ways are,'' or, he
will set before us his ways for a perfect instruction.
Next he adds obedience, we will walk in his paths ; by
which he points out both the otject and the result for the
instruction which is delivered to us from the mouth of the
Lord is not mere speculation, but directs the course of our
life, and leads us to obey him.
But we ought also to observe, that the commandments of God are called ways and

and erring

certain foolish

and

likewise, that

;

;

^

And

he will teach us his ways.

—Eng. Ver.
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paths, in order to inform us that tliey go miserably astray

who turn

aside from

them

in the smallest degree.

every kind of unlawful liberty

restrained,

is

and

Thu

me

all

from the least even to the greatest, are enjoined to observi
this rule of obedience, that they keep themselves within th
limits of the

word of God.

out of Z ion shall go forth the laiu.
This
nation of the former verse, in which he said tliat

For

will

be placed above

all

mountains

;

that

raised to the highest pitch of honour,

is,

is

an expla

Mount Zion

that she will b

when she

shall

becom

the fountain of saving doctrine, which shall flow out over th

whole world. He calls it the law ; but we have elsewhen
spoken of the derivation and meaning of this word
fo;
riTin (tdrdh) means instruction, and the most complete o:
all kinds of instruction is contained in the law.
He speak
;

therefore, after the

rule of godliness

manner

of the prophets

was to be obtained from

;

for since the

the law, they were_

wont, by a figure of speech, (synecdoche,) in which a part i
taken for the whole, to include under the word law all thi

God has given

instruction which

;

just as

under the word

altar they include the whole worship of God.

Now, since we know that this prediction was fulfilled,
when the preaching of tlie gospel began at that very place,
(for Christ first taught at Jerusalem, and afterwards his doc-i
trine was spread throughout the whole world,) we must nofc
take the word law in a limited sense
its figures

46

;

Mark

conclude

and bondage,
xvi.

tliat

word of God.

15

Ezek.

;

the term

it

;

for at that time, as to

was rather abolished.

xlvii. 1

;

Luke

xxiv. 47.)

(Luke

ii.

Hence we

is

applied, without limitation, to the

And when

the prophets say that waters will

spring out of the temple to water the whole world, (Ezek.
xlvii. 1,)

they express metaphorically what Isaiah lays down
namely, that the source of saving doc-

in plain language

;

trine will be from that place

;

for out of it the apostles

and

other teachers spread the gospel through the whole world.

We

must observe the reason why the Prophet made these
It was, that he might fortify the godly against
various changes, which otherwise, on manifold occasions,
might have crushed their minds and therefore it was of
statements.

;

IHAP.
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great importance to provide against offences, and to fortify

the minds of the godly. " Whatever may be the condition of
your affairs, and though you should be oppressed by afflictions
on all sides, still continue to cherish this assured hope, that
the law will go forth out of Zion, and the word of the Lord

from Jerusalem ;

for this is an infallible decree of God,
which no diversity or change of events will make void.''
How much the godly needed this consolation may be easily
ferred from the course of events which immediately folowed for when Judea had been forsaken, the temple destroyed, the worship of God overturned, and the comely
order of the Church utterly defaced, while tyranny became
more and more oppressive, it was natural that their minds
should be discouraged, and that all hope should be thrown
away. On the other hand, after the return of the Jews from

^:

;

Babylon,

when

dreadful superstitions gradually obtained pre-

and the priests, instead of discharging their office in
a lawful manner, grasped at wicked tyranny, what else could
have occurred to the minds of the godly than that religion
had fallen into neglect, and that the worship of God was entirely laid aside, if they had not been supported by this promise ? For there can be no doubt that this temptation, which
arose out of internal vices, was more injurious than their
banishment into Babylon. So long as they were exiles, they
had at least prophets, by whose instruction they were encouraged but in that state of corruption the good effect of
instruction had been lost, and no regard was paid to religion
or godliness.
But by the aid of this prediction alone the
Lord granted to them the support which they needed.
For
why had the law, which God appeared to have consecrated
for himself in his own habitation, been thrown down and
basely trampled under foot ? "Who, then, would have thought
not only that it would have a place there, but that it would
also reign in all foreign places, and in the most distant
valence,

;

regions

On

?

the other hand, the Prophet declares not only

that the law will remain in

further

within

;

its place,

by which he means that

its

former boundaries, for

it

but that

it

will not

it

will travel

be confined

will be proclaimed to the

Gentiles without distinction.
VOL.

I.

G
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And undoubtedly this had very great authority and weight
with the Apostles, when they knew that they were appointed
to perform those things which are here promised. Otherwise
they would never have had courage enough to venture to
undertake the office, and, in short, would not have been able

when the whole world furiBut they knew that he by whom this
had been promised, and from whom they had received authority to deliver this message, would easily remove every obto endure the burden, especially

ously opposed them.

stacle.

It

ought also to be observed that we obtain from

a strong confirmation of our faith,

that

it is

it is

it

learn that the

came forth out of Zion

doctrine of the gospel

thence conclude that

when we

;

because we

not new, or lately sprung up, but

the eternal truth of God, of which a testimony had

it was brought to light.
m
was necessary that all the ancient
ceremonies should be abolished, and that a new form of
teaching should be introduced, though the substance of the
doctrine continue to be the same
for the law formerly pro-

been given in

We

all

ages before

also infer that

it

;

ceeded out of Mount Sinai, (Exod. xix. 20,) but now it proceeded out of Zion, and therefore it assumed ^ new form.

Two

things, therefore,

doctrine of

God

may

must be observed

first,

;

that the

the same, and always agrees with itself;

is

God with changeableness, as if he
and though the law of the Lord be now
the same that it ever was, yet it came out of Zion with a
new garment secondly, when ceremonies and shadows had
been abolished, Christ was revealed, in whom the reality
that no one

were inconsistent

charge

;

;

them
4.

is

he shall judge

among the

nations.

He means

that

God may

rule

the doctrine will be like a king's sceptre, that

among

1

perceived.

And

by a figure of speech in which a part
is taken for the whole, the Hebrew word tO^SJ^, (shdphat,) to
judge, means to govern or to reign.
Since, therefore, God
had not taken more than one nation to be subject to his
reign, the Prophet here shows that the boundaries of his
kingdom will be enlarged, that he may rule over vario
all

nations.

nations

He

;

for,

likewise notices indirectly the difference

b^

tween the kingdom of David, which was but a shadow, an
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kingdom, which would be far more excellent. At
ruled over his chosen people by the hand of
David, but after the coming of Christ he began to reign by
this other

that time

God

himself, that

is,

in the person of his only-begotten Son,

who

was truly God manifested in the flesh. (1 Tim. iii. 16.) The
proj^hets sometimes employ the name of David when they
are speaking about the kingdom of Christ, and they do so
with propriety, that
for the

w^ith respect to his

is,

Redeemer had been promised

fxmily.

(Jer.

xxx. 9

;

human

to spring

Ezek. xxxiv. 23

nature
from that

;

xxxvii. 24.)

;

here the Prophet extols his divine majesty, from which

But
it is

evident how much more excellent is the condition of the
new Church than that of the ancient Church, since God hath
revealed himself as King in his Son.
And again he confirms the calling of the Gentiles, because Christ
to the

may

Jews

only, that

he

may

is

not sent

reign over them, but that he

hold his sway over the whole world.

And

shall rebuke many nations.
The word tiy (yakach)
sometimes means to expostulate, sometimes to correct, and
likewise to prepare ; but the ordinary interpretation is most
suitable to this passage, in which the Prophet speaks of the
reformation of the Church. For we need correction, that we
may learn to submit ourselves to God because, in consequence of the obstinacy which belongs to our nature, we
shall never make progress in the word of God, till we have
been subdued by violence. Accordingly, Christ makes the
beginning of preaching the gospel to be, that the world
he reproved concerning sin.
(John xvi. 8.) That the doctrine may not be without profit, Isaiah shows that the stubbornness of our flesh must be subdued and therefore he
attributes to God the office of a reproving judge, that he
;

;

may

by condemning our vices, may effect
And, indeed, we see how little
produced by the gospel, unless where that power of

try our

life,

and,

a reformation of our morals.
eff'ect is

the Spirit

And

is

exercised which leads

men

to repentance.

they shall heat their swords into ploughshares.

He

next mentions the beneficial result which will follow, when
Christ shall have brought the Gentiles and the nations
under his dominion. Nothing is more desirable than peace

;

—
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imagine that they desire it, every one disturl
by the madness of his lusts for pride, and covetousnes

but while
it

CHAP.

all

;

and ambition, lead men
other.
evil

Since, therefore,

to rise

men

up

in cruelty against

are naturally led

away by

their"

passions to disturb society, Isaiah here promises the

is the doctrine of
which removes the enmity between us and God, so it brings men into peace and harmony
with each other. The meaning amounts to this, that Christ's
people will be meek, and, laying aside fierceness, will be dofl

correction of this evil

reconciliation, (2 Cor.

;

v.

for,

as the gospel

18,)

"

voted to the pursuit of peace.

This has been improperly limited by some commentators
when Christ was born because at that time,

to the time

;

Actium, the temple of Janus^ was closed,
I readily admit that the
as appears from the histories.
universal peace which existed throughout the Roman empire, at the birth of Christ, was a token of that eternal
after the battle of

peace which we enjoy in Christ.
ing was different.
reconciliation

He meant

But the Prophet's mea;
makes such

that Christ

i

between Grod and men, that a comfortable

^ The temple of Janus was built by Nuraa Pompilius, whose wise and
peaceful administration contrasts strongly with the bloody and ferocious
wars by which many of the succeeding emperors endeavoured to make
themselves illustrious.
It was expressly intended by its founder that this
temple should repress the natural fierceness of the people by discouraging
warlike operations.
For this purpose the opening or shutting of its doors
was made to indicate whether the Roman empire was in a condition of
war or 'peace with the surrounding states. When war raged on all sides,
all its doors stood open by night and by day ; and the shutting of any one
of them declared, that in that direction towards which it looked peace had
been restored. Livy tells us, that so remarkable an event as the entire
shutting up of this temple, which proclaimed that universal peace existed
throughout the empire, had occurred but thrice during the long period of
seven hundred years ; once under the reign of Numa, next, during the
consulship of Titus Manlius, and lastly, after the battle of Actium, in
which the Emperor Augustus gained a splendid naval victory over Mark
Antony and Cleopatra, queen of Egypt. (Liv. i. 19.) Historians have
fixed the date of the latter event with extraordinary precision ; and, while
their only object was to pronounce a lofty panegyric on Augustus as the
peculiar favourite of heaven, they have unintentionally recorded that the
temple of Janus was shut up when the Prince of Peace (Is. ix. 6) was
ushered into the world.
So striking a coincidence could not fail to attract
observation, as belonging to the fulness of the time (Gal. iv. 4) at which
the Messiah appeared, and as one of the beautiful arrangements of bira
who is wonderful in counsel and excellent in working. (Is. xxviii. 29."
Rarely has chronology proved to be so delightful and instructive. Ed.
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among

themselves, by putting an end
For if Christ be taken away, not only
are we estranged from God, but we incessantly carry on
open war with him, which is justly thrown back on our own
heads and the consequence is, that everything in the world
state of peace exists

to destructive wars.

;

is

in disorder.

Besides, Isaiah promises that,

published,

it

when the

gospel shall be

be an excellent remedy for putting an end

will

to quarrels
and not only so, but that, when resentments
have been laid aside, men will be disposed to assist each
other.
For he does not merely say, swords shall he broken
in pieces, but they shall he turned into mattocks ; by wdiich
he shows that there will be so great a change that, instead
of annoying one another, and committing various acts of
injustice, as they had formerly done, they will henceforth
cultivate peace and friendship, and will employ their exerfor mattocks and
tions for the common advantage of all
pruning-hooks are instruments adapted to agriculture, and
He thereare profitable and necessary for the life of man.
fore shows that, when Christ shall reign, those who formerly
were hurried along by the love of doing mischief, will afterwards contend with each other, in every possible way, by
;

;

acts of kindness.

.

Neither shall they practise war any more}

(Idmad) signifies either

to

he accustomed

But the meaning of the Prophet
will not train

is

The word *I^7
to,

or to learn.

plain enough, that they

themselves in destructive

arts,

and

will not

with each other in acts of cruelty and injustice, as
they were formerly accustomed to do. Hence we infer that
strive

they have made little proficiency in the gospel, whose hearts
have not been formed to meekness, and among whom there
does not yet reign that brotherly love which leads men to
perform kind offices to each other. But this cannot be done
before the consciences have been brought into a state of

peace with

may

God

for

;

we must begin

also be at peace with

Some madmen
(avapx^av,) as if
'

it

there, in order that w^e

men.

torture this passage to promote anarchy,

took away from the Church entirely the

Neither shall they

learn war any more.

—Eng. Ver.
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II. t

forward for condemninj

with great severity every kind of wars. For example, if
prince defend the people entrusted to him, and protect theii
against injustice, those people say, " It is unlawful fa

(

Christians to use the sword.''

But

it

is

easy to reply

t<

Prophet speaks metaphorically about the king
dom of Christ, which leads men, through mutual kindnesi
The Scriptures fre
to become reconciled to each other.
quently employ a metaphor, in which the thing signified i
denoted by a sign as in that passage. He who hath not
this

for the

;

i

;

sword,

let

him buy

one.

(Luke

xxii. 36.)

Christ certain];

did not intend to induce his followers to fight, but intimatec
that the time of war was at hand.

On

the other hand, w<

are told that swords shall cease to exist, or shall be beatei

down

to serve a different purpose,

when hatred and

fightin|

be at an end, and when they who formerly were
enmity shall be reconciled to each other.

shall

It

may

be objected

that, in a state of

the sword will no longer be needed.
exists

among

a:

harmony and peace
I reply, that peac(

us just as far as the kingly power of Christ

ii

acknowledged, and that these two things have a mutual re
for thei
lation. Would that Christ reigned entirely in us
!

would peace
are

still

reign,

also

have

its

perfect influence.

But since

W(

widely distant from the perfection of that peacefu

we must always think

of

making progress and it i
kingdom of Chris
God did not gather a Churcl
;

excessive folly not to consider that the

here

is

only beginning.

—by which

Besides,

—

meant an assembly of godly men so as to h
separate from others but the good are always mixed witJ
the bad and not only so, but the good have not yet reached
the goal, and are widely distant from that perfection which™
is required from them.
The fulfilment of this prophecy^J
therefore, in its full extent, must not be looked for on earth.
It is enough, if w^e experience the beginning, and if, being
reconciled to God through Christ, we cultivate mutual friendship, and abstain from doing harm to any one.
house of Jacob.
He sharply rebukes the Jews b
5.
holding out the example of the Gentiles for since, in con^
sequence of the spread of his kingdom, God would give la
is

;

;

;

;

1
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Zion, so as to ingraft

them

into

the body of his chosen people, nothing could be more strange

than that the house of Jacob should revolt from him, and
when strangers were drawing near, the members of the
household, who ought to have been foremost, should withdraw.
This is, therefore, not only an exceedingly vehement
exhortation, but also a heavy and sharp complaint.
Accordingly, he addresses them by an honourable name, saying,
that,

I\ouse of Jacob, come ;

that he

may express more

strongly their

ngratitude, which appeared in this, that though they were

n the Church God's

first-born, they utterly renounced that
which they held in common wdth others.
There is, therefore, an implied comparison, as if he had
raid, " Lo, the Gentiles flow together to Mount Zion, and
every one exhorts and urges on his neighbour they submit
to receive instruction from God, and to be reproved by him
and why do you,
Israelites, you who are the inheritance
of God, w^hy do you draw back ? Shall the Gentiles submit
to God, and shall you refuse to acknowledge his authority ?
Has so great a light been kindled in every part of the
world, and shall you not be enlightened by it ?
Shall so
many waters flow, and will you not drink ? What madness
is this, that when the Gentiles run so eagerly, you sit still

right of inheritance

;

in idleness

And we

f

walk in the light of the Lord. When he adds
he means that the light is placed before their
feet, but that they disregard it by shutting their eyes, and
even extinguish it as far as lies in their power and yet its
brightness draws to it distant nations.
6. Surely thou hast forsaken thy people.
In these words
he now plainly charges the people with having a perverse
disposition
and he does this not in direct terms, but, as it
were, bursting into astonishment, he suddenly breaks ofl" his
discourse, and, turning to God, exclaims, " Why should I
waste words on a nation grown desperate, w^hich thou,

we

will

will walk,

;

;

Lord, hast justly rejected, because, giving itself
trous practices,

it

up

to idola-

has treacherously departed from thy word?''

It may also be a prediction of punishment still future,
which he foresaw by the Spirit as if he had said. That it
;
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was not wonderful if ruin and desolation were about to
overtake Mount Zion on account of the great crimes of the
nation.
His design may have been, that so mournful a
spectacle might not be the occasion of despair, and that
those who were capable of being cured might be moved by
For
repentance, and turn to God ere this calamity arrived.
while the prophets are heralds of God's judgments, and
threaten vengeance against the ungodly, they usually endea-

same time,
some kind of repentance.

vour, at the

to bring as

many as they can ta
of God ought never,

The servants

to lay aside this disposition,

which would lead them to endea
if that were possible;

vour to do good even to the reprobate,
(2 Tim. ii. 25.)

This passage ought to yield abundant consolation to godl^
for when we think that we are speaking to the
we become faint, and are tempted to give up all exer^
and to say, " What am I about ? I am beating the air.

teachers
deaf,
tion,

;

Yet the Prophet does not cease

whom he
and while he

to exhort those in

perceived no ground of comfortable hope

;

stands like one astonished at this destruction of the people
he nevertheless addresses those whom he sees going to ruin.
At the same time we must observe that, however obstinate^
the ungodly may be, we must pronounce vengeance againsta
them and though they refuse and gnaw the bridle, yet,
that they may be left without excuse, we must always summon them to the judgment-seat of God.
I consider the word ''D (kt) to mean surely;^ for this signification is more suitable, because he breaks off the exhortation which he had begun, and addresses God.
And wheM
he again calls them the house of Jacob, this is added for the
purpose of imparting greater vehemence, as is usually done
in a moving discourse
as if he had said, " This holy natio
which God had chosen, is now forsaken.""
Because they are replenished from the East. As the
brew word Ulp (kedem) sometimes denotes the east, and
sometimes antiquity, it may be interpreted to mean that
they were filled with ancient manners because they had
again brought into use those superstitions by which th
~

;

m

;

H

;

'

In the English Version

it is

rendered therefore.

—Ed.

1

—
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land of Canaan was formerly infected. For we know that
the prophets often reproach the nation of Israel with re-

sembling the Canaanites more than they resembled Abraham
and the rest of the holy fathers. And, indeed, because they

had been brought into the possession of this land, when the
ancient inhabitants had been driven out, in order that it
might be cleansed from its pollution, and afterwards devoted
to holiness, the refusal to change their wicked customs involved a twofold ingratitude.
But as the other meaning
from the East has been more generally adopted, I have
chosen to retain it though even in this view the commentators differ, for some consider the letter J2 (mem) to denote
comparison, and Dlp^ (mikkedem) to denote more than the

—

;

inhabitants of the East, while others adopt the simpler, and,
as I think, the more correct view, that they were filled with
is, with the vices which they had contracted
from that quarter for wicked imitation is amazingly contagious, and nothing is more natural than that corruptions
should glide from one place into another more distant.

the east, that

;

And

This clause

with divinations, like the Philistines.

explains the former more fully

under divinations he
includes, by synecdoche, the impostures of Satan to which
heathen nations were addicted. The Prophet therefore means
that they now differ in no respect from the Philistines, though
God had separated them from that people by the privilege
of his adoption and this was sufficient to bring upon them
the severest condemnation, that they had forgotten their
calling, and polluted themselves with the corrupted and ungodly customs of the Gentiles. Hence it appears that to sin
by the example of another contributes nothing to alleviate
;

for

;

the

guilt.

Aiid have delighted in the children of strangers. The last
part of the verse is interpreted in various ways because the
phrase, the children of strangers, is viewed by some metaphorically, as denoting laws and customs while others regard
them as referring to marriages because, by marrying indiscriminately women of foreign extraction, they had mingled
their seed, so that there were many illegitimate children.
Jerome gives a harsher exposition, that they polluted them;

;

;
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7

For my own
lusts contrary to nature.
have no doubt that by the children of strangers an
meant foreign nations, and not figuratively the laws them<
selves.
The crime charged against them by the Prophe(
solves

by wicked

part, I

therefore

is,

that,

by endeavouring

they entangled themselves in their

to please the Gentiles,
vices,

and thus

He

not only mortal men, but wicked men, to God.

preferred

says thai

they delighted, because the desire or delight of wicked imi
tation effaced from their hearts the love of God and of sounc
doctrine.
7.

Their land

We

with silver and gold.

is filled

must

tend to the order which the Prophet here observes

now enumerates

the reasons

why the Lord

;

for

at-

h

rejected his peopled

In the former verse he began with divinations and the cus*
toms of strangers ; he now comes down to silver and gold ^
and afterwards he will speak of horses and chariots. Ther^
can be no doubt that, having first condemned idolatry, hd
reproves them, secondly, for covetousness, and, thirdly,
sinful trust,

when men depart from God, and

contrive

fo:
fo:

was not a thing
in itself to be condemned, that this nation had abundanca
but because they burned with insatiable
of gold and silver
covetousness, and trusted to horses and chariots, he justly
themselves vain grounds of confidence.

It

;

reproves them.

The Hebrew

particle

*)

(van) is here viewed

by some

ai

denoting a contrast, supposing the meaning to be, and ye
their land is filled with silver

and

gold.

This would show

the ingratitude of the people to be the greater, because,

though they enjoyed an abundance of all good things, theyi
betook themselves, as if their case had been desperate, t
magical arts and to idols, which is much less excusable than
because
if they had fled to them during their adversity
though they w^ere fed to the full with an abundance of good

\

;

In this way he
things, yet they shook off the yoke of God.
would aggravate the criminality of a nation that fled to idols
freely and of their own accord, even though they were luxuriating in their abundance.
But I do not receive this interpretation, for I think

it

too far-fetched.

On

the contrary,

he includes in one continued enumeration the vices with

—
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which that nation was chargeable, covetousness, sinful conand idolatry. Accordingly, though the opinion of
those who explain it as a contrast be a true opinion, it does
not harmonize with this passage.
And there is no end of their treasures. Isaiah proceeds to
illustrate more clearly and forcibly what he has formerly said
for, though it be not in itself sinful or blamable that a person
should possess gold or silver, provided that he make a proper
fuse of it, he properly launches out against that wicked desire and mad eagerness to accumulate money, which is most
detestable. He says that there is no end, because their eagerness is insatiable, and goes beyond the bounds of nature.
The same opinion must be formed about horses and chariots,
fidence,

for false confidence is here reproved.

To prevent

this evil,

the Lord had forbidden kings to gather together a great multitude of horses or chariots, lest, trusting to them, they should

cause the people

to

return

to

Egypt.

men

(Deut. xvii.

]

Since,

6.)

have resources of this kind
in abundance without being also lifted up with pride, it was
the will of God that his people should not have them at all,
or at least should be satisfied with a moderate share.
8. Their land is also full of idols.
He repeats what he
had already noticed about idolatry, but enters into it more
fully and, having first mentioned the subject itself, he next
speaks of the use of it, which almost always follows. It seldom happens that we do not abuse idols when they are set
up among us, for it is as when fire has been applied to a pile
of wood, which must immediately burn
and wood is not
more ready to be set on fire than we are to follow superstition.
In the Hebrew language idols are very properly denominated by the word D*'7^7X, (eUUm,) which the Prophet
here employs, for they are empty things, and of no value.^
And undoubtedly the Holy Spirit intended by this word to
reprove the madness of men who imagined that, by relying
on such inventions, they approached nearer to God as the
therefore,

it is difficult

for

to

;

;

;

papists of the present day, in order to plead for the usefulness
1 " So
called," says Buxtorf, " because they are absolutely nothing,
agreeably to that saying of the Apostle, an idol is nothing in the world,"

(1 Cor. viii. 4.)
xiii. 4,) is

??\^ ''ND1,

an instance of the

(rophee elil,) physicians of no value, (Job
use of the word.
Ed.

literal

— —
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II.

9

of their idols, boast that they are the books of the unlearned:

but we ought rather to believe the testimony of the Holy
Spirit
and even the facts themselves plainly show what adi
vantage the unlearned derive from them for, led away by;
gross fancies, they imagine to themselves earthly and carnal
Hence Jeremiah justly declares not only that idoU
gods.
;

;

and

Ilea

their

ovm

are useless, but that they are teachers of falsehood
(Jer. X. 14.)

And
hands.

they have bowed

We

must

down^ before

the

work of

also attend to this description, in

which

the Prophet relates that the people bowed down before th
works of their own hands ; for how stupid w- as it that mei
should not only worship wood and stone instead of God, buH
should honour their own workmanship with the appellatioii
of Deity, which they cannot bestow on themselves
It i
truly shocking and monstrous that, as soon as a block o
wood which lay neglected has received the finish ing-stroki
from a mortal man, he presently worships it as if it had beei
made a God. Although the Prophet addresses the ancien
people, the same reasoning applies to tlie papists, who acknown
ledge no majesty of God but in the works of their own handsj
Before that which their own fingers have made. The repetition is emphatic, and to the hands he adds the fingers, ii
order to exhibit more strongly the grossness of the crime. Wi
must also attend to the mode of expression, which denote
adoration by means of outward gesture not that it is unlawful among men to bend the knee or the head for the sake o
paying public respect, but because he who bows down before
an idol professes to render divine worship. Consequently,
the silly talk of papists about that adoration which they cald
Dulia^ (SovXela) is a childish evasion for when the Prophet'
speaks of religious worship he condemns universally every
token of homage.^
Some commentators:
9. And the mean man boweth down.
!

;

;

—

Eng. Ver.
popish distinction between an inferior kind of adoration, called
loukuei, and a higher kind of adoration, called Xar^tici, is illustrated and
refuted by our Author, in the Institutes, vol. i. p. 141, and in the Harmony
of the Evangelists, vol. i. p. 221. Ed.
* That is, of homage paid to idols.
Ed.
^

Thei/ worship.

^
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read these words in immediate connection with what goes

Prophet were proceeding still farther to show
If we adopt this meaning,
then by the mean man and the mighty man we must under-

before, as if the

the extent of their criminality.

stand
is

all

the Israelites

as if the Prophet said that no

;

pure and free from this

stain.

man

Others not improperly are

of opinion that he repeats in other words

what he had said

about punishment, and that in this way he expresses the
destruction which awaits a people forsaken by God.
This
will agree best

with the scope of the passage, that

all,

both

small and great, will speedily be overtaken by the ruin which
lays low a wliole nation

;

because amidst so great wickedness

there was no reason to expect deliverance from the vengeance
of God.

how down and humble,
down which he mentioned a little before, as if he had said, " They have bowed
themselves down before idols, therefore God will lay them low
under a vast weight of calamities.'' Yet I have no doubt
that he likewise attacks their pride for it was difficult to
Besides, in those two expressions,

there

is

a rapid allusion to that bowing

;

believe that a nation so abundantly supplied with wealth

would, in a short period, be overwhelmed by calamities.
Therefore forgive them not

This latter clause
not

much

affect

is

;

or,

thou wilt not forgive them.

explained in two ways, though

it

does

the real meaning which of the views you

show that towards
If it be taken
in the future tense, thou wilt not forgive them, the meaning will be more easily brought out but if it be taken as
a -prsLjer, forgive them not, it will amount to the same thing
for we know that, when the prophets, inflamed by zeal for
God, pour out prayers as under the dictation of the Spirit,
they threaten just punishment against the ungodly and we
need not wonder that the Prophet, offended by crimes so
numerous and so shocking, kindles into such warmth that
he consigns his countrymen to destruction for nothing was
more dear to him than the sacred honour of God. But at
the same time it must be understood that he makes a tacit
reservation of a remnant because he does not here speak of

adopt

;

for the design of the

such obstinate

men God

will

Prophet

is

to

not be appeased.

;

;

:

;

;

;
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every individual, but of the body of the people, which was so
its vices that there was no hope of cure
would have been unreasonable to give exhorta-*
tions to repentance, and to hold out the hope of pardon to
men who w^ere incurable and thoroughly obstinate. The
meaning therefore amounts to this, that the restoration of a
new Church must not be expected till God has executed his
judgments by destroying the temple.
10. Enter into the rock.
As ungodly men, for the most!
part, lull themselves in excessive indifference about God's
threatenings, it is customary with the prophets, when they
threaten sinners, with the view of producing terror, to add
lively descriptions, as if for the purpose of bringing those
This is the reamatters under the immediate view of men.
son why the Prophet now bids despisers of God enter into
the rocks and caves, to conceal themselves under ground.
And, first, he means that the judgment of God is more to be
dreaded than a thousand deaths, and that for the sake of
escaping that judgment it were to be washed that they
But, by addressing men
sliould go down into the grave.
themselves, he gives a more impressive illustration of the
weight of the divine vengeance.
From the dread of the Lord, and from the glory of his
majesty.
Although by the dread of God he means the
scourges by which God would take vengeance on a wicked
people, yet it is not w^ithout good reason that he immediately
adds, his magnificent glory ; as if he had said, " It is according to the measure of his own glory that God ought to be
dreaded by the ungodly, in whose destruction he displays
his boundless power.''
But though the ungodly are not reformed or made to bow down by any punishment, they are
forced to tremble when they feel the presence of the wrath
of God.
In quite a different manner do punishments instruct the elect to fear God
for, in consequence of being
subdued by strokes, they learn to bear the yoke. Isaiah
therefore declares that the glory of God will be more illustriously displayed when he shall come forth as a righteous
judge for when he conceals himself he is not observed, and
they scarcely think of his existence.

deeply infected by

otherwise

it

•

:

;

;
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Hence let pastors learn liow they ouglit to deal with
drowsy consciences, which must be awakened by the judgment of God, that they may regard that judgment with

Though we

actual dread.

often sing to the deaf, yet terror

pierces even hearts of iron, so that they are without excuse.

Frequently, too,
like

manner

happens that some are healed and in
from it, when they
forms of punishment which await the un-

it

;

believers gain advantage

learn the terrific

godly and reprobate.
11. The loftiness of the looks of man} shall he humbled.
Wicked men, relying on the wealth and quietness and pros-

perity which they at present enjoy, regard the threatenings

of the Prophets with haughty disdain, and thus harden their

ness.

On

and are even led

to indulge in

wanton-

this account, Isaiah here determines, as

we have

hearts against God,

as if he had said,
The time will come when this pride of yours, by which you
vainly and madly contend against God, shall be brought
down.''
For wicked men, though they pretend to have some

already said, to repress their arrogance

;

"

daring that they rage against God himand imagine that they are higher than God. On the
other hand, by thundering against them, he lays low their
haughtiness, that he alone may be exalted.
And this is what we have already said, that when crimes
religion, are yet so
self,

are allowed to pass unpunished,

it

is

a sort of cloud held

before our eyes, which hinders us from beholding the glory

of the Lord

;

but when he takes vengeance on men's transThis is also

gressions, his glory shines forth illustriously.

the reason which Solomon assigns why wicked men are
hardened against God it is because they think that bad
and good men are equally happy in this world. Because
sentence against an evil work is not executed speedily, therefore the heart of the sons of men is fully set in them to do
:

11 ;) for all of them grow more insolent, and
more and more blinded.
But here he shows that, when proud men shall have been

evil, (Eccl. viii.

are

brought to their proper level, there will be nothing to prevent God from being acknowledged to be what he is. It
^

The

lofty looks

of man.

—Eng.

Ver.

"
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12.

was indeed highly becoming that the people should, of their
own accord, humbly behold the greatness of God, under
whose shadow they were defended and for this purpose thd
posterity of Abraham was so remarkably distinguished by
numerous blessings, that it might be the mirror of the glory
and holiness of God. Isaiah now threatens that, because th
Jews have risen up against him, God will employ a new
method of exalting his glory, that is, by their destruction.
When he speaks of lofty looks and loftiness, he employs an
outward gesture to denote the inward pride of the mind
for sinful confidence almost always betrays, by the very
looks, a contempt of God and of men.
In the same sense
does David describe the man whose eyes are lofty. (Ps. ci. 5.)
12. For the day of the Lord of hosts will be on ever^
one that is proud and lofty. In this verse he confirms the
same thing more fully, and from the vehement manner in
which he heaps up words, we may easily infer how bold was
But we shal
the wickedness which at that time abounded.
not wonder that he labours so hard to subdue the arrogan
of men, if we consider how difficult it is to bend the stub;

;-

bornness of those who, relying on their wealth, are afraid o
nothing, and

who suppose

that the design of their elevatec

rank is, that whatever they do shall pass unpunished. Foi
even at the present day we experience how sensitive am

men are who make arrogant claims foi
how obstinately they reject all admonitions
also the reason why the Prophet uses shaii

passionate those
themselves, and

And

this is

language against them, instead of threatening vengeance, ii
general terms, against the whole nation.
Yet it is not against the princes alone, whose high rani

them

above other men, that his invectives ar(
even persons of the lowesi
rank, often swell with pride
and, as the common proverb
raised

launched

;

far

for not only they, but
;

Every man carries within him the heart of a king.''
In like manner, we find that even the basest persons, if you dA
but prick them with a pin, vomit out the poison of intolerable
arroganca Since, therefore, this vice was so widely spread,
Isaiah includes both the highest and the lowest of the people,
declaring that in proportion to the forbearance which God
runs, "

J

—

—

;
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had exercised toward them is the severity of the impending
judgment
for, in consequence of their abundance, their
hearts had swollen to fierceness.
Moreover, though the letter ^, {lamed,y which is the sign
of the dative case, be sometimes superfluous, yet in this
passage it retains its force for it would appear that Isaiah
appoints a fixed day, as usually happens in judicial trials.
Accordingly, I interpret it to mean that God himself hath
previously appointed a day on which proud men must be
;

;

summoned

to the

judgment-seat of God, to receive a sen-

tence of condemnation.

We may

also learn

from these words that God avows himThis appointing of a
all the proud.

self to

be the enemy of

day

therefore to the

is

he cannot endure
that they

same

effect as if

men wickedly

who unduly

^crushed by his hand.

God

declared that

to indulge in pride,

and

exalt themselves cannot escape being

And

if

our minds were sincerely con-

who would not abhor pride, which provokes
"^the anger of God against us ?
If any person choose rather
to interpret {superhum et elatum) proud and lofty as in the
neuter gender, meaning that which is proud and lofty, we
must understand them to refer to the fortresses, bulwarks,
and fortifications but the rules of grammar do not admit
of their being applied in any other way than to persons.
13. Upon all the cedars of Lebanon.
The allegory which
inced of this,

;

here introduced, about the trees of Lebanon and the lofty
mountains, instead of obscuring, sheds light on the subject
is

however high may be the wishes or endeavours of a morman, yet he will never be able to reach the height of the
mountains and the lofty trees, which it is as easy for God to
throw down as for a breath of wind to scatter the fallen
leaves.
Accordingly, in what may be called a painting,
for

tal

^ niiT'P.
The natural rendering of " Quoniam dies lehovse exercituum
super omnem superbum et exeelsum erit" appears to be what I hav€ given
above, for thfi day of the Lord of hosts luill be on every one that is proud
and lofty. But if Jehovce be in the dative, and not in the genitive ease,
the ambiguity might have been partly removed by some such collocation
as the following:
Quoniam Jehovce exercituum erit dies, which might
have meant, For to the Lord of hosts there tvill he a day, or, the Lord of
hosts will have a day ; and sucli an emphatic meaning of the phrase must
have been intended by our author.
Ed.
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idle

and

II.

16j

foolish they are in

There
an implied exaggeration, which must have coi
It cannot be supposed that
tributed to heighten the terror.
God is actually angry with the mountains and trees, or thaty
having changed his purpose, he throws down what he
but in the harmless creatures Isaiah holds out t(
built up
view the judgment of God, in order more fully to convince
wicked and unprincipled men that their presumption will
not pass unpunished. Thus we see the reason why he mixes™
up the metaphors of cedars, oaks, and mountains.
What he adds about
15. And upon every lofty tower.
We know
towers and walls is not figurative or metaphorical.
how men, when they think that they are well defended,
congratulate themselves that they no longer need the assistJ
ance of God. Accordingly, under the name of towers ano^
walls Isaiah mentions the object of false confidence for if
any place seem to be impregnable, there do irreligious mei^
build their nest, that they may look down from it on heaveifl
and earth for they imagine that they are placed beyond all

believing that their elevation will be their defence.
is

also

;

f

;

;

the uncertainties of fortune.
that,

when

down

all

it

shall please

God

Isaiah
to

therefore threatens

humble men, he

will

throw.

the defences on which they place a false confidence

And although those things are not in themselves evil, yet
because they receive too large a share of our attention, it ij
with great propriety that Isaiah sharpens his pen again*
them.

what he says about horses am
by Micah, because men hai
improperly relied on earthly riches, they must be altogeth(
deprived of them, that they may owe this preservation ei
tirely to the hand of God.
(Mic. v. 10.)
A little before,
had reproved them for the abundance of their horses (ver. 7)
he now addresses them about the judgment of God, and
warns them that, as the only possible way of gaining tM
favour of God, he must take from the Jews all their hors^
men, that they may no longer place sinful reliance on earthly

To the same purpose
; for, as we are

chariots

is

told

support.
16.

And upon

all the ships

of Tarshish.

Tarshish

I

'

CHAP.

II.
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unquestionably the Hebrew name for Cilicia ; and as the
Jews had much traffic with that nation, Scripture frequently

mentions the ships of Tarshish, which are so called, because
Navigation cannot, indeed, be
they sailed on that sea.
condemned on its own account for, by importing and exporting articles of merchandise, it is of great advantage to
mankind. Nor can any fault be found with this mode of intercourse between nations for it is the w^U of God that the
whole human race should be joined together by mutual acts
of kindness.
But as it most frequently happens that abundance leads to pride and cruelty, Isaiah reproves this kind
of merchandise, which was the chief source of the wealth of
the land. Besides, in that merchandise which is carried on
with distant and foreign nations, there is often a large
amount of tricks and dishonesty, and no limit set to the de;

;

sire of gain.

First, then, Isaiah

means that the Jews

will

be deprived of riches, that they may learn to submit to God.
Secondly, he describes covetousness and unlawful gains by
means of a sign, as if one were to express murder by holding
out a bloody sword.
And upon elegant pictures. This second part of the verse
shows still more clearly that the Prophet condemns navigation, which had brought many corruptions into the land.
It

and common, that

riches are followed

by

luxury, effeminacy, and a superfluity of pleasures, which

we

is

too frequent

commonly

see in wealthy countries

for those

who

satisfied

and commercial

trade by sea in distant countries

cities

;

are not

with the commodities obtained at home, but carry

away new luxuries which were formerly unknown.
therefore, wealth is usually the

mother of

Since,

superfluity, the

Prophet here mentions costly furniture, as if he had said
that the Jews, by adorning their houses at great expense,
draw down upon themselves the judgment of God for he
employs the word pictures, by a well-known figure of speech,
to denote rich tapestry, and the productions of Phrygia, and
vessels framed with consummate skill.
;

It is certain that the

manners of men are corrupted, when

they eagerly pursue, in every direction, superfluous enjoyments. And we see how destruction was brought on the
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Roman Empire by

delicacies of this nature

;

II.

I8i

for before they
moderation prevailed
and no sooner had Asia been vanquished than

travelled into Greece, the

among them

CHAP.
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they began to grow

soft

;

greatest

and effeminate

and when

;

their

eyes were dazzled by pictures, furniture, precious stones,__

and

tapestry,

perfumes,

all

and

their nostrils regaled

by ointments

smdM

their senses were immediately overpowered,

and, by imitating the luxury of the East as a higher form

of civilization, they began

gradually to indulge in everyB

kind of debauchery.
17. And the loftiness of man shall he bowed down.
The
Prophet declares that he had his eye on men, when he deJ

scribed the various kinds of loftiness

;

pleased with the steep mountains or

tall

for

God

created, but informs us that the whole evil lies

vainly trust to what

is

is

not dis-

which he
in men,
be objected,

cedars,

whJ

may
wicked men are not

high and

It

lofty.

it frequently happens that
rendered
more humble by chastisement, but, on the contrary, becom
more fierce and obstinate, as is evident from the case o:
Pharaoh, whose hardness of heart no plagues could subduGj
(Ex. viii. 15, and ix. 84 ;) and consequently that what th

that

Prophet here threatens does not always take place. I r
he does not describe the effect of chastisement, as i
God bent rebellious men to obey him but the meaning o;
this passage is, that, although the hearts of the reprobate b
not changed, yet the Lord will not cease to inflict punish
ment upon them, till their haughtiness and presumption are
brought low. For, trusting to their wealth and fortifications,
they congratulate themselves, as we have said, on their safety^
and do not fear God. But whatever may be the nature of
their defences, the Lord will easily subdue and lay them
low, and that not only by one or another chastisement, but
by chastisements so numerous and so severe, that they will
at length be beaten down and subdued, will cease to rise up
against him, and will acknowledge that they gain nothing by
their insolence and presumption.
The next clause, and th6
Lord alone shall he exalted, has been already explained.
18. And the idols he will utterly aholish.
As he had for
merly, in his reproof, joined idolatry with luxury and covet
ply,

;

—
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ousness,

20.
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and other vices

so lie

;
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now joins

11

tliem in the threat-

ening of punishment.
19.

And

they shall enter into the holes of the rocks.

had formerly used other words when addressing them

He

in the

that he might
But now he declares
what they will do, and says that they must enter ; and hence
t is evident that the former statement was not an exhortaion, but a severe denunciation of the wrath of God, in order
terrify wicked and obstinate men, who despise all warnings and all threatenings.

second person, Enter into the rock,

inflict

(ver. 10,)

a severer stroke on their minds.

I

From the presence of the terror of Jehovah, and from the
glory of his majesty. What he adds about the terror of God
must be understood to mean that terror which was thrown
them by the Chaldeans and Assyrians, whose hand he
and now also calls, the glory of God ;
God employed their agency to chastise his people. Al-

into

called a little before,
for

though they were wicked and treacherous, yet they promoted the glory of God for even the devil himself contributes in some way to the glory of God, though contrary to
his wish.
Thus he speaks of the Assyrians and Chaldeans,
because in the punishments which the Lord will inflict on
the Jews by their agency we may behold his glory.
The same thing is confirmed by the word Arise, which
means to go before the judgment-seat. In the phrase which
immediately follows, T^IXH T*^l?7 (laarotz hdaretz,) to shake
terribly the earth, there is an elegant allusion or play on
words, which can hardly be conveyed in any other language.^
He says that the Lord ariseth, because he appears to sleep
so long as he delays his judgments.
But he ariseth, when
he comes forth as a judge to inflict punishments on the
wicked so as to make it evident to men that nothing
escapes the knowledge, or is hidden from the eyes, of Him
who permits no crime to pass unpunished.
20. In that day a man will cast away his idols.
Idolaters
are amazingly delighted with their own superstitions and
;

;

^ The " play on words," which turns entirely on the sound of the Hebrew
nouR and verb, cannot be expressed in a translation. Our author has
illustrated it by ad terram terrendam, which again may be fully imitated
by this alliteration, "to terrify the terrestrial globe." Ed.
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CHAP.

II.

20.

for although they abound in enormities^
they betake themselves to this refuge, that
they imagine that their worship appeases God. Just as in
the present day, if we should represent the crimes and law-H

ungodly worship

and crimes,

;

still

^

every kind which abound among the papists,
they certainly will not be able to deny our statements, but
will flatter themselves on this ground, that they have a
plausible form of worship, and will believe that this vail
Accordingly, the Prophet deprives
covers all their crimes.
idolaters of this cloak, and threatens that they will no longer
be able to conceal their pollution for the Lord will compel
them to throw away their idols, that they may acknowledgee
that they had no good reason for placing their hope and con
fidenco in them.
In short, they will be ashamed of their foolishness for
in prosperity they think that they enjoy the favour of God
and
as if he showed that he takes delight in their worship
they cannot be convinced to the contrary, until God actually
make evident how greatly he abhors them. It is only when
they are brought into adversity that they begin to acknow-

less passions of

;

;

\

;

ledge their wickedness, as Hosea strikingly illustrates by

comparing them to whores, who do not acknowledge their
wickedness so long as they make gain, and live in splendour,
but who, when they are deprived of those enjoyments, and
forsaken by their lovers, begin to think of their wretchedness and disgrace, and enter into the way of repentance, of
which they had never thought while they enjoyed luxury.
(Hosea ii. 5.) The same thing almost always happens with
idolaters, who are not ashamed of their wickedness, so a*
to cast away their idols, until they have been visited by
very sore distress, and made almost to think that they are
ruined.

Which they made ; that is, which were made for them by
Nor was this an unnecessary addi
tion
for he means that pretended gods are not entitled to
adoration and what sort of gods can they be that have been)
made by men, seeing that God exists from himself, and never
had a beginning ? It is therefore highly foolish, and contrary to reason, that men should worship the work of theirj
the agency of workmen.
;

:

JHAP.

own

II.
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So then, by this expression, he aggravates their
though they are composed of gold or
silver, or some other perishable material, and have been
manufactured by men, are yet worshipped instead of God
and at the same time he states the reason why they are dishands.

criminality, that idols,

;

pleasing to

God

what pretence

:

it

is,

because they are worshipped. On
now excuse their ungodliness ?

will the papists

for they cannot deny that they render adoration to images
and wherever such worship is performed, there ungodliness
;

is

clearly proved.

Into the holes of the moles and of the hats. By the holes of
the moles he means any filthy places in which they are disgracefully concealed.
21.

And

repetition

they shall enter into the clefts of the rocks.
This
not superfluous, though Isaiah again employs

is

the same words which he had lately used

;

for

what

is

so

men sincere fear of
God ? Nor is it only in hypocrites that we perceive this, but
in ourselves, if we bestow careful attention
for how many
difficult as to

impress on the minds of

;

things are presented to us by which our minds ought to be

deeply

More espeand yet we are scarcely moved
was necessary that this judgment of God should be

aff'ected,

cially, it

earnestly placed before'hypocrites,

!

who took

delight in wick-

But now he points out the severity of God's vengeance by this consideration, that the ungodly choose rather
to be swallowed up by the deepest gulfs than to come under
the eye of God. This, too, is the passage from which Christ
borrowed the threatening which he pronounces on the Jews,
In that day shall they say to the mountains^ Cover us; and to
the hills, Hide us.
(Luke xxiii. 30.)
22. Cease therefore from man.
These words are clearly
connected with what goes before, and have been improperly
separated from them by some interpreters. For Isaiah, after
edness.

having addressed the ungodly in threatenings concerning the
of God, exhorts them to refrain from deluding
themselves by groundless confidence as if he had said, " I

judgment

;

you are blinded and intoxicated by false hope, so
and this you do,
that no argument can prevail with you
because you claim too much for yourselves. But man is nosee that

;

—
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2!

II.

and you have to do with God, who can reduce
whole world to nothing by a single act of his will.''
Whose breath is in his nostrils. The former part of

thing

verse

thf

;

is

explained in various ways

referring to Christ,

we render

;

for

and view the word

some interpret
T\T\, (riiach,)

it

as

which

by a comparison
;^
and
the nostril, as denoting anger, because the outward sign ofanger is in the nostrils. They bring out the meaning in
" Beware of provoking the anger of Christ."^
this manner
But if we examine the passage closely, that exposition willbe found to be at variance with the meaning of the words. 'M
which

is

breath,

as denoting violence,

frequently used in other parts of Scripture

:

Others understand

it

as relating to

men

in general,

but

by that saying, Fear not them who kill the body,^
(Matt. x. 28.)
But neither can this interpretation be adifl
mitted, which does not agree either with the time or the
occasion, since there was no reason for dissuading them from
the fear of men. But, as I have already said, the contexi
will quickly remove all doubt
for the commencement of the
following chapter clearly explains and confirms what is here
stated and he who made this division has improperly separated those things which ought to have been joined together.
For the Prophet is about to add, " The Lord will take from
you those things which so highly elevate your minds, and
put you in such high spirits. Your confidence is foolish and
groundless."
Such is the connection of what he now says,
Cease therefore from man, whose breath is in his nostrils.
But first we must see what is meant by breath in the nosexplain

it

;

;

tril.

It denotes

like a breath,

human

w^eakness, or, that the life of

which immediately vanishes

aw^ay.

man

And

is

as

If the Lord take away the breath, man returns
(Ps. civ. 29.) Again, His breath will go out, and
And again. They
he will return to his earth. (Ps. cxlvi. 4.)
are flesh, a breath that passeth away and cometh not again.
(Ps. Ixxviii. 39.)
Since, therefore, nothing is more w^eak or
frail than our life, what means that confidence, as if our
David

says.

to the dust.

1
In 1 Kings xix. 11, ni"l (ruach) signifies wind, which the accompanyEd.
ing epithets show to have been strong and violent.
8 Instead of rendering, Cease from man, whose breath is in his nostrih,
Ed.
they would render, Cease from the man who is terrible in his wrath.

—
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from man ;

that

is,

?

we ought

We
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ought therefore to cease

to lay aside groundless confi-

man

has his breath in his nostril, for when
he is immediately dissolved like water.
We speak here of the breath of life, for nothing is more frail.
Besides, when we are forbidden to place confidence in men,
let us begin with ourselves
that is, let us not in any respect

dence

;

because

his breath goes out,

;

own wisdom

trust to our

or industry.

Secondly, let us not

depend on the aid of man, or on any creature but let us
place our whole confidence in the Lord.
Cursed, says Jeremiah, is he who trusteth in man, and who placeth his strength
and his aid m flesh, that is, in outward resources. (Jer. xvii. 5.)
;

For wherein is he to be accou7ited of^ This is the true
method of repressing haughtiness. Nothing is left to men
on which they ought to congratulate themselves ; for the
meaning is as if the Prophet had said that the whole glory
is of no value.
It ought also to be observed that
spoken comparatively, in order to inform us, that if
there be in us anything excellent, it is not our own, but is
held by us at the will of another.
We know that God has
adorned the human race with gifts which ought not to be
despised.
We know, also, that some excel others but as
the greater part of men neglect God, and flatter themselves
beyond measure and as irreligious men go so far as to think
that they are more than gods, Isaiah wisely separates men
from God, which the Holy Spirit also does in many other parts

of the flesh
this is

;

;

of Scripture

perceive

:

more

for

when we look at them in themselves, we
and fading, and transitory na-

fully the frail,

ture of their condition.
to

make the

Accordingly, as soon as

men

begin

smallest claim for themselves, they ought to have

an opportunity of perceiving their vanity, that they may
acknowledge themselves to be nothing. This single expression throws down the pompous applauses of free-will and
merits, by which papists extol themselves in opposition to
That intoxicated self-love, in which irrethe grace of God.
Lastly, we are
ligious men indulge, is also shaken ofl".
brought back to God, the Author of every blessing, that we
may not suppose that anything excellent is to be found but
in him
for he has not received what is due to him, until
;

:
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the world has been strij^ped of
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Ill

wisdom, and strength, an<

all

righteousness, and, in a word, of all praise.

CHAPTER
1. For, behold, the Lord, the Lord
of hosts, doth take away from Jerusalem, and from Judah, the stay and
the staff, the whole stay of bread,
and the whole stay of water,
2. The mighty man, and the man
of war, the judge, and the prophet,
and the prudent, and the ancient,
3. The captain of fifty, and the
honourable man, and the counsellor,
and the cunning artificer, and the
eloquent orator.
4. And I will give children to he
their princes, and babes shall rule
over them.
5. And the people shall be oppressed, every one by another, and
every one h^j his neighbour the child
shall behave himself proudly against
the ancient, and the base against the
honourable.
6. When a man shall take hold
of his brother, of the house of his
father, saying. Thou hast clothing,
be thou our ruler, and let this ruin
:

III.

Quoniam

1.

hova

nem vigorem

For Jerusalem is ruined, and
Judah is fallen because their tongue
and their doings are against the
Lord, to provoke the eyes of his

inter artifices et disertum,

intelligentem arcani sermonis.)

{yel,

Et constituam pueros ilUs
dominabuntiM

4.

principes, et parvuli

M

eis.

Violenter aget populus quisqu?
in alium, vir in proximum suum
insolescet adolescens contra sener
contemptus adversus honoratum.
5.

Cum

6.

]

apprehenderit

suum

fratrem

Vestimentum,

quisq"
e familia patris sui,

Prinruiruina haec in m;lao^

dicens, est tibi

ceps noster eris

:

:

Is jurabit in ilia die, dicens,
ero curator ; nam domi meae
neque panis est, neque vestimentu
itaque ne me principem populi co:
7.

Non

8.

;

vigorei

i

quemque

stituatis.

:

omnem

2. Fortem, et virum bellicosum,
judicem et prophetam, et divinur
et senem,
3. Ducem quinquagenarium,
conspicuum, senatorem, eximium

people.

;

panis,

aquae,

tua

7.

Ii

lerosolymae
JudsB vigorem et vim adimet, or

under thy hand
In that day shall he swear, sayfor in
ing, I will not be an healer
my house is neither bread nor clothing
make me not a ruler of the
he

Dominator

ecce

exercituum,

Certe

8.

et

corruit

lerusalem,

quoniam lingua eo]
studia contra lehovam, ad exac

luda

cecidit

;

bandos oculos

glorise ejus.

glory.
9. The shew of their coimtenance
doth witness against them ; and they
declare their sin as Sodom, they
hide it not woe unto their soul for
they have rewarded evil unto them:

!

selves.

10. Say ye to the righteous, that
it shall he well with him ; for they
shall eat the fruit of their doings.
11. Woe unto the wicked! it shall

Probatio vultus eorum respoi
(vel, adversus ipsos

9.

det in ipsis

:

,

peccatum suum, sicut Sodoma,pr8e('
caverunt, neque dissimularunt. Vse
animse ipsorum, quia accersivenmt_
sibi

malum.

10.

fructus
11.

Dicite justo, bene

manuum suarum

erit,

qi

comedent

Vse impio, male erit; qi

:

I
4
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with him ; for the reward of his
shall be given him.
12. As for my people, children are
ill

hands

oppressors, and

their

women

rule

over them.
O my people, they
which lead thee cause thee to err, and
destroy the

The

way

of thy paths.
Lord standeth

up to
and standeth to judge the

13.

plead,

:
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niam secundum opera

manuum

sua-

rum

rependetur ei.
12. Populi mei

exactores

sunt

parvuli, et mulieres illi dominantur.
Popule mi, qui te gubernant sedu-

cunt,

et

viam semitarum tuarum

depravant.
13. Stat ad disceptandum lehova,
et prsesto est ad judicandos populos.

people.

The Lord

14.

will enter into judg-

ment with the ancients of

his people,

and the princes thereof: for ye have
eaten up the vineyard the spoil of
the poor is in your houses.
15. What mean ye that ye beat
my people to pieces, and grind the
faces of the poor? saith the Lord
;

God

14. lehova in judicium veniet cum
senibus populi sui, et cum principibus ejus ; et vos perdidistis vineam,
estque rapina pauperis in domibus
vestris.

15. Quid vobis quod contunditis
populum meum, et facies pauperum
commolitis ? dicit Dominus lehova

exercituum.

of hosts.

Moreover, the Lord saith,
Because the daughters of Zion are
haughty, and walk with stretchedforth necks, and wanton eyes, walking and mincing as they go, and
making a tinkling with their feet
17. Therefore the Lord will smite
with a scab the crown of the head of
the daughters of Zion, and the Lord
16.

16. Dicit quoque lehova, Quoniam superbiunt filise Sion, et por-

recto collo incedunt, oculisque vacantibus, et ambulando plaudendo-

que ambulant, tinnitumque pedibus
suis excitant

17. Ideo decalvabit Dominus verticem fiHarum Sion, et Dominus pu-

denda earum nudabit.

will discover their secret parts.

18. In that

day the Lord

away the bravery of

will

take

their tinkling

ornaments about their feet, and their
round tires like the
moon,
19. The chains, and the bracelets,
and the mufflers,
20. The bonnets, and the ornaments of the legs, and the headbands, and the tablets, and the ear-

18. In die ilia auferet Dominus
ornamentum crepitaculorum, et reticula, et lunulas,

cauls, dinAjheir

19.

et

mi-

crurum ornatus,

vit-

Olfactoria, armillas,

tras,

20. Tiaras,

tas, bullas, et inaures,

rings,

21.
22.

The rings, and nose-jewels,
The changeable suits of ap-

and the mantles, and the
wimples, and the crisping-pins,
23. The glasses, and the fine linen,
and the hoods, and the vails.
parel,

24. And it shall come to pass, that
instead of sweet smell there shall be
stink ; and instead of a girdle a rent
and instead of well-set hair baldness ;
and instead of a stomacher a girding
of sackcloth ; and burning instead of
beauty.
25. Thy men shall fall by the
sword, and thy mighty in the war.

21. Annulos et monilia narium,
22. Mutatorias vestes, palhola,
pepla, et acus,
23. Specula, et sindones, calyptras et theristra.
24. Et erit pro suavi aromate
putredo, et pro cinctura laceratio, et
pro cincinnis calvitium; pro balteo

cinctura

sacci,

adustio pro venus-

tate.

25. Viri tui in gladio cadent, et

robur tuum in bello.
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26. And her gates shall lament
and mourn and she, beiny desolate,
shall sit upon the ground.

26.
ejus

;

1.

For, behold.

We
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;

III.

Mcerebunt ac lugebunt
et ipsa desolata

stated, a little before, that this

same subject which the Prophet began

port!

humi jacebili

is thl

to treat towards

thj

he warns the Jews that the^
wealth, however great it may be, will be of no avail to pn
vent the wrath of God, which, when it has once been kindlec
Hence it follows that they
will burn up all their defences.
are chargeable with excessive madness, when, in order to
drive away their alarm, they heap up their forces, strength,
and warlike accoutrements, consultations, armour, abundant
supply of provisions, and other resources.
The demonstrative particle H^n, (hinneh,) behold IS e
ployed not only to denote certainty, but to express the sho
ness of time, as if Isaiah caused wicked men to be eye-witnesses of the event for it frequently happens that they who
do not venture openly to ridicule the judgments of God pass
them by, as if they did not at all relate to them, or were still
close of the former chapter

;

for

i

;

" What is that to us V say they " or,
they shall ever happen, why should we be miserable before
the time? Will it not be time enough to think of those
Since, therefore,
calamities when they actually befall us V
wicked men, in order to set at nought the judgments of God,
at a great distance.

;

if

dig for themselves lurking-places of this description, on this
isriy,
account the Prophet presses them more closely and earnestly,

that they

may

not imagine that the hand of

or vainly expect that

it

will

God

is

distan
ban^

be relaxed.

The Lord Jehovah of hosts will take away from Jerusaileum
"
is also the reason why he calls God tlie Lord and Jeho
^iOvah of hosts, that the majesty of God may terrify their drowsy^
and sluggish minds for God has no need of titles, but o
ignorance and stupidity must be aroused by perceiving hi
glory.
First, the Prophet threatens that the Jews will hav<
the whole produce of the harvest taken from them, so th
they will perish through famine. Immediately afterwards'
he speaks in the same manner about military guards, and all
Hence we m
that relates to the good order of the state.
infer that the Jews boasted of the prosperity which they
This

;

—

lAP.

HI.
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that time enjoyed, so as to entertain a foolish belief that they
But Isaiah threatens
were protected against every danger.

only the whole country, but Jerusalem herself,
which was the invincible fortress of the nation, will be exposed to God's chastisements as if he had said, " The wrath
of God will not only fall on every part of the body, but will
that not

;

pierce the very heart.''

As to the words |^^^
The power and the strength}
(mashgnen umashgnendh,) which differ only in this
respect, that one is in the masculine, and the other in the
feminine gender, I have no doubt that the Prophet intended
by this change to express more fully the certainty that supand therefore I have
ports of every kind would be broken
T\'y^^l2^,

;

translated

them

the

power and

with those interpreters
sons of men, for

whatever

it

may be

Still it is

or extends

the strength.^

who view

it

I

do not agree

as referring to the per-

more appropriately denotes

all

doubtful whether the Prophet limits
it

supports,

their nature.
it

to food,

to all other kinds of support, which he

men-

But it is natural to suppose
tions immediately afterwards.
umashgnendh) is included
(mashgnen
that by H^l?^^*) J^^D
generally everything that is necessary to sustain the order
and next that, for the sake of
of the city or of the people
;

The first
he enumerates some particulars.
clause therefore means, " God will take away every help
and assistance by which you think that you are upheld, so
that nothing whatever may be left to support you."
Next, he adds, what will be their want and nakedness
and he begins, as we have said, with food and nourishment,
which hold the first rank in sustaining the life of men.
explanation,

;

1 " Heb. ' the
support masculine and the support feminine ;' that is,
every kind of support, whether great or small, strong or weak. Al kanitz,
wal kanitzan ; the wild beast, male and female proverbially applied both
to fishing and hunting that is, I seized the prey, great or little, good or
bad.
From hence, as Schultens observes, is explained Is. iii. 1, literally,
the male and female stay ; that is, the strong and weak, the great and
Chappelouj, quoted by Lowth.
small."
* Calvin has imitated the Hebrew phrase by the rendering vigorem et
vim; employing two words, of which one is in the masculine and the other
in the feminine gender, and both begin with the same letter, while each of
them denotes strength. Our English version has imitated the alliteration
by the stay and the staff.
Ed.
:

;

—
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God takes awg^
when he deprives us of
victuals, or when he takes from them the power of nourishJ
ing us for unless God impart to our food a hidden powe^
the greatest abundance of it that we may possess will do us
no good. (Lev. xxvi. 26.) Hence in another passage God
is said to break the staff of bread, (Ezek. iv. 16,) when the
there are two ways in which

strength of bread

and water

;

either

;

bakers deliver the bread by weight, and yet

it does not yield
comparison ought to be carefully
observed, in order to inform us that, even though the bell
be well filled, we shall always be hungry, there being n
thing but the secret blessing of God that can feed
support us.

And

satisfaction.

this

i

Though the hunger which the Prophet threatens in this
passage may be understood to mean that the fields will be
unproductive, or, that God will take away from the Jews
every kind of food, yet, since the Prophets are generally
accustomed to borrow their forms of expression from the
law, this interpretation will apply very well.
For he might
simply have said, " I will take away the bread and wine ;"
but he expresses something more secret when he speaks of
the support of bread and water ; as if he had said that,
though the people be not reduced to famine, yet God will
make them, even while they are rioting in gluttony, to pine
with hunger for when the blessing of God is withdrawn,
;

usefulness will vanish away.

all its

We may sum

it

up

manner, that the people will have no food to strength
them either because they will not have bread and wate
or, if they have, will derive no advantage from them.
2. The strong man and the man of war.
He mentioi
other ends which contribute to the safety and good ord(

this

;

either of nations or of cities.

Of

these he threatens thi

the Jews will be wholly deprived, so that they will neith<

have wisdom or bravery at home, nor military

He

not careful to attend to order, but

forces abroad

with
mixes one subject wi
another.
He begins with men of war, into whose han
was committed the defence of the country. God sometimes
takes them away by death, and sometimes by making the
is

is satisfied

giving a short abridgment, and

%\

;

I
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more

frequent, so that

latter is

posterity degenerates from the bravery of ancestors,

those
time,

and

who were formerly courageous become, in process of
cowardly and unfit for war. But we see also that the

former sometimes happens, in consequence of which the
men suddenly lose heart.

boldest

The judge and

the prophet.

We know that,

in the

Hebrew

language, the word judge stands for every kind of governors

;

by prophets are meant every kind of
Accordingly, he threatens that the civil governteachers.
ment will be set aside, and that instruction will be at an
end, and that thus the Jews will be destroyed
and, indeed,
magistrates and teachers hold the same place in the commonwealth that the two eyes do in the human body.
And diviners and old men} I consider the same rank as
before to be denoted by old men, who are more fit for
governing, because age brings along with it prudence, wisdom, and gravity. As to the word diviner, though it is
used in a bad sense in Scripture, yet here it appears to be
used in a good sense, when Isaiah enumerates those things
which contribute to preserve the good order of a city and of
a kingdom. This term might, therefore, be applied to a
soothsayer, who divines or penetrates into dark matters, not
by omens or superstitious arts, but by extraordinary acuteness and skill.
But as Grod forbade them to consult magicians, soothsayers, and diviners, (Deut. xviii. 20,) and as
Balaam himself declares that there is no divination against
Israel, (Numb, xxiii. 28,) I do not quarrel with those who
would prefer to use the word diviner as denoting magical
divinations ; nor will there be any absurdity in enumerating
among the punishments of the nation, that it would be deprived also of those aids which were sinful and criminal
for along with the altar and sacrifices Hosea mentions tera-

and

it is

certain that

;

phim?
^

And

*

"

(Hos.

iii.

4.)

prudent and

—

the ancient.
Eng. Ver.
says Calvin, " seems to speak here of idols, for he
afterwards adds teraphim ; and teraphim were no doubt images, (Gen.
xxxi. 19, 30,) which the superstitious used while worshipping their fictiThe king of Babylon is said to
tious gods, as we read in many places.
have consulted the teraphim ; and it is said that Rachel stole the teraphim,
the

The Prophet,"

——

—
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The captain of fifty. He employs this term agreeably
the custom which then prevailed
for as the Romans had
;

centurions, or captains of hundreds, so the Jews had captainM
or 7'ulers of fifties, which the Greeks call 7r€VTr)KovTdp)(pu9^

but as that custom did not exist among the Latins, so the
name was unknown among them. By persons of venerable
aspect^

them

he means those whose reputation

among

influence

The

The word V^V,

senator.^

put senator, may be applied to
eminent for prudence
but as
;

counsellors,

who discharge a

depart from the

The

for bravery

gav

the people.

common

(yognetz,) for

men
it

public

which

in private life

is

I

H

have

who

ar

strictly applicable

office,

I resolved not

opinion.

Because the mechanical arts

skilful artificer.

a:

not less advantageous for upholding the prosperity of a

and for the support of animal life, Isaiah likewise
mentions that, through the want of them, the destruction of
the Jew^s is at hand.
And the eloquent.^ The word which is placed last in the
enumeration has been variously explained by commentator
Literally it means, " skilled in muttering, or in a subdued
tone of speech.'' Now since the heathen oracles give out
their replies by whisperings or mutterings, some think that
nation,

J

A

the word denotes enchantments.
better exposition is
given by those who interpret ^TO (Idhash) to mean secret
.

designs ; but as a style which

is both mysterious and w^eightj
be not inappropriately denoted by this word, I had ni
hesitation in rendering it by the word eloquent.
Yet if i
be thought preferable to view it as denoting wise and cautiouj
men, who, though not qualified for public speaking, givi

may

may

private advices of what

profitably be done, I have nc

objection.

and shortly after Laban

Minor Prophets,
^

2
*

vol.

i.

calls

the teraphim his gods."

Com. on

the Twelix

p. 130.

—

The honourable man. Eng. Ver.
The counsellor. Eng. Ver.

—

In a marginal reading of the text our author renders this phrase by
" The powerful in persuasion."
Lowth.

skilled in m^ysterious discourse.

The expert dealer in charms." Bishop Stock. " ^n? is to whisper or
mutter certain words, by which jugglers pretended to charm noxious creatures, and to deprive them of their power of hurting."
Parkharst.
'•'
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We

must attend

comprehensive description of a
For Isaiah has placed first corn and

to this

well-regulated state.

other things necessary for bodily support
forces

thirdly, skill in

;

;

secondly, military

governing a nation and the various

parts of civil government

and
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;

fourthly, the prophetical office

;

With these ornaments does
God adorn the nations which he intends to render safe and
sound and, on the other hand, he takes them from those
fifthly,

the mechanical

arts.

;

nations which he intends utterly to destroy.
fore,

for

know

that everything which

the support of

life

we

Let

us, there-

find to be profitable

flows from the undeserved goodness of

Hence also there follows another instruction, namely,
that we ought to beware lest, by our ingratitude, we deprive
Grod.

ourselves of those excellent gifts of God.
4.

Arid I will appoint children

to be their

God may be more

princes}

That

now describes how sad and wretched will be the change, when competent and faithful rulers shall be taken from among them,
and God shall put cowardly and worthless persons in their
room.
By children are meant not only those who are so by
the vengeance of

manifest, he

by mind and conduct, such as delicate and
who are destitute of courage and cannot
wield the sword intrusted to them.
He does not here carry
out the contrast, clause by clause
for he thought it enough
to point out one way in which a commonwealth is speedily
ruined that is, when its rulers are weak and foolish men,
like children, who have no gravity or wisdom.
But it must
be laid down as a principle, that no man is qualified for
governing a commonwealth unless he have been appointed
to it by God, and be endued with uncommon excellence.
for though, being a
Plato, too, understood this matter well
heathen, he had no true knowledge of this kind, yet his
quick sagacity enabled him to perceive that no man is fit
and qualified for public government who has not been prepared for it by God in an extraordinary measure for public
government proceeds from God alone, and in like manner
Besides, they whom
every part of it must be upheld by him.
for them but to
nothing
left
the Lord does not govern have
age, but also

effeminate persons,

;

;

:

;

^

VOL.

And I will

I.

give children to be their princes.

— Eng. Ver.
I
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be children, or rather to be twice children, that is, destitute
of all skill and of all wisdom.
Now the Lord executes this vengeance in two ways ; b<
cause it frequently happens, that when we appear to hav(
men who are grave and skilful in business, no sooner do
they come to action than they stumble like blind men, and
have no more wisdom than children for the Lord deprives™
them of that remarkable ability which they had formerlj^
received from him, and stuns them, as if he had struck them
with a thunderbolt. But sometimes the Lord proceeds more_
gently, and gradually removes men of extraordinary ability
who were fit for ruling, and commits the reins of governmei
to those who were unable to govern a family, or even a singl
When these things happen, it is very certain thai
child.
;

destruction
Besides,

not far

is
it

oiF.

deserves our notice, as I lately mentioned, tha

a well-regulated commonwealth is a singular gift of God
when the various orders of judges and senators, soldiers
captains, artificers, and teachers, aid each other by mutua
intercourse, and join in promoting the general safety of thi
whole people. For when the Prophet threatens, and prd
nounces it to be a very severe punishment, that these thingi
shall be taken away, he plainly shows that those eminent

and uncommon
nations.
trates,

gifts of

God

are necessary for the safety

oi

commends the office of magii
and soldiers, and likewise the office

Accordingly, he here

and

captains,

This deserves our notice in opposition to fanatics
endeavour to banish from the world the power of usin|

teachers.

who

all civil government and ordei
But the Prophet declares that these things are not takei
It follo-^
away or removed unless when God is angry.

the sword, together with

therefore, that they

who

oppose, and, as far as lies in their

power, set aside or destroy such benefits, are wicked meiL

and enemies of the public

He

likewise

commends

safety.

I

which a comas Solomon says, where pro-

instruction, without

monwealth cannot stand for,
phecy is not, the nation must he ruined. (Prov. xxix. 18.) AB
the same time, he commends the mechanical arts, agricul;

ture,

manual occupations of every

description, architecture.

I
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we cannot dispense with for
who contribute what is useful

like, wliich

zans of every kind,

;

and have the same end

are the servants of God,

those

ISAIAH.

all arti-

to

men,

in view with

who were formerly mentioned, namely, the

preserva-

tion of mankind.

The same thing must be said about war for, although lawwar ought to be nothing else than an attempt to obtain
peace yet sometimes an engagement is unavoidable, that
they who have the power of the sword may use it, and defend
themselves and their followers by arms. War, therefore, is
not in itself to be condemned for it is the means of preserving the commonwealth.
But neither must eloquence be
;

ful,

;

;

both in public and in priand fully explained
and demonstrated to be true. This is also reckoned among
the gifts and important blessings of God, when a state
abounds in wise and eloquent men, who can contend with the
despised

vate

for it is often needed,

;

life,

that something

adversaries in the gate.

may

This passage

may be

clearly

(Ps. cxxvii. 5.)

be thus

summed

up, "

When God takes

away those gifts, and alters the condition of a people, in
whatever way this takes place, either by changing the form
of government, or by taking away the rulers, the anger of
God ought to be acknowledged ;'" for, as Hosea says, he
taketh away kings in his wrath, and appointeth the7n in his
indignation,

(Hos.

xiii. 11.)

Let us not, therefore, ascribe

these changes to chance or other causes.
5.

The people

will oppress every

man

describes the utmost confusion, which

when

his neighbour.

was about

He

to overtake

and this
government is removed
or falls to the ground. We know how great is the wantonness
of the human mind, when every man is hurried along by
the Jews,
will

happen

order was destroyed or relaxed

ambition, and, in short,

when they

how

furious the lawless passions are

are laid under no restraint.

therefore, to

;

to all nations, as soon as

wonder

laid low, every

man

if,

There

is

no reason,

when the judgment-seats have been

insults his neighbour, cruelty abounds,

and licentiousness rages without control. If we considered
this wisely, we would set a higher value on the kindness of
God, when he preserves us in any tolerable condition, and
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Hence

does not allow us to be lamentably ruined.

who

evident that they

foundations of

civil

mankind, or rather,

III. 6.

it

is

minds to sap thee
government are the open enemies o;
they are in no respect different from:
direct or apply their

wild beasts.

by the Prophet is most dis
an old man, that
the dregs of a low and despised multitude shall rise up
against nobles and men of high reputation for it is the
most preposterous of all things that modesty shall be thrown
away, so that they who were worthy of veneration shall be
But

this confusion described

graceful, that a child shall dare to insult

;

And yet this

treated with contempt.

I

spectacle, so shameful

and revolting, must unavoidably be exhibited when civil^
government has been overthrown. As to my rendering ofl
the verb ^-3^ (niggash) in an active sense, to oppress, I was
forced to adopt it, for otherwise the meaning of the passage
would have been imperfect.

m

6.

When

every

man

shall take hold of his brother.

As

this

is closely connected with the former, and proceeds
without interruption as far as the phrase he shall swear, th
particle ^3 (ki) is evidently taken for an adverb of time.
For Isaiah, intending to express the extreme wretchedness

verse

of the people, says that there will be no man who will undertake to govern them, though he were requested to do so. To
such an extent unquestionably does ambition prevail among

men, that many are always eager to contend for power, and
endeavour to obtain it even at the hazard of their lives. In
every age the whole world has been convulsed by the desire
of obtaining kingly power and there is not a village so in
considerable as not to contain men who willingly undertake"
to become rulers
and all this proves that man is an animal
;

;

desirous of honour.

Hence it follows that everything is in
when that dignity is not only despised

a deplorable condition,

but obstinately rejected
reached

its

lowest depth,

;

the mournful calamity

for

when

desire with the greatest ardour

that which

is

men

hai

natural!

universally disdained.

Isaiah mentions other circumstances of an aggravatin
nature, tending to

show that the Jews

will rather lay aside

every feeling of humanity and compassion than undertake

'CHAP.

the
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office

of rulers.

tions, it will

If one shall refuse to rule foreign na-

not perhaps be thought so wonderful

the preservation of brethren

unkind
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to decline the

is

in question,

honourable

it is

It is

office.

;

therefore a

when the

proof that matters are utterly desperate,

but when

excessively

office

of

by that man to whom his kinsmen appeal, by entreating his support and throwing themselves on his protection.
Now, since princes are commonly
selected on account of their wealth, or, at least, kingly power
is not usually bestowed on any who have not a moderate
share of riches, lest poverty should lay them open to contempt and reproach, or drive them to unworthy means of
gain, he likewise adds this circumstance, that though they
ruler

is

disdainfully rejected

are able to bear the burden,

still

they will not accept of

it

;

had said, " Not only the common people, but also
the nobles and the wealthy, decline the task of government."
as if he

The phrase

take hold

is

to " lay hands'' on a person

likewise emphatic, for

it

means

had said that those
who shall wish to obtain a prince will not employ flatteries
and entreaties, but will proceed with disorder and violence
to seize on som.e person, and endeavour to compel him to
occupy the throne.
Let this ruin be under thy hand. This last circumstance
is not less weighty.
The meaning is, " At least if you have
any compassion or humanity, do not fail to aid us in our extreme w^retchedness.'' For when a multitude of men, like a
;

as if Isaiah

scattered flock, bewailing with tears their ruinous condition,

implore the protection of a shepherd, he

who

wdll not stretch

hand must have a heart as hard as iron. Some
translate it as if, by a figure of speech, (hypallage,) one word
had been put for another. Let thy hand he under this ruin ;
out a helping

that

is,

In

for the

sake of upholding

it.

day shall he swear. The word swear expresses
an absolute and vehement refusal for frequently he who at
7.

that

;

first

excuses himself, or declares that he will not do

it,

at

but he who, in refusing, employs
an oath, shuts out all hope, because he gives them to understand that his purpose is firm and decided. Perhaps, too,
the phrase in that day, means '^ immediately, without any

length yields to entreaty

;

—
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i

and without long consultation ;" but as it may also b
viewed demonstratively, (BetKroKco^,) as pointing out mop
fully the time of the calamity, I do not express a stroH]
delay,

opinion.

The general meaning

is

obvious, that their ruinou

condition will be past remedy.

As

to the

word ^211,

(chObesh,)

in their interpretation of

it,

though commentators

diffi

yet I cheerfully concur wit

who think

that the metaphor is here borrowed fro
nothing can more fully meet the case. It
as if one, to whom application had been made to heal a sic
man, should declare that he has no skill in the art of hea
ing, or that the disease is too inveterate to admit of bein

those

surgeons

;^

for

cured.

The next

copulative
(va%) means /or ; as if he had sai<
undoubtedly I have not ability to do so.''^ His meai
ing therefore is, that the state of affairs will be so desperat
that no man, even when matters are at the worst, will vei
ture to take measures for their defence.
8. For Jerusalem is ruined.
Lest it should be though
that God is excessively cruel, when he punishes his peopl
with such severity, the Prophet here explains briefly tb
reason of the calamity as if he had said that the destruc
tion of that ungodly people is righteous, because in so man;
ways they have persisted in provoking God. And thus hi
cuts off all ground of complaint
for we know with what in
solent fury the world breaks out, when it is chastised wit)
more than ordinary severity. He says that they were ready
both by words and by actions, to commit every kind
crimes.
In speaking of their destruction, he employs sue!
language as if it had already taken place though the pas'
may be taken for the future, as in many other passages.
"

*l,

And

;

;

;

^ ^2n (chabash) literally signifies to
bind.
I will not be a binder
that is, " I will not be one who binds up your wounds." Jarchi renders it
" / will not be a binder ; that is, I will not be one of those who bind up.
His annotator, Breithaupt, explains it thus: "that is, who employ any^
remedy, or apply a plaster, teaching in the school or synagogue what
should be done, and what should be avoided." This accords with the ren-!
dering, healer, as in the English version, which is supported by that
Lowth, " I will not be a healer of thy breaches." Ed.
^ ''n"'3ni, (ub^bethi,) and in my
house ; that is, for in my house is neit

bread nor clothing.

—Ed.

HAP.
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To provoke the eyes of his glory. This mode of expression
aggravates the crime, as denoting that they had intentionally resolved to insult God
for those things which are done
before our eyes, if they are displeasing to us, are the more
;

offensive.
It is true that wicked men mock God, as if they
were able to deceive him but as nothing, however it may
be concealed, escapes his view, Isaiah brings it as a reproach
against them, that they openly and shamelessly, in his very
presence, indulged in the commission of crimes.
The word
;

glo7y also deserves our attention
for it is a proof of extraordinary madness, if we have no feeling of reverence, when
the majesty of God is presented to our view.
God had so
;

illustriously displayed his glory before the nation of Israel,
that they ought justly to have been humbled, if they had

any remains of shame or of modesty. Whatever, then, may
be the murmurings of wicked men against God, or their coml^laints of his severity, the cause of all the calamities which
they endure will be found to be in their own hands.
The proof of their countenance will answer in them,
answer against them} As the Prophet had to do
with impudent and brazen-faced hypocrites, who impudently
boasted that they were good men so he says that their
countenance testifies what kind of persons they are, and
that it will not be necessary to bring witnesses from a dis9.

or,

will

;

tance, in order to prove their wickedness

means "

to bear testimony,'' or

;

for to ansiuer

" to confess.''

Although,

and countenance, so that
they frequently deceive others, yet God compells them to
show and prove what they are so that, in spite of themtherefore, they disguise their face

;

selves,

they carry, as

their deceit

were, in their forehead a

it

mark

of

and hypocrisy.

Some explain it, that their crimes are so manifest that
they cannot avoid seeing, as in a mirror, the baseness which
they desire to conceal.
But the former meaning is confirmed by what immediately follows, that they declared their
sin in the

same manner as

the inhabitants of Sodom.

By

these words he intimates that they devoted themselves to
iniquity in such a manner, that they boasted of their trans1

See page 122.

;

I
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shame as if it had been honourable
and praiseworthy in them to trample on every distinction between right and wrong, and not to indulge in every kind of
wickedness.
On this account he compares them to the in*
xix. 5,) who were so
habitants of Sodom, (Gen. xviii. 20
much blinded by their lusts, that they rushed, with brutish
stupidity, to everything base.
So, then, this is the answer
of the countenance, which he mentioned a little before, that
they carry about with them plain tokens of impiety, which

gressions without any

;

;

are abundantly sufficient to prove their guilt.

Woe unto

their soul

!

Here he declares what was formerly

mentioned, that the whole cause of their calamities is to h
found in themselves for by their sins and iniquities they
;

provoked the Lord

means

;

and consequently that they have n

of evasion, that

because the evil
said, "

useless to contrive idle pretences

it is

itself dwells in their

God cannot be

Acknowledge that

justly.

bones

;

as if he hai

accused, as if he punished you unJ
it

has been done by yourselves

give glory to a righteous judge, and lay the whole blame
"

o]

yourselves.
10.

Say,

it

Before quotinj

shall he well with the righteous.

the opinions of others, I shall point out the true meaning

As punishments

so severe

commonly present

to pious mindi

an exceedingly sharp temptation, and especially since hardh
any public calamities occur which do not involve good mei
along with the bad so the Prophet at least, in my opinioi
reminds them of the providence of God, which never con.

—

;

—

founds anything, but even, when there is apparent confii
sion, never ceases to distinguish between good and bad me
But there are various ways in which this passage is ex
plained for some render it, " Say to the righteous man, ht
;

cause he

is

good, therefore he shall 'eat the fruit of his hands,

From that interpretation this meaning is obtained " I wish
and command the godly to be of good cheer for with whatever severity I may punish the crimes of the nation, still it
:

;

shall be well with the godly."
is this

:

Say ;

that

is,

David

writes,

it

But a more suitable meaning
to be a settled point

means to
1 said, I will

Scripture to say often
as

hold

think,

and

to he

take heed to

my

;

for iifl

convinced

ways, (Ps.

;

JHAP.
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and in a thousand instances of the same kind
them tell the righteous man, but he
bids every man be fully convinced, that happy will be the
condition of the righteous man, though he may now appear
,to be unhappy.
xxxix.

1,)

;

so that he does not bid

Besides, I consider ^ItO,

\

perous condition

(tob,) to

mean a happy and

pros-

he employed the
now contrasted and

as in the former verse

;

word TO1, (rdgndh,) with which ^1D is
hus I do not think that 11^1, (rdgndh,) means wickedness,
;

Now

ut a miserable condition.
to the

righteous

man,

either the particle ^D,

many
it

(ki,)

other passages, or

the probability

is,

since

that

it

Say

it is

has an affirmative sense, as in

intended for confirmation.

ground of doubt be removed, and

man ;

let

that the condition of the righteous

and prosperous.

literally runs,

appears to be superfluous, though

shall be well with the righteous

lent

it

yilD ^^, {ki tob,) that it shall be well

that

is,

let

Surely
every

us be fully convinced,

man

will

be most excel-

It is difficult to believe this,

and there-

added, he shall eat the fruit of his doings ; that is,
he shall not be defrauded of the reward of his good conduct.

fore

it is

Others consider

two words,
it

!l1tO

to
*'^,

say as meaning

to exhort,

{ki tob,) that he will

and render the

do well; but I reject

as a forced interpretation.
11.

Woe unto

the

wicked/

it

shall be

ill

with him.

He

brings forward this clause as a contrast to the former one

;

may

be easily inferred what was the design of
the Prophet, namely, to comfort the godly, and to terrify the
wicked by the judgment of God. For when an uncommonly
severe calamity occurs, which attacks all without discrimination, we doubt whether it be by the providence of God, or,
on the contrary, by blind chance, that the world is governed.

from which

On

this

it

account godly

men fear and

dread that the same de-

struction which overtakes the wicked will ruin

them

also.

no importance whether a man be
good or bad, when they see both classes visited by pestilence,
And hence arises the
war, famine, and other calamities.
wicked thought, that there is no difference between the rewards of the good and of the bad and in the midst of these
Others think that

it is

of

;

gloomy thoughts carnal appetites lead many to

despair.
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12.

Prophet shows that the judgment of God
is
men may continue to fear God, and may be
aware that those who, in the expectation of escaping puni
He liken
ishment, provoke God, will not pass unpunished.
Accordingly,

tlie

right, that

wise exhorts them to ascribe to God the praise of justice j
if he had said, " Think not that blind chance rules in the

as

God punishes with blind violence, and without
any regard to justice, but hold it as a principle fully settled
in your minds, that it shall he well with the righteous man
for God will repay him what he hath promised, and will noi
world, or that

disappoint

him of his hope.

the condition of the wicked

he brings on himself the

On the other hand, believe thai
man will be most wretched, foi

evil

which must

at length fall oi

his head.''

By these words the Prophet, at the same time, charges"
the people with stupidity in not perceiving the judgment of
God

;

for

they suffered the punishments of their crimes, am
if they had beei

yet hardened themselves under them, as

Now there cannot befall uj
anything worse than that we should be hardened against
altogether devoid of feeling.

chastisements, and not perceive that

God

chastiseth usi

"When we labour under such stupidity, our case

is

almost

hopeless.
12. The oppressors of my people are children}
Here als
reproved the madness and sottishness of the people, be
cause they shut their eyes at noon-day. There is nothing

is

which men are more reluctant

to allow than to have a yoki
nor do they willingly submit to be governed
by nobles. Feeble and cowardly, therefore, must be th
minds of those who obey delicate and effeminate men, an<
permit themselves to be oppressed by them nor can it b
doubted that God has struck with a spirit of cowardice those^
laid on

them

;

;

who

offer their shoulders, like asses, to

bear burdens.

The

power of a tyrant must indeed be endured, even by men ofl
courage but the reproach which Isaiah brings against the
Jews is, that while they obstinately shake off the yoke of
God, they are ready to yield abject submission to men, an
to perform any services, however shameful or degrading.
;

^

As for my peopUf

children are their oppressors.

—Eng. Ver.
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For tlie Jews could not complain that they were compelled
by violence, when of their own accord they obeyed those
whose authority they would gladly have declined. Hence it
is evident that they were struck by the hand of God, and
were shaken with terror, so that they had no strength either
of body or of mind.
This is also the vengeance which God had formerly threatened by Moses for the general doctrine of Moses, as we
have already said, is continually alluded to by the prophets.^
For how was it possible that men who had the power of resistance should of their own accord undergo a slavery from
which they would willingly have escaped, had not God deprived them of understanding and forethought, that he
might in this manner take vengeance on their crimes ?
Whenever, therefore, anything of this kind shall hefall us,
let us not imagine that it came by chance.
On the contrary, whenever it shall happen that we are governed by
men who are of no estimation, and who are more insignificant than children, let us acknowledge the wrath of the
Lord, if we do not choose that the Prophet shall charge us
with the grossest stupidity.
They who govern thee? He continues to teach the same
;

doctrine, that

when God

lets loose

the reins against the

wicked, so as to disturb everything, he shows that he
highly offended at the Jews

;

for if

is

they had enjoyed his

favour, there was reason to hope that his government would
be most holy and blessed. At the same time it is probable
that the common herd of men were so foolishly devoted to
their rulers, that they revered as oracles both their injunctions and their conduct
and hence arose all the corruption
that everywhere prevailed.
Since, therefore, the contagion
was spreading farther without being perceived by the people,
Isaiah cries aloud that they ought to guard against the
governors themselves, who corrupt and destroy the people.
1 Our author appears to have particularly in his eye, Lev. xxvi, 36,
And upon them that are left alive of you I will send afaintness into their
hearts in the lands of their enemies ; and the sound of a shaken leaf shall
chase them, ; and they shall fee as fleeing from a sword ; and they shall
;

fall

—Ed.
—
—

when none pursueth.

They which lead thee. (Eng. Ver.)
which call thee blessed. Ed.
2

The marginal reading

is,

they

—

uo
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bless thee ;

III. 1

but as the parti-

which he employs may be taken from ItJ^^, (ydshdr^
which signifies to rule, I shall rather adopt that interpret
tion, for it is more agreeable to the context.^
I do acknow
ledge that the fake prophets flattered the people, but I see
no reason why their flatteries should be mentioned here.
But it applies very well to the rulers and heads, that they
were the cause of the destruction for as princes are raised
to their oflice for the sake of the public safety, so no plague
is more destructive than when they are bad men, and rule
ciple

^

;

according to their

own

caprice.

He

says,

therefore, that

they who rule are the causes of the evils, and that they corrupt everything, since it was their duty to correct oth^

^

men, and to point out the way by their own examj)le.
13. Jehovah standeth up to plead.
So long as wickedness
rages without control, and the Lord sends no relief from on
high, we think that he is idle and has forgotten his duty.
More especially, when the nobles themselves are spared, he
appears to grant them liberty to commit sin, as if they were
most sacred persons that must not be touched. Accordingly,
after having complained of the princes, he adds that the
Lord will do what his authority demands, and will not permit such flagrant crimes to pass unpunished. For there is
hardly any conduct more offensive, or more fitted to disturb
our minds, than when the worst examples of every sort are
l^ublicly exhibited by magistrates, while no man utters

syllable against them, but almost all give their approbatioiP
"We then ask. Where is God, whose glory, a great part of
which, consisting in authority, is taken away, ought to ha
illustriously displayed by men of that rank ?
Isaiah meets this difficulty by saying, " Though the nati

been
is

wicked, yet because the princes themselves are very great

corrupted,

God

and even pollute the whole nation by their vie
judge in heaven, and will at length call them

sits as

^ The reading of the Septuagint is, ol //.axx^t^avns u/zag, they who bl
you. Undoubtedly D''"1{J>SD comes from ItJ^i^, and not from "ISJ'% which in
the corresponding participle gives D''"1K'''D.
From the Kal of 1tJ>K, to' go,
the Pihel, taking a Hiphil meaning, denotes to cause to go, or to
Not improbably our Author meant that the one verb borrows one of
meanings from the other ; but this would need proof. Ed.

—

I
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account, and assign to every one his reward."

Although he

does not exempt the multitude from guilt, yet that the

may be known, he particularly attacks the
and threatens them with the punishment which they

sources of the evils
rulers,

d eserved.

^B> 1 4. The Lord

will enter into judgment with the ancients of
Formerly he had erected for God a throne from
which he might plead. Now he says that he will enter into
judgment. How ? with the ancients. There might have been
a slight allusion to lawful assemblies, in which older men sit
as God's deputies
but I assent to the opinion more commonly entertained, that God contends against the ancients

^%'.9 people.

;

of his people.

This passage, therefore, corresponds to the
God will stand in the assembly of the gods,

saying of David,
(Ps. Ixxxii. 1

;^)

that

is,

though

it

may now

princes do everything with impunity,

be thought that

and though there be

no one to restrain their caprice and their lawless passions,
God is above them, and will
render an account to him of all their actions.
These reproofs, undoubtedly, the judges of that time were
ver}" unwilling to hear.
They have no wish, and do not think
that it is right, that any one should treat them with such
sharpness and severity for they wish that everything should
be at their disposal, that their will should be held as a law,
and that they should be allowed to do whatever they choose
that all men ought to flatter and applaud them, and to approve of their very worst actions.
They think that no man
yet one day they will feel that

;

;

a judge of their actions, and do not yield subjection to

is

God

himself.

Since, therefore, they are so unbridled that

they neither endure any advices nor any threatenings, the

Prophet summons them to the judgment-seat of God.
And with their princes. They are honourably described,
by w^ay of acknowledgment, as the chosen princes of the
for they thought
This also deserves attention
people.
that, on account of their rank, they enjoyed a kind of privi;

them free from the restraints of law, and that
though heathen kings and princes might give an account of

lege which set

^

and

Like some other quotations of our Author,
is

not quite accurate.

Ed.

this is

made from memory,

—
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their actions, they, on the contrary, were sacred persons.

They thought, therefore, that they were beyond the reach of
reproof, and ought not to be addressed, like heathen
men, by threats and terrors. On this account Isaiah exall

pressly declares, that the Lord will not only call to account

every kind of princes, but especially the proud hypocrites to

whose care he had committed his people.
And you have destroyed the vineyard} The metaphor of
a vine is very common, where a nation, and especially the
nation of Israel,

And by

is

the subject.

(Ps. Ixxx.

8;

Jer.

ii.

21.)

word the Prophet now shows their crime to be
double, because they paid no more regard to the people
whom God had loved with extraordinary affection than if
they had ruled over a heathen nation. The pronoun you is
likewise emphatic for he addresses the vine-dressers themthis

;

who, instead of devoting themselves, as they ought
to have done, to the cultivation of the vine, devoured it like
wild beasts.
Accordingly, he represents this to be a great
aggravation of their cruelty for how treacherous w^as it to
selves,

;

what they ought

have preserved and protected ?
Lord shows how great care he takes
of his own people, and how warmly he loves them not only
because the Church is called his vine and inheritance, but
by declaring that he will not endure the treachery an
wickedness of those who have ruled over it tyrannically.
The spoil of the poor is in your houses. He adds one c
cumstance, by which the other parts of their life might l
known, that they had in their houses the prey and spoil c
the poor.
Now the palace of princes ought to resemble
sanctuary for they occupy the dw^elling-place of God, whi
ought to be sacred to all. It is, therefore, the grossest sacri
lege to turn a sanctuary into a den of thieves.
He represents
still more strongly their criminality by adding of the poor
for it is the most wicked of all acts of cruelty to plunder
destroy

By

to

this comparison the

;

:

,

^

Ye have consumed my

— Stock.

vineyard.

— Lowth.

Ye have

eaten hare

m

"^/uiTs 11 ri IvtTu^ia-an tov af/.TiXuvei fiov
A.nd why di
vineyard ? Sept. " 1VX (bagnar,) in its usual accepta
tion of burning, does not agree with the sense of a passage, which repre
sents people making a profit of what they consume.
Understand
therefore, of clearing away the productions of the soil, as cattle do wh
they eat down the grass." Rosenmiiller.

vineyard.

you burn up

my

—

;

ii

(hap.
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who cannot defend himself, and who
ought rather to have been protected.

poor and needy man,

15. What mean ye that ye heat my people to pieces?
He
mentions also other particulars, from which it is evident that
hey ruled in a haughty, cruel, and oppressive manner. It

^

as not necessary that the Prophet should describe minutely

everything deserving reproof in

tlie princes
for from these
few circumstances it is evident with what injustice and cruelty
and tyranny they ruled. But to whom shall the poor betake
themselves but to the magistrate, who ought to be the father
of his country and the protector of the wretched ?
On this
account he employs a vehement interrogation, What ? as if
he had said, " What eifrontery is this
What cruelty and
barbarity, to abuse the mean condition of the poor, so as to
have no compassion on them !" By two comparisons he describes their cruel oppression mingled with pride.
Saith the Lord Jehovah of hosts. That the reproof may
have all the weight that it ought to have, he brings forward
God as speaking for there is an implied contrast that these
things should not be viewed as coming from the mouth of
men, but that the accusation proceeds from God himself, and
that he pursues those who are guilty of such injustice, and
will at length take vengeance on them.
Because those who
have been exalted to any kind of honour conduct themselves
so haughtily as to disdain every direction and advice, he
therefore meets their pride by bringing forward the majesty
of God, that they may not venture to despise his earnest and
severe threatenings. Yet let us remember that this passage
ought not to be understood as if the Prophet were speaking
for after having threatened
only about the mercy of God
vengeance indiscriminately on all, he particularly mentions
those who are their heads, in order to show that no man can
escape the arm of God and here he employs what is called
the argument from the greater to the less. " How would the
Lord spare the lowest of the people, when he punishes even
the princes themselves, because they have destroyed the
;

!

;

;

:

vineyard ?"
Next
16. Because the daughters of Zion are haughty.
follows another threatening against the ambition, luxury,

—

1
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and pride of women. On these points the Proplict has noi
followed an exact order, but reproves sometimes one vic<
and sometimes another, as the subject appears to require
and afterwards sums up wliat he had said in a few words, a
he did in the seventh verse of the first chapter. He there
fore pronounces censure on gorgeous robes and supcrfluou
ornaments, which were undoubted proofs of vain ostentatioi
Wherever dress and splendour are carried to excess, there i
evidence of ambition, and many vices are usually connecte(
with it for whence comes luxury in men and women bu
from pride ?
And walk with stretched-forth neck First, then, he justl
declares pride to be the source of the evil, and points it on
by the sign, that is, by their gait that the women walk wit
For as it is a sign of modesty to havi
stretched-forth neck.
a down-cast look, (as even heathen writers have declared,;
so to have excessively high looks is a sign of insolence
am
when a woman lifts up her head it can betoken nothing buJ
pride.
The Prophet certainly acts wisely in beginning oi
the very fountain for if he had begun by mentioning signs
such as dress, gait, and matters of that sort, it might havi
been easy to reply that still the mind was pure and upright
and that if their dress was somewhat too elegant and splendid
that was not a sufficient reason for approaching them wit
such bitter language, and summoning them to the judgment
seat of God.
Accordingly, in order to meet their unfoundec
accusations, he lays open the inward disease, which is mani
fested in the whole of their outward dress.
And wandering eyes} What he adds about luanderi
eyes denotes shameless lust, which for the most part is
pressed by the eyes ; for unchaste eyes are the heralds of a
unchaste heart but the eyes of chaste women are sedati
and not wandering or unsteady.
;

;

;

;

;

1 Wanton eyes.
Heb. Deceiving with their eyes. Eng. Ver. " Leerin^
with their eyes Nictitantes oculis : from "IpD, Chald., ocidis vagari. Thi
is Abarbanel's interpretation, approved of by Parkhiirst and Rosenmiiller.
Bishop Lowth derives ^"npt^'0 from 'Ip^,' to falsify, and translates i
falsely setting off their eyes with paint, according to the eastern fashion
tinging the eyelids, on the inside, black with stibium, called by the nativ
aUcahol.
But the object of the poet in this place is to describe, not o
naments, but affected motions of the body." Bishop Stock.

—
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a tinkling with their feet.

indecent gesture by which wantonness

145

This
is

is

a part of the

discovered.

But

it

women wore on their sandals
some tinkling ornaments which made a noise as they walked,
not easy to say whether the

is

whether they imitated the dancing-women by a measured
for the form of dresses since that time has been greatly
changed. Yet I readily adopt the interpretation that they

^or

}tep

;

made a

noise in walking, for this

is

very plainly expressed

by the word employed.
17.

head.

Therefore will the

Here the

Lord make

bald^ the crown of the

which

signifies a7id, is put
he threatens that, since neither gentle advices nor any words can reform them, the Lord will deal with
them in a very different manner, and will not only employ
sharp and severe language, but will advance in dreadful
array, with an armed band, to take vengeance. Accordingly,
as they had manifested their obstinacy from head to foot, so
he declares that the Lord will exhibit the marks of his vengeance in every part of their body. He therefore begins
with the head, where ornament is chiefly bestowed, and afterwards takes notice of the other parts.
It is worthy of notice that the Prophet had good reason
for reproving, with so great earnestness and vehemence, the
luxury of women for while they are chargeable with many
vices, they are most of all inflamed with mad eagerness to
have fine clothes. Covetous as they naturally are, still they
spare no expense for dressing in a showy manner, and even
use spare diet, and deprive themselves of what nature requires, that their clothes may be more costly and elegant.
So grievously are they corrupted by this vice, that it goes
beyond every other.
History tells us what vast crowds the women brought together on account of the Oppian Law,^ which some wished

for therefore

;

particle

*1,

(vau,)

for

;

—

Smite with a scab. Eng. Ver.
" The Oppian Law," so called from the tribune, Caius Oppius, who
proposed it, was enacted during the disastrous wars with Hannibal, about
213 years before the Christian era. It was to this effect, " That no woman
should wear on her person more than half an ounce of gold, or use garments
of variegated colours, or ride in a carriage in any city or town, or within a
mile's distance of one, unless when she was going to observe the public
•

^

VOL.

I.

K
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III.

and that transaction

\

not conducted with any gravity or moderation in consequence of the crowds of women. But we need not go far t
find examples; for they are innumerable in almost ever
nation, and it is a vice which has been very common in every
y
age.

As we

are dexterous

and sharp-sighted in contrivin
and extravagance, thi

I

apologies for defending our luxury

Prophet, on that account, has pointed his finger at the sourc
of all the evils, namely, that mad ambition by which men

are hurried along to obtain public notice, and to arrive at—
eminence above others for, in order that they may be bettei^
known, they wish to outshine their neighbours by the elegance of their dress, that they may draw the eyes of otheri
;

upon them.
Having pointed
scends to

many

to the source of the evil, the

Prophet d

particulars for the purpose of bringing

t

women, and enumerates a Ion
in gathering them together,
that,
catalogue of them, to show
which dwells in woman.
curiosity
the
exceed
nothing can
Indeed there is no end to those contrivances and it was no
public view the fooleries of

;.

without reason that the ancients called the collection of
woman's ornaments a world ;^ for if they were collected int
one heap, they would be almost as numerous as the parts o;
the world.
On this account the Prophet appears to searc
This law, though extorted by the hard necessities of the state
along regarded by many persons as harsh and tyrannical, and, affei
producing extraordinary commotions, was overwhelmed by the tide of public
opinion, Livy informs us (xxxiv. 1) that " ladies, not restrained either by
modesty or by the authority of their husbands," and neglecting the privacy
which belonged to the customs of that age, assembled in a tumultuous
manner, and publicly solicited the votes of the consuls and praetors, and
other persons in office, for the repeal of the law.
Ultimately their chief
opponent was Cato, who spoke with all his abihty and eloquence, but with
a sternness peculiar to his character, and increased by the nature of the
question under discussion. He was overmatched by the tact and resources
of Valerius, who brought to his aid a considerable amount of historical
information, placed the popular arguments in an advantageous light, and
succeeded in obtaining an almost unanimous repeal of the law, when it had
been twenty years in force. Our Author immediately afterwards refers to
the arguments employed on tliat occasion.
Ed.
m
^ In the speech already mentioned, Valerius wittily alludes to
this anti-B
quated use of the Latin word mundus, (a world.) " Our ancestors," he^
says, " gave to it the appellation of a woman's world."
Hunc mundum
muliebrem appelldrunt majores nostri. Ed.
festivals."

was

all

—

i
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the women's chests, and to bring into public view the gaudy
trifles whicli they have treasured up in them, that their extravagant delight and boasting of these things
their idleness

and

folly

more evident

superfluity, therefore, in this

out in

many words, by which

to

may
There

all.

render
is

no

enumeration, thougli spread

their lawless desires are proved

to be insatiable.

As

to the particulars, I shall not stay to explain

them,
have doubts about
some of them, and cannot distinguish with certainty the
forms of those ornaments. It is enough if we understand
the general import and design of the Prophet namely, that
he heaps up and enumerates these trifles in order that the
prodigious variety of them may disclose their luxury and
ambition, so as to leave them without any excuse. It would
be the height of impudence to allege that the contrivances
made by the childish vanity of women, beyond what nature
especially as the best

Hebrew

scholars

;

requires, are necessary for protecting the body.

things are here enumerated which are not
ture or necessity or propriety

!

What

is

How many

demanded by na-

the use of chains,

and other things of the same sort?
Hence it is plain enough that a superfluous collection of
such ornaments admits of no excuse that it gives evidence
of excessive luxury which ought to be suppressed or restrained and that frequently they are unchaste contrivances
for weakening the mind and exciting lust.
We need not
wonder, therefore, that the Prophet speaks so sharply, and
ear-rings,

bracelets,

;

;

threatens severe punishments, against this vice.
24. Instead

of a sweet smell there shall be

stink.

It is

evident that the country here described abounds in aromatic

herbs

smells,

We

;

and there

is

no reason to doubt that in pleasant

as well as in other matters, they were luxurious.

which are farthest removed from
the east are not prevented either by distance or by expense
from indulging in that kind of luxury. What may be expected to happen in those places where they are abundant ?
That they will excite lust and promote luxury is beyond all
doubt.
He means, therefore, that ointments and sweet smells
were abused by them in a variety of ways for the sinful
see that those nations

;
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III.

26,

arc ingenious in tlieir contrivances, and cai

satisfied.

Instead of a girdle a rent Others have rendered it
Lord will ungird them. He intends'
off, because the
to contrast things which are exceedingly opposite to each^

falling

women

formerly were most carefully gii
and adorned when they walked, they shall henceforth b<
He likewise contrasts baldness with curls ^
torn and naked.
because they arranged their hair not in a modest but an ex<
Again, a belt is contrasted with sackcloth
travagant fashion.
other

that as the

;

Whether

it

was a

belt,

or

certain that the Prophet

some other kind of binding, it
meant a girdle, which was held

ij

ii

high estimation. Again, burning is contrasted with beauty
because fashionable ladies hardly venture to expose thera
an(
selves to the sun's rays, for fear of being sun-burned
he tells us that this will happen to them. In short, botl
men and women are instructed to make a sober use of thi
gifts of God, both in food and in clothing, and in the whol
conduct of life. For the Lord cannot endure extravagance
and absolutely must inflict severe punishment on account of
;

cannot be restrained by a lighter chastisement.
He directs his dis
shall fall by the sword.
of Judah
kingdom
course to Jerusalem and to the whole
is ii
body
the
whole
demonstrated
that
for, after having
it

;

for it

Thy men

25.

fected with a plague, and that no part of

it

is

free fron

having not even spared the women, b
^turns to the general doctrine. It would be improper tha
more than one husband should be assigned to one womai
Besides, what immediately follows applies exclusively
this nation.
He particularly describes the punishment, tha
God will bring down by wars the whole strength of tb
disease,

and

after

people.
26.

Her gates

mourning of the

shall

mourn and

gates, which,

when they have met with

lament.

Hence

their calamities

arises ih

will take plao

he threatens,
;

for

he means,

that where there were great crowds and multitudes, nothin||

but a dismal solitude will be found. We know that at tha^
time public meetings were held at the gates and, therefore,
9.S the gates sometimes rejoice at the multitude of citizens
;

.

|

.
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;
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mourn on account of their frightful deyet I do not deny that he compares Jeru-

so they are said to

And

solation.

woman who

is sad, and who bewails her widowwas customary with mourners to sit on the
ground, as that nation was in the habit of using ceremonies
and outward signs to a greater degree than would be consistent with our customs.
But the sum of the matter is,
that the city will have lost her inhabitants.

salem
hood

;

%

to a

for it

CHAPTER
And

in that day seven women
take hold of one man, saying,
We will eat our own bread, and wear
our own apparel only let us be called by thy name, to take aAvay our
.

shall

;

reproach.

In that day shall the branch of
be beautiful and glorious,
and the fruit of the earth shall be
excellent and comely for them that
are escaped of Israel.
2.

the

LoKD

3.

And

he that

it

come

to pass, that

in Zion,

and he that

shall

is left

remaineth in Jerusalem, shall be
called holy, even every one that is
written

among

the living in Jerusa-

IV.

1 Apprehendent itaque in die ilia
septense mulieres viros singulos, dicentes. Pane nostro vescemur, vesti-

mentis nostris induemur, tantum invocetur nomen tuum super nos, {vel,
censeamur tuo nomine,) tollasque
probrum nostrum.
2. In die ilia erit germen lehovse
in pulchritudinem et gloriam ; et
fructus terrse in prsestantiam et decorem ; nempe in liberatis Israelis.
3. Et eveniet ut qui reliquus fuerit
in Sion, et residuus manserit in lerusalem, sanctus vocetur, omnesque
lerosolymis inter vivos {vel, ad vi-

tam,) asscripti erunt

lem:
4. When the Lord shall have
washed away the filth of the daughters of Zion, and shall have purged
the blood of Jerusalem from the
midst thereof, by the spirit of judgment, and by the spirit of burning,
5. And the Lord will create upon

every dwelling-place of mount Zion,
and upon her assemblies, a cloud and
smoke by day, and the shining of a
flaming fire by night for upon all
the glory shall he a defence.
6. And there shall be a tabernacle
for a shadow in the day-time from
the heat, and for a place of refuge,
and for a covert from storm and
:

from

Cum

scilicet

Dominus

eluerit

5. Et creabit lehova super totam
habitationem montis Sion, et super
omnem coetum ejus, nubem et obscuritatem interdiu ; noctu vero
splendorem ignis flammantis ; quia
super omnem gloriam erit protectio.
6. Eritque obumbratio per diem
in umbram ab sestu, in refugium et
latibulum a nimbo et imbre.

rain.

In that day shall seven women take hold of one man.
pursues the same subject, and unquestionably this dis-

1.

He

4.

sordes filiarum Sion, et sanguines
lerusalem expiaverit e medio ejus, et
in Spiritu judicii, et in Spiritu incendii {vel, ardoris.)
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is immediately connected with what goes before.
This verse certainly ought not to have been separated from

course

the preceding. By this circumstance he describes moi
fully the nature of that desolation and calamity which h

had formerly threatened against the Jews

;

for hypocrite!

unless the threatening be conceived in strong terms, eithe

disregard or palliate warnings, so that God's severity nevei

From the effect, there
its proper effect upon them.
he describes the appalling nature of the approachin
calamity, that they may not indulge the hope of making ai
easy escape. As if he had said, " Do not imagine that it wil
be of moderate extent, lessening your numbers in a smal
produces
fore,

degree

man

;

for utter destruction awaits you, so tbat hardly on

be found for seven women/'
take hold q/* conveys the same meaning. It is
no doubt, inconsistent with the modesty of the sex that
woman should, of her own accord, offer herself to a mai
But the Prophet says, that not only will they do this, bu
that seven women will, as it were, lay hands on a man, an<
keep hold of him so small will be the* number of men. Th<
greatness of the calamity is likewise denoted by what imme
diately follows we will eat our own bread, and wear om
own apparel ; for as it is a duty which belongs to a husbanc
to support his wife and family, the women ask a husbanc
for themselves on unreasonable conditions, when they releas<
him from all concern about supplying them with food. Ver^
great must, therefore, be the scarcity of men, when a greal
number of women, laying aside modesty, are not only constrained to solicit one man, but do not even shrink from th<
agreement to procure their own victuals, and request nothing
more from a husband than to receive them within the bondwill

The phrase

)

;

:

m

of marriage.

Let thy name he called on

us.

It

may be

he called hy thy nam.e ; for when a w^oman passes into the
family of her husband, she is called hy his name, and loseM
her own, because the husband is her head. (1 Cor. xi. 8.)

Hence the
head.

vail is a

token of subjection, and Abimelech said

Thy husband Abraham shall be a covering to thj
(Gren. xx. 16.)
But if she remain unmarried, she isl

to Sarah,

I

rendered. Let us

I
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tlie name of her family.
That this is the
meaning of that mode of expression is sufficiently evident from what Jacob says when blessing his grandchildren,
Let my name, and the name of my fathers, Abraham, and
Isaac, he called on them; (Gen. xlviii. 16;) that is, " Let
them be reckoned as our descendants, and let them be partakers of the covenant, and never excluded from it, as were
Esau and Ishmael.'' In the same manner also do heathen

concealed under

true

writers speak ; as, in Lucan, Marcia, wishing to return to
" Grant me only the bare name of marriage
says
;
t/ato,
:

be given that it may be inscribed on my
tomb, Marcia the wife of Cato."^
And take away our reproach. Their reason for saying so
is, that women are sometimes treated with disdain, when
they do not obtain husbands, not only because they appear
et permission

to be despised as unworthy, but because

among the

ancient

people oiFspring was reckoned an important blessing, and
therefore the Prophet says that they will be desirous to

wipe away

for that purpose.

mity

will

carried

will employ every arguhe declares that the calathat almost all the men will be

reproach,

this

ment

and

Lastly,

be so great,

off.

2. In that day shall the branch of the Lord be for beauty
and glory? This consolation is seasonably added for the
announcement of a dreadful calamity might have alarmed
the godly, and led them to doubt as to the stability of God's
;

covenant being maintained amidst the destruction of the
people.

For there

is

a wdde difference between the two

statements, that the people will be like the sand of the sea,
(Gen. xxii. 17; Is. x. 22,) and yet that they would be cut

down by such a
hardly any name.

tom

remnant
no magnificence, and

frightful massacre, that in the

there would be found no

dignity,

Isaiah, therefore, according to the cus-

generally followed

by himself and by the

prophets,

provides against this alarm, and, by adding a consolation,
^

Connubii
Marcia.

Da

liceat

tantum nomen inane
tumulo scripsisse, Catonis
Luc. Phars.

ii.

342.

In that day shall the branch of the Lord he beautiful and
Eng. Ver. The marginal reading is, beauty and glory. Ed.

'

—

:

—

glorious.

;

I
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tlicir

may

excessive terror, tliat believers

assured that the Church will be
their hearts

CHAP.

ISAIAH.

by good hope.

safe,

As he spoke

resfc

of the restoration

now promises

that a

new Church

a

which was formerly uncultivated.
is usually expounded as referring

field

still

and may strengthen

of the Church in the second chapter, so he
will arise, as

IV. 2j

a bud or shoot springs up im

This passage

to Christ

and the opinion, plausible in itself, derives additional pro
bability from the words of the prophet Zechariah Beholc
the man whose name shall be The BRANCH.
(Zech. vi. 12.]
It is still further strengthened by the consideration, that the
Prophet does not barely name this Branchy but mentions it
with a title expressive of respect, as if he had intended t(
honour the Divinity of Christ. When he afterwards add
:

the fruits of the earth, they consider this as referring to

hi;

human

thi

But

nature.

after

a careful

examination of

whole, I do not hesitate to regard the Branch of God anc
the fruit of the earth as denoting an unusual and abundan

supply of grace, which will relieve the hungry for he speak
as if the earth, barren and exhausted after the desolation
would hold out no promise of future produce, in order that"
;

the sudden fertility might render the kindness of

more

desirable

;

as if the parched

and barren

God the

fields

woul

yield unexpected herbage.

This metaphor

out of

is

frequently employed in Scripture, thai

God spring up in the world. Truth shall sprin
earth, and righteousness shall look down from,

\

the gifts of
the

In like manner the Prophet afterLet the earth open and bring forth salvatiorA
(Is. xlv. 8.)
These words unquestionably denote a rich
supply both of spiritual and of earthly blessings. That
such is the meaning of the passage now under consideratioi
is evident from the context
for Isaiah immediately afterwards adds, that it will be for honour and lustre to the de-i

heaven.

(Ps. Ixxxv. 11.)

wards says

:

;

livered of Israel,^ that

Lord

will rescue,

is,

to the

number

left,

whom

th(

from destruction.

The word HtO v^

(pheletath)

is

,

commonly translated escape^

^ Excellent and comely [Heb.
beauty and glory] for them that art
escaped of Israel, [Heb. for the escaping of Israel.'] Eng. Ver.
^

—

h
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but here, as in many other passages, it is a collective noun,
denoting those who have escaped. He declares that the elect
will enjoy that

happy

fertility

therefore (ver. 3) that those

which he had promised, and
shall be left will be holy.

who

The meaning of the Prophet is, that the glory of God will
when a new Church shall arise as
if he would create a people for himself out of nothing, and

be illustriously displayed
to enrich

it

;

with every kind of blessings.

They who

limit

themwere in consequence

to the person of Christ expose

it

selves to the ridicule of the Jews, as if

it

of scarcity that they tortured passages of Scripture for their

own

But there are other passages of Scripbe more clearly proved that Christ
is true God and true man, so that there is no need of ingenious glosses.
Yet I acknowledge that the Prophet speaks
here about the kingdom of Christ, on which the restoration
But it ought to be observed,
of the Church is founded.
convenience.

ture from which

it

may

that the consolation

is

not addressed indiscriminately to

all,

but only to the remnant, which has been marvellously rescued

from the jaws of death.
Besides, as it might be deemed a cold consolation if he
had only said that a small number would be saved, he discourses about the magnificent glory and dazzling hrightnesSj
to lead believers to hope that this diminution will do no

harm

;

sist in

because the excellence of the Chvirch does not con-

multitude but in purity when

God bestows

splendid

and glorious communications of the Spirit of God on his
Hence we ought to draw a very useful doctrine, that
elect.
though believers be exceedingly few, when they are like
hy^ands plucked out of the fire, (Zech.

iii.

amongst them, and

2,)

yet that

God

will display in

the

midst of them a proof of his unspeakable greatness not
illustrious than amidst a large number.

less

will glorify himself

And

come to pass that he who is left in Zion.
same statement, that when the pollution
of the people shall have been washed away, what remains
The explanation given by some, that
will be pure and holy.
they who shall be found written in the book of life will he
These two
called holy, appears to me to be too limited.
3.

He

it

shall

follows out the

—
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clauses ought rather to he read separately, that all

who

IV.

she

Zion will he holy, and that they who shall he left
Jerusalem will he written in the hook of life. And tliis r(
petition is very frequent and customary among the Hebrew
when the prophets set forth under various titles the sai
Thus, when it is said, There shall he salvatic
gift of God.
he left in

in Jerusalem, and forgiveness of sins in Zion, (Joel ii. 32,
both must be viewed as referring to the same subject but
;

the grace of
salvation

is

God

is

more

fully extolled

declared to consist in a free pardon.^

In this passage the argument
says that,

when the cause

when

is

of the

the filth shall have heen

same kind for
washed away, t]
;

Church will be clean, and that all who shall have a place
her will truly be the elect of God. Now, it is certain that
this does not apply universally to the external Church, into
which many have been admitted under the designation o^
believers who have notliing that corresponds to their prdj

and who even exceed the small number of good
wheat in the barn. And
although the captivity in Babylon had been employed by
God, as a sieve, to remove a large portion of chaff, yet we
know that the Church was still very far from being as pur
But as at that time there Wi
as she ought to have been.
displayed, in some measure, a resemblance of that purit
which will be truly and perfectly manifested after that th
fession,

people, as the chaff exceeds the
'

lamhs shall have heen separated from, the kids, (Matt, xx^
32,) when Isaiah speaks of those beginnings, he includes,
his custom is, a period extending to the end, when God wi
bring to perfection that which he then began.
It is the same thing which we see every day going foi
ward for although chastisements and punishments do no
entirely remove all spots from the Church, yet when spot
have been washed out, she recovers a part of her purit]
Thus she suffers no loss by the strokes inflicted on her be
;

;

^
There is a mistake here. In the verse quoted the prophet Joel do<
not speak of the forgiveness of sins; but our Author probably had his ej
on the concluding clause, aiid in the remnant whotn the Lord shall cat
as resembling a part of this verse, aiid he that shall be left in Jert
salem, and on this ground adduced it as a parallel passage, but was n<
Ed.
successful in pointing out where the parallelism lies.

;

[AR
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;

same time comit is only by

just as

casting out the offensive or corrupt matter that a diseased

body can be restored to health.
Hence we obtain a most useful consolation for we are
wont always to desire a multitude, and to estimate by it the
;

On the

prosperity of the Church.
desire to be few in

of

contrary,

number, and that in

God may shine brightly.

we should

all

rather

of us the glory

But because our own glory leads

us in another direction, the consequence

is,

that

we regard

more a great number of men than the excellence of a few.
We ought also to learn what is the true glory of a Church

when the saints have a place in
though they be few and despised in the world, yet they

for she is truly prosperous

her

;

render her condition prosperous and desirable.

But

as

it

will

never happen in the world that the saints alone will hold a
place in the Church, we ought patiently to endure a mixture,

we ought to reckon it a most valuable
when she makes a near approach to the cleanness

and, in the meantime,
blessing

which ought to be found

And

in her.

they shall all be written

among

the living [or, to U/e^

We

have already said that by those who are
written in the book of life are meant the elect of God as
if he had said that the profane multitude, which have only
a name on the earth, will be cut off. The Prophet alludes to
a mode of expression which often occurs in the Scriptures, as
when Moses desires that he should be blotted out of the book
of life, (Ex. xxxii. 32,) rather than that the whole nation
should be destroyed. Christ also says to the Apostles, Rejoice because your names are written in heaven^ (Luke x.
20 ;) and Ezekiel says. They shall not be written in the catalogue of my people}
Now, although God has no other book
than his eternal counsel, in which he has predestinated us
to salvation by adopting us for his children, yet this comin Jerusalem.

;

parison

is

exceedingly suitable to our weakness, because in

no other way could our mind conceive that God's
^

He

appears to refer to Ezek.

xiii. 9,

shall not be written in the writing, that

—Ed.

is,

where

his version

in the catalogue,

is,

flock is

And

they

of mi/ people.

;
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known

to him, so that

of eternal

life.

none of the

Since, therefore,

elect

CHAP.

IV.

can ever be deprived

God has

names of hi^

the

people in some manner written down, the decree of adoptioJ

by which

their eternal blessedness

is

secured,

is

called the

The reprobate, though for a time they appear
book of life.
to be on a level with the sons of God, are excluded from this
catalogue, as

we

see that they are cut off

and separates

his

own

when he

collects

This matter will not be fully

people.

last day
but as the children of God,
by continually persevering, when the reprobate fall off,
have their election made sure, it is no small consolation
tion
amidst their afflictions, when the temptations by wlii
they are assailed do not cause them to fall from their ste;i3i.M

completed before the

;

fastness.
4. When the Lord shall have washed away the filth of the
daughters of Z ion. He still follows out the same statement
for in consequence of its being generally believed that those

calamities

by which the Church

is

diminished

upon

inflict

her grievous injury, the Prophet more zealously inculcates
the opposite opinion. And now, for the purpose of refuting
that error, he argues, on the contrary, that by this method

God washes away

the filth,

and removes the

corruptions,

^

I

his Church.

The blood of Jerusalem. By blood I understand not only
murders or other atrocious crimes, but defilements and stai
of every description.
This metaphor is a reduplicatio:
(dvaBl7r\coai<i,) by which he repeats the same thing twic
for, having formerly spoken of pollution in general, he no
particularly mentions blood as one kind of ceremonial u
cleanness.
In short, he shows the fruits which spring from
God's chastisements.
By them our spots are washed awav.
When abounding iniquity is not punished, we become cq
rupted along with others and therefore it is necessary th
God should earnestly warn us, and, like a physician, app
physic, and the lancet, and sometimes proceed to burning.
;

By the spirit of judgment, and by the spirit of burnin
Here judgment stands for uprightness from its effect th
is, when they who had deeply fallen are restored to the
former condition. He adds, the spirit of burning, by whi(
;

*

I
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must be burned and consumed.

In this expression
tliat the purifiaccomplished by the Spirit and

there are two things to be observed
cation of the Church

is

;

first,

;

secondly, that from the effects which he produces the Spirit
receives the name, sometimes of judgment,

of burning

;

as

if

he had

The burning of the

said,

Spirit.

and sometimes

The judgment of the

Spirit,

Wlienever, therefore, expres-

sions of this sort occur in Scripture, "

The Lord

will

do

these things by the Spirit of truth, of power, of righteousness," we may change the expression thus, " by the truth,

by the power, by the righteousness, of the Spirit.'' In this
Spirit of God work in us, from whom is
both the beginning and the end of our salvation
From
these terms, therefore, we ought to learn what are the chief
effects which he produces.
By his Spirit the Lord purifies
our affections that he ma}^ renew and sanctify us.
The word
judgment explains what is of chief importance in the restoration of the Church
that is, when those things which were
confused or decayed are restored to good order. Burning
points out the plan and method by which the Lord restores
the Church to her purity.
5. And Jehovah will create on every dwelling-place of
Mount Zion. As if he had said that " there will not be a
corner of Mount Zion on which the grace of God does not
shine.''
Dwelling-place and assembly I understand to mean
the same thing for assembly does not here denote a congregation, but the place where men assemble.
With the design
to express a full blessing, he alludes to what Moses relates,
when the Lord delivered the people from Egyptian bondage,
and sent pillars of cloud by day and pillars of fire by night.
(Ex. xiii. 21.)
It was customary with the prophets, in describing any remarkable blessing, to remind them of that
deliverance from Egypt as an extraordinary work of God
for on that occasion God made a remarkable display of the

manner doth the

;

;

;

boundless treasures of his grace in establishing his Church,

and

left

out no proof of his kindness, in order to

make

But what chiefly dewas, that by the covering of
a cloud by day he protected them from excessive heat, and

known the happiness of that
served to be commemorated

nation.
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that bj night a pillar of fire went before them, to prevei

them from wandering

or

gomg

astray,

amounts to this, that when God shall bring back the
Church from the captivity in Babylon, the deliverance wi^
be of a kind not less striking and magnificent than when,
an early period, the nation went out of Egypt. Not that
during their journey from Babylon to Judea they would
db^
b<
illM
accompanied, as in the wilderness, by a cloud and a pit
of fire, but that he would display his grace and kindnesssbl
other methods not less remarkable. Just as if we were
•e tfl
say at the present day, " God will enlighten us by his Spirit
It

M

of fire

;

He

will give cloven tongues, (Acts

his Gospel throughout the whole world.''

ii.

3,)

to spread

Such expression^

ought not to be understood literally, as if the Spirit woul
be sent down from heaven under that visible sign but
reminding them of the miracle, it would lead believers
expect that the same power of God, which the Apostles foi
merly experienced, will now be displayed in restoring th^
;

Church.

Add

to this, that the Prophet,

by

this

mode

of_

expression, points out an uninterrupted continuance of bless
ing ; as if he had said, " Not only will God for a momer

hand for your deliverance, but as he alway
accompanied your fathers in the wilderness, so likewise h
will deliver and protect you to the end.''
For on all the glory shall he a defence. This is connecte
with what he formerly said, that the hud or branch whic
should afterwards spring up would be for glory. It is as
he had said, " on all who shall bear the proof and marks
their deliverance."
Perhaps also he alludes to the passao
in which it is related that the destroying angel passed ov(
the houses which were marked without doing them any in
jury, (Exod. xii. 23 ;) for as the sprinkling ofhlood at that tim<
protected and saved them, so Isaiah promises that believers
when God has marked them, will be safe. This must b<
carefully observed for we are reminded that we shall not
become partakers of the grace of God in any other way than
by bearing his image, and by his glory shining in us.
6. And a covering in the day-time shall he a shadow from
the heat. Though the Prophet confirms what we have already
stretch out his

(

;

I

;

:

I
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God will be our perpetual guide till he has
brought us to the end of our journey, yet we are reminded
that believers will always be exposed to numerous calamities.
Scorching heat, and piercing cold, and still heavier distresses,
press on them severely when they escape from one danger,
they meet with another. But the highest consolation is,
that against every inconvenience the shadow of the Lord will
of itself be sufficient for it will cover them in such a manner that nothing can injure or do them any harm. Although,
therefore, various calamities and afflictions surround us on
every side, still the Lord promises that he will assist us as
it is said in the Psalm, The sun shall not scorch thee hy day,
nor the moon by night ; for the Lord will preserve thee from
all evil.
(Ps. cxxi. 6, 7.)
Nothing more is necessary than
that we follow our calling, and perform our duty faithfully.
It belongs equally to the condition of the good and of the
bad that they suiFer many inconveniencies but bad men
have no refuge, no place of concealment in which they may
hide themselves, and they must be utterly overwhelmed.
But blessed is the condition of the godly for although they
endure heat and cold, still they have a safe refuge in God.
But that glory of which we formerly spoke must shine in
us otherwise we shall have no share in these things and
if w^e carry about with us God's mark, whenever we shall be
assailed by a tempest, let us rest assured that he will be our
noticed, tliat

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

protection.

CHAPTER
1. Now will I sing to my well-beloved a song of my beloved touching
his vineyard. My well-beloved hath
a vineyard in a very fruitful hill
2. And he fenced it, and gathered
out the stones thereof, and planted
it with the choicest vine, and built a
tower in the midst of it, and also
made a wine-press therein and he
looked that it should bring forth
grapes, and it brought forth wild
:

y.

1. Cantabo, agedum, pro dilecto
meo, canticum dilecti mei ad vineam
suam. Vinea fuit dilecto meo in
cornu filio olei.

2.

Eam

sepiverat, et elapidaverat,

vineam electam
turrim jedificaverat in medio ejus, et
torcular in ea construxerat. Itaque
speravit ut produceret uvas, et proet plantaverat, ut

ducit labruscas.

grapes.
3.

And now, O

inhabitants of Je-

3.

Nunc

igitur, habit at or lerusa-

!

!:
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rusalera,

and men of Judah, judge. I
me and my vine-

pray you, betwixt
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lem, et vir luda, judicate inter

me

vineam meam.

yard.

What

could have been done
vineyard, that I have
not done in it? wherefore, wlien 1
looked tliat it should bring fortli
grapes, brought it fortli wild grapes ?
4.

more

6.

to

my

And now go

to

;

I will tell

you

Quid faciendum fuit amplit
quod non fecerim ei
Quomodo expectavi ut profcrret uv
et tamen produxit labruscas ?
4.

vinea; meaj,

.''

1

5.

Et nunc ostendam, agedum,

vo-

bis, quid ego facturus sim vineaj
I will do to my vineyard: I
take away the hedge thereof, meaj. Auferam sepem ejus, ut sit
and it shall be eaten up ; and break in depastionem interrumpam madown the wall thereof, and it shall ceriem ejus, ut sit in conculcationei
be trodden down
non pu6. Faciam ut sit deserta
6. And I will lay it waste it shall
not be pruned nor digged ; but there tabitur neque fodietur et ascendet
Quinetiam nubibus
sentis et spina.
I
shall come up briers and thorns
prsecipiam, ne super eam pluant.
will also command the clouds that
they rain no rain upon it.
7. 8ane vinea lehovae exercituum
7. For the vineyard of the Lord
of hosts is the house of Israel, and domus Israel est ; et vir luda palmes
Inde expectavit
ejus delectabilis.
the men of Judah his pleasant plant
and he looked for judgment, but be- judicium, et ecce oppressio ; justitji
hold oppression ; for righteousness, am, et ecce clamor.
but behold a cry.
8. Vse qui conjungunt donmm ad
8. Woe unto them that join house
domum, agrum ad agrum copulant,
to house, that lay field to field, till
donee non sit locus ut collocemini
there be no place, that they may be
placed alone in the midst of the scilicet vos soli in medio terrae.
earth
9. Hoc in auribus lehovae exei
9. In mine ears said the Lord of
tuum, Si non domus multse in solitiP
lit^
hosts, Of a truth many houses shall
;hr8e
be desolate, even great and fair, with- dinem redigantur, magnse et pulchrae
absque habitatore.
out inhabitant.
10. Quinetiam decem jugera
10. Yea, ten acres of vineyard shall
nese facient batum unum, et sei
yield one bath, and the seed of an
cori reddet ephi.
homer shall yield an ephah.
11. Vse qui mane surgunt ad
11. Woe unto them that rise up
early in the morning, that they may tandam ebrietatem, et qui tempus
ad noctem extrahunt, dum vinui
follow strong drink; that continue
until night, till wine inflame them
accendit eos.
12. And the harp and the viol, the
12. Et est cythara, lyra, tymp
tabret and pipe, and wine, are in their num, tibia, et vinum, in conviviis
rum opus autem lehovse non resj
feasts but they regard not the work
of the Lord, neither consider the ciunt ; nee opus manuum ejus co
operation of his hands.
siderant.
13. Therefore my people are gone
13. Propterea in captivitatem ab
into captivity, because they have no
populus mens quia non fuit praei
knowledge ; and their honourable tus scientia et gloria ejus, viri fam
men are famished, and their multi- et multitudo ejus aruit siti.
tude dried up with thirst.
14. Therefore hell hath enlarged
14. Propterea dilatavit infern
herself, and opened her mouth withanimam suam, et os suum disten(
out measure: and their glory, and absque modo descenditque gloi

what
will

:

1

:

:

:

;

:

\

;

i

:

;

;

;

I

!

!

!

!

;
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their multitude, and their pomp, and
rejoiceth, shall descend into it.
15. And the mean man shall be

he that

brought down, and the mighty man
shall be humbled, and the eyes of the
lofty shall be humbled
16. But the Lord of hosts shall be
exalted in judgment, and God, that is
holy, shall be sanctified in righteous-

;

:

ejus
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;

et multitudo ejus, et opulentia

ejus, et

qui lajtatus est in ea.

Et incurvabitur homo,
miliabitur vir oculi inquam
15.

;

mium

et

hu-

subli-

humiliabuntur.

:

16. Exaltabitur autem lehova exercituum in judicio, et Deus qui sanc-

tus est sanctificabitur in justitia.

ness.

17.
their

Then shall the lambs feed after
manner, and the waste places

of the fat ones shall strangers eat.
18. Woe unto them that draw iniquity with cords of vanity, and sin as
it were Avith a cart-rope
19. That say. Let him make speed,
and hasten his work, that we may see
it : and let the counsel of the Holy
One of Israel draw nigh and come,
that we may know it
20. Woe unto them that call evil
good, and good evil that put darkness for light, and light for darkness
that put bitter for sweet, and sweet
:

;

22

own

lis

plaustri peccatum.

Qui dicmit, Acceleret, festinet
opus ejus, et videamus ; appropinquet ac veniat consilium Sancti Is19.

rael, ut sciamus.

20. Vk) qui dicunt malo bonum,
bono malum ; qui faciunt lucem
ex tenebris, et tenebras ex luce qui
vertunt amarum in dulce, et dulce in
et

;

21. Vbb sapientibus in oculis suis,
et qui

coram

seipsis sunt prudentes.

sight

Woe unto them that are mighty

to drink Avine,

and men of strength

to mingle strong drink

23.

funibus vanitatis, et tanquam vincu-

Woe

unto them that are wise
in their own eyes, and prudent in
their

;

amarum.

for bitter
21.

17. Et pascentur agni secundum
rationem suam et desolata pinguium adven.ie comedent.
18. Vge trahentibus iniquitatem in

Which

;

justify the

wicked for

reward, and take away the righteousness of the righteous from him
24. Therefore as the fire devoureth the stubble, and the flame consumeth the chaff, so their root shall

be as rottenness, and their blossom
because they
shall go up as dust
have cast away the law of the Lord
of hosts, and despised the word of the
;

22. Vae qui fortes sunt ad libanvinum, et viris fortibus ad mis-

dum

cendam potionem
23. Qui justificant impium propjustitiam autem justi
ter munus
;

ab eo.
24. Propterea sicut devorat stipu-

tollunt

1am lingua
dissolvitur

putredo

palea a flamma
radix eorum quasi
et germen eorum quasi

ignis, et

;

erit,

sic

pulvis vanescet.
Quoniam abjecerunt legem lehovaj exercituum, et
eloquium Sancti Israel aversati sunt.

Holy One of Israel.
is the anger of the
against his people, and
he hath stretched forth his' hand
against them, and hath smitten them:
and the hills did tremble, and their
carcases were torn in the midst of the
For all this his anger is not
streets.
2.5.

Therefore

Lord kindled

turned away, but his hand?s stretched out still.
26. And he will lift up an ensign
to the nations from far, and will hiss

VOL.

I

I.

2o. Idcirca exarsit furor leliovae
populum suum ; et extendens super eum manum suam percussit
in

eum; et contremueruntmontes,fuitque cadaver eorum mutilum projcctum in medio viarum et in omnibus istis non est a versus furor ejus
sed adhuc raanus ejus est extenta.
;

26.

Et

longinquo

levabit
;

signum ad gentes e
Genti ab ex-

sibilabit

;
:
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unto them from the end of the earth
and, behold, they shall come with
speed swiftly.
27. None shall be weary nor stumble among them none shall slumber nor sleep neither shall the girdle of their loins be loosed, nor the
latchet of their shoes be broken
28. Whose arrows are sharp, and
;

;

:

all their bows bent, their horses'
hoofs shall be counted like flint, and
their wheels like a whirlwind.
29. Their roaring shall be like a
lion, they shall roar like young lions
yea, they shall roar, and lay hold of
the prey, and shall carry it away safe,

and none

shall deliver

:

1.

Now

will

tremo

terra)

:

V.I

et ecce velox et levis

veniet.

27. Non erit lassus, neque impingens inter ipsos nuUus dormitabit
neque dormiet ; non solvetur uUi cin;

gulum lumborum, neque rumpetur
corrigia

calceamentorum

ejus.

28. Sagitta) ipsorum acutse erunt,

omnes arcus extenti. Ungulse
equorum quasi silex et rotffi ipsoet

;

rum

quasi turbo reputabuntur.
29. Ilugitus ejus sicut leonis ; fremet instar leunculorum. Frendet
atque apprehendet prajdam. Spolia
corradet, et

nemo

eripiet.

it.

30. And in that day they shall
roar against them like the roaring of
the sea and if one look unto the
land, behold darkness and sorrow
and the light is darkened in the heavens thereof.

chapter
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I sing

is different

to

my

30. Fremet super eum in
quasi fremitus maris ; tum
ad terram, et ecce tenebra)
tionis; et lux obtenebrata

die

tribulaerit in

^m

coelis.

beloved.

ilS
xax«,

aspiciet

The

from that of the former.

subject of this
It

was the de-

sign of the Prophet to describe the condition of the people

of Israel, as
their faults,

it then was, in order that all might perceive
and might thus be led by shame and self-loath-

ing to sincere repentance.

Here, as in a mirror, the people

might behold the misery of their condition. But for this,
they would have flattered themselves too much in thei
:heii
crimes, and would not have patiently listened to any insti
tions.
It was therefore necessary to present a striking ana
lively picture of their wickedness and in order that it mighi
have the greater weight, he made use of this preface fm
great and memorable events were usually described in verse
that they might be repeated by every one, and that a lasting record of them might be preserved. In like manner,
see that Moses wrote a song, and many other composition
;

;

(Ex. XV. 1
Deut. xxxii. 1,) in order that all the events migl
be proclaimed in this manner, both in public and in privafe
The instruction becomes more widely diffused than if it ha
been delivered in plainer language. For the same reaso
Isaiah composed this song, that he might present to th
people a clearer view of their wickedness and, undoubtedly
;

;

I
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with magnificent and harmonious

this subject

language, for the highest

skill is

commonly exercised

in the

composition of poems.

my

To

God

There can be no doubt that he means
had said that he would compose a poem in
that he might expostulate with the people

beloved.

as if he

;

behalf of Grod,

about their ingratitude
language to represent
arises,

Why

for it

;

God

gave additional weight to his

as speaking.

does Isaiah call

God

But a question

his friend

?

Some

reply

kinsman of Christ, and I acknowledge that he
was a descendant of David but this appears to be a forced
interpretation.
A more natural and appropriate one would
be, to adopt the statement of John, that the Church is committed to the friends of the bridegroom, (John iii. 29,) and
to reckon pro2)liets as belonging to that class.
To them, unthat he was a

;

questionably, this designation applies

;

for the ancient people

were placed under their charge, that they might be kept
under their leader. We need not wonder, therefore, that they
were jealous and were greatly offended when the people bestowed their attachment on any other. Isaiah therefore
assumes the character of the bridegroom, and, being deeply
anxious about the bride entrusted to him, complains that she
has broken conjugal fidelity, and deplores her treachery and
ingratitude.

Hence we learn that not only Paul, but all those prophets
and teachers who faithfully served God, were jealous of God's
spouse.

And

(2 Cor. xi. 2.)

all

the servants of

God ought

be greatly moved and aroused by this appellation

;

for

to

what

A

well-disdoes a man reckon more valuable than his wife ?
posed husband will value her more highly than all his treasures, and will more readily commit to any person the charge
of his wealth than of his wife.
He to whom one will entrust

must be reckoned very faithful. Now
and ministers the Lord commits his Church as his

his dearly-beloved wife
to pastors

beloved wife.
tray her

by

How
sloth

labour earnestly to

great will be our wickedness

if

we

be-

Whosoever does not
preserve her can on no pretence be

and negligence

!

excused.

A

song of

my

beloved.

By using

the word

HH,

ddd% he

:
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but the meaning is the same as
Though some render it unchj and othe
rather agree with those who consider it to contain

changes the

first syllable,

i

the former clause.
cousin, I

than to^
arrangement of those words, and by \\\
allusions to them, he intended that the sound and rhythn
should aid the memory, and impress the minds, of his readers
My beloved had a vineyard. The metaphor of a vineyan
is frequently employed by the prophets, and it would be im

an allusion

;

for greater liberties are allowed to poets

other writers.

By

possible to find a

his

more appropriate comparison.

(Ps.

Ixx3

There are two ways in which it points on
how highly the Lord values his Church for no possession
dearer to a man than a vineyard, and there is none that d(
mands more constant and persevering toil. Not only, then
fore, does the Lord declare that we are his beloved inherij
ance, but at the same time points out his care and anxiet
about us.
In this song the Prophet mentions, first, the benefits whicl
the Lord had bestowed on the Jewish people secondly, he
explains how great was the ingratitude of the people thirdly*
the punishment which must follow fourthly, he enumerate?
the vices of the people for men never acknowledge their
vices till they are compelled to do so.
On a hill. He begins by saying that God had placed h
8

;

Jer.

ii.

21.)

;

;

;

;

;

people in a favourable situation, as when a person plants
vine on a pleasant and fertile hill.
By the word horn or hi
I understand a lofty place rising above a plain, or

what w

commonly

suppose

call

a rising-ground, (un coustau.)

It is

by some to refer to the situation of Jerusalem, but 1 consid(
and forced. It rather belongs to th
construction of the Prophet's allegory
and as God wa
pleased to take this people under his care and protection, h
compares this favour to the planting of a vineyard; for
this to be unnatural

;

is

better to plant vines on hills and lofty places than on

plain.
hills

;

In like manner the poet says. The vine loves the ope
yews [prefer] the north wind and the cold} Tlj

the

^

Bacchus amat

colles

Denique apertos

Aqiiilonem et frigora taxi.
Virg, Qeorg.

II.

112.

I

;
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Prophet, therefore, having alluded to the ordinary method
of planting the vine, next follows out the comparison, that
this place occupied
the son

of

When

no ordinary situation.

he

calls it

offatness^ lie means a rich and exceedingly
This is limited by some commentators to the

oil or

fertile spot.

Judea, but that does not accord with my views,
Prophet intended to describe metaphorically the pros-

fertility of

for the

perous condition of the people.
2.

of

And

God

he fenced

it.

The

incessant care and watchfulness

by the Prophet, as
he had said, that Grod has neglected nothing that could
be expected from the best and most careful householder.
And yet we do not choose to attempt, as some commentators
have done, an ingenious exposition of every clause, such as,
that tlie Church is fenced by the protection of the Ploly
in dressing his vine are asserted

if

Spirit, so that it is safe against the attacks of the devil

the wine-press

is

doctrine

meant the annoyances

of errors.

tliat

as I have mentioned, was

;

and that by

The design

more obvious, namely, that by

cessant care and large expenditure

part of an excellent husbandman.

the Jews to consider

the stones are

of the Prophet,

God has performed
Yet

how numerous and

it

in-

the

was the duty of
were the

diversified

God had conferred on them and at the
present day, when the Church is represented under the metaphor of a vineyard, we ought to view those figures as denoting God's blessings, by which he makes known not only
blessings which

his love

;

toward

us,

but likewise his solicitude about our

salvation.

In the verb planted the order appeal's to be reversed, for
one ought to begin ^'lih. planting rather than with the fence;
but my explanation is, that after having planted, he did
everything else that was necessary. Justly, therefore, does

he charge them with ingratitude and treachery, when the
ought to have followed such laborious cultivation
were not brought forth. There is reason to fear that the
Lord will bring the same accusation against us for the
greater the benefits which we have received from God, the
more disgraceful will be our ingratitude if we abuse them.

fruits that

;

*

In a very fruitful

hill.

—Eng.

Ver.
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good reason, or to enable tliem to make
Lord blesses his people it is, tliat
they may yield grapes, that is, the best fruit. If he be disappointed of his expectation, the punishment which the Pr
phet here describes will follow. The mention of his benefi
ought, therefore, to produce a powerful impression on o
It is not without a

any

idle display, that the

;

minds, and to excite us to gratitude.
Besides, the word vineyard, and a vineyard so careful!
cultivated, suggests an implied contrast; for so much the

more highly ought we

when they

to value the acts of God's kindnesi

are not of an ordinary description, but tokens

(

Other blessings are indiscriminate!;
bestowed, such as, that he maketh the sun to shine on the ev\
as well as on the good, (Matt. v. 45,) and supplies them wit
what is necessary for food and clothing. But how muc
more highly ought we to esteem that covenant of grace int
which he has entered with us, by which he makes the ligh
of the Gospel to shine on us for his own people are it
peculiar objects
That care and diligence, therefore, whic
the Lord continually manifests in cultivating our minds de
serves our most earnest consideration.
Therefore he hoped that it wovld bring forth grapes} Hi
now complains that the nation which had enjoyed such hig
an
advantages had basely and shamefully degenerated
he accuses them of undervaluing the kindness of God, for h
his peculiar regard.

;

!

'

;

says that, instead of pleasant grapes, they yielded on\j wil

and

bitter fruits.

It is

undoubtedly true that God, to who

eyes all things are naked

and opened, (Heb.

iv.

13,) is

n

In the Son
of Moses lie plainly declares that he well knew from the b
ginning what would be the wickedness of his people. 31'
beloved, says he, when she fares well and becomes fat, will kia
deceived by his expectation

(Deut. xxxii. 15.)

lil^e

a mortal man.

It is therefore

not more possible that

Go

should be mistaken in his expectations, than that he shoul
Isaiah does not here enter into subtle reasonings
about the expectations which God had formed, but describes
repent.

the manner in which the people ought to have acted, tliat
they might not lose the benefit of such excellent advantasfes
^

And

he looked that

it

should bring forth grapes.

—Eng. Ver.
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1

6^

that the Grospel be proclaimed for the

obedience offaith, (Rom. xvi. 26,) not that he expects all to
be obedient, but because, by the mere hearing of it, unbelievers are rendered inexcusable.

Moreover, there

is

nothing

that ought to excite us more powerfully to lead a devout

holy

towards

and

than to find that those duties which we. perform

life,

God

are compared

by the Holy

Spirit to fruits of

exquisite flavour.

^K

S.

^^ons

Now,

therefore,

with

whom he

cause, as

is

inhabitant of Jerusalem

contends are

made judges

!

Those per-

in their

own

usually done in cases so plain and undoubted that

the opposite party has no means of evasion.
It is, therefore,
a proof of the strongest confidence in his cause, when he
bids the guilty persons themselves declare if this be not
the true state of the fact for immediately afterwards we
shall find him declaring that the accusation is decided against
those persons to whom he now commits the decision.
4. What more ought to have been done to my vineyard t
He first inquires what could have been expected from the
best husbandman or householder, which he has not done to
his vineyard ? Hence he concludes that they had no excuse
for having basely withheld from him the fruit of his toil.
How did I expect that it would yield grapes I In this
clause he appears to expostulate with himself for having expected any good or pleasant fruit from so wicked a people
just as, when the result does not answer to our expectation,
we complain of ourselves,, and are angry at having ill-bestowed our labour on ungrateful persons whose wickedness
ought to have restrained us from doing what we did, and
;

;

acknowledge that we are justly deceived, because we were
too simple and easily imposed on.
But a more natural in" Since I discharged every part of
terpretation will be this
my duty, and did more than any one could have expected
in dressing my vineyard, how comes it that it yields me so
poor a return, and that, instead of the fruit which was expected, it yields what is absolutely bitter T
If it be objected that God had the remedy in his hands,
if he had turned the hearts of the people, this is an idle eva:

sion as applied to those

men

;

for their conscience

holds
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tliem fast, so that they cannot escape by laying the

blam?

on anotlier. Though God do not pierce the hearts of men
by the power of his Spirit, so as to render them obedient
him, yet they will have no right to complain tliat this waT
wanting for every pretence of ignorance is fully and abundantly taken away by the outward call.
Besides, God does
not speak here of his power, but declares that he was no^
under any obligation to do more than he did.
^
5. And now come, I will show you what I will do to my
vineyard.
Having held the Jews to be condemned, as it
were, by their own mouth, he next adds that he will take
vengeance for their contempt of his grace, so that they will
not escape from being punished. The reproof would not
have been sufficiently powerful to affect their minds, if he
had not also threatened punishment and therefore he now
declares that the heinous offence, of having wickedly ir;
posed on him, will not escape vengeance. Now the punis
ment to be inflicted on them amounts to this, that they wiin
be deprived of the gifts which they had abused, when God
shall not only withdraw his care of them, but shall give them
up to be plundered by their enemies. At the same time he
shows how" wretched their condition will be, when God shall
have ceased to bestow on them his multiplied favours.
Hence it follows that it must have been owing entirely to
the extraordinary goodness of God, that the vineyard remained safe and uninjured till that time. He goes so far
to point out the various supports by which it was uphel
and the vast resources which God possesses for destroying
both wMthin and without for when his protection has bee
removed, they must become a prey to all that pass b:
whether men or beasts. " When the fence has been

m

;

;

j

;

moved,'' says he, " the cattle wdll tread on
bare, robbers will ransack

become a
6.

I

prune

dressing

branches

dry up

it,

it and lay
and thus it wi

wilderness.''

will lay

it

waste.

God

and consequently

it,

and plunder

;

;

its

will not take pains to dig

an

become barren for want
briars and thorns wdll spring up to choke
and, what is more, by w^ithholding rain, God wi
roots.
Hence it is evident how manifold are th
it

will

i

I
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weapons with which God is supplied for punishing our inwhen he sees that we despise his kindness. Isaiah
is still, no doubt, proceeding with his metaphor, and, in order
to obtain more eager attention, adorns his style by figures
of speech.
But we ought simply to conclude, that as God
continually bestows on us innumerable benefits, so we ought
to be earnestly on our guard lest, by withdrawing first one
and then another, he punish us for despising them.
So far as relates to the government of the Church, the
more numerous the kinds of assistance which she needs, the
more numerous are the punishments to which she will be
liable, if she wickedly corrupt what was appointed by God
for her salvation.
Nor ought we to wonder, if at the present day so many distresses threaten ruin and desolation
for whatever calamity befalls us, whether it be that there is
a deficiency of instruction, or that the wicked abound, or
that foxes and wolves creep into tlie Church, all this must
be ascribed to our ingratitude, because we have not yielded
such fruit as we ought, and have been indolent and sluggish.
Whenever, therefore, we are justly deprived of those great
favours which he freely bestowed on us, let us acknowledge
the anger of the Lord.
7. Truly the vineyard of Jehovah of hosts is the house of
Hitherto he spoke figuratively now he shows what
Israel.
is the design of this song.
Formerly he had threatened
judgment against the Jews now he shows that they are not
only guilty, but are also held to be convicted persons
for
they could not be ignorant of the benefits which they had
Thou broughtest a vine from Egypt, says
received from God.
gratitude,

;

;

;

;

the Psalmist, and, having driven out the nations, plantedst
(Ps. Ixxx. 8.)

it.

Their ingratitude was plain and manifest.

Isaiah does not illustrate every part of the metaphor;

nor was

for it was enough to point out what
The whole nation was the vineyard; the individual men were ^/le j9^a?i^5.
Thus he accuses the whole
body of the nation, and then every individual so that no

was

it

necessary

;

its object.

;

man

could escape the universal condemnation, as

if no part
had been addressed to himself. Why
called a vineyard is plain enough for the Lord

of the expostulation

the nation

is

;

—
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and

to the covenant of grace

(

innumerable blessing;
The j)^^'^i'^T^9 is the commencement, and the dressing of i
follows.
That nation was adopted, and in various respect
was the object of Divine care for the adoption would havi
eternal salvation, and bestowed on

it

;

been of no avail, if the Lord had not continually adorne(
and enriched it by his blessings.
The same doctrine ought to be inculcated on us at th<
present day.
Christ affirms that he is the vine, (John xv. 1,
and that, having been ingrafted into this vine, we are place(
under the care of the Father for God is pleased to perforn
towards us the office of a husbandman, and continually be
stows those favours which he reproachfully asserts that b
had granted to his ancient people. We need not wondei
therefore, if he is greatly enraged when he bestows hi
labour uselessly and to no purpose. Hence that threatenin
Every branch in me that heareth not fruit, he will cut ojl
and cast into the fire. (John xv. 2, 6.)^
He looked for judgment. He begins without a metapho
to relate how wickedly the Jews had degenerated, among
whom equity and justice was despised, and every kind o
injustice and violence abounded.
The words contain
;

elegant play of language, (paronomasia,) for those w^hic

have nearly the same sound have an opposite meanin
tD3^^ (mishpat) denotes judgment ; T\^^J2 (mishpach) d
notes conspiracy or oppression

;

Upl^

(tzeddkdh)

denot(

Mpl?^ (tzedkdh) denotes the cry and complain
of those who are oppressed by violence and injustice sound
which are not wont to be heard w^here every man receiv
what is his own. He mentions two things which the Lo:
chiefly demands from his people as the genuine fruits of th
fear of God
for although piety comes first in order, ye
there is no inconsistency in taking the description of it fror
the duties of the second table. They are justly charged wit
having despised God, on the ground of having acted cruell
righteousness

;

;

;

In our Author's quotation the 2d and 6th verses are inaccurately
Every branch in me that heareth not fruit he will take away
If a man abide not in me, he shall he cast out, and wither as
branch ; and men shall gather it, and cast it into the jire, and it shall
burned.
(Ver. 6.) We follow the Author's version.
Ed.
^

blended.
(Ver. 2.)

;

I
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for wliere cruelty reigns, religion is extin-

guished.

Let us now understand that the same things are addressed
for as that nation was planted, so were we. We should
call to remembrance what Paul sajs, that we were like wild
olive-plants, but that they were the true and natural olive(Rom. xi. 25.) Since we who were strangers have
tree.
been ingrafted into the true olive-tree, the Lord has cultivated and adorned us with unceasing care. But what kind
of fruits do we bring forth ? Assuredly they are not only
useless, but even bitter.
So much the greater is the ingratitude for which we ought to be condemned, for the blessings
which he has bestowed and heaped on us are far more abundant.
And justly does this expostulation apply to us, for
But since the
violence and injustice abound everywhere.
to us

;

general doctrine did not strike their minds so powerfully,

the Prophet described chiefly these two kinds of wickedness
that he might point out with the finger, as

it

were,

how

far

that nation was from the fruit which a good vineyard ought
to

have yielded.
Woe to them that join house

8.

He now

to

house and field

to field.

reproyes their insatiable avarice and covetousness,

from which the acts of cheating, injustice, and violence are
wont to arise. For it cannot be condemned as a thing in itself
wrong, if a man add field to field and house to house ; but he
looked at the disposition of mind, which cannot at all be
satisfied, when it. is once inflamed by the desire of gain.
Accordingly, he describes the feelings of those who never
have enough, and whom no wealth can satisfy. So great is
the keenness of covetous men that they desire to have everything possessed by themselves alone, and reckon everything
that is obtained by others to be something which they want,

and which has been taken from them.

Hence the

observation of Chrysostom, that " covetous men,

would willingly take the sun from the
their

brethren the

common

poor,'^

beautiful

they could,
for they envy
if

elements, and would gladly

not that they might enjoy them, but bethe madness to which their greed carries them.
All the while they do not consider that they need the assist-

swallow them up

cause such

is

;
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ance of others, and that a
all their

care

is

man
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alone can do

left

to scrape together as

much

V,

nothm

as they can,

a;

thus they swallow up everything by their covetousness
He therefore accuses covetous and ambitious men of su
folly that they would wish to have other men removed fr<
the earth, that they might possess it alone and con
quently they set no limit to their desire of gain. For w
madness is it to wish to have those driven away from th(
;

whom God

earth

whom,
abode

has placed

in

along with us, and

it

as well as to ourselves, he has assigned
!

it

Certainly nothing more ruinous could happen

them than

to obtain their wish.

Were they

could not plough, or reap, or perform other

t<

as thei;

alone,

t(

the^

offices indis

pensable to their subsistence, or supply themselves with th(
necessaries of life.
For God has linked men so closely to

and labour of eacl
and none but a madman would disdain other men a;
hurtful or useless to him. Ambitious men cannot enjoy thei:
renown but amidst a multitude. How blind are they, there
fore, when they wish to drive and chase away others, tha

gether, that they need the assistance

other

they

As

;

may

reign alone

!

J

same remark which we f<
merly made about fields will apply for he points out th(
ambition of those who are desirous to inhabit spacious anc
magnificent houses.
If a man who has a large family make.'
use of a large house, he cannot be blamed for it but wher
men, swollen with ambition, make superfluous additions t(
to the size of houses, the

;

;

their houses, only that they

when one person alone

may

live in greater luxury,

anc

occupies a building which might

serve for the habitation of

many

families, this

undoubtedly

empty ambition, and ought justly to be blamed. Sucl:
persons act as if they had a right to drive out other men
and to be the only persons that enjoyed a house or a roof
and as if other men ought to live in tlie open air, or must gc
somewhere else to find an abode.
Here somethinj
9. This is in the ears of Jehovah of hosts.
must be supplied for he means that the Lord sits as judge,
and as taking cognizance of those things. When covetous
men seize and heap up their wealth, they are blinded
is

M

;

—
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and do not understand that they will
one day render an account. Never, certainly, were men so
utterly stupid as not to ascribe some judgment to God
but
they flatter themselves so far as to imagine that God does
not observe them.
In general, therefore, they acknowledge
the judgment of God
when they come to particular cases,
they take liberties, and suppose that they are not bound to
their desire of gain,

;

:

proceed to that extent.

If many houses

he not laid desolate.

Having warned them

that none of these things escape the eyes of God, lest they
it is a knowledge which does not lead
he immediately adds, that vengeance is close at
hand. He likewise makes use of an oath for the expression If not is a form of swearing that frequently occurs in
the Scriptures.^
In order to strike them with greater terror,
he breaks off the sentence with studied abruptness.^ He
might indeed have brought out this threatening with full
expression, but the incomplete form is better fitted to keep
the hearer in doubt and suspense, and is therefore more
alarming.
Besides, by this instance of reserve the Lord intended to train us to modesty, that we may not be too free

should imagine that
to action,

;

in the use of oaths.

But what does he threaten
This

solate.

tises the

is

?

Many

a just punishment,

b}^

houses will he laid de-

which the Lord chas-

who did not

covetousness and ambition of men,

consider their

own meanness,

that they might be satisfied

In a similar manner the poet
ambition of Alexander the Great, who,

with a moderate portion.
ridicules the

mad

having learned from the philosophy of Anacharsis that there
were many w^orlds, sighed to think, that after having w^orn
himself out by so many toils, he had not yet made himself
master of one world. " One globe does not satisfy the Macedonian youth. He writhes in misery on account of the nar-

row limits of the world, as

if

he were confined

to the rocks

The following is a strilcing instance To whom I sware in my wraths
If they shall enter into my rest ; that is, they shall not enter into my
'

:

rest.

(Ps. xev. 11.)

Ed.

reader may be reminded of a fine instance of aw«<ri«J^- %(n:
by which the effect of a speech is prodigiously heightened
Qnos ego sed motos preestat coniponere iluctus.
Vlrg. JEn. i. 135.
^

The

classical

:

—

^

I
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of Gyaros, or to the puny Seriphos.

V.

But when he

J

shi

enter the city framed by potters, he will be content with]

Death alone acknowledges how small are the dim(

tomb.

sions of the bodies of men.''

we do not
Lord exhibits to us, as in a mirror,
the absurd vanity of men, who spend a vast amount of money
in building palaces that are afterwards to become the receptThese tilings are
acles of owls and bats and other animals.
plainly before our eyes, and yet we do not apply our mind to
the consideration of them. So sudden and various are the
changes that happen, so many houses are laid desolate, so
many cities are overthrown and destroyed, and, in short,
there are so many other evident proofs of the judgment of
God and yet men cannot be persuaded to lay aside this
mad ambition. The Lord threatens by the Prophet Amos
You have built houses of hewn stones, but you shall not dwell
Instances of the same kind occur every day, yet

observe them

;

for the

;

:

(Amos

in them.

v. 11.)

And

house with breaches, and the
vi. 11.)

These things happen

sions of

men

again.

little

He

will smite the great

house with

daily,

clefts.

(Amos

and yet the lawless paf

*

are not abated.

10. Yea, ten acres
foretells that the

of vineyard shall yield one bath.

same thing

yards; that covetous

men

will befall their fields

He

and vine-

will not obtain the desired re-

turns, because their greed is insatiable

;

that, like certain

animals which, by their breath, scorch the branches, and
wither the corn, those men destroy the fruits of the earth by
their extortion.
The fields will be so barren as scarcely to
yield a tenth part of the seed
the vineyards will yield very
:

little

wine.

A bath,

a measure of liquids, and
a very small measure, c(
tainly, for ten acres, especially on a fertile soil.
The
(/cdpos;) or homer, is a measure of dry substances, and, accoi
Unus Pellseo juveni non sufficit orbis
as Joseplius tells us,

contains seventy-two sextaries

is

;

^

:

JEstuat infelix angusto limite mundi,
Ut Gyari clausus scopulis parvaque Seripho
Quum tamen a tigulis munitam intraverit urbem,
Sarcophago contentus erit. Mors sola fatetur,
:

Q.uantiila sint

horainum corpuscula.
Juven. Sat.

x.

168-173.
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%g to

the same author, contains thirty-one medimni^ An
is the tenth part of it, and therefore evidently contains a little more than three Tnedimni?

ephah

Now, when the

soil is

productive,

hut thirtyfold, and in

fold,

tity of seed,

received.

and gives back

When

the case

ceeds from the curse of

And

yet

all

men blame

fault lay there,

but

is

it

yields not only ten-

beyond the quanmore abundantly than it

cases goes
far

otherwise,

God punishing

it

undoubtedly pro-

the extortion of men.

the niggardliness of the
all

in vain

;

for

as if the

soil,

we would not want

abundant increase, if God did not curse the soil on account
When they are so eagerly employed
of men's covetousness.
in gathering and heaping up, what else are they doing than
swallowing up the goodness of God by their greed ? If this
is not seen in all, because they want the power, still they
do not want the disposition. Never was the world so much
inflamed by this covetousness, and we need not wonder if

God

visit it

with punishment.

Woe unto them that rise up early in the morning to follow strong drink. The Prophet does not aim at an enumer11.

ation of

all

the vices which then prevailed, but only points

out some particular kinds of them, to which they were pecu-

After having handled the general doctrine,
he found it necessary to come to particular vices and the
enumeration of those was more urgently needed, for there
would have been no end of going through them all one by
Having reproved covetousness, he now attacks drunkone.
for
enness, which undoubtedly was also a prevailing vice
liarly addicted.

;

;

A

is reckoned to contain six Roman
Ed.
bushel (modius) being about an English peck.
2 " For the actual size of these measures," says Dr. Kitto, " we must re•^riffrivriov Ti U
fer to Josephus, of "whom Theodoret (in Exod. xxix.) says
' follow
reuTOii TM 'luirn'TrM ax^ifiaJs rov ehovi to. f^ir^a l'ntrra,//,svM^
in these
things Josephus, who well understood the measures of the nation.' (Comp.
Antiq. viii. 3,8.) To the homer or cor Josephus ascribes (Antiq. xv. 9, 2)
Bath and
twelve Attic medimni, where the reading should be metretae.
Ephah are the same. Josephus (Antiq. viii. 2, 9) determines each at
The
seventy-two xestae, and makes them equal to an Attic metretes.
Attic metretes, which corresponded with the Hebrew bath and ephah, contains 739,800 Parisian grains of rain-water, which would fill a space of
Cyclopcedia of Biblical Literature^
about 1985 Parisian cubic inches."
Art. Weights and Measures.
^

medimnus, or Greek bushel,

bushels, a

Roman

—

:

—
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1

the kinds of vices which he selects are not those which we
found in one person or another, but those which universa"
prevailed

and indeed the vices are of such a kind as

;

infe

the whole body by their contagion.

To

means to be earnestly employed in
Solomon says, Woe to the nation

rise early

anything

as wlien

;

princes eat in the morning, (Eccl.
care

to

is

fill

their belly

trary to the order of nature
that he
till

may go

to

the evening.

and

hours,

ness, this

rise to

is

And who

x.

and enjoy
;

16

;)

that

delicacies.

for rnan, as

doi

whoSi

whose chief

is,

This

David

is

coii|

says, risetfr

and may he engaged in business
Now, if he lay aside his I
partake of luxuries, and to follow drunke
his work,

(Ps. civ. 23.)

He

monstrous.

adds

The meaning is, that fro
morning to the twilight of the evening the;
continue their drunken carousals, and are never weary of
01
drinking.
Abundance and luxury are closely joined tog<
ther for when men enjoy abundance, they become luxurioui
and abuse it by intemperance.

the

dawn

continue

till

night.

of the

;

And

1

He

adds the instruments of pleasures
by w^hich men addicted to intemperance provoke their appe^
These might be different from ours, but they belonged
tite.
to music.
Now, Isaiah does not blame music, for it is a
but he describes {
science which ought not to be despised
nation swimming in every kind of luxury, and too much dii
posed to indulge in pleasures. This is sufficiently evidei
12.

the harp.

;

from what

And

follows.

work of

As

he ha
and i
much devoted to it, as if this had been the purpose for whic
they were born and reared and they do not consider wh
the Lord supplies them with what is necessary.'' Men we
not born to eat and drink, and wallow in luxury, but to obe
God, to worship him devoutly, to acknowledge his goodnesi
and to endeavour to do what is pleasing in his sight. Bu
when they give themselves up to luxury, when they danc
and sing, and have no other object in view than to spem
their life in the highest mirth, they are worse than beasts
for they do not consider for what end God created them,
said, "

they regard not the

They are

the Lord.

if

as constant in luxurious indulgence,

;

i

*

;
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manner he governs this world by his providence, and
what end all the actions of our life ought to be directed.
Having stated this meaning, which appears to me to be
natural, I consider nothing more to be necessary
for I cannot adopt the ingenious expositions of some authors, such
as, when they explain the work of God to mean the law
nor did I intend to state every opinion which others have
maintained. It is enough to know that all who are addicted
to gormandizing are here subjected by the Prophet to the reproach of voluntarily becoming like brute beasts, when they
do not direct their minds to God, who is the author of life.
13. Therefore my people are gone into captivity.
I do
not approve of the interpretation given by some commentators, that in consequence of the teachers having failed to
perform their duty, the people, through ignorance and error,
fell into many vices, which at length became the cause of
their destruction.
On the contrary, he charges them with
gross and voluntary ignorance, as if he had said that, by
their madness, they brought down destruction on themselves.
The meaning therefore is, that the people perished because
they despised instruction whereas they might have been
preserved if they had listened to good counsels: and therefore
he expressly says. My people; that is, the nation which
enjoyed the extraordinary privilege of being separated from
the rest of the nations, that by relying on the guidance and
Thus
direction of God, they might have a fixed rule of life.
it is said, What nation is so eminent and so distinguished
as to have gods nigh to it, as thy God draws near to thee
this day ? This shall therefore be your knowledge and under(Deut. iv.
standing above all nations, to hear your God.
^liat

to

;

;

This baseness heightens the criminality of the people, that
they shut their eyes in the midst of so much light. It was
therefore a very severe accusation, that a people which God
had undertaken to govern possessed no knowledge : for the
law might have given them abundant direction for the whole
it was a light shining before them amidst
conduct of life
;

the general darkness of the world

;

and therefore

it

was

monstrous that the nation should refuse to follow that path
VOL.

I.

M
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V.

had been pointed out to them, and, on the contra
sluit their eyes, and rush forward to destruction.
Have gone into captivity. Some consider the word caj)ti-

•wliich

should

but this is a
Prophet here describes the

vity to be used here in a metaphorical sense

forced interpretation

;

for the

punishments wdiich God had

;

in part inflicted,

and

in part

make it evident that the people
were wretched through their own fault, as if they wished to
draw down upon themselves the curses of God. When this
intended to

inflict,

so as to

some tribes of Israel had already
been banished, and the destruction of both kingdoms was at
hand. The Prophet accordingly speaks as if all had already
been led into captivity.
And their glory are men famished} and their multitude
are dried up with thirst. He now adds another punishment,
namely, that tliey are wasted with hunger and famine, and
not only common men, but some persons of the highest rank,
for it
in whom the vengeance of God is more clearly seen
was shocking to see wealthy men and nobles, on wdiom the
respectabilit}'^ of the whole nation rested, w^andering about
and famished. And yet the severity of God's vengeance did
not exceed proper bounds for we must always take into
account that ignorance was the cause that is, the Jews were
rebellious, and obstinately rejected the light of heavenly
doctrine; yea, shut their ears against God when he was
willing to perform the part of a master in instructing the
Hence we draw a useful doctrine namely, that the sour
of all our calamities is, that w^e do not allow ourselves to
taught by the word of God, and this is what the Prop'
chiefly intended that we should observe.
It may be asked, Is ignorance the cause of all calamiti
Many persons appear to sin not so much through ignorance as
through obstinacy for they see what is right, but refuse to fo
low it, and the consequence is that they sin willingly, and n
merely through inadvertency. I answer, ignorance is som
times the near, and sometimes the remote cause; or, to use tli
common expressions, the one is immediate, and the other
mediate. It is the near cause, when men deceive themselvi
discourse was delivered,

;

;

;

;

;

1

And

their

honourable

men

are famished.

— Eng. Yer.
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under any pretence, and intentionally blind
Again,

ing.

it

is

the remoter cause,

l79
tlieir

understand-

when men

reject the

principles from which they ought to frame the rule of their
life

was their duty

for it

;

When

to look to

God, and

to

attend to

they are indeed rehellious and obstinate
but they are ignorant because they
refuse to learn, and on this rock they split
and yet ignorance does not excuse them, for of their own accord they
his will.

they disregard his

will,

;

:

it on themselves when they reject such a Teacher.
So then it is a true statement, that the reason why the people
endure such a variety of afflictions is, that they are ignorant

bring

of God, and will not allow themselves to be taught by him.

In this verse

Therefore hell hath enlarged his soul}

14.

the Proj)het intended to heighten the alarm of
at their ease,

and not yet

men who were
by the threat-

sufficiently affected

Though

enings which had been held out to them.

it

w^as

shocking to behold captivity, and also famine, yet the slowness and insensibility of the people was so great that they
did not give earnest heed to these tokens of God's anger.
Accordingly the Prophet threatens something still more
dreadful, that hell has
all

opened his belly

to

swallow them

up.
I said a little ago, that

what

is

tense refers partly to the future.

here stated in the past

Nor

is

it

without good

reason that the Prophet speaks of the events as plain and

he intended to bring them immediately before
what they
could not be persuaded to believe. Again, when he compares
hell or the grave to an insatiable beast, by the soul he means
the belly into which the food is thrown. The general meaning is, that the grave is like a wide and vast gulf, which, at
the command of God, yawns to devour men who are condemned to die. This personification carries greater emphasis
than if he had said that all are condemned to the grave.
manifest

for

;

the people, that they might behold with their eyes

And

He
her glory hath descended, and her multitude.
and men of low rank, that none

joins together the nobles

may
had

themselves with the hope of escape: as if he
Death will carry you away, and all that you possess,

flatter
said,

^^

^

Therefore

hell

hath enlarged

herself.

—Eng. Ver.
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your delicacies, wealth, pleasures, and everything else in
which you place your confidence." It is therefore a confirma^
tion of the former statement, and we ought always to atten^
to the particle
tlieir

p/,

(Idken,) therefore

calamities to fortune, or in

;

for the people ascribed

some other way hardene^

themselves against the Lord's chastisements. On this a<lf
count Isaiah says that these things do not happen by chance.
Besides, men are wont to argue with God, and are so daring

and presumptuous that they do not hesitate

to call

him

to

In order, therefore, to restrain that pride, he sho^
that the punishments with which they are visited are jus
and that it is owing entirely to tlieir own folly that they ai
account.

miserable in every respect.

This mi
15. And the mighty man shall be bowed down.
be called the summing up, for it points out the end and ri
suit of those chastisements, that all may be cast down, an(
that the Lord alone may be exalted. We have formerly met
with a similar statement, (chap. ii. 11, 17,) and on that om
casion we explained what was the Prophet's meaning;^ whicn
is, that he shows the design of the chastisements which God
inflicts

on

us.

Adversity

perceive nothing good in

ments,

we

detest

so hateful to us, that

is

When he

it.

we cdH

speaks of punisl?

and abhor them, because we do not perceive_
But the prophets remind us of anothi

the justice of God.

consideration, that so long as
lessly,

the justice of

God

is

men

in

go on in their sins regarc

some degree smothered, an

never shines so brightly as when he punishes our sins. Th
fruit is indeed very great, and ought to be preferred to tl
salvation of all men
for the glory of God, which shines
his righteousness, ought to be more highly esteemed than
things else.
;

;

There is, therefore, no reason why we should so great
dread the chastisements which God inflicts upon us, but
ought to embrace with reverence what the prophets declai
concerning them. In this way, however, the Prophet hi
severely

chastised

arrogant hypocrites,

who become

tl

insolent when they are not punished
as if he ha
said, " Do you imagine that, when God has endured you a

more

;

*

See

p.

Il6 of this volume.
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be able to tread him under your feet ?
and will be exalted in your destruc-

arise,

tion."
first, the word DHK (addm)
supposed that this denotes both
the noble and the mean as if he had said, " Not only will
the common people perish, but likewise those who are eminent for riches, honour, and high rank.'' I cheerfully adopt
tliis opinion
for ^''K (ish) is derived from strength, and
D*1K (addm) from earth. But if any one prefer a more simple
interpretation, I leave it to his judgment.
However this
may be, the Prophet includes all men, both the highest and
the lowest.

As

the Prophet has employed,

and next

li^^^ (ish),

it

is
;

;

16.

He

But Jehovah of

hosts shall be

expresses the manner,

or,

as

it is

exalted in judgment.

commonly

called, the

formal cause, of the excellence of which he has spoken
said, "

;

as

whom

ungodly men insolently tread under their feet, will be raised on high, when
he shall show himself to be the judge of the world.'' In this
manner he ridicules the foolish confidence with which the
ungodly vaunted for if judgment and righteousness must
at length come forth, it follows that they shall be cast down,
since the only way in which those men rise is by overturning
the order of nature.
And it ought to be carefully observed,
that it is not more possible for wdcked men to continue in
prosperity than for God to permit his glory to be set aside.
Though judgment is not at all different from righteousness,
if

he had

The God

of hosts,

;

still

the repetition

And

God, who

is

not superfluous.

is holy, shall he sanctified

in righteousness.

The language becomes more vehement, that wicked men
may not, by a false imagination, assure themselves of uninterrupted happiness, which they cannot have, unless by
But since God is holy by
sotting aside the holiness of God.
Hence it follows that denature, he must be sanctified.
struction hangs over the wicked, that their obstinacy and
rebellion may be subdued, for God cannot deny himself.
17.

render

And
it

the lambs shall feed after their

according

their capacity,

but

to
it

manner.

Some

their measure, or, in proportion to

means in

the usual

manner.

There
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V.

r

but we ought
Prophet intended to brin|L
consolation to the godly, who trembled at hearing the dreaJJ
ful judgments of God
for the more powerfully a man is
under the influence of religion, the more does he feel the
presence of the hand of Grod, and the more is he impressed
by the apprehension of his judgment. In short, fear and
arc various ways of explaining this verse
first

of

all

;

to observe that the

;

reverence for Grod cause us to be deeply moved by everything that is presented to us in his name.
Accordingly, after having heard such dreadful threatenings, they must have fainted, if this consolation had no^
not

m

been added as a seasoning, to give them a taste of the men
srofl
of God.
It is customary with the prophets always to p?
"
attention to the godly, and to support their minds.
"
though, therefore,'' says Isaiah,
it may seem as if God
were about to destroy the w^hole nation, still he will show
himself to be a faithful shepherd to his lambs, and will feed_

'J

them

in his usual manner.''

This

is

Prophet

one object

;

but

to repress the

it

w^as also the intention of th

haughtiness of the nobles, who op

pressed with unjust tyranny the godly and poor, and ye
boasted that they were the Church of God.
He remind
tliem, therefore, that it is an idle and false boasting, whei
they assume the designation of God's flock for they an
goats, not lambs.
Not only will God have it in his power t
feed his flock, when the goats have been cut ofl", but it wi
never fare well with the lambs till they have been separate
from the goats.
;

And the waste places of the fat ones shall strangers ea
There is a still greater diversity here among commentators
but I consider the true meaning to be, that the children
God, banished and treated as foreigners for a time, will re
gain their lost rights, and will then obtain those places
which have been laid waste, or reduced to desolation by the
fat ones, that is, by the proud and cruel men who had seize^
their property.
For he calls the children of God strangers
who would be exiles for a time, and by waste places, or forsaken places, he means those possessions which they
relinquished, and which others had seized.
He refers

I
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custom well known and exceedingly common, which is, that
if anj one possess fields or houses, he keeps his hand, as it
were, stretched over them, so that no one will venture to
touch a clod but if he forsake them they are seized.
The
people, therefore, had forsaken the possessions from which
they had been expelled, so far as to despair of being ever
able to regain them
so that they might justly be called
forsaken places, with respect to themselves, and forsaken
places of the fat ones, because they had been possessed by
the mighty and powerful.
We may, indeed, view the expression more simply as denoting forsaken fat places, but it
is more probable that by the fat ones are meant tyrants.
18. Wo unto them that draw iniquity with cords of vanity !
After having inserted a short consolation for the purpose of
allaying the bitterness of punishments as regards the godly,
he returns to threatenings, and proceeds to launch those
thunderbolts of words which are fitted to awaken some degree of alarm.
By cords he means nothing else than the
allurements by which men suffer themselves to be deceived,
and harden their heart in crimes for either they ridicule
the judgment of God, or they contrive vain excuses, and
;

;

;

allege the plea of necessity.

Any

concealment, therefore,

which they employ, he calls cords ; for whenever men are
prompted to sin by the lust of the flesh, they at first pause,
and feel that something within restrains them, which would
certainly keep them back, if they did not rush forward with
opposing violence, and break through all opposition. "When
any man is temj^ted to do what is sinful, his conscience
And sin never adsecretly asks him. What are you doing ?
vances so freely as not to feel this check for God intended
in this manner to provide for the good of mankind, lest all
should break out into unbridled licentiousness.
How comes it, then, that men are so obstinate in doing
what is sinful ? Assuredly they permit themselves to be
deceived by allurements, and stupify their mind-s, that they
may despise the judgment of God, and may thus have some
freedom to commit sin. They flatter themselves by imagining that what is sin is not sin, or by some excuse or idle pretence they lessen its enormity. These, then, are cords, wicked
;

1
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by whicli they draw
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Hence

iniquity.

it

that the Lord has good reason for threatening

is

V.

19

evideni

them

;

fo!

they sin, not only of their own accord, but perversely an
obstinately, and, in short, they bind themselves to sin, a
that they are without excuse.
19.

Who

say. Let

means

of sins, by

him make

He

speed.

specifies

one

clas

of which he shows that they draiu sins

d

by ropes. When men not only lay aside all thought of thi
Divine judgment, but despise and treat as fabulous all tha

He in
is said about it, nothing can be worse than this.
tended to say that the utmost contempt is manifested whe]
men, to whom the judgment of God has been declared, sa;
that it would give them joy to see it, and treat it with ridi
cule as a silly alarm
which is denoted by these words fu
of contempt and of wicked confidence Let him come, U
;

:

him make speed.
Work is here put, by way of eminence, (kut e^oyriv,) f(
judgment ; for God appears to be doing nothing when he
but w^hen he
punishment, his

does not punish the crimes of the ungodly
rises

up

to

execute judgment, and

inflicts

;

work is then seen, and becomes visible (as is commonly said)
by action because from the very fact w^e learn that the
world is governed by his authority and power. Work, then
fore, is taken specially for judgment ; because by means
it we see that God is by no means unemployed, but performs
his office.
Now, ungodly men speak of him with reproacjl
and contempt, and at this very day we have abundant ir?
stances of such wickedness and rebellion and the same war
which was formerly waged by the prophets is that which we
;

;

also are called to maintain.

The ungodly think
not about the

affairs

God does nothing, and
men as Epicurus thought

that
of

;

cares

that

God's highest happiness consisted in his being free from a
occupation.

Though they imagine

that there

is

some

G

acknowledge his judgment ; and
the meantime they bid themselves be of good cheer, a
resolve that they will not wear themselves out by su
thoughts. " Let these prophets and ministers cry, and ba
and hold out terrors and threatenings we will wait withoi
yet they do not at

all

;
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in the

meantime we

In this way the Prophet relates the
speeches of the ungodly, by which they expressed ridicule
and contempt of the word. Not only do they say, Let his
work come, but. Let him hasten, Let him make speed; for
when he delays, they conclude that everything which God
does not execute as soon as he has spoken it is idle talk.
Thus Peter represents the ungodly as saying, " Since the
world was created, the course of nature has been uniform
and, therefore, after so many ages, it is idle to expect a day
of judgment."
In the meantime, they pur(2 Pet. iii. 4.)
posely, as it w^ere, provoke God to exert his power immediately, if he has any.
Let the counsel of the Holy One of Lsrael draw near and
To work is added counsel, as if they had said, " Why
com.e.
does God deliberate so long, or say what he intends to do ?
Let him rather show that what he has decreed is accomplished.''
It is a great aggravation of their crime, that they
wickedly dared to set aside the doctrine which was well known
to them. They were more wicked than the heathen Gentiles
in this respect, that they despised the doctrine by which he
had adopted them to be his peculiar people.
That we may see it. These are proofs of infidelity for
ungodly men will not acknowledge God, unless they have
immediate evidence of his presence, and they refuse to believe his words.
Now, if the Holy Spirit, by means of this
mark, holds up ungodly men to detestation, we ought to
testify our faith and piety by the opposite sign, that is, by
relying on the word of God, though the effect does not immediately appear for it is the peculiar excellence of faith
to hold us dependent on the mouth of God.
True, we next
derive confirmation from works, but we must not begin at
them for this is the distinction between the elect and the
reprobate, that the elect simply rely on the word, but do not
disregard works, while ungodly men scorn and disdain the
and yet they
word, though God speak a hundred times
And when
continually and eagerly call upon him for works.
the judgment of God is declared, they say, " Where is it V
They cannot endure the mention of it, unless it be immewill enjoy our mirth."'

;

;

;

;

;

;
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diatcly

made known by

rate, it follows that

rebelliousness,

CHAP.

When men

action.

they have no

faith,

are so

V.

immode-

but rather obstinate

which more and more withdraws and estranges

man

from God.
20. Wo to them that

call evil good.

this statement to judges, yet if
shall easily learn
for,

having a

it

Though some

from the whole context that
before reproved those

little

limit

we

be carefully examined,
it is

general

who cannot

listen

any warnings, he now proceeds with the same reproof
It is evident that men of this sort have always some excuse
to plead, and some way of imposing on themselves
and,
therefore, there is no end to their reproachful language
when their crimes are brought to light. But here he part?
to

;

cularly reproves the insolence of those

overthrow

The

all distinction

preposition

7

who endeavour

between good and

to

evil.

I

(lamed), prefixed to the w^ords good an^

equivalent to Of; and therefore the meaning is, They
who say of evil, It is good, and or good. It is evil; that is,
evil, is

they who by vain hypocrisy conceal, excuse, and disgui
wicked actions, as if they would change the nature of ever
thing by their sophistical arguments, but who, on the co
trary deface good actions

by

their calumnies.

These thin

are almost always joined together, for every one in
fear of

God

dwells

is

whom

the
ne

by conscience and b

restrained both

modesty from venturing to apologize for his sins, or to co:
demn what is good and right but they who have not th
fear do not hesitate with the same impudence to commend
what is bad and to condemn what is good; which is a j^roo
;

of desperate wickedness.

This statement

wo

may

be applied to various cases

;

for if

here pronounced even on private individuals, whe;
they say of evil that it is good, and of good that it is ev
is

how much more

on those who have been raised to any el
vated rank, and discharge a public office, whose duty it is
defend what is right and honourable
But he addresses
general reproof to all who flatter themselves in wdiat is evil,
and who, through the hatred which they bear to virtue, con!

demn what

is done aright
and not only so, but who, by thfl
subterfuges which they employ for the sake of concealing"^
;

i

I
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own enormities, harden themselves in wickedness.
Such persons, the Prophet tells us, act as if they would
change light into darkness, and sweet into hitter ; by which
he means that their folly is monstrous, for it would tend to
confound and destroy all the principles of nature.
21. Wo to them that ar'e wise in their own eyes !
Here he
proceeds to rebuke those on whom no instruction can produce a good effect, and who do not allow any wise coimsels
or godly warnings to gain admission. In short, he pronounces
a curse on obstinate scorners, who set up either the lusts of
the flesh or a preposterous confidence in their wisdom, in
opposition to God's instruction and warnings.
And not only
does he rebuke those who are puffed up with a false conviction of their wisdom, and are ashamed to learn from others,
but he likewise pronounces a general condemnation on all
who, through prejudices in their own favour, refuse to hear
God speaking, and to listen to his holy warnings.
This fault has been too common in all ages, and we see it
in very many persons at the present day, who, though they
would shrink from openly rejecting the doctrine of godliness,
are yet so far from being truly obedient and teachable, that
their

they haughtily reject everything that does not please them.

They acknowledge that they need some
other hand, are so

when God

much

bridle, but,

on the

blinded by their presumption, that,

points out the w^ay, they immediately rebel

and

;

but break out into violent indignation at the
Nay, where is the man
censure passed on their proceedings.
who renounces his own judgment, and is ready to learn only
from the mouth of God ? But nothing is more destructive
not only

so,

than this deceitful show" of wisdom
piety

is

our own judgment and follow

Nor
its

;

for the

beginning of

when we have renounced
wherever God calls.

willingness to be taught,

is

this false belief

rendering

men

condemned

solely

on the ground of

disobedient to God, and thus being the

cause of their ruin, but also on the ground of being in itself

what God cannot endure.

We

bo God's disciples.

But

sire to

rebellion reigns wherever there

and humility which leads a

man

must become

fools if

we

also certain that

de-

mad

it

is

is

not found that modesty

willingly to yield subjection.

;
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In

their

own

blant, tliat

22.

now

Wo

eyes

means what we say
own conceit

is,

in their

to

them that are mighty

in French,

25

a leur sem

drink wine

to

V.

Isaial

!

censures another vice, namely, drunkenness and exce

in eating, of wliich he
this chapter

is

had spoken before
;

no repentance, he was forced to

same

inculcate the

;

so that probabl;

and the lead
the Proph
repeat and frequent!;

collected from various sermons,

ing topics only are briefly touched
saw"

CHAP.

ISAIAH.

instructions.

He

for

when

therefore returns

the same reproofs which he had previously noticed

;

for

hi

again discourses about drunkenness, luxury, covetousnesi
corruptionsHence we ought to conclude, that
when warnings produce no good effect, we ought to emploj^

and other

greater earnestness in addressing the obstinate and disobel
dient,

and that we must not be

afraid of giving offence

by

our eagerness, but must frequently repeat the reproofs, unt

they either yield or manifest incurable malice.

By
cuses

calling

them

them strong

ox powerful to drink, he wittily a

of wasting their strength in bacchanalian wa:

and beastly ambition, when a man of
makes a display of his strength by drinking
Employing a figure of speech {synecdoche) which
largely.
is frequent in the Prophets, and indeed in the whole of
as if he had said,
Scripture, he takes a part for the whole
" Wo to gluttony
wo to intemperance.'' But he purposely
fare.

It is disgraceful

vigorous health

;

;

mentioned that which was disgraceful in the highest degree,
in order to render that vice generally hated and abhorred
for, as w^e have said, nothing is more base or disgraceful than
for a

man

to

make

trial of his

strength in swallowing food

and thus struggling with himself so as to
cram down as much as his belly can hold. Such men keep
by no rule of life, and do not know why God gives them
nourishment for we eat and drink to support the body, and
not to destroy it. We live that we may yield worship and
obedience to God, and that we may render assistance to o"
or in guzzling wine,

;

When men

act so as not to maintain th
by trying how much food and wi
they can bear, most certainly they are worse than beasts.
23. Who justify the wicked for a reward.
He censures

neighbours.

strength, but to destroy

it

[AP. V.
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corruption which at that time abounded in judgment-seats,

nd points out the reason why there

m.

is

no room

for justice

these places, namely, that they are under the influence of

For covetousness hlindeth the eyes of the wise, and yerwhat is good and just, even among those
who would otherwise be disposed to follow what is right.

"gifts.

verteth all regard to

(Ex. xxiii. 8; Deut. xvi. 19.)

may

be objected that there are other methods, and that
not by gifts only that judgments are perverted for
favour, hatred, friendship, and other sinful passions, often
blind the understanding.
This is undoubtedly true but the
It

it

is

;

;

Prophet had in his eye what happens for the most part,
{eiTi TO TToXv,) and at the same time did not intend to spare
those vices which he did not express by name.
Following
this example, godly teachers ought to be wise and careful
in observing and correcting the vices which most extensively
abound among the people, and most of all to oppose everything which appears to be sanctioned by wicked custom.
Now this corruption which is mentioned is that which
most frequently of all is to be found in judgment-seats and,
therefore, it ought to be most carefully avoided by those
judges who wish to form an upright judgment. Nor ought
we to listen to what is aflirmed by many, that gifts are not
bestowed on them for that purpose, or that, after having
accepted them, they are as free as ever to give a just decision
for where gifts are allowed, the regard to what is just
and right must be corrupted, and it is impossible for your
mind not to be favourably disposed towards him from whom
you received them. In short, we should hear the Lord, who
declares that the understanding of the wisest man is corrupted, and the disposition of the most upright man is perverted, unless we choose to be thought wiser than God.
;

;

24.

Lest

it

Therefore as the flame of fire devoureth the stubble.
should be thought that he has so frequently cried out

without good reason, he again shows what grievous and
dreadful punishment awaits the nation, and threatens utter
destruction to the stubborn, because they did not permit

themselves to be brought back to the right path, but obstiHe employs metaphors exceednately resisted instruction.

I9d
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ingly well adapted to express his meaning, and better

V.

2t

fitte

he liad spoken plainly and with
He begins with a comparison, but immediate!
out a figure.
slides into a metaphor, attributing a 7'oot and branch to th
Under those two words he includes a]
nation as to a tree.
the strength, either hidden or visible, that belongs to th
for whei
nation, and says that the whole will be destroyed
the root, which alone gives strength and nourishment to th
and in liki
tree, becomes rotten, it is all over with the tree
manner he threatens that it is all over with the nation, an
that its whole strength is wasted and consumed.
Because they have rejected the law of Jehovah of hosts. Hi
does not now enumerate, as formerly, the particular kinds o
crime by which they had provoked the wrath of God, bu
assigns a general cause, namely, contempt of the law of God
for this, as all men know, is the source of everything bac
And it is no small aggravation of their crime that, whei
the will of God had been made known to them in his law, i
was not through ignorance or mistake, but through inveter
ate malice, that they shook off the yoke of God, and aba
doned themselves to every kind of licentiousness which w,
nothing else than to reject so kind a Father, and to giv<
themselves up to be the slaves of the devil. Besides, h(
accuses them of open revolt as if he had said that it waj
not in one or a few instances that they were rebellious, bu
that they might be regarded as treacherous apostates, anc
to affect their hearts than if

;

;

;

;

had altogether forsaken God.

And

Holy One of Israel. He cora
word of God, but—
what is far more shocking turned away from it, or threw i
away in wicked disdain. But if contempt for the law Oj
God is the source, head, and accumulation of all that is evil
there is nothing against which we ought more carefully to
guard than that Satan should take away our reverence for
and if there are any faults to which we are liable, w
it
ought, at least, to allow a remedy to be applied to them,
we do not choose, by wickedly rejecting it, to draw dowr
upon ourselves everlasting destruction.
25. Therefore is the anger of the Lord kindled.
In thi
loathed the ^vord of the

plains that they not only despised the

—

;

i;
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tlie Prophet relates tlie former punishments which the
Jews had ah'eady endured, and shows that they are not near
an end but that, on the contrary, heavier judgments await

verse

;

them,

if

they do not return to the right path.

acknowledge

tliat

the past tense

is

I readily

frequently employed in-

meaning which

have stated
two things
quite distinct from each other, which he lays down, on acstead of the future, but the
will best agree

with the context

;

I

for there are

count of the resolute obstinacy of the people.

God

perceives their crimes.

First,

how

Secondly, since there are no

signs of repentance, he has other scourges within his reach
for chastising the people.

what those
them that the Assyrians will

Thirdly, he describes

scourges are, and forewarns

come at the bidding of the Lord, as soon as he shall express
it by merely hissing to them, (ver. 26.)
Such is the connection of what the Prophet states and
hence it ought to be observed that the great body of men, as
soon as they have escaped any calamity, forget their chastisements, and no longer regard them as the judgments of Grod
and that, though experience be the instructor of fools, still
they grow hardened by strokes. This insensibility Isaiah
sharply rebukes as if he had said, " Have you so quickly
forgotten the calamities under which you lately groaned ?
Whence came the distressful casting out of dead bodies, but
because God had raised his arm against you ? And if God
;

;

;

has discharged the

office

of a judge,

why do

not those recent

chastisements induce you to fear him, and to refrain from

drawing down a succession of chastisements by new crimes f
Accordingly, he repeats the term p"^y, {gnal ken,) therefore ; as if he had said that those distresses are not accidenand so he
tal, but are manifest tokens of God's vengeance
expressly says that God was angry with his people ; for if
the Jews had not fallen from their owni rank, their condition
would have been happier than that of any other nation.
When God's chosen people, therefore, are treated by him
with so much sharpness and severity, it is beyond all doubt
;

that he has been provoked by heinous crimes.

At

the same

time he refutes the false boasting by which the Jews were
wont to vaunt and exalt themselves, as if they ought to be
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exempt from chastisements on the ground of

V.

their

God's peculiar people.

And

the

By

mountains trembled.

this

comparison the

dreadful nature of those punishments to which they were
insensible

is

described in such a

manner as to prove more
They were more stupid

clearly the stupidity of the people.

than inanimate objects, if they did not perceive the wrath
of God, and the dreadful vengeance whicli had been inflicted
on the kingdom of Israel.

For

all these things.

He

I

threatens heavier chastisemen'

although wicked men
acknowledge that the Lord has punished them, still tliey
think that they have no right to expect anything more than
in future, as

we have

already said

;

for

one or two chastisements. As if therefore nothing worse could
and as if God's power to punisli them had been
exhausted, they wrap themselves up in blind indiiference.
This is the reason why he exclaims that the wrath of God
is not yet appeased, and that, although it has inflicted on
them many calamities, still it has within its stores many
weapons from whicli they have reason to dread innumerable
wounds.
The copulative 1 {vau) may be taken as a disjunctive, so
as to mean, hut, on the contrary^ his hand is stretched
out still.
He refers to what he had formerly said, that the
befall them,

hand of God is stretched
yet drawn back, and that

He tells them that it
may yet pursue them, and

out.
it

is

not

inflict

plagues of the same kind, or even of greater severity.

We

ought diligently to meditate on these statements, in order to
shake ofl* that drowsiness to which the greater part of men a
frequently liable, even after having received chastisementa
26. And he will lift up an ensign to the nations.
In th
and the following verses he describes the nature of the pu;
ishment which the Lord would inflict on his people name!
that they were about to sufler from the Assyrians a simil,
or even a heavier calamity, than that which their brethre
the Israelites had lately endured. Many distresses had i
deed been suffered by themselves from the Assyrians, thoug
;

the kingdom of Judali was not yet overturned.

what had

befallen the

kingdom

Besidei

of Israel might be viewed

;^

I
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a mirror in which they could behold God's wrath and righteous chastisement.

And

it was accompanied by
must undoubtedly have appeared to be incredible for at that time they enjoyed repose, and the slightest
truce of any kind easily laid them asleep.
He says, therefore, that this calamity will come to them from distant
nations, from whom nothing of this kind was expected and
he sounds an alarm as if the enemy were already at hand.
It is not for the sake of soothing their fear that he uses those
words, from afar^ and /rom the end of the earth ; but, on the

yet this prediction, though

clear proofs,
;

;

manner for the express purpose
them that they ought not to judge of the anger
of God from what meets the eye, for we are wont to judge
of dangers from the outward appearance of things.
Now, if
contrary, he speaks in this

of informing

the enemies are not so near, or

if

other circumstances hinder

them from giving us immediate annoyance, we give ourselves
no concern. Thus the people were lulled into a profound
But Isaiah
sleep, as if there were no danger to be dreaded.
says that this will not hinder the Lord from erecting a banner
and instantly commissioning the Assyrians to slaughter them.
The expression is metaphorical for when a banner is dis;

customary for soldiers, at the bidding of their
general, to advance in hostile array and rush into the battle.
He will hiss to it} Though a change of number frequently
occurs in Scripture, yet it is on solid grounds that the Prophet, by changing the number, makes many nations to be
but one nation.
The meaning is, that when it shall please
God to assemble various nations, and form them into one
body, it will not be a confused multitude, but will resemble
He
a body which has a visible head that rules and guides.
chose to employ the word hiss rather than a word of weightier
import, such as sound a trumpet^ or anything of that sort
in order to show that God does not need to sound a trumpet
in order to call the enemies to battle, and that he has no
played

it

^ Sibilabit
chapter, our

is

ad earn. In the version prefixed to the Commentary on this
Author has likewise observed here the singular number,

sibilabit genti, he luill hiss to the

nation.

Lowth, renders IP

lo,)

VOL.

I.

1p^,

{vSshakar

Bishop Stock, following Bishop

he will hiss to every one of them.

N

—Ed.

—

—
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inflicting punisliment

difficulty in

vengeance

is

fully at hand, for

;

CHAP.
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when the time

for taking

by a mere nod he can acco

plish the whole.^

And

V.

1

tin
come speedy and swift. This confirms sti
have already observed, that we ought not to
judge of the anger of the Lord from the present appearance
lo, it

more what
of things

will

I

for

;

although everything appears to give assurances

of peace, yet suddenly war will break out from a quarter

from which we do not expect it. Even though we think
that we are defended on all sides by friends, yet God will
stir up enemies from the farthest corners of the earth, who
will break through every obstruction, and overtake us with
ease, a^ if the way were plain and smooth.
This ought to
be carefully observed, that we may not suffer ourselves to
be blinded by vain presumption and foolish confidence.
M
We ought also to observe that wars are not kindled accP
dentally, or by an arrangement of men, but by the command
of God, as if he assembled the soldiers by the sound of a
trumpet. Whether, therefore, we are afflicted by battle, or
by famine, or by pestilence, let us know that all this comes
from the hand of God, for all things obey him and follow his
direction. x\nd yet it was not the intention of the Chaldeans
to obey God, for they were hurried on by their eagerness to
obtain wealth and power, while he has quite another object
in view
but God employs their agency for executing
judgments. Hence arises a remarkable and illustrious d;
play of the power of God, which is not limited by the
of men, or dependent on their decisions, but leads the:
though contrary to their wish, or without their knowled
to obey him.
And yet it is no excuse for the ungodly t
they are drawn contrary to the disposition of their mi
:

^ " The metaphor is taken from the practice of those
that keep bees,
draw them out of their hives into the fields, and lead them back aga
(rv^iiriu.airt, by a hiss or a whistle
" Cyril on the place
and to the si
purpose Theodoret, ibid. In chap. vii. 18, the metaphor is more appar
by being carried further, where the hostile armies are expressed by the
and the bee
" Jehovah shall hist the fly,
That is in the utmost parts of Egypt
;

:

:

And

On

the bee, that is in the land of Assyria."
i. 44 ; Ps. cxviii. 12.
Lowth.

which place see Deut.

\
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and do not willingly serve God, for they aim at nothing
else than fraud, cruelty, and violence
and by their cruelty
God punishes the transgressions and crimes of his people.
27. None shall he weary, nor stumble among them.
The
meaning is, that everything will be prepared and arranged
in such a manner that there shall be no delay or obstruction
to their march
as if a prince, -having recruited the ranks of
his soldiers, immediately gave orders that the roads should
be cleared, provisions obtained, and everything necessary
provided. He therefore shows that they will be fleet and swift,
and that there will be nothing to hinder their rapid march.
None shall slumber nor sleep. He expresses their vast activity by saying that they will not be drowsy.
In these
words, they shall not slumber nor sleep, the natural order is
inverted. He ought rather to have said. They shall not sleep
nor slumber ; for it is a smaller matter to slumber than to
sleep.
But that phrase ought to be explained in this manner
They shall not slumber nor even sleep ; that is, they
will be so far from sleeping, that they will not even slumber.
You have an instance of this in these words Lo, he that
keepeth Israel will neither slumber nor sleep.
(Ps. cxxi. 4.)
It is a Hebrew phrase, with which neither the Greek nor
;

;

:

:

the Latin idiom agrees.
28. Their arrows will be sharp.
He means that they will
be provided with necessary weapons. The custom alluded to
is that which existed among the Assyrians and other eastern
nations, who frequently made use of bows and arrows in

Englishmen of the present day enter into the battleUnder this class he includes
every kind of weapons of war. But as the way was long, and
the journey diflicult, the Jew might think that many things

battle, as
field

with a loaded quiver.^

^ More than three hundred years have elapsed since Calvin wrote these
words, and Englishmen of the present day do not carry bows and arrows
On the whole subject of war the opinions of Enginto the field of battle.
lishmen are undergoing an important revolution. Many of them entertain
a confident hope that ere long the bullet as well as the arrow, the cannon
as well as the bow, will be laid aside; that the revolting spectacle of human
beings drawn up in companies, for the purpose of wholesale mm-der, will
disappear from the earth ; and that men will heat their swords into ploughshares, and their spears into pruning-hooks ; nation shall not lift up sword
Ed.
against nation, neither shall they learn war any more.

—

;
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would occur

to interrupt the

march of the enemy.

He

the

fore says, that the hoofs of the horses will he like flint

which he means that they will suffer no molestation, and
For a
will at length arrive in Judea without weariness.
similar reason he compares their wheels to a whirlwind. Tlie
ancients were wont to employ cliariots in going to war, and
therefore he mentions not only horses, but wheels. All these
circumstances must be understood to relate to the haste and
or, in other words,
rapidity with which they would proceed
that no length of journey would prevent the Lord from carrying forward the enemies without delay for the destruction
;

the Jews.

\

His roaring shall he like thai of a lion. This denotes
fierceness and cruelty, for he compares the Chaldeans to lion^
which, we know, are frightful to behold, and savage by rm
ture as if he had said that they would not be men whc
were moved by any feeling of compassion or tenderness, bul
29.

;

rather that they would be savage beasts.

He

will likewise possess great strength, so that

to approach for rescuing their prey.

adds, that th<

none

will ventil

He means

that

tl

have no defence for warding off their attacks, b
cause the dread of their cruelty will keep all at a distant
from them. It was God who employed their agency in pui
ishing the Jews, and therefore it was necessarj" that th<
should be armed with formidable power, that this waywai
people might at length acknowledge that they had to do n<
with men but with God, into whose hands it is a fearful thit

Jews

will

to fall

(Heb.

He

x. 31.)

roar against him} The Prophet adds thi
understand that the fierce attack of tl
Chaldeans is not accidental, but that they have been a
pointed by Grod and are guided by his hand. By the roarii
of the sea he means an attack so violent that it will look like
deluge, by which the whole of Judea will suffer shipwreo
He likewise cuts off all hope by foretelling that the punis
ment will have no alleviation and no end. " The Jews,'
says, "will do what is usually done in a season of perplexit;
30.

shall

that the Jews

may

will cast their eyes
^

And

in that

day

up and down

to discover the

they shall roar against them.

means

—Eng. Ver.

:

.p.
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but in whatever direction they look, whether to
earth, they w^ll find no relief whatever for on

heaven or to

;

and calamities will overwhelm them.''
This mode of expression has come to be frequently employed
even by the common people, when misery and ruin appear
on all sides, and no escape or relief can be found. This must
unavoidably happen when the Lord pursues us, so that his
uplifted arm meets our eyes on every side, and, wherever we
turn, we behold his creatures armed against us to execute
his judgments
for we may sometimes escape the hand of
men, but how can we escape the hand of God ?
all

sides distresses

;

CHAPTER

p.
^med

In the year that king Uzziah
I saw also the

Lord

a throne, high and

upon
up, and his

sitting

lifted

train filled the temple.
2. Above it stood the seraphims
each one had six wings with twain
he covered his face, and with twain
he covered his feet, and with twain
;

he did
and

fly.

And one

3.

cried unto another,
Holy, holy, holy is the
af hosts
the whole earth is

said,

Lord

:

of his glory.
And the posts of the door moved
at the voice of him that cried, and
the house was filled with smoke.

full

4.

5.

Then

am undone

said

I,

Woe

me

is

!

for I

am

a man of
unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst
of a people of unclean lips for mine
eyes have seen the King, the Lord
of hosts.
6. Then flew one of the seraphims
unto me, having a live coal in his
hand, v)hich he had taken with the
tongs from off the altar
;

because I

:

7.

and

And he

laid

it

upon

my mouth,

Lo, this hath touched thy
lips; and thine iniquity is taken
away, and thy sin purged.
8. Also I heard the voice of the
said,

Lord, saying, Whom shall I send,
and who will go for us ? Then said
I, Here am I ; send me.

VI.

Anno

mortis regis Usise, vidi
super solium
excelsum et elevatum, cujus extrema
replebant templum.
2. Et seraphim stabant super ipsum erant singulis sex alse duabus
operiebant faciem suam diiabus tegebant pedes suos ; et duabus volabant.
1.

Dominum sedentem

;

:

;

Et clamabant

3.

centes,

Sanctus,

alter alteri, di-

sanctus,

lehova exercituum

;

sanctus,

plena est omnis

terra glorise ejus.
4. Et commota sunt superliminaria postium a voce clamantis ; et
domus impleta est fumo.
5. Tunc dixi, Vse mi hi, quia excisus sum (vel in silentium, redac-

tus)

;

cum homo

sim pollutis

labiis,

medio populi habitem polluta
labia habentis et tamen regem lehovam exercituum viderunt oculi mei.
6. Volavit autem ad me unus ex
seraphim habens in manu sua carbonem ardentem, forcipe correptum
ab altari.
et in

;

;

7.

Et applicans super

os

meum,

Ecce, tetigit hoc labia tua, et
expiabitur peccatum tuum.

dixit,

8.

Postea audivi vocem Domini

dicentis,

nobis

me.

?

Quem mittam ?

Tum

dixi,

et quis ibit

Ecce ego, mitte

I
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9.

And he

people,

said,

Hear ye

Go, and

tell

this

indeed, but undersee ye indeed, but

stand not and
perceive not.
10. Make the heart of this people
fat, and make their ears heavy, and
shut their eyes ; lest they see with
their eyes, and hear with their ears,
and understand with their heart, and
;

convert,
11.

and be healed.
said I, Lord, how long?

VI.

dixit, Vade, et die popn
audiendo audite, et ne int<
ligatis ; videndo videto, et nesciati
9.

isti

Turn

;

10. Obstina cor populi hujus,
aures ejus aggrava, et oeulos e
obline ; ne forte videat oeulis si
et auribus suis audiat, et cor ejus
telligat, et ubi conversus fuerit,
illi

Then

And he

CHAP.

ISAIAH.

sanatio.

11.

Et

dixi.

Dum

Usque quo, Domin

answered. Until the cities be
wasted without inhabitant, and the
houses without man, and the land

et ait,

be utterly desolate,

dacta fuerit in solitudinem ;
12. Donee procul amoverit D(
homines, sitque multa vastitas

12. And the Lord have removed
men far away, and there he a great
forsaking in the midst of the land.
13. But yet in it shall he a tenth,
and it shall return, and shall be
eaten as a teil-tree, and as an oak,
whose substance is in them, when
they cast their leaves, so the holy
seed shall be the substance thereof.
:

fuerint vastatse civitai

absque habitatore, et doraus vac
atse fuerint hominibus, et terra

medio
13.

terrse

;

Donee

in ea decima, et rev<

tetur ; et erit in excidium sicut t
et quercus, quibus in projectione
subsistentia ; ita in hac erit suba
tentia,

semen sanctum,

1. In the year that king Uzziah died.
This is usually t
beginning of the sixth chapter but some think that it
the beginning of the book itself, and that in collecting t
;

prophecies of Isaiah an error was committed. The reasc
which they assign is, that the Prophet here declines the offi
of a teacher, which he would not have refused if he h
hitherto discharged it that he appears to be a mere novii
as yet unacquainted with his calling and besides, that
declares that he has now seen the Lord, and that he has
seen him before.
But such arguments I consider, as I hai
already noticed, to be too feeble and unsatisfactory ; anc
reply that it ought not to be thought strange that he was
completely overpowered by this extraordinary vision as
forget that he was a prophet.
For there was no feeling
him which was not overpowered by the presence of God,
that, like one who had lost his senses, he willingly plungi
;

;

:

himself in darkness, or rather, like one

who despaired

of

li

he of his own accord chose to die. And it is necessary thj
the godly should be affected in this manner, when the Lo]
gives them tokens of his presence, that they may be broug
low and utterly confounded. Besides, in the person of h

f
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servant God intended to strike his rebellious people with
alarm and therefore we need not wonder if he offers an
apology for himself under the overwhelming influence of
fear, and likewise because he had not felt the weight of his
office, as he now felt it, after having beheld an illustrious
display of the majesty of God.
But why was not this vision exhibited to him at the beginning ? I answer, it was necessary in regard to the time,
that he might be more and more confirmed in the discharge
of his office.
We have an instance of this in the Apostles
themselves for at first they were sent out with an injunction
not to pass beyond the limits of Judea, (Matt. x. 5 ;) but
after that Christ had risen, he again set them apart in a new
and solemn manner, breathed on them, bidding them receive
the Holy Ghost, (John xx. 21, 22 ;) and not only so, but sending his Spirit from heaven in the form of tongues of fire, in
vested them with extraordinary power.
(Acts ii. 3.) Thus,
on account of the various changes of times and of kings, it
was necessary that Isaiah should be encouraged and again
attested by a new vision that he might be excited to perseverance, and might afterwards proceed with greater cheerfulness in his course; and also that the Jews might perceive
his ministry to be supported by heavenly authority.
This appears to me to be a sufficient reason why this vision
was not exhibited to him at the very beginning, but after
that he had for some time discharged the office of a teacher.
That this was not the beginning of the prophecy is evident
enough from the consideration that the preface, which we
have already examined, is much better adapted for the com;

;

;

mencement, and more appropriate than what is contained in
this chapter
and every approach having been shut up by
the hard-hearted obstinacy of the people, it was proper that
he should burst forth in this vehement manner. Besides, it
is probable that he had long performed the office of a teacher
under King Uzziah, who, I think, was dead before this prediction was published.
In short, the Prophet means that it
was not till he had commenced his course that God appeared
;

to him.

Some think

that death here

means

leprosy,

which undoubt-
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edly was a

death,

civil

draw from the

VI.

!

when the king was compelled to with
and to lay down the reins

society of men,

government, (2 Kings xv. 6
death in

CHAP,

ISAIAH.

its literal sense.

;)

fl

but

I

So then,

choose rather to tak
I

think that Isaiah

u1

tered the former predictions during the reign of Uzzial

even after he had been struck with leprosy and that whe
died, and Jotham had succeeded him, this vision was
presented to Isaiah. We know what various commotions are
produced by a change of kings, so that we ^need not woJ
der that Isaiah had his calling again sealed. But the prophecy itself, which follows, will sufficiently show that he had
been a public teacher for some time before he saw the Lord
;

he had

whose obstinac|
he had experienced to such an extent that he might hav
been induced to cease from his undertaking, for he saw tha
he was doing no good.
The Lord, therefore, confirms hii
for it relates that the blinding of the people,

by this

may not prevent him froi
and performing what he undel

vision, that the opposition

boldly discharging his

office,

commandment of God.
/ saw the Lord. It is asked. How could Isaiah see
who is a Spirit, (John iv. 24,) and, therefore, cannot be
took at the

Go<
seei

with bodily eyes ? Nay, more, since the understandings
men cannot rise to his boundless height, how can he be
in a visible shape ?
But we ought to be aware that, whe
God exhibited himself to the view of the Fathers, he neve
appeared such as he actually is, but such as the capacity o

men

could receive.

Though men maybe

said to creep

ol

the ground, or at least dwell far below the heavens, there
no absurdity in supposing that God comes down to them il
such a manner as to cause some kind of mirror to reflecf
the rays of his glory.
There was, therefore, exhibited t<
Isaiah such a form as enabled him, according to his capacity
to perceive the inconceivable majesty of

attributes to

Hence we

God

God

;

and thus

hi

a throne, a robe, and a bodily appearance.

whenever God
undoubtedly presen^

learn a profitable doctrine, that

grants any token of his presence, he

is

he does not amuse us by unmeaning shapes, afl
men wickedly disfigure him by their contrivances. Since,
therefore, that exhibition was no deceitful representation oi
with

us, for

.

I
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the presence of God, Isaiah justly declares that he saiu him.
In like manner, when it is said that John saw the Holy Spirit
in the shape of a dove, (John i. 32,) the name of the Holy
Spirit is applied to the outward sign, because in the repre-

and yet he did not see the
and undoubted proof, so
that he could not doubt that the Spirit of God rested on Christ.
Secondly, it is asked. Who was that Lord ? John tells us
lat it was Christ, (John xii. 41,) and justly, for God never
*evealed himself to the Fathers but in his eternal Word and
only begotten Son. Yet it is wrong, I think, to limit this,
as some do, to the person of Christ for it is indefinitely, on
Nor do their
the contrary, that the Prophet calls him God.
views derive any support from the word ^^^HX, (adonai,)
which seems particularly to apply to Christ for it is often
In
applied to God in an absolute and unrestricted manner.
this passage, therefore, God is mentioned indefinitely, and
yet it is correctly said that Isaiah saw the glory of Christ,
for at that very time he was the image of the invisible God.
sentation there was no deception

;

essence of the Spirit, but had a clear

;

;

(Col.

i.

15.)

upon a

Sitting

throne.

He

could not have given a better

description of God, in regard to place, than in the person of

a Judge, that his majesty might strike greater terror into
for we shall afterwards see the dreadful judgment
But
which the Lord pronounced from his judgment-seat.
lest we should suppose that the Prophet contrived the manner in which he would paint God, we ought to know that
he faithfully describes the very form in which God w^as
It may be questioned
represented and exhibited to him.
whether the Prophet was conducted into the temple, or saw
this vision while he was asleep.
Though many things are
frequently adduced on both sides, which are. fitted to leave
the matter in doubt, yet it may be conjectured with some
probability, that even if he had not been within the temple,
this vision might have been presented to him, either in his own
house or on a field, in the same manner as to other prophets.
And his remotest parts filled the temple} Almost all the

the Jews

;

^ And his train jilled the temple.
[Or,
And the train of his robe filed the temple.

the skirts thereof.]

— Lowth.

And

his

— Eng. Ver.

fowing train

—
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commentators understand by
though it may be understood

CHAP.

ISAIAH.

VI. 2.

this the fringes of his robe,
to refer to the extremities of

the judgment-seat, giving us to understand that

its

dimen-

sions were so vast as to extend to every part of the temple,

He

God a venerable

aspect, and far beThere is great weight in tlie circumstance that he appeared in the temple ; for he had promised that he would meet with his people there, and the
people expected his answers from that place, as Solomon had
expressly stated at the dedication of it.
(1 Kings viii. SO.)
In order, therefore, that the people might understand that;
those things came from God, on whom they called every day,
and on whom they relied with a vain confidence which puffec
them up, this vision was exhibited to the Prophet in tht
temple.
To the certainty of what was said it contributed
not a little, that he openly proclaimed that the discourse waa
not pronounced to him by any mortal man, but was a hea
venly oracle, uttered by that God whose name they were
accustomed disdainfully to hold out as a pretence, whenevei
they wished to make any extravagant claims for otherwise
this prophecy would have been, harsh and repulsive, anc
needed great confirmation. It was also not uncommon with
the Prophets to say that the Lord spake to them from hi{

intends to ascribe to

yond any human form.

;

temple, or from, his sanctuary.
2.

And

the

seraphim stood upon

it.

Having declared

thai

God appeared to him full of majesty and of glory, he addsj
that God was attended by angels, w^hom the Prophet call
seraphim on account of their fervour. Though the etymology of this word

adduced.

is

well known, yet various reasons

Some think

ar(

that they are called seraphim becausi

they burn with the love of God others, because they ar(
others, because they are bright.
Howeve:
swift like fire
;

;

that

may

be, this description holds out to us, as in sun-

beams, the brightness of God's infinite majesty, that we ma,
learn by it to behold and adore his wonderful and over-

whelming

glory.

—

Stock.
That author adds in a note: " I add the epithet flowing, to distinguish the train of a robe from what the Enghsh word"

filled the temple.

equally imports, a train of attendants ; and 7)^
flow loosely."

Ed.

is

from ?^ to loosen,
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Many think that there were two seraphim, as there were
two cheruhim that encompassed the ark of the testimony.
This opinion I willingly adopt, though I do not venture to
make any assertion where Scripture is silent. As it is customary with the sacred writers to accommodate their descriptions of God to those outward signs which were commonly
used and familiarly known among the godly, it is possible
While
that the Prophet saw a representation of this kind.
I hold this to be a probable conjecture, I leave room for
other interpretations which some may be disposed to prefer
for Daniel saw not two angels only, but thousands of thou;

sands of angels.

Each one had

(Dan.

vii. 10.)

This representation is instrucwings thus arranged contained some mystery
which it was the will of the Lord should not remain wholly
unknown. The two wings with which the angels fly mean
nothing else than their ready and cheerful performance of
On this point the resemblance
the commandments of God.
is so clear and manifest, that it will be at once admitted by
The two wings
all who do not take delight in controversy.
with which they cover their face show plainly enough that
even angels cannot endure God's brightness, and that they

tive

;

sice

wings.

for those

by it in the same manner as when we attempt
upon the radiance of the sun. And if angels are
overwhelmed by the majesty of God, how great will be the

are dazzled
to gaze

rashness of

men

therefore, learn

if

they venture to intrude so far

that our inquiries concerning

!

Let

us,

God ought

is proper and lawful, that our
knowledge may soberly and modestly taste what is far

never to go beyond what

above our capacity. And yet the angels do not cover their
face in such a manner as not to be favoured with beholding
God in some degree for their flight is not at random. In
like manner we too ought to look at God, but only so far as
our capacity shall enable us.
As to the remaining two wings, which were placed lower,
the difficulty is somewhat greater. Some think that the
angels covered their feet, that they might not touch the
earth, and contract any defilement from it, as human beings
like ourselves are wont to do for in walking we geither filth
;

;

1
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and accordingly, so long as we dwell on earth, we
some kind of contagion. This reminds believers that they will have no intercourse with
angels till they raise themselves high, and are no longer
and

dust,

are always tainted by

fastened to the earth.

Such

is

the interpretation given .by some expositors.

I rather agree with those

who think

But

that the use of those

wings was opposite to that of the upper wings ; for, as by
the upper wings they cover their face, that they may not be
overpowered by God's brightness, so they have also lower
wings to conceal them from our view. Now, if it be true
that we cannot behold the small and feeble rays of tha:
Divine brightness without being altogether overpowered,
how could we gaze upon that unspeakably bright and glorious majesty which lays prostrate all our faculties ? Let men
learn, therefore, that they are far distant from a perfect
knowledge of God, since they cannot even reach to the
angels.
The latter appears to me to be the more correct
exposition, but I do not disapprove of the former.
3. And they cried one to another.
It was necessary that
all these things should be presented to the Prophet in
vision, in order to produce a stronger impression on the
people, and on Isaiah himself for the vision was not less
necessary to him than to the whole nation, because sharp
and painful struggles awaited him, and he could not have
boldly announced those events if he had not been previously"
confirmed.
The people also, being warned by this vision
how great and how dreadful was the majesty of God, by
whom this condemnation was pronounced, had good reason
for being alarmed.
He who now came forth to public view
is God, at the sight of whom the very angels tremble,
whose praises they continually and loudly utter, and whom,
in a word, they serve and obey
but men, whom he had
been pleased to adopt as his children, obstinately and rebelliously opposed him.
Now, when we are informed that the angels are employed
in uttering the glory of God, let us know that their example
is set before us for imitation
for the most holy service that
we can render to him is, to be employed in praising his
;

;

;
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associates us with angels,

it

is

in order

we may resemble and be
That the harmony bejoined to the inhabitants of heaven.
tween us and the angels may be in every respect complete,
we must take care not only that the praises of God may be
sounded by our tongues, but likewise that all the actions of
our life may correspond to our professions and this will only
be done if the chief aim of our actions be the glory of God.
I
Holy, holy, holy, is Jehovah of hosts. The ancients quoted
this passage when they wished to prove that there are three
that, while

we

sojourn on earth,

;

persons in one essence of the Godhead.

I do not disagree
with their opinion but if I had to contend with heretics, I
would rather choose to employ stronger proofs for they
become more obstinate, and assume an air of triumph, when
inconclusive arguments are brought against them and they
;

;

;

might easily and readily maintain

that, in this passage, as

number " three" denotes perAlthough, therefore, I have no doubt that the angels
here describe One God in Three Persons, (and, indeed, it is
impossible to praise God without also uttering the praises
of the Father, of the Son, and of the Spirit,) yet I think
in other parts of Scrij^ture, the

fection.

would be better to employ more conclusive passages,
an article of our faith, we should expose
And, indeed, this repetiourselves to the scorn of heretics.
tion rather points out unwearied perseverance, as if the
Prophet had said, that the angels never cease from their
melody in singing the praises of God, as the holiness of God
that
lest,

it

in proving

supplies us with inexhaustible reasons for them.

The whole earth

is

full of his glory.

Literally

it is,

the

fulness of the whole earth, which might be understood to
refer to the fruits, and animals, and manifold riches with

which God has enriched the earth, and might convey this
meaning, that in the ornaments and great variety of furniture of the world the glory of God shines, because they are
But the more simple and
so many proofs of a father's love.
is, that the glory of God fills the whole
spread through every region of the earth. There
is also, I think, an implied contrast, by which he puts down
the foolish boasting of the Jews, who thought that the glory

natural interpretation
world, or

is

I
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God was nowhere to be seen but among themselves, an
wished to have it shut up within their own temple. But
Isaiah shows that it is so far from being confined to so
narrow limits, that it fills the whole earth. And to thia
agrees the prophecy which immediately follows, (ver. 10,)
about the blinding of the Jews, which opened up for th€
Gentiles admission into the Church of God for they occu^
pied that place which the Jews had forsaken and left empty.
4. And the lintels of the posts were moved.
This nois^
was an indication that it was not a human voice which the
for no mortal man has a voice so
Prophet had heard
powerful as to be capable of making the lintels and post$
shake.
Now, the Lord intended not only to establish the
authority of his voice over the Prophet, but to confirm it to
posterity in all ages, that it might never be forgotten.
Leij
of

;

;

know that this noise confirms at this day the
we may tremble whenever he speaks foi
if inanimate and dumb creatures are moved, what ought we
to do, who feel, smell, taste, and understand, for no othei
purpose than that we may obey his word in a holy anc
reverent manner ?
And the house was filled with smoke. This was the com
us, therefore,

voice of God, that

mon and

;

ordinary sign which the Lord employed with

we read

hii

whenever Moses entered
into the tabernacle, smoke was wont to be difiused through
ancient people

it

in such a

;

for

that,

manner that the people could not

see

eithe™

Moses or the tabernacle. (Exod. xxxiii. 9.) The smoke,
therefore, which Isaiah describes was not an unusual occur
rence

;

but in the ordinary way God intended to demonstrat

that he would display his power in executing judgment on]

the people.

But

by

it

may

be asked, Why did God manifest his presence
e
than by any other ? This question may
Y

this sign rather

was always the will of
Df
men, in pushing their in-j
quiries about his majesty beyond what is proper; for on thi
point almost all men are too rash and daring.
They wis!
to rise above the clouds, and to penetrate into the secrets of
God, while they do not see what lies at their feet. Hence
be answered in two ways.

God

First, it

to repress the insolence of
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and when the minds of men have
been entangled in it, they adopt false and pretended modes
of worship for when men allow themselves to adopt any
false notions about Grod, there is nothing which they will not
venture to attempt against him. It was. not without good
reason, therefore, that he made use of smoke, in order to
remind men of their weakness and yet he did not intend
^that they should be blind or stupid, that is, that they should
lave the stupidity and error which the papists disguise under
'the name of simplicity but he forbids us to inquire or search
beyond what he has revealed to us in his word for, as Augusarises a labyrinth of errors,

;

;

;

;

tine says, " that
fore,

smoke of

is

this

lays a restraint

Whenever, there-

a learned ignorance.'^

kind

is

mentioned,

let

upon us from indulging

us

know

that

it

curiosity in our re-

searches into the purpose of God.

Secondly, this smoke ought to strike terror, as David,

when describing an angry and terrible God, says that clouds
and darkness are round about him. (Ps. xcvii. 2.) This also
agrees well with the present passage

;

for

he pronounces a

dreadful judgment, namely, the blinding of the Jews.

think that

temple
I

5.

;

Wo

it

Others

indicated the burning by which he consumed the

but the view which I have given is more probable.
The Prophet now reto me I for I am undone.

how powerfully he was affected by that vision namely,
he was so terrified by seeing God, that he expected immediate destruction. He assigns the reason for believing
that it is all over with him
because, says he, / am a man

lates

;

tliat

;

of unclean

lips.

wonder why Jerome renders it, because I was silent ;
is no ambiguity in the expression.
HD^
(ddmdh) does indeed signify to be silent, but here the unI

seeing that there

doubted mark of a passive verb
likewise be rendered,

Wo

to

is

added.

me ! for I

This passage

may

have been reduced

to

In the Scriptures silence is often taken for death
and those who have been buried are said to have been reduced to silence. But as the meaning is the same, I will not
dispute much about the translation.
The Prophet therefore means, that he was so terrified as
And certainly we need not wonto resemble a dead man.

silence.

;

;
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gine that they

live,
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it

may be renewed accordmen live, that is, imai

that

and are swelled with vain confidence

in

know not God
Accordingly, until God reveal himself to us, we do no
think that we are men, or rather, we think that we are
gods but when we have seen God, we then begin to fee!
and know what we are. Hence springs true humility, whicl^
consists in this, that a man makes no claims for himself, and
depends wholly on God and therefore on this point th0
wisdom

their

or strength, but because they

;

;

present and similar passages ought to be carefully studied.
It was customary with the godly fathers, whenever they;
saw God, to break out into these words / am gone ; I am
utterly imdone.
Our life, therefore, until
(Jud. xiii. 22.)
our minds earnestly draw near to God, is a vain delusion
w^e walk in darkness, and can with difficulty distinguish
truth from falsehood but when we come into the light it is
easy to perceive the difference. So when God draws near to
us, he brings light with him, that we may perceive out,
:

;

worthlessness, w^hich

we

we

could not formerly see, %vhile

entertained a false opinion of ourselves.

And yet mine eyes have seen the king, Jehovah of hosts}
But does the sight of God bring death to men ? For it ap
pears strange that the sight of

should take away

life,

I rei)ly that this

is

of which he

an accidental

God
is

or approach to

him

the source and giver.

result

;

for it takes place

through our fault, and not on account of the nature of God.
Death is within us but we do not perceive it, unless when
it is compared with the life of God.
This is unquestionably
what the Prophet means for he does not merely say that he
is dead, but assigns the reason, because he has unclean lips.
But why does he confine the pollution to the lips ? Was
he pure in understanding, or in the other parts of the body ?
I answer
the Prophet mentions that which he regarded as
;

;

:

the most valuable, his tongue, w^hich was consecrated to

God

be a Prophet. Even though
he was in other respects a sinner, yet because the office
for

God had appointed him

^

For

mine

to

eyes have seen the king, the

Lord of hosts.

—Eng, Ver.

I
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which he held was holy, this part of his body was sacred
and as it does not correspond to the divine holiness, he confesses that, even in that part which in itself is more holy, he
is polluted.
Such appears to me to be the true and natural
meaning of this passage, in the explanation of which commentators have hitherto been unsuccessful.
And I dwell in the midst of a people of unclean lips. This
is added by way of explanation
for he includes himself as
an individual in the number of the common people, tainted
with that pollution which extends to the whole body, and
forgets the purity which he had received from God, because
;

;

cannot dwell in his presence. Hence it is evident that
they are mistaken who imagine that the Prophet spoke
under erroneous views as the common people are wont to
contrive a variety of false notions concerning God.
For, as
I have said, the presence of God and approach to him is the
it

;

because it shows that we are noWlien he who is conscious of his wretchedness sees God, what can he expect but destruction ? For
God is our judge, to whom, we know, nothing is concealed
or unknown, in whose sight our purity is impure.
And if
this happened to the Prophet, what ought we to think of
ourselves ?
For what are we in comparison of him ? Even
if the Lord hath begun to cleanse us, yet we ought to acknowledge our pollution, the remains of which always continue in our flesh. Hence also we ought to draw a universal
doctrine, that the lips of all men are impure and polluted,
till the Lord has cleansed them
from which it also follows,
that human doctrines have an uncleanness which betrays
them, and that there is nothing pure but what has come
from God.
6. Then flew one of the seraphim to me.
The Prophet
shows what kind of relief was brought to him, when he was
and this
so terrified as to think that he was a dead man
confirms what we have already said, that purity of lips comes
from God alone for men can produce nothing of themselves
but what is filthy and abominable. If it be objected that it
is absurd to say that the Lord now cleansed him, as if his
tongue had formerly been impure and profane, though it had
destruction of our flesh

;

thing in ourselves.

;

;

;

VOL.
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been the instrument employed by the Holy

Spirit, I ha'

The Lord
already replied sufficiently to that objection.
already cleansed him, but according to his degree.
cleansing which

is

now added

is

greater

largements and additions, which no

for

;

has

it

man can

its

obtain

e

all

1

once.

We

ha
The
lie

were
impure, because they are now cleansed but we ought to
It was because the Lord intended
inquire why it is done.
favour towards him, and to raise
his
to enlarge and extend
him to higher dignity, that he might have greater influence
over the people and this was rendered necessary by the
character of the times, and the change which had tak

must not conclude,

therefore, that Isaiah's lips
;

;

1

place in the state.

The

fire

was taken from

the altar, to intimate that

it

was

for the law forbade any strange fire to
be brought to it, (Lev. x. 1,) because in sacred things ever
human mixture is absolute profanation. By this figure, the
fore, Isaiah was taught that all purity flows from God alon
We see how God con
7. And applying it to my mouth}
descends to meet the weakness of human sense. He pu
the tongs into the hand of a seraph, that by means of it 1
may take a coal from the altar and apply it to the Prophet*
mouth. This was, no doubt, done in vision but by the ai
of the outward sign God assisted the Prophet's understan

divine or heavenly

;

i

;

There

no reason to believe that the coal possesse
persons imagine that in th
magical arts there is some hidden power. Nothing of thi
sort is to be found here
for it is God alone who can cleans!
our pollution, in whatever part it exists.
Here the angel administered the cleansing, but was na
the author of it so that we must not ascribe to anoth
what belongs to God alone. This is expressly stated by th
angel himself, who claims nothing as his own, but bringin
forward the sacred pledge which he had received from Go
laid it as a sacrament on the lips of the Prophet
not thaf
he could not be cleansed without the coal, but because thi
visible sign was useful for the confirmation and proof of t
ing.

any

virtue,

is

as superstitious

;

;

;

^

And

he laid

it

upon (marg., caused

it

to touch)

my

mouth.

—Eng. Ver.
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the use of sacraments, to strengthen us

for we are not angels, that
can behold the mysteries of Grod without anj assistance, and
therefore he raises us to himself by gradual advances.

in proportion to our ignorance

;

He shows that the confirLo, this hath touched thy lips.
mation which was obtained by the sign was not without
efifect, but that the blessing signified by it was at the same
time bestowed, so that Isaiah knew that he had not been
deceived.
Hence we may infer, that in the sacraments the
reality is given to us along with the sign for when the Lord
holds out a sacrament, he does not feed our eyes with an
empty and unmeaning figure, but joins the truth with it, so
as to testify that by means of them he acts upon us efiicaciously.
And this ought to be the more carefully observed,
because there are few persons in the present day who understand the true use of sacraments, and because many godly
and learned men are engaged in frequent disputes respecting
them.
First of all, we ought to believe that the truth must never
be separated from the signs, though it ought to be distinguished from them. We perceive and feel a sign, such as
the bread which is put into our hands by the minister in the
Lord's Supper
and because we ought to seek Christ in
By the
heaven, our thoughts ought to be carried thither.
hand of the minister he presents to us his body, that it may
be actually enjoyed by the godly, who rise by faith to fellowship with him.
He bestows it, therefore, on the godly, who
for he cannot deceive.
raise their thoughts to him by faith
Unbelievers indeed receive the sign but because they
linger in the world, and do not arrive at Christ's heavenly
kingdom, they have no experience of the truth for he who
has not faith cannot raise his thoughts to God, and therefore cannot partake of Christ.
Faith alone opens for us the
gate of the kingdom of Grod and therefore, whoever wishes
to eat the flesh of Christ must be carried by faith to heaven
beyond human conception. In short, it is the Spirit of God
alone who can make us partakers of that fellowship.
And
yet it does not follow that the unbelief of men takes anything away from the truth of the sacrament, since God al"

;

;

;

;

;

;
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wicked men trea<
it with scorn
just as tlie grace of God is offered by the g(
pel, but all do not receive it, though they actually hear

ways presents

to us a spiritual matter, but

;

and are compelled
Besides,

we

to yield assent to the truth.

learn from this passage that the sacramei

are never separated from the word.
act the part of a

dumb man,

The angel does not

h«

but, after having given

tl

ma
immediately adds the doctrine, in order to show wha
was intended by it for it would have been no sacrament^
doctrine had not been added, from which Isaiah could lei
for what purpose the coal was applied to his mouth,
sign,

;

i

nti
us therefore learn that the chief part of the sacramenti
lite
and that without it they are absolute
icl
we see every day in popery, in whicl
The amount
the sacraments are turned into stage-plays.

consists in the word,

corruptions, such as

I

the whole is, that there is nothing to prevent Isaiah, w'
on
has been perfectly cleansed, and is free from all pollution
from appearing as Grod's representative.
The Pi
8. Afterwards I heard the voice of the Lord.

i

now begins to discourse about the
why God appeared to him with such
order to ordain him anew as a prophet.

phet

was called

design of this vision
glorious majesty,
It

ii

was because

'.

an incredible message about blindi
he is mc
fully assured of his calling, that he may lay. aside fear ai
obey the command of God for nothing gives greater ca
fidence to pious minds than to know that they obey G<
He had also another proof, namely, that the Lord hi
cleansed him and this was sufficient to lead him to und<
take any task, however difficult.
Whom shall I send t The Prophet represents the Lord,
speaking, as if he could not find a man qualified for such
the Jews.

to deliver

On

this revolting occasion, therefore,

;

;

message.

Some think

that this

is

intended to reprove

ignorance of the priests and prophets

;

t

because, though the^

still not one of them was qualified
This reason carries some probability, but I wou
rather view it as referring to the certainty of Isaiah's calling

are very numerous,
teach.

I

it was not at random, but from choice, thai
the Lord appointed him.
There is here, therefore, a weigh

as implying that
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deliberation whom the Lord will be pleased to send
not
that he hesitates, but such modes of expression are used on
;

/ will go down and see.
For God, to whom all things are known,
has no need to make any inquiry but, lest men should
think that he acts with precipitation, he thus accommodates
himself to the ordinary modes of speaking among men. In
like manner, when he asks whom he shall send, the meaning
is, that he needs not an ordinary person, but a teacher of
uncommon excellence on a subject of the greatest importance.
Hence we infer that the authority of Isaiah was confirmed, so that he was reckoned to be not only a prophet,
but eminent among the prophets.
our account, just as those words,
(Gen.

xviii. 21.)

;

Who

will go for us

?

1

am

rather favourable to the opinion

that this passage points to Three Persons in the Godhead,

we elsewhere read, Let us create man in our likeness.
For God talks with himself, and in the plural
26.)
number and unquestionably he now holds a consultation
with his eternal Wisdom and his eternal Power, that is,

just as

(Gen.

i.

;

with the Son and the Holy Spirit.
Here am I. So ready a reply shows how great is that
cheerfulness which springs from faith for he who but lately
;

lay like a dead

man

Hence we see that
we have formerly spoken did not

dreads no

the amazement of which

difficulty.

spring from rebellion, in wishing to flee from God, or to re-

which had been laid upon him but because
he needed new grace, that he might know that he would be
able to endure the burden.
On this account it ought to be
observed, that we cannot undertake anything in a proper
manner without the evidence of our calling otherwise we
shall pause and hesitate at every step.
Besides, it is a powerful aid to our confidence, when we
know that we are not destitute of the necessary gifts, but
that God has bestowed them on us, in order that we may be
Now, this remarkbetter enabled to discharge our office.
able instance of obedience ought to produce such an efi'ect
on our minds that we shall readily and cheerfully undertake
fuse the charge

;

;

any task which he may be pleased to enjoin, and shall
never refuse any task, however difficult we may imagine it

:
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Wlien the Prophet says, Here am /, the meaning
is ready to obey the commands of God
for t
mode of expression is frequently employed in Scripture to
denote obedience.
to be.

that he

;

J

Then he said, Go, and tell that people} This sho
more clearly how necessary the vision was, that Isaiah
might not all at once fail in his course. It was a grievous
stumblingblock, that he must endure such obstinacy and r^
bellion in the people of God, and that not only for a year
two, but for more than sixty years.
On this account he
needed to be fortified, that he might be like a brazen wall
against such stubbornness.
The Lord, therefore, merely
forewarns Isaiah that he will have to do with obstinate men,
9.

still

m

on whom he will produce little effect but that so unusual
an occurrence must not lead him to take offence, and lose
courage, or yield to the rebellion of men
that, on the contrary, he must proceed with unshaken firmness, and rise
superior to temptations of this nature.
For God gives him
due warning beforehand as to the result as if he had said,
" You will indeed teach without any good effect but do not
regret your teaching, for I enjoin it upon you and do not
refrain from teaching, because it yields no advantage
only
obey me, and leave to my disposal all the consequences of
your labours. I give you all this information in good timi
that the event may not terrify you, as if it had been strauj
and unexpected.'' Besides, he is commanded openly to i
prove their blind obstinacy, as if he purposely taunted thei
" My labours will do no good
but it matters not to me
is enough that what I do obtains the approbation of God,
whom my preaching will be a sweet smell, though it brii
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

death to
10.

you.''

Harden

statement

is

(2 Cor.

ii.

15, 16.)

the heart of this people.^

more

fully expressed

;

for

Here the form

God informs

Isaiali

beforehand, not only that his labour in teaching will b
fruitless, but that by his instruction he will also bli

the people, so as to be the occasion of producing greater
sensibility

and stubbornness, and

1

And he said.

*

Make

to

—

Go, and tell this people. Eng. Ver.
of this people fat. Eng. Ver.

the Iieart

i

end in their destructio

—
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and undermeans of obtain-

declares that the people, bereft of reason

standing, will perish, and there will be no

ing relief; and

he at the same time affirms that the

j^et

labours of the Prophet, though they bring death and ruin

be to him an acceptable sacrifice.
remarkable declaration not only because
Isaiah here foretold what was afterwards fulfilled under the
reign of Christ, but also because it contains a most useful
[doctrine, which will be of perpetual use in the Church of

on the Jews,
This

a

is

will

trul}^

;

*

God

;

for all

who

shall labour faithfully in the ministry of

the word will be laid under the necessity of meeting with

the same result.

We

could have wished

;

too have experienced

but

it

it

more than we

has been shared by

vants of Christ, and therefore

we ought

the ser-

all

endure it with
greater patience, though it is a very grievous stumblingblock to those who serve God with a pure conscience.
Not
only does it give great offence, but Satan powerfully excites
his followers to raise a dislike of instruction on the pretence
of its being not merely useless, but even injurious that it
to

;

men more

and leads to their destruction.
At the present day, those who have no other reproach to
renders

obstinate,

bring against the doctrine of the gospel maintain that the
only effect produced by the preaching of

it

has been, that

God

assures us that

the world has become worse.

But whatever may be the

result, still

we obey his
command and although our labour appear to be fruitless,
and men rush forward to their destruction, and become more
rebellious, we must go forward
for we do nothing at our
own suggestion, and ought to be satisfied with having the
our ministrations are acceptable to him, because
;

;

approbation of God.

when

We ought,

indeed, to be deeply grieved

and we ought
part of the
pray to God to give efficacy to his word.
blame we ought even to lay on ourselves, when the fruits are
so scanty and yet we must not abandon our office, or throw
away our weapons. The truth must always be heard from
our lips, even though there be no ears to receive it, and
though the world have neither sight nor feeling for it is
enough for us that we labour faithfully for the glory of God,
success does not attend our exertions

;

A

to

;

;
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when

him
it

;

VI. 10;

and the sounc

renders the worlc

without excuse.

Hence

arises a

most excellent and altogether invaluabh

consolation to godly teachers, for supporting their mindi

against those grievous offences which daily spring from

obstinacy of men, that, instead of being retarded by

may
is

persevere in their duty with unshaken firmness.

it,

th(

thej

As

i

also a general offence, that the lively word of God, at thi

hearing of which the whole world ought to tremble, strikei
their ears to no purpose, and without any advantage, lei
weak men learn to fortify themselves by this declaration

We

wonder how

it is

possible that the greater part of me:

can furiously oppose God and hence also arises a doubt
it be the heavenly truth of God which is rejected without
bringing punishment for it can hardly be believed that Go
addresses men for the purpose of exciting their scorn. Th
our faith may not fail, we ought to employ this suppo
that the office of teaching was enjoined on Isaiah, on the co
dition that, in scattering the seed of life, it should yield n
thing but death and that this is not merely a narrative o
what once happened, but a prediction of the future kingdom of Christ, as we shall find to be stated shortly afte
;

i

;

;

wards.

We

ought also to attend to this circumstance, that Isai
A
to men indiscriminately, but to the Jews.
cordingly, the demonstrative particle Hin, (hinneh,) behol
is emphatic, and implies that the people whom the Lord had
peculiarly chosen for himself do not hear the word, and shut
their eyes amidst the clearest light.
Let us not wonder,
therefore, if we appear to be like persons talking to the deaf,
when we address those who boast of the name of God. It is
undoubtedly a harsh saying, that God sends a prophet to
close the ears, stop up the eyes, and harden the heart of the
people ; because it appears as if these things were inconsistent with the nature of God, and therefore contradicted his
word.
But we ought not to think it strange if God punishes
the wickedness of men by blinding them in the highest degree. Yet the Prophet shows, a little before, that the blame

was not sent

;;
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of this blindness lies with the people

;

for

hear, he bears witness that the doctrine

ing the people,

if
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when he

is fitted

they choose to submit to

it

;

bids

them

for instruct-

that light

is

given to guide them, if they will but open their eyes. The
whole blame of the evil is laid on the people for rejecting

God and hence is obtained a more
complete solution of that difficulty to which we formerly

the amazing kindness of

^^verted.
^H' At first

sight

it

;

seems unreasonable that the Prophets

should be represented as making men's hearts more hardened.

They carry

in their

mouth the word

of Grod, by

which, as by a lamp, the steps of men ought to be guided
for this encomium, we know, has been pronounced on it by

duty of the Prophets,
open them. Again,
it is called perfect wisdom, (Ps. xix. 9 ;) how then does it
stupify men and take away their reason ? Those hearts which
formerly were of brass or iron ought to be softened by it
how then is it possible that it can harden them, as I have
already observed ? Such blinding and hardening influence
does not arise out of the nature of the word, but is accidental, and must be ascribed exclusively to the depravity of
man. As dim-sighted people cannot blame the sun for dazzling their eyes with its brightness; and those whose hearing
is weak cannot complain of a clear and loud voice which the
defect of their ears hinders them from hearing and, lastly,
a man of weak intellect cannot find fault with the difficulty
so ungodly
of a subject which he is unable to understand
men have no right to blame the word for making them
worse after having heard it. The whole blame lies on themand we need not
selves in altogether refusing it admission
wonder if that which ought to have led them to salvation

David.

(Ps. cxix. 105.)

It is not the

therefore, to blind the eyes, but rather to

;

;

;

become the cause of their destruction. It is right that the
treachery and unbelief of men should be punished by meeting death w^here they might have received life, darkness
where they might have had light and, in short, evils as
numerous as the blessings of salvation which they might
have obtained. This ought to be carefully observed for
nothing is more customary with men than to abuse the gifts
;

;
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of God, and then not only to maintain that they are innc
cent, but

even to be proud of appearing in borrowed feather

But they are doubly wicked when they not only do not appl;
to their jiroper use, but wickedly corrupt and profane, thoa
gifts which God had bestowed on them.
John quotes this passage as a clear demonstration of th

He does not indeed absolute
but he states the meaning clearl

stubbornness of the Jews.
give the very words,

enough. Therefore^ says he, they could not believe, becam
Isaiah said, He hath blinded their eyes, and hardened their
(John xii. 39.) True, this prediction was not the
heart.
cause of their unbelief, but the Lord foretold

it,

because he

foresaw that they would be such as they are here described.

The Evangelist

what had already taken
same time shows that the
Jews were deprived of reason and understanding, because
they were rebels against God. Yet if you inquire into the
first cause, we must come to the predestination of God.
But
as that purpose is hidden from us, we must not too eagerl*
search into it for the everlasting scheme of the divine pu^
pose is beyond our reach, but we ought to consider the cause
which lies plainly before our eyes, namely, the rebellion b;
which they rendered themselves unworthy of blessings
numerous and so great.
Paul, too, shows from this passage, on more than one oi
Bom. xi, 8,) that the whole blam
casion, (Acts xxviii. 27
They have shut thei
of blindness rests with themselves.
What Isaiah here sa
ears, says he, and closed their eyes.
cribes to doctrine, Paul traces to the wicked disposition c
the nation, which was the cause of their own blindness am
accordingly, I have stated that this was an accidental an<
In that passage Par
not a natural result of the doctrine.
applies to the Gospel

place under the law, and at the

;

i

;

;

introduces the Spirit as speaking, (Acts xxviii. 25
says that Isaiah spake thus of Christ,
glory.

(John

xii. 41.)

From

this

it

;)

but Joh]

when he had beheld
is

evident, as

we

hi
for

God who filled the whol
Now, Christ is not separate fro
his Spirit, and therefore Paul had good reason for applying
this passage to the Holy Spirit
for although God exhibite
merly

said, that Christ w^as that

earth with his majesty.

;

;
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image of himself in Christ, still it
communicated was wholly breathed
Now, however
into him by the power of the Holy Spirit.
ungodly men may bark against us with their reproaches, that
our doctrine ought to bear the blame, because the world is
made worse by the preaching of it, they gain nothing at all,
and take nothing away from the authority of the doctrine
for they must at the same time condemn God himself and
the whole of his doctrine.
But their calumnies will not hinder his justice from being displayed, or hinder him from vindicating itself, and at the same time vindicating us.
And when they shall be converted} Here he expressly declares that he did not send the Prophet because he intended
to save the people
but, on the contrary, because he intended
to destroy them.
But the word of God brings salvation at
least some benefit must arise from the preaching of it, that
it may do good to some, though many are deprived of the
advantage by their own unbelief I answer, the subject
treated of is the whole body, which had already been condemned and devoted to destruction for there were always
some whom the Lord exempted from the general ruin to
them the word brought salvation, and on them it actually
produced its proper effect but the great body of the people
were cut oiF and perished through obstinate unbelief and rebellion.
So, then, we perceive that the word of God is never
to the Prophet the lively
is

certain that whatever he

;

;

;

;

;

so destructive that there are not a

few who perceive that

brings salvation to them, and feel that

They

shall be healed.

We

it

it

does so in reality.

ought also to observe from the

order and connexion of the words, that the

first

step of heal-

But in the first place, we must understand what he means by the word healing ; for he uses it in
reference to the chastisements which had been inflicted on
Now, the cause of all
the people on account of their sins.
the evils which we endure is our rebellion against God.
When we repent, he is reconciled to us, and the rods with
which he chastised us are no longer employed. This is our
ing

is

repentance.

healing.

which

And this order ought

it is

to be carefully observed,

from

evident what object the Lord has in view in in^

And

convert.

—Eng. Ver.
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viting us to himself, and
doctrine, namely, that

what

is

the design of the heavenljl

we may be

converted.

(Matt,
another part of the Gospel, Rej)ent ye.
Then, offering reconciliation he holds out remedies

This
2.)

is

iii
foi

And such
all diseases, not only of the body but of the soul.
being the eminent advantage derived from the word of Godt
if we are not reconciled to God as soon as his word soundi
in our ears,
for

it

we have no

right to lay the

rests wholly with ourselves.

blame on any other

Indeed, the Prophet heri

and monstrous,

by the docwhich is to hea
and soften, men should become insolent and obstinate an
It is undoubtedly true, that when w^
altogether incurable.
are drawn inwardly, (John vi. 44,) it is an extraordina
gift of God, and that the arm of God is not revealed to al
(Isa. liii. 1 ;) but by this dreadful punishment of obstinat
malice, Isaiah intended to teach, that we ought earnestly t
beware of despising when God calls.
11. And I said, How long,
Lord? Although the Pro
phets are severe in denouncing the wrath of God agains
men, yet they do not lay aside human feelings. It is theri
fore necessary that they sustain a twofold character for the^
must proclaim the judgment of God with high and unshakei
courage, so that they would rather choose that the work
should be destroyed and utterly ruined than that any pan
And yet they are no
of His glory should be taken away.
devoid of feeling, so as to be unmoved by compassion foi
their brethren, whose destruction their office lays them unde;
the necessity of foretelling.
These two feelings, though tliej
appear to be inconsistent, are in full harmony, as appean
from the instance of Jeremiah, who at first complains of th^
hard task assigned him of proclaiming destruction to th<
people, but afterwards revives his courage, and proceedi
speaks of

it

as unnatural

that,

trine of the word, the native tendency of

;

boldly in discharging the duties of his

office.

(Jer.

i.

6, 1 7.

Such was also the state of Isaiah's mind for, being desiroui
to obey God, he earnestly proclaimed His judgments
and"
yet he had some regard to the people, which led him to entreat, that if this blindness must come upon them,- it migh
not be permanent. There can be no doubt, that when h
;

;
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moved with compassion, and depunishment should be mitigated.
Natural affections, (aropyal (j)vaifcal,) therefore, ought
not to prevent us from performing what is our duty.
For
instance, there is the natural affection of a husband to a wife,
and of a father to a son but it ought to be checked and restrained, so that we may chiefly consider what is suitable to
our calling, and what the Lord commands. This ought to
thus prayed to God, he was
sired that so dreadful a

;

for when we wish to give loose reins
we commonly plead this excuse, that we are
and ready to do what God requires, but are over-

be carefully observed

;

to ourselves,

willing

affection.
But those feelings ought to
be restrained in such a manner as not to obstruct our calling just as they did not hinder the Prophet from proceeding in the discharge of his duty for to such an extent ought

powered by natural

;

;

we to acknowledge the authority of the Lord over us, that
when he orders and commands, we should forget ourselves
and all that belongs to us.
But although the godly anxiety of Isaiah about the
tion of the people

is

here expressed,

still

salva-

the severity of the

punishment is likewise stated, that wicked men may not, as
they are wont to do, indulge the hope of some mitigation.
Nor can it be doubted that the Prophet was led by a secret
impulse from God to ask this, that the stern and dreadful
reply which immediately follows might be more fully brought
out from which it is evident what kind of destruction awaits
unbelievers, that they will receive no light or moderate punishment, but will be utterly destroyed and cut off.
Until the houses be without man, and the land hecome a
This is an additional aggravation for it is posdesolation.
sible that countries might be wasted, and yet that one city
might remain that even cities might be stormed and laid
But here the
desolate, and yet very many houses be left.
slaughter, he tells us, will be so great, that not only the
cities, but even the very houses will be thrown down, and
the whole land will be reduced to frightful and lamentable
desolation though even amidst the heaviest calamities some
remnant is still left. Though Isaiah said this but once, yet
for this punishlet us understand that it is also spoken to us
;

;

;

;

;
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ment has been pronounced against all who obstinately dia
obey God, or who with a stiff neck struggle against his yoke
The more violent their opposition,, the more resolutely wi
the Lord pursue them till they are utterly destroyed.
1 2. Till the Lord have 7'emoved men far away.
These word
contain nothing new, but merely an explanation of the fo:
mer verse, and a description by other words of the ruin tha/
shall overtake Judea
namely, that God will send the in
habitants far away.
He asserts that those who shall survivi
the war will not be exempted from punishment, for they will
be led into captivity. And next he adds a general clause
about the desolation of the land as if he had said that
would be desolate and bereft of inhabitants, because som
would flee away, others would be driven into banishmen
and others would perish by the sword. Such is the rewa
prepared for obstinate and rebellious persons, who add crime
to crime, till the indignation of God rise to such a heiarht
that it cannot be appeased.
13. Till there shall be in it a tenth}
There is some ob
scurity in the words
but let us first ascertain the meaning
and then we shall easily find out what is the signification o
the words. There are two ways of explaining this passage
Some explain n^^'^i? (asirJydh) to mean decimation ; othen
make it to mean a tenth part, and consider it to be a colleo
tive noun. Undoubtedly, the Hebrew word ^^''^^1?, (asirlth,
and not n*'^*'^^?, (aslriydh,) denotes a tenth part, though th<
difference between them is not great.
Those who render i
decimation think that a truce is promised to the people, be
cause from the reign of Uzziah to the destruction of Jerusa
lem there would be ten kings and undoubtedly that is th(
number of kings, reckoning from Uzziah to Zedekiah. Hii
prophetical doctrine would derive no small support from th(
circumstance, that he could tell the number of kings who'
should reign even after his death, and that he described not
only the fact itself, but likewise the time, and the day.
m
Yet I know not if another meaning be not somewhat more
appropriate
for the Prophet appears to hold out to the
people this consolation, that they will retain some hidde:
;

;

;

;

;

^

But yet

in

it

shall be

a

tenth.

—Eng. Ver.

:
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and will be capable of sprouting out, though they
appear for a time to be entirely dead just as, when the
But as tlie forwinter is past, the trees renew their foliage.
vigour,

may

;

mer exposition

carries sufficient probability, I shall therefore

explain the whole verse according to the opinion of those

who think that mention

mean

that,

when

is-

here

made

of ten kings, so as to

the ten kings shall have completed their

^jjeign, the people will be carried into captivity, and then, as
a conflagration, the whole land will be consumed.

^By

At the same

^^hether

time, the reader ought to be aware that,

H^^^^S) (asirtydh) be rendered a tenth part, or de-

^^fmation,

may

it

with the utmost propriety be viewed as

and then the meaning will be, Till
diminished to a tenth part. He had formerly
spoken of a remnant, and a very small remnant, (Isa. i. 9,)
and afterwards he will speak of it again, (Isa. x. 22 ;) for it

referring to the people

;

the people be

was a very small number that remained. It might thereviewed as meaning, that out of a thousand
there would be left a hundred
out of a hundred, ten and
fore be naturally

;

;

out of ten, one.

And

shall return.

the better

:

That

is,

a change will take place for

the Jews will return from captivity to their na-

and the land will assume a new aspect. But
be thought to be somewhat at variance with what
follows
for the Prophet immediately adds, It shall he destruction.
How cold comfort will it yield to the people to
be restored, if shortly afterwards they shall be again destroyed
Some commentators solve this difficulty, by supposing that Isaiah spoke about the final destruction of the
people. But in my opinion he rather means that the destruction will not be complete, but such as happens to trees, when
their leaves fall off in the winter, and nothing appears but
dead timber but when spring returns, they bud forth anew
tive country,
this

may
;

!

;

and

so. also will this

*1i?l^ (lebder)

people.

means

to

hurn^ and therefore

it

means here

Bishop Lowth's rendering is, And though there he a tenth part remainit, even this shall undergo repeated destruction ; which accords with
Calvin's view, that the substance of the tree will be left. Bishop Stock
renders it for pasture : But yet in it shall he left a tenth, and it shall recover, and serve for pasture.
He reasons thus: " The verb "IJ^Il may
^

ing in

I

1
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but we ougb
metaphor which immc
diately follows for Isaiah does not barely mean that it wi
be consumed^ but that it will be consumed like the teil-trei
that is, with the hope of immediate recovery. When Jerora
rendered it for exhibition, I know not on what he suppose
that opinion to be founded, if it were not that he made a fr
translation, looking rather to the meaning than to the et)
mology of the word for when trees blossom or put fort
leaves, their life is again brought forth and displayed
an
this meaning will be very appropriate.
As a teil-tree omd an oak. It appears that Isaiah did n
select at random those two kinds of trees
for one of theri
puts forth its leaves, and likewise sheds them, sooner than
the other. So it happened to the tribe of Judah for first
the ten tribes, with the half tribe of Benjamin, were carried
into captivity
and thus they who were the first to blossom
were likewise the first to decay. This tribe was the latest
that tliey will be consumed by a conflagration
to read

:

in connection with the

it

;

;

;

;

;

;

of all in decaying, not without high expectation of blossom-

hope of deliverance is held out, and
from the captivity of the Israelites. There
appears, therefore, to be some appropriateness in this meta|
phor of the trees but I would not choose to press it very fi
ing again
this

was

;

for here the

different

;

When
leaves,

they cast their leaves.

By

the phrase, casting

I

must be understood that throwing of them dow

which takes place when trees are stripped of their leaves
of their garment for trees, in that state of nakedness, ap
pear to be dry and withered though there remains in them
jm
a hidden vigour, through which they are at length quicken
by the returning mildness of the season.
So in it shall he substance. This is the application of t'
;

;

either signify to eat grass, or to eat it down.
The question is, in which
sense it is to be understood here ? whether the land is again to yield food
to its inhabitants, or to be laid bare and waste ? That the former is the
true meaning I think very evident, as well from the tendency of the ensuing simile of the oak, which is of the consolatory kind, as because it is the
almost constant practice of Isaiah to subjoin to denunciations of divine
vengeance a prediction of final reconcilement and happiness." Jarchi, as
interpreted by Breithaupt, renders the word, et ericnt in combustionem,
~
(sive depastionem,) and they shall he for destruction, (or for pasti
leaving it doubtful which of the above renderings ought to be preferrc

—Ed.

;
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metaplior, which

is

for when we see
God in the very order of nature, we
As Paul holds out a likeness of the

exceedingly forcible

the spiritual grace of
are strongly confirmed.

;

resurrection in the sowing of corn, which
rence,

(1

Cor. XV.
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is

a daily occur-

manner Isaiah

so in like

36,)

in this

passage describes the restoration of the Church, by taking a
metaphor from trees, which wither at the end of autumn,

but again blossom at the return of spring, and put forth

new

leaves which could not happen, did they not retain
some vigour during the w^inter, though to outward appear;

ance they are dead.

He

foretells that

a similar event will

happen to this people so that, although during their hard
and oppressive captivity they resemble dry timber, and it
;

may

be thought that they can never be delivered, still there
always be preserved in them some vigour, by which
they shall be supported amidst those calamities, and shall
at length come forth and blossom.
will

This doctrine,

we have

not peculiar to a single

said, is

and therefore it ought to be carefully observed for it
frequently happens that the Church, amidst the numerous
afflictions which she endures, appears to have no strength,
and is supposed to be utterly ruined. Whenever this takes

age,

;

place, let us fully believe that, notwithstanding these apis still some concealed energy, which, though
be not immediately manifest to our eyes, will at length

pearances, there
it

yield

its fruit.

That energy

lies

Lord, by which alone the Church

The holy

seed.

He

hidden in the word of the
is

shows what

sustained.

is

that substance, that

it

number of the godly, whom he calls the
holy seed ; for he means the elect, who would be preserved
by the free mercy of God, and thus would survive that capconsists of a small

That banishment might be regarded as a cleansing
by which the Lord took away the ungodly
and when they had been cut off, he collected a people, small
Some comin number, but truly consecrated to himself

tivity.

of the Church,

mentators consider this phrase to refer to Christ but the
interpretation appears to be too far-fetched, and it will be
more consistent to extend it to all the godly for the holy
;

;

seed is the substance of the Church.
VOL.

I.

P

;

:
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1. And it came to pass, in the
days of Ahaz the son of Jotham,
the son of Uzziah, king of Judah,
that Rezin the king of Syria, and
Pekah the son of Remaliah, king of
Israel, went up toward Jerusalem to
war against it, but could not prevail

against

VII.

Accidit in diebus Achaz filii
filii Usiaj regis luda, ut ascenderet Rezin rex Syrian, et Pecah
filius Romeliaj rex Israel, contra lerusalem, ad oppugnandam earn ; sed
non potuit expugnare.
1.

it.

Nuntiatum

it was told the house of
David, saying, Syria is confederate
with Ephraim and his heart was

cum Ephraim

moved, and the heart of

cor ejus,

:

his people,

as the trees of the wood are moved
with the wind.
3. Then said the Lord unto Isaiah,
Go forth now to meet Ahaz, thou
and Shear-jashub thy son, at the end
of the conduit of the upper pool, in
the highway of the fuller's field ;
4. And say unto him, Take heed,
and be quiet fear not, neither be
faint-hearted for the two tails of
these smoking firebrands, for the
fierce anger of Rezin with Syria,
and of the son of Remaliah.
;

5.

Vl

lotham,

And

2.
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Because Syria, Ephraim, and

the son of Remaliah, have taken
evil counsel against thee, saying,
6. Let us go up against Judah,
and vex it, and let us make a breach
therein for us, and set a king in the
midst of it, even the son of Tabeal
7. Thus saith the Lord God, It
shall not stand, neither shall it come

2.

est

autem domui

David, dicendo, Sociata est Syria
;

sicuti

commotum est
cum ligna sylvse

et

moventur a vento.

J

3. Tunc dixit lehova ad Isaia
Egredere in occursum Achaz, tu et
Sear-jasub filius tuus ad finem aquseductus piscinai superioris, ad viatfl

J

agri fuUonis.
4. Et dices ad eum. Con tine et
quiesce; non formides, neque mollescat cor tuum propter duas caudas

istorum titionum fumigautium, in
furore irse Rezin, et Syri, et fil
Romeliae.
5. Eo quod consilium contra t
iniit

Syrus malignum

cum Ephraii

Romelise, dicendo
6. Ascendamus contra ludam, €
excitemus eum, et aperiamus eui
nobis ; constituamusque in medi
ejus Regem, filium Tabeal.
7. Sic dixit Dominus lehova, Noj
et

filio

consistet, et

:

non

erit.

to pass.

For the head of Syria is Damasand the head of Damascus is
Rezin; and within threescore and
five years shall Ephraim be broken,
8.

cus,

be not a people.
the head of Ephraim is
Samaria, and the head of Samaria
is Remaliah's son.
If ye will not
believe, surely ye shall not be estabthat

9.

it

And

8.

Quoniam caput

Syrise,

Damaa

Damasci, Rezin. B
quidem adhuc sexaginta quinqm
anni, et frangetur Ephraim, ut no]
cus

;

et caput

populus.
Interea caput Ephraim, Sama
ria ; e^ caput Samariae, filius Rome
liae.
Si non creditis, profecto nequi
sit

9.

stabitis.

lished,

10. Moreover, the Lord spake
again unto Ahaz, saying,
11. Ask thee a sign of the Lord
thy God ask it either in the depth,
or in the height above.
;

10. Et adjecit lehova loqui ai
Achaz, dicendo
11. Pete tibi signum a lehovi
Deo tuo, petendo in profundo,
sursum in excelso.

;

:
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12. But Ahaz said, I will not ask,
neither will I tempt the Lord.

13. And he said, Hear ye now, O
house of David 7s it a small thing
for you to weary men, but will ye
weary my God also
14. Therefore the Lord himself
shall give you a sign Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son,
;

.''

;

and

shall call his

15. Butter

name Tmmanuel.

and honey

shall

he

eat,

that he may know to refuse the evil,
and choose the good.
16. For before the child shall
know to refuse the evil, and choose
the good, the land that thou abhorrest shall be forsaken of both her
kings.
17. The Lord shall bring
thee, and upon thy people, and

upon
upon

thy father's house, days that have
not come, from the day that Ephraim
departed from Judah ; even the king
of Assyria.
18. And it shall come to pass in
that day, that the Lord shall hiss
for the fly that is in the uttermost
part of the rivers of Egypt, and for
the bee that is in the land of Assyria
19. And they shall come, and shall
rest all of them in the desolate valleys, and in the holes of the rocks,

and upon

all

thorns, and

upon

all

bushes.
20. In the

same day shall the
shave with a razor that is
hired, namely^ by them beyond the
river, by the king of Assyria, the
head, and the hair of the feet and
it shall also consume the beard.

Lord

:

21. And it shall come to pass in
that day, that a man shall nourish a
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12. Et ait Achaz, Non petam et
non tentabo lehovara.
13. Et dixit, Audite nunc domus
David An parum est vobis, hominibus molestos esse, nisi Deo quoque
;

;

meo

sitis

molesti

?

14. Propterea dabit vobis

Domi-

nus ipse signum: Ecce virgo concipiet,

et pariet filium

nomen

ejus

et vocabit

;

Immanuel.
15. Butyrura et mel comedet, donee sciat reprobare malum, et eligere
bonum.
16. Et quidem antequam sciat
puer rejicere malum et eligere bonum, relinquetur terra quam odisti,
a duobus Regibus suis.
17. Adducet lehova super te, et
super populum tuum, et super domum patris tui, dies qui non vencrunt a die defectionis Ephraim a
luda nempe, Regem Assur.
:

18. Erit in die ilia

:

Sibilabit le-

hova muscse, qufe est in extremitate
fluminum JEgypti, et api quse est in
terra Assur.
19. Venientque, et quiescent oranes in vallibus desertis, et in cavernis

petrarum, et in omnibus
in

spinetis, et

omnibus dumetis.

20. In die ilia radet Dominus
novacula conducta, per hos qui trans
fluvium sunt, per Regem Assur,
caput et pilos pedum ; quin et bar-

bam

toilet.

21. Fietque in die ilia, ut homo
nutriat vaccam armenti et duas oves.

young cow and two sheep
22.

And

come

to pass, for

22.

the abundance of milk that they shall
give, that he shall eat butter
for
butter and honey shall every one eat
that is left in the land.
23. And it shall come to pass in
that day, that every place shall be,
where there were a thousand vines
at a thousand silverlings, it shall
ven be for briers and thorns.

lactis

it

shall

:

24.

With arrows and with bows

Et

eveniet, ut propter

copiam

quam proferent, comedet butyrum. Butyrum certe et mel comedet quisquis residuus fuerit in medio
terrse.

23. Erit etiam in die

ilia,

ut quo-

cunque in loco fuerint mille
prostent mille argenteis
spinas et vepres.
24.

Cum

sagittis et

vites,

propter

arcu venient

;
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the land shall become briers and

shall
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quoniara spinse et vepres erunt
per universam terram.
illuc;

thorns,
25. And on all hills that shall be
digged with the mattock, there shall
not come thither the fear of briers
and thorns but it shall be for the
sending forth of oxen, and for the
treading of lesser cattle.
:

25.
ui
illuc

Porro quod ad omnes montes
lodiuntur, non veniet
timor spinarum et veprium

sarculo

sed expositi erunt bobus, et conculcabuntur a pecoribus.

1

Here is related a remarkabl
1. And it came to pass.
prophecy about the wonderful deliverance of Jerusalem,
v^'hen it appeared to have been utterly ruined.
Now the
Prophet explains all the circumstances, that by means ofl
them the miracle may be more fully displayed, and to make
it manifest, that not by the wisdom or power of man, but
by the favour of God, the city has been preserved. For sofl
ungrateful were the people, that, at the close of this transaction, they would not have understood that they had been
delivered by the hand of the Lord, if all the circumstanc
had not been expressly brought to their remembrance. And
indeed, there were very few persons who, in the hour ol
danger, ventured to hope what Isaiah promised
because
they judged of themselves and of the state of public afFai
from present appearances. In order, therefore, to make
known the remarkable kindness of God, he enters into al
the details, that they may perceive from what danger an
from whose hand they have been delivered. Let us alsc
understand that this kindness was conferred on ungrateful
men, that the Church might be preserved, and that Christ
might afterwards appear.
It ought to be observed that the Prophet speaks of the
second war which was fought by Rezin and Pekah ; and this
may easily be inferred from the sacred history for in the
former war Ahaz was vanquished, and a vast multitude were
carried into captivity, who were at length restored by the
Israelites, when the Prophet, in the name of God, commanded that it should be done. Having again collected an.
army, (2 Kings xvi. 5,) the kings of Israel and Syria attacked Ahaz, because they thought that he had been worn
The|
out by the former war, and had no power to resist.
mention of this second war is intended to show the great;

;

L
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ness of the miracle

for

;
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Ahaz had not strength

left to resist

whole nation having
been swept away by the former war, and such of the people
as remained being quite dispirited, and not yet recovered
from the terror arising out of their recent defeat. So much
the more, therefore, are the goodness and power of God displayed, that,, pitying so great distress, he gave assistance to
his people, and in a moment rescued them from the jaws of
so great a multitude, the flower of the

when
Went up.

death,

summary

all

regarded their condition as hopeless.

This

may

be regarded as a statement and
for he mentions the sub-

of the whole transaction

;

about to speak, and in the Hebrew
modes of expression briefly glances at those matters which
he will afterwards explain more fully and at large. From

jects on

which he

is

first he tells the result, that the expedition of the two
kings was unsuccessful, and afterwards he will assign the
reasons why Jerusalem could not be stormed but before

the

;

coming to that, he
King Ahaz.
2. And it was told

briefly notices

the house

that, at the very time

when

the plan or design of

of David.

He does

not

mean

the two kings were approaching

king received intelligence about the league;
would not have been safe for Ahaz to go out, when
the invading array was spread over the country but before
to the city, the
for it

;

King Ahaz
Hence there is reason to believe tliat his consternation became greater when he saw the danger nearer.
The house of David means the king's palace and court as
if the Prophet had said that Ahaz and his counsellors had
been informed about the conspiracy which had been formed
they had collected their forces,

it

is

said that

trembled.

;

against Judea.

nHi (ndchdh) is variously rendered by
The signification of this Hebrew word being to
lead, some draw from it this meaning, " The King of Syria
led his soldiers to aid the army ;" and they think that 7^
Others
{al) with V (ain) is put for ^X (al) with K {aleph).
As

to the words,

interpreters.

(yau) were wantit from T^)^ (nudch), as if the letter
and render it, he rested. According to others, it is
rather an inversion of the letters, and nil^ (ndhdh) is put for

derive
ing,

*)

—
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(chdndh), which

means

to
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pitch a

camp ;

and, therefore,

they choose to render it, Syria is confederate} Nothing else
was meant by the Prophet than that a league in war had_
been formed between the Israelites and the Syrians, tha'
with their united forces they might attack Jerusalem.
the use of the word

Ephraim

there

Irii

a figure of speech'

is

(synecdoche) very frequent in the Prophets, by which a par<i
taken for the whole. Under Ephraim the whole kingdom

is

of Israel

is

included, not only because that tribe was superior

numbers and wealth, but because their first
(1 Kings xi. 26.)
king, Jeroboam, was descended from it.
by the house oj
that
see
moved.
We
heart
was
And his
David is here meant nothing else than " the king s palace,'
from which the terror spread to the whole nation and in
deed it was impossible but that, when they heard of th<
alarm of the king and the princes, the body of the people
should be moved by the same kind of terror. As soon a
this intelligence was receivod, all were struck with sucl
dread that no man was master of himself He expresses
their trembling by an appropriate metaphor, which is also
frequently employed by ourselves, (II tremble comme la
The
fueille en Varhre,) he trembles like the leaf of a tree.
to the rest in

;

design of this
it

is

to heighten the miracle

;

for

we

learn froni

that not only in the opinion of others, but likewise in theil

own
fore

was desperate. They would therehave been utterly ruined if the Lord had not seasonably
opinion, their case

interposed.

This passage sets before us a very bright mirror, in which
thoughtlessness of the ungodly, whe;

we may behold the
they do not

the hand of Grod

feel

;

and, on the other handj

the fearful trembling with which they are suddenly seized,

when the Lord

presents to

them any danger.

of their i^rosperity they are so

much

In the midst

at their e^se that they

hardly believe that they are subject to the government of
God, and undoubtedly imagine that they are placed beyond
the reach of

all

danger.

Adversity stuns them in such a

manner that they suddenly
^

" Syria

is

arm

in

arm

fall

down, and their senses are

with Ephraim,

of Israel, as on that of a friend."

Stock.

;

leans on the

arm of the
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by terror that they lie like people
Such is the punishment by which the Lord arouses them from their deep
slumber.
At first they appear to be firm and immovable,
as if nothing could throw them down from their rank
but
now, at the slightest noise, they are suddenly seized with
trembling.
That terror is the righteous vengeance of God,
SO entirely overpowered

who

are lifeless or bereft of their senses.

;

^

whom they never do homage until they are compelled.
Let us learn, that if we have any spark of faith, we ought

not to distrust

God when we are in any danger. It is indeed
we should not be agitated and alarmed when
upon us but we ought not to tremble so as

impossible that

dangers press
to be tossed about by our anxiety in every direction, and
unable to see a harbour to which we may safely direct our
;

There must always be

this difference between the
and of the ungodly, that the ungodly find
no remedy for composing their minds but the godly immediately betake themselves to God, in whom, knowing that
they have a very safe harbour, though they be harassed by

course.

fear of the godly

;

uneasiness,
3.

still

Then said

they remain calm.
the Lord.

First,

we

see

how God, remember-

ing his covenant, anticipates this wicked king by sending

him for he does not wait for his
own accord promises that he will grant

the Prophet to meet
prayers, but of his

deliverance.

;

His son Shear-jashuh

is

joined with the Pro-

phet as a witness of the prediction, and there

is

reason to

was not given at random, but by the secret inspiration of the Spirit, or by an
immediate command of God, and in order to point out the
future deliverance of the people.
He, therefore, carried in
his name what might be regarded as an engraven seal, both
of the approaching captivity and of the return.
It is also
probable that this symbol of the prediction was generally
known, for he would not have been joined with his father on
any other account than because he bore in his person some
believe that his name, Shear-jashuh,

authority.

To

the

way of the fuller s field. The

place

order to give authenticity to the history.

is

mentioned in

It is possible that

the king, for the purpose of repelling the enemy,

may have
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watch his approach, which appears more clearly
from the sacred history. (2 Kings xviii. 17.) It is called
the way of the fuller s fields perliaps because it was customary!
to wash clothes there, or because the name arose out of som^
However that may be, it was an evi-*
ancient occurrence.
dence of anxiety and dread, that this wretched hypocrite waa
running about in all directions, when Isaiah came forth ta
meet him and to soothe his mind.
4. And thou shalt say to him}
The Hebrew word IDtJ^,
(shdmdr,) which signifies to keep, is here put in the Hiphil
and the greater part of interpreters take it for beware ; bu
they erroneously apply this to an unnatural and far-fetche<
meaning, that Ahaz should beware o/ carrying on war. A
more natural meaning is, that he ought not to waver or waa-«
der about in uncertainty, but to remain calm and serene
Accordingly, I have rendered it refrain.
The meanin
therefore is, that Ahaz should be composed, and should no
be agitated or harass his mind by uneasiness, as fickle an
unsteady persons are wont to do when they are struck witi

set out to

;'

terror.
is confirmed by the word which follows
two are connected, first, to keep quie
watch, so as not to be distracted by a variety of opinions, o
gaze around in all directions and, secondly, to have a caln
and composed mind. Such are the higldy delightful fruiti
which are yielded by faith for through a variety of attaclci
unbelievers give way, and wander in uncertainty, and knoY
not to which hand they ought to turn, while believers kee
themselves under restraint, and quietly betake themselves t<
God. Ungodliness is never at rest but where faith exists
there the mind is composed, and does not tremble to an im
moderate degree. These words very fitly express the powQ

This interpretation

Be

quiet

for these

;

;

;

;

of faith.

Fear

not.

After having pointed out the remedy for allay

ing the distresses of the mind, he likewise bids them na

fear

;

for faith,

1

And say

2

This

is

iion.— Ed.

which places our salvation in the hand o

unto him.

—Eng. Ver.

an oversight

;

for "IDCTJ {MsJishamer)

is

in the

Niphal conjugi

—

CHAP.

VII. 4.

God,

is
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not more opposite to anything than to fear.
It ia
when dangers threaten,

impossible, I acknowledge, not to fear

for faith does not deprive us of all feeling.

the children of

God

are undoubtedly

On

the contrary,

moved by two kinds

fear, one of which arises from the feeling of

human

of

nature,

even though they be endued with perfect faith. The other
from the weakness of faith for no man has made
such proficiency as not to have any remains of that distrust
against which we ought continually to strive.
We must not,
therefore, understand the exhortation of the Prophet to mean
that the Lord forbids every kind oi fear, but he enjoins believers to be armed with such firmness as to overcomeyear.
As if he had said, " Do not suffer yourselves to be discouraged and if you are assailed by fierce and severe attacks,
maintain unshaken resolution, that you may not be overpowered by dangers, but, on the contrary, live to God and
overcome all your distresses.'' For the same reason he immearises

;

;

diately adds,

And

let

not thy heart he faint.

To be faint means "

to

melt away,'' for not without reason does the Apostle exhort
us to strengthen our hearts by faith.
(Heb. xi. 27; xiii. 9.)
It is the softness of indolence, when we forget God and melt
away, as it were, tlirough our unbelief You would not call
that

man

soft or effeminate

who

relies

on the Spirit of God

Hence we infer that the
and steadfastly resists adversity.
Prophet meant nothing else than that Ahaz should undauntedly await the accomplishment of what the Lord had promised to him.
For the two tails. Isaiah employs an elegant metaphor
to lessen the conception which the Jews had formed about
those two very powerful kings which had filled their minds
with terror. Their rage and cruelty appeared to be a devouring fire, which was sufficient to consume the whole of
Judea, and could not be quenched. Isaiah, on the other
hand, calls them not firebrands, (for that might have been
thought to be something great,) but tails, that is, some fragments or ends oi firebrands, and these, too, not burning, but
only smoking, as if some firebrand snatched from the fire
were going out, and gave out nothing else than a slight
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This metaphor yields hig-h consolation, for

smoke.

it

warns

us to form a very diiferent opinion about the violence of the

ungodly from what it appears to be. One would think that
they are endued with so great power that they could burn
and destroy the whole world. To put down the excess
terror, the Lord declares that what we imagined to be
burning, and a perpetual burning, is but a slight smokl

and of short duration.
5. The king of Syria hath taken evil counsel against th
Though he foretold that empty would be the threats, an
vain the attempts of the enemies of the people of Grod, yeL
he does not conceal that their devices are cruel, if the LorJ
do not restrain them. By evil counsel he means destructive
counsel, for these two kings had leagued together to destroy
Judea. To express it more fully, and to place it as it we
before their eyes, he relates their very words.
6. Let us go up.
That is. Let us make an invasion. T\'y^*
{nekitzennah) is rendered by some. Let us distress or afflict
which is also expressed by the derivation of the word. Bu
in this conjugation it rather signifies " to stir up and arouse.
Though I do not reject the former interpretation, yet I pre

because it agrees better with the scope of th
Again, I understand the word arouse as meanin;
to disturb, and to cause revolutions
as we commonly say
fer the latter,

passage.

;

raise disturbances,^ so as not to allow the tranquillity o
that kingdom to be preserved.
to

Let us open
kignennah,)

is

The following word, H^^^'p^^ (nab
interpreted by some. Let us break into it:

it to us.

Others render it. Let us cause
rendered it, Let us open; for

it to

^M

break up to us.
(bakang) also

I hav^
signifies

what we commonly express by the phrase, to make a bread
Now, the way to open up the entrance to Jude
was to rush through its fortifications by the force of arms
or, through the influence of fear, to induce timid and fickh
or opening.^

persons to revolt

;

for so long as

entrance cannot be obtained
1

2

^

Remuer

;

they continue to be loyal
but when everything is dis-

les affaires.

Let us make a breach therein for
Faire bresche ou overture.

us.-

-Eng. Ver.
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turbed by insurrections, an entrance is made, so that it becomes easy to break through into the strongest and best
fortified places.

Thus, these two kings hoped that, as soon as they came

would immediately terrify the whole nation
by the extent and power of the army, so that there would
be no ability or inclination to resist. When they brought
together an army so prodigiously numerous, it is not probable
that they placed any dependence on a long siege for Jerusalem was strongly fortified but they thought that the inhabitants of Jerusalem would be terrified and alarmed at the
sight of their forces, and would be induced to make an immediate surrender. Yet I leave it to every person to adopt
any interpretation of these words that he pleases, for whatever sense be put upon them, the meaning of the Prophet is
into Judea, they

;

;

not doubtful.

Who

this Taheal was cannot easily be
Probably he was some Israelite, an
enemy of the house of David, whom those kings were desirous to set up as one of their own dependents.
7. It shall not stand.
What he had formerly stated was
intended to show more fully that the deliverance was great
and uncommon for when the Lord intends to assist us in
our trials, he represents the greatness of the danger, that we
may not think that he promises less than the necessity requires.
He does not usually give a mitigated view of the
evils which press upon us, but rather holds out their full
extent, and afterwards makes a promise, and shows that he
is able to deliver us, though we may appear to be ruined.
Such was the method adopted by the Prophet for he might
have told them in plain terms what would happen, and might
have encouraged the king and the nation not to be terrified
But he opened
or discouraged at the sight of those armies.
up the scheme and design of those kings, with which he now
contrasts the promise and decree of God, that his wonderful

The son of Tabeal.
learned from history.

;

;

assistance

This

is

may

be more strikingly displayed.

the sacred anchor which alone upholds us amidst

the billows of temptations

be able to stand

if

;

for in adversity

God take away

his

we

shall never

word from

us.

Al-
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though, therefore, the king was almost overwhelmc
despair, Isaiah sliovvs that there
it

may

is

nothing so dreadful that

not be despised, provided that he fortify himself bj

the promise of God, and patiently look for that which

is

not

manner of

t1|l

yet seen, and which even appears to be incredible.
affirms, that

whatever

giants, in rising

men

attempt, after the

up against God,

it

shall not stand.

Hj

He uses

the word D*lpn, (thdkftm,) shall arise, in the same sense

i

which that metaphor is employed in the Latin langua
that a work is making progress and, in a word, he decla
;

that such daring sacrilege shall not staiid.

more emphatic

Still

thihyeh^

is

shall not he; that

it

.

that which he adds,
is,

it

shall

,

DNin K /,

{ll

be reduced to no-

had never existed. Tliis mode of expression
deserves notice, for it was the bare and naked word of God
which was contrasted with the vast army and scheme of thj
thing, as if

it

kings.

\

head of Syria is Damascus. As if he had said,
" Those two kings shall have their limits, such as they have
them now. They aspire to thy kingdom but I have set
bounds to them which they shall not pass." Damascus was
8.

For

the

;

the metropolis of Syria, as Paris
therefore, that those kings

possessions,

same

as

it

and that

now

of France.
satisfied

their future condition

He

says,

with their
tin

would be i

tlien was.

And Ephraim
is

is

ought to be

shall he broken.

After having said that

1

useless to attempt to extend their boundaries, Iiefore^
re-

the calamity of the kingdom of Israel for by the worj
broken he means that the kingdom of Israel shall be anxfl
hilated, so that it shall no longer exist.
The Israelites were
?re

tells

;

I

and incorporated with another natio
part of Savoy has passed under
government of France, and has lost its name. This is wh
the Prophet means, when he says D^D, {megndm,) that it he
not a people; for at that time Israel was mixed with forei
nations, and its peculiar name was blotted out.
Within sixty-five years. The Israelites were led into c
tivity in the sixth year of King Hezekiah, and Ahaz reigned
not more than sixteen years and, therefore, it is certa:
carried into captivity,

just as in our

own time a

t!

I

^

;

I
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that this calculation ought not to be made from the day on
which Isaiah was sent to deliver this message, for it was
only twenty years to the time when the ten tribes were carried into captivity. Amoz had prophesied of that captivity;
and tliere can be no doubt that this prophecy of Amoz, (iii.
J 1,)
and the time specified in it were generally known, and
that
If,

all

understood the reckoning of the number of years.
we reckon from the time when Amoz makes

therefore,

we sliall find it to be sixty-jive years; for
Jotham reigned sixteen years, (2 Kings xv. 33 ;) Ahaz as
many, (2 Kings xvi. 2 ;) to those must be added six years
of King Hezekiah, wliich brings us down to the year when
the ten tribes were carried into captivity; and if we afterwards add twenty-seven years, during which Uzziah reigned
this prediction,

after the publication of the prophecy, there will be sixty-five

This conjecture

years.

is

highly probable

;

and there ought

not to be any doubt that this was Isaiah's meaning

Amoz,

;

for there

which the Lord
warned the people that they might not meet with anything
unexpected, and complain that they had been overtaken
suddenly.
Isaiah confirms that prediction, and announces
the same time which already was universally known.
Moreover, by these words he sharply reproves the thoughtlessness of the Israelitish nation, that, when they had been
warned of the destruction of their country and their name,
not only did they freely indulge in despising the judgment
of Grod, but as if they had purposely intended to mock at
the heavenly predictions, they opened their mouth to devour
Judea for a long period was already past, and they thought
The Prophet ridicules this madness,
that they had escaped.
in imagining that the word of Grod grew old in so small a
number of years.
But because the Israelites were deaf,
Isaiah assigns to the Jews a time when they may look for
Now, this passage shows
the destruction of their enemies.
that the Prophets faithfully assisted each other, that by their
united labours they might serve God.
As it is
9. Meanwhile^ the head of Ephraim is Samaria.
a repetition by which he confirms what he formerly said,
is

a prediction of the Prophet

in

;

^

And

the

head of Ephraim.

—Eng. Ver.

I
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of Israel for

VII.

an ap

pointed time, I have rendered the copulative 1, {vau^ mew
while.
Otherwise, it would liave been absurd to say that th
metropolis of the kingdom would be preserved, after that tli
kingdom had been destroyed, as he lately foretold. Tb
meaning therefore is, " In the meantime, till the sixty-fiVk

His heoi
fulfilled, Israel enjoys a kind of truce.
Samaria. Let him be satisfied with his boundariei
and not aim at anything beyond them for such shall be hi
condition, until he be utterly destroyed, and be no longe
reckoned to be a people!'
(ki) is placed in th
If you do not believe. The particle
middle of the sentence, to mark the reason or cause anc
therefore, some render it, " If you do not believe, the reaso;
is, that you are not believers.""
They limit the former claus
to the prophecy of Isaiah, but extend the latter to any part
of the word of God, as if he had said, " If you have no faith
in my sayings, this gives a general proof of your unbelief.
But in that way, the verb I^DXri, (thdammu,) which is
Hiphil conjugation, will not difi'er from the verb I^DSH, (thi
dmJnu,) which is in the Niphal.
It is not without reaso;
however, that the Prophet has changed the termination an^
from many passages of Scripture, it is abundantly eviden
(dman,) in the Niphal conjuga
that the Hebrew verb
J^^5,
tion, signifies to stand, or, to remain fixed in its conditio'
I interpret it, therefore, as if he had said, " This is the onl;
support on which you can rely. Wait calmly and witho
uneasiness of mind for what the Lord has promised, that
deliverance.
If you do not wait for it, what else remai]
for you than destruction f
years are
shall be

;

O

;

;

i

The
means

particle ^D, (ki,) therefore, as in

many other instance

he declares that they cannot stand, if th<
do not rely on the promise and indirectly he expresses sti!
more, that God will stand, though they disbelieve his wor
and, as far as lies in their power, endeavour to destroy ife
stability
but that they will not stand, unless they rely oi
the promise which has been made to them.
Hence we ought to draw a universal doctrine, that, who:
we have departed from the word of God, though we ma;
truly

;

for

;

;

EAR
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still

ruin

is

at hand.

bound up with the word of God, and,

when

this is rejected, the insult offered to it is justly punished by him who was ready to uphold men by his power, if
they had not of their own accord rushed headlong to ruin.

The consequence
ises of

God, or

And

is,

it is

that either

we must

believe the pro-

in vain for us to expect salvation.

to Ahaz}
As the Lord
wicked as not to believe the
promise, so he enjoins Isaiah to confirm him by adding a
sign for when God sees that his promises do not satisfy us,
he makes additions to them suitable to our weakness so

10.

Jehovah added

to

kn
new that King Ahaz was

speak

so

;

;

we not only hear him speak, but likewise behold his
hand displayed, and thus are confirmed by an evident proof
of the fact.
Here we ought carefully to observe the use of
signs, that is, the reason why God performs miracles, namely, to confirm us in the belief of his word
for when we see
his power, if we have any hesitation about what he says to
that

;

us,

our doubt

is

removed by beholding the thing

miracles added to the word are
11.

Either in the deep.

Either above or below.

He

I

itself; for

seals.

understand it simply to mean.
him an unrestricted choice

allows

demand

either what belongs to earth or what
But perhaps in the word deep there is
something still more emphatic as if he had said, " It belongs to you to choose. God will immediately show that his
dominion is higher than this world, and that it likewise extends to all depths, so that at his pleasure he can raise the
It was undoubtedly astonishing
dead from their graves.''
forbearance towards this wicked king and people of God,
that not only did he patiently bear their distrust for a time,
but so graciously condescended to them that he was willing to
give them any pledge of his power which they chose. Yet he
had in his eye not unbelievers only, but he intended likewise
to provide for the benefit of the weak, in whom there was a
seed of godliness that they might be fully convinced that
Isaiah did not speak at random, for he could easily give a
proof of the power of God in confirmation of what he had said.

of a miracle, to

belongs to heaven.

;

;

^

Moreover,

the

Loud

spake again

to

Ahaz.

— Eng. Ver.
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whom he

of

God

is
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now

also displayed

VII. II

toward

when he migh
justly have been offended at them
for how shockingly d{
they insult God, when they doubt his truth ? What do yoi
leave to God, if you take that from him ? And whatevt
men,

to

exercises such forbearance,
;

may

be our doubts, not only does lie pardon us, but evei
and not only by his word, but by addin;

aids our distrust,

and he exhibits them not only to believers, bu
which we may behold in this king. An<
he was at that time so kind to strangers, what ought no

miracles

;

also to the ungodly,
if

Lis

own people to expect from him ?
And Ahaz said. By a plausible excuse he

12.

refust

the sign which the Lord oifered to him.
that he

is

unwilling

to

tempt the Lord

believe the words of the Propliet,

from God than his word.
ble in the sight of God,

and

Ungodliness

and

in like

tionably sets a high value on faith.

That excuse
for he pretends

;

to ask nothing
is

i

<

mon

certainly detesta

manner God unques
Accordingly, if a man"

word alone, and disregard everything else, it
might be thought that he deserves the highest praise foi
there can be no greater perfection than to yield full submij
sion and obedience to God.
But a question arises. Do we tempt God, when we accep
what he oiFers to us ? Certainly not. Ahaz therefore speaki
falsehood, when he pretends that he refuses the sign, b(
cause he is unwilling to tempt God ; for there can be nothing
fitter or more excellent than to obey God, and indeed it i
the highest virtue to ask nothing beyond the word of Godi
and yet if God choose to add anything to his word, it ougli
rely on his

;

not to be regarded as a virtue to reject this addition as super
fluous.
It is no small insult offered to God, when his goo(
is despised in such a manner as
towards us were of no advantage, and as

ness

if

if

his proceedings"

he did not know

is that we chiefly need.
We know that faith ifl
commended on this ground, that it maintains obedience to him but when we wish to be too wise, and despise
anything that belongs to God, we are undoubtedly abominaJ
ble before God, whatever excuse we may plead before men"
While we believe the word of God, we ought not to despise

what

it

I

chiefly

;

I
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the aids which he has been pleased to add for the purpose
of strengthening our faith.

For instance, the Lord offers to us in the gospel everything necessary for salvation ; for when he brings us into a
state of fellowship with Christ, the sum of all blessings is
truly contained in him.
What then is the use of Baptism

and the Lord's Supper? Must they be regarded as superfluNot at all for any one who shall actually, and with?
out flattery, acknowledge his weakness, of which all from the
least to the greatest are conscious, will gladly avail himous

;

We

self of those aids for his support.

ought indeed to grieve

and lament, that the sacred truth of God needs

assistance

on account of the defect of our flesh but since we cannot
all at once remove this defect, any one who, according to his
cajjacity shall believe the word, will immediately render full
obedience to God. Let us therefore learn to embrace the
signs along with the word, since it is not in the power of
;

man to separate them.
When Ahaz refuses

the sign offered to him, by doing so
he displays both his obstinacy and his ingratitude for he
despises what God had offered for the highest advantage.
Hence also it is evident how far we ought to ask signs,
namely, when God offers them to us and therefore he who
shall reject them when offered, must also reject the grace of
God. In like manner fanatics of the present day disregard
Baptism and the Lord's Supper, and consider them to be
childish elements. They cannot do this without at the same
time rejecting the whole gospel for we must not separate
those things which the Lord has commanded us to join.
But a question may be asked, Is it not sometimes lawful
to ask signs from the Lord ? For we have an instance of this
in Gideon, who wished to have his calling confirmed by some
(Judges vi. 17.) The Lord granted his prayer, and
sign.
did not disapprove of such a desire. I answer, though Gideon
was not commanded by God to ask a sign, yet he did so,
not at his own suggestion, but by an operation of the Holy
Spirit.
We must not abuse his example, therefore, so that
;

;

;

each of us
is

may freely allow himself that liberty for so great
men that they do not hesitate to ask
;

the forwardness of
VOL.

I.

Q

'
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innumerable signs from God witliout any proper reaso
Such effrontery ought therefore to be restrained, that w
mary be satisfied with those signs which the Lord offers to
Now, there are two kinds of signs ; for some are extrao]
such as that whic'
dinary, and may be called supernatural
the Prophet will immediately add, and that which, we shall
(Isa. xxxviii. 7.)
afterwards see, was offered to Hezekiah.
Some are ordinary, and in daily use among believers, such
as Baptism and the Lord's Supper, which contain no miracM
or at least may be perceived by the eye or by some of th^
What the Lord miraculously performs by his Spirit
senses.
;

unseen, but in those which are extraordinary the miracle
Such is also the end and use of all signs ; for
itself is seen.

is

as Gideon was confirmed

by an astonishing miracle,

so

we

are confirmed by Baptism and the Lord's Supper, though oA
eyes behold no miracle.
Under
house of David.
13. And he said, Hear now,
the pretence of honour to exclude the power of God, which

would maintain the truth of the promise, was intolerable
wickedness and therefore the Prophet kindles into warmer
indignation, and more sharply rebukes wicked hypocrit
Though it would have been honourable to them to be recko
;

ed the descendants of David, provided that they
his piety, yet

it is

imitat*

rather for the sake of reproach that

them the posterity or family of David. It was inde
no small aggravation of the baseness, that the grace of G
was rejected by that family from which the salvation of t!
whole world would proceed. Grievous disgrace must ha'
been brought on them, by naming their ancestryj fro
which they had so basely and shamefully degenerated
This order ought to be carefully observed for we oug

calls

;

not to begin with severe reproof, but with doctrine, that

may

be gently drawn by

When

m

and simple d(
trine is not sufficient, proofs must be added.
But if ev
this method produce no good effect, it then becomes nece
sary to employ greater vehemence.
Such is the manner
which we hear Isaiah thundering on the present occasi
After having exhibited to the king both doctrine and sig:
he now resorts to the last remedy, and sharply and sever
it.

plain

CHAP.
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and not liim only, but the
reproves an obstinate man
whole royal family which was guilty of the same kind of
;

impiety.

Is

a

it

sttimII

thing for you to

weary men

a comparison between God and meii

make an

;

He makes

?

not that

it

is

pos-

God and the
prophets and holy teachers of whom he speaks, who are
nothing else than God's instruments, and make common
cause with him, when they discharge their duty for of them
the Lord testifies, He who despiseth you despiseth me.
He
who heareth you heareth me. (Luke x. 16.) The Prophet
sible

to

actual separation between

;

therefore adapts his discourse to the impiety of Ahaz,

of those

who resembled him

and

they thought that they
had to deal with men. Those very words were undoubtedly
spoken in ancient times which we hear at the present day
from the mouths of the ungodly " Are they not men that
speak to us T' And thus they endeavour to disparage the
doctrine which comes from God.
As it was customary at
that time for irreligious despisers of doctrine to use the
same kind of language, the Prophet, by way of admission,
says that those who performed the sacred office of teaching
" Be it so.
the word were men.
You tell me that I am a
mortal man. That is the light in which you view the prophets of God. But is it a small thing to weary us, if you do
not also weary God t Now, you despise God, by rejecting
the sign of his astonishing power which he was willing to
give to you. In vain therefore do you boast that you do not
despise him, and that you have to do with men, and not with
God." This then is the reason why the Prophet was so
;

for

:

greatly enraged.

tioned a
proofs

is,

enjoined,

Hence we

little before,

see

more

clearly

what

I

men-

that the proper season for giving re-

when we have attempted everything that God
and have neglected no part of our duty. We ought

then to break out with greater vehemence, and to expose
the ungodliness which lurked under those cloaks of hypocrisy.

My God. He formerly said. Ash a sign for thee from the
Lord thy God for at that time his obstinacy and rebellion
had not been manifestly proved. But now he claims it as
;
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peculiar to himself; for Ahaz, and those

had no right

to boast of the

name
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who resembled him

of God.

He

therefore in

on his side, and is not on the side
timates that God
those hypocrites and in this way he testifies his confidence
for he shows how conscientiously he promised deliverance
the king as if he had said, that he did not come but wh
God sent him, and that he said nothing but what he wj
commanded to say. With the same boldness ought a
is

:

;

ministers to be endued, not only so as to profess

it,

but

1

deeply rooted in their hearts. The false prophe
also boast of it loudly, but it is empty and unmeaning tails
or a blind confidence arising from rashness.

have

14.

Ahaz

it

Therefore the Lord himself shall give you a sig%
had already refused the sign which the Lord oifere<

when the Prophet remonstrated

to him,

and ingratitude
prevent

;

God from

against his rebellioi

yet the Prophet declares that this will no
giving the sign which he had promised an<

appointed for the Jews.

But what sign ?

This passage is obscure
but the blame lies partly on the Jews, who, by much cavil
ling, have laboured, as far as lay in their power, to perver
the true exposition. They are hard pressed by this passage
for it contains an illustrious prediction concerning the Mea
siah, who is here called Immanuel ; and therefore they hav
laboured, by all possible means, to torture the Prophet'i
meaning to another sense. Some allege that the persol
here mentioned is Hezekiah and others, that it is the son o
Behold, a virgin shall conceive.

;

Isaiah.

Those who apply this passage to Hezekiah are excessive!;
impudent for he must have been a full-grown man whe
hei
Jerusalem w^as besieged. Thus they show that they arj
grossly ignorant of history.
But it is a just reward of thei:
biei^
;

malice, that

God hath blinded them

be deprived of

all

judgment.

in such a

manner

day to the papists, who often expose themselves to
by their mad eagerness to pervert the Scriptures.
As to those who think that it was Isaiah's son,
utterly frivolous conjecture
liverer

;

as

to^

This happens in the present

for w^e

ridicul

it is a:

do not read that a de

would be raised up from the seed of Isaiah,

wh

CHAP.
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for this title is far too illustri-

ous to admit of being applied to any man.

Others think, or, at least, (being unwilling to contend
with the Jews more than was necessary,) admit that the
Prophet spoke of some child who was born at that time, by

whom,

as by an obscure picture, Christ was foreshadowed.
But they produce no strong arguments, and do not show
who that child was, or bring forward any proofs. Now, it is
certain, as we have already said, that this name Immanuel
could not be literally applied to a mere man and, therefore,
there can be no doubt that the Prophet referred to Christ.
But all writers, both Greek and Latin, are too much at
their ease in handling this passage
for, as if there were no
;

;

they merely assert that Christ

is here promised from the Virgin Mary. Now, there is no small difficulty in the objection which the Jews bring against us, that
Christ is here mentioned without any sufficient reason
for
thus they argue, and demand that the scope of the passage
be examined " Jerusalem was besieged. The Prophet was
about to give them a sign of deliverance. Why should he
promise the Messiah, who was to be born five hundred years
afterwards V
By this argument they think that they have
gained the victory, because the promise concerning Christ
had nothing to do with assuring Ahaz of the deliverance of
Jerusalem.
And then they boast as if they had gained the
That
day, chiefly, because scarcely any one replies to them.
is the reason why I said that commentators have been too
much at their ease in this matter for it is of no small importance to show why the Redeemer is here mentioned.
Now, the matter stands thus. King Ahaz having rejected
the sign which God had ofiered to him, the Prophet reminds
him of the foundation of the covenant, which even the ungodly did not venture openly to reject. The Messiah must
be born and this was expected by all, because the salvation
of the whole nation depended on it. The Prophet, therefore,
after having expressed his indignation against the king, again
argues in this manner "By rejecting the promise, thou
wouldest endeavour to overturn the decree of God but it

difficulty in

it,

;

:

;

;

:

;

shall

remain inviolable, and thy treachery and ingratitude
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will not hinder

God from being

his people

he

;

for

VII.

continually the Deliverer

will at length raise

To make these things more

CHAP.

ISAIAH.

plain,

up his Messiah.''
we must attend to

thi

custom of the Prophets, who, in establishing special promis<
lay

down

God will send a Ri
God everywhere buil

this as the foundation, that

On

deemer.

this general foundation

the special promises which he makes to his people

and
and assistance from him
must be convinced of his fatherly love. And how could he
be reconciled to us but through Christ, in whom he has
freely adopted the elect, and continues to pardon them to
the end ? Hence comes that saying of Paul, that all the
promises of God in Christ are Yea and Amen. (2 Cor. i. 20.)
Whenever, therefore, God assisted his ancient people, he
the same time reconciled them to himself through Chris
and accordingly, whenever famine, pestilence, and war are
mentioned, in order to hold out a hope of deliverance, he
all

certainly every one

who expects

;

aid

I

places the Messiah before their eyes.

Tliis

being exceed-

Jews have no right to make a noise, as if
the Prophet made an unseasonable transition to a very r
mote subject. For on what did the deliverance of Jerusal

ingly clear, the

depend, but on the manifestation of Christ ? This was, i
deed, the only foundation on which the salvation of t

Church always rested.
Most appropriately,

therefore, did Isaiah say, " True, tho

dost not believe the promises of God, but yet

them

he

God

will fulfil

send his Christ, for whose sail
he determines to preserve this city. Though thou art ui
worthy, yet God will have regard to his own honour.'' Kii
Ahaz is therefore deprived of that sign which he former
for

;

will at length

and loses the benefit of which he proved himself
be unworthy but still God's inviolable promise is still he
out to him. This is plainly enough intimated by the partid
rejected,

i

;

p7,

(Idchen,) therefore ; that

is,

because thou disdainest th

God offered to thee, XIH, (hu,) H
who was so gracious as to ofifer it free!

particular sign which

that

is,

God

himself,

whom thou weariest will not fail
When I say that the coming of Christ

to thee,

he

to hold out

promised
Ahaz, I do not mean that God includes him among t'

sign.

is

;
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whom he had appointed his Son to be the
Author of salvation but because the discourse is directed
to the whole body of the people.
Will give you a sign.
The word DD7, (Idchem,) to you, is
interpreted by some as meaning to your children ; but this
is forced.
So far as relates to the persons addressed, the
Prophet leaves the wicked king and looks to the nation,
so far as it had been adopted by God.
He will therefore
give, not to thee a wicked king, and to those who are like
thee, but to you whom he has adopted
for the covenant
which he made with Abraham continues to be firm and inviolable.
And the Lord always has some remnant to whom
the advantage of the covenant belongs though the rulers
and governors of his people may be hypocrites.
Behold, a virgin shall conceive.
The word Behold is used
cliosen people, to

;

;

;

emphatically, to denote the greatness of the event

manner

;

for this

which the Spirit usually speaks of great
and remarkable events, in order to elevate the minds of
men. The Prophet, therefore, enjoins his hearers to be
is

the

in

and to consider this extraordinary work of God
had said, " Be not slothful, but consider this singular grace of God, which ought of itself to have drawn your
attention, but is concealed from you on account of your

attentive,

as if he

stupidity.''

.

Although the word 11^7^, (gndlmdh,) a virgin, is derived
from D/^, (gndldm,) which signifies to hide, because the
shame and modesty of virgins does not allow them to appear
in public
yet as the Jews dispute much about that word,
and assert that it does not signify virgin, because Solomon
used it to denote a young woman who was betrothed, it is
;

unnecessary to contend about .the word. Though we should
admit what they say, that 11^7^ (gndlmdh) sometimes denotes a young woman, and that the name refers, as they

would have
ture

it,

when the

to the age, (yet

it is

frequently used in Scrip-

subject relates to a virgin,) the nature of the

For what wonhe spoke of a young

case sufficiently refutes all their slanders.
derful thing did the Prophet say, if

conceived through intercourse with a man ? It
would certainly have been absurd to hold out this as a sign

woman who
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Let us suppose that it denotes a young womai
who should become pregnant in the ordinary course of nature;
or a miracle.

would have been silly and contemptibh
having said that he was about to speal
of something strange and uncommon, to add, A young womai
It is, therefore, plain enough that he speaki
shall conceive.
everybody sees that

it

for the Prophet, after

who should

of a virgin

of nature, but

And

conceive, not

by the gracious

this is the

by the ordinaiy
Holy

influence of the

course
Spiril

mystery which Paul extolls in lofty terms

God was manifested in the flesh. (1 Tim. iii. 16.)
shall call
The Hebrew verb is in the feminine
shall
gender, She
call ; for as to those who read it in tin
masculine gender, I know not on what they found theii
opinion.
The copies which we use certainly do not diffei
that

And

If you apply

it

to the mother,

it

certainly expresses some-

thing different from the ordinary custom.

We know

that

t<

always assigned the right of giving a name t(
a child for it is a sign of the power and authority of fathei
over children and the same authority does not belong t(
women. But here it is conveyed to the mother and there
fore it follows that he is conceived by the mother in such f
manner as not to have a father on earth otherwise th<
Prophet would pervert the ordinary custom of Scripture
which ascribes this office to men only. Yet it ought to b<
observed that the name w^as not given to Christ at the suggestion of his mother, and in such a case it* would have hac
no weight but the Prophet means that, in publishing th(
name, the virgin will occupy the place of a herald, because
there will be no earthly father to perform that office.
Immanuel. This name w^as unquestionably bestowed or
Christ on account of the actual fact for the only-begottei
Son of God clothed himself with our flesh, and united himself to us by partaking of our nature.
He is, therefore,
called God with us, or united to us ; which cannot apply to_
a man who is not God. The Jews in their sophistry tell usl
that this name was given to Hezekiah because by the hand
of Hezekiah God delivered his people and they add, " He,
the father

is

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

who

is

the servant of
^

God represents

Quae ex coitu

viri

his person.''

gravida esset futura.

But

neii

.

I
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who were deliverers of the nation, were
and therefore this Immanuel is preferred
for by this name
to Moses and Joshua, and all the others
he excels all that ever were before, and all that shall come
after him and it is a title expressive of some extraordinary
excellence and authority which he possesses above others.
It is therefore evident that it denotes not only the power
of God, such as he usually displays by his servant, but a
union of person, by which Christ became God-man. Hence
Moses nor

Josluia,

so denominated

;

;

;

it is also evident that Isaiah here relates no common event,
but points out that unparalleled mystery which the Jews
labour in vain to conceal.

Butter and honey shall he

Here

Prophet
was altogether incredible that he who was God should be born of a
virgin.
Such a prodigy was revolting to the ordinary judgment of men. To hinder us from thinking that his fancy
now presents to us some apparition, he describes the marks
of human nature, in order to show, by means of them, that
15.

proves the true

human

eat.

nature of Clirist

tlie

for

;

it

Christ will actually appear in flesh, or in the nature of

that

is,

dren commonly

are.

The Jews had a

ing children from what

different

followed by us

is

man

same manner that

that he will be reared in the

among

;

way

for

;

chil-

of rear-

they used

and

honey, which

is

day they

retain the custom of causing a child to taste

butter

still

and

not so customary

honey, as soon as

it

is

us

;

to this

born, before receiving

suck.

That he

may

know.

That

is,

until

he arrive at that age

when he can distinguish between good and evil, or, as we
commonly say, till the years of discretion ; for 7 (lamed) denotes the term and period up to which he shall be reared

more
means
understanding and judgment, such as is obtained when the
Thus we see how far the Son
period of cliildhood is past.
after the

manner of a

child

;

jand this contributes still

to prove the reality of his nature.

of

God condescended on our

He

therefore

account, so that he not only

was willing to be fed on our food, but also, for a time, to be
deprived of understanding, and to endure
(Heb.

ii.

14.)

This relates to his

human

all

our weaknesses.

nature, for

it

can-
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state of ignorance,

i:

which Christ was for a time, Luke testifies when he say
And he grew in wisdom, and in stature, and in favour with
God and with man. (Luke ii. 52.) . If Luke had merely
said that Christ grew, he might have been supposed to
mean with men; but he expressly adds, with God. Christ
must therefore have been, for a time, like little children, so
that, so far as relates to his human nature, he was deficie
in understanding.

^

Before the child shall know. Many have been led into
a mistake by connecting this verse with the preceding one,
16.

had been the same child that was mentioned. They
it assigns the reason, and that the particle ^D
means for.^ But if we carefully examine the Prophet's

as if

it

suppose that
{ki)

meaning,

be apparent that he leaves the
which he had made a short digression, and returns to his immediate subject.
After having
founded the hope of the preservation of the city on the
promised Mediator, he now shows in what way it will
it

will quickly

general doctrine,

to

1

preserved.

The

word as referring, not to Christ,
but to all children in general. Here I differ from all the
commentators
for they think that the demonstrative H
points out a particular child. But I view li^-DH, (hannagnar,)
so that n is indeed added for the purpose of making it mo
definite, but is intended to point out the age, and not a:
particular child as when we say, The child,^ and add the
article The^ for the purpose of giving greater definitenes;
S^
This is very customary in Scripture. If he had pointed c
11
a particular child, he would have added HTn, (hazzeh,) as IS
is
frequently done in other passages.
It is not probable that
lat
this promise of the overturn of the kingdoms of Syria a;
Samaria, which immediately followed, would be deferred fi
five hundred years, that is, till the coming of Christ
an
indeed, it would have been altogether absurd.
The meaning
child.

I interpret this

;

i

;

i

;

therefore

is.

Before the children, who shall he horn hereaft

Bishops Lowth and Stock concur in rendering ""S (ki)for, which
deed is its ordinary meaning.
For before this child shall know to refu
1

tJie evil,
2

and

choose the good.

Uenfant.

— Ed.

^

Le.

—
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evil,

the land which thou

hatest shall be forsaken.

The land.

By

the

land I understand Israel and Syria

they were two, yet on account of the league which
had been formed between the two kings, they are accounted
one.
Some understand by it Judea but that cannot agree
on account of the plural noun which follows, her kings. That
for thougli

;

these things happened as they are written
ferred from the sacred history

;

for

may

be easily

when Ahaz

Assyrians to aid him, Rezin was slain by them.

in-

called the
(2

Kings

Not long afterwards, Pekah, king of Israel, died,
the twelfth year of King Ahaz, and was succeeded by

xvi. 9.)

in

Hoshea, the son of Elah.
before the children

(2

Kings

who should

xv.

30

;

xvii. 1.)

Thus,

afterwards be born were

grown up, both countries would be deprived of their kings
for before that time both Rezin and Pekah were removed
out of the land of the living.

Now the

discourse

is

addressed

and God promises to him, by way of consolation,
that he will inflict punishment on the enemies of Ahaz, but
for no other purpose than to render him more inexcusable.
Which thou hatest. As to the word hatest, Syria and the
land of Israel are said to be hated or abhorred by King Ahaz,
because from that quarter he was attacked by invading

to Ahaz,

armies.

He

therefore promises that those kings will soon

Some render ''^S^,

(mippenei,) on accourit of'} and
admit that this word is generally used in this sense. But
I adopt here a more natural rendering, as if he had said. It
shall be forsaken from the face or from the presence of
the two kings, and shall be left by them, so that they shall
no more be seen. And by these words it is sufficiently evident that this must be understood as referring to both
kingdoms.
Here the Prophet, on
1 7. The Lord shall bring upon thee.
the other hand, threatens the wicked hypocrite, who pretended that he was unwilling to tempt God, and yet called
for those whom the Lord had forbidden him to call to his
That he might not indulge in unaid.
(Exod. xxiii. 32.)

perish.
I

^
" At whose kings thou dost fret. ''330 Yp njlfc?, {attdh kaz mippenei,)
See Exodus i. 12." Bishop Stock.
thou art fretting by reason of.
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duo exultation and insolence on account of the former pro
lie likewise threatens his destruction, and declares that
what he hopes to be his preservation, that is, the aid of th<
Assyrians, will be utterly destructive to him.
(2 Kings x
7 2 Chron. xxviii. 16.) As if he had said, "Thou promisei
everything to thyself from the king of Assyria, and thinkes
that he will be faithful to thee, because thou hast enterec
into a league and covenant with him, which God had for
bidden but thou slialt quickly understand of what ad van
Thou mightesi
tage it will be to thee to have tempted God.
have remained at home and at ease, and mightest have r&
ceived the assistance of God but thou choosest ratlier t(
mise,

;

;

;

call in

the Assyrians.

Thou

shalt find

them

to be worse

than thine own enemies.''
This discourse, therefore, agrees with what goes before

he presses more closely the treachery and ingratitude oi
who had rejected both the word of God and the
sign, and had rendered himself unworthy of every promise^
And as it is customary with hypocrites, when they have
escaped from any danger and fear, immediately to return to
their natural disposition, he affirms that nothing shall protect the Jews from being likewise involved in just punishfor

the king,

He expressly declares that the family of David^
which might have claimed exemption on the ground of its
peculiar privilege, will be exposed to the same kind of cala
mities for God regulates his judgments in such a manner,
that while he spares his Church and provides for her permanent existence, he does not permit the wicked, who are
mingled with the good, to escape unpunished.
From the day that Ephraim departed from Judah. In
this manner does Scripture speak when it describes any serious calamity for the Jews could not have received a severer
chastisement than when, by the withdrawing of the ten
tribes, (1 Kings xii. 16,) not only was the kingdom wretchedly divided, but the body of the nation was rent and torn.
The revolt of Ephraim, froim Judah was, therefore, an indication of the w^orst kind of calamity for the resources of
ments.

;

;

;

the kingdom of Judah being more seriously affected by that
division than

it

could have been by any defeat by a foreign
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enemy, he says that since that time the Jews had not sustained a greater calamity.

Hence, as I have already said, we see how God, while he
punishes hypocrites, at the same time remembers believers,
and opens the way for his mercy. We ought to observe this
wonderful arrangement, that amidst the most dreadful deaths
still

the Church remains safe.

Who would ever have thought

that Jerusalem would be delivered from the vast

two kings

?

kingdom of

Or, that the

in a flourishing condition,

Syria,

army of the

which was then

would quickly be overturned ?

that Samaria was not far from destruction?

And

Or,

in the

mean

time, that the Assyrians, on whom the Jews relied,
would do them more injury than the Israelites and Syrians
had ever done ? All these things the Lord did for the sake
of preserving his Church, but at the same time in such a
manner that he likewise took vengeance on the wickedness
of King Ahaz,
18. And it shall be in that day.
The Jews thought that
the Assyrians were bound by their league with them but
the Prophet ridicules this folly, and declares that they will
be ready at God's bidding to drive them in any direction
that he thinks fit.
Yet instead of command he employs the
metaphor hiss, in allusion to the climate of those kingdoms
of which he speaks for Egypt abounds in flies, because the
country is hot and marshy and when the air is both hot and
moist, there must be produced a great abundance of flies.
Assyria, on the other hand, abounded in bees and when he
says that he will bring them by a hiss, he alludes to the natural habits of bees and flies, but he means that he will find
no difficulty in sending them. As if he had said, "There will
be no need of great exertion for as soon as I shall give the
sign, they will instantly run/'
In this manner he shows
what efficacy belongs to his secret operation or design,
that by a hiss he compels the most powerful nations to yield
;

;

;

;

;

obedience.
19.

phor;

He follows out the same metacommonly seek nests for themselves in
valleys and bushes, and such like places as if

Aiid they shall come.
for

caverns, or

bees

;

he had said that there would not be a corner in which the
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enemy would not settle down and dwell. It is unnecessar
much trouble in explaining why he speak

to give ourselves

of bushes and thorns rather than of other things, for the lai
And yet I have no doubt that he ii
guage is figurative.
tended to state, that whether they hide themselves in cavern
or seek concealment in valleys, there will be no escape f<
the enemy will take possession of the whole country.
Hence we again infer what has been formerly observei
that nothing takes place at random or by chance, but thj
everything is governed by the hand of God. Again, thoug
wicked men may rage and may be hurried forward in blind
attack, still God puts a bridle on them that they may proj
mote his glory. Tlierefore, when we see that wicked mew
throw everything into disorder, let us not think that God
has laid the bridle on their neck, that they may rush forward
wherever they please but let us be fully convinced that
their violent attacks are under control.
From this vm
;

;

ouglit to derive wonderful consolation amidst those distur-

bances in which the Christian world

and by the violence of which

it is

is

so deeply involved,

so powerfully shaken, that

almost everything appears to be in a state of confusion. We
should consider that the Lord has a concealed bridle by

which he restrains furious beasts, so that they cannot break
through wherever the madness of their rage drives them,
go beyond the limits which the Lord prescribes to them.
20. The Lord will shave with a hired razor.
He now er
ploys a different metaphor, and compares those enemies I
whom the Lord had determined to afflict Judea at the a;
pointed time, to a razor, by which the beard and hair a:
shaved, and other excrescences of the same kind are removes
H (beth) is here superfluous, and is only employed in accorc
ance with the Hebrew idiom, to denote an instrument, an<
therefore, I have merely rendered it he will shave with a raza
What he means he immediately exj^lains namely, that H
Assyrians will serve for a razor in the hand of God, and th
they will come from a distant country.
Who are beyond the river. This means that Euphrates wi
not hinder them from passing over to execute the commands
(

;

of God.

He

likewise adds, that

it

will not

be some portio
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its

own accord

into foreign

wandering without a settled leader

;

but that

the king himself will lead them, so that the nation and the

king at the same time will overwhelm Judea, and
sink under such a burden.

A

it will

he says that
he expresses by it the dreadful nature of the calamity which would be brought upon them by
hired razor.

It is not without reason that

this razor is hired; for

the Assyrians.

If a

man make

hired sword, he will use

it

use of a hired horse or a

the more freely, and will not spare

would do with his own, for men wish
what they have hired to the full
value of the hire.
Thus the Lord threatens that he will not
at all spare the razor, though he should be under the necessity of blunting it, which means, that he will send the Assyrians with mad violence and rage.
If the Lord took such
dreadful vengeance on the Jews for those reasons which the
Prophet formerly enumerated, we ought to fear lest we be
punished in the same manner or rather, we ought to dread
the razor with which he has already begun to shave us.
The head and the hair of the feet. By the hair of the feet
he means the lower parts for by the feet is meant all that
is below the belly, and it is a figure of speech, by which a
part is taken for the whole.^
In short, he means that the
whole body, and even the beard, must be shaved. Now, if
we set aside the figures, and wish to get at the plain and
natural meaning, it is as if he had said, that this shaving
will reach from the top of the head down to the feet, and
that kings and princes will not be exempted from that calamity, but that they also must feel the edge of the razor.
In these
2]. And it shall cow.e to pass on that day.
verses, down to the end of the chapter, the Prophet describes
the state of a country torn and wasted for he intends to
present a striking and lively picture of such overwhelming
distress that, wherever you turn your eyes, nothing is to be
or take care of

it

as he

to gain advantage from

;

;

;

Some think
seen but the traces of frightful desolation.
that a mitigation of punishment is here promised, but we
^

Uncle et

exonerare.

aquam pedum urinam vocant

;

et pedes tegere pro

alvum
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shall soon see that this does not agree with the context.

Though he employs the
limitation, yet strictly

it

appellation,

a man, without any

of the richest

is

men

that

h(

he does not say that every one will have
many but they who formerly were accustomed to rear
large number of oxen and sheep will be satisfied with having'
a few. He means, therefore, that all will be reduced to very
deep poverty. Some think that the Hebrew word whicm
the Prophet employs, n^n\ (i/echaiyeh,) he shall quicken,
means " to deliver from death ;" but the meaning which I
have adopted is more natural and more generally approved.
22. On account of the abundance of milk.
Some explain
" there will scarcely be as much obtained from one_
it thus
cow as would be required for the food of a family;'' fo]
those who rear cattle do not feed on milk alone, but likeWhen, therewise make cheeses, and have butter to sell.
fore, he says, that out of all their abundance nothing more
would be produced than what was necessary for the use oi
the family, in the opinion of those commentators it denotes
Others think that this is a promise of fertility,
poverty.
that however small may be the number of their cows and
sheep, still they will have abundant means of support.
A
speaks

;

for

i

1

;

:

third exposition

is

preferable

;

for it appears as if the Pro-

phet intended to show that the men will be so few in number that a small quantity of milk will be sufficient for them

and it is a far heavier affliction that a country should
all
want inhabitants than that it should have a small supply of
herds and flocks.
In the preceding verse Isaiah declared, that Judea would*
be so impoverished, that very few herds and flocks would be
but now he adds that the men will be still fewer, fo
left
;

J

;

milk will be sufficient for the inhabitants of the
land.
I adopt this exposition the more readily, because
here a promise would be inappropriate. The former sense j
and he does not speak only of cattle-feeders who ^
is forced
had cows, but of all the inhabitants for he expressly says,
Every one that shall he left, and by that expression he again
denotes the smallness of their number.
His statement,
therefore, is intended to show, that the country will be so
a very

little

;

;

I

'
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generally forsaken and so miserably wasted, that no great
supply of milk and butter will be needed for, when the de;

vastation has taken place, there will be few

A

23.

thousand

vines.

As

men

left.

to the opinion of those

who

think that Isaiah here comforts believers, I pass it by without refutation for it is sufficiently refuted by the context,
and the words plainly declare that Isaiah continues to
;

threaten destruction, and to describe the desolation of the
Others think that the meaning is this. Where a thou-

land.

sand vines were, which were sold for a thousand pieces of
silver, there briers and thorns will be found.
But it is plain
that this would be far too low a price, if the statement were
applied to the whole country for who would think of reckoning a shekel to be the price of a vine, which is the most
precious of all possessions ? It is of the same import with a
common expression, " to sell for a trifle," to give away for a
piece of bread ;^ when anything is sold at a very low price.
Any field, however barren or uncultivated, might be sold at
a higher price, if due attention were paid to the cultivation
of land, as is usually done where there is a crowded po;

pulation.

On

account of briers and thorns.

the alteration of the price, which

;

assigns a reason for
it

evident that he

On

account of briers and thorns, says
for there will be none to cultivate the land, which usu-

speaks of desolation.

he

He

makes

happens when a heavy calamity has been sustained.
which some render to or for, means, I think, on
account of ; for, everything having been thrown into confusion by the fury of the invading army, there are no vinedressers or labourers, and the most highly cultivated lands
must have been covered over and choked up by briers and
ally

^, (lamed,)

The meaning

thorns.

therefore

is,

that the inhabitants will

be so few, that you will scarcely find any one that would

buy the most valuable estates.
The
24. With arrows and bow shall they come thither.
number
singular
the
is
in
shall
come,
verb Xl^ (ydbo,) he
but it ought to be explained by the plural, that the archers
will march through Judea.
Some think that Isaiah speaks

give the smallest coin to

;

^

VOL.

I.

Bailler pour une piece de pain.

R
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and arrows, because such would be the dread
man unarmed would venture to approacl
But I consider it to be more probable that'
his possessions.
the Prophet means that, where the richest cultivation forof hows

enemies, that no

merly existed, opportunity for hunting will be found ; fo|l
Now, it is a most
there the wild beasts have their dens.
wretched change, when fields formerly cultivated and fertile
By lyow and
are turned into woods and thickets.
" i|
here, therefore, I understand hunting, in this sense
shall not be approached by husbandmen but by hunters
and they shall not plant or dress vines, but chase wil^
In short, it means nothing else than frightful d(
beasts."'
solation, which shall change the aspect of the land.
Hei
25. And on all the hills that are dug with the hoe.
the Prophet appears to contradict himself; for, having
hitherto spoken of the desolation of the land, he now d<
scribes what may be called a new condition, when he sa;;
that, where thorns and briers w^ere, there oxen will fee(
The consequence has been, that some have applied these
3se
words to the consolation of the people. But the intentioi
of the Prophet is totally different
for he means that hill
iiM
which were at a great distance from a crowded populatioi
and which could not be approached without much difficulty,"
will be fit for pasturage, on account of the great number o;
men who go thither that is, because men will betake thei
selves to desert mountains, which formerly were inaccessibb
there will be no need to be afraid of briers^ for there wil
be abundance of inhabitants. Now, this is a most wretche(
state of things, when men cannot escape death but by re
sorting to thorns and briers ; for he means hills formerl;
desolate and uncultivated, in which men shall seek a resi
dence and abode, because no part of the country will h
safe.
Thus he describes a distressful and melancholy coni
dition of the whole country, and destruction so awful tha
the aspect of the country shall be altogether different fron
what it had formerly been.

am
:

;

;

^ " The shepherds shall be under no
apprehension of finding on those hillj
hedges oihrier and thorn, to interrupt the free range of their flock."—

Rosenmiiller.

;

.

:
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When lie foretold these things to King Ahaz, there can
be no doubt that Ahaz despised them for that wicked king,
relying on his forces and on his league with the Assyrians,
settled, as it were, on his lees, as soon as the siege of the
;

city

was

raised.

discharge of his

But Isaiah was bound
office,

to persevere in the

was no

in order to shoAV that there

help but from God, and to inform the wretched hypocrite,
tliat his destruction would come from that quarter from
which he expected his preservation.

CHAPTER

I

Moreover, the Lord .said unto
1
me, Take thee a great roll, and write
in it with a man's pen concerning
Mahar-shalal-hash-baz.
2. And I took unto

me

faithful

witnesses to record, Uriah the priest,
and Zechariah the son of Jeberechiah.
3. And I went unto the prophetess ; and she conceived, and bare a
son then said the Lord to me, Call
:

his

name Mahar-shalal-hash-baz:

4.

For before the

knowledge to

cry,

child shall

have

My father, and my

mother, the riches of Damascus, and
the spoil of Samaria, shall be taken
away before the king of Assyria.
5. The Lord spake also unto me

VIIL
1.

tibi

Et dixit lehova ad me: Sume
volumen grande, et scribi in eo

stylo vulgari,(t'e?, hominis:) Accelera

ad diripiendum, festina ad prredam.
2. Et adhibui mihi testes fideles,
Uriam sacerdotem, et Zachariam filium lebarachiaj.
3.

Etaccessi adprophetissam,quse
Dixit que

concepit, et peperit filium.

mihi lehova Voca nomen ejus, Accelera ad diripiendum; festina ad
prsedam.
4. Sane antequam sciat puer darn are. Pater mi et mater mea, tolletur substantia Damasci, et spolia
:

Samarise, coram

Rege

Assyrise.

again, saying,

5. Rursus loquutus est
lehova, iterum dicens

6. Forasmuch as this people refuseth the waters of Shiloah that go

iste

softly,

and

rejoice in

Rezin and Re-

maliah's son
7.

6.

Quandoquidem
aquas

silentio, et

et filium

Now therefore, behold, the Lord

bringeth up upon them the waters of
the river, strong and many, even the
king of Assyria, and all his glory;
and he shall come up over all his
channels, and go over all his banks.
8. And he shall pass through Judah ; he shall overflow and go over
he shall reach even to the neck and
the stretchingout of his wings shall fill
the breadth of thy land,0 Immanucl.
;

:

7.

rejecit

Siloe, quse

gaudium

mecum

fuit

populus

fluunt
illi

cum

ad Rezin,

Romehse.

Ideo,

Dominus adducit

ecce

super eos aquas

fluvii,

violentas et

magnas: nempe Regem Assyrise

omne robur

et

ascendetque super
omnes rivos, et transibit super omnes
ejus

;

ripas ejus.
8.

Et

trajiciens in

ludam inunda-

bit, et transibit, pertinget

usque ad

collum. Et implebit extensio alarum
ejus latitudinem terrre tu£e, O Im-

manucl.

:
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:

and ye

shall be

O ye peo-

broken in pieces;

and give ear, all ye of far countries
gird yourselves, and ye shall be broken in pieces ; gird yourselves, and
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9. Consociate vos populi, et confringemini; auribus percipite quotquot e longinqua terra estis. Accingite vos, et confringemini ; accingite, inquam, vos, et confringemini.

ye shall be broken in pieces.
shall

Take counsel together, and it
come to nought speak the word,

and

it

10.

;

shall not stand: for

God

is

Consultate consilium, et dis;
decemite decretum, et non
stabit ; quia nobiscum Deus.
(Ile10.

solvctur

M

Immanuel.)

with us.

braice,

For the Lord spake thus to
me with a strong hand, and instructed me, that I should not walk in the
way of this people, saying,
12. Say ye not, A confederacy, to
all them to whom this people shall

mihi lehoveijj
tanquam apprehensione (vel, roboratione) manus et erudivit me, ne
irem per viam populi hujus, dicens

11.

say,

A

confederacy

;

neither fear ye

Nam

11.

dixit

sic

;

12.

Ne dicatis, Conspiratio, in qui-

buscunque populus iste dicit, Con-a
spiratio, neque timorem eorum

t»

their fear, nor be afraid.
13. Sanctify the Lord of hosts him-

mueritis, aut formidaveritis.

and let him be your fear, and let
him be your dread.
14. And he shall be for a sanctuary; but for a stone of stumbling,
and for a rock of offence, to both the
houses of Israel for a gin and for a

sanclificate; et sit ipse timorvester;;^

snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem.

salem.

self;

;

And many among them

15.

shall

stumble, and fall, and be broken, and
be snared, and be taken.
16. Bind up the testimony, seal
the law among my disciples.
17. And I will wait upon the Lord,
that hideth his face from the house
of Jacob, and I will look for him.
18. Behold, I and the children
whom the Lord hath given me, are
for signs and for wonders in Israel
from the Lord of hosts, which dwell-

eth in mount Zion.
19. And when they shall say unto
you. Seek unto them that have familiar spirits, and unto wizards that
peep and that mutter should not a
people seek unto their God ? for the
living to the dead ?
20. To the law and to the testimony if they speak not according
to this word, it is because there is no
light in them.
21. And they shall pass through
it hardly bestead and hungry
and
it shall come to pass, that, when they
shall be hungry, they shall fret themselves, and curse their king and their
God, and look upv.ard.
:

:

:

lehovam exercituum ipsum

13.

idem

pavor vester.
in sanctuarium
in lapidem offendiculi ; et in petran
ruinse, duabus domibus Israel;
laqueum, et tendiculum incolae leru
et

14.

sit

Tum ipse erit

15. Et impingent multi inter eos
ideoque corruent, et conterentur, ir

retientur, et capientur.
16. Liga contestationem obsigm
legem inter discipulos meos.
17. Itaque expectabo Iehovara,qii
;

abscondit faciem suam a
et prsestolabor eum.

domo lacol

18. Ecce ego et pueri, quos dedi
mihi lehova, in signa et prodigia ii
Israel
a lehova exercituum, qi
;

habitat in

monte Sion.

19. Quod si dixerint vobis, Scis
citamini a pythonicis et divinis, qu

mussitant et demurmurant annon
populus Deum suum consulet, a vivis
ad mortuos ?
;

20. Ad legem et testimonium. S
non loquuti fuerint secundum ver
bum hoc, ideo nempe quod nihil est
lucis.

21.

Tum

per banc terram transi-

bunt oppress!
ut

cum

et famelici.

Et accidet
ma^

esurierint, irritentur, ac

ledicant regi suo,
sursum faciem.

Deo

suo, attollentci
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22.

earth
ness,

22. Et qmim spectaverit ad terram, ecce tribulatio et tenebrse, caligo, angustia, et ad obscuritatem

they shall look unto the

and behold trouble and darkdimness of anguish ; and they
;

impulsus.

shall he driven to darkness.

i

1.

And

Jehovah said

thing new, but

is
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to

me}

This prophecy contains no-

a confirmation of the preceding one, in

wliich Isaiah predicted the approaching desolation of the

kingdom of

Israel

and

Syria.

He had

foretold that both

countries would be deprived of their kings, before the chil-

dren who should soon afterwards be born could distinguish
between good and evil, that is, before they were grown up.
(Is. vii. 16.)
But because the wicked are not terrified by
any threatenings, it was therefore necessary that this prediction should be repeated and demonstrated by some outward sign.
First, in order more effectually to arouse the nation, God
commands that this prophecy be made publicly known by
writing, that it may be understood by all.
We have formerly said,^ that it was the custom of the Prophets, after
having been enjoined to deliver any message to the people,
to sum up in a few words the substance of what they had
said, and to afiix it to the gates of the temple
as may be
learned from Habakkuk ii. 2 for if that 2)assage be compared with the present, the matter will be sufficiently obvious.
But here something peculiar is expressed for God
does not merely command him to write the prophecy, but
demands a great and large roll, in order that it may be read
;

;

;

The smaller the writing is, it is the more
and can with greater difficulty be read. To the
same purpose is what immediately follows, with the pen of a
common man^ for ^^X (enosh) denotes any man of ordinary
rank and the meaning is, that not even the most ignorant
and uneducated persons may be unable to read the writing.
Make speed to spoil, hasten to the prey} This concise
at a distance.

obscure,

;

—

Moreover, the Lord said unto me. Eng. Ver.
See the Author's Preface, page xxxii.
3
With a man's pen. Eng. Ver. Our Author's version is, Write on it
with a common pen, and his marginal reading is, or, with the pen of
1

2

—

a man.
*

—Ed.

Our

lilhe

translators have not translated these words, but have left them
form of the original Hebrew, Maher-shalalhash-baz. Their mar-

—
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more emphatic than if he had made a long disany one could carry home four words, and pe
ceive in them the swiftness of the wrath of God, and b
truly and deeply aftccted by the judgment of God, as if it

brevity

course

;

is

for

been pointed out with the

liad

finger.

In short, God

deter-

mined that he should not waste words, because there

w;

no time for controversy, but that he should represent th
matter by an outward sign. The Prophets having so fr
quently, and without any good effect, threatened vengeanc
he gave a striking exhibition of it by an example, that i
might make a deeper impression on their minds, and be en
graven on their memory. As often as these words 77^ ^T\
^n (Maher-shalal-hash-baz) were mentioned, they would

D

remembrance the destruction of Israel and
and would make them more certain of it.
Isaiah having prophesied about the coming of Christ

recall to their

Syria,

i:

the former chapter,

(Is.

vii.

14,)

many

improperly

explai:

same subject, that, endued wit
heavenly power, he came to spoil the prince of this world
(John xii. SI,) and therefore hastened to the prey. This in
genuity is pleasing enough, but cannot at all harmonize
with the text for the true and natural view of the contexi
shows that in this passage the Prophet brings forward no
thing that is new, but supports what he had formerly said.
The noun DHl?, (gnedim^
2. And I took unto me witnesses.
and the verb T'l?^^, (agnid,) which the Prophet employs;
are derived from the same root, and the allusion is elegant
this also as relating to the

;

as if

As

we were

this

to say, " I

have called-to-witness witnesses."
was a matter of great importance, he therefore too^

ginal reading is, " Ileb. In making speed to the spoil he hasteneth til
" To the next word lilD, (maker,) the pre
prey, or, mcike speed" S^c.
fix ?

(lamed) shews," says Bishop Stock, " that

in Ezek. xxxvii. 16, Write on

it

h^'^^'^

^nh

it is

an inscription

rXl'\rh

;

ai

(lihudah vdibne

Judah and the sons of Israel. MaiierSHALAL-HASH-BAZ means, Hasteneth the spoil! soon cometh the prey." m
Ed.
.
1
^
The Latin language afforded to our Author an exceedingly successful
Israel) (to) this inscription,

—

imitation of the Hebrew phrase, " Contestatus sum testes." It is readily
acknowledged that the turn of expression adopted by the translator is
much less felicitous ; but it is hoped that it will aid the judgment, though
Ed.
it may fail to gratify the taste, of the English reader.
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usually done on important occa-

sions.

He

Faithful witnesses.

calls tliem faithful,

that

is,

true

and worthy of credit and yet one of them was an ungodly
and worthless apostate, who, wishing to flatter his king,
erected an altar resembling the altar at Damascus, and
openly defended ungodliness and unlawful modes of wor;

I am aware, are of opinion that
but a careful examination of the
circumstances will convince any one, that this was the same
ship.

it

Some commentators,

was a

different person

Urijah, of

whom

;

the sacred history declares that he was

slavishly devoted to the ungodliness

the king.
it

was a

faithful,

(2

Kings

xvi; 11.)

As

and lawless

desires of

to those w^ho think that

different person, because Isaiah here calls this

such an argument carries

weight

little

;

man

for the

Prophet did not look at the man, but at the office which he
and which rendered him a fit person for bearing testimony. Accordingly, he does not mean that he was a good
and excellent man, but that his office gave him such influence that nobody could reject him, and that his testimony
was, as they say, free from every objection.
Uriah the priest, and Zechariah the son of Jeberechiah.
I think that this prophecy was affixed to the gates of the
temple, Uriah and Zechariah having been taken to be witnesses ; for he does not speak of a vision, but of a command
of God, which he actually obeyed, in order that these words,
like a common proverb, might be repeated by every person.
What follows
3. And I approached to the prophetess.
happened to the Prophet, I have no doubt, by a vision, for
the purpose of sealing the former prediction.
The vision
given to Isaiah was, that he had a child by his wife, and
was enjoined to give him this name. There would, indeed,
be no absurdity in admitting that the Prophet actually had
a son by his wife, and gave him this name and I shall not
But
eagerly dispute with any one who is of that opinion.
as it is not probable that this name was given to any man,
held,

;

no evidence to prove it, I am more disposed
was a vision exhibited to the Prophet, in
He calls his wife a
confirm the former prediction.

and as there

is

to think that this

order to

I
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in whicli the wives of kings,-

sake of showing them respect, arc called queens, but

because in this vision she sustained a public character.^
This
4. Truly before the child have knowledge to cry.
an interpretation both of the dark saying and of the visio
which was added to it for although God did not intend to
i

;

speak in direct language,
should be removed.
child, to

mean

I

still it

was proper that obscurity

interpret "l^^n,

(hannagnar,) th6

not the Prophet's son, but rather

should be born soon afterwards.

He

all

who

declares that, befon

they are grown up, the two kings of Israel and Samaria
will

be destroyed.

Before the face of the king of Assyria. Tliat is, at thi
disposal, or at the will, of the king of Assyria ; alludin/
perhaps to an ancient custom of carrying the spoils of thi

enemies before the chariot of those who received a public
In like manner shall the spoils of Samaria am
Damascus be carried before the king of Assyria.
This makes it still more evident that the Prophet intendei
nothing else than to foretell the desolation of the kingdon
triumph.

of Israel

and of

Syria.

He

does this for the purpose of

com

and likewise of holding up to scorn th
foolish dread of the wicked king, who could not endure tha
the Lord should assist him for he rejected not only th
promises, but likewise the sign which was offered.
In con
sequence of this, the Prophet goes farther and farther i
reproving his wickedness, and that of the whole nation
" Thou dost, indeed, believe nothing, but the Lord wil
assist his own
and thou shalt quickly see sudden and u
expected changes, by which the Lord will deliver his people.

forting the godly,

;

;

And

yet these words were spoken not so

men
of God do

as to godly

and hence

much

to the kin

ought to infer that the sei
vants
not always speak so as to be believed b;
th^ir hearers
for Isaiah here addresses wicked men, i
whom he produces no conviction. Why, then, does he spea
;

w^e

;

Nee dubium est, quin animos pioriun a libidinoso coitu data opei
abducere voluit Isaias, iit ad sacrum mysterium attenti forent. Et certt
ijuamvis iu eonjugio, &c.
^ It is evident that, by a slip of the pen, Samaria is put for Syria.
'
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To convict them more and more of their unbethem for it and next, to render the
goodness of God more manifest for who would not have
thought that such aggravated wickedness would entirely
shut the door against the mercy of God ? And yet the Lord,
jo

them ?
and

lief,

to reprove

;

:

by his goodness, rises superior to the wickedness both of the
king and of the people. The object of the Prophet therefore
is, to reprove the ungodly for their rebelliousness, and at the
same time show that God is always like himself
6. Because this people hath despised (or, disdained^)
That Ahaz may not slumber in unthe waters of Shiloah.
founded expectation, the Prophet all at once breaks oif his
discourse about the general safety of the godly, and next
threatens punishment on unbelievers.
Some think that he
speaks against those who wished for revolutions as it frequently happens that the multitude are not satisfied with
their present condition, and desire to have a new king.
Those who are diseased often expect that, by a change ot
;

place, they will be in better health.

of men, that

So perverse

when matters do not go

is

the will

to their wish, they

look for a change of their condition, snatch at

it

eagerly,

and hope to obtain from it some relief
But I think that the Prophet's meaning is more extensive, and does not apply to those only who desired a change
but that the discourse is general, and includes all ranks
for impiety and contempt of God almost universally prevailed, and he does not speak of a few persons, or of a
I
particular party, but of the great body of the nation.
confess, indeed, that he excepts a few persons, servants of
God, who will afterwards be mentioned but that does not
;

;

;

prevent the remonstrances of Isaiah from being directed
against the whole nation ; for since almost all were corrupted, he justly reproves

the people, distrusting their

them all. The oiFence is, that
own weakness, sought increased

wealth and increased forces. He says, therefore, that they
despised the waters of Shiloah, because the Jews despised

and disdained their condition.
^

The former word
Ed.

tion.

—

occurs in the version, and the latter at the exposi-
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was to lie 2 in and Renialiah's son} Somi
with Rezin, but the preposition to expresses mor<
fully the perverse desire.
He means that the Jews, per
ceiving that they had not strong fortresses, looked in anothei
direction, and longed for the wealth of the kingdom o;
Israel.
Beholding their small number ^nd their poverty^
they trembled, and placed no confidence in God, but only
outward assistance, and thought that they would be perfectly safe, if they had as powerful a king as the Israelitei
had.
Thus they rejoiced in the riches of others, and ii
render

their joy

it

longing for them.
7.

all

Therefore, behold.

may

He

speaks in the present tense,

attend more closely

:

Behold, the

Lord

tlial

bringeth via

We must attend to the metaphors wdiich th<
Prophet employs, for the style is much more elegant than
" It is as if he ha
it had been naked and unadorned.
said. Because the people are not satisfied with their condi
lent waters.

i:

show them wha
For instance, if a smal
nation, whose king was mean and little esteemed, ha
powerful neighbours over whom an illustrious king reigned^
and said, " How delightful would it be to serve that prosper
reus king, to be the subjects of the emperor, or of the kin
of France
for their power is irresistible \" would not God"
justly punish such an unlawful desire ?
The more powerfi
that kings are, the more grievously do they oppress thei
people there is nothing which they will not attempt, they
do everything according to their caprice.
Besides, they
know no limit to their power, and in proportion to thei
strength they indulge with less restraint.
Tlie Lord reprove
tion,
it

is

and

desire the riches of others, I will

to have a powerful king."

;

;

that

mad

condition,

desire of the Jews, in not being satisfied with thei

and

in looking, not to the Lord, but to the

sources of powerful kings

;

and

this

graceful under these metaphors than

reproof
if

is

r<

far more^

he had spoken in

J

plain and direct language.
Shiloah, as

which flowed a

tells us,

little river

was a small fountain, from

that ran gently through the midst

That narrow river yielding them little
And rejoice in Bezin and Remaliah's son. — Ed.

of Jerusalem.
1

Jerome
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and desired

have

to

those great rivers by which cities are usually defended and
greatlj' enriched for there is nothing by which a country is
;

more enlarged
and navigable

or

more rapidly enriched, than by those large
which render it easy to import and

rivers,

merchandise of every description.
He therefore
compares Euphrates, which was the most celebrated river in

export

all the East, to Shiloah, and -pursues the same metaphor,
meaning by those rapid waters of the river the Assyrians,
who would destroy the whole of Judea, and would waste it
like a deluge.
"1l will show,"
(2 Kings xviii. 13, 17.)
saith the Lord, " what it is to desire those rapid and violent

waters.''

And

he shall come up.

observed

we

for

;

all

This passage ought to be carefully
have a distrust that may be called

natural to us, so that,

when we

human

lose

assistance,

we cannot

promise,

we

see ourselves deprived of

courage.

eyes fixed on our nakedness, and
in our fear

;

sit like

and therefore we ought

Shiloah, therefore, that

fault.

Whatever God may
keep our

at all recover ourselves, but

is,

bewildered persons

to seek a cure for this

the calling or lot which

God has assigned to us accompanied by a promise, though
we do not see it with our eyes, ought to be our defence, and
we should prefer it to the highest power of all the kings in
the world.
For if we rely on human aid, and place our
strength in large forces and abundance of wealth, we must
look for the punishment which

is

here threatened by the

Prophet.

The sacred

history assures us that these things were ful-

any one who shall read the history will not
need a lengthened exposition of this passage for the Asfilled,

so that

;

syrians,

whom

them.

This was the just punishment of their distrust

we

see in

it

the Jews called to their assistance, destroyed
;

and

a striking instance of the wicked greediness of

men, who cannot be

satisfied

with the promise and assistance

of God.

to

a

From this destruction of the Jews let us learn to attend
our own interests. The Church is almost always in such
condition as to be destitute of human aid, lest, if we were

—
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we should be

dazzled by our wealth

We

and forget our God.

VIII.

ought to be so welL
weakness as t

so highly delighted with our

depend wholly on God. The small and gentle waters shoul
be more highly valued by us than the large and rapid rivei
of all the nations, and we ought not to envy the great powe
of the ungodly.
Such is the import of what is written i
the Psalms
The streams of the river shall make glad th
city of God, the sanctuary of the tabernacle of the Most High
God is in the midst of her ; God will help her before the dawn
Let the heathen rage, let the kingdoms be moved, and let th
:

earth melt when the sound is uttered. Jehovah of armies
with us ; the God of Jacob is our fortress.
(Ps. xlvi. 4-7.)
If it be objected that we ought not to reject human aid
the answer is easy. The Prophet does not condemn humai
aid,

but he condemns that wicked fear by which w^e are throwi

into distrust, and tremble, so that no promise of

God

ca:

keep us within reasonable bounds. Now, we ought to rende
to God this honour, that though all things else should fail
we shall be satisfied with him alone, and shall be convince
that he is at hand.
And in that case it matters littl
whether we have or have not outward assistance if w
have it, we are at liberty to use it if we have it not, let u
bear the want of it with patience, and let God alone sufl5c
us for all that we need for he will be able to execute hi
promises, since he has no need of any outward aid.
Onl;
let us trust entirely to his power and defence.
8. And crossing over into Judah.
The verb ^ /H, (chdldph,
which sometimes signifies to pass through, here means t
attack and cut off : that is, it w^ill not only water Judea, bu
will overflow it, so as utterly to drown it
for it will spread
far and wide on every part.
He adds
Uven to the neck. The comparison is taken from a rnai
;

;

;

.

;

who, entering a river, dips into it gradually, till the water
reaches to the neck.
In this manner shall Judea be overflowed by that rapid river, that

i

by the Assyrian, till he'
be plunged up to the neck. He means Jerusalem, which
was the metropolis of the country and when the Assyrian
came to it, Judea was at no great distance from destructior
is,

;

CHAP.
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The breadth of thy land. That is, in all directions for lie
liis metaphor in his prophecy, and shows how violent
the Assyrian will be, and enlarges the representation of his
strength and violence by the same comparison
that is, by
comparing him to an impetuous river, which, bursting through
its barriers and overflowing its banks, spreads^ far and wide,
and overturns and destroys everything by its violence. He
proceeds in his discourse against the Jews, as he had begun to
do in the two former verses for, having foretold the destruction of the Israelites and Syrians, he likewise threatens that
the Jews, in their turn, shall be punished for their unbelief.
To understand this better, Isaiah's highly beautiful and
closely connected discourse must be examined.
First, he
turned aside to address others for Ahaz was unworthy of
being addressed.
The Lord will give you a sign; which
was declared in the former chapter. Next, he adds the
manner of preserving Jerusalem, by the sudden changes
which should take place in Syria and Samaria. This was
confirmed, in the beginning of this chapter, both by a commandment and by a vision. He now comes to the Jews
themselves, that they may not hope to escape without being
punished, or be too highly elated by the destruction of their
enemies for he declares that for them also a reward is prepared, and that they, too, will be punished for their w^ickedness and treachery, because they despised the Lord, and
would not rest satisfied with his promises, and signs, and
acts of kindness largely and bountifully ofi'ered.
Immanuel. It may be asked. Why does the Prophet
;

pursues

;

;

;

;

direct his discourse to Christ, instead of simply calling the

V For there can be no doubt that
by the name Immanuel he means Christ. It might be
thought that this expression was used in order to express
for, since Judea not only was
the disgrace more strongly
set apart to God, but in the person of the Mediator had God
as the guardian of its safety, it was disgraceful that it should
be destroyed by a heathen king. But I rather think that
the Prophet added this name, in order to hold out to good
men some remnant of hope, and to comfort them in so great
for, when the country was wasted and cruelly
a calamity
land " God's holy land

;

;
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therefore meani

that that desolation would not prevent the coming of

Redeemer, of
said,

whom he had

formerly spoken.

" Nevertheless, the land shall be thine,

As

if

tli

he h

Immanuel

have thy residence and abode.'' This wai
therefore, added instead of a consolation, in order to int
mate that the land, though torn and wasted, belongs to Go
and not to men. The sudden change to a direct address
for in this way the Prophet
{airo(TTpo(^r]) is emphatic
solemnly declares his belief in redemption, that the Lor
in

it

shalt thou

;

may

set a limit to the frightful calamities.

The verb 1^1,' (rdgnu,) wheth
Associate yourselves.
be derived from ^l^l (ruang) or from H^^, (rdgndh,) sign
fies to bruise.
But as TM^I (rdgndh) signifies to associat
some prefer talcing it in this sense, which certainly agrees
better with the scope and argument of the Prophet.
Som^
render *it, Bruise ye, that i», bruise the kingdom of Juda
or, bruise the Assyrians
but this appears to be unnatura
•al
or far-fetched.
That it describes the plans and undertaking
by which they endeavoured to crush the Church of God,
evident from its being immediately added, and a secon
time repeated, by the Prophet, Oird you, that is, " Form
plan.''
The word associate, therefore, is the most suitabi
unless, perhaps, it be thought preferable to take the ver
*1!?1 {rdgnu) metaphorically
and I willingly favour that
opinion, so as to make it mean to heap up / for those thing
which are bruised must of necessity be violently pressed an
squeezed together. He therefore means not only gatherin
together, but IWeyvhe pressing closely together ; as if he "hi
said, " Draw close to one another, as if you were a den
9.

it

;

I

I

;

mass.""

This meaning agrees beautifully, I think, with th
for to the same pui-pose is what

scope of this passage

;

immediately adds, " Arm yourselves. Gird you."
The Prophet rises into confidence after having mentioned
Immanuel, that is, God, who would assist his people "anc
at the same time cherishes increased hope in opposition
;

^ The Author illustrates it by a word borrowed from his own vernaculai
entasser, which, like the Latin verb coacervare, signifies to heap up, 6
gather into heaps.
Ed.

—

I
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the country,

the Lord would be victorious, and would preserve his

Withdrawing
from the sight of that calamity, he
turns to Christ, and, by contemplating him, acquires such
courage that he ventures to taunt his enemies as if he had
vanquished them. We must view the Prophet as on a
watch-tower, from which he beholds the distressed condition of the people, and the victorious Assyrians proudly
exulting over them.
Refreshed by the name and the sight
of Christ, he forgets all his distresses, as if he had suffered
nothing and, freed from all his wretchedness, rises against
the enemies whom the Lord would immediately destroy.
This ought to be carefully observed that, as we have still
to contend against the same temptations amidst those afflictions which the Church endures, and by the weight of which
it is almost overwhelmed, we may direct our eyes to Christ,
by the sight of whom we shall be able to triumph over Satan
and over enemies of every description.
Ye peoples} Why does he call them D^^^, (gnammim,)
peoples, when it was the Assyrian only that would lay waste
Judea ? I reply, the army of the Assyrian was composed of
various peoples ; for he had subdued not only the Chaldeans,
but many other peoples ; and, accordingly, that monarchy consisted of various nations.
Yet the Prophet might refer to
the Israelites, the Syrians, and the Egyptians, and to all
others who were enemies of the. Church of God for he does
not speak of one stroke inflicted on the Church, but of the incessant contests which the chosen people had continually to
endure.
But in order to understand this better, we must
join with it the following verse, at the end of which we find
the words for Immanuel, that is, for God is with us ; for this
is the security for our deliverance.
Let men league together, and contrive, and form plans and determinations, they
will not be able to accomplish anything; for there is no
counsel against the Lord, (Prov. xxi. 30 ;) and therefore we
must begin with this foundation, if we wish to stand firm.
people against the cruelty of their enemies.

his mind,

therefore,

;

;

;

^

^^

ye people."

— Eng. Yer.
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men have

if all
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a right to glory-

also boast that

God

is

with them,

name. do not scruple to grow insolent and haughty;
but their glorying is idle and unfounded. Now, the valour
of the godly rests on the word of God, and proceeds from
true faith and if this dwells in our minds, we may triumph
over all our enemies as Paul also teaches, when he encourages the godly by this doctrine, If God he for us, who shall
(Rom. viii. 31.) First, then, we ought to
be against us t
make sure that God is with us, which cannot be unless we
embrace the promises by faith and if we have faith, we do

and

in his

;

;

;

As

not glory in vain.
to

whom

to his addressing a nation so distant,

that word could not reach, the reason

that the efficacy of the word might be

is

and that they might know that he would

believers,

obvious,

made known

to un-

restrain

all their warlike accoutrements, though
they were at a great distance as if he had said, " You do
indeed despise God, but it will be easy for him to keep you
at a distance, and to repress all your rage.'"
Gird yourselves. This is not a superfluous repetition for
it is far more difficult to expect the assistance of God a second
time, when we have once been delivered, than to embrace
the promise of one single deliverance.
Besides, although
the first attacks of enemies do not so greatly alarm us, yet
when we see them hardened in their malice, their obstinacy
reduces us to weakness. We have experience of this eve:
day ; for if any danger threatens us, we may expect assii
ance from the Lord but if we are again in danger, we gr

the Assyrians with

;

;

;

way

;

and

God

so great is our ingratitude, that

we

scarcely thii

In consequence of th
we faint if w^e are frequently brought into danger, and
not consider that God is never wearied by doing us goo
that

will help us a second time.

and by continually

assisting us.

Isaiah, therefore, intended to oppose this frailty of

that

when armed

foes

may

stand firm.

If,

had once and again attacked

me

us,

w"

after being vanquished or weakened

they again muster their forces, and do not cease to ann^
us, let us not be discouraged
for to-morrow, and the ne
day, and as often as they league together, God will be a
;

—
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Hence, also, we are reminded
we may be always prepared for endurconflicts, and may not think that we have
was required from us, when we have once

and destroy them.

of our condition, that

ing additional

done

all

resisted

that

;

for Satan

is

unwearied in his

efforts,

and continu-

he animates his
soldiers, and inflames them with new eagerness.
But although the contests must be often maintained, we are certain of victory, and therefore we ought to fight boldly, and
to remain constantly on the field.
10. Take counsel.
After having spoken of the forces of
e enemies, he now comes to their counsels; as if he had
aid, " Although the enemies may abound not only in armour and in strength, but in counsel and wisdom, still they
ill accomplish nothing.'"
And this warning was very neessary for it often happens that we despise enemies, though
powerful and well armed, because they want counsel, and are
guided by blind violence rather than by reason. He thereally labours to accomplish our destruction

;

;

fore forewarns
all

them that the

craftiness of the enemies,

and

the arts by which they endeavour to gain advantage over

the people of God, will in the end be unsuccessful

;

and,

though they be
in want of nothing, and though they may have a great abundance of everything, of forces, and counsels, and crafty designs.
He adds
Speak the word. To make the meaning more clear, I have
rendered it decree a decree. This relates to their insolence,

therefore, that they will accomplish nothing,

or

it is

the conclusion of the consultation

tion a decree usually follows.

He

things will vanish into smoke.

It

;

for after delibera-

declares that all these
is,

therefore, sufficiently

evident what the Prophet means, and to what purpose this

passage ought to be applied
shield

;

for it

by which we can drive away

may
all

be regarded as a

the terrors of ene-

mies, whether they excel, on the one hand, in forces, wealth,
or, on the other, in wisdom,
and invention, or, in a word, in
For we are well armed and very powerful, if God

power, influence, and rank

;

counsel, craftiness, sagacity,
insolence.
is

with us ; and, therefore,

all

the contrivances or decrees of

adversaries will immediately vanish away.
VOL.

I.

s

;
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O,

Qcl

Immdnu-el ;)

liter-

"We have already explained the force

For my own part, I have no doubt tliat
he alludes to the name which he formerly gave to Christ
ke
for although he means that God assists his people, yet as the

of this argument.^

majesty of God is not of itself sufficient to support us, h
contemplates God himself in the person of the Mediator,
whom alone he has promised to assist us.
Here the Prophet
11. For thus Jehovah spake to me.
contends against another kind of temptations, thai is, against

i

the unbelief of the people

;

and in order

to

make

that

more

ought to be observed that there were two re^
markable temptations, the one external, and the othei*
•tru
internal.
The external temptation came from professed
enemies, such as from the Assyrian and when the peoph
saw his plundering and cruelty, they thought that all wj
over with them, because he had brought them almost
The other temptation was internal for that
utter ruin.
sacred people, which boasted of having been chosen by Go(
relied on the assistance of man rather than of God.
NowJ
this was a most dangerous temptation
for it appeared as
that nation, by its unbelief, refused admission to the pre
mises of God, which were daily offered, and which were con^
tinually sounded in their ears.
And what could the Prophet
think, amidst so great perplexity, but that the destruction oi
this wicked people, which did not cease wickedly to rejec
the grace of God, was close at hand ? The Lord, therefore,'
determined that both the Prophet and his disciples should^
Lid
be armed against a temptation of this kind.
As if hy taking hold of my hand? This is a beautifu
metaphor, which the commentators, I think, have not understood.
He alludes to fathers or teachers, who, when their
words have not sufficient effect, seize the hand of their chil«dren or scholars, and hold them so as to compel them to|
obey.
Thus the servants of the Lord are sometimes disposed
to throw everything away, because they think that they.
manifest,

it

;

3

;

;

i

^

See page 271.

— —

With a strong hand. Eng. Ver.
in strength of hand." Ed.
2

The marginal reading

is,

«

.

|
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but the Lord lays, as

hand on them, and holds them

fast,

that they

it

were,

may

go

forward in the discharge of their duty. This is well understood to be very necessary, and is actually experienced by
all

who

faithfully serve the

Lord

;

for

no temptation

is

more

when they in whom faith ought to dwell revolt;
a word, when faith appears to be banished from the

severe than

and, in
world.

This taking hold of the hand is, therefore, highly necessary,
because not only are we fickle and liable to unsteadiness,
but we are also by nature too much inclined to what is evil,

though no one entice
added,

we

us.

But

if

the force of custom be

are scarcely master of ourselves.

Undoubtedly,

we would every moment be driven up and down, were it not
that we are held by the powerful government of God, and fix
the anchor of constancy in firm ground. Every one of us
ought to meditate earnestly on this thought for though we
may be convinced, yet when it comes to the trial we fail,
;"

and look at men rather than God. We should, therefore,
attend more carefully to this doctrine, and pray to God to
hold us, not only by his word but by laying his hand on us.
ought to be observed that we are exceedingly
When we see bad examples,
we are drawn to them with great force, and take the example
for a law for when others go before us, we think that we have
a right to act in the same manner, and especially when it is
not only one or a few persons who have led the way, but
the custom has become universal. What is in itself manifestly wrong is concealed by the plausible cloak of public
opinion and not only so, but all are carried, as it were, by
the violence of a whirlwind, to adopt an established custom,
as if the will of the people had the force of a law to authorize their corruptions.
This has not been the fault of a
Besides,

it

disposed to wicked imitation.

;

;

single age, but at the present

even more than before

;

for it is

day it abounds as much or
an evil deeply seated in all

by the corruption of nature, to reckon a prevailing error as
a law. Hence arise the superstitions of all ages, and those
which at the present day exist in Popery, the origin of which,
if it

be investigated, will be found to be nothing

else

than

;
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that some persons have drawn others into the same error
and thus almost all have been foolishly caught by the snares

and the general agreement of men is still the chief
All defend themselves
foundation of those superstitions.
by this weapon. " We are not alone/' say they " we foUow
of Satan,

;

an immense

multitude.''

First, we must consider what
12. Say not a conspiracy.
was the condition of that people, for they saw that they were
not provided with numerous forces, and were not able to
J

They
contend in battle against such powerful enemies.
longed for outward assistance, and eagerly desired to obtain
it, for they thought that they were utterly ruined if they did
not obtain the assistance of others. In this sense I understand the word conspiracy, that they thought it necessary
The word conspiracy being
to have the assistance of allies.
employed by the Hebrews in different acceptations, and sometimes denoting a bond, I take it in a good sense. But some
take it in a bad sense " Behold thy enemies, the king ol
Israel and the king of Syria, have conspired together." Buti
I rather agree with those who apply it to the league ancj
friendship which many unbelievers were desirous to contract
with the Assyrian. The Lord therefore admonishes Isaiah
:

not to regard the counsels of wicked men, though the whole
of the people should vie with each other in attending toi

them.
Neither fear ye their fear, nor he afraid. There may als
be a twofold meaning for some read it separately, as if in
this second clause the Prophet condemned in general terms
the wicked customs of the people.
But these two clauses
ought rather to be joined together. " Let it not distress you,
if your countrymen in the present day plot about unlawful
confederacies, and do not consent to them."'
Now, though
the Prophet belonged to the number of those who needed to
be admonished not foolishly to dissuade others from following by faith, yet the plural number, say ye not, shows that
all the godly were taught in his person.
Their fear. Hence we perceive what is the source of those
wiivering counsels by which men are agitated it is, because
their minds are overwhelmed by terror, so that they are
;

;

III.

12.
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any moderation.

He

de-

the Jews so eagerly desired

It was because they were
beyond measure, and did not expect to be preserved
in any other way, and because their blind fear did not permit them to look to the assistance of the Lord. This was
the reason why they so eagerly desired a league.
The same
cause of fear was alleged both against the godly and against
the ungodly but all did not fear in the same manner, for
the godly composed their minds, because they knew that
God took care of their preservation, and, armed by the promise of God, cheered their hearts whenever they mentioned
the name oi Immanuel. But the ungodly, overcome by ter-

to have the Assyrians for allies.
terrified

;

thought of nothing, but the assistance of the Assyrians,
is help in God, and did not betake themselves to him. The Lord certainly does not forbid
the godly to fear, for they cannot avoid that but he bids
them overcome that excessive terror by which the ungodly
are swallowed up.
Let us not, therefore, by their example,
gaze around in every direction, and rush headlong to seek
unlawful aid and especially we must beware lest /ear take
away our judgment. There is but one remedy for this evil,
to restrain ourselves by the word of God, from which proceeds real tranquillity of mind.
Comparing the condition
of that people with our own, let us learn to betake ourselves
to the name of God, which will be to us an impregnable forror,

did not consider that there

;

;

tress.

(Prov. xviii. 10.)

That the Lord did not speak
evident from the words being

Prophet alone, is also
plural number,
iXl^ri, (Id ihlreu,) fear ye not. Peter also has drawn from it
a general doctrine, (1 Pet. iii. 14,) warning us not to fear with
the fear of the ungodly, but to place all our confidence in
God, and to keep our eyes continually fixed on him, that we
may remain steadfast, though heaven and earth should be
mingled.
If that warning of Peter was ever necessary, it is
to the

in the

^

we

see all things tossed

especially so in the present day, for

up and down and mingled

may

in frightful confusion.

That we

not be disturbed, the Lord withdraws us from behold-

ing men, that

we may, by attending

to his word,

keep our

;
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Peter, indeed, understands this fear pas-

while Isaiah understands

it

actively ; for Peter exhorts

waver on account of
the threats and terrors of the ungodly but Isaiah condemns
the trembling, which induced the Jew^s to seek heathen al-

believers to perseverance, so as not to
;

was not the intention of Peter to explain
even to quote the exact words, and as he
meant only to allude to that statement, we need not wonder;

liances.

.

But as

it

this passage, or

I

at this diversity.

Jehovah of hosts himself We have said that
the reason why dangers lead to immoderate alarm is, that
wretched men do not raise their eyes and minds to heaven.
The Prophet now, therefore, proposes a suitable remedy for
allaying terrors, that they who dread the evils which threaten
them may learn to give to God the honour due to him. Tol
sanctify the God of armies means to exalt his power highly
so as to remember that he holds the government of the
world, and that the beginning and the end of good and evil
13. Sanctify

actions are at his disposal.

Hence

it

follows that, in

some

robbed of his holiness, when we do not immediately betake ourselves to him in cases of perplexity.
This mode of expression, therefore, is highly emphatic; for
it shows us that no higher affront can be offered to God thaa
to give way to fear, as if he were not exalted above all creatures, so as to control all events.
On the other hand, when
we rely on his aid, and, through victorious steadfastness of
faith, despise dangers, then do we actually ascribe to him:
lawful government for if we are not convinced that innumerable methods, though unknown to us, are in his power for
our deliverance, we conceive of him as a dead idol.
And let him he your fear and let him he your dread. He
properly adds, that God himself should be the fear and the
dread of the people, in order to inform them that there
awaits them a just and lawful reward of their crimes and of
their contempt of God, when they thus in wretchedness and
alarm tremble at dangers. Though he speaks not only of
fear but of dread, yet he does not mean that the Jews should
be filled with horror at the name of God, so as to desire to
flee from him, but merely demands from them reverence for
respects,

God

is

;

,

;

,
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I

He

therefore

from solicitude of mind, if a sincere fear of God be deeply
engraven on their hearts, and never pass away from them
and indeed every person who freely devotes himself to God,
and undertakes to fear him alone, so as to lay this restraint
on himself, will find that no haven is more safe than his protection.
But as the ungodly do not cease to provoke his
anger by shameless transgression, he harasses their minds

by continual uneasiness, and thus

inflicts

the most appro-

priate revenge for their careless indifierence.
14. And he shall be for a sanctuary.
He promises that
the true worshippers of God will enjoy tranquillity of mind,

were, under his wings,
There is an allusion to
the word sanctify which he had lately used for the word
^npD, (mikdash,) which means sometimes a sanctuary, and
sometimes a place of refuge, is derived from the same root.^
The meaning therefore is, that God demands nothing for
which he does not offer mutual recompense, because every
one that sanctifies him will undoubtedly find him to be a
Now, although in this sanctification there
place of refuge.
is a mutual relation between us and God, yet there is a dif-

because the Lord, covering them, as

it

will quickly dispel all their fears.

;

we sanctify him by ascribing all praise and glory
and by relying entirely upon him but he sanctifies
As there
us, by guarding and preserving us from all evils.
were few who believed and relied on his promises, the Prophet
ference, for

to him,

;

wished that the godly should be fortified against this kind
for there was a danger lest they should be
carried away by such bad examples as by a kind of tempest.
The Prophet therefore meant, " The Lord will be your
Though others stumble
best and most faithful guardian.
of temptation

;

remain steadfastly in
implied, though not
your calling.'' And
expressed for a sanctuary may be said to be a citadel situated in a lofty position, and a bulwark for defending and
against him, yet be not you terrified

here a contrast

;

is

;

1 It may aid the English reader, in understanding this observation, to
be reminded that the two words sanctify and sanctuary, come from the

same

root, sancti or saint, that

is, lioly,

— Ed.
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VIII.

guarding the godly, but for destroying and overwlielming*
it.
"We_
was fulfilled^
partly during the reign of Hezekiah, and partly at tlie time
of the captivity into Babylon and yet at the same time
Christ was prefigured, who was to be not a place of refuge^
but rather a stone of stumbling to the Israelites. Isaiah forewarns them of this stumbling, that the godly may be aware

the ungodly, because they rashly stumble against
shall

afterwards see more clearly

how

this

;

of

it.

The Jews ignorantly an
the two houses of Israel.
improperly tear asunder this verse, instead of dividing it
To

" God will be,'' say they, " partly a sanctuary and partly
stone of stumbling /' as if by the two families he distinguished between the godly and the unbelievers. On th
contrary, he enjoins believers, though nearly the whole mul'-

titude of both

kingdoms should dissuade them from obedienc(

to God, not to be discouraged, but to disregard everything

else, and break through all opposition.
The Prophet migh
have simply said, he will be for an offence to Israel ; but hti
intended to express more, for he includes the whole nation;
and declares that God will be their destruction. The nation
was divided into two kingdoms, Ephraim and Judah andj
therefore, he mentioned both.
There were, indeed, som^
exceptions, but he speaks here of the whole body.
This is a remarkable passage and cannot be sufficiently callec
to remembrance, especially at the present time, when we se
the state of religion throughout the whole Christian world
brought nearly to ruin. Many boast that they are Christians
who are strongly alienated from God, and to whom Christ is bM
stone of stumbling.
The papists insolently and proudly boast
of his name, though they profane the whole of his worship
by superstitions, and bring upon it dishonour and reproach
Among those to whom a purer worship of God has been re-*
stored, there are very few who embrace the Gospel of God
with sincere regard. Wherever we turn our eyes, very sore
temptations meet us in every direction and, therefore, we
ought to remember this highly useful instruction, that it is
II
no new thing, if a great multitude of persons, and almost all
;

J

I

'

;

who

boast that they belong to the Church, stumble against

;
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us constantly adhere to liim, however small

our numbers.

For a snare to the inhabitant of Jerusalem. This is the
second circumstance introduced for heightening the picture;
having mentioned the two kingdoms, he names the
Although the whole country was crippled,
seemed that the Lord kept his abode there.
He

for, after

metropolis itself
yet

it

therefore

common

means that God became a
people

who were

snare, not only to the

scattered throughout the fields

and villages, but to the nobles themselves, and to the priests
^i^ho dwelt in Jerusalem, who dwelt in that holy habitation
which God intended that the remembrance of his name
should be chiefly preserved.
That was testified also by
David, that those builders whom tli^ Lord appointed rejected

^k

the chief corner-stone.

(Ps. cxviii. 22.)

Christ quotes this

passage against the Jews, and shows that
self

(Matt. xxi.

42

;

Mark

xii. 1 0.)

it

applies to him-

This happened, indeed,

still more in the time of Christ
and rebellion gradually increased till they
came to a height. Accordingly, both the highest and the
lowest, who always had obstinately disobeyed God, at that
time broke out against him still more with unrestrained indulgence, and therefore their destruction also reached its
height for they were altogether rejected by God, whose Son
they had refused. Hence also we infer the eternal divinity
of Christ, for Paul shows that it is God of whom the Prophet
here speaks.
(Rom. ix. 33.) Now, he speaks not of a pretended God, but of that God by whom heaven and earth were
(Exod. iii. 6.)
created, and who revealed himself to Moses.
It is, therefore, the same God by whom the Church has been

in the time of Isaiah, but
for ungodliness

;

always governed.
15.

And many among

them

shall stumble.

He

goes on

to threaten the ungodly, as he had formerly begun, and declares that those who refuse to trust in God will not escape

without being punished. The threatening runs thus ^' when
they have stumbled, they will then fall, and afterwards they
This agrees with the former metaphor, in
will be bruised.''
:

which he compared God to a stone. Christ has alluded to
He who shall fall
that metaphor, including both clauses.
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this stone will be

it will

bruise him.

And

broken

;
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but on whomsoever

it

shall fall^

(Matt. xxi. 44.)

snared and taken. This agrees with the
which he compared God to a snare and
gin.
Let not the ungodly, therefore, imagine that they are
stronger or wiser than Grod for they will find that he excels
them in strength and wisdom, and that to their destruction.
They must, therefore, unavoidably be ruined for either they
will be utterly bruised^ or they will be snared in such a
manner, that they can never extricate themselves.
This threatening also regards the godly, that they may
not hesitate to withdraw from holding fellowship with the
multitude, and that they may not resolutely disregard the
shall be

latter metaphor, in

;

;

sinfulness of revolt.

God, but

is

longs to

God

them a

rather, as

Now,

this does not strictly belong to

we would

men

to receive

say, accidental

;

for it be-

and to give
That was more

into his favour,

firm security for their salvation.

and is still manifested and,
reminds us that, though many unbelievers
no reason why their stumbling should ob)b-

clearly manifested in Christ,
therefore, Peter

stumble, this

is

;

struct the progress of our faith

;

ing a chosen and precious stone.
16.

Bind up

the testimony.

for Christ is notwithstan
(1 Pet.

ii.

4.)

The Lord now turns

his

course to the Prophet, and encourages him, while he

d

}

mus
ist

contend against apostates and rebels, to discharge his offiae
with boldness and perseverance. This was highly necessarjl

had met with great obstinacy in the people so
he had only looked at their present condition, that is,
at the unbelief of the people, and his fruitless and unsuJ
cessful exertions, he must have altogether given way.
On
this account the Lord determined to confi^rm and seal his
calling, not only on his account, but for the sake of all whJ
should obey his doctrine and if very few persons believed!
the words of the Prophet, still the Lord testifies that his|
doctrine has been sealed to them, and that, therefore, neith(
must he desist from his ofiice of teaching, nor must thel
cease to yield the obedience of faith.
Seal the law. He compares the doctrine of the word to
sealed letter, which may indeed be felt and handled b^
for Isaiah

that

;

if

;

I

'

;
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read and understood by few, that
sent and addressed.

Thus the
by the elect, though
it is held out indiscriminately to all.
The word is therefore
sealed to those who derive no advantage from it, and is
sealed in such a manner that the Lord unseals and opens it
to his own people by the Spirit.
Some derive the verb ^*)1C
But though
(fzor) from "DUX (ndtmr,) and translate it keep.
by those
word of Grod

is,

to

is

received

it

is

by

few, that

is,

meaning, still the
which I have followed^ may be
proved from the other verb seal ; for the custom in ancient
times was, first, to tie a thread around a letter, and then to

this does not greatly affect the general

superiority of the rendering

^Mal

it.

^p We

draw from

it

this highly useful doctrine,

namely, that

teachers and ministers of the word ought constantly to peroffice, though it may seem that
and give no evidence of anything but obstinacy and rebellion; for the Lord will reserve for himself
some disciples, by whom his letter will be read with advantage, though it be closed to others. The Prophet afterwards
employs the same metaphor, when he says, that the word is
like a closed book, (Is. xxix. 11 ;) but there he only mentions
wicked men, and here he mentions disciples, to whom the
doctrine of the word is not without advantage.
It may be objected, Was it then the duty of the Prophet
to disregard the people, and to withdraw and shut himself
up with the disciples, among whom some good effect was
produced ? I reply, this was not the Prophet's meaning
for it was the will of the Lord that Isaiah should appear in
But as he
public, and cry aloud, and reveal his will to all.
spoke to the deaf, and might be discouraged by seeing no
evidence of the fruit of his labours, the Lord determined to
excite and encourage him to go forward, even when matters

severe in discharging their
all

men

revolt,

were in a desperate condition, and, satisfied with his disciples,
though their number was small, to become every day more

and more courageous.
17. Therefore
1

*

I

will wait for the Lord.^

I

have chosen to

Which is also followed in the English Bible, namely, Bind.
And 7 will wait for the, Lord. Eng. Yer.

—

—Ed.
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by therefore ;

(vau)
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Prophet

covers liimself, after having received from the Lord the consolation which

Lord

we have

just

now

is

" Seeing that the

seen.

pleased to have disciples to

whom

his doctrine

is

though he hath hid his face from
Jacob, that is, hath rejected and cast off his people." This is
a remarkable passage, and, by meditating continually on it,
we must be greatly encouraged for though it may seem as
if the whole world had revolted, still we ought boldly to
persevere and even though God hath hid his face from his
people, and they who professed his name have been cast off,
This is
still we ought to wait for him with unshaken hope.
sealed,

/

will wait for him,

;

;

the only remedy that

The word wait
"

is left

to us.

exceedingly emphatic

;

as if

he had

said,

not turn aside from God, I will persevere in

Still I will

He

is

by adding, / will loo,
is wont to ma
our faith waver and faint, and it is most grievously shaken
when we see that we are deprived of allies, and that there
re
are open enemies who boldly take to themselves the name
the Church.
Offences commonly turn us aside from Go^
and perplex us in such a manner that we call in question the
truth of the word. This consolation is therefore highly nee
sary, whether the Church is oppressed by outward calamiti
or thrown into confusion by the treachery of the multitud
18. Behold, I.
Here the Prophet not only testifies th
he will wait patiently, but also gives an evidence of courag
by appearing in public along with the disciples whom he
had gained to God, and who still remained. As if he had
faith.''

for him;

increases the force of

for the occurrence of

it

any

offence

i

" Though others may withdraw, yet I am ready to
obey thee, and I bring along with me those whom thou hast
been pleased to preserve in a wonderful manner through m;
agency." He therefore declares by these words his unshakei
courage, and promises that he will persevere in faith an<
obedience to the Lord, though all should revolt.
said,

And

the children.

By

children are

meant the

Hebrew, and
^

The

also of the Latin language.^

allusion

is

to the Latin

noun Puer,

He

to which

varioui

custom of

classes of servants, agreeably to the ordinary

th<

speaks of th

might have

—
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whom

he had formerly mentioned. Hence we see
demanded"' from those who wish to be reckoned
among the true disciples of the Lord. It is, to declare with
Isaiah that they are submissive and ready to hear, and that,
as soon as the Lord has spoken, they will yield immediate
disciples

what

is

Now, teachers ought to bring disciples with
them, and not merely to send them before they ought, I
obedience.

;

go before them, and by their example to point out
^Ke way, as was formerly explained,^ (Is. ii. 3 ;) otherwise
^ney will have no authority in teaching. The apostle to the
Hebrews applies this passage to Christ, (Heb. ii. 13,) and
draws from it an instruction which ought to be a very
powerful excitement to us, that considering ourselves to be
followers not only of Isaiah, but of Christ himself, as our
leader and instructor, we may press forward with greater
say, to

alacrity.

to

Whom the Lord hath given me. By this
whom our faith ought to be ascribed.

to his undeserved election

;

the Prophet shows
It is to

God, and

for Isaiah taught publicly, ad-^

monished every person, and invited all without exception to
come to God but his doctrine is of advantage to those only
who have been given to him by God. By given he means
those whom God drew by an inward and secret operation of
his Spirit, when the sound of the external voice fell on the
ears of the multitude without producing any good effect.
In like manner Christ declares that the elect were given to
him hy the Father. (John xvii. 6.) Thus we see that readiness to believe does not depend on the will of men but
that some of the multitude believe, because, as Luke tells
us, they had been foreordained.
(Acts xiii. 48.) Now, whom,
he foreordained he likewise calls, (Rom. viii. 30,) and efficaciously seals in them the proof of their adoption, that they
may become obedient and submissive. Such, therefore, is
the giving of which Isaiah now speaks. This applies strictly
to Christ, to whom the Father presents and gives disciples,
;

;

as

it

is

said in the Gospel

by John, No man cometh

to

me,

added the Greek noun Uxr?, and similar uses of the word denoting Child
are found in modern languages.
Ed.
^
See page 94, where the difference between Come and Go up is explained.

— Ed.
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drawn him. (John vi. 44.) Henc<
he is also appointed to be our guardian, to
(John x. 28.
preserve us under his protection to the end.
Wherefore he saith, not one of those whom the Father hat
(John xvii. 1 2.)
given to me shall perish.
unless the Father hath
it

follows, that

For

signs

Some

and wonders.

consider this passage

t<

refer to miracles, but that is inapplicable, for the meaning
is totally different,

namely, that

all

the godly will be regarde(

not only with hatred, but even with abhorrence, as

had been monsters

if

the]

and that not only by strangers or b;
professed enemies, but even by Israel.
We have experieno
of this at the present day for papists look upon us wit
greater abhorrence than they look upon Mahometans o
;

;

Jews, or even dogs or monsters. Though this is exceeding!;
base, we need not greatly wonder at it ; for it was necessar
that this prophecy should even now be fulfilled. It was ex
perienced by Isaiah from his countrymen, and has beei

experienced by

Nor is
who wish

it

all

others

who have followed his doctrine.
we discover it, but in thos

only in papists that

to be regarded as very closely connected with th
Church, the greater part of whom either view us with stron
dislike, or ridicule us, or, in a word, hold us to be monsten
because we are so anxious, and give ourselves so much ui
easiness, about the salvation of the Church, the honour c
God, and eternal life and because we do not scruple t
;

undergo so many dangers, such hatred, censure, reproacl
banishment, poverty, hunger, nakedness, and, in a wor<
death itself These things appear monstrous to them fo
when they are so careful to protect their skin, how could
they have a relish for the highest blessings ? But that w
may not be disturbed by their reproaches, we must a
ourselves with this exhortation of the Prophet.
From the Lord of hosts. To show how trifling and wort
less is the conspiracy of the wicked multitude, he contras
the God of armies with the pride of the whole world, an
raises a lofty defiance
as if he had said, that he cared no
though he were universally abhorred by men, because
knew that God was on his side.
;

;

Who

dwelleth in

Mount Zion. The

addition of these

wo
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for although the people

abounded in

every kind of crimes and enormities, still they boasted that
they were devoted to God, and, abusing his promises, condemned the true servants of God who reproved them. On

the other hand, the Prophets, in order to shake off their false
confidence and pride, declared that they were the servants of
the only and true God, whom the people falsely boasted of
worshipping in Mount Zion. God had not chosen it for his
habitation as if, because he was bound to the spot, he would
accept of false and spurious worship, but he wished to be
sought and worshipped according to the rule of his word.
Accordingly, w^hen Isaiah claims for himself God who
dwelleth in Mount Zion, he sharply reproves hypocrites, because through false boasting they indulge in foolish pride
whenever they say. The temple of the Lord, (Jer. vii. 4,) for
it was rather an idol in which they boasted contrary to the
word. Though they snatched at the promises, yet they falsely
tortured them against the true servants of God, as the
papists at the present day are wont to torture them against
us.

The Prophets,

therefore, distinguish

mask from
quote the mere name

God by this title,
who were accus-

in order to tear the

hypocrites,

tomed

of the temple in opposition

to

For this reason Isaiah now says,
to the plain word of God.
" Take us, if you choose, for monsters, yet God acknowledges

own and you cannot detest us without at the
same time abhorring the God of Abraham and David, whose

us to be his
servants

we

;

are.''

And when

they shall say to you.
Isaiah continues the
former subject, which is, that all the godly should not only
-use the authority of God as a shield, but should fortify themselves with it as a brazen wall, to contend against all ungodliness.
He therefore entreats them to resist courageously if
any one shall tempt them to superstition and unlawful modes
19.

number is employed by him in order
was a vice which pervaded all ranks, and
abounded everywhere as if he had said, " I see what
II happen
you will be placed in great danger for your
Iiich
untrvmen will endeavour to draw you away from the true
The

of worship.

to signify that

plural

it

;

;

;

—

!

'
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VIII. 19,

At the same time he shows how wiekedly
they had departed from God's hiw and covenant, by shame
lessly pushing forward diviners and soothsayers whose nam<
resemble them."

ought to have been held by them in abhorrence.
Should not a people ask counsel of their God ? Some reac
these words in connection with what goes before, applying
them to the ungodly, as if this were a pretence which they
abused in order to deceive the simple because there is no
nation that has not oracles and revelations, but every natio
consults its gods, or, in place of them, magicians and soothBut what I reckon to be the more correct view
sayers.
that Isaiah advises his disciples to give this answer if thej
shall happen to be tempted to wicked modes of worship
;

the meaning is not fully cleared up for this passage U
commonly expounded as if it were a comparison drawn frori
Still

;

the less to the greater.
consult their gods,

"

What

!

seeing that the Gentilej

and yet these gods are

false, shall

we

noi

more highly esteem him whom we know to be the true God
and who hath revealed himself to us by so many proofs
What a shame will it be if their idols are more highly value
by the Gentiles than God is by us "
But I interpret this as referring to the Jews themselvei
who were called by way of eminence (/car e^oxv^) i^^ people
because God had adopted them. Nor is it of any importanc
that the Prophet employs the plural form VH/K,^ (elohaiv

D^n7X

;

used as in the singular number. Thii
is a shield by which all the superstitions which come im
perceptibly upon us ought to be repelled.
While some
ponder and hesitate whether or not it be proper to consul
diviners, let us have this answer in readiness, that God alom
ought to be consulted. The Prophet alludes to that passage
in Deuteronomy in which the Lord forbade them to go t(
magicians and soothsayers
and lest they should excuse
themselves on the pretence that every nation had its inter
for

(elohim) is

;

1 If D^^?^? (Slohlm) were not only a plural
form, as it actually is, b
used in a plural signification, it would mean gods, and Vn?K {elohaiv
would mean his gods ; but since D^'^i'^? (e^o/i?m) means (roc?, Vn^K {elohaiv
means his God. It may be proper to add that the pronominal affix A
agrees with D^, {gnam,) people, which is masculine.
Ed.
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preters or fortune-tellers, added, that tliey would not cease

have a Prophet, or be deprived of necessary instruction.

to

It was therefore the will of the Lord
that they should depend entirely on his word, and should
learn from it alone whatever was useful for them to know,

(Deut. xviii. 10-15.)

and should render obedience

From

variously rendered

is

to him.

The preposition H^i (begnad)
it is translated for ; and

the living to the dead.

in that case the

:

frequently

meaning

will be,

" Shall the dead be con-

sulted/or the business of the living ?"

But as that meaning
would perhaps be better to explain it thus " The
Lord desires to be our teacher, and for that purpose hath
appointed prophets, that we may learn from them his will,
for a prophet is the mouth of the Lord.
It is therefore unlawful to go to the dead, who have not been appointed for
that end for God did not intend to make use of the dead
is

forced,

it

:

;

for instructing

us.''

But when I examine the whole matter more
choose rather to consider
is,

from

God

H^^

the living to the

is sufficient for

(begnad) to

dead; as

if

closely, I

mean from,

he had

said,

us for the living and the dead.

that

"One
you

If

search through heaven, earth, and hell, you will find that

one God

and

is sufficient

flows

for us.''

naturally.

This

is,

I think, the best sense,

Accordingly, the Prophet arms the

godly against the schemes and contrivances of wicked

by

whom

men

they might otherwise have been tempted to revolt,

with the exhortation to be satisfied with God alone as their
teacher, and not to offer him such an insult as to disregard

and seek other teachers, but to cast away
and depend on his truth alone, which immediately afterwards he again repeats and confirms.
There are indeed various
20. To the law and testimony.
ways of explaining this passage. Some think that it is the
form of an oath, as if the Prophet were swearing by the law
that they were apostates, and would entice others to a similar
But I take a difi'erent view of it, which is, that
apostacy.
he directs our. attention to the law and the testimony ; for

his instruction

everything

else,

the preposition

meaning.
VOL.

I.

/,

Now,

(lamed,)

to,

plainly shows that this

is

the

the testimony is joined with the law, not as

T
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VIII. 20.

but for the sake of explanation, "

to

t)

law," which contains the testimony or declaration of the will

God toward us. In short, we ought to take the word tes^m
timony as describing a quality, in order to inform us what
advantage we derive from the law ; namely, that God reveals
of

himself to us in the law, and declares what is that relation to
us which he chooses to hold, and lays down what he demands
from us, and in short everything necessary to be known.
It is therefore a very high
it

commendation of

the

law that

contains the doctrine of salvation, and the rule of a good

and happy

he justly forbids us to
as if he should
say, " Forsake all the superstitions on which they are so
madly bent for they are not satisfied with having God
alone, and call to their aid innumerable inventions.'' In this
manner also Christ speaks, They have Moses and the prophets, let them hear them, (Luke xvi. 29 ;) for though Abraham is there brought forward as the speaker, still it is a
permanent oracle which is uttered by the mouth of God.
We are therefore enjoined to hear the law and the prophets,
that we may not be under the influence of eager curiosity, or
seek to learn anything from the dead. If the law and the
prophets had not been sufficient, the Lord would not have
life.

turn aside from

For
it

this reason also

in the smallest degree

;

;

refused to allow us other assistance.

Hence we learn that everything which is added to the
word must be condemned and rejected. It is the will of the
Lord that we shall depend wholly on his word, and tliat our
knowledge shall be confined wathin its limits and therefore,
if we lend our ears to others, we take a liberty which he has
forbidden, and offer to him a gross insult.
Everything that
is introduced by men on their own authoi'ity will be nothingelse than a corruption of the word
and consequently, if we
wish to obey God, we must reject all other instructors. He
likewise warns us that, if we abide by the law of the Lord,
we shall be protected against superstitions and wicked modes
of worship for, as Paul calls the word of God the sword of
the Spirit, (Eph. vi. 1 7,) so by the word, Satan and all his con;

;

;

trivances are put to flight.

him whenever we

We

ought therefore to

shall be attacked

by enemies,

flee to

that, being

,

CHAP.

I

VIII, 21.
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armed with it, we may contend valiantly, and at length put
them to flight.
If they shall not speak. I do not relate all the expositions
of this passage, for that would be too tedious and I consider
;

the true exposition to be so well supported that
refute all others.

men

It is usually explained to

mean

it

will easily

that wicked

with their inventions, and expose their impostures
them ; that is, because they
have not ordinary understanding. For my own part, I consider this to be a reason for encouraging believers to perseverance that if wicked men depart from the true doctrine,
they will evince nothing else than their own blindness and
trifle

to sale, because there is no light in

;

darkness.
We ought to despise their folly, that it may not
be an obstruction to us as Christ also teaches us that we
should boldly set aside such persons, so as not to be in any
" They are
degree afiected by their blindness or obstinacy.
"
blind," says he,
Do you wish of
aiid leaders of the blind.
your own accord to perish with them
(Matt. xv. 14.)
The Prophet therefore enjoins us to ascribe to the word
such high authority, that we shall venture boldly to despise
the whole world, if the word be opposed by them for if
even angels should do this, we might condemn them also by
;

V

;

If an angel from heaven, says
him be accursed. (Gral. i. 8, 9.)
How much more boldly, therefore, shall we condemn men
who set themselves in opposition to God ? The mode of expression is emphatic. If they shall not speak according to this
the authority of the word.
Paul, preach anything

else, let

word.
He brings an accusation of blindness against every
man who does not instantly and without dispute adopt this
sentiment, that

we ought not

to be wise

beyond

the

law

of God.

Not to per21. Then they shall pass through that land.
mit believers to be ensnared by the common errors, he adds
how dreadful is the punishment which awaits the ungodly
when they have revolted from God, and have laboured to induce others to join in the same revolt. The passage is somewhat obscure; but the obscurity arises from the want of
proper attention in examining the words. The verb 1^^
{gndbar) is emphatic
for by passing through he means that
;

;

I
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men wander up and down, and

VIII. 21.

are not

able to find a resting-place, or any permanent abode.

the indefinite verb

we must supply

a noun,

The Jews

To
shall

By the pronoun HI, (hdhh,) in it^ he means Judca,
which the Lord had preferred to all other countries and
therefore it is easily understood, though the Prophet does
not express it. As if he had said, " I promised indeed that
that country would be the perpetual inheritance of my people,
xvii. 8 ;) but they shall lead a wandering and
(Gren. xiii. 15
restless life, as is the case with those who, driven from their
habitations, and afflicted with hunger and pestilence and
every kind of calamities, seek, but nowhere find, a better
condition and abode.'' These words are therefore contrasted
with the extraordinary kindness of God, which is so frequently mentioned by Moses, namely, that they will have a
fixed residence in Judea; for here he threatens that they
will be stragglers and wanderers, not in their own, but in a
foreign country
so that, wherever they come, they will be
attacked and hunted down by innumerable vexations.
When they shall he hungry. The Prophet appears to point
out the conversion of the Jews, as if he had said, " Wheu
they have been weighed down by afflictions they will at length
repent f and undoubtedly this is the remedy by which the
Lord generally cures the disease of obstinacy. Yet if any
one suppose that the word hunger describes the indignation
and roaring of the wicked without repentance, it may be
stated that it includes not only hunger and thirst, but, by a
figure of speech in which a part is taken for the whole,
(o-uz/e/cSop^fc/cftJ9,) every other kind of calamity.
They shall fret themselves? They will begin to be displeased
with themselves, and to loathe all the supports on which they
had formerly relied and this is the beginning of repentance
for in prosperity we flatter ourselves, but in sore adversity
we loathe everything that is around us. But if it be thought
preferable to refer it to the reprobate, this word denotes the

jmss.

;

;

;

;

1

Through

it.

— Eng. Ver.

Not satisfied with the Latin word irritentur for conveying the import
of the Hebrew P]^pnn, (hithkatzeph,) Ca.lvin illustrates it by a phras(
taken from Ms own vernacular, lis se despiteront, which means, the^ will
2

fume, or

chafe, or burst into furious passion.

— Ed.

'
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so far from leading

them

to humility

rather aggravates their rage.

it

And

curse their king

and

their God.

By King some

sup-

pose that he means God.

In this sense Zephaniah used the
word Uy?t2 (rnalchdm), that is, their King. (Zeph. i. 5.)
But here I draw a distinction between King and God; for
wicked men are first blinded by a false confidence in idols,
and afterwards they place their defence in earthly things.
When the Jews had a king, they were proud of his glory and
power and when Isaiah preached, wicked men enraged the
king against him, and even aroused the whole of the nation
to follow the king as their standard-bearer.
Since, therefore,
;

had been partly in the idols and partly
he threatens that they will be afflicted with so
many calamities, that they will be constrained to abhor both
their gods and the king.
And this is the beginning of repentance, to loathe and drive far from us everything that
kept us back or led us away from God.
And look upward. He describes the trembling and agitation of mind by which wretched men are tormented until
they have learned steadfastly to look up. There is, indeed,
some proficiency, as I lately hinted, when, in consequence of
having been taught by afflictions and chastisements, we
throw away our indifference and endeavour to find out remedies.
But we must advance farther. Fixing our eye on
God alone we must not gaze on all sides, or through fickleness be tossed to and fro.
However that may
(Eph. iv. 14.)
their false boasting
in the king,

be, Isaiah threatens the utter destruction of the

Jews

;

for

were they hardened, that their rebellion could
not be subdued by a light and moderate chastisement from
the hand of God. Yet it might be taken in a good sense,
that the Jews will at length raise their eyes to heaven but
so thoroughly

;

in that case
22.

we must read

And when

separately what follows

they shall look to the earth.

:

The meaning

then be, that the Jews will be converted to God, because
they will be deprived of every assistance on the earth, and
will see nothing but frightful calamities, to whatever side
they turn their eyes.
These w^ords are partly
Behold, trouble and darkness.

will

:
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and partly literal for by dimness and darkness
he means nothing else than adversity, according to the custom
But he adds, driven to darkness. This agof Scripture.
gravates the calamity to an amazing degree for if one who
is in darkness be driven or pushed forward, he is far more in
danger of stumbling than before. Thus he intimates, that
to a heavy calamity another still heavier will be added, that
they may be more completely ruined for he means nothing
else than that the judgments of God will be so dreadful, and
the punishments so severe, that, whether they will or not,
they shall be constrained to look up to heaven.

figurative

;

;

;

CHAPTER
Nevertheless, the dimness shall
not he such as was in her vexation,
when at the first he lightly afflicted
the land of Zebulun, and the land of
Naphtali, and afterward did more
grievously afflict her hy the way of
the sea, beyond Jordan, in Galilee of
1.

the nations.
2. The people that walked in darkness have seen a great light they
that dwell in the land of the shadow
of death, upon them hath the light
:

IX.

1.

Non tamen

angustiam quae

quo primum
ram Zabulon

I

obscuratio juxta

ei accidit

tempore

leviter attigerunt ter-

et terram Nephtali:
nee posterius, cum aggravarunt per
viam maris ultra lordanem, in GaliIsea Gentium.

Populus ambulans in tenebris
lucem magnam. Qui habitabant in terra umbrae mortis, lux af2.

vidit

fulsit

super eos.

shined.
3.

tion,

Thou hast multiplied the naand not increased the joy they
:

joy before thee according to the joy
in harvest, and as men rejoice
they divide the spoil.

when

4. For thou hast broken the yoke
of his burden, and the staff of his
shoulder, the rod of his oppressor, as
in the day of Midian.
6. For every battle of the warrior
is with confused noise, and garments
rolled in blood; but this shall be with
burning and fuel of fire.
6. For unto us a child is born,
unto us a son is given ; and the government shall be upon his shoulder

and

his

name

shall

derful, Counsellor,

The

be called

Won-

The mighty God,

everlasting Father, the Prince

of Peace.

Multiplicando gentem non auxsimt coram te
secundum Isetitiam in messe, quemadmodum exultant dividendo spolia.
3.

isti Isetitiam, Isetati

4.

Quoniam jugum

ejus

sum, et virgam humeri

trum
in die

onero-

ejus, scep-

exactoris ejus confregisti, sicut

Madian.

Quanquam omne prcelium bellantis fit cum strepitu et volutatione
6.

vestis in sanguine ; erit hoc in combustionem, cibum ignis.
et
6. Quia puer natus est nobis
constitutus est principatus super humerum ejus ; et vocabitur nomen
.

;

ejus, Admirabilis, Consiliarius,
fortis.

Pater

Deus

seculi, princeps pacis.

:

;;
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7. Of the increase of his governnient and peace there shall be no
end, upon the throne of David, and
upon his kingdom, to order it, and
to establish it with judgment and
with justice from henceforth even
for ever.
The zeal of the Lord of
hosts will perform this.
8. The Lord sent a word into Jacob, and it hath lighted upon Israel.
9. And all the people shall know,
even Ephraim, and the inhabitants
of Samaria, that say in the pride and
stoutness of heart,
10. The bricks are fallen down,
but we will build with hewn stones
the sycamores are cut down, but we
will change them into cedars.
11. Therefore the Lord shall set
up the adversaries of Rezin against
him, and join his enemies together
12. The Syrians before, and the

and they shall
devour Israel with open mouth. For
all this his anger is not turned away,
but his hand is stretched out still.
13. For the people turneth not
unto him that smiteth them, neither
do they seek the Lord of hosts
Philistines behind;

14.

Therefore the

Lord

will cut

from Israel head and tail, branch
and rush, in one day.
15. The ancient and honourable,
he is the head and the prophet that
teacheth lies, he is the tail.
16. For the leaders of this people
cause them to err and thei/ that are
ofif

;

;

them are
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7. Multiplicationi principatus et
paci non erit finis ; super solium David, et super regnum ejus, ut disponat
et stabiliat ipsum in judicio et justitia,

ab hoc tempore usque in perpetuum.
Zelus lehovse exercituum hanc rem
faciet.
8. Verbum misit Dominus in lacob, et cecidit in Israel.
9. Et sciet populus, omnes Ephraim, et incolffi Samarise, qui dicunt
in superbia et altitudine cordis,

10. Lateres ceciderunt, et politis
sedificabimus ; sycomori succisse sunt,
et cedros sufficiemus.

11. Atqui roborabit lehova hostes
Rezin contra ipsum ; et inimicos

ejus coadjuvabit.
12. Syria a fronte, et Philisttei a
devorabuntque Israel toto
;

tergo
ore.

Nee

in hoc toto aversus erit
manus ejus adhuc ex-

furor ejus, sed
tenta.

13. Atqui populus non est reversus ad percussorem suum; nee lehovam exercituum qusesierunt.
14. Abscindet ergo lehova ab Israele caput et caudam, ramum et

arundinem die uno.
15. Senex et vultu suspiciendus,
hie est caput Fropheta autem qui
docet mendacium, hie est cauda.
16. Nam gubernatores populi hu:

jus, sunt seductores

;

et qui reguntur

destroyed.
17. Therefore the Lord shall have
no joy in their young men, neither
shall have mercy on their fatherless

in eo, perditi.

and widows for every one is an hypocrite and an evil-doer, and every

Quoniam omnes sunt
miserebitur.
hypocritae et scelerati, et omne os
loquitur nequitiam. In hoc toto non
erit aversus furor ejus, sed adhuc
manus ejus extenta.
18. Quoniam succensa est velut
ignis impietas ; vepres et spinas dePostea exar debit in convorabit.
densa sylvse; et elevabitur fumus
ascendentis.

led of

:

mouth speaketh

folly.

For

all this

not turned away, but
his hand is stretched out still.
18. For wickedness burneth as
the fire it shall devour the briars
and thorns, and shall kindle in the
thickets of the forest ; and they
shall mount up like the lifting up of

his anger

is

:

17. Fropterea super adolescentibus ejus non gaudebit Dominus ; et
pupillorum ejus et viduarum non

smoke.
19.

Lord

Through the wrath of the
of hosts

is

the land darkened,

19. Free ira lehovse exercituum
obscurabitur terra, et fiet populus

—

;
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and the people shall be as the fuel
of the fire
no man shall spare his
:

brother.
20. And he shall snatch on the
right hand, and be hungry ; and he
shall cat on the left hand, and they
shall not be satisfied
they shall eat
every man the flesh of his own arm
21.
Manasseh, Ephraim ; and
:

CHAP.

ISAIAH.

Nemo

quasi cibus ignis.
parcet.

IX. 1.

fratri

sua

20. Rapiet quisque ad dexteram,
comedet ad sinistram, et
;
non saturabitur
quisque camera
brachii sui devorabit
et esuriet

:

:

Ephraim, Manasseh

:

and they

to-

gether shall he against Judah.
For
all this his anger is not turned away,
but his hand is stretched out still.

21. MenasseEphraim, et Ephraira
Menasse pariter ipsi contra ludara.
;

Nee
ejus

in
;

hoc toto aversus

sed

manus

ejus

erit furor

adhuc extenta.

1. Yet the darkness shall not he.
He begins to comfort the
wretched by the hope of alleviation, that they may not be
swallowed up by the huge mass of distresses. Many take
these words in quite an opposite meaning, that is, as a
threatening which denounces against the Jews a heavier
affliction than that with which Tiglath-pileser (2 Kings xv.
The
29) and Shalmanezer (2 Kings xvii. 6) afflicted them.
former inflicted a heavy calamity, the latter inflicted one still
heavier, for he carried the twelve tribes into captivity, and
blotted out the name of the nation.
Some think that he:
now foretells the heaviest calamity of all, for if it be compared with the former two, it exceeds both of them. Though
I am not prepared to reject this view, for it does not want

plausibility,

yet I rather favour a different opinion.

The

indeed more plausible, that the Prophet intended to deprive hypocrites of every enjoyment, that;
they might not imagine that this calamity would quickly
other interpretation

is

away like a storm as the others had done, for it would
be utterly destructive and so we shall take the particle ^^

pass

;

in its literal meaning.^

(Ici)

But

my

most appropriate to view it as a
what he had said
about that frightful darkness and driving, (Isa. viii. 22,) and,
by allaying the bitterness of those punishments, encourages
them to expect the favour of God. As if he had said, " and
yet, amidst that shocking calamity which the Jews shall enin

opinion

it

is

consolation, in which he begins to mitigate

The Hebrew

particle ''5, (hi,) which is placed at the beginning of this
rendered in the English version by Nevertheless; but Calvin says
that he is willing to translate it /or.
Ed.
^

verse,

is

I

;
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when the land of

Israel

Kings xv. 29,) and
afterwards more grievously by Shalrnanezer," (2 Kings xvii.
Amidst so great extremities believers might otherwise
6.)
have fainted, if their hearts had not been cheered by some
afflicted,

consolation.

first,

Tiglatli-pileser, (2

Isaiah therefore directs his discourse to

them

they should think that they were ruined, for he intimates that the chastisements which are now to be inflicted
lest

will

be lighter than those which came before.

That

this is

the natural interpretation will quickly appear from what im-

mediately follows.

But why does the Prophet say that this calamity, which
was far more dreadful, would be more mild and gentle ? For
Jerusalem was to be razed, the temple thrown down, and the
sacrifices abolished, which had remained untouched during
the former calamities. It might be thought that these were
the severest of all, and that the former, in comparison of
them, were light. But it ought to be observed, that while
in the former instances there was no promise, an explicit
promise was added to this threatening. By this alone can
temptations be overcome and chastisements be rendered light.

By

this seasoning alone, I say, are our afflictions alleviated

and all who are destitute of it must despair. But if, by
means of it, the Lord strengthen us by holding out the hope
of assistance, there is no affliction so heavy that we shall not
reckon
This

it

to be light.

be made plain by a comparison. A man may
happen to be drowned in a small stream, and yet, though he
had fallen into the open sea, if he had got hold of a plank
he might have been rescued and brought on shore. In like
manner the slightest calamities will overwhelm us if we are
deprived of God's favour but if we relied on the word of
God, we might come out of the heaviest calamity safe and

may

;

uninjured.

As

some take f]yi^ (mugndph) for an adjecthe Prophet said. It shall not be darkened ; but the
feminine pronoun which immediately follows, HI (bdhh), in
to the words,

tive, as if

her, does

not allow us to refer this to men. It is more acby others to be a substantive noun and.

curately described

;

I
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have resolved to render

it

not he darkness in Judea according

to

therefore, I

literally,

CHAP.

IX.

there sha

the affliction of th

time when, &c.
Some explain ^pr\ (heJcal) to mean tliat th
land was relieved of a burden, in consequence of the peop
having been carried into captivity but this is altogether
;

i

variance with the Proi)het's meaning, and does not agre

with what follows for it is immediately added that the sea
coast has been more grievously afflicted by a second calamit
There can be no doubt, therefore, that this verb corresponc
to the other verb I^^IDH, (hikbld.y
Not more than a sma
part of the kingdom having been afflicted by Tiglath-pil<
ser, the calamity which he brought upon it is said to
light as compared with the second which was inflicted
Shalmanezer.
;

By

way of the

beyond Jordan, in Galilee of th
of the sea, because Galilee w
adjoining to the coast of the Mediterranean Sea, and on on
side it was bounded by the course of the Jordan.
It
called Galilee of the Gentiles, not only because it Avas coi
tiguous to Tyre and Sidon, but because it contained a gre^
multitude of Gentiles, who were mingled with the Jews fd
from the time that Solomon granted this country to Kin
Hiram, (1 Kings ix. 11,) it could never be subdued in sue
a manner as not to have some part of it possessed by th
the

Gentiles.

He

sea,

calls it the

way

;

Gentiles.

The people walking in darkness hath seen a great Ugh
speaks of future events in the past tense, and thus bring
them before the immediate view of the peoj^le, that in th
2.

He

destruction of the city, in their captivity, and in what ap
peared to be their utter destruction, they may behold th
light of God.
It may therefore be summed up in this mat
ner *' Even in darkness, nay, in death itself, there is novel
:

theless good

ground of hope

to restore life to his people,

;

for the power of God is sufficien
when they appear to be alread

» 7pn (JiEkal) signifies literally to make light, and in accordance with
English idiom, sometimes denotes figuratively, to make light of. Stock'
rendering is, he made vile, answering to Lowth's, he debased.
Both agre
in rendering TtMn (hikbid) he hath made it glorious.
The English versioa

concurs with Calvin in rendering 7pn, (hekal,) he lightly
T'23n, (hikbid,) he did more grievously/ afflict. Ed.

—

afflicted,

an

I

I
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Matthew, who quotes this passage, appears to tormeaning for he says that this prediction was fulfilled when Christ preached along the sea-coast.
But if we take a just view of the comparison,
(Matt. iv. 16.)
it will be found that Matthew has applied this passage to
Christ correctly, and in its true meaning.
Yet it does not
appear that the view generally given by our commentators
is a successful elucidation of the passage
for they merely
assert that it belongs to the kingdom of Christ, but do not
assign a reason, or show how it accords with this passage.
If, therefore, we wish to ascertain the true meaning of this
passage, we must bring to our recollection what has been
already stated, that the Prophet, when he speaks of bringing
back the people from Babylon, does not look to a single age,
but includes all the rest, till Christ came and brought the
most complete deliverance to his people. The deliverance
from Babylon was but a prelude to the restoration of the
Church, and was intended to last, not for a few years only,
dead/'

ture

it

to a different

;

;

but

till

Christ should

come and bring true

salvation, not

only to their bodies, but likewise to their souls.

When we

have made a little progress in reading Isaiah, we shall
find that this was his ordinary custom.
Having spoken of the captivity in Babylon, which held
out the prospect of a very heavy calamity, he shows that
this calamity will be lighter than that which Israel formerly
endured because the Lord had fixed a term and limit to
that calamity, namely, seventy years, (Jer. xxv. 11, 12, and
xxix. 10,) after the expiration of which the light of the
Lord would shine on them. By this confident hope of deliverance, therefore, he encourages their hearts when overpowered by fear, that they might not be distressed beyond
measure and thus he made a distinction between the Jews
and the Israelites, to whom the expectation of a deliverance
Though the Prophets had given
so near was not promised.
to the elect remnant some taste of the mercy of God, yet, in
consequence of the redemption of Israel being, as it were,
an addition to the redemption of Judah, and dependent on
it, justly does the Prophet now declare that a new light has
been exhibited because God hath determined to redeem
shall

;

;

;

I
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Appropriately and skilfully, too, does Matth
extend the rays of liglit to Galilee and the land of Zebuh

his people.

(Matt.

In

iv. 15.)

shadow of death. lie now compares \
and death ; for those w
were wretched and miserable, and altogeth

the land of the

captivity in Babylon to darkness

were kept there,
like dead men
as Ezekiel also relates their speech, Z)©
;

men

of the graves. (Ezek. xxxvii. 11, 1
Their condition, therefore, was such as if no brightness,
ray of light, had shone on them. Yet he shows that tl
shall arise out

them from enjoying light, and recover!:
and that liberty he extends, not tQ
but, as we have already said, to the time

will not prevent

their former liberty

short period,

;

Christ.

Thus it is customary with the Apostles to borrow arg
ments from the Prophets, and to show their real use ai
design.
In this manner Paul quotes (Rom. ix. 25) that p
sage from Hosea, / will call them my people which were
my people, (Hos. ii. IS,) and applies it to the calling of t
Gentiles, though strictly it was spoken of the Jews
and
shows that it was fulfilled when the Lord brought the G
tiles into the Church.
Thus, when the people might be ss
to be buried in that captivity, they differed in no resp
from the Gentiles and since both were in the same com
i

;

;

tion, it is reasonable to believe that this

only to the Jews, but to the Gentiles

passage relates,

also.

Nor must

i

it

viewed as referring to outward misery only, but to the dat
ness of eternal death, in which souls are plunged, till th
come forth to spiritual light for unquestionably we
buried in darkness, till Christ shine on us by the doctrine
his word.
Hence also Paul exhorts, Awake thou that slet
;

est,

and

(Eph.

arise

V. 14.)

from

and Christ shall give thee lig
we extend the commencement
return from Babylon down to t

the dead,

If therefore

the deliverance from the
Christ,

on

whom

blessings depends,

we

shall

coming of

all liberty and all bestowal
understand the true meaning
this passage, which otherwise has not been satisfactorily
plained by commentators.
3. Thou hast multiplied.
This passage is somewhat

;

lP.
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and on account of the diversity of

be absurd to say that the
joy was not increased, seeing that he immediately afterwards
adds, they rejoiced.
On this account the Jews interpret
(lo) not negatively, but as if ) (vau) had been substituted
interpretations

for it appears to

;

^

for

X

(aleph)

meaning

for sometimes,

;

in the Scriptures.-^

though

rarely,

(Exod. xxi.

8.)

it

has this

The Jews do

because they cannot reconcile the words of the Prophet
with their opinion. Again, some view these words as referring to Sennacherib, because his army, though it was
large, brought him no ground of joy, but rather of grief.
this,

Others explain it as relating to the
(2 Kings xix. 35.)
Church, and justly, but mistake the method of applying it
for they think that the Prophet said this because believers,
as long as they live, are subject to numerous and diversified
afflictions.

Others go

still

farther from the point,

by saying

that the conversion of the Gentiles, which will enlarge the

Church, will not bring joy to the Jews and the ancient
synagogue.

But

cannot approve of any of those interpretations, and
it in this manner.
As the Prophet, in
the beginning of the chapter, had made a preliminary statement, that this blessing of redemption was greater than all
I

therefore I interpret

other blessings, though it might appear to be unworthy of
being so highly extolled, on account of the small number of
those

who were redeemed

;

so

now he

repeats the

parison, or one not very different from

same com-

namely, that this
favour of God would be more remarkable than when he had
This might at first sight be
formerly multiplied his people.

thought to be highly inappropriate

;

it,

for if

we compare the

^ The Author's meaning must be, not that &5 (aleph) ever becomes the
third singular pronominal affix, but that in Exod. xxi. 8, to which he rebetter illustration might
fers, 1 and not S is probably the true reading.
have been found in Psalm c. 3, on which the reader may consult a valu-

A

(Com. on the Psalms, vol. iv.) In all the three
able note by the editor.
cases (Exod. xxi. 8 Ps. c. 3 ; Is. ix. 3) the Keriy or conjectural emendation, has strong internal evidence to recommend it above the Ketib, or
reading that stands in the copies which have come down to us. Another
method of solving the difficulty is exceedingly ingenious, and consists in
turning the first part of the verse into the form of a question.: Hast thou
Ed.
fnultiplied the nation, and hast thou not increased th^joyf
;

—

1
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condition of the Jewish kingdom, before the Babylonish ca

with its condition after the return from it, we nu
be led to think that the period during which its ancie
possession remained unimpaired was a season of great
prosperity.
It was but a small remnant that returned
comparison of that multitude which had been carried awa
Besides, they had not the free possession of their land, b
might be said to be tenants at will and they had to p<
tribute to the Persians, and retained hardly any semblaa
of their former rank. Who, therefore, would not liave pi
ferred that prosperous reign which had been enjoyed by tl
tivity,

.

;

family of David to that condition

But the Prophet declares that

?

this latter condition, thou^

may appear to be greatly inferior, and even more wretche
ought to be preferred to that which was prosperous au
splendid, and shows that it will yield greater ^'oy than whi
they had an abundant share of wealth and of all kinds
possessions. This was also testified by Haggai, that the glo\
of the latter temple would he greater than the glory of t
former^ (Hag. ii. 9,) though at first sight it might appear
be far otherwise. It is as if Isaiah had said, *' There nev
was greater joy, though the multitude of the people wi
Though we are few and contemptible in numbi
greater.
yet by the light with which thou shinest on us thou ha
cheered us to such a degree that no joy of our former cone
tion can be compared with the present.''
For that redem
tion might be regarded as a prelude to the full and perfe
salvation which was at length obtained through Christ.
Before thee. He means that the joy was true and con
plete, not slight or temporary.
Men often rejoice, but wi
a deceitful and transitory joy, which is followed by mournii
and tears. He affirms that this joy has its roots so deep
laid, that it can never perish or be destroyed.
Such is al
the import of the phrase before thee ; for nothing cheers i\
godly so much as when the face of Grod shines sweetly c
them. They are not like irreligious men, who are carri(
hither and thither by a blind and uncertain joy, but thej
have that which alone gives ground for full joy, their reliance on God's fatherly kindness. Perhaps also the Prophi
it
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intended to allude to those words which frequently occur in

the writing's of Moses

Thou

:

shalt rejoice before the

40 Deut. xii. 12, 18.)
subject there spoken of is the Tabernacle,
God.

(Lev. xxiii.

expression

is fitly

;

Lord

thy

For though the

still the mode of
applied to the present -occasion, that the

joy of a believing people will not be irreligious, but will
arise from acknowledging God, and beholding him by the
(Heb. v. 9.)
eyes of faith to be the author of salvation.

^K Others

explain

^rejoice before
grief

God

more ingeniously, that inwardly

it

believers

in their consciences, because in the world

Though this is
drawn from the connec-

and sighing continually awaits them.

true, yet a

more natural meaning

is

tion of the passage, namely, that believers

redeem

will possess true joy ; because

ilistructed

that they

by undoubted proof that he

may

whom God

shall

they will have been
is

their Father, so

freely boast that they will always be safe

under his guidance

;

and, therefore, as I lately mentioned,

it

denotes continuance.

joy in harvest, and as men rejoice when
The comparisons of Harvest and Vict07y, by which he heightens the amount of the joy, are suffiNow, hence it is evident what Christ brings
ciently plain.

According

to

the

they divide the spoils.

joy, of which we cannot in
though various storms and
tempests should arise, and though we should be weighed
down by every kind of afflictions. However weak and feeble
we may be, still we ought to be glad and joyful for the
ground of our joy does not lie in numbers, or wealth, or outward splendour, but in spiritual happiness, which we obtain
through the word of Christ.
For thou hast broken his burdensome yoke. He explains
the cause of the joy, that believers, when they have been
delivered from a frightful and cruel tyranny, will feel as if
they had been rescued from death. In order to illustrate
the grace of God, he reminds them how shameful and burdensome was the slavery with which the Jews had been
oppressed and afflicted and this is his object in heaping up

to us, namely, a full

any way be robbed

and perfect

or deprived,

;

;

the expressions, the yoke of the shoulder, the staff of the
Whatever may
shoulder, the rod of the oppressor or overseer.

*
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be our excessive effeminacy or cowardice, while we actual
feel afflictions, yet as soon as they are gone, we easily coni
That the redeemed people may not thin
to forget them.
lightly of the favour of God, the Prophet bids them consid
how bitter and mournful was the slavery, when they groane
under a heavy yoke or triumphal car, when the staff wi
laid on their shoulders, and they were oppressed by tyrann
and therefore their deliverance ought justly i
cal rule
;

make them more

glad and joyful.
Next, he extolls the excellence of this favour on anoth
ground, that God has openly displayed his hand from heave]
For this purpose he adduces an ancient and memorable ii
As God had formerly overthrown the Midianite
stance.
without the help of men, by a wonderful and amazin

method, (Jud.

vii.

21,) so

now

there will be a similar an

God will deliver his peop
from a cruel tyranny, when not one of the wretched JeM
Now, it ought to be observe
will venture to lift a finger.
that God sometimes assists his people in such a manner
but when he sees thi
to make use of ordinary methods
this hinders men from beholding his hand, which may
said to be concealed, he sometimes works alone, and by e^
illustrious display of

power

;

for

;

dent miracles, that nothing

may
Thus

manifestation of his power.

prevent or obscure
in this victory of

ti

Gideo

when the enemies were routed without any agency of me
God openly appeared. For what had Gideon b

the arm of

the noise of pitchers, which could scarcely have driven awj
mice, and a small

band of men, against a vast army, am
To this deliveranc
?

instead of weapons, a useless scarecrow

he compares the future deliverance of the peop
which the hand of God will be not less openly and illu

therefore,

in

triously displayed.

Some explain this passage as relating merely to the lai
which might not inappropriately have been called a burd
some yoke, and a rod lying on the shoulders. But that i
for it would give to the F
terpretation is unsuitable
phet the appearance of having suddenly broken off from
subject, and would be a violent torture of this passage,
must therefore attend to that arrangement which I formerj
;

;
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God brought his people out of
Babylon, he continued that blessing of deliverance till Christ.
noticed, namely, that wlien

The meaning therefore is, " Thou hast broken those burdens
by which thy people were unjustly and cruelly oppressed/'
Others apply

it

to the destruction of

Jerusalem during the

reign of Vespasian, but they have no argument on their side.

Almost

all

the Jews refer

it

to Hezekiah,

when

in this

man-

ner the Lord delivered the city from the siege of Sennacherib,
and cut off his army. (2 Kings xix. 35 Is. xxxvii. 36.) But
;

that interpretation could not be admitted, for Hezekiah did

not reign tyrannically over the Jews.

Besides, at that time
the Lord rescued the people from fear and danger, and not

Hence

from slavery.

it

is

evident that this prediction had

a more distant object, and that the interpretation which I
have given to this passage is just and reasonable.
5.

For

every

battle.

Here commentators are nearly agreed

that Isaiah intended to contrast the victory which Grod was

about to give to his people with other victories. Others conquer by making a great slaughter of the enemies, but here

own hand alone. He expresses
what he had said. As in the day of Midian.
The Lord therefore, he says, will not employ the

the Lord will conquer by his

more

fully

(Verse

4.)

agency of a great multitude, but will achieve a victory for
himself from heaven. When the Lord acts by himself, every
covering is removed, and we perceive more clearly that he is
the Author of our life and salvation.
Now, since there is a contrast which expresses the difference between the ordinary mode of warfare and the miracle
of redemption, the copulative 1, (vau) in the middle of the
verse, ought to be rendered hut ; as if he had said, that it is
usually amidst the confusion of the battle that enemies are
a very different manner
enemies of the Church, as if he sent
down lightning from heaven, or suddenly struck them by
It may perhaps be thought better to adopt
thunderbolts.
the opinion of those who explain the second clause as a continuation of the first, that all warriors will he with tremhling
and with hurning fire. But the former meaning is more appropriate, and is likewise supported by the words of the

hewn down
for

he

VOL.

:

but

God

will act in

will destroy the

I.

u

;

1
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evident that the present subject

is

not merely the deliverance which the people obtained from
Cyrus, permitting them to return to their native country,
but that these words must be viewed as extending to the

kingdom of Christ.
Isaiah now argues from
6. For unto us a child is horn.
the design, to show why this deliverance ought to be preferred to the rest of God's benefits, namely, because not

God bring back the people from

captivity, but he
on his royal throne, that under him supreme and everlasting happiness may be enjoyed. Thus he
affirms that the kindness of God will not be temporary, for
it includes the whole of that intermediate period during
which the Church was preserved till the coming of Christ.
Nor is it wonderful if the Prophet makes a sudden transition
from the return of the ancient people to the full restoration
of the Church, which took place many centuries afterwards
for in our observations on chapter vii. 14,^ we have remarked,
that there being no other way that God is reconciled to us
than through the Mediator, all the promises are founded on
him and that on this account it is customary with the
Prophets, whenever they wish to encourage the hearts of
believers by good hope, to bring this forward as a pledge
or earnest.
To this must be added, that the return from
the captivity in Babylon was the commencement of the renovation of the Church, which was completed when Christ
appeared and consequently there is no absurdity in an un-

only will

will place Christ

;

;

interrupted succession.

Justly, therefore, does Isaiah teach

that they ought not to confine their attention to the present
benefit,
it.

but should consider the end, and refer everything to
is your highest happiness, that you have been

" This

rescued from death, not only that you

may

of Canaan, but that you

may

live in the land

kingdom of God.''
swallow up the bene-

arrive at the

Hence we learn that we ought not to
which we receive from God, so as instantly to forget
them, but should raise our minds to Christ, otherwise the
fits

advantage will be small, and the joy will be transitory because they will not lead us to taste the sweetness of a
;

'

See page 244.
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we keep

in

remembrance the
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is
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In

free elec-

short, the Pro-

phet does not wish that this people should be wholly occupied with the joy occasioned by the outward and short-lived
freedom which they had obtained, but that they should look
at the end, that

is,

at the preservation of the Church,

i

till

Redeemer, should appear for he ought to
be the ground and perfection of all our joy.
A child is horn. The Jews impudently torture this passage, for they interpret it as relating to Hezekiah, though
he had been born before this prediction was uttered. But
he speaks of it as something new and unexpected and it is
even a promise, intended to' arouse believers to the expectation of a future event
and therefore there can be no hesitation in concluding that he describes a child that was afterwards to be horn.
He is called the Son of God. Although in the Hebrew
language the word son, I admit, has a wide acceptation, yet
that is when something is added to it.
Every man is the
son of his father those who are a hundred years old are
called (Is. Ixv. 20) the sons of a hundred years ; wicked men
Christ, the only

;

;

;

:

are called the sons of wickedness ; those who are blessed are
called the sons of hlessing ; and Isaiah called a fruitful hill
the son offatness.

(Is. v. 1.)

But

son,

without any addition,

can mean none else than the Son of God ; and it is now
ascribed to Christ, by way of eminence, (/car e^o'^rjv,) in
order to inform us, that

by

mark he is distinNor can it be doubted

this striking

guished from the rest of mankind.

that Isaiah referred to that well-known prediction, which

was in the mouth of every person, / will he his Father, and
he shall he my Son, (2 Sam. vii. 14,) as it is afterwards repeated. Thou art my Son; this day have I hegotten thee.
Had it not been commonly and generally known
(Ps. ii. 7.)
that the Messiah would be the Son of God, it would have
been foolish and unmeaning for Isaiah simply to call him
Accordingly, this title is derived from the former
the Son.
prediction, from which the Apostle reasons, that the excellence of Christ exalts

Now, though

him above

in the person of

all

the angels.

(Heb.

i.

5.)

a child Christ might have a
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mean appearance,

still the designation of Son points out his
Yet I do not deny that he might have been
called the Son of David, but it is more natural to apply it to
him as God. The titles which follow arc still less applicable
to Ilczckiah.
I shall soon give an ample refutation of the
soi-)histry by which the Jews attempt to evade this passage.
Let them slander as they may, the matter is sufficient plain
to all who will calmly and soberly examine it.
A Son hath been given to us. There is weight in what he
now adds, that this So7i was given to the people, in order to
inform the Jew^s that their salvation and that of the whole
Church is contained in the person of Christ. And this giving is one of the chief articles of our faith for it would
have been of little avail to us, that Christ was born, if he
had not likewise been our own. What this child will be, and
what is his rank, he declares in the following statements.
And the government hath been laid upon his shoulder. To
suppose, as some do, that this is an allusion to the cross of

high rank.

;

Christ

manifestly childish.

is

shoulders, (John xix. 17,)

Christ carried the cross on his

and by the

cross he gained a splen-

did triumph over the prince of this world.
(John xiv. SO.)
But as the government is here said to have been laid on his

shoulders in the same sense in which

we

shall see that the

key of the house of David was laid on the shoulders of Eliakim, (Is. xxii. 22,) we need not go far to seek ingenious
expositions.
Yet I agree with those who think that there
is an indirect contrast between the government which the

Redeemer bore on his shoulders and the staff of the shoulder
which was just now mentioned for it agrees well, and is
not liable to any objections.
He therefore shows that the
;

Messiah

will

be different from indolent kings, wdio leave

business and cares, and live at their ease
able to bear the burden.

Thus he

;

for

he

off

will

asserts the superiority

be

and

grandeur of his government, because by his own power Christ
will obtain homage to himself, and he will discharge his
office, not only with the tips of his fingers, but with his full
strength.

And

his

shall call;

name

Though ^^^p^

(yikrd,) he

have not hesitated

to translate

shall be called.

be an active verb,

I
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in a passive sense

had made use

;

for the

meaning

is

the same as

of the plural number, they shall

a French idiom that resembles
shall call, that

God, and read

S09
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is,

it

it,

call.

on appellera,

he shall be called.

literally,

The Jews apply

continously, he shall call his

he

if

"We have
one

it

to

name Wonder-

mighty God, the everlasting Father, the
Prince of Peace. But it is very evident that this proceeds
from a desire, or rather from a licentious eagerness, to obscure
the glory of Christ for if they had not laboured with excessive keenness to rob him of his Godhead, the passage would
run on very smoothly as interpreted by our divines. Besides, what necessity was there for ascribing to God those
attributes, if the Prophet meant nothing more than that
God gave a name to Messiah? For the attributes which are

ful, Counsellor, the

;

usually ascribed to God are either perpetual or accommodated

which suppositions can here
would have been an interruption of,
the regular order to insert the name of God in the midst of
various titles, but it ought to have run thus, the mighty God,
Now, I do not see how the
Wonderful, Counsellor, shall call.
name IC^V (yognetz) can be applied absolutely to God, for it

to the case in hand, neither of

be admitted.

Again,

it

belongs to counsellors

who attend kings

or other persons.

any obstinate wrangler shall contend for the notion of the
Rabbins, he will show nothing but his own impudence. Let
us follow the plain and natural meaning.

If

Wonderful. It ought to be observed that those titles are
not foreign to the subject, but are adapted to the case in

Prophet describes what Christ will show himbe towards believers. He does not speak of Christ's
mysterious essence, but applauds his excellencies, which we
This ought to be the more
perceive and experience by faith.

hand,

for the

self to

carefully considered, because the greater part of
satisfied

men

are

with his mere name, and do not observe his power

and energy, though that ought to be chiefly regarded.
By the first title he arouses the minds of the godly to
nest attention, that they

may

ear-

expect from Christ something

more excellent than what we see in the ordinary course of
God's works, as if he had said, that in Christ are hidden the
(Col. ii. 3.) And,
invaluable ireaswres of wonderful things.
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indeed, the redemption wliich he lias brought surpasses even

the creation of

tlie

world.

It

amounts

to

this,

that the

grace of God, which will be exhibited in Christ, exceeds

all

miracles.

Gounsellor.
The reason of this second title is, that the
Redeemer will come endowed with absolute wisdom. Now,
let us remember what I have just noticed, that the Prophet

does not here reason about the hidden essence of Christ, but
about the power which he displays towards us. It is not,
therefore, because he knows all his Father's secrets that the
Prophet calls him Counsellor, but rather because, proceeding
from the bosom of the Father, (John i. 18,) he is in every respect the highest and most perfect teacher.
In like manner
we are not permitted to get wisdom but from his Gfospel,
and this contributes also to the praise of the Grospel, for it
contains the perfect wisdom of God, as Paul frequently
shows.
Eph. i. 17 Col. i. 9.) All that is
(1 Cor. i. 24, 30
necessary for salvation is opened up by Christ in such a
manner, and explained with such familiarity, that he addresses the disciples no longer as servants but as friends.
(John XV. 14, 15.)
;

;

The mighty God. 7K (El) is one of the names of God,
though derived from strength, so that it is sometimes added
as an attribute.
But here it is evidently a proper name, because Isaiah is not satisfied with it, and in addition to it
employs the adjective ^)^\ (gibbor,) which means strong.
And indeed if Christ had not been God, it would have been
unlawful to glory in him for it is written. Cursed be he that
trusteth in man.
(Jer. xvii. 5.)
We must, therefore, meet
;

with the majesty of God in him, so that there truly dwells
in him that wliich cannot without sacrilege be attributed to
a creature.

He is, therefore, called the mighty God, for the same reason that he was formerly called Immanuel.
(Isa. vii. 14.)
For if we find in Christ nothing but the flesh and nature of
man, our glorying will be foolish and vain, and our hope will
rest on an uncertain and insecure foundation
but if he
shows himself to be to us God and the mighty God, we may
now rely on him with safety. With good reason does he call
;

I

—
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lim strong or mighty, because our contest is with the devil,

and sin, (Eph. vi. 12,) enemies too powerful and
by whom we would be immediately vanquished, if
the strength of Christ had not rendered us invincible. Thus
we learn from this title that there is in Christ abundance of
death,

strong,

protection for defending our salvation, so that we desire nothing beyond him ; for he is God, who is pleased to show

himself strong on our behalf
This application may be regarded as the key to this and similar passages, leading us to
distinguish between Christ's mysterious essence and the
power by which he hath revealed himself to us.
The father of the age. The Greek translator has added
fieXkovTo^, future ;^ and, in my opinion, the translation is
correct, for it denotes eternity, unless it be thought better to
view it as denoting " perpetual duration,'' or " an endless
succession of ages,'' lest any one should improperly limit it
to the heavenly life, which is still hidden from us.
(Col. iii.
o.)
True, the Prophet includes it, and even declares that
Christ will come, in order to bestow immortality on his
people; but as believers, even in this ^Novld, pass from death
to life, (John v. 24; 1 John iii. 14,) this world is embraced
by the eternal condition of the Church.
The name Father is put for^^t^^or, because Christ preserves
the existence of his Church throus^h all asres, and bestows
immortality on the body and on the individual members.

Hence we conclude how
from him

;

for,

period after the ordinary
1

Uarv)^ Tov f^sXkovroi xiavo;,

Pope has

transitory our condition

is,

apart

we w^ere to live for a ver}^ long
manner of men, what after all will

granting that

Father of

the

future age.

In the Messiah,

beautifully introduced this passage

"

Mankind shall thus his guardian care engage,
The promised Father of the future age."

That admirable poem appeared originally in the Spectator, No. 378, where
the abundant foot-notes direct the reader to the Book of the Prophet
Isaiah, as the soiu-ce from which the poet has drawn his finest strokes and
It is deeply to be regretted that the recent editors
happiest illustrations.
leave out those references, so valuable in the estimation of the author, that,
in the edition prepared by his own hand, the finest lines in Virgil's Pollio
are placed side by side with the quotations from Isaiah, " under the mutual
disadvantage of a Hteral translation," for the express purpose of showing
the immeasurable superiority of the Hebrew prophet.— Ed.
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ought, therefore, to ele-

vate our minds to that blessed and everlasting

life,

which

we
but which we possess
faiths
(Rom. viii. 25.)
The Prince of Peace. Tliis is the last title, and the Prophet declares by it that the coming of Christ will be thesj
cause of full and perfect happiness, or, at leagt, of calm and
blessed safety.
In the Hebrew language peace often signifies prosperity, for of all blessings not one is better or more
desirable than peace.
The general meaning is, that all wha
submit to the dominion of Christ will lead a quiet and;
as yet

by hope and

see not,

.|

life in obedience to him.
Hence it follows that
without this King, is restless and miserable.

blessed

But we must
this peace.

It

life,

also take into consideration the nature
is

the same with that of the kingdom, for

resides chiefly in the consciences

gaged in incessant

conflicts

and

;

otherwise

oJ

it

we must be en-

liable to daily attacks.

Noi^.

he promise outward peace, but that
peace by which we return to a state of favour with God,
who were formerly at enmity with him. Justified by faith
says Paul, we have peace with God.
(Rom. v. 1.) Now,
when Christ shall have brought composure to our minds,
the same spiritual peace will hold the highest place in our
only,

therefore, does

hearts, (Philip,

iv.

7; Col.

iii.

15,) so that

we

wall patiently

endure every kind of adversity, and from the same fountain
will likewise flow outward prosperity, which is nothing else
than the efiect of the blessing of God.
Now, to apply this for our own instruction, whenever any.
>

and all means of escape are taken away from
whenever, in short, it appears to us that everything is in
a ruinous condition, let us recall to our remembrance that

distrust arises,
us,

Christ is called Wonderful, because he has inconceivable
methods of assisting us, and because his power is far beyond
what we are able to conceive. When we need counsel, let
us remember that he is the Counsellor.
When we need
strength, let us remember that he is Mighty and Strong.
When new terrors spring up suddenly every instant, and

when many deaths threaten
rely on that eternity of

us from various quarters, let us
which he is with good reason called

I

;
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the Fatlier, and by the same comfort let us learn to soothe
all temporal distresses.
When we are inwardly tossed by

when Satan attempts to disturb our
remember that Christ is The Prince of
Peace, and that it is easy for him quickly to allay all our
uneasy feelings. Thus will these titles confirm us more and
more in the faith of Christ, and fortify us against Satan and
various tempests, and

consciences, let us

against hell
7.

He

To

itself.

the increase of the

government there will be no end.

begins to explain and confirm what he had formerly said,

The Prince of Peace, by saying that his
extended to every age, and is perpetual
that there will be no end to the government or to peace. This
was also repeated by Daniel, who predicts that his kingdom
is an everlasting kingdom.
(Dan. vii. 27.)
Gabriel also alluded to it when he carried the message to the virgin and
he gave the true exposition of this passage, for it cannot be
understood to refer to any other than to Christ. He shall
reign, says he, over the house of Jacob for ever, and of his
kingdom there shall be no end. (Luke i. 33.) We see that
the mightiest governments of this world, as if they had been
built on a slippery foundation, (Ps. Ixxiii. 18,) are unexHow fickle and
pectedly overturned and suddenly fall.
changeable all the kingdoms under heaven are, we learn
This government
from history and from daily examples.
alone is unchangeable and eternal.
Now, this continuance, of which Isaiah now speaks, conIt belongs both to time and to quality.
sists of two parts.
that Christ

is

government

is

;

Though the kingdom
appears as

if it

of Christ

were about

is

in such a condition that

to perish at every

it

moment, yet

God not only protects and defends it, but also extends its
boundaries far and wide, and then preserves and carries it
forward in uninterrupted progression to eternity. We ought
firmly to believe this, that the frequency of those shocks

which

tlie

when we

Church

is

learn that,

attacks of enemies,

by

shaken may not weaken our faith,
amidst the mad outcry and violent
the kingdom of Christ stands

firm

through the invincible power of God, so that, though the
whole world should oppose and resist, it will remain through

—
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from the pr^

sent appearances of things, but from the promise, whic
assures us of

And

its

continuance and of

To

its

constant increase.

,

government he adds the eternit
of the peace, for the one cannot be separated from the othe:
It is impossible that Christ should be King without ala
keeping his people in calm and blessed peace, and enrichin
them with every blessing. But as they are daily exposoi
to innumerable vexations, endure fierce attacks, and ar
tossed and perplexed by fears and anxieties, they ought
cultivate that peace of Christ, which holds the highest plao
in their hearts, (Phil. iv. 7 Col. iii. 1 5,) that they may r
main unhurt, and may even retain their composure amids
the destruction of the. whole world.
In the word (IIID/, {lemarbeh,) contrary to the usu^
manner of writing, there is the close form of D (mem)^
Some think that it denotes the slavery by which the Jewisl
to the peace.

the

;

people should be oppressed

till

the coming of Christ.

think that that nation, on account of

its

treachery,

Otheri

was ex

mark from having any share in this kingdom^
do not find fault with these vi'ews. Indeed, we can hardlj
but yet,
assert that the Prophet wrote it in this manner
since this is the form in which it has come into our handa
and since the Rabbins were so close observers of the minutes!
portion of a letter, we cannot avoid thinking that this was
not rashly done. And if we admit that the Prophet inten
tionally wrote it in this manner, I think that it conveyec
this useful instruction, that believers should not imagine
that the splendour of Christ's kingdom would consist in
eluded by this
I

;

Mem

1 This means that what is usually called Final
(D) is here used,
instead of the form which the letter usually takes in the beginning o]
middle of a word.
Greek scholar would have been startled at seeing s instead of <r at the beginning of a syllable. The peculiarity now in question
must originally have been accidental, but took place at so early a period,
and was so extensively copied, that no transcriber ventured to replace the
ordinary form of the letter. At length it gave rise to the following Masoretic note
tlTT] Vi*?ONl HDiriD D, that is, Shut
in the middle of the
word. The Jewish Rabbins have expended on it many conjectures and
much useless learning. In their writings they excite no surprise, but it is
impossible not to regret that they should have had even a momentary influence on the calm and sober judgment of Calvin, who so heartily despised

A

Mem

:

idle sophistry

and frivolous remarks.

Ed.
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outward pomp, or cherish vain hopes of worldly triumphs,
but should only expect, amidst various calamities, an unseen
extension of the kingdom, because it had been promised.

Upon the throne of David. A promise having been made
David that the Redeemer would spring from his seed,
(2 Sam. vii. 12, 13,) and his kingdom having been nothing
else than an image or faint shadow of that more perfect and
truly blessed state which God had determined to establish
by the hand of his Son, the Prophets, in order to remind the
to

people of that remarkable miracle, usually call Christ the

and xxxiii. 15.) Though the
and upright king was justly beloved
and revered, yet believers esteemed more highly the promised restoration to full salvation, and even among the
most ignorant persons that prediction was universally remembered, and its truth and authenticity were considered
to be clear and undoubted.
I shall collect but a few of the
passages in which the Prophets promise to an afflicted people
(Jer.
restoration in the person of David or of his Son.
XXX. 9 Ezek. xxxiv. 23
xxxvii. 24
Hos. iii. 5.)
Sometimes they foretell that David, who was already dead, would
be king. In like manner Isaiah, in this passage, intimates
that he brings forward nothing that is new, but only reminds
them of that which God had formerly promised about the
perpetuity of the kingdom. Indirectly also he insinuates what
Amoz more plainly states, that Christ will again raise up the
(Amos ix. 11.)
throne which for some time had been fallen.
To order it, and to establish it with judgment and with

Son of David.

name

(Jer.

xxiii. 5,

of such a holy

;

;

righteousness.

He

;

describes the quality of the kingdom, but

by a comparison drawn from earthly governments for he
says that Christ will be a King, to order and establish his
kingdom with judgment and with righteousness. These are
the means by which earthly governments prosper and take
deep roots but those which are only administered by fear
and violence cannot be lasting. Since, therefore, justice is
the best guardian of kingdoms and governm.ents, and since
the happiness of the whole of the people depends on it, by
this clause Isaiah shows that the kingdom of Christ will be
the model of the best kind of government.
;

;
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Judgment and righteousness do not here

*l

relate to outwar«

We

must observe tlie analogy between tli<
kingdom of Christ and its qualities for, being spiritual, i
In a wore
is established by the power of the Holy Spirit.
all these things must be viewed as referring to the inne
man, that is, when we are regenerated by God to true rigM

affiiirs

of state.

;

Outward righteousness indeed follows afterward^
must be preceded by that renovation of the mind and
heart.
We are not Christ's, therefore, unless we follow wh
is good and just, and bear on our hearts the impress of th
righteousness which hath been sealed by the Holy S2)irit.
Henceforth even for ever. This must be understood,
think, to refer to the perpetuity of righteousness and doc
eousness.

but

it

trine rather tlian of the kingdom, lest

we should imagin

that his laws resemble the statutes of kings and princes,

which are in force

for three days, or for a short period,

a:

h

are continually renewed, and soon become old again,

that

we may know

that their obligation

is

everlasting

;

f<

m

they have been established, as Zecharias says, that we
serve him in holiness aiid righteousness all the days of

(Luke

life.

i.

74, 75.)

As

Christ's

because he dieth no more, (Rom.

kingdom

vi. 9,)

so

is

it

everlasting,

follows th^

and judgment will be everlasting, for th
cannot be changed by any length of time.

righteousness

The zeal of the Lord of hosts

will

perform

this.

I understand that ardent desire which

God

preserving his Church, by removing

difficulties

all

By

ze^

will display

structions which might otherwise have hindered its

and
redem
(

When we

engage in any difficult undertaking,
and the warmth of our feelings, overcome
difficulties which present themselves to baffle or retard a
attempts.
In like manner Isaiah shows that God is
flamed with an uncommon and extraordinary desire to p
mote the salvation of the Church, so that if believers cam
measure by their own capacity what he has just now pi
tion.

earnestness,

mised,

still

hope, for the

In

short,

slow

arm

t'

they ought not to cease to entertain confide
manner of it is wonderful and inconceivab

he intimates that God will come with no light
to redeem his Church, for he will be all on flai
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with amazing love of Lelievers, and anxiety about their
salvation.
8.

The Lord hath sent a word.

Here he

prediction, for I think that this discourse

now

the former, because the Prophet

is

new

relates a

separated from

returns to speak of the

kingdom of Israel^ which was at
that time hostile to the Jews. Now, we know that the Jews
had good reason for being alarmed at the forces and power
of that kingdom, especially when it had made a league with
the Syrians, because they saw that they had not sufficient

future condition of the

In order, therefore, to yield comhe shows what will be the future condition

strength to oppose them.
fort to the godly,

kingdom

of the

of Israel.

By Jacob and

Israel he

diversity of expression

is

means the same thing
elegant,

and

but the
intended to show

is

;

when they
endeavour either to turn away from them, or to alter the
judgment of God. He alludes to the speech of those who
think that they can escape by means of their witticisms,
that the wicked gain nothing by their opposition,

and who turn into

jest

and sport

all

that

is

threatened by

away a
storm by the breath of his mouth. It is, therefore, an ironical admission, as if he had said, " In your opinion, what

the Prophets

;

just as if one were to attempt to drive

God pronounces

against you will

fall

on others

;

but

all

the

threatenings which he utters against Jacob will light upon
Israel!'

The preposition ^ (betK)
To send means to appoint.
means in Jacob himself. The word of God must dwell and
rest in him, for it cannot vanish away without producing
any effect. This is what he afterwards lays down in x)ther
words, " My word shall not return to me void ; that is, because

it is

decreed."

an

effectual publication of that

(Is. Iv. 11.)

which

have once
he points
he had said,
I

B}^ the word, it hath fallen,^

out the certainty of the effect and result

;

as if

" I do not conjecture these things, nor do I contrive

out of

my own

deceived,
9.

head

;

and cannot

but

God hath

them

who cannot be

change.''

A7id the people shall know.
*

spoken,

It hath lighted.

By

the word people I

—Eng. Ver.
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understand, not the Jews, but rather the Israelites

;

and.

indeed, the Prophet removes doubt by expressly naming

Ephraim.

He

likewise adds Samaria, which was the metro-

polis of that people, or of the ten tribes

;

for fortified cities,

conceiving themselves to be placed beyond
danger, are

much more

tlie

d

reach

insolent in their pretensions.

think that they will always have the remedy in their

The!
hands

by capitulating with the enemy, though the whole count
were laid waste. On this account Isaiah threatens t
they will not be exempted from the general calamity,
says that all will feel that the predictions which were uttered

by the mouth of God will not be without effect. By i\m
word know, which relates to actual experience, he indirectly
reproves their unbelief as if he had said, " Since I speak
ak
to the deaf, and you set no value on the warnings which
;

now

address to you, the actual event will teach you, but t

\

late."

Who

Here the Prophet attacks the obstinacy and
rebellion of that people, because, though they had once a:
again been chastised by God's scourges, and that sharp!
say.

they were so far from repentance that they reckoned th
be gain, and became more hardened. Assured!
they who thus insolently mock at God are not brought to
obedience without being reduced to utter weakness. Not
such an insult openly and avowedly provokes God's ang
losses to

and therefore the Prophet says that

it

proceeds from

t)

haughtiness and pride of the heart Hence it follows th«
it is right to apply to knotty timber chisels that are hard
still.

The bricks are fallen down. These are the words {
obstinate, and who despised the calamit
which they had sustained, as if it had been of advantage
them, because it afforded them an opportunity of adornin
with greater splendour both their houses and their field
" We shall build," they say, " more magnificently. The brie
houses have been thrown down that we may dwell in splendia
palaces and since the trees have been cut down, we sliall
plant more fruitful ones." This was not the fault of a sing
age, for at this day we see the same obstinacy in the worl
10.

men who were

;
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are the distresses with which Europe has been

afflicted for thirty or forty

years

?

How many

are the chas-

tisements by which she has been called to repentance
yet

it

?

And

does not appear that those numerous chastisements

On the contrary, luxury increases
every day, lawless passions are inflamed, and men go on in
crimes and profligacy more shamelessly than ever. In short,
have done any good.

those very calamities appear to have been so

many

excite-

luxury and splendour. What then should we expect but to be bruised with heavier blows ?

ments

to

Lord will set up the adversaries of Rezin
The Israelites having been proud of their alliance with the king of Syria, and hoping that everything
would succeed to their wish, Isaiah threatens a new chafige
which will take away all their hope and utterly frustrate
their designs, for the Assyrians afterwards took arms and
waged war with the Syrians. Accordingly, when Rezin had
been slain, (2 Kings xvi. 9,) that country was entirely ruined.
Still more does he heighten this, by adding, he shall mingle ;^
for he means that the Lord will gather together and mingle
11.

But

the

against him.

whom he will commission to destroy the
king of Syria, as the soldiers who composed the army of that
vast monarchy were collected out of various nations.
12. Syria in front?
The Prophet shows what will be the
nature of this change, and what will happen after the death
of Rezin (2 Kings xvi. 9,) who had allied himself with Israel
against Judah namely, that the Syrians, after the death of
their king, from being allies will suddenly become enemies,
various enemies

J'

;

and

will

xvii. 3.)

will

make war
This

is

be in front

who make Syria
istines " those

;

against Israel, which took place. (2 Kings
what he means when he says that Syria
for I

to

do not agree with those expositors
" those on the East," and the Phil-

mean

on the West.''

A

more natural meaning

—

is,

—

^ And join his enemies together.
Margin, Heb. mingle. Eng. Ver.
Calvin, in his version placed at the beginning of this Chapter, renders the
clause, and will join his enemies together; but when he comes to explain
In both renit, he translates the Hebrew word literally, he will mingle.
derings the exact coincidence with our ordinary version deserves notice.—

Ed.
^

The Syrians

before.

— Eng. Ver.

I
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enemies will invade tliem on every side becaus
they who had been regarded as faithful friend
;

all sides

up to destroy tliem. The phrases in front and h
hind agree with the ordinary modes of speaking, so that
ought not to seek an interpretation that is new and foreig!
will rise

"v^

to the purpose.

From this example we ought to learn what it is to rely oi
human power and the alliances of kings, and especially when
by unlawful covenanti
and fall asleep for as soon as the Lor(
pleases, they who were formerly on our side will, in tb
smallest portion of time, be turned against us to our ruini
and remedies, which we thought w^ould be useful to us wi
prove to be our destruction, and wdll assist us both be/or
and behind. We ought also to observe that God does no
all at once expend all his scourges, but when we proceed ob
stinately, and provoke him more and more, he increases an(
multiplies the chastisements, and still inflicts a new kind
punishment, till at length he subdues our obstinacy an
in consequence of being entangled

we become

careless

;

rebellion.

And will devour Israel with
with the whole mouth,'^

is

the whole

The phras

mouth}

equivalent to an ordinary idiom

our own, (a pleine bouche,) with full mouth. As if he hai
said, " Israel will be exposed as a prey to her enemies, so tha
on every hand she will be devoured with open mouth, bet'

by the Syrians and by the Philistines.''
His anger is not turned away. This is the severest of al
and beyond everything else ought to have terrified the un
godly, that if they had suffered much, they have more ti
endure

that new^ punishments continually await them, hi
cause by going on in their obstinacy they inflame still mor
the wrath of Grod. Men take this as an incentive to mo
;

obstinate and determined wickedness, that, having suffered
some punishment, they think that they have nothing mor<
to suffer, and become more hardened.
They do not evei
believe that they are any longer exposed to the judgmens
1

With open mouth.

^

riQ

—

Margin, Heb., with whole mouth. Eng. Ver.
^31, (bechol peh,) oXm rSi ffr'o(jLa.ri, toto ore, plenis faucibus ; a mi
taphor from beasts of prey eagerly devouring their i'ood.—EosenmilUer.

;
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has already spent his rods

S21

and as

;

if

they were

altogether out of his power, they give themselves greater in-

dulgence, and shake off every yoke.

But

Lord

hand

his

stated

is

is stretched

the reason

why

out

What we have now

still.

hand of the
not think that they

Isaiah threatens that the

is still stretched out,

that they

Now,

have escaped that hand.

may

this is said not for the pur-

pose of instructing, but of accusing, though the threatenings

have also a tendency to make doctrine better understood
but as he had to do with obstinate men, on whom no chastisement produced any good eifect, he therefore announces
that the chastisements are not yet at an end
and that,
although God has for a time discontinued those chastisements, still he has not dispensed with them, but has his
hand lifted up to inflict a new wound.
;

But

13.

The copulative

the people hath not turned}

*l

rendered by some interpreters for, as if the Prophet were assigning a reason why the Lord does not cease
{vau)

to

is

employ his scourges

tisements

;

that

is,

in the continual infliction of chas-

because the people are so hardened and

obstinate that they will not repent.

pentance,

"When there

God

unreasonable to expect that

it is

no

is

re-

will yield to

and the conseobstinate men, as if he were vanquished
quence is, that he prepares himself for inflicting severer
punishment. Since, therefore, no chastisements had produced
any amendment in Israel, he must perish for when they had
been so frequently struck and punished, and did not at all
repent, this was a proof of the most desperate wickedness.
This is a very severe rebuke, that although the Lord not
only admonishes us by words, but actually pushes us forward, and constrains us by various chastisements, still we
grow hardened, and do not sufl'er ourselves to be drawn away
from our crimes and our lusts. Desperate wickedness is
thus evinced, and nothing more heinous could be spoken or
conceived.
It is a heinous ofi'ence, when men do not receive
;

;

instruction as soon as

heinous,

when they

heinous of

I.

is

delivered to

them
;

;

it

it is

is

more

the most

when, in spite even of chastisements, they
For the people turneth not. Eng. Ver.

all,
^

VOL.

it

are not afi'ected by rebukes

—

X
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grow hardened, and even kick, or by their headstrong behaviour inflame still more the indignation of the Judge, and
do not consider why they were punished, or what it is ta
Accordingly, when no remedies
wliich the Lord calls them.
produce any good effect, what must we think but that the
disease is incurable and utterly desperate ?
This rebuke applies not to the Israelites only but to us
Already hath the Lord chastised the whole world byalso.
various afilictions, so that hardly any part could be exempted
from distresses and calamities. And yet all appear to have
obstinately conspired against God, so that, whatever He does,
they cease not to retain their former character, and to carry
on their wicked courses. Justly, therefore, might the Lord ad
dress to us the same expostulation, and assuredly he adand we ought not to look
dresses us by the mouth of Isaiah
chastisements, seeing
new
threaten
Prophet
to
for another
that our case is not different from that of the Israelites, and
we are involved in the same blame with them.
Nor have they sought the Lord of hosts. This is immer
diately added as an explanation, for the reason why Goc
inflicts punishment is, to bring back the wanderers to himself.
By this method, indeed, he appears to drive men to
greater distance from him but as it belongs to him to brin^
out of the grave those whom he appeared to have woundec
and slain, by terrifying sinners he only humbles them, in
;

;

And indeed the begin;
order that they may return to him.
ning of conversion is to seek God, or rather it is the only rule
of living well if we turn aside from it we have no rest foji
the sole of our foot. But we must now inquire what it \i
to seek God, or in what manner we ought to seeh him ; fo|
hypocrites will always be ready to plead, that by prayerj
and fastings, and tears, and a sorrowful countenance, the
But Go(
earnestly entreat God and implore forgiveness.
chooses to be sought in another manner that is, when th(
sinner truly subdued, willingly takes the yoke which he
had shaken off, and yields obedience to him whom he ha
;

,

;

despised.
14.

Therefore the

Lord

He intiwill cut off from Israel.
will be universal, and will in-

mates that God's vengeance

i

;
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volve all ranks ; for the whole nation was corrupted, and the
contagion had spread over the whole country, to such an extent that no part was left whole or sound.
Now, when ini-

quity thus abounds, every one flatters himself, and they
think that they have concealed themselves by an admirable
veil, because they have many who are like them
and when
;

they compare themselves with others, they think that they
have pleaded their excuse. This is the reason why he threatens
that vengeance generally against all ; for not one was free

from the general disease.
Head and tail, branch and reed}
stronger and more powerful
feebler, that

is,

men

;

By branch he means the

by reed

he means the
and who had scarcely

or rush

of the lowest rank,

any wealth. He therefore means that the vengeance of God
hangs over them, and spares neither the strong nor the weak,
neither the highest nor the lowest, because no part is sound
or uninfected by the general disease.
1 5. The ancient and honourable, he is the head.
What he
had spoken allegorically about the head and the tail he explains more plainly and without a figure.
He says that the
heads are the princes and nobles who had the charge of public affairs, and sat at the helm of the commonwealth.
To
these he adds the false prophets, and says that they are meant
by the tail. But he explains only the first part of the verse,
and says nothing about the branch and reed. The reason
why he omitted them is easily explained. It is, because he
intended to press hardest on those who were more heinous
transgressors, and who led others to commit sin, in consequence of the influence which they obtained from their high
rank.

He

gives to the prophets the

because they were

mean and

name

of the

tail,

not

contemptible, as some think

but he intended to denote the lowest parts of the whole
body.
By the head he means magistrates and judges, and
by the tail he means false prophets, because they deceive

and impose upon men by falsehoods and hypocrisy, as if he
had compared the one to lions or bears, and the other to
foxes.

This passage warns us that
^

we ought not

Branch and rush.

— Eng*. Ver.

to

slumber in

—

1
824
our
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because wickedness and profligacy abound in

sins,

ranks, and no class of

more that

men

vices abound, so

God be kindled

sound or uninfected

is

much

;

all

for the

the more will the wrath of

against the highest and the lowest.

We

ought, especially in the present day, amidst that pestilence
of every kind of evils, to fear lest,

begun

to burn,

For

16.

der

blessed

as

;

may consume

when the wrath of God hath

everything, high and low.

the rulers of this people are seducers}

they

it,

it

Some

ren-

who make thee blessed, or, they who call thee
if he had said that nothing was more hurtful or

destructive to a nation than flatteries, which gave encourage-

ment

to

unbounded

But

licentiousness.

I shall follow the

reading which I approved on a former occasion,

same word occurred.^ (Isa. iii.
and magistrates, whose duty

12.)
it

He means

was

when the

that the rulers

to restrain the people

within the limits of decent behaviour, allowed

all to

indulge

and wickedness.
On this account they
ought justly to be reckoned seducers and corrupters, for corruption flows from them to the whole body of the people, as
from the head to the members. Magistrates and pastors are
appointed in order to restrain the waywardness of the people,
to enjoin what is good and right, and especially to defend
the honour of God.
If they neglect these duties they ought
to be reckoned impostors and not rulers, for they give rise
to miserable confusion.
Now, when every one does what he
pleases, and the reins of government are nowhere to be
found, can there be anything but the most terrible result ?
When the common people are thus punished on account of
their faults, no lighter vengeance awaits the rulers, because
they have neglected the duty entrusted to them, and have
freely in crimes

occasioned so

And

they

many

evils.

who are governed are

destroyed.

By

this clause

he means that wicked princes, and those who rule according
to their own caprice, are destructive
and in like manner
teachers who rather deceive and impose on men than point
out the way of salvation, because through their fault the
;

^ For the leaders
of this people (margin, they that call them blessed)
cause them to err.- Eng. Ver.
^ See the author's explanation of this phrase at page 140.
Ed.

—
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same time he shows that this
make bad rulers
own transgressions, as is commonly done,

people are ruined.
affords

ISAIAH.

for seeking to

^or if the blind lead the blind, as Christ says, both will fall into
the ditch.

It is certain that

none are ruined by wicked and

treacherous leaders, but those
to

who

of their

own accord wish

be led astray.

Lord will not delight in their young
more clearly how dreadful will be
that vengeance of God against all ranks for so far will more
17. Therefore the

men.

Isaiah describes

;

flagrant transgressors be from escaping, that neither boys

nor youths, nor widows, will be exempted, who are usually
spared even amidst dreadful slaughter which was usually
;

done even among heathens at the sacking of towns, as we
learn from history.
But here the Lord threatens that he
will pay no regard either to sex or to age.
Yet the follow" Although the carnage
ing view will not be unsuitable.
will rob many women of their husbands, and will deprive
many children of their parents, still God will not shrink from
punishing women by making them w^idows, and children by
making them orphans.'' But as it does not greatly affect
the general meaning, I do not dwell upon it. Again, that
they may not accuse God of cruelty, he at the same time
shows that there are good reasons why he is so severe, because they are all wicked, and therefore that they deserve
to be cast headlong to ruin without any distinction.

For all are hypocrites and evil-doers. As to this word, I
was unwilling to depart from the opinion commonly entertained, though ^T\ (chdneph) means an ungodly, deceitful,
or treacherous and wicked man.
He appears to point out
the source of all the evils, that there was no true fear of God
among them. By this he does not mean any slight dissimulation, but inward contempt seated in the heart, by w^hich
consciences are stupified, so that no instructions produce any
effect on them as if he had said that they were deeply sunk
But as wickedness, when it has taken
in their depravity.
possession of the mind, drags the hands and feet, and tlie
rest of the members of the body along with it, so the Pro;

phet adds, that they are

all evil-doers.
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And every mouth speaketh villany} Thirdly, he adds that
they have proceeded to such a pitch of open wickedness,
The Hethat they boast of their crimes without shame.
brew word nS^li (iiibldh), which is translated folly, has frequently a more extensive meaning

and madness.

villany,

Here, in

xix. 24.)

;

(Gen. xxxiv. 7

my opinion,

for it denotes baseness,
;

Josh.

vii.

15

;

Judges

the Prophet means that they

we need
than from their tongues.
His anger will not be turned away. He again repeats this
statement, which ought to be frequently repeated for it is
not enough to have been once informed how dreadful are the
judgments of the Lord against the wicked so easily and
are so entirely abandoned to wicked courses, that

not seek any other proof of

it

;

;

quickly will there steal upon us

tliat forgetfulness of

them

which banishes uneasiness, as well as fear, about the future.
Besides, we are led astray and blinded by that deception,
for we think that the infliction of a single punishment has
exhausted the power of God. There can be nothing better,
therefore, than to hold by this principle, that whenever God
chastises us he threatens something more dreadful, if we do
not quickly repent.

But

his

hand

is

(Lev, xxvi. 18, 21, 24, 28.)

stretched out

Since the Prophet re-

still.

peats this warning, let us unceasingly call to our
brance, that the indignation of

may

though we

God

is

remem-

not yet appeased,

think that he has already punished us
What then ought we to conclude,

severely for our sins.

when he has given
ment

;

but what

is

?
At the
we have endured some punish-

us but a light chastisement

present day, for instance,
it

as

compared with those dreadfully

when Isaiah
new chastisements were still awaiting them ?
What then will become of us ? The Lord will undoubtedly
severe calamities which that nation had suffered,

foretold that

continue to perform what belongs to him, and will always be
If this dread do not arouse us, our insensi-

like himself.

bility is evidently beyond endurance. I have translated the
verb 11^ (shab) in the future sense, will not be turned away,

make

to

1

And

the meaning more clear

every

;

for

mouth speaketh folly (margin,

though he speaks as
or, villany).

—Eng.

Ver.-

if

;

^HAP.
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had been a past transaction, still he threatens a continuance of punishments against the rebellious.
it

18.

For wickedness burneth as the fire. The Prophet atwho are accustomed to defend themselves

tacks the wicked,

bj laying the blame on God.
in

Either they practise evasions,

order to convince themselves that they are innocent,

when they have been
guilt, as if

convicted, they

the severity of

God

or,

extenuate their
were beyond proper bounds.
still

Never, certainly, do they acknowledge that God is just in
punishing them, till they are compelled to acknowledge it

and even though they do not venture to excuse themselves
publicly, still they fret and murmur.
With the view of repressing such insolence, the Prophet compares the calamities
to burning, but shows that the wickedness of

men

is

the

wood and fuel, by which the anger of God is kindled as if
he had said, " All exclaim and make loud complaints that
:

the wrath of

God burns violently, and yet they do not conown sins are the fans by which it is inflamed,

sider that their

and that those sins supply the fuel, and that even themselves
are consumed by the inward fire of their crimes.''
The meaning is,
It shall devour the briers and thorns.

Two

that this flame will seize every part of Judea.

things

are here expressed, that the punishment of sin proceeds from

the judgment of God, and yet that the blame
sinners themselves, that they

may not

lies

with the

remonstrate with

God

he had dealt cruelly with them.

There is a beautiful
gradation for we perceive that it usually happens that a
fire, kindled in the lowest part of any place, gathers strength
by degrees, spreads wider and w^der, and ascends to the
higher parts. Such will the wrath of God be for Isaiah
shows that it does not all at once seize the wicked, but is
as if

;

;

gradually kindled,

till it

utterly destroy them.

At

first

the

Lord proceeds gently, but if a light chastisement produce no
good effect, he increases and doubles the punishment. If he
see that we are obstinate, his wrath burns to the uttermost,
so as to destroy us altogether, and consume us like a thick
forest.
Lastly, as the Prophets elsewhere declare, we must
be like chaff and straw as soon as the wrath of God is kindled,
(Psalm Ixxxiii. 14; Is. v. 24; xxxiii.ll; xl. 24;xli. 2; xlvii.l4.)

;
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the anger of the Lord of hosts is the land
After having shown that the cause of all our

Through

darkened.

from ourselves, and that therefore the blame
us, he at the same time shows that
God is a most righteous avenger. When men draw down
upon themselves calamities and distresses, God does not suffer
them to escape his hand not that he is inclined to cruelty,
for he is gracious and merciful, (Exod. xxxiv. 6,) but because
he is just, and cannot endure the wicked. The dreadful
nature of God's vengeance is described by the metaphor of
darkness, than which nothing can be more dismal for without figures of speech a judgment so revolting cannot be expressed.
And yet he appears to allude to smoke, of which
he spoke in the former verse for when a conflagration extends, and rages with such violence, the light must be overpowered by the thick smoke.
•
No man shall spare his brother. In this last clause and in
the following verse, the Prophet describes the methods and
means, as they are called, by which the Lord will execute
his vengeance, when his wrath has been thus kindled. When
no enemies shall be seen whom we have cause to dread, he
will arm ourselves for our destruction.
As if he had said,
" The Lord will find no difficulty in executing the vengeance
which he threatens for though there be none to give us any
annoyance from without, he will ruin us by intestine broils
and civil wars.'' It is shocking and monstrous to relate, No
man shall spare his brother, " every man shall devour his own
flesh ;" for no man ever hated his own flesh.
(Eph. v. 29.)
But when the Lord hath blinded us, what remains but that
we mutually destroy each other? And though it is monstrous, yet it happens almost every day.
We are not restrained by any relationship either of blood,
or of religion, or of the image of God, which we all bear
though even the heathen, on the contrary, were prevented,
by sharing in this common nature, from injuring each other,
because they perceived that the beasts themselves are reevils proceeds

of

it

should be laid upon

;

;

;

;

.

;

strained by similarity of nature from cruelty against their

own kind

;

devour a w^olf, and a bear does
That human beings, from whom the

for a wolf does not

not devour a bear.

-
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derived, should fight with such cruelty

one another as to exceed the rage of
monstrous and this evil can arise from no
other source than that God hath blinded them, and given
them up to a reprobate sense. (Rom. i. 28.) Justly hath
Isaiah described this kind of revenge for when men enjoy
peace, they think that they are placed beyond the reach of
danger, and dread nothing. But the Lord laughs at this indifference, and shows that he will execute his vengeance by
their own hand, which he will arm and direct against them.
20. Every one shall snatch on the right hand.
It is equivalent to a phrase in common use, prendre et ravir a toutes
mains, to take and seize at all hands. This mode of expresfierceness against

wild beasts,

is

;

;

sion denotes either insatiable covetousness or insatiable cruel-

ty

;

for

the eagerness to snatch excites to savage cruelty.

That they will be insatiable he expresses more emphatically, by saying that, in consequence of being impelled by
blind fierceness and inconceivable rage, they will suck their
brother's blood as freely as they would devour the flesh
which was tlieir own property. The bitterness of the vengeance is greatly heightened by this circumstance, that the
children of Abraham, and the holy posterity of the chosen
race, break out into such beastly fary.
Let us therefore remember that it is a dreadful proof of heavenly punishment,

when

brothers are hurried on, with irreconcilable eagerness,

mutual wounds.
Manasseh, Ephraim. These tribes were closely related to each other for besides their being descended from
to inflict

21.

;

the

same

ancestor,

Abraham,

a close relationship arose out

of their being descended from one patriarch, his grandson,

Joseph.

(Gen.

allied, still

God

xli.

50-52.)

themselves by mutual
flesh of their

But though they were

threatens that he will cause
conflict, as if

own arm,

them

closely

to destroy

they were devouring the

and, consequently, that there will be

no need of foreign enemies. He likewise adds that, after
having wearied themselves out by mutual wounds, both will
unite against Judah, in order to destroy it.
And for all this his anger shall not he turned away. If
any one take into consideration those calamities which Isaiah

!

.
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amazed and greatly astonished tha
more severe chastisements are foretold. But in thii
manner God acts towards the wicked, and does not cease
afflict till he utterly overwhelm and destroy them, whet

threatened, he will be
still

after having been frequently invited, they refuse to be recoil
ciled to him.

We

need not wonder, therefore, that he

inflict

stroke after stroke, as he also foretold by Moses that

h

would punish seven times more (Lev. xxvi. 18), and hrin^
seven times more plagues upon (Lev. xxvi. 21) those wh
would not repent lest they should think that, when the?
had been punished once or twice, they would not be punisl
;

ed again.

But

his

hand

them

;

By this he means th
may immediately strike wit;

is stretched out still.

rods are prepared, that he
for it is not

with a woman's passion that the Lord
is immediately followed by revenge.

angry, but his wrath

CHAPTER
1 Woe unto them that decree unrighteous decrees, and that write
grievousness which they have prescribed ;
2. To turn aside the needy from
judgment, and to take away the right
from the poor of my people, that
widows may be their prey, and that
they may rob the fatherless
3. And what will ye do in the day
of visitation, and in the desolation

which shall come from far ? to whom
will ye flee for help ? and where will
ye leave your glory ?
4. Without me they shall bow down
under the prisoners, and they shall
For all this his
fall under the slain.
anger is not turned away, but his

hand

stretched out still.
5. O Assyrian, the rod of mine
anger, and the staff in their hand is
mine indignation.
6. 1 will send him against an hypocritical nation, and against the people
of my wrath will I give him a charge,
to take the spoil, and to take the

X.

Vse decernentibus decrc
1.
iniqua, et qui dictantes dictant
juriam,

Ut arceant pauperes a judic
eripiant jus pauperibus poj
mei, viduas spolient, et pupil! os pi
dentur.
2.

et

3.

tionis

Et quid facietis in die visi
? £t cum desolatio venerit

longinquo, ad quem confugietis
ilii causa, et ubi deponetis (vel,

gloriam vestram

nietis)

r

?

4. Nisi (vel, sine me) corruent
ter vinctos, et inter occisos cadei
In hoc toto non erit a versus fui
ejus, et

adhuc manus ejus extenta

is

5.

O

Assur virga furoris mei,

baculus ipse in
6.

manu eorum ira uk

Ad gentem

simulatricem

c

au^

m

tarn eum, et contra populum
dignationis mtae prsecipiam ei
prffidetur prsedam ; ut rapiat spol

I

;

lP.
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prey, and to tread

them down

like

the mire of the streets.
7.

Howbeit he meaneth not

so,

neither doth his heart think so ; but
it is in his heart to destroy and cut
oflf nations not a few.
8. For he saith, Are not my princes
altogether kings ?
9. Is not Calno as Carchemish ?
is not Hamath as Arpad? is not
Samaria as Damascus ?
10. As my hand hath found the
kingdoms of the idols, and whose
graven images did excel them of
Jerusalem and of Samaria
11. Shall I not, as I have done
unto Samaria and her idols, so do to
Jerusalem and her idols ?
12. Wherefore it shall come to
pass, that, when the Lord hath performed his whole work upon mount
Zion and on Jerusalem, I will punish

ISAIAH.
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ponat eum in conculcationem,
quasi lutum platearum.
et

7. Atqui ipse non sic arbitrabitur,
nee cor ejus sic cogitabit ; quia in
corde ejus erit ad extirpandum et
succidendum gentes non paucas.
8. Dicet enim, Annon Principes

mei pariter Reges?
9. Annon, ut Carchemis, sic Calno ? annon Hamath, sicut Arphad ?
annon Samaria ut Damascus ?
10. Sicut invenit

manus mea

reg-

num idolorum, cum simulachra eorum sint prse Jerusalem et Samaria.

;

the fruit of the stout heart of the
king of Assyria, and the glory of his
high looks.
13.

For he

my hand

saith.

By

the strength

have done it, and by
my wisdom for I am prudent and
I have removed the bounds of the
people, and have robbed their treasures, and I have put down the inof

I

;

:

habitants like a valiant
14.

found, as

a nest, the riches of the people and
as one gathereth eggs that are left,
have I gathered all the earth ; and
there was none that moved the wing,
or opened the mouth, or peeped.
15. Shall the axe boast itself
:

him that heweth therewith ?

or shall the saw magnify itself against
him that shaketh it ? as if the rod
should shake itself against them that
lift it up, or as if the staff should
lift up itself, as if it were no wood.
16. Therefore shall the Lord, the
Lord of hosts, send among his fat
ones leanness and under his glory
he shall kindle a burning like the
burning of a fire.
17. And the light of Israel shall
be for a fire, and his Holy One for
a flame and it shall burn and devour his thorns and his briers in one
;

:

day;

Annon

sicut feci Samarise et

faciam Jerusalem et

idolis ejus ?

12.

Sed

accidet,

Cum

perfecerit
in monte
Sion et Jerusalem, visitabo super
fructum magnificentise cordis regis
Assur, et super gloriam altitudinis

Dominus totum opus suum

oculorum

ejus.

13. Quia dixit In fortitudine manus meae feci, et in sapientia mea
quia perspicax fui; et ideo abstuli
terminos populorum, et recondita
:

eorum

diripui, et detraxi

tanquam

fortis sedentes.

man.

And my hand hath

against

11.

idolis ejus, ita

Et invenit quasi nidum manus
opes populorum ; et ut colliguntur ova derelicta, sic ego universam terram collegi; nee fuit qui
abigeret ala, et aperiret os, et sibi14.

mea

laret.

An gloriabitur securis ad versus
An magnificabitur
serra adversus eum qui ipsum agitat ?
15.

secantem ipsa?

quasi elevatio virgse contra elevanelevationes baculi,

tem ipsam, quasi
non ligni.

16. Fropterea mittet Dominator
in pingues ejus

Dominus exercituum
maciem,

et subtus gloriam ejus succendet incendium, quasi incendium
ignis.

17. Et erit lux Israel in ignem, et
Sanctus ejus in flammam ; comburetque et devorabit vepres ejus et
spinas die uno.

.
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And

18.

consume the glory

shall

of his forest, and of his fruitful liela,
both soul and body and they shall be
as when a standard-bearer fainteth.
19. And the rest of the trees of
his forest shall be few, that a child
may write them.
20. And it shall come to pass in
that day, that the remnant of Israel,
and such as are escaped of the house
of Jacob, shall no more again stay
upon him that smote them but shall
stay upon the Lord, the Holy One
:

;

18. Gloriam sylvce ejus, et frugifa
campi ejus, ab anima usque ad cai
nem consumet et erit quasi dissolt
;

tio signiferi.

19.

reliquiaj ligni sylvae

l^^.t

eji

ad numerum erunt, ut puer eas
meret.
20. Erit in die

illo.

Non

ni

adjiciei

amplius reliquia; Israel, et superstit<
e domo lacob inniti percussori suo
nam innitentur super lehovam sani

tum

Israel, in veritate.

of Israel, in truth.

The remnant shall return,

21.

the remnant of

even

unto the

Jacob,

mighty God.
22. For though thy people Israel
be as the sand of the sea, yet a remnant of them shall return the consumption decreed shall overflow with
:

rightebusness.
23. For the

Reliquiae revertentur,
Demn fortem.

reliqi;

Nam

22.
si fuerit populus tuua
Israel instar arenas maris, reliquiae
ejus revertentiu*.
Consumptio d|

creta inundans justitiani, (vel^

jm

titia.)

Lord God of hosts

make a consumption, even

shall

21

lacob ad

termined, in the midst of

all

de-

the

23. Quia consumptionem et fi
tionem Dominus lehova exercitui
facit in medio totius terrae.

land.

24. Therefore thus saith the

Lord

of hosts, O my people that
dwellest in Zion, be not afraid of
the Assyrian he shall smite thee
with a rod, and shall lift up his staff
against thee, after the manner of

God

:

24. Propterea sic.dicit lehova e:
ercituum
Ne timeas, popule
incolae Sion, ab Assur. In virga per-

m

:

cutiet te, et

baculum suum

levabit

contra te in via iEgypti.

Egypt.
25. For yet a very little while,
and the indignation shall cease, and
mine anger, in their destruction.

And

26.
stir

the

Lord

up a scourge

of hosts shall

for him, according

to the slaughter of

Midian at the

rock of Oreb and as his rod was
upon the sea, so shall he lift it up
after the manner of Egypt.
:

27. And it shall come to pass in
that day, that his burden shall be
taken away from off thy shoulder,
and his yoke from off thy neck, and
the yoke shall be destroyed because
of the anointing.
28. He is come to Aiath, he is
passed to Migron ; at Michmash he

hath

up his carriages:
are gone over the pasthey have taken up their lodg-

laid

29.

They

sage
ing at
:

Geba

;

Gibeah of Saul

Ramah
is fled.

is

afraid

;

25.

Sed adhuc paululum,

sumabitur

et coi

consumetur) furor
indignatio mea, in abolitione eor
26. Et excitabit lehova exercituu]
(vel,

eum flagellum, secundum cae
dem Madian in rupe Oreb et virj
contra

;

ejus super mare, levabitque earn

via JEgypti.
27. Et accidet in die ilia, ut auf(
atur onus ejus ab humero tuo,
jugum ejus a cervice tua ; et dis
pabitur jugum a facie unctionis.

28. Venit in Aiath, transiit
Migron, in Michmas reponet v

tua.
29. Transierunt vadum, in Gael
pernoctaverunt hospitio territa
Rama ; Gibaea Saulis fugit.
;

.
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30. Lift up thy voice, O daughter
of Gallim ; cause it to be heard unto
Laish, O poor Anathoth.
31. Madmenah is removed; the
inhabitants of Gebim gather them-
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30. Hinni voce tua filia GalHm,
fac audire Laisam paupercula Anathoth.
31. Mota est Madmena;
Gebim collegerunt se.

incolse

selves to flee.

32. As yet shall he remain at Nob
that day: he shall shake his hand
against the mount of the daughter
of Zion, the hill of Jerusalem.
33. Behold, the Lord, the Lord of
hosts, shall lop the bough with terror; and the high ones of stature
shall be hewn down, and the haughty

be humbled.
And he shall cut down the
thickets of the forests with iron, and
Lebanon shall fall by a mighty one.

shall

34.

fc 1. Woe

to

them that
feel that

:

versus montem filiae Sion, coUem
lerusalem.
33. Ecce, Dominus lehova exer-

cituum amputabit

ramum cum

ter-

patenter,) et procerse
statursB excidentur, et sublimia hu-

rore,

{vel,

miliabuntur.
34. Et resecabit condensa sylvse
ferro, et

Libauus violenter cadet.

He now

decree.

'more closely, as he did in the

make them

32. Adhuc dies
cum in Nob interquiescet, agitabit manum suam

attacks the people

and second chapters,

first

they are justly

afflicted

;

for

men

to

never

acknowledge that they are justly punished till they have
been manifestly convicted and constrained. Though they
were sufficiently convicted by former proofs, still he found it
necessary to come to particulars, that by means of them
for men are so brazentheir hypocrisy might be exposed
faced as to think that any excuse shields them, and openly
to accuse God. When they had become so shameless, it was
impossible for him to rebuke them too sharply, or to carry
his accusations beyond proper limits, so as to shut their
mouths, whether they would or not.
;

7^y (gndmdl) and
Scripture, as in Ps.

jlK (aven) are often joined together in

vii. 1 4.

jl^^

signifies vanity

and

iniquity,

but the latter meaning agrees better with this passage.
/M' (5'^^f*^^y 01^ the other hand, denotes vexation, and
often the very cause of the vexation, that is, the oppression
inflicted by the stronger on the weaker, when they abuse

and power. Having formerly shown that the
wickedness originated from the governors themselves, (Is. i.
10, 23,) he places them in the first rank, that they may
undergo the punishment of the crimes which they had occaThis ought to be carefully observed, for they who
sioned.
are elevated to the highest rank imagine that they are ex-

their authority

—
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men, and that thcA
and therefore
have this privilege, that they

empted from the ordinary

be the

first 'that

Some think

CHAP.
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lot of other

God

are not bound to give account to
tlireatens that they will

;

;

are punished.

that two classes are here described, and d

a distinction between D'^ppH, (chdkekJm,) those who dec
and D^^n^D, (mechattebim,) those who write} But I do

approve

of. this,

tinction, princes

he attacks generally, and without d
and magistrates, who oppressed the peopL

for

by unjust and tyrannical decrees,

manner tha
and therefore he in

in such a

they approached to absolute robbery

;

'

eludes every class of magistrates and governors.
2.

To keep hack?

Others render

aside ; but the true meaning

make them

judgment, or

is,

to

it,

to

cause them

keep hack

lose their cause.

the

This

to

t

i

poor fr^
is

the

ini

quity and oppression which he had mentioned in the form^

poor are deprived of their rights, and al
robbed for the sake of the rich, and go away mocked fron
the judgment-seat, while everything is laid open to plunde
He chiefly mentions the poor, because for the most part th
are destitute of help and assistance.
While magistrates ai
judges ought to have assisted them more than others, th
allow themselves greater liberty, and indulge more cQ
temptuously in oppressing them. Those who have weal(
or friends, or favour, are less liable to be oppressed
they have arms in their hands to defend, and even to
venge themselves. But the Lord says that he takes pecul
verse, that the

care of the poor, (Exod. xxii. 23 Deut. xv. 9, and xxiv. iJ
though they are commonly despised and that he tak
such care of them that he does not allow oppression inflicti
on them to pass unpunished; for it is not without gc
ground that he calls himself the protector and defender
;

;

such persons.
fore,

more calmly

From
weak ought to

(Ps. Ixviii. 5.)

the poor and

this consideration, the]

derive consolation,

a;

endure distresses and afflictions, because th
learn that God takes care of them, and will not permit a:
1

—
—

" Not the scrt6g5, who write vexatious
Stock.
but the judges, who cause them to be written," Rosenmuller.
To turn aside. Ens;. Ver.

The prescribers.

crees,
^

to
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done to tliem to pass unpunislied. The powerful and
wealthy are at the same time warned not to take it as an incentive to sin that they have not been punished for though
no avenger be now seen, still the Lord will avenge, and will
undertake the cause of those whom they imagined to be
injustice

;

destitute of all assistance.

And

Here the Prophet severely
and indolent amidst
their distresses, as men intoxicated by prosperity are wont
He therefore warns
to despise haughtily every danger.
them that, though God delay, still he has fixed a time for
judgment, and already it is close at hand. In consequence
of having vanquished the neighbouring nations in war, and
fortified themselves by an alliance with a very powerful
and therefore he exnation, they had no longer any fear
pressly declares that their calamity will come from afar.
In the day of visitation. By visitation is here meant
judgment, for God visits us in two ways, that is, in mercy
and in judgment. In both ways he reveals himself and his
power to us, both when, in compassion on us, he rescues us
from dangers, and when he punishes those who are ungodly
and who despise the word. Both kinds of visitation have
the same object in view, for we do not see the Lord but in
and we think that he is absent unless he give
his works
3.

what

will

threatens princes,

you do

who were

?

careless

;

;

"US

a token of his presence.

This visitation, therefore, the

Scripture accommodates to our capacity

pressed

down by

afflictions,

;

for

when we

and when the ungodly

give themselves up to wickedness,

we suppose

that

God

a great distance, and takes no interest in our affairs.
Accordingly, visitation must here be understood to

are

freely
is

at

mean

the judgment by which God, in opposition to the waywardness and insolence of the ungodly, will bring them back like
deserters.

this

life,

But

how

if

judge the world
now produce fear or

to

God be so dreadful in
when he shall come at last

the judgments of

dreadful will he be
!

All the instances of punishment that
nothing more than prepara-

terror, are

tions for that final vengeance with

against the reprobate, and

many

which he

will

thunder

things which he appears to

pass by, he purposely reserves and delays

till

that last day.
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the ungodly arc not able to bear

how much

less will

tliese diastisemenl
they be capable of enduring his glorioi

and inconceivable majesty, when he shall ascend that awful
tribunal, before which the angels themselves tremble
M
A nd when the desolation shall come from afar. When ni
says from afar, it is proper to observe that we must not
allow the prosperity which we now enjoy to bereave us of
!

for they who carelessly sleep amidst their vices,
wicked indifference call in question the power of
God, will quickly feel that in a moment, whenever he pleas'
he can shake heaven and earth from east to west.
To whom will you flee ? He declares that it is in vain
them to rely on their resources, for, in opposition to the
hand of God, they will be fruitless and of no avail whatever
At the same time he likewise shows that this will be a mom
righteous reward for when they are cruel towards others,
they will justly be made to feel that they have now no help
either from God or from men. They will have judgment without
mercy who have showed no mercy. (James ii. 13.) Th
applies especially to the judges, who ought to have been
protection to the whole people for they have been appointe
for the purpose of defending the poor and wretched.
But
they shall neglect and betray, and even plunder them, it
right that they should be made to feel, by their own dest

our senses

and by

;

this

J

;

;

tute condition,

Where

how

greatly this cruelty offends God.

you deposit your glory ? This is understo^
by commentators to mean that they will be thrown dow
from their high rank. They suppose it to be an ironical an
contemptuous question put by the Prophet, " What will hi
come of that illustrious rank of which the nobles cruelly an
foolishly vaunt, whenever God spares them for a little
But as this was a forced rendering, I rather think that Isaij
asks,

they

will

"Where will they find a
may deposit their glory T'

ing to be,

to leave^ for

two clauses correspond
and, "Where will you

safe hiding-place in whic

Thus

to each other.

Where will ye leave your glory f
deposit your things of value ?
Stock.

—

;

To whom will
your glory

find a refuge for

1

meai
and th
you flee

I consider the

the sake of being preserved

—Eng. Ver.

And

in ordt

where will

—
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to preserve it ?"
But perhaps a preference will be given to
a different view, whicli I have noted in the margin ;^ for the
verb ^Ti? {gndzah) signifies also to strengthen.
Again, if

God thus devotes to destruction princes who are thrown
down from an elevated position, what will become of the
lowest
self

No

?

for

;

we

any reason

one, therefore, has

shall all be like stubble

Lord has been kindled against

us.

to flatter

when the wrath
(Psalm

him-

of the

Ixxxiii. 13.)

If they shall not fall doiun. As the meaning of the
particle ^H?^ (hiltt) is ambiguous, various interpretations
of it have been given by commentators.
Some take it in an
4.

exclusive sense, as in
if

he had

slain

;

said.

that

many

other passages of Scripture

is,

because

all will

either to captivity or to death.

me

;

as

Only he shall fall down among the hound and

they shall fall.

be condemned and given up

Others render

it,

Without

If this rendering be preferred, the Pro-

phet shows that the cause of their destruction is, that they
have revolted from God and unquestionably the cause of
all our distresses is, to forsake the fountain of life and of
In this manner he sharply
salvation, and of all blessings.
reproves the madness of the ungodly, who vaunt of having
been forsaken by God, as if nothing were more desirable or
;

pleasant than to withdraw to the greatest distance from

him

;

and thus

it

will

be an ironical reproof, that their

calamity will arise from no other source than from the absence of God, in whom, without any good ground, they had
rejoiced.
it to be an elliptical expression, that they
have no hiding-place but by throwing themselves down
under the captives and the slain. It might also be a form of
an oath, If they shall not -^ and the meaning would be highly
appropriate, that God swears in wrath that he will spare
none of them, but will abandon some to captivity, and will
In a word, this decladeliver up others to be put to death.
ration shows what are the consequences that await all those
who, after having been warned by the word of God, do not

Others consider

will

^ This clause is rendered in Calvin's version, Where will you deposit
your glory? and, in the margin, Where will you secure your glory? Ed.
2 For this form of an oath, see page 173, n. 1.
Ed.

—
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From what immediately

repent.
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follows,

dreadful and alarming destruction

is

we

51

a~

learn that

threatened

;

he rewrath ojm

for

peats what he had already said frequently, that the

that he will find out morj^
punishments for avenging himself This teaches
us that nothing is more truly desirable than to be moved b
a sincere feeling of repentance, and to acknowledge our fault
that we may obtain pardon from the Lord. ^

the Loi'd is not yet apparent,

frightful

Assyrian. What now follows relates to the threat5.
ening of punishment, but at the same time mingles some consolation for alleviating the distresses of the godly.
Indeed,
the greater part of the discourse is occupied with this doa
the afflictions which shall be brought upon
are a temporary scourge inflicted bj

trine, that all

them by the Assyrians

God, but that unbelievers, after having too freely indulge(
themselves, will aj length be brought to submission.

Qwi)

Ah

!

is

^V

sometimes an interjection expressive of lamentation.
Sometimes it denotes addressing,
!
Sometimes
ii

means, as the old translator rendered it. Wo to. But hen
it cannot be explained in any other way than that God call
the Assyrians, or assumes the character of one who sighs;
because he is compelled to inflict punishment on his people

by means of the Assyrians.
But when, I more closely examine the whole matter, 1
rather come to this opinion, that here the Lord calls on the
Assyrians, as if he armed them by his authority to carry on
war.
He had formerly said that they would come but hypocrites are so careless that they are never moved by the
;

fear of God,
is

till

the reason

his scourges are not only seen but

why he now

judge called an

officer

in chains, or delivered

addresses them,

and ordered him

him

to the

felt.

Gome ;

Thig

as if

to put a malefacto

hangman

to inflict capita

punishment upon him. Thus the Lord calls the Assyrian
to execute his vengeance by their hands.
And the staff in their hand is mine indignation. This may
be viewed as referring to the Assyrian, and may be explained
so as to be a repetition of the same statement, with a slight
change of the words. But I distinguish between them in
this manner, that the Assyrians are called the rod of God's_
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indignation; cand next, that the swords and weapons with
which they are furnished are nothing else than God's anger;
as if the Prophet had said, that Grod, according to his pleasure, made use of the Assyrians in the same manner as
swords for the execution of his anger ; and further, that
although they bear swords, still there will be no reason to
be afraid of them, except so far as the wrath of God shall be

displayed against the Jews.

The general meaning is,
All the strength which the
enemy shall possess proceeds from the wrath of God, and
they are moved by his secret impulse to destroy the people,
for otherwise he would not move a finger/'
God declares
that the staff which is carried in their hand is his anger,
in order to inform the Jews that the blind attacks of
the enemies are regulated by a heavenly providence.
The
phrase D*!**^ (heydddnif- is rendered by some, in place of
''

them,

and

or,

it is

into their country ; but I do not approve of this,

too far-fetched.

In a word, the Lord

calls

the As-

syrians, as the ministers of his wrath, to punish the sins of

by their hand, and declares that everything that
hand is his wrath.
This doctrine has two objects in view first, to terrify the
ungodly, and to inform them that not in vain does the Lord
threaten their destruction next, he points out the reason
why he punishes them. This was of the greatest importance
his people
is

in their

;

;

for

shaking

off

the sluggishness of the ungodly,

who laughed

and threatenings of the Prophet.
Secondly, this doctrine was of great importance when the
people themselves began to be afflicted by the Assyrians for
then they actually saw that what the Prophets had foretold
was not without foundation, and that these things did not
happen by chance.
It will be objected. Why does he afterwards call the staff
his anger, since he formerly said that the Assyrian is the
rod of his indignation ; for he ought rather to have spoken
thus " The Assyrian is my wrath, and the staff which he
But we need not
carries is the staff of my indignation.''
to scorn all the discourses

;

:

solicitously detain ourselves with the words,
^

In

their

hand,

—Eng. Ver.

when we under-
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anger, because

lie

uses

them
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calls

like a

men

the staff

He

staff\

calls

X. 6.

of hi
men's

weapons the wrath of God, because they are not regulate
by their own choice, but are proofs of the wrath of God.
The Prophet therefore spoke appropriately, that we might
not think that the wicked rush forward, without control,
wherever their lawless passions lead them but, on the contrary, that a bridle restrains and keeps them back from,
;

doing anything without the will of God.
Hence we ought to learn that the Lord acts even by the
hand of the wicked. But here we must think and speak
soberly for it is proper to make a wise and judicious distinction between the work of God and the work of men.i
There are three ways in which God acts by men. First, all
of us move and exist by him. (Acts xvii. 28.) Hence it folSecondly, in
lows that all actions proceed from his power.
a peculiar manner he impells and directs the wicked according as he thinks fit and although nothing is farther from
their thoughts, still he makes use of their agency that they
;

;

may kill and destroy one another, or that by their hand hei
may chastise his people. Of this method the Prophet speaksi
Thirdly,

in this passage.
sanctification,
fore,

we

which

is

are attacked

when he guides by

peculiar to the elect.

by tyrants or robbers,
up against us,

person, or foreign nations rise

plainly see the

his Spirit of

Whether, thereor

any other

let

us always

hand of God amidst the greatest agitation
and let us not suppose that anything happens

and confusion,
by chance.
6. To a hypocritical nation.
statement, by which he called

He
the

proceeds with the former

Assyrian

the

rod of God's

indignation ; for as the father does not in vain take up the'
rod, but has this object in view, to chastise his son, so he
declares that the Lord's rod has no uncertain destination,

but is appointed for the chastisement of the unthankful and
wicked. He calls it a hypocritical or wicked nation, because
Uprightness is contrasted
it has no uprightness or sincerity.
with hypocritical conduct, because uprightness is the chief of
the virtues and in like manner hypocrisy is the mother

all

;

of all the vices.

It

is

therefore no light accusation which
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but lie charges them with what
most of all to be abhorred, and therefore immediately afterwards he calls them the people of his indignation, as he
elsewhere calls the Edomites the people of his curse.
(Isa.
xxxiv. 5.)
Though he means that he is displeased with the
Jews, yet the Hebrew phraseology is much more emphatic
brings against the Israelites

;

is

;

conveys the idea that the reason
devoted to destruction is, that nothing
for it

why

this nation is

is to be found in it
never angry with us
unless we have provoked him by our sins but when wickedness has come to its greatest height, his indignation is

but grounds of anger.

Indeed,

God

is

;

kindled, and cannot be appeased.

Thus he

cuts off the hope

of reconciliation from hypocrites and wicked men,

not continually to add sin to

/ will command him

He

to

who

ceased

sin.

take the spoil

and

to

take the prey.

says that he has given a loose rein to the fierceness of

enemies, that they may indulge without control in every
kind of violence and injustice. Now, this must not be understood as if the Assyrians had a command from God by which
they could excuse themselves. There are two ways in which
God commands ; by his secret decree, of which men are not
conscious and by his law, in which he demands from us
;

This must be carefully observed, that

voluntary obedience.

we may

who argue in an irreligious manner
about the decree of God, when they wish to excuse their
own wickedness and that of others. It is of importance, I
say, to

reply to fanatics,

make

a judicious distinction between these two ways
When the Lord reveals his will in the law,

of commanding.
I

must not ascend

to his secret decree,

known

which he intended

me, but must yield implicit obedience.
Now, if any one allege that he obeys God, when he complies with his sinful passions, he is guilty of falsehood, by
vainly attempting to involve God in the guilt of his crimes,
should not be

to

which he knows that he is led by the failings of his own
for on this point no other witness or judge is needed
but a man's own conscience. God does indeed make use of
the agency of a wicked man, but the man has no such intention.
It is therefore accidental, so far as relates to men,

to

heart

;

that he acts by the wicked and reprobate

;

for

they neither

1
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know

Accordingly
that they serve God, nor wish to do so.
they seize on this pretext, it is easy to prove that, when
they yield ohcdicnce to their own sinful passion, they are at
the greatest possible distance from obeying God. They have
if

the will of

them

God

declared in his law, so that

anywhere

it

is

in vain for

So far as they arc concerned,
they do not j^erform the work .of God, but the work of the
devil; for they serve their own lusts. (Eph. ii. 2.) Nothing
certainly was farther from the intention of the Assyrians than
to give their services to God, but they were hurried along
by their lust and ambition and covetousness. Yet the Lord
directed their exertions and plans to an object which was
totally different, and which was unknown to themselves.
" It will be an
This passage may be thus summed up.
uncommon and extraordinary instance of God's vengeance,
when the Assyrians shall attack them with unrestrained
liberty of action
for they will be sent by God, not to treat
them with gentleness and moderation, but to plunder them
in the manner of an invading army."
He likewise adds, to
tread them down.
Nothing can go beyond this, for it means
that the vanquished are not spared, but that every possible
species of abuse has been heaped upon them.
Yet he will not think so} When wicked men vomit out
7.
their rage, they disturb weak minds, as if it were not in the
power of God to restrain their pride and fury. The Prophet therefore steps forth beforehand to meet them, and exhorts believers, whatever may be the excess to which wicked
men indulge their insolence, still to feel that they are justly
chastised by a secret judgment of God.
He shows, as we
lately noticed, that nothing will be farther from the intention of the Assyrians than to give their services to God, and
to be the ministers of his wrath
but we must also consider
what is their own motive of action.
Many would be ready to object, " Why dost thou, being
God's herald, threaten us with the Assyrian
as if that
savage beast would submit to execute the commandments of
God V He therefore replies, that God works with such
amazing skill that he brings men to yield obedience to him,
to seek it

else.

;

;

;

^

Howheit he meaneth not

so.

— Eng. Ver.
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even without their knowledge or will. " Although/' says he,
''
their attempts and plans are totally different, yet this will
not prevent God from performing and carrying into execution, by means of them, whatever he has decreed."

Many might

likewise object, that

God should

sion of order, that

jection to the heathen nations

ever

much

it

was a strange subver-

place the elect people in sub;

and that

it

was not just, how-

the Jews had sinned, that their condition should

be worse than that of those robbers who, on account of their
wickedness and crimes, deserved the severest punishment.
The Prophet therefore threatens that the Assyrians also will
have their turn, and in due time will receive just punisliment and yet that it is not unreasonable that they should
;

distress,

plunder, devour, and slay other nations, because

own reward

Besides, the Prois reserved for them.
phet soothes the grief of the godly, and alleviates their solitheir

citude

and uneasiness, by declaring that God

restrains the

presumption of wicked men from carrying into effect whatHe therefore shows that, however
ever they think fit.
madly wicked men may rage, God mitigates his own judgments from heaven, so as to provide for the salvation of his
ChurcL And thus, though the Assyrian, like a wild beast,
may be eager to seize his prey, he bids them lift up their
eyes to God, whose decree

is far

removed beyond the reach

of that blind fury.
8.

For he

He

will say.

explains the reason

syrian will not think that he
cause, being blinded
ity superior to his

rely on their
that, to

own

by

own

is

pride,
;

he acknowledges no author-

and claim

ability to

submit to the providence of God.
to ascribe to

we cannot move even the

the AsIt is be-

for it is impossible for those

superiority,

which we ought justly

why

the rod of God.

God

is,

who

do this or

The authority
to believe that

smallest finger without his permis-

On

the other hand, whoever imagines that he can do
anything, however small, assumes to himself, with blasphe-

sion.

mous pride, the power
Are not my princes

of God.
altogether kings

f

The Prophet here

gives a lively picture of the presumption of a heathen king
in boasting that

he had everything in his power.

This

is
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especially the case with eminent Princes who,

abounding
and power, are blinded in such a mann
The opportunities of
as hardly to know that they are men.
learning this are too abundant for what Prince js there
the present day, who knows or remembers that he is a maj|
and liable to the ordinary calamities of life ? Their minds
are so entirely intoxicated and deranged, that they believe
wealth, resources,

^

;

that whatever they have undertaken they will at once ai
complish, and will surmount every obstacle.

Is not Galno as Garchemish

9.

name

countries

some

?

Here he mentions b

certain cities, though others think that they we:
;

but

it is

more probable that they

fortified places.

" Shall

it

w^ere cities,

not happen/' says he, "

those places which I have not yet subdued as

it

<

1

has ha]

pened to others that opposed me V He therefore compan
Galno, Arpad, and Samaria, which he afterwards subdue^
to Garchemish, Hamath, and Damascus, which he had foi
merly subdued, and says that those will not be stronger thai
these. Thus wicked men are wont to boast and talk proudl
of their former actions, so as to imagine that they will brea
through every obstruction, and that nothing can stand i
the way of their plans and exertions, and even think tha
they will accomplish everything without the will or know
ledge of God.

When we

read this history, let us learn that we ought no
be proud of having been strong, or of having succeeded t
our wish for he who hath exalted us will be able to cast u
down. And if he reproves the Assyrian for that haughti
ness, how much more ought they to be reproved who ascrib
to themselves the praise of righteousness and holiness, as i
they could be regenerated by their own power for it canno
be doubted that they rob God of his honour, and claim fo]
themselves what belongs to him
10. As my hand hath found the kingdoms of the idols.
The Assyrian now breaks out into far more outrageous language for not only does he insult men, but he insults God
He
himself, and even the very gods w^liom he worshipped.
to

;

;

!

;

boasts that the gods, w^hose protection the otlier nations enjoyed, could not prevent

him from subduing them

;

and that
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the God of Israel, in whom Jerusalem and Samaria trusted,
would not prevent him any more than they. Wicked men
are so proud that they attribute to their own strength the
victories which they achieve, and do not hesitate to exalt
themselves against God and all that is worshipped.
They
allege, indeed, that they pay homage to the objects of their
own worship, that is, to the idols which they have contrived
for themselves, and bow before them, and offer sacrifices to
them, by which they give some indication that they ascribe
their victories to the gods

;

says of Nebuchadnezzar, they

and

but afterwards, as

hum

sacrifice to their drag, (Hab.

i.

Habakkuk
own net,

iiicense to their

16

;)

that

is,

by boasting

of their exploits, wisdom, sagacity, and perseverance.

hypocrisy

is

Their

exposed, and their secret thoughts, which lay

concealed under those folds of hypocrisy, are revealed,

when

they immediately claim for themselves what they appeared

We need not
wonder, therefore, that Sennacherib exalted himself against
all that is worshipped, for that is the result of ungodliness.
to ascribe to the objects of their worship.

There are two ways in which his blasphemy is expressed.
he exalts himself above God, and thinks that he will
be stronger than God and, secondly, he makes no distincHe sufficiently distion between God and the false gods.
played his ungodliness, when he exalted himself alone even
above idols for although they are nothing but idols, yet as
their worshippers ascribe to them some power and divinity,
if they scoff at idols, they show that they despise every object
of worship
for they treat idols with the same contempt as
if they had had to do with God himself Their own conscience
testifies, therefore, that they carry on war against God, and
they have no excuse arising from ignorance for they think
If that tyrant despised
that God dwells in graven images.
Apollo or Jupiter, he undoubtedly despised them, not as
The second
idols, but as having in them something divine.
blasphemy of the tyrant was, that he placed the living God
on the same level with the false gods of the heathen, and
dared to §coff at him as well as at the others, and to ridicule
the confidence of Israel, as if no greater power belonged to
God than to idols.
First,

;

;

;

;
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1 2. But it shall come to pass.
Hitherto the Prophet
explained what would be the pride of the Assyrian, aftei

having obtained a victory over Israel but now he foretells
will happen to the Assyrian himself, and what will hi
the purpose of God against him. Wicked men do everything
in the same manner as if God were not in heaven, and could
;

what

those haughty words,

than

the idols,
all

ing

the gods

made

?

this,

What

meaning o1
kingdoms oj
that he thought that he would vanquish

not frustrate their designs.

My

else is the

hand hath found

But God opposes

the

his designs, and, after ha'

use of his agency, punishes himself

This verse contains two clauses.

also.

he declares th
God will punish a wicked king. Secondly, he suggests thai
the time is not yet come, in order to encourage believers
the exercise of patience. He foretells that the time whr
God regards as fit for doing it will be, when he shall ha'
chastised the sins of his Church in the same manner a
the master of a house were to settle the disturbances of h
own family. The object which he has in view is, that believers may not give way to despondency, when they beholc
a wdcked tyrant in such a state of exultation, and may
abandon the hope of salvation, as if it were impossible
First,

;

restrain him.

I will visit upon the fruit of the stout heart of the king
Assyria} God promises, in a word, that after having per
ted the Assyrian to plume himself beyond measure, he wi
in his turn be an avenger
for it belongs to him to repre
the pride of the flesh, which is connected with sacrile
;

Accordingly, the preposition

^y (gnalf

is

emphatic, as

declared that the Assyrian will not be protected by his

i

lo:

ness from undergoing punishment.

Fruit is here taken
metaphorical sense, for wicked meir think that they a:
happy and prosperous when they swell with pride, as if the}
gathered soTn.Q fruit He places in the foreground the heart

which

is

the seat of pride, and which,

when

it

haughtiness, pours out fierceness and cruelty.

he adds the
1

I

will

eyes,

by which the inward

punish (margin, Heb.

— Eng. Ver.

visit

upon)

feelings of the

the fruit
^

swells wi
Afterwar

Upon.

h

of the stout heo

b
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and which, by being lifted up, are the heralds
To whatever extent the Assyrian, in his
pride, may elevate himself, God testifies that he has in his
own power the means of suddenly changing his glory into
dishonour and reproach. Accordingly, he includes contempt,
scorn, disdain, and haughty looks, indicative of excessive
confidence, which are usually beheld in proud men.
e manifested,

of secret vice.

/ will

He

visit.

introduces

God

as speaking, because that

which God utters with his own mouth is more impressive,
(€fjL(f)aTtK(OT€pov,) thau if he spoke by the mouth of the Prophet.
Hence draw a general doctrine. God cannot endure
the arrogance of proud men, without suppressing it for he
wages incessant war with the haughty and disdainful. (Prov.
iii. 84
James iv. 6 1 Peter v. 5.)
When the Lord shall have finished his whole work. Observe how, in order to repress immoderate haste, the Prophet
added this by way of limitation for as soon as we see a
proud man, we wonder that the Lord endures him. Isaiah
here shows that God endures that proud tyrant, whatever
may be the insolence with which he vaunts and exalts himself, because he chose to make use of his agency, and that
the seasonable time for the Lord's destruction of the wicked
is not always at hand, but that we ought to wait patiently
for it.
When he shall have chastised the kingdom of Judah,
as if he were bringing the members of the family into a state
of submission, he will not be slow or sluggish in punishing a
foreign enemy as a father commonly throws away or breaks
tlie rod with which he chastised his son.
His whole work on Mount Zion and on Jerusalem. By a
figure of speech in which a part is taken for the whole,
{avveKBoxoKco<i,) Mount Zion is here put for the Church, and
Jerusalem is employed in the same sense, in order that by
means of the Temple and the royal city, as the head, he
might describe the whole body, and by means of the most
ortant part might describe the whole kingdom. He calls it
whole work, because through our foolish haste w^e would
draw away God from his work^ though it w^ere only begun.
i\rore especially, our wrath against wicked men rages so
;

;

;

;

;

trongly, that

it is diflicult

to restrain our impatience, if

God
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do not instantly comply with our wish in punishing

To mitigate

this fervour, lie bids

them allow

full

X.

,

th(

and am

time for God's fatherly chastisements.
The ivhole work denotes a proper measure. This is a ufl
for we see wicked mi
ful and highly consolatory doctrine
in a wonderfully arrogant and seemingly triumphant mj
ner, mocking God, and uttering reproaches and sland
against his doctrine, so that hardly any words can expr^
;

If the Lord would comply with our wL
he would immediately hasten to subdue and destroy the
But he wishes first to humble his Church by means
their insolence.

them.

On Mount Zion and on Jerusalem. He does not e
speak of Syrians or Egyptians, but of the Jews, of Zion,
the Temple and the habitation which he was pleased to c<
secrate to himself Thus, at the present day, there are va
ous diseases of the Church, which the Lord determines
heal and remove.
He has indeed begun to do so but
are mistaken if we think that the work is finished and
will not cease till he has subdued us, so that we may
moved by the true fear of him, and may submit to his yc
with becoming modesty and gentleness. We need not W(
;

;

der, therefore,

that he gives a loose rein to tyrants,

hitherto permits

them

to rage against the Church.

s

But

i

When

he shall have made use
their agency in chastising the Church, he will visit th
pride and arrogance.
And we need not wonder if God,
consolation

is

at hand.

manner
Judgment must the
fore begin at the house of God, and must afterwards extend
those who are without, who will endure chastisements si
more severe.
13. For he hath said, By the strength of my hand I
done it. The Prophet again repeats the highly blasphem
striking his elect

first

of

all,

expresses in this

peculiar regard for their salvation.

w^ords

which the Assyrian uttered

;

for

he ascribes to

power and wisdom all the victories which he obtained.
strength of hand he means vast armies collected out of v
ous nations.
Yet at the same time he boasts of bein
warlike king, as those blusterers are wont to claim the prj
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of everything that was done under their direction, though
they were enjoying the luxury and ease of a retired life.
Afterwards he boasts that he was cautious and wary, to use
an ordinary phrase of our own, {J' ay este Men entendu et expert^ I was very skilful and clever. But there can bono doubt

whatever that he bestows this honourable appellation on the
tricks and dishonest cunning by which he had gained advantage over his neighbours. For what are the stratagems
of kings and princes?
To disturb the peace by indirect
methods, to invent pretences for quarrels, to sow the seeds
of discord, and, in a word, by their artifices to level all
distinctions.

/ have removed

the boundaries

of the nations. This means,
my dominion, and have

" I have extended the boundaries of

added other countries to my territories, so as to remove their
boundary and limit/' Just as if we were to say that the
King of France removed the boundaries of Brittany, Burgundy, Aquitaine, Provence, and other countries, when he
united them to his own kingdom.
He likewise adds, " that
nothing was so secret or concealed as not to become his
prey ;'' as if he had said that by his sagacity he drew the
neighbouring countries into his nets, fished their treasures,

and brought
14.

cost

into his possession all that lay concealed.

And my hand

him no

and he
to seek

hath found as a

He

nest.

adds, that

it

trouble to vanquish kings and amass their wealth;

illustrates this by a comparison.
As if one were
a nest and find one deserted by the birds, and con-

sequently to take the eggs without diflSculty for
;

if

the parent

an instinctive desire
to protect their nest, they would either fly at the robber, and
attack him with their bill, or by loud and unpleasant noises
endeavour to drive him away. But this tyrant boasts that
there was no one who ventured so much as to open the mouth
against him, and therefore that he had no difficulty in bringAccordingly, he
ing all the kingdoms under his dominion.
lays claim to all these things, and attributes them to his
wisdom, and makes no acknowledgment of the providence of
God. These boastful pretensions the Prophet has purposely
related as coming from the despot's own mouth, in order to
birds were sitting on the eggs, having

—

I
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so many bellows to kindle the judgme
among men this haughtiness could not be
dured, and how would not God restrain it?
15. Shall the axe boast?
He now ridicules more stronj

show that they were
of

God

the

;

mad

for

effrontery of the Assyrians in imagining that

could create mountains of gold

for he tells us that
a hammer should despise \
hand which sets them in motion, and should be proud of th
activity, though it is manifest that they have no power
their own to move.
But before explaining the subject m
fully, I shall touch briefly on the words.
Like the rising up of a rod against him that raiseth it} Tl
second class of the verse is somewhat obscure. The matt
is plain enough, but in the form of expression there is sot
ambiguity, in consequence of which commentators great
differ.
Yet, when I examine the matter closely, the rend<
ing which I have given appears to flow more naturally th

case

is

the same as

the others.

him that

"

if

What

an axe

is

this

?

;

or

If a staff rise against the hai

and forget that it is wood, what
shocking exhibition will it be I" For it is not uncommi
that the particle HK, (eth,) which is the sign of the accusa
tive, should mean against; and the copulative ) (vau) is oftei
superfluous. We shall thus have a meaning which is not ai
biguous, and which agrees with the words of the Proph
of

raiseth

it,

He formerly reproached the Assyrian for ascribing to 1
schemes and his army the victories which he had gain
He now says, that in this manner he boasts against God, jii
as if an axe, reckoning as nothing the hand of him that cu
claimed the praise of a workman, or a staff, as if it were u
dead wood and without any strength of its own, rose
against him that wielded it.
Hence we learn that men rise up against God, whenev
they ascribe to themselves more than is proper, and that
such cases they war not with men but with God himse
Away, then, with those proud and blasphemous expressioi
\

As if the rod should shake itself against them, that lift it up. Marg
as if a rod should shake them that lift it up.
Eng. Ver, Our tra
slators were uncertain whether HK {eth) was the si^ of the accusatij
Ed.
or a preposition.
^

or,

—
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Bj my power and wisdom and perseverance I have done
and contrived and accomplished these things ;'' for the Lord
is a jealous God, (Exod. xx. 5,) and does not permit his glory
*'

to he

given

We

to

another

must attend

(Isa. xlii.

!

8

;

xlviii. 11.)

by which he likens
and we must not view it as referring
to the universal providence by which all creatures are
governed, as some do, who acknowledge that all the creatures are moved by God, because they cannot deny it, but
add, that each of them is driven according to its nature, as
the sun, the moon, the heavens, and such like. Thus they
imagine that man is driven hither and thither by his own
choice and by free-will
because God does nothing more
than continue that power which he once bestowed at the
beginning.
Their false explanation amounts to this, that
the whole machinery of the world is upheld by the hand of

men

to those comparisons

to instruments

;

;

God, but that his providence

is

not interposed to regulate

Thus they ascribe to God the rain
weather because he is the Author of nature,

particular movements.

and the

fair

but contend that, strictly speaking,

God commands

produced by vapours, and that

nothing,

weather
produced by its natural causes. But this confused
direction, which they leave to God, is hardly the thousandth
part of that government which he claims for himself Justly,

that the rain

is

fair

also is

therefore, does Isaiah
acts,

show that God presides over individual
move men, like rods, in

as they call them, so as to

whatever way he pleases, to guide their plans, to direct their
efforts

;

and, in a word, to regulate their determinations, in

order to inform us that everything depends on his providence, and not on the caprice of wicked men.
It is objected, that it would be absurd to call men axes
and swords, so as to take away from them will and judgment, and everything that distinguishes them from inanimate creatures, and to make them, not men, but stocks and
But the answer is at hand. Though God compares
stones.

men

to stones,

all respects.

it

No

does not follow that they resemble them in

one thing

agree in some points

any

direction,

;

and yet

is

exactly like another, but they

for as a staif
is fit

cannot move

itself in

for inflicting blows, so

wicked

—
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directed

moved

X.

belongs to them by nature, an
and thither, without being

hitlier

by the providence and

fitness of things, if
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we may

secret decree of God.

so call

is

it,

action should not be ascribed entirely to

But the question about the

will of

no reason

God

Tliis

why

t

%

alone.

man is unseasonably
If God controls the

introduced on the present occasion.
purposes of men, and turns their thoughts and exertions to

whatever purpose he pleases, men do not therefore cease to
form plans and to engage in this or the other undertaking.
We must not suppose that there is a violent compulsion, as
but in a wonderful
if God dragged them against their will
and inconceivable manner he regulates all the movements (^
men, so that they still have the exercise of their will.
In this passage Isaiah chiefly shows that all the efforts
men are fruitless, if God do not grant them success ai
therefore that the Assyrian, even if he had attempted ever
thing, would not have succeeded, if the Lord had not b
stowed the victories and, consequently, that he had
reason for laying claim to the praise of those things in whiq
This is confirmed
his success was owing solely to God.
another metaphor, that the lifting up of a staff procee
from the will of him who moves it, and not from the natu
;

;

;

1

of the wood.^
16.

Lord of hosts, set
proceeds with the formi

Therefore shall the Lord, the

among

his fat ones leanness.

doctrine, declaring that the

how undeservedly he
his arrogance, in

He
Lord

will

exalts himself,

show to the Assyria
and will throw do

which he foolishly takes

delight.

As

1 «
|>y ^^^ (Jo gnetz,) ' the no- wood ;' that which is not wood hke itse
but of a quite different and superior nature. The Hebrews have a pec

way of joining the negative particle NP {lo) to a noun, to signify in
manner a total negation of the thing expressed by the noun.
" How hast thou given help nD vb? (leld choach) to the no-strength ?
" And saved the arm, TV KP (Id gndz), of the no-power ?

liar

strong

"

How

wisdom ?
" That

hast thou given counsel

HD^n K7?

{lelo

chdchmah) to the

m

is, to the man totally deprived of strength, power, and wisdo
(Job xxvi. 2, 3.) So here YV xi? (Id gnetz) means him who is far fr
being an inert piece of wood, but is an animated and active being ; not
instrument, but an agent." Lowth.
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and his forces, Isaiah declares that the
Lord will take them away and he does so under the metaphor oi fatness and leanness. By the word fatness he means
both riches and warlike power, in which he placed too much
confidence as if he had said, " Everything /a^ and rich that
he possesses, the Lord will make the whole of it lean." It is
not uncommon to compare prosperity to fatness ; for as horses
which are too fat become refractory, so as to throw the rider
or kick when any one comes near them, so among men
abundance produces fierceness of disposition, which is subdued by leanness.
And under his glory he shall kindle a burning. There is
great beauty in the comparison, that afio^e will be laid under
his glory ; for it means, that the greater the splendour of
his prosperity, so much the more abundant will be the fuel
for the conflagration.
Yet it likewise shows that he will be
utterly reduced to nothing
as if one were to cut down a
tree from the roots, or overturn a house from the foundation.
If nothing more than the branches of a tree be cut down, it
quickly sprouts again or if the roof of a house be consumed
by fire, the other parts of it remain uninjured. He therefore leaves him nothing, but asserts that he will be brought
trusted in his wealth

;

;

;

;

down by

As

utter destruction.

the burning of

a

fire}

out the comparison, does not

The

mean

particle as,

which points
is mebe such as to

that the language

taphorical, but rather that the burning will

consume utterly the glory of the Assyrian.
There is
17. And the light of Israel shall be for a fire.
an elegant allusion to that burning by which he threatened
that he would consume the Assyrians. In fire there are two
things, light and heat.
As the Lord consumes the enemies
by his heat, so he enlightens the godly by his light. It is
very customary that God is sometimes called a devouring
Heb. xii. 29,) and sometimes, in
fire, (Deut. iv. 24, and ix. 3
a different point of view, he is called light, (Isa. Ix. 20
Micah vii. 8,) because his power produces contrary efl'ects on
the godly and the ungodly. When he shines on the godly,
he imparts life and nourishment to them, but he consumes
;

;

'

VOL.

I.

Like the burning of a fire.

—Eng.

Ver.
Z
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In a word, while he threatens

destruction to the Assyrians, he likewise brings comfort to

and he does so in two ways, first, because thej
God revenges the injuries which they have reand, secondly, that they will be cheered by his light,

the godly

;

will see that

ceived,

new life.
Holy One for a flame. What that light is he
states plainly, and without a metaphor, when he adds, hia
Holy One, so that it is unnecessary to make a more length
ened exposition. The meaning is, that he determines to
protect that people which he hath chosen, and which h^
and

will

And

thus receive a

his

hath separated from the

rest of the nations to

be a peculiai

people to himself.

And

it

shall devour its thorns

now shows

and

briers in one day.

H^

that the favour of God, which shines in Israel^

consume enemies. In one day means^
them with a sudden and unexpected conflagration.
It denotes an uncommon and dreadful burning,
which usually overtakes the wicked suddenly, when thej?
think that all is well with them, and that danger is at
great distance.
He next shows that, whatever defencei
will

be like a

fire

to

that he will burn

i

they
it is

may
set

put forth, they will be like tow, which, as soon
on fire, will instantly be consumed.

as

He goes
18. And shall coyisume the glory of his forest.
on with the same comparison of a burning, and declares thai
the fire will consume both the highest and the lowest, anc
will leave nothing uninjured. It is possible that a fire migh
destroy the higher parts of a building, and might leave ih
lower parts unafi'ected.

.

And

of his fruitful field. I do not think that 7^^^ (Carmel) is here a proper name, but rather an appellative, de
noting a rich and fertile soil for to say that Carmel wai
held as belonging to the dominion of the king of Assyria
would have been inadmissible. The meaning therefore ia
that not only will destruction overtake his forests, but the
corn will be consumed b}^ the same fire for it will not onl
range over the heights, but will penetrate into the lowes
;

;

places.

From

the soul even to the flesh.

This comparison

is

take

CHAP.
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X. 19.

As man

from man.

consists of a
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hody and a

soul,

so each

him is liable to separate diseases. It frequently happens that, when the soul is healthy, the hody is diseased
and often the reverse takes place but when both are unhealthy at the same time, the case is most dangerous. By
part of

;

;

he threatens that the Assyrians
have nothing safe or sound, but that they will be devoted to utter destruction, because they will perish from the
flesh even to the soul; not that souls are mortal, but because the vengeance of God will fall upon them also. This
this comparison, therefore,

will

is

truly dreadful

spirit

but

;

for the design of chastisements

may he saved,

when

though the flesh he destroyed,

is,

that the

(1 Cor. v.

the spirit also is involved in the destruction,

can be said or imagined that

is

more miserable

?

only scorches the godly, but does not consume

consumes the ungodly, in

whom

it

5

;)

what

The flame
them as it

finds nothing but fuel

fit

for burning.

And it shall he as the fainting of a standard-hearer. There
an allusion in the words of the Prophet, which cannot be
conveyed in another language. The meaning is the same as
is

in the other comparisons, that there will be utter destruction, like

the complete rout of an

When

has been taken.

army when the standard

the ensigns have been taken,

it is

and when

his-

commonly followed by a great slaughter

;

torians describe a fearful carnage, they tell us that the en-

signs were taken.

He does

the Assyrians on their

not threaten these things against

own

account, that they

advantage from the warning or

may

receive

may

be led to repentance,
but to yield consolation to the godly, that they may not
think that the Assyrians will pass unpunished when they
raged so fiercely against the people of God, or entertain
fears either that the Lord has forgotten his promise, or that
he cannot frustrate their designs. If the Prophet had not
put them on their guard, many scruples of this kind might
have arisen in their minds.
19.

And

numher}
^ Aiid
number.)

the

remnant of

When he

the rest

— Eng.

of

Ver.

the trees of his forest shall he a
adds that the remnant of them will he a

the trees

of Ms forest shall he few.

(Margin, Heb.
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number, he employs a Hebrew idiom to express that ihe\
will he few ; and thus he only confirms the former stat
ment, that the devastation produced, after the calamity whic
God will bring on the Assyrians, will be so great that the;
will be no difficulty in counting them.
That a child may number them. He goes so far as t|
say, that they will be so few that those who are left of then
maybe counted even by a child; for children have difficulty
in counting as far as three or four.

dom

Accordingly, the kingi

of the Assyrians was formerly like some vast forest

when the trees have been hewn and thrown down, thoa
which are left are few, and scattered at great distances froq
each other.
20. It shall he in that day.
Returning now to the elec
people, he describes the result of the chastisement whic
was at hand. As it is painful and disagreeable to us to eix
dure calamities and afflictions, and as we refuse them so fa
as lies in our power, the Lord points out to us the result
them, that we may be taught to consider the design of them
and may thus bear more patiently as if he had sai
" You would wish that the Assyrians were driven to a grea
distance from you, and that you could live in comfort an^
but

:

safety.

But

consider, that this chastisement is as necessar

as medicine would be for curing your diseases

;

for

you

d(

not acknowledge the power of God, and you withdraw you
confidence from him to give it to wicked men. It is trul

wretched to place the hope of salvation in enemies, and tf
rely on those who aim at nothing but your destruction.'' 1\
like manner, Israel relied sometimes on the Assyrians an
sometimes on the Egyptians.
But shall stay upon the Lord. We ought not to despisi
this compensation made for the diminished numbers of th
people, that the small portion which survived the calamitj
learned to place their hope in God. Hence we see mon
clearly how necessary it was that God should chastise Israel
The mitigation which he holds out, that still a remnant ij
left, among whom the true worship of God is maintained,
fitted to yield very high consolation.

In

truth.

This phrase

is

not superfluous

;

for until

th

—
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Lord had

afflicted

them,

Abraham

children of

indiscriminately

—

all
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wished

to

be accounted the

made profession of the faith, and
worshipped God but it was mere pretence.
all

;

Isaiah therefore reproves this hypocrisy, and says that their
will afterwards be true and sincere when they shall
been cleansed from impostures for although they very
haughtily boasted of their confidence in God, still they continued to place their confidence in the assistance of the Assyrians. Consequently, when they shall be chastised by their
hand, they will learn to tmst in God alone, and will withdraw
their heart from the assistance of men.
Hence infer that
we cannot place our confidence in God unless we altogether
withhold our heart from creatures for we ought to rely on
God alone in such a manner as not to think it a hardship to
renounce all other grounds of confidence. Where this perfect confidence does not exist, there is no room for truth ;

hope

liave

;

;

for the heart is divided aiid double.

21.

A

remnant

shall return.

Yet

the former statement.

(Ps. xii. 2.)

This

is

a confirmation of
^X^, {Shear

in the words 1^^"^

an
which Isaiah's son was called
Shear-jashub.
(Is. vii. 3.)
In our observations on it, we
stated that this peculiar name was given him in reference to
the event, that it might be regarded as a pledge of the future
It was
deliverance concerning which his father prophesied.
Ydshitb,)

a remnant

shall return, there appears to be

allusion to that passage in

necessary that the Jews should be confirmed in various ways,
that they might be convinced that the Lord would at length

bring them back.

This

is

also the design of

what he imme-

diately adds
the mighty God; that is, to him whom the people,
having returned from their former apostasy, will acknowledge to be the guardian of their salvation. This attribute, mighty, is ascribed to God for the sake of the occasion
on which the words were used. He might have thought it
sufficient to have expressed power by the name 7X, (El,)
God, which also signifies mighty ; but he chose likewise to
add to it 1*1^-3, (gibbor,) that is, strong or mighty, in order to

To

after

excite the people to greater confidence.
sible for the people to

How

was

it

pos-

betake themselves to the Assyrians

I
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22.

and Egyptians, but because tliey did not think that God was
suflScient for them ? This is the source of all evils, when we
are not fully convinced that in

be desired

for

For though

22.

God

is

everything that cau"

our salvation.
thy people

be.

He

casts

down

hypocrites'

they reckoned it enough to bo
the descendants of holy Abraham according to the flesh, and,'
therefore, on the sole ground of their birth, they wished to

from

foolish confidence

;

for

be accounted holy. Yet he exhorts the godly to patience,
that they may learn to await calmly that calamity and diminution of their number, lest, when it took place, it sliould
be unexpected, and give them uneasiness. He therefore
comforts them, that they may not be grieved at so great de-;
for the Lord will at least collect a remnant of it.
solation
;

The consumption decreed. H/D (chalah) means to finish^
and it means also to consume. The latter is more appro-«
He calls this diminution of the people a consumppriate.
tion, and one that is completed ; for he employs exaggerated
language, the import of which is, that they were not fa^
from utter extermination, there being very few that wer<
saved.

The

w^ord Israel

may

be taken either in the genitive case

Israel,^ so that in th
of Israel, or in the vocative case,
way he addresses the patriarch Jacob, or all the godly und<
his name.
But it is of little importance, for the meaning
the same, in whichsoever of these ways it be taken an(
therefore it may be read in the genitive case, of Israel. Y
I am more inclined to view it as a proper name, to denote
the true, and not the spurious Israelite. The bold addre
to the patriarch has a striking effect
for God, addressing
dead man, declares to the living that what he had formerl;
;

;

and xxii. 17,) that the posterity o
sand of the sea, did not apply U
a promiscuous multitude, which had apostatized from godl
ness, but that there would be a kind of interruption in

promised, (Gen.

xiii.

Abraham would be

corrupt nation,

till

16,

like the

shortly afterwards

it

should be renewed.

^ That is, the passage may either' be rendered, Though thy people
Israel he as the sand of the sea; or, I'hough thy people, O Israel,
as the sand of the sea.
Ed.

—

c
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Overflowing with righteousness, or overflowing righteousness}

Another consolation

is

added, that this very small company

When we

will overflow righteousness.

tressed

by such heavy

calamities, that

not be far from destruction,

we

Church

see the

we think

that

dis-

it

can-

are in danger of giving

way

and of entertaining doubts about the mercy
of God.
Those whose minds are impressed with just views
of the judgment of God, feel that this is the severest of all
temptations.
It was therefore necessary that godly minds
to despondency,

should be fortified against

that they might soothe their
which would result from this
calamity.
The benefit was, that righteousness would overflow the whole world like a river and he had formerly noticed this, when he said (ver. 20) that the remnant would
it,

grief by pondering the benefit

;

God in truth.
The word righteousness

trust in

refer

it

is

explained in various ways.

to the preaching of the gospel, because

as Paul says, the righteousness of

it,

God

is

Some

by means of

revealed

from

(Rom. i. 17;) and by the agency of the Apostles,
who were a small remnant of the Jews, it spread over the
whole world. (Mark xvi. 15.) Others choose rather to view it
as meaning that that consumption was an evidence and proof
of the righteousness of God in inflicting punishments so severe
on his own people. But I prefer a more general exposition
of it, namely, " This consumption will be sufficient to fill the
whole world with righteousness. The remnant which shall
survive it, though small, will be sufficient to cause such
rivers of righteousness to flow, that the whole world shall be

faith

to faith,

overflowed by them."
23. For the Lord God of hosts shall make a consumption.
This repetition again wounds the self-complacency of those
who proudly despised God. It was almost incredible that

whom so many promises had
whom God had made an everlasting

the Jews, to

been given, and

covenant, should
appeared to be even
The
inconsistent with the unchangeable nature of God.
Prophet therefore declares that the Lord is the author of

with

perish, as

'

it

were, in an instant

Shall over/low with (Heb. in, or,

;

and

among)

it

righteousness.

— Erg. Ver.

J
commentary on

3(j0

chap.

isaiah.

X.

23.

wicked
on their present prosperity, thought that
they were beyond all danger, and, swelling with that confithis consumption, in order to repress the pride of

men,

wlio, relying

" God,'' says he,
dence, ridiculed all threats and warnings.
" will reduce your land to a desert, so that in the very midst
will

it

be desolate, and

will

resemble a wilderness."

In the midst of all the land. By the midst of the land he
means its very heart, that is, its most fortified and best de
fended places. Some think that the word nV^Hi (neherdtzdh)
an

is

adjective, determined ; but for

substantive,

consummation ;^ and in

my

it as a
used by

part I view

this sense

it is

Daniel and in other passages. (Dan. ix. 27.)
Paul quotes this passage, (Rom. ix. 28,) but in somewhat
different words from what the Prophet uses
for he follows
the ordinary translation wdiich at that time was generally
;

Though Paul wrote correctly and faithfully, and in
accordance with the Prophet's real meaning, yet the worda
used.

which he quotes from the Greek translation have led many;
to depart from what the Prophet actually meant. The Greek,
translator having used the word \oyo<;, (logos,) that is, a dis
course, many have entered into discussions about the Gospel,
and have said that it denotes the repeal of the law, because:
it puts an end to ceremonies and figures, and therefore that
it is a short and concise discourse, by which we are freed
from the burden of the law under which the people groaned,
But that has nothing to do with the Prophet's meaning foi
here he says that the consumption is a diminution, by which
the people will be almost ruined.
Paul's design is not dif
ferent, and the Greek translators meant nothing else for by
\6yo^ (logos) they meant what is expressed by the Hebrew!
word ^'21, (ddbdr.) Though the Prophet does not make use
of the word liyi, (ddbdr,) yet the word which he uses meani
a thing consumed, that is, consumption, and the meaning o;
both words is the same. In short, Paul there repeats (Rom.
ix. 28) what Isaiah had said in this passage about the future
consumption of the people, and shows that this prediction
was chiefly fulfilled in his own time, when the Jews were cuiil
;

;

^

The Author's version is, because a consumption nvd consummation
Lord Jehovah of hosts make. Ed.

will the

—

1
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from the kingdom of God on account of their ingratitude,
and but a small remnant (Is. 9, and x. 22) was preserved.

off

i.

Lord Jehovah of hosts. He
goes on with the same consolation, which belongs to the
24. Therefore, thus saith the

godly alone, who at that time, undoubtedly, were few in number.
great number of persons gloried in the name of God,

A

and wished

who

to

be accounted his people

;

but there were few

actually performed what they professed in words

;

and,

he does not address all without reserve, but only
those who needed consolation.
The kingdom having been
destroyed, they might entertain fears about themselves and
their affairs, and might judge of their own condition from
that of others, and therefore it was necessary to comfort
them. This distinction ought to be observed, for otherwise
it would be inconsistent to address to the same persons statements so different.
And shall lift up his staff against thee in the way of Egypt}
He adds a ground of consolation, namely, that that calamity
will be nothing else than the lifting up of a rod to chastise,
but not to destroy them. The preposition !l (heth) denotes
resemblance. H*^*^ {derech) means a pattern, and therefore
I render it, after the pattern of Egypt.
As if he had said,
" Though the Assyrian be cruel, and in many ways aim at
thy destruction, yet he shall only wound, he shall not slay
thee.''
He therefore mentioned the pattern of the Egyptian
bondage, which was indeed very wretched, but yet was not
deadly.
(Exod. i. 14, and xii. 51.)
It is customary with the
Prophets, amidst perplexity or disorder, to remind the people
to contemplate that deliverance by which God miraculously
rescued them from the hands of Pharaoh, who was a most
cruel tyrant.
The meaning therefore is, " As the Lord was
at that time victorious, and destroyed the Egyptians who
had leagued for your destruction, so now he will quickly
vanquish the Assyrians."
Others render it, in the way of Egypt, because the Assyrians made war against the Jews on account of the Egyptians.
But that exposition cannot be admitted and if we
carefully examine the matter, it will be found that there is

therefore,

;

'

After the tnanner of Eaypt.

— En^.

Ver.
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25

none more appropriate than that which I have proposed, an
which is also approved by the most learned commentaton
There are two clauses which form a contrast the oppressio
which the Egyptians laid upon them, and the calamity whic
" Ai
should be inflicted soon afterwards by the Assyrians.
the oppression of the Egyptians was not deadly, so neithei
You have had ex
will the oppression of the Assyrians be.
perience of my strength and power against Pharaoh, and s<
will you find it on Sennacherib.''
If we did not explain th4
clauses in this way, they would not agree with each other.
25. But yet a little while.
He means not only the s'legi
;

of Jerusalem,

when Sennacherib surrounded

it

with a

numer

ous army, (2 Kings xviii. 17,) but likewise the rest of th<
calamities, when Jerusalem was overthrown, (2 Kings xxv;
4,)

the Temple razed, and the inhabitants taken prisoners

for against those dreadful calamities it

was necessary

the godly should be fortified by these promises.
to be carefully observed

;

for if

we

neglect

it,

thai

This oughi

as other com-

mentators do, we shall not be able to see how the statementi
agree.
Accordingly, the captivity of the people might b(
called a consumption; for Babylon was like a grave, an(

banishment was like death. But when the danger was im^
mediate and urgent, and Sennacherib attacked them witl
his army, and various straits were felt by them in that sieges
this consolation

ruined,

and

to

was needful for Judea seemed to be utterlj
outward appearance no hope of safety was
;

left.

My fury and indignation shall he spent}

The consolatio
The Lord will span
delay, and will keep hij

corresponds to this state of things.

"

For a time, indeed, he wall
it were concealed
but he will at length rescue
thee, and will revenge thy enemies whom he has determinec
utterly to destroy."' If it be thought better to interpret H^;
(chdldh) as meaning to consume or spend, then he says thai
he spends his anger, in the same way that we speak of spend"
ing,jesiYs and our whole life; that is, " I will cherish my
anger until I completely destroy the Assyrians." But the
word finish brings out the meaning more fully as if he had
thee.

assistance as

;

;

^

The indignation shall

cease,

and mine

anger.

—Eng. Ver.

;;

I
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is

the

(Is. Hi. 1)

to

the hope of mercy has been

taken away, he executes his judgment against the ungodly.
26. And the Lord of hosts will stir up a scourge for him.
Here Isaiah makes use of the word scourge, and not rod,
meaning that the Lord will treat the enemies much more
harshly and severely than they had treated the Jews.
He
threatens them with extermination, and makes it more evident by two examples first, that of the Midianites, (Judges
vii. 25,) who were cut off by a dreadful slaughter in the
valley of Oreh, which was so named from their leader and,
;

;

secondly, that of the Egyptians,

whom

the Lord,

when they

pursued after his people, sank in the Red Sea. (Exod. xiv.
In the former passage, he refers to a narrative
27, 28.)
which was somewhat more recent, and in the latter to one
that was more ancient.

Hence we infer that the Lord hath displayed his power in
defending his Church, in order that, when our affairs are in

we may remain steadfastly in the
on his grace, we still may cherish a pleasBy means and in ways that are unexpected he
ing hope.
often delivers his Church, as he did by the hands of Gideon
and Moses. We ought always, therefore, to call to remembrance those benefits, that we may be excited more and more
to confidence and perseverance.
Hence we ought also to infer that all the afflictions which
we endure are the Lord's rods with which he chastises us
and yet he does not permit Satan or his agents to inflict
deadly chastisements upon us. On the other hand, an awful
the most desperate state,

faith, and, relying

destruction awaits our enemies, as

we

see in the Midianites

and Egyptians. It is therefore no small consolation that,
when we compare our condition with theirs, we se5 them, for
a time indeed, in all the madness of joy and of wickedness
insulting the children of God, but at the same time learn
what a dreadful sentence has been pronounced against them
for they are devoted to deadly and everlasting destruction.
It is uncer27. And it shall come to pass in that day.
tain whether he now speaks of the deliverance which took

^

I
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place under Zerubbabcl, (2 Chron. xxxvi. 22, 23

;

X. 27.

Ezra

i.

2,)

or of that wonderful overthrow of Sennacherib, (2 Kings xix.
35,)

when he besieged Jerusalem with a huge army.

latter opinion is almost universally preferred

;

This

and indeed

it

appears to be supported by what follows, for immediately
afterwards he gives a description of the country, and enu-

merates the chief places through which Sennacherib should
conduct his army, till he arrived at Jerusalem itself, so that
there appeared to be nothing at all to hinder him from taking possession of the city. With this opinion I partly agree,
but I extend the prediction farther.

who were involved in
might be thought that the promise
failed, and that the calamities which immediately followed
were utterly at variance with it. For instance, if the Lord
promise to give me food for next year, and yet leave me altogether destitute of it, what faith can I have in a promise
so distant, if the Lord do not rescue me from the present
distress ?
Thus, the Lord's promise, in which he had said
that he would deliver his people from Babylon, and would
continually assist them, may be thought to have failed, when'
it was exposed to the jaws of that huge wild beast.
Withthe view of meeting this objection, the Prophet includes both'
promises, that the Lord will be the guardian of his people,
till at length he deliver them from death.
Some limit it to
the slaughter (2 Kings xix. 35) of Sennacherib's army but
as Isaiah promises the loosing^ or breaking of the yoke, I have
no doubt that he describes deliverance from captivity. Yet'
he confirms the promise, that God will not only rescue them
from Babylon, but will also aid them against the besieging
army of the tyrant, whom he will not suffer to go beyond
what has been threatened.
That hi^ burden shall be taken away from, off thy shoulder
and his yoke fi^om off thy neck. He describes that tyranny
in two ways, in order to illustrate more fully how great was
Isaiah intends to comfort the godly

the present distress.

It

;

^

the blessing of deliverance.

be thought best to refer it
on the Jews so grievous a
yoke.
The people paid only some tribute, as we learn from
sacred history. (2 Kings xxiii. 33 2 Chron. xxxvi, 3.) Why
to Sennacherib, he

had not

If

it

laid

;

;

.

I
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has he employed two names in describing this tyranny?
be pleaded that he had in his eye the approaching
danger for that tyrant, like a huge beast of prey, had devoured the whole of Judea by his voraciousness, and had
ken

It

may

;

oppressed them to such an extent, that

it appeared to be almost impossible that his yoke could ever be taken off. But
I have already explained the view which I prefer, that he

describes the uninterrupted course of the favour of

God down

time of redemption.
And the yoke shall he destroyed from the face of the anointing} The phrase, the face of the anointing, is explained by
some to mean the fatness with which the yoke is besmeared.
But that interpretation is too farfetched. Others more correctly view
{shdmen) as bearing its ordinary signification, and as denoting anointing or oil.
He again reminds
them of Christ, and shows that through his kindness they
will be delivered from that tyranny.
Anointing is the name
given to that kingdom which the Lord had set apart for
himself, and which he therefore wished to keep unspotted
and undiminished. When the Prophets intend to applaud
the majesty of that kingdom, they speak of the ayiointing
which the Lord had bestowed on it as a distinguishing mark,
because it was a type of Christ. (Ps. xlv. 7, and Ixxxix. 20
Is. Ixi. 1
Dan. ix. 24.) Though God established the rest
of the kingdoms, still they were in some respects profane
this ranked above them as holy and sacred, because the Lord
reigned over Judea in a peculiar manner, and because under
this figure of a kingdom he held up Christ to their view.
For this reason, also, it was promised to Solomon that his
throne would be everlasting.
1 Chr. xxii.
(2 Sam. vii. 13
10 Ps. Ixxxix. 5.) As to the interpretation given by some,
that l^t^ (shdnfwii) denotes the king himself, not only is it
too farfetched, but it conveys no solid instruction.
The Prophet therefore points out the means of overthrowing that tyranny for it appeared as if there were no reason
to believe that the yoke of so powerful a tyrant would be
He shows that this will arise from the heavenly
broken.
anointing of that kingdom, that all may perceive that this
to the

p^

;

;

;

;

;

*

Because of the anointing

— Eng.

Ver.

—
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28.

now

He

man
is

X. 21

on the power of Christ, and not on

benefit depends
ability of

CHAP.

ISAIAH.

tl

or on chance.

come

to

Aiaih.

The

siege of the holy city beinj

at hand, Isaiah sets before their eyes the

whole of Sen-

nacherib's march, that the hearts of the godly, by long and.
a
careful study of

it,

may remain

steadfast.

This delineatioi

was powerfully calculated to allay their fears, when god!i
men saw that the Assyrians did not move a step but by the
appointment of God for by the mouth of the Prophet he
had given a lively description of the whole of that marcLj
;

spend much time in explaining the re
named, for it is enough
we understand that Sennacherib marched through tlio
places of which the Jews had been informed.
At Michmash he will lay up his baggage. The wora
which we render. He will lay up his baggage or armom
are translated by some, He hath made a muster ; for Hp
{pdkad) signifies also to number. I do not dislike this i
for I understand th
terpretation, but prefer the former
Prophet to mean that the Assyrian will lay up his armow
that is, the provisions, and the rest of the implements of
It is the custom of warriors not to leai
war, in Michmash.
forward an army without providing the means of suppo:
which they lay up in a safe and convenient place, that thl
army may be supplied out of it with all that is needfi
Under the word baggage or arm^, he includes not only da
and swords, but all the supplies and provisions of war. Th
It is unnecessary to

lative position of the places here

;

meaning of the word

''^^ (chell)

is

extensive,

and includes

every kind of implements, and thus resembles the woi
(vasa) which denotes vessels in the Latin language.
29.

They have

cr^ossed theford.^

Some understand by th
know if it could I
He describes how gret

the passage of the Jordan, but I do not
crossed by a ford in that quarter.^

1 " Here is a lively description of the march of Sennacherib's army, n^
that related below in chap, xxxvi., but in his first invasion of Judea, wh«
he passed Jerusalem to the northward on his way to Egypt ; for so th
places here mentioned indicate, stretching in order from the north to th
west and south of that capital." Rosenmi'dler.
^ They are gone over the passage.
Eng. Ver.
' " They have passed the strait.
The strait here mentioned is that
Michmas, a very narrow passage between two sharp hills or rocks, (s

—

—
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^^11

be the terror when they hear of the approach of the
Assyrian, that the whole country will be struck with terror
and alarm, so that the Assyrian will subdue it without any
difficulty.

When

such dread has seized their hearts, they

will freely surrender at the first attack of the

enemy, so that

the conquerors will be allowed to ravage at their pleasure.
He passes from the singular to the plural number, because

he speaks sometimes of the king and sometimes of the whole
army.

Ramah is afraid;
Ramah in preference

Gibeah of Saul

is fled.

He

mentions

was the nearest
town and he describes the flight of the inhabitants of some
towns, as if the mere report had terrified them to such a degree that they gave up their country into the enemy's hand.
After having spoken of so great dismay, he adds
daughter of Oallim. By the word neigh he
80. Neigh^
denotes the howling and cries which will be heard at a disIt is very common, in the Hebrew language, to call
tance.
to the rest, because

it

;

He says that the howling will be so great
be heard even by the neighbouring cities for at
Laish will be heard the groanings which will be uttered in
Anathoth.
31. Madm£nah is removed.
In exaggerated language he
describes that city to have been shaken to such a degree, as
if it had been removed to another place.
This relates to the
disorderly movements of a people in flight as if he had said
that the inhabitants of that city were thrown into as great
cities daughters.

that

it

will

;

;

a commotion as

if

the city had been razed to

its

foun-

themselves.

This

dations.

The inhabitants of Gebim have gathered

may be

explained to

mean

that they are so terrified that

they crowd together in a body. Others understand by it,
that they rush out in a disorderly manner, as if there were
not room for a free passage.
1 Sam. xiv. 4, 5,) where a great army might have been opposed with adThe enemies having passed the strait
vantage by a very inferior force.
without opposition, shows that all thoughts of making a stand in the open
country were given up, and that their only resource was in the strength of
the city."— Lowt/i.
^
(Ueb. Cy^y shrill with thy voice.) Eng. Ver.
Lift up thy voice.

—
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Some

Yet a day}

ISAIAH.

CHAP.

X.

interpret this, that the Assyri

remain one day in Nob, which was a village co:
But
tiguous to Jerusalem, as Jerome and others declare.
rather agree with those who think that it means, that h
will have a great part of the day before him when he halts
there, in order to make preparations for besieging Jerusalem
on the following day. He intends to describe the rapid
march of the Assyrian, and how near Jerusalem was to
utter destruction as if he had said, that he had but a sma
part of the journey to perform, and that before the day w
ended, he would arrive at that city.
He shall shake the hand. This contributes still more t
show their terror for Sennacherib, having conquered tb
whole country, will threaten Jerusalem, as if he could stori
will yet

;

;

it

by the

slightest expression of his will.

Against the mountain of the daughter of Zion. By a figu
of speech, in which a part is taken for the whole, (cuj/ei
hoxt'fcoiy^,) he includes the whole city under the name of th
mountain, because that part was higher, and commanded
view of the other quarters of the city. From this confidenc
of the tyrant, he shows that Jerusalem was not far fro]
utter destruction for the whole country, and even the citj
was struck with such terror that none ventured to oppoi
him. By these details, therefore, the Prophet intended
give a more impressive view of the kindness of God, that
ought to be ascribed to the extraordinary favour and gooc
ness of God, and not to human aid, of which there was non
that Jerusalem was preserved, as if a sheep had been rescuei
from the jaws of a lion.
Behold, the Lord Jehovah of hosts.
Almost all explai
this passage as referring to the Assyrians. (2 Kings xix. 35,
They think that the Prophet threatens against them tha
slaughter with which the Lord destroyed them, after tha
they had besieged Jerusalem. As if he had spoken in thi
manner The Assyrian will indeed be elated with such pride
that as soon as he has seen Jerusalem, he will think that i
;

:

^

*•'

main

Yet

this

day.

One day

longer shall the Assyrian be permitted to re

in the vicinity oi Jerusalem,

Stock.

and to

affright the

daughter of Zion."—

CHAP.

^^s

ill

X.

34
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All being struck with such dismay at his

approach, that some shall flee and others shall freely surrender themselves, he will imagine that all are subdued

under him but the Lord will quickly reverse his condition,
and lop off those lofty branches.
But for my own part, when I examine closely the whole
passage, and especially what he adds soon afterwards about
Lebanon, and the consolation which immediately follows, I
think that this passage ought to be referred to the Jews
;

themselves.

Isaiah therefore proceeds, in

my

opinion, to

which awaited the people. As if he
had said, " Not only will lie come to JS^ob, but he will spread
devastation far and wide over the whole country.
Everything in it that is excellent and lofty, he will completely
waste and destroy, in the same manner as if one should cut
off branches from a tree or cut down a tree from the roof
tlireaten the calamities

This interpretation

which the Prophet

in

is

confirmed by the following chapter,

offers consolation against that

for the consolation agrees

with this verse, and

is

calamity

;

added as

an appropriate remedy for soothing grief. Nor do I attach
any importance to the division of the chapter, which is often
very absurd, and which perplexes the whole of the Prophet's meaning.
I think, therefore, that we ought to connect that consolation with these verses, as if there had been
no such division.

And

he will cut down the thick places of the forest with
There is no difficulty in exj^laining this metaphor, for
it is plain enough that by tall and high trees is denoted all
Thus he foretells the
that is powerful, excellent, or lofty.
destruction and ruin of Judea, which he compares to the
cutting down of a forest; by which he means that there is
nothing so valuable that the enemies will not destroy it, till
they have stripped the whole land of its ornaments.
And Lebanon will fall violently. He mentions Lebanon,
because that mountain, as we all know, w^as highly celeNow, if he
brated for fruitful and highly valuable trees.
had been speaking of the Assyrians, it would not have been
appropriate to introduce the destruction of Lebanon. Hence
34.

iron.

we

infer that the Prophet, in this passage, again threatens

VOL.

I.

2 a

:

.

;;

:
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the Jews

;

and

discourse, for

CHAP. XI

ISAIAH.

this agrees well with the introduction of thi

it

begins with a word which calls attentioi

Behold.

CHAPTER XL
And there shall come forth a
1
rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a
Branch shall grow out of his roots
2. And the Spirit of the Lord
shall rest upon him, the spirit of
wisdom and understanding, the spirit
of counsel and might, the spirit of
knowledge and of the fear of the

Lord

:

But

righteousness shall
he judge the poor, and reprove with
equity for the meek of the earth
and he shall smite the earth with
the rod of his mouth, and with the
breath of his lips shall he slay the
wicked.
5. And righteousness shall be the
girdle of his loins, and faithfulness
the girdle of his reins.
6. The wolf also shall dwell with
the lamb, and the leopard shaU lie
down with the kid; and the calf,
and the young lion, and the fatling
together; and a little child shaU
lead them.
7. And the cow and the bear shall
feed ; their young ones shall lie down
together and the lion shall eat straw
like the ox.
8. And the sucking child shall
play on the hole of the asp, and the
Aveaned child shall put his hand on
the cockatrice' den.
9. They shall not hurt nor destroy
in all my holy mountain
for the
earth shall be full of the knowledge
of the Lord, as the waters cover the
Avith

:

:

:

sea.

And

in that day there shall
be a root of Jesse, which shall stand
10.

et surculus de radicibus eju
fructus edet.
2. Et requiescet super eum Spi
ritus lehovsB, spiritus sapientiee c
;

intelligentiaj, spiritus consilii et fol

titudinis, spiritus scientiae et timo;

lehovse.

;

3. And shall make him of quick
understanding in the fear of the
Lord and he shall not judge after
the sight of his eyes, neither reprove
after the hearing of his ears

4.

Sed prodibit virga ex trunC

1.

Isai

Et sagacem ilium reddet
non secundum
pectum oculorum suorum judicabi
neque ex auditu aurium suarui
3.

timore lehovse

;

i

arguet.

Nam judicabit

4.

in justitia pai

peres, et in sequitate arguet mansu(
tis terrse ; et percutiet terram virg

labiorum suoriu

oris sui, et spiritu
interficiet

Et

5.

rum

impium.

erit justitia balteus

ejus,

et

fides

lumb<

balteus renui

ejus.
6. Habitabit lupus cum agno,
pardus cum hcedo accubabit; vitul
et leo, et pecus pingue pariter
puer parvus reget eos.

7. Vacca et ursus pascentur
mul accubabunt foetus eorum,
leo,

quasi bos, comedet paleas.

Et oblectabltur

8.

infans sup<

foramine aspidis; et super spelui

cam

cerastis

qui

ablactatus

manum suam mittet.
9. Non nocebunt, neque
inferent

mese

;

in

toto

monte

injuria!

sanctitat

quoniam impleta erit
tanquam aquis

scientia lehovae,

a

ten?
mai(

operientibus.
10. Et erit in die ilia, Radix Isai,
quse stabit in signum populorum,

;

;

•
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an ensign of the people to it
and his rest

requiretur a Gentibus, et erit requies ejus gloria.

11. And it shall come to pass in
that day, that the Lord shall set his
hand again the second time to recover the remnant of his people,
which shall be left, from Assyria,
and from Egypt, and from Pathros,

11. Et erit in die ilia, adjiciet
Dominus rursus manum suum ad

)r

;

shall the Gentiles seek
shall be glorious.

:

and from Cush, and from Elam, and
from Shinar, and from Hamath, and
from the islands of the sea.
12. And he shall set up an ensign
for the nations, and shall assemble
the outcasts of Israel, and gather
together the dispersed of Judahfrom
the four corners of the earth.
13. The envy also of Ephraim
shall depart, and the adversaries of
Judah shall be cut off: Ephraim
shall not envy Judah, and Jiidali
shall not vex Ephraim.
14. But they shall fly upon the
shoulders of the Philistines toward
tlie west
they shall spoil them of
the east together
they shall lay
;

:

their

hand upon

Edom

and

Moab

and the children of Amnion

;

possidendas reliquias populi sui,
quae residuse erunt ab Assur, et ab
^gypto, a Parthia, ab Arabia, ab
-Ethiopia, a Perside, a Chaldsea, ab
Hamath, et ab insulis maris.

12. Et levabit signum Gentibus,
congregabitque ejectos Israel, et dispersiones luda congregabit a quatuor plagis terrse.
13.

raim,

Et abscedet aemulatio Ephluda excidentur.

hostes

et

Ephraim non semulabitur luda, nee
luda anget Ephraim.
14. Involabunt autem in humeros
Philistlnorum ad occidentem ; diripient pariter filios orientis,

^dom

et

Moab

Ammon

missio manus eorum, et
obedientia eorum.

filii

shall

obey them.
15. And the Lord sliall utterly
destroy the tongue of the Egyptian
sea ; and with his mighty wind shall
he shake his hand over the river, and
shall smite it in the seven streams,
and make m^^i go over dry-shod.
IG. And there shall be an highway for the remnant of his people,
which shall be left, from Assyria
like as it was to Israel in the day
that he came up out of the land of

15. Et in nihilum rediget lehova
linguam maris ^gypti; et eriget

manum suam

super fluvium in fortitudine venti sui et percutiet illura
;

in

septem

rivis, et faciet calcari

cum

calceamentis,
16.

Et

erit

semita reliquiis populi
erunt ab Assur,

ejus, quae residues

quemadmodum

fuit

Israel,

in

die

qua ascendit e terra ^gypti.

Egypt.
1. But there shall comefor^th a rod.
As the description of
such dreadful calamities might terrify the godly, and give
them reason for despair, it was necessary to hold out con-

for when the kingdom was destroyed, cities thrown
down, and desolation spread over the whole country, there
might have heen nothing left hut grief and lamentation
and therefore they might have tottered and fallen, or been
greatly discouraged, if the Lord had not provided for them
this consolation.
He therefore declares what the Lord will

solation

;

1
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afterwards do, juid in what

CHAP. XL

ISAIAH.

manner

lie

will restore th:

kingdom.

He

pursues the metaphor which he employed towards th
for he had said that Jeru

conclusion of the former chapter

salem would be destroyed, as
single conflagration.

would be

if

;

a forest were consumed by

(Isa. x. 33, 34.)

Its future desolatio

like that of a country formerly covered with forests

when the

had been cut down, and nothing could b<
That those things which are contrastec
may answer to each other, he says, that out of the stock wi
come forth a branch, which will grow into a tree, and sprea
its branches and fruits far and wide.
I have therefore pre
ferred translating ^TH {gezang) a dry stock, rather than
root, though it makes little difference as to the meaning, bu
the former expresses more fully what the Prophet meant
namely, that though the stock be dry, the branch whicl
shall spring from it shall be more excellent than all th<
trees

seen but ashes.

forests.

Hence we

infer that this prediction applies solely to th(

person of Christ

;

for

till

he came no such branch

arose,

certainly cannot be applied to Hezekiah or Josiah,

who

from their very infancy, were brought up in the expectatioi
of occupying a throne.
Zerubbabel (Ezra iii. 8) did not attain the thousandth part of that elevated rank which th
Prophet extols.
We see, therefore, that to the wretchec
and almost ruined Jews, consolation was held out in th
Messiah alone, and that their hope was held in suspense til
he appeared. At the time of his appearance, there woul
have been no hope that the kingdom would be erected anc
restored, if this promise had not been added
for the family
of David appeared to be completely extinct.
On this ac
count he does not call him David, but Jesse ; because th
rank of that family had sunk so low, that it appeared to b
not a royal family, but that of a mean peasant, such as th
family of Jesse was, when David was unexpectedly called to
the government of the kingdom. (1 Sam. xvi. 1 2 Sam.vii. 8.)
So then, having sustained this calamity and lost its ancient
renown, it is denominated by the Prophet the family oi
Jesse, because that family had no superiority above an^
;

;

I
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Accordingly, I think that here, and not towards the

ther.

conclusion of the former chapter, the consolation begins.

Amidst such frightful desolation they might doubt who
should be their deliverer.
He therefore promises that one
will spring even out of a dry trunk ; and he continues, as I
mentioned a

the same metaphor oi a forest, bemore beautiful than if he had said in plain
language that the Messiah would come. Having threatened
that the forest would be entirely cut down, he adds, that
still a branch will arise out of it, to restore the abundance
and magnificence of the consumed forest that is, Christ,
cause

it is

little before,

far

;

who should be
ginning was,

the deliverer of the people.

How

low his be-

unnecessary to explain. Undoubtedly, he
was so far from having anything splendid or attractive, that
with the exception of his birth, everything, to the view of
it is

was inconsistent with the character of the Rehis birth was almost obscured; for who
would have thought that a poor carpenter (Mark vi. 8) was
descended from a royal family ? Again, where was Christ
born, and how had he been brought up ? In short, his whole
life having been mean and even contemptible, he suffered a
most disgraceful death, with which he had to begin his
kingdom. Yet he grew to an immeasurable height, like a
large tree from a small and feeble seed, as he himself shows,
(Matt. xiii. 31, 82
Mark iv. 82,) and as we see by daily examples for in the uninterrupted progress of his kingdom
the same things must happen as were seen in his person.
And the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him. He now
begins to speak of Christ plainly and without a figure for
it was enough to have represented the consolation under that
figure, in order that the full contrast between the burning of
the wood and its springing up anew might be made manifest.
Two states of the people are described by him for,
after having explained the calamity, he next added the hope
of restoration, though the commencement of it was from a
slender branch.
But now he plainly shows what will be the
nature of the redemption, and what will be the condition of
Christ and of his kingdom.
Some think that this should rather be viewed as referring
the

flesh,

deemer.

Even

;

;

;

;

J
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to Hezekiali

;

already shown

but

how groundless
when he was

for

;^
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is we havi
David had still

that opinion
born,

and the rank of royalty belonged t
and Hezekiah was very far from attainiu
No\
that greatness which is shortly afterwards described.
hence we infer that the spiritual kingdom of Christ was fo;
flourishing reputation,

his descendants

;

merly promised

to

the ancient people, because his whol

and majesty, is here made to consist in th
gifts of the Spirit.
Although Christ was not deficient
gifts of this kind, yet as he took upon him our flesh, it wa
necessary that he should be enriched with them, that
might afterwards be made partakers of all blessings of whid
otherwise we are destitute for out of his fulness, as Job
says, we must draw as from a fountain.
(John i. 16 ai
strength, power,

;

;

vii.

37, 38.)

The Spirit of the Lokd. We must keep in view what
mentioned a little ago, that this refers to Christ's huma
nature because he could not be enriched with the gift an
grace of the Father, except so far as he became man. Bi
sides, as he came down to us, so he received tbe gifts of tk
Spirit, tbat he might bestow them upon us. And this is th
anointing from which he receives the name of Christ, whic
he imparts to us for why are we called Christians, but h
cause he admits us to his fellowship, by distributing to
out of his fulness according to the measure (Eph. iv. 7) of u:
deserved liberality?
And undoubtedly this passage do
not so much as teach us what Christ is in himself, as win
he received from the Father, that he might enrich us wit
;

;

xi

his wealth.

The spirit of wisdom and understanding. Though it
not necessary to bestow great attention on single words, ye
if any person wish to draw a slight distinction between wit
(Zom and understanding, I consider it to be this, that th
word wisdom comprehends generally all that relates to th
regulation of the life, and that understanding is added fo
the sake of explaining it for if we are endowed with thj
tvisdo'tn, we shall have sagacity enough.
Counsel means tha
judgment by which we can thread our way through intricat
;

^

See page 372.
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for understanding would not be sufficient, if there
were not also counsel, that we might be able to act with
caution in doubtful matters. The w^ord might is well enough
known. Knowledge differs little from understanding ; except
that it relates more to the act of knowing, and thus declares
what has taken place. The fear of the Lord means a sincere desire to worship God.
The Prophet does not here enumerate all the gifts of the
Holy Spirit, as some have thought. Out of this passage the
Papists have foolishly and ignorantly drawn their sevenfold
affairs

grace,

;

and some of the ancients

He enumerates only six kinds
out of their

own

head.

fell

into a similar blunder.

but they have added a seventh
But as one error commonly follows
;

another, they have chosen to limit the gifts of the Spirit to

the

number

(John

seven,

although in other parts of Scripture

i. 7)
he receives numerous and lofty
commendations drawn from the variety of the effects which
he produces. Besides, it is very evident that it is through

xiv.

17; 2 Tim.

v. 22, 23) that we are partakers
of other blessings than those which are here enumerated, of

the kindness of Christ (Gal.

meekness, chastity, sobriety, truth, and holiness
proceed from none else than from Christ.

He

for these

;

does not men-

the gifts which were bestowed on Christ,
was unnecessary but only shows briefly that Christ
came not empty-handed, but wqW supplied with all gifts, that
he might enrich us with them.
If these things had not been added, we might have supposed, as the Jews commonly do, that the restoration of this
kingdom was carnal, and might have imagined that Christ
was poor and destitute of all blessings. Accordingly, the
Prophet afterwards shows that the gifts of the Spirit are laid
up in him, first, generally, and next, particularly that we
may go to him to obtain whatever we want. He will enlighten us with the light of wisdom and understanding, will
impart to us counsel in difficulties, will make us strong and
courageous in battles, will bestow on us the true fear of God,
that is, godliness, and, in a word, will communicate to us all
All gifts are
that is necessary for our life and salvation.
here included by the Prophet, so that it is excessively foolish
tion, therefore, all

for that

;

;
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XI.

^

to attempt to conceal those whioli do not belong to the prei

sent enumeration.

He shows that they dwell in Christ, in order that the;
may be communicated to us. We are also called his fellowi
(Ps. xlv. 7,)

because strength proceeds from him as the

lieac

members, and in like manner Christ causei
his heavenly anointing to flow over the whole body of h
to the individual

Church. Hence it follows that those who are altogether bar
ren and dry have no interest in Christ, and falsely glory i

Whenever

his name.

therefore

we

we

feel that

are in

of any of these gifts, let us blame our unbelief
faith

makes us partakers of

all Christ's benefits.

;

wan

for tru(

We

ough

therefore to pray to the Lord not to permit the lusts of th

may wholly unite us to himbe observed, that we ought to ask all
blessings from Christ alone for we are mistaken if we ini|
agine that anything can be obtained from the Father in an;

flesh to rule in us, that Christ

It should also

self

;

other way.
8.

And

which

will

make him sagacious}

The verb

H^l, (ridchj

here put in the Hiphil conjugation, signifies literal!;
to smell; but may also be explained in an active sense,
meaning to give a keen smell ; which agrees better, I think
is

with this passage, so that this sagacity

among

the gifts of the Spirit.

And

may

be also includes

this effect is peculiarl;

applicable to the person of Christ, namely, that far beyon

what the godly are able
shrewd discernment

for

to conceive,

he

is

endowed wit

governing his people.

We

ought

t^

metaphor in the verb smell, whicl
means that Christ will be so shrewd that he will not need ti
learn from what he hears, or from what he sees for hj smei
ling alone he will perceive what would otherwise be unknown.
In the fear of the Lord. This phrase is view^ed by tb
greater part of commentators as meaning that all the fee'
attend,

first

of

all,

to the

;

^

And shall make him

—Eng. Ver.

of quick understandincf.

(Heb.

scent, or

smelL

^ " And his delight shall he in the
fear of Jehovah. His delight, in"''!"
(harichu,) his snu^ng up with pleasure, his pleasurable sensations.
Si
the verb h''"! {ridch) signifies, when followed by the preposition 3, as ii
Lev. xxvi. 31 ; Amos v. 21. The expression is equivalent to, but stronge
than that of David in Ps. i. 2, IVDH niH^ minn, (bethorath Yt-hrmll
Chrphtzo,) in the law ofthehoRJ) is his delight."
Stock.

—

\11

tlie heart will be manifest to Christ, so that he will
judge who are the sincere worshippers of God. But
let the reader inquire if it be not a more appropriate meaning, that the fear of God denotes a fixed rule of judging.
He expressly distinguishes between the heavenly judgment
of Christ and earthly judgments, in order to inform us, that
the outward mask of holiness or uprightness is of no avail in

ings of
easily

his presence.

A7id he shall not judge after the sight of his eyes. The
is, "When we come to the judgment- seat of Christ,
not only will outward actions be brought to trial after the
manner of human governments, but the life of men will be
examined by the standard of true godliness. It does not
belong to man to penetrate into the hearts and those whom
we suppose to be ver^'^ excellent men have frequently nothing
but a hollow mask but Christ judges not from outward appearance, (Luke xi. 17; John ii. 25,) for he thoroughly knows
and searches our inmost thoughts. His judgment, therefore,
is quite different from that of men, who, with all their acuteness and quick sagacity, fall into the most shameful mistakes.''
Hence it follows that none can be the true worshippers of
God but those whom Christ approves. They cannot obtain
his approbation, unless they offer a pure and upright mind
for a false and hollow mask cannot deceive him.
4. For he will judge the poor in righteousness}
Here he
shows that Christ will be the guardian of the poor, or, he

meaning

;

;

;

points out the persons to
belongs, namely, to the

whom

the grace of Christ strictly

poor or meek ; that

is,

to those who,

humbled by a conviction of their poverty, have laid aside
those proud and lofty dispositions which commonly swell the
minds of men, till they have learned to be meek through the
subduing influence of the word of God. He therefore declares
that he will be the protector and guardian, not of all men
whatsoever, but of those who know that they are poor, and
This was also declared by
destitute of everything good.
Christ to John's disciples, when he said that the gospel is
Who are they that are
preached to the poor. (Matt. xi. 5.)
capable of receiving this doctrine ? Not all men without ex^

But with

righteousness shall he judge the poor.

—Eng. Ver.
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ception, but those who, having laid aside the glory of

betake themselves to that heavenly protection.
There is, therefore, an implied contrast, namely,

tl

flesh,

Christ does not rule over the rich, that

is,

are swelled with a false opinion of themselves.
invites all
to

men

to

come

Though

h1

to him, still the greater part refuse

submit to his government.

selves to be governed

thi

over those wl

by him.

The poor alone allow the™
This passage teaches

us, thaS

we are desirous to bo protected by the power of Christ
we must lay aside all pride, and put on the spirit of 7ne
That spiritual poverty which the P
ness and modesty.
pliet recommends to all the members of Christ is, to ha
no lofty views, but to be truly humbled by a conviction ol
if

our poverty and nakedness, so as to depend on Christ alon

When we have

been brought to this state of mind, the

fait

King and Guardian will undertake to secure our sal
tion, and will defend us to the last against all our enemi
"We also learn whom Christ invites to come to him Go7n,e
me, all ye that labour and are burdened. (Matt. xi. 28.)
must, therefore, labour and be pressed down by the weight
our burden, if we wish to feel and know his assistance.
And will reprove with equity for the meek of the eari
We must attend to the order which is here observed by i
Prophet He places poverty first, and then meekness ; I
cause we must first be poor before we become meek.
long as we think that we are somebody, (Acts v. 36,) and are
carried away by a vain confidence in ourselves, our heart
filled with pride and self-conceit, and cannot yield or su
mit but wlien we are convinced of our poverty, we lo
courage, and, subdued and overpowered, begin to groi
under the burden. The condition of Christ's people, ther
fore, is here described, as he had formerly illustrated tl
nature of the king himself
Hence also we ought to lear
that those precious gifts of the Spirit with which we saw
ful

:

I

;

little

before that Christ was furnished,^ are not bestowed h

men whatsoever, but on the poor and the meek
word judge denotes government, a very importa
part of which is, that Christ imparts to us the gifts which 1
him on

all

for the

*

See page 374.

;
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received from the Father, that he

we may

And
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may

and that

live in us,

live in him.

he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth.
extols the efficacy of the word, which is

The Prophet here

By

Christ's royal sceptre.

the

sceptre which consists in words,

repeats the
as if he

had

rod of his mouth is meant a
and in the second clause he

same idea by the phrase,
said, that Christ will

aid from others to cast

down

the breath of his lips
have no need to borrow

his enemies,

everything that opposes his government
or a

word

will

be enough.

must

since believers also
ritual life

and in

;

;

and

to strike

for a

down

mere breath

The statement may be

general,

renewed

to a spi-

so as to be

die,

this sense the gospel

appropriated for the slaying of

is

called a

(Rom.

sacrifices.

sword

xv. 16.)

But the

latter part of the verse calls for a different interpre-

tation.

If

any one choose

make a

to

distinction, the striking

and the
a two-edged sword, piercing even to

of the earth will apply equally to the reprobate
elect

the

;

as the gospel

is

most hidden and secret feelings of the heart, and discern-

ing the thoughts

and

affections.

the former in a very diiferent

wounds the

By

latter.

(Heb.

iv.

12.)

manner from

Yet

wounds

it

that in which

mortifying in the

elect

it

a sinful

kills their lusts, that they may become a living
and a sacrifice of sweet-smelling savour but it
strikes the wicked in a manner altogether destructive, for
they rot and die, and to them it is even, as Paul says, a
I should be willsavour of death to death.
(2 Cor. ii. 16.)
ing enough to consider both effects as described here at the
same time, were it not that it is opposed by the custom of
the Hebrew language for the Hebrew writers often repeat

nature,

it

sacrifice,

;

;

the same sentiment in different words.

And

with the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked.
armed with the breath of his lips to slay the wicked.
But perhaps this second clause was added by Isaiah for the
purpose of amplification and, indeed, to slay is much more
Christ

is

;

than

to strike.

As

it

belongs to the gospel to cast

down

all

on the reprobate may be
In
said to be accidental, to slay them with a deadly stroke.
this way the Prophet would add a particular case to the

men

without exception,

its

effect

—
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general statement, intimating that the wicked

fall

und

the sword of Christ to their everlasting destruction, becau
they are not set apart to be sacrifices.^ However this
be, this latter clause must undoubtedly be limited to the

m

wicked alone and it is added, because that efficacy doe
not immediately appear in the preaching of the gospel, bu
on the contrary, many ridicule, and jeer, and treat as a fabl
all that is said about Christ and his word.
But though the
do not immediately feel its power, yet they will not be abl
to escape it, and will at length be slain by a deadly wound;
But the Prophet's meaning, I think, is not yet fully ej
plained for he does not speak only of the inward feelin
by which wicked men are moved, whether they will or noi
but of the wickedness itself, which will be removed an
driven away by the power and efficacy of this sceptre, a
Paul also explains for he undoubtedly alludes to this passage when he speaks of the destruction of Antichrist. And
then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall co'
;

;

;

sume with

the breath

of his mouth, and shall destroy with

th

brightness of his coming.
Thus he e
(2 Thess. ii. 7, 8.)
plains to us the meaning of the Prophet ; for he shows th

Christ will never be without enemies,

who

endeavour

will

t

overturn his kingdom, and to hinder or retard the course

the gospel
otherwise these words of the Prophet woul
have been spoken in vain. But Christ will drive away so
of their number, and the whole of them together, and the
very head and leader, by the sound of his doctrine.
Thus also Paul recommends a twofold use of doctrine, d
manding from a pastor that he shall be qualified not only
;

\

teach, but likewise to refute those

who

oppose.

(Tit.

i.

9.)

pastor ought not only to feed his flock, but also to protec

and guard them against every
performs, and therefore he

that he

may

is

injury.

This

is

what Chris

provided with necessary armou]

contend successfully against the falsehoods

Satan, and the cruelty of tyrants, and every kind of enemii

Hence

it is

evident that wicked doctrines cannot be drive

^ The force of these
repeated allusions to Rom. xv. 16 will be best
understood by consulting the Author's Commentary on that remarkable

passage.

Ed.
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away by any other method than by the

gospel.

381

In vain

will

the magistrate employ the sword, which undoubtedly he
must employ, to restrain wicked teachers and false prophets
;

he attempt all these things, unless this
sword of the word go before. (Deut. xiii. 5.) This ought to
be carefully observed in opposition to the Papists, who,
when the word fails them, betake themselves to new weapons,
by the aid of which they think that they will gain the vicThey are even so impudent as to boast that heretics
tory.
cannot be refuted by the word, though both the Prophet and
Paul lay down no other method.
When the Prophet says, hy the breath of his lips, this must
not be limited to the person of Christ for it refers to the
word which is preached by his ministers. Christ acts by
them in such a manner that he wishes their mouth to be
reckoned as his mouth, and their lips as his lips ; that is,
when they speak from his mouth, and faithfully declare his
word.
(Luke x. 16.) The Prophet does not now send us to
in vain, I say, will

;

secret revelations, that Christ

may

reign in us, but openly

recommends the outward preaching of

doctrine,

and shows
hand

that the gospel serves the purpose of a sceptre in the
of Christ, so far as

it is

preached, and so far as

we may use the expression

;

otherwise

it

it is oral, if

would have been to

no purpose to mention the mouth and the lips. Hence it
follows that all those who reject the outward preaching of
the gospel shake off this sceptre, as far as lies in their power,
or pull

it

out of the hand of Christ

;

not that the efficacy

which he mentions depends on the voice of men, but so far
for he does not wish that
as Christ acts by his ministers
their labour should be fruitless, without sacrificing the elect
as
to obedience, (Rom. xv. 16,) and slaying the reprobate
Paul in another passage boasts that there will be speedy
vengeance against all unbelievers and rebels.
Here we must again call to remembrance what is the nature of Christ's kingdom.
As he does not wear a golden
crown or employ earthly armour, so he does not rule over
the world by the power of arms, or gain authority by gaudy
and ostentatious display, or constrain his people by terror
and dread but the doctrine of the gospel is his royal ban;

;

;

—
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which assembles believers under his dominion. Whet
preached
purity, there we are certain that Christ reigns
and whe
it is rejected, his government is also set aside.
Hence it
evident how foolishly the Papists boast that the Church
longs to them, when they order Christ himself to be silei
and cannot endure the sound of his voice, but proclaim aloi
with distended cheeks, their own edicts, laws, decrees, ai
ner,

ever, therefore, the doctrine of the Gospel is

;

I:

tyrannical regulations.
5.

And

righteousness shall he the belt}

Some

translate

girdle; but as the Prophet represents Christ to us weariu
as

it

were, the

it belt,

wdiich

emblems of

is

also a royal

have rather translate
emblem, in the same manner

royalty, I

the sceptre, which he had assigned to him a

When Job

little befo
speaks of taking away the authority of kings,

says that the Lord will ungird their

belt.
(Job xii. 1
nothing else than to
exalted to royal authority, as we shall afterwards see in i

To be girded with a
other passage.

belt,

therefore,

is

(Is. xiv. 5.)

The Prophet

describes two ornaments belonging to t
These are righteousness and truth ; unless it be thoug
that there is a change in the order of construction, as if
had said that Christ will be girded with true iHghteousne^
for truth is not added as if it were diiferent from righteo
ness, but in order to point out the nature of that righteoi
ness with which Christ is girded.
Some think that rig)
eousness here denotes that which Christ imparts to us, thai
it may dwell, not only in himself, but in his members.
Fait
or truth they understand to be that by which we embrace t
salvation -which he offers to us.
The Chaldee paraphrast explains it thus " and the righ
ecus shall be round about him, believing worshippers slw
approach to him.''^ But I adopt a more simple interpret
tion, as if he had said, " He shall not appear like kin<
clothed with purple and a crown, or girded with a belt; h
righteousness and truth shall shine forth in him.'" I ackno
belt.

;

^

2

The
"

girdle.

— Eng.

Ver.

The Targiim

about him;

of Jonathan renders it, and the righteous shall he rou
that is, * thev shall cleave to him like a girdle.'"
JarcM.

I

;
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ledge, indeed, that righteousness is not confined to Christ,

but belongs to his members

mode

;

but we must attend to the

of expression, that Christ comes forth to govern his

people girded with righteousness, which he afterwards im-

them by the

parts to

secret influence of the Spirit.

distinguish between the

word ^^1^^^ (emundh) and

eousness, I consider it to

mesm faithfulness

had

as if he

If

we

right-

or steadfastness;

said that Christ never disappoints his followers,

he continues always to be like himself
The wolf shall dwell with the lamb. He again returns
to describe the character and habits of those who have submitted to Christ. As there is a mutual relation between the
king and the people, he sometimes ascends from the body to
the head, and sometimes descends from the head to the body
and we have already seen that Christ reigns, not for himself,
but for those who believe in him. Ilence it follows that he
forms their minds by his- heavenly Spirit. But the Prophet's
discourse looks beyond this for it amounts to a promise that
He dethere will be a blessed restoration of the world.
scribes the order which was at the beginning, before man's
apostasy produced the unhappy and melancholy change under
which we groan. Whence comes the cruelty of brutes, which
prompts the stronger to seize and rend and devour with
dreadful violence the weaker animals? There would certainly have been no discord among the creatures of God, if
they had remained in their first and original condition.
When they exercise cruelty towards each other, and the
weak need to be protected against the strong, it is an evidence of the disorder (ara^iai) which has sprung from the
sinfulness of man. Christ having come, in order to reconcile
the world to God by the removal of the curse, it is not with-

for

6.

;

out reason that the restoration of a perfect state is ascribed
him as if the Prophets had said that that golden age

to

;

will return in

of

man and

which perfect happiness existed, before the

fall

the shock and ruin of the world which followed

Thus, God speaks by Hosea: I will make a covenant
it.
with the beast of the field, with the fowl of the heaven, and
(Hos. ii. 18.)
As if he had said,
with the creeping things,
" When God shall have been reconciled to the world in Christ,
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also give tokens of fatherly kindness, so that all the

corruptions Avhich have arisen from the sinfulness of

man wi,

cease.''

In a word, under these figures the Prophets teach the san
came to gath
together out of a state of disorder those things which are in ha
ven and which are on earth. (Eph. i. 10 Col. i. 20.) It mi
be thus summed up " Christ will come to drive away ever
truth which Paul plainly affirms, that Christ

;

:

thing hurtful out of the world, and to restore to its formbeauty the world which lay under the curse.'' For this reasa

he says, that straw will be the food of the lion as w^ell as of ti
ox ; for if the stain of sin had not polluted the world,
animal would have been addicted to prey on blood, but tl
fruits of the earth would have sufficed for all, according
the method which God had appointed,
(Gen. i. 30.)

Though Isaiah says

that the wild and the tame beasts wi
harmony, that the blessing of God may be clearly
and fully manifested, yet he chiefly means what I have sai
that the people of Christ will have no disposition to do i
jury, no fierceness or cruelty.
They were formerly like lio
or leopards, but will now be like sheep or lambs ; for they
will have laid aside every cruel and brutish disposition.
B
these modes of expression he means nothing else than th;
those who formerly were like savage beasts will be mild ai
gentle for he compares violent and ravenous men to wolvi
and hears which live on prey and plunder, and declares thi
they will be tame and gentle, so that they will be satisfi
with ordinary food, and will abstain from doing any inju
or harm. On this subject it is proper to argue from the lei
live in

;

to the greater.

state of peace,

men, who

" If Christ shall bring brute animals into

much more will brotherly harmony exist
governed by the same

anion

meekness
And yet Isaiah does not mean that any are mild and peac
ful by nature before they are renewed, but yet he promise
that whatever may have been their natural dispositioi
they will lay aside or conquer their fierceness, and will h
like lambs and sheep.
And a little child shall lead them. This means that beasi
which formerly were cruel and untameable, will be ready
will be

spirit of

I

[AP.
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yield cheerful obedience, so that there will be no need of

violence to restrain their fierceness.

Yet we must attend to
all who become

the spiritual meaning which I noticed, that

Christ's followers will obey Christ, though they may formerly
have been savage wild beasts, and will obey him in such a manner, that as soon as he lifts his finger, they will follow his footsteps, as it is said that his people shall he willing.

(Ps. ex. 3.)

Those who are not endued with this meekness do not deserve to
be ranked among the sheep. Let us, therefore, permit ourselves
to be ruled and governed by him, and let us willingly submit
to those whom he has appointed over us, though they appear
to be like

little

children.

Besides, I think that the ministers

word are compared to children, because they have no
external power, and exercise no civil government over them.
A question arises, Do we find any persons who are meek,
though they have not been tamed by the gospel ? The Prophet appears to insinuate this, when he compares some men
to sheep, and others to wolves and hears; and certainly among
of the

men who follow

tlie

bent of their natural disposition, we shall
Some are mild and gentle,

perceive an astonishing diversity.
others are fierce and violent
are

untamed

till

;

but

Christ subdues

it

is

certain that all

them by the gospel

;

men

all are

swelled with ambition and pride before they are cured by

Many will be able to make a false and hollow profession of modesty and humility, but they will swell
with inward pride. In short, where the Spirit of Christ is
not, there will be no true meekness.
8. And the child shall play on the hole of the asp.
He continues to illustrate the same sentiment, that when men have
been brought into a state of favour with God, and have been
cleansed from their depravity by the Spirit of regeneration,
they will likewise be free from every hurtful disposition.
There is no reason why men dread the danger or poison
arising from the bite of serpents, but because they do not
deserve that God should place every part of the world under
And, indeed, since animals are permitted to
their control.
do injury even to children, this shows that the whole race of
Adam has been stained with pollution from the very womb.
We must again observe the comparison which we stated,
this medicine.
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a concealed poison led to deeds of vio-

have their disposition changed, and

harm even

to

little

children.

Some men

will

do no

are openly fierce

and others inwardly carry and cherish
Iv. 21,) as David also describes
them for some men are more quick, and others are more
slow, to manifest the desire of doing injury.
Whatever they
may have formerly been, he means that all of them must be
cleansed from wickedness, both open and concealed, after
having submitted to Christ. He means, also, that henceforth
safety, which will reign everywhere, will be enjoyed even by
those w^ho have no kind of protection so that they will freely
venture to expose themselves to imminent dangers.
He now declares plainly, that men
9. They shall not hurt.
themselves, having laid aside the depravity which naturally
and

cruel, (Ps. cxl. 3,)

their malice like poison, (Ps.
;

;

own accord,
who have been

dwells in them, will be inclined, of their

what

is right.

He

speaks of believers

to

do

truly

to a new life, (Rom. vi. 4 ;) for though in the
Church many hypocrites full of wickedness were mixed with

regenerated

the elect of God, yet they are like the Ishmaelites,

God

will cast out at the proper time.

serve, as

we

are taught in

that those only

who

Psalm

xv.

whom

"We ought also to ob
1,

and Psalm xxiv.

3,

follow righteousness have a settled resi-

dence in the temple of God, that they may dwell there fo:
It is, therefore, a distinguishing mark of the genuine
ever.
members of the Church, that they are free from all desire oi
doing injury to others. Hence, also, we infer, that it is d
remarkable gift of the Spirit of Christ, that men abstain from
being evil-doers for by nature, ambition, pride, cruelty, and
avarice, always prompt them freely and voluntarily to com
mit acts of injustice.
;

For the earth shall he filled with the knowledge of the Lordi
With good reason does the Prophet add, that this invaluable!
blessing flows from the knowledge of God ; for it abases all
flesh, and teaches men to commit themselves to his trust
and guardianship, and brings them into a state of brotherly
harmony, when they learn that they have the same Father.
(Mai. ii. 10.) Although many, who have not yet been renewed;
by the Spirit of Christ, profess to have humanity, yet it
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certain that self-love {(^CKavrlav) reigns in
it

is

them

;

for in all

natural and so deeply-rooted, that they seek their

own

advantage and not that of others, think that they are born
for themselves and not for others, and would wish to make
tlie whole world subject to them, if they could, as Plato has
observed.
Hence arise fraud, perjury, theft,
and innumerable crimes of this sort and therefore
no other remedy for subduing this lawless desire

judiciously

robbery,

there

is

;

than the knowledge of God.

We

see

makes the government of Christ

how

the Prophet again

to rest on faith

and the

doctrine of the gospel, as indeed he does not gather us to

himself (Eph. i. 10) in another way than by enlightening
our minds to reveal the heavenly life, which is nothing else,
as he himself declares, than to know the only true God, and
Jesus Christ, whom he hath sent. (John xvii. 3.)
As with waters that cover the sea. There is an implied

comparison between the abundance of knowledge and tliat
slender taste which God gave to the ancient people under
the law.
The Jews having been kept in the rudiments of
childhood, (Gal.

iii.

23,

and

iv. 3,)

the perfect light of wisdom

hath fully shone on us by the gospel, as was also foretold by
Jeremiali
They shall not every one teach his neighbour, and a
:

man his brother,

to

know God ; for

least to the greatest. (Jer. xxxi. 34.)

take possession of our minds,

it

all shall

know me, from

the

If this fulness of knowledge

will free us

This passage also instructs us what

is

from

all malice.

the character of

the Church under Popery, where the light of doctrine

is

choked and almost extinguished, and the highest religion

is

made

benumbing influence of brutish stupiwe do not immediately possess full knowledge, we
must advance from day to day, and make continual progress,
(2 Pet. iii. 18,) and in such a manner that fruit may spring
from that root. Hence it is evident how little progress the
greater part have made in the school of Christ, seeing that
dity.

to consist in the

If

fraud and robbery and acts of violence abound everywhere.
10. And it shall be in that day the root of Jesse. He again
returns to the person of Christ, and repeats the

same com-

parison which he had introduced at the beginning of the
chapter, that of a 7Vot or a branch springing from a decayed
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trunk, of which no trace appeared

who

Gentiles,

;

and he

the

foretells that

formerly abhorred the Jews, will henceforth-

bow

This might be
before their King with lowly homage.
thought to be altogether incredible, and unquestionably the
promise was ridiculed for many centuries, because such
gathering together was to be expected rather when the king-j
dom remained and flourished than when it had been cut
down. But it was necessary that it should be cut down, se
that it might afterwards sprout again, and that the glory
and power of God might shine in it more brightly than in it
flourishing condition.
Who would have seen with the eyefl
of men that the branch would rise to such a height as to b
seen by all nations, and to direct the eyes of all men towards it ?
Which shall stand for an ensign of the peoples. He con*
pares it to a banner stretched aloft and we know that thij
was fulfilled by the preaching of the gospel, and indeed waj
more illustrious than if Christ had soared above the clouds
To the same purpose is what he says, As Moses lifted up tht
;

serpent in the wilderness, so must the

(John

iii.

14

;

Numb.

Son of man

be lifted

up

xxi. 9.)

Shall be sought by the Gentiles.

Christ

is

said to be sought

when men flee to him for the purpose of asking salvation, ai
to seek God means, in every part of Scripture, to cast all ou
hopes upon him.
rendered

it

meaning than

And

Accordingly, the Greek translators hav

eXTnovcn, they shall hope, looking rather at th
at the word.

his rest shall be glory.

These words are commonl;

explained as referring to the burial of Christ, and that by
figure of speech in which a part is taken for the whole
foi
afterwards they apply it also to his death and indeed th
;

;

was nothing else than an appendage to hi
They think that the meaning is this, " The death a
Christ, which was disgraceful in the eyes of the world, wl
be glorious and splendid.'' But when I take a closer A^ew c
the whole, by rest the Prophet means in this passage the'
Church as it is also said. This is my everlastirig rest ; here
will I dwell.
(Ps. cxxxii. 14.)
He bestows an honourable
burial of Christ
death.

;

appellation on the assembly of the godly, because he chooses

J

;
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have a continual habitation among them.

Accordingly,

the Church having been at that time exposed to rei^roaches

and disgrace, he promises that it will be again raised to a
more prosperous condition, and will recover its ancient glory.
Here, therefore, we have a remarkable proof that God is
pleased to dwell continually in his Church, though this may
not always be seen by men.
11. And it shall be in that day, the Lord will again set his
hand. The prediction about the future glory of the Church
having been incredible, he explains the method of restoring
it, namely, that God will display the power of his hand, as if
for performing a memorable and uncommon exploit.
Now,
to confirm the hope of the elect people, he recalls to their
minds the remembrance of a past deliverance, that they may
not doubt that God is as able to deliver them now as their
fathers found him to be in Egypt, (Exod. xii. 51.)
Such is
the import of the word t^*^^^, {shemth,) that is, the second
time, or again ; as if he had said, " Now also will God be
the deliverer of his Church."

To possess the remna7it of his people. He confirms what
he has said by another argument for though it appeared as
if God had disregarded his people, yet he will not allow himself
;

to

be deprived of his inheritance.

God will take

ing, that

We may sum

it

up by say-

care of the salvation of his Church, so

He expressly calls them a
remnant, because this deliverance belonged only to a small
In short, he repeats what he forseed.
(Is. i. 9, and x. 22.)

as not to be robbed of his right.

merly
yet

said,

it is

"

Though God

and scatter

disperse

impossible that he can ever cast

for it is as

Which

it

his Church,

away altogether

dear to him as our inheritance

shall be left

is to any of us.''
and
Assyria
from Egypt. He
from

speaks not only of the Assyrians,
captive, but also of other nations

who had led the people
among whom the Jews

were scattered for though the greater part of the people
was carried to Babylon, some fled into Egypt, some into
They were afraid
Ethiopia, and some into other countries.
lest they should endure the same bondage as had been endured by others. Some think that by Pathros is meant
Parthia, which is highly probable others think that it is
;

;

—
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Arabia the Rocky. Under the name Elam he include
the Medes, Zocdians, Bactrians, and other eastern nation
Shinar belongs to Chaldea. By Ilamath they mean Cilicia
and the other countries which lie towards Mount Taurui
By the word islands the Jews mean all countries that lie b^
yond the sea for to them Greece, and Italy, and Spain, werfl
islands, because they were separated from them by the sea.'^
We see that the Prophet speaks here not only of the dd
liverance which took place under Zerubbabel, (Ezra ii. 2,"
but that he looks beyond this for at that time the Israelite
were not brought back from Egypt, Ethiopia, and othe
countries.
These words, therefore, cannot be understood t<
relate to the deliverance from Babylon, but must be viewei
as referring to the kingdom of Christ, under whom this d€
liverance was obtained through the preaching of the gospe
;

;

Besides, it is proper to observe that this work belongs t
God, and not to men for he says. The Lord shall stretch ou
his arm; thus ascribing to his heavenly power this work
which could not have been accomplished by human ability.
;

ought also to be observed, that from God's past benefit!

It

we ought always to entertain good hopes for the future s<
that whenever we call to remembrance the deliverances fron
Babylon and from Egypt, (Ezra ii. 2 Exod. xii. 51,) we maj
be convinced that God is equally able, and will equally assi
;

;

us at the present day, that he

What he

ancient glory.

may restore

the Church to

did once and again, he

is

he;

able to dd

many times. When the Prowhom he rescues a remnant, let us learn thai

a third time, and a fourth, and
pliet calls those

we ought not to desire a vast multitude, and let us be satisfied,
though we be few, and let us not be terrified by the small-*
ness of our numbers

12.

And he

will

for,

;

God abound, we have

provided that the righteousness o

true and abundant ground of confidence;

lift

up an ensign

to the nations.

This versC

contains nothing more than the explanation of the formei
verse.

The language

meanings

;

is

metaphorical, and admits of two

either that, by giving

an

ensign,

he

will terrify

adversaries, so that they will not dare to prevent his people
1

"

Not

islands merely, but all distant regions are comprised

meaning of

this M'ord

'•'•t?,

(?j/?.)"

Rosenmuller.

—
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an ensign

to the

wretched

preparations for their return.

day this doctrine is highly useful
an ensign is lifted up in the army, that the
soldiers may assemble, and that every one may follow and
may keep his proper place, so a banner is here held out to us,
that we may assemble to it, namely, the gospel, w^hich the
Lord has lifted up among the Gentiles, by which Christ is
preached to us.^

among us

And

at the present

;

for as

ofJudah. Hence
we cannot be gathered by the
Lord unless we assemble to this ensign, and be joined to him
by faith for there is no other way in which he acknowledges
will gather together the dispersions

we ought

to conclude, that

;

us to be his sheep, than when, after having been scattered,

we are gathered together, and meet in the same assembly
under this ensign ; as he says. My sheep hear my voice and
(John x. 27.) The word gather is repeated.
follow me.
He will gather together the outcasts of Israel, and will
gather together the dispersions of Judah. He shows how
efficacious God's calling will be
for as soon as he shall give
the slightest indication that such is his pleasure, he will
;

restore the people.

means the Jews
to allude, as

Dispersion

is

a collective noun, for

scattered in all directions

;

it

and he appears

he often does elsewhere, to similar passages in

the writings of Moses, in which the Lord promises that he

though they were scattered to the
and to the four winds of heaven.
(Deut. XXX. 3, 4.)
Now, this was done under the direction
of Christ.
Under the same leader we ought at the present
day to expect the restoration of a wTetched and scattered
Church for there is no hope of gathering the remnant but
by the elect looking to this ensign. We ought frequently,
therefore, to call to remembrance those promises, that by relying on them we may more and more strengthen our hearts.
Here he pro]3. And the envy of Ephraim shall depart.
will gather the people,

farthest parts of the world,

;

1 " Set up his standard on an eminence, the signal for the soldiery to
Csesar terms it vexillum proponeref
assemble round their commander.
quod erat insigne, cum ad arma concurri oporteret. B. Gall. See Ammian. Hist., xxvii. 10." Rosenmuller.
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mises that the Cliurcli will be in such a state of peace, thai
neither will the Israelites and the Jews contend in civil
broils,

nor will they suffer any annoyance from their enemieSj
will not be liable to hatred or envy, as thej

and that they

Not that there

formerly were.
the Lord
ought chiefly to

will be no wicked men, bul
and destroy them. But wfl
observe what he adds about allaying do-i

will at length cut off

mestic quarrels, that henceforth the children of

may

Abraham

not harass each other, but unite in the same religioHj

and in the pure worship of God for it was a disgracefu
and shocking spectacle that their mutual strife and hostill
ties had been so long maintained.
"With good reason does he point out the source of quarrels,
namely, envy, in consequence of which the descendants o:
Abraham have torn each other, while the tribes of Juda^
and Ephraim strive with each other for renown. This hori
rible torch has always kindled wars in the world, whih
In short, the Lord her<
every man is unwilling to yield.
promises outward and inward peace, which is a very greai
and most desirable blessing.
It will be objected that this was never accomplished, anc
;

that the very opposite of this took place

;

for as soon as th

was followed by various wars, commotions
and dreadful persecutions, and nearly the whole world was
disturbed and shaken. And inwardly what peace did the
Church enjoy? Among Christians themselves, Satan, bj
his tares, (Matt. xiii. 25,) has raised up dreadful disturbances,
so that no enemies were more ferocious and destructive tha:
those which were brought up in the bosom of the Church.
I reply, the Prophet here includes the whole of Christ's
kingdom, and not merely a single age or century. In th
world we taste but the beginning of Christ's kingdom an
while the Church is harassed by enemies both within an
without, still the Lord defends and preserves her, and con
gospel began,

it

•

;

quers

all

her enemies.

Besides, this prediction properl

belongs to the true and lawful children of Abraham,

whom

the Lord has purified by the cross and by banishment, and
has constrained to lay aside ambition and envy ; as those

who have been tamed

in the school of Christ cease to

be d

;
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Thus the promise which Isaiah makes
been in part fulfilled, and is fulBut we must proceed in these exercises,
filled every day.
and must fight earnestly within and without, till we obtain
that everlasting peace which it will be our happiness to
enjoy in the kingdom of God.
sirous of renown.

in this passage has already

14. And they shall fly on the shoulders of the Philistines.
He means that there is also another way in which the Lord

will assist his people

;

enemies, and subdue

which

is,

that he will conquer their

them under

his dominion.

Having

spoken of the safety of the Church, he now declares that
she will be victorious over her enemies.
He mentions those
nations with which the Jews incessantly carried on wars
for on the one hand the Philistines, and on the other the
Ammonites and Moabites, to whom they were bound by the
tie of relationship and kindred, were continually molesting
and attacking them. On one side also were the Edomites,
who were not restrained by blood- relationship from being
most determined enemies for they were descended from
;

Esau, {Qen. xxv. 25, 26, and xxxvi. 1, 8, 9,) the brother of
Jacob and the remembrance of this ought to have dissuaded
;

them from enmity and hatred. The Lord, therefore, promises that the Church, though she is not absolutely without
enemies, will gain advantage over them by suffering, and
in the

end be

victorious,

Edom and Moah

shall be the stretching out of the hands}
The stretching out of the hands means the dominion which
the Church obtained over her enemies for by the word
hand is usually meant power and the Hebrews use the
;

;

phrase, to stretch out the hand, instead of " to place this or

that under subjection."
in the sea,

and

his right

Thus it is
hand in the

said,

I

rivers.

will set his

hand

(Ps. Ixxxix. 25.)

The stretching out of the hand, therefore, is full power to
and, on the other hand, he adds the obedience which
the enemies will yield to her: and the children of Ammon

rule

;

shall

be their obedience?

hand upon Edom and Moah. (Heb. Edom and
be the laying on of their hand.) Eng. Ver.
2 And the children
of Ammon shall obey them. (Heb. the children of
Ammon their obedience.) Eng. Ver.
^

They

Moah

shall lay their

—

shall

—
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The Jews, who dream of an earthly kingdom of Christ
and apply it to I knov
not what external power hut they ought rather to judge o:
interpret all this in a carnal sense,
;

it

according to the nature of Christ's kingdom.

Partly

no doubt, the accomplishment of this prediction was seen
when the Jews returned from captivity, and God brough
them into moderate prosperity, contrary to the wish, and ii
spite of the opposition, of all the neighbouring nations
bu'
believers were led to expect a more splendid victory, whicl
they at length obtained through the preaching of the gospel
Although we must continually fight under the cross, yet wi
vanquish our enemies, when we are rescued from the tyrann;
of the devil and of wicked men, and are restored to libert;
by Christ, that the flesh may be subdued, and our lusts lai<
low, and that thus we may live to him, and in patience ma\
possess our souls, (Luke xxi. 19,) calmly and patiently en
during everything that happens. And thus we even hea^
coals on the head (Rom. xii. 20) of enemies, to whose attacki
and reproaches we appear to be subject.
15. And the Lord will utterly destroy.
In this verse \\i
means nothing else than that the Lord, by his amazing
power, will open for his people a way, which formerly
appeared to be shut up. He speaks figuratively. What li(
calls a tongue is " a bay of the sea ;'' for when the sea pen«
trates into the land, and occupies a part of it, there is
resemblance to a person putting out his tongue. He there
fore means the Egyptian sea and Egypt itself, as he after
wards more fully explains. But he chiefly mentions the set
and the rivers, because they protect the countries and shul
;

up every entrance.

And

will stretch out the

hand over

the river in the strengtl

of his wind. He undoubtedly means the Nile, which waters
the whole of Egypt, and divides it into many parts, and
might thus interrupt the march of the people when returning
I have no doubt that T\T\ {ruach)
here denotes wind, though he adds the Lord's ; for all the
winds are the Lord's, because h^ regulates and guides acto their native country.

cording to his pleasure

employed when

it

is

;

and more

especially this phrase

in

miraculously agitated by a violent

I
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alludes to the former deliverance of his

by which he brought them out of Egypt ; for when
the Lord was pleased to open up a way for them, he dried
up the sea by the force and violence of the winds. (Exod.

people,

xiv. 21.)

True, the Lord did not need the assistance of the winds,

he might have done it by an immediate exertion of his
But when he makes use of outward means, let us
learn, first, that all creatures are ready to yield obedience to
him for though they have a natural course, yet they are in
his power, so that he can direct their force and violence in
whatever way he pleases. For instance, when a wind arises,
its beginning proceeds from a natural cause, and each of the
winds has its properties. The south wind is moist, and the
for

power.

;

north wind

is cold, and completely similar are the effects
which proceed from them for the south wind moistens
By extraordinary
bodies, and the north wind dries them.
miracles the Lord shows that he possesses an authority far
above these natural causes, so that they are governed, not
by nature, (that is, by that succession of events or chain of
causes which irreligious men imagine to exist,) but by God
;

alone.

Secondly, he shows that he changes the nature and order
of events w^henever he pleases, that he

Lord

may

be acknowledged

because such a change exhibits
more clearly his authority and dominion. On this account
to be their only

Isaiah called
Loi^d, that

it

;

not simply the wind, but the wind of the
perceive that it is not directed or moved

we may

by chance, but by the power of the Lord.

And

shall smite

torrents,

it

Though

thus

:

"

he

part of

its

and deeply
well

it

divide the Nile into

this exposition has

adopted, yet I do not approve of

is

\^ill

been universally
and I think that it has
from forgetfulness, rather than from ignorance, on the

seven parts.''

arisen,

Some render

in the seven streams.

it

and explain

authors,

who

it

;

are learned

men

notwithstanding,

skilled in the perusal of the ancient writers.

known from

history that the Nile

had

seveti

It

mouths.

There are others which are little mentioned, because they
had no names, and are therefore called false mouths. What-
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is the numher of the mouths or branches, it
appears to form that number of streams or rivers and the
might have been so many hinderances to retard their jou

ever, then,

;

The Prophet expressly mentions them, because t
was highly celebrated.
A7id shall make them he shod with shoes} The river bein
deep, he says that he will dry it up, so that it will not be
necessary to pull off their shoes in crossing it, though this
w^ould have been necessary if only a small portion of water
had remained.
j
By these metaphors, therefore, the Prophet means nothina
else than that nothing will stand in God's way, when it sha'
be his pleasure to rescue his people from captivity. H
ney.

river

ma

glances at the history of a former deliverance, that they
learn that

it

enjoyedr

On

be the same with that which they formerl
this account he wished to place it, as it wen

will

before their eyes
seen.

;

means of this deliverance was nc
had been stated in plain terms,

for the

If this promise

i

might not have produced so deep an impression on thei
minds as by holding out this remarkable example.
This verse contains nc
16. And there shall be a path?
thing new, but explains the former verse. The people woul
perceive the same power of God in the deliverance fro
Babylon as they had perceived in the deliverance from Egypi
He had opened up a way through seas, (Exod. xiv. 29 Pi
Ixxvii. 19,) through untrodden deserts, (Deut. viii. 2, and xxi]
(Josh. iii. 16, 17.) In like manne:
5,) and through Jordan.
Isaiah says, that by an unexpected and astonishing metho
he will again open up a w^ay for his people to go out. Ax
cordingly, what the Lord has once performed let us als
expect for the future and for that purpose let us ponde
the ancient histories. This ought also to direct our thought
to the final deliverance of the Church, by which we shall
be delivered from all troubles and distresses so that, thoug
what we are told about a resurrection and immortal life mai
appear to be incredible, and the means of accomplishing the
are not seen by us, still the Lord will easily find a way.
;

;

;

^

'

And make men go

over dry-shod.

An highway. — Eng.

Ver.

(Heb. in shoes.)

— Eng. Ver.
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CHAPTER XII
And

1.

O

say,

in that day thou shalt
I will praise thee:

Lord,

1.

Et

Cantabo
Tametsi iratus es mihi,

dices in die illo:

tibi lehova,

though thou wast angry with me,

aversus est furor tuus, et consolatus

thine anger is tiurned away, and thou
comfortedst me.
2. Behold, God is my salvation;
for
I will trust, and not be afraid
is my strength
the Lord
and m?/ song ; he also is become my

es

:

me.

Ecce Deus salus mea: confiet non pavebo.
Quoniam fortitudo mea et canticum Deus lehova; factusque est (vel eW^) mihi
2.

dam,

JEHOVAH

salvation.

in salutem.

Therefore with joy shall ye
draw water out of the wells of sal-

3. Haurietis aquas cum gaudio, de
fontibus salvatoris (vel, salutis).

3.

vation.
4. And in that day shall ye say,
Praise the Lord, call upon his name,
declare his doings among the people,
make mention that his name is ex-

lehovse ; invocate nomen ejus ; celebrate in populis opera ejus ; commemorate, quia nomen ejus exaltatum

alted.

est.

Sing unto the Lord ; for he
hath done excellent things: this is

nifica gessit;

4.

et

Canite

quoniam mag-

hoc vulgatum est

per totam terram.
et canta habitatrix
6. Jubila
Sion; quia magnus in medio tui
Sanctus Israel.

in all the earth.

Cry out and shout, thou

6.

dicetis in die ilia:

5. Psallite lehovse,

5.

known

Et

in-

habitant of Zion: for great is the
Holy One of Israel in the midst of
thee.

1.

And

thou shalt say in that day.

Isaiah

now

exhorts

Yet the exhortation has
that the promise may be more fully believed

the godly to thanksgiving.
this object,

all

also
;

for

with that exhortation, that they may be convinced
that it is certain, and may not think that they are deluded
by unfounded hope, when a form of thanksgiving is now given,
and, as it were, j)ut into their mouth and this would not

he

seals it

;

just and solid
same time, he points out the purpose which
the Lord has in view in doing good in his Church. It is,
that the remembrance of his name may be extolled not

have been the
grounds.

At

had not been

case, if there

tlie

;

that he needs our praise, but

We ought
us,

also to consider the

when he condescends

to

it

is

profitable to ourselves.

honour which he bestows upon

make use

of our services for ex-

and spreading the glory of his name, though we are
altogether useless and of no value.
Thou shalt say. He addresses the whole people as if he

tolling
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were addressing one man, because it was their duty
so united as to be one.
We also are taught by tlie sam'
example that we ought to be united together, that there ma^
be one soul and one mouth, (Rom. xv. 6',) if we desire to ha
our prayers and thanksgivings accepted by God.
Though thou wast angry with me. The leading thought
this song is, that God, though he was justly offended at
people, yet was satisfied with inflicting a moderate cliasti
ment, and showed that he was willing to be pacified. T
particle ''ID (Jd^ being sometimes expressive of a cause, so
Lord, because, having hei
render it, / will praise thee,
angry with me, still thou art immediately reconciled ; but as
it sometimes signifies though,^ I have adopted the rendering
which I considered to agree best with this passage.
Believers, therefore, first acknowledge tlieir guilt, and ne
ascribe it to the mercy of God that they have been fre
from their distresses. The words being in the future ten
the following interpretation might also be adopted
" The
temporal chastisement will not prevent thee from having at
length compassion on me, and from giving me ground of jo;
and comfort.'' Whichsoever of these views be taken, t
sentiment ought to be carefully observed for as soon as a
conviction of God's anger seizes our minds, it prompts us t
despa;ir, and if it be not seasonably counteracted, it
speedily overwhelm us. Satan also tempts us by all methods'
and employs every expedient to compel us to despair. W(
ought, therefore, to be fortified by this doctrine, that, thou
we feel the anger of the Lord, we may know that it is a
short duration, (Ps. xxx. 5,) and that we shall be comforted
as soon as he has chastened us.
Wlien we have been relieved from distresses, let us call
remembrance that our punishment is ended, not becau
we have paid to the justice of God what we had deserv*
:

;

^

we

Lowth remarks
Rom. vi.

find in

—

I

Hebrew phrase is exactly the same with wh
But thanks he to God that ye were the slaves

that the
17.

have obeyed from the heart; that is, that whereas, or though
were the slaves of sin; yet ye have now obeyed from the heart the doctrii
on the model of which ye were formed. " For thou wast angry. That
is, whereas thou wast angry, now hast thou forgiven and comforted me.'^
"

sin, hut

— Stock.
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but because tbrougli his fatherly love he
ness.

elect

;

S23arcs our weakThis confession belongs properly to the godly and
for though the chastisements of the godly and ungodly

appear to be the same, yet the reasons of them are exceedingly different.
The wrath of the Lord against the ungodly
perpetual,

and the chastisements which are

on
no alleviation or consolation is promised to them.
But the godly feel
that the wrath of God is of short duration, and encourage
their hearts by hope and confidence for they know that God
will be gracious to them, since he has declared that he
punishes their sins for no other reason than to train tliem
is

them

are forerunners of everlasting destruction

inflicted

:

;

to repentance, that they

may

not perish along with the world.

(1 Cor. xi. 32.)

Though it is proper to
2. Behold, God is my salvation.
behold by faith the salvation of God in the midst of our
afflictions, yet here Isaiah speaks of knowledge derived from
experience for he lays down a form of a joyful song, in which
;

God shows by outward
Church.

Such

is

signs that he

is

pacified towards his

also the import of the phrase n^il, (hinneh^

Behold ; for now the brightness of God's countenance, which
had been hidden for a time, shines forth, so that they can
Since, therefore, our punishpoint to it as with the finger.
ments fill us with dread, and it is impossible for our minds
not to be overclouded by our sins, as if we had no interest
in God's salvation, or as if it were withdrawn from us, the
Prophet describes here a change of feeling, when God is reconciled to us.

coming of

Christ,

But this prediction relates chiefly to the
which first exhibited fully the salvation of

God.

/

will trust

and not

he afraid.

He

adds, that

when we

up for us in God,
this is a solid foundation of full confidence, and the best remedy for allaying fears. But for this we must have trembled, and been uneasy and distressed, and tortured by painare fully convinced that salvation

is

laid

Hence, we conclude, that confidence proceeds
an efiect from its cause. By faith we perceive
that salvation is laid up for us in God, and a calm and peacebut when faith is wanting
ful state of mind arises from it

ful emotions.

from

faith, as

;

400
there can be no peace of conscience.
that

we have made good

been endued

witli

Let us therefore

progress in faith, wlien

Itn

we

ha^

such confidence as the Prophet describe

Besides, this confidence ought to have the chief place in o
all fear and dread
n
and uneasiness, but thai
assurance will at length be victorious. Yet we must kei
in mind what I said, that the Prophet here speaks of t s
cheerfulness which believers, who had formerly been almost
overwhelmed under the load of temptations, obtain, when G

hearts, (Col.

that

we

iii.

15,) so as to

are free from

banish

;

all distress

reconciled to them.

is

i

Lord JEHOVAH is my strength. He states m
and more expressly that believers will have good
reason to sing, because they will have known by experience

For

the

clearly

that they are strong in their God, as indeed redemption

an

illustrious display of the

power of God.

wM

Since Isaiah does

not describe the benefit of a single day, but that which Go^
to carry forward till the coming of Chrij

had determined
it

follows that there are

none who sincerely and heartily

sii

the praises of God, but those who, convinced of their wea

from God alone in answer
he here called a part or an aid of our strengt
but our complete strength ; for we are strong, so far as
supplies us with strength.
And my song. The reason why he is called The song
the godly is, that he bestows on them so much kindness ft
the purpose of exciting them to perform the duty of than
fulness.
Hence we conclude that the beginning of JQ
springs from the favour of God, and that the end of it
the sacrifice of praise.
Hos. xiv. 2 Heb. xiii. IS
(Ps. 1. 23
Thus, the hearts of the godly ought to be trained to patiencj
that they may not cease to bless God but in a state of j
and prosperity their mouth is opened, so that they loud
proclaim God's benefits. But since the ungodly freely
dulge in despising God, and, having laid their conscienc
ness, seek to obtain strength

prayer.

Nor

is

]

;

;

;

ii

drunken mirth, and never awak
Wo to yo
that laugh, for ye shall mourn; your joy shall be turned into
grief and your laughter into gnashing of teeth. (Luke vi. 25,
asleep, riot like brutes in

to praise God,

Christ justly curses their joy.
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And

he hath become

my

salvation}

If

it

to take this clause in the past tense, the

that believers sing joyfully, because

But
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be thought better

meaning

will be,

God hath saved

them.

be most appropriate to take it in the future
tense, and he will become my salvation ; that is, God not
only hath been salvation to his people, but will be so to the
end; for believers ought not to confine their attention to
it

will

the present benefit, but to extend their hope to the uninterrupted progress of his favour.
3.

firms

You

shall

draw waters with joy.

what we have already

In this verse he con-

noticed, that this chapter

may

be regarded as a seal to confirm the promise which he gave
about the redemption of his people. As if he had said, " The
salvation of God hath been set before you, as if it were a
constant running /oim^am, from which you can draw waters
in abundance.''
This is a very beautiful metaphor for in
this life nothing is more necessary than water, so that there
is no kind of scarcity that gives us more uneasiness or more
distress than a scarcity of water. Thus, by a figure of speech,
in which a part is taken for the whole, he declares that everything necessary for supporting life flows to us from the undeserved goodness of God. And since we are empty and
destitute of everything good, he appropriately compares the
;

mercy of God to a fountain, which satisfies those who are
thirsty and dry, refreshes those who are parched with heat,
and revives those who are worn out with fatigue.
From the fountains of the Saviour!^ This word is more
appropriate to this passage than if he had said,
from the
fountains of God ;" for it yields more consolation when we
know that he is the author of our salvation, and therefore
the Prophet has skilfully adapted this term to the situation
in which it is placed.
Now, if this promise includes the
^^

whole of Christ's reign, we ought constantly to apply it to
our use. Let us therefore know that the goodness of God is
held out to us, that we may be satisfied with it for we ought
to be like a dry and thirsty land, as the Psalmist says, (Ps.
This
-cxliii. 6,) that we may desire the waters of the Lord.
;

1

'

VOL.

I.

—

Eng. Ver.
also is become my salvation.
In the margin he adds, " or, of salvation."

He

,

2 C
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is wonderful and beyond what could
been believed, that he does not suffer us to burn with unsatisfied desire, but presents a fountain from which we may
draw abundantly. That fountain is Christ, in whom all
God's benefits are imparted to us for out of his fulness, as
John says, we all draw. (John i. 16.) It remains, therefore
that whenever we feel our want we go directly to him.
He now exhorts the;
4. And in that day shall ye say.
not only to sing praise and give thanks to God individually,
but to excite others to do the same. As he had formerly
said, Many people shall go and say, Come ye, and let us

goodness of God

;

i

go up

mountain of the Lord, (Is. ii. 3,) that is, exby mutual exhortation to embrace the pure

into the

citing each other

worship of God so after having enjoined them individually
to be thankful to God, he now also commands them mutually
He means that they
to excite each other to thanksgiving.
;

ought to speak not to one, but to
only, but during their whole life.
Call

upon

his

name}

He now

all,

and not at one

tir

1

gives a short description

of

the manner in which praise is properly rendered to God,
when he enjoins us to call upon him, that we may not glory
Hence also, by taking a
in any other.
(Jer. ix. 23, 24.)
part for the w^hole,

(o-we/^rSop^tArco?,)

Scripture frequently de-

whole of worship under the designation oi calling
upon God. In this way we show that our confidence is
placed in God and this is also what he chiefly demand,
from us. In like manner, I think that here the Prophet co|
nects calling upon God with praises, in order to include ti
whole of the worship of God.
Make known his works among the peoples? He mean
that the work of this deliverance will be so excellent, thj
it ought to be proclaimed, not in one corner only, but througl
out the whole world.
He wished, indeed, that it should \
first made known to the Jews, but that it should afterwan
spread abroad to all men. This exhortation, by which th
Jews testified their gratitude, might be regarded as a fori
runner of the preaching of the gospel, which afterwards
scribes the

;

i

^

2

Call

upon

his

name,

(or,

Proclaim

his

Declare his doings among the people.

name.)

—-Eng.

—Eng.

Ver.

Ver.
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the Jews proclaimed

among

the Modes and Persians, and other neighbouring nations, the
favour which had been showed to them, so, when Christ was

manifested, they ought to have been heralds to sound aloud
the name of God through every country in the world. Hence
it is

evident what

among

is

the desire which ought to be cherished

It is, that the goodness of God may
be ynade known to all, that all may join in the same worship
of God. We ought especially to be inflamed with this desire,
after having been delivered from some alarming danger, and
all

most of

the godly.

all after

having been delivered from the tyranny of

the devil and from everlasting death.
5. Sing unto the Lord.
He continues his exhortation,
showing what is the feeling from which this thanksgiving
ought to proceed for he shows that it is our duty to proclaim the goodness of God to every nation. While we exhort
and encourage others, we must not at the same time sit
down in indolence, but it is proper that we set an example
before others for nothing can be more absurd than to see
lazy and slothful men who are exciting other men to praise
;

;

God.

For he hath done glorious things. When he asserts that
God hath done gloriously, he means that there is abundant
ground for singing. The Lord does not wish that his praises
should be proclaimed without any reason, but holds out a

when he frees
from very hard bondage. We have said that this
song is not limited to a short period, but, on the contrary,
extends to the whole of Christ's reign. This work therefore

very rich and very abundant subject of praise,
his people

is

truly glorious, that

God

sent his

Son

to reconcile us to

and to destroy the dominion of
death and the devil. (Heb. ii. 14.) H, therefore, we consider
the work of our deliverance as we ought to do, we shall have
very abundant ground for praising God.
himself, (John

And
When

this

iii.

16, 17,)

hath been

made known

through

all

the earth.

he says that this hath been made known, he glances at
the calling of the Gentiles, and confirms what has been
already stated, that the work is such as ought not to be concealed in a corner, but to be everywhere proclaimed.

.
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6.

sing.

in tlie Lord, at the

He
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again exhorts the godly to

XII.

6l

rejoic<

same time reminding them what is th
and on what it is founded. We have no

nature of true joy,
other happiness than to have

God dwelling

in the midst

oj

But for this, our life would be wretched and unhappy
though we should have abundance of other blessings and o1
every kind of riches. Now, if our heart be set on our trea^
us.

sure, (Matt.

vi.

21,) this

happiness will attract

all

our feelings

The Holy One of Israel. He calls him the Holy One, in
order to inform us what he intends to prove himself to be t<
that is, that not only his maus, while he dwells with us
jesty may fill our minds with reverence towards him, for
would at the same time overwhelm us with terror but thai
he may vouchsafe to make us the objects of his peculiai
He calli
care, though separated from the rest of the world.
him the Holy One, from the efiect produced for, by gather
ing us to himself, (Eph. i. 10,) and saving us by his grace, h<
may be said to sanctify us to be his own property. Accord;

;

;

ingly, if
fill

he

God

is

with

us,

the conviction of his presence wil

us with inconceivable joy.
is

By

absent,

we continue

to

Hence

it

follows that,

whei

be exposed to grief and sadness

the words, Shout and sing, he means that

when

Go^

magnifies his power in the midst of us, he gives us occasioi
Again, by directly addressing the in
for no ordinaiy joy.
habitants ofZion, he intimates that

are not capable of

all

s(

great a blessing, and at the same time indirectly exhort
them to maintain unity of faith, that, by being united to th

Church,

we may partake

of this blessed joy.

CHAPTER
The burden of Babylon, which
1
Isaiah the son of Amoz did see.
2. Lift ye up a banner upon the
high mountain, exalt the voice unto
them, shake the hand, that they may
go into the gates of the nobles.
have commanded my sanctified ones, I have also called my
mighty ones for mine anger, even
3.

I

them that

rejoice in

my

XIII.

Onus Babylonis, quod vidit Is
Amoz.
2. Super montem excelsum levat^
signum attollite vocem ad eos agi
tate manum, ut ingrediantur portal
1.

aias, fihus

;

;

munificorum.
3.

Ego

prsecepi sanctificatis meis

adeoque vocavi fortes meos ad
meam, Isetantes gloria mea.

iranq

highness.

'

;;

:
;;

:
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4. The noise of a multitude in the
mountains, Uke as of a great people
a tumultuous noise of the kingdoms
of nations gathered together
the
Lord of hosts mustereth the host of
the battle.
5. They come from a far country,
from the end of heaven, even the
Lord, and the weapons of his indignation, to destroy the whole land.
6. Howl ye; for the day of the
Lord is at hand it shall come as a
destruction from the Almighty.
:

;
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Vox

4.

multitudinis in montibus
populi multi.
"Vox sonitus

instar

regnorum, gentium congregatarum
lehova exercituum recenset exerci-

tum

belli.

Venientes e terra longinqua,

5.

ab extremo coelorum, lehova et vasa
furoris ejus, ad vastandam univer-

sam terram.
Ululate; quoniam propinquus
; quasi vastitas a ro-

6.

est dies lehovae

busto

(vel,

a vastatore robusto)

ve-

niet.
7.

faint,

Therefore shall all hands be
and every man's heart shall

melt

Propterea omnes manus dissolomne cor hominis lique-

'fiet.

And

they shall be afraid pangs
and sorrows shall take hold of them
they shall be in pain as a woman
that travaileth they shall be amazed one at another their faces shall
be as flames.
9. Behold, the day of the Lord
Cometh, cruel both with wrath and
fierce anger, to lay the land desolate
and he shall destroy the sinners
thereof out of it.
10. For the stars of heaven, and
the constellations thereof, shall not
give their light: the sun shall be
darkened in his going forth, and the
moon shall not cause her light to
8.

7.

ventur, et
8.

:

:

;

Et terrebuntur

dolores apprehendent
rientis dolebunt

;

;
;

angustise et
instar partu-

quisque ad proxi-

mum

suum obstupescet
marum, facies eorum.

;

facies flam-

9. Ecce dies lehovje veniet ssevus
et indignatio, et sestus irse, ut redi-

gat terram in solitudinem, et sceleratos ejus deleat ex ea.
10. Itaque stellse coelorum et sidera non expandent lumen suum
obtenebratus erit Sol in egressu suo,
et Luna non emittet fulgorem suum.

shine.

And

I will punish the world
and the wicked for
their iniquity ; and I will cause the
arrogancy of the proud to cease, and
will lay low the haughtiness of the
11.

for their evil,

11.

Et

visitabo super

orbem ma-

litiam, et super impios iniquitatem

eorum;

et cessare faciam arrogantiam superborum, et altitudinem
tyrannorum dejiciam.

terrible.

12. I will make a man more precious than fine gold; even a man

em

than the golden wedge of Ophir.
13. Therefore I will shake the
heavens, and the earth shall remove
out of her place, in the wrath of the
Lord of hosts, and in the day of his

sestus irse ejus.

reddam mortalauro puro, et hominem massa
auri ex Ophir.
13. Propterea concutiam coelos,
et movebitur terra loco suo, in indignatione lehovae exercituum, et in die
12. Pretiosiorem

fierce anger.

And it shall be as the chased
and as a sheep that no man
taketh up
they shall every man
turn to his own people, and flee every

14. Eritque quasi

14.

roe,

:

one into his own land.
15. Every one that is found shall

ad

damula impulsa,

quam nemo colligit
populum suum respiciet,

et ovis

;

quisque
et quis-

que ad terram suam confugiet.
15.

Quisque deprehensus

fuerit

;;

:
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be thrust through and every one
that is joined unto tJiem shall fall by
the sword.
16. Their children also shall be
dashed to pieces before their eyes
their houses shall be spoiled, and
their wives ravished.
17. Behold, I will stir up the
Medes against them, which shall not
regard silver and as for gold, they
shall not delight in it.
18. Their bows also shall dash the
young men to pieces and they shall
have no pity on the fruit of the
womb ; their eye shall not spare
;

;

;
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confodietur ; et omnis
cadet in gladio.

aggregati

16. Parvuli eorum allidentur c<l
ram ipsis, diripientur domus ipsoruuj
et uxores eorum violabuntur.

17. Ecce, ego contra vos suscit<
Medos, qui de argento non cogita
bunt, nee aurum ipsum appetent
18. Et arcubus pueros alliden^
fructus ventris non miserebuntui
nee parcet filiis oculus eorum.

children.
19. And Babylon, the glory of
kingdoms, the beauty of the Chaldees' excellency, shall be as vvhen God
overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah.
20. It shall never be inhabited,
neither shall it be dwelt in from

neither
generation to generation
Arabian pitch tent there
neither shall the shepherds make
their fold there
21. But wild beasts of the desert
shall lie there ; and their houses
shall be full of doleful creatures and
owls shall dwell there, and satyrs
:

shall the

;

shall

Et

erit

Babel, decor regnorutl
splendoris Chaldt

omamentum

orum, instar subversionis Dei in Si
doma et Gomorrha.
20. Nunquam amplius sedebii
neque habitabit in generationem e
generationem neque figet illic ta
bemaculum Arabs, neque pastore
illic accubare facient gregem.
;

21.

Sed

ibi

cubabunt Ziim,

mus eorum implebunt Ohim
habitabunt

filise

et
;

Struthionis, et

do
illid
illi(

Satyri saltabunt.

dance there.

And

the wild beasts of the
cry in their desolate
houses, and dragons in their pleasant
and her time is near to
palaces
come, and her days shall not be prolonged.
22.

19.

et

islands shall

;

22.

Et clamabunt lim

in

magni

fedibus eorum, et dracones ii
palatiis voluptuosis ; ac tempus qui
dera ejus prope est, neque protra
ficis

hentur dies

ejus.

From tliis chapter down to th<
1. The burden of Babylon.
twenty- fourth, the Prophet foretells what dreadful and shock
ing calamities awaited the Gentiles and those countries
which

w^ere best

known

to the Jews, either

on account o

their being contiguous to them, or on account of the trangac

commerce and alliances and he does so not withou
weighty reasons. When various changes are taking place
some think that God sports with the affairs of men, anc

tions of

;

others, that everything is directed

by the blind violence

fortune, as profane history sufficiently testifies

;

o:

very few are

aware that these things are appointed and regulated by the
purpose of God. There is nothing of which it is more diffi-

;;
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men than that the providence of God governs
Many indeed acknowledge it in words, but very

cult to convince
this world.

few have it actually engraven on their heart. "We tremble
and shudder at the very smallest change, and we inquire
into the causes, as if it depended on the decision of meu.
What then shall be done, when the whole world is thrown
into commotion, and the face of affairs is so completely
changed in various places, that it appears as if everything
were going to ruin ?
It was therefore highly useful that Isaiah and other prophets should discourse about calamities of this nature, that
all might understand that those calamities did not take place
but by the secret and wonderful purpose of God. If they
had uttered no prediction on tliose subjects, such a disordered state of affairs might have shaken and disturbed the
minds of the godly but when they knew long beforehand
that this would happen, they had in the event itself a mirror
When Babylon was taken, which
of the providence of God.
they had previously learned from the mouth of the Prophet,
their own experience taught them that the prediction had
not been made in vain, or without solid grounds.
But there was also another reason why the Lord commanded that the destruction of Babylon and other nations
should be foretold.
These predictions were of no advantage
to Babylon or the other nations, and these writings did not
reach them but by this consolation he intended to alleviate
the grief of the godly, that they might not be discouraged,
as if their condition were worse than that of the Gentiles
which they would have had good reason to conclude, if they
had seen them unpunished escape the hand of God. If the
monarchy of Babylon had remained unshaken, the Jews
would not only have thought that it was in vain for them to
worship God, and that his covenant which he had made
with Abraham had not been fulfilled, since it fared better
with strangers and wicked men than with the elect people
but a worse suspicion might have crept into their minds,
that God showed favour to accursed robbers, who gave themselves up to deeds of dishonesty and violence, and despised
Indeed, tliey might soon
all law both human and divine.
;

;

!

1
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to think that

God did
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1.

not care for his people, or

could not assist them, or that everything was directed by
the blind violence of fortune.

Accordingly, that they might

not faint or be thrown into despair, the Prophet meets

them

with the consoling influence of this prediction, showing that
the Babylonians also will be punished.
Besides, the comparison taught them how severe was the
punishment that awaited them, which they had knowingly
willingly brought upon themselves.
For if God pronounces such dreadful threatenings against the unbelieving

and
and

irreligious

much

Gentiles,

who wandered

in darkness,

how

greater will be his rigour and severity against a rebel-

who have intentionally sinned against him
The servant who knoweth his masters will, and doeth it not,
is justly beaten with many stripes.
(Luke xii. 47.) Thus
when God threatened such dreadful punishment against the
blind Gentiles, the Jews, who had been instructed in the
law, might behold as in a mirror what they had deserved.
But the chief design wliich Isaiah had in view in these
predictions was, to point out to the Jews how dear and
lious people

valuable their salvation w^as in the sight of God,

when they

saw that he undertook their cause and revenged the injuries
which had been done to them. He spoke first of the desola
tion and ruin that would befall the kingdom of Judah and
of Israel, because judgment must begin at the house of God,
(1 Pet. iv. 1 7.)

and gives

we read
use.

God

own people,
Whenever therefore
us learn to apply them to our

takes a peculiar care of his

his chief attention to them.

these predictions, let

The Lord does not indeed,

at the present day, foretell

the precise nature of those events which shall befall king-

doms and nations but yet the government of the world,
which he undertook, is not abandoned by him. Whenever
;

therefore

we behold

the destruction of

cities,

the calamities

of nations, and the overturning of kingdoms, let us call those

we may be humbled under
may learn to gather wisdom from the
and may pray for an alleviation of our

predictions to remembrance, that

God's chastisements,
affliction of others,

own

grief.

The burden.

As

to

tlic

word burden, which frequently
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what sense it ought to be unwas generally employed by the prophets of
God, whenever they threatened any afflictive event, in order
to inform the people that no afflictive event happened which
the Lord himself did not lay as a burden on men's shoulders.
The wickedness and obstinacy of the people having conoccurs, I shall state briefly in

derstood.

It

strained the

prophets to preach incessantly about God's

chastisements, the consequence was, that as a matter of or-

dinary jesting they called

a burden ; as

all

the prophecies by the

name

of

evident from Jer. xxiii. 36, where the Lord

is

kindles into fierce indignation, because they not only spoke
of his

word contemptuously, but

This word makes

known

also held

it

to the godly, that the

up to dislike.
Lord appoints

calamities and afflictions, that every one may suffer the
punishment of his own sin.
Which Isaiah the son of Amoz, saw. He expressly states
that what he is about to utter was revealed to him by a
heavenly vision, that the weight which is thus given to it
may render it victorious over all the judgments pronounced
by the flesh. It was difficult to believe that a monarchy so
flourishing, and so prodigiously rich, could be overturned in
any way. Their eyes being dazzled by beholding such vast
power, the Prophet draws away their attention from it to
believe the heavenly revelation, that they may expect by
faith the judgment of God which they could not comprehend
by the unaided exercise of their own minds.
2. Lift ye up a banner upon the high mountain.
The word
mountain contains a metaphor for the discourse relates to
Babylon, which, we know, was situated on a plain but with
a view to its extensive dominion, he has assigned to it an
all

J

;

;

elevated situation, like a fortress set on high above

all

nations.

But perhaps it will be thought better to take the word
mountain as used indefinitely as if he had said, " When a
;

given there will be a vast assemblage from very
distant countries, because all men will be attracted towards
signal

is

by the wide and extensive influence of the sight -," and,
indeed, I consider this opinion to be more probable, but I
chose to mention at first the opinion which had been commonly received. Yet it might be thought absurd that the
it
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Prophet here enjoins the creatures to yield, as it were, o
dience to him, if God had not fortified the Prophet hy
instructions

and authority.

A

private

man

here

comman

the Modes and Persians, assembles armies, orders a ban
to be lifted up, and sounds the trumpet for battle.

This should therefore lead us to consider the majesty
God, in whose name he spoke, and likewise the power a
eificacy which is always joined with the word.
Such mod
of expression are frequently found in the Prophets, tliat, by
placing the events as it were before our eyes, he may enable
us to see that God threatens nothing by his servants which
he is not ready immediately to execute. Isaiah might indeed have threatened in plain and direct terms, " The Pe
sians and Modes will come, and will burst through the gati
of Babylon, notwithstanding the prodigious strength of i

But those exclamations are far more one
only assumes the character of a hera
and proclaims war, but, as if he exercised the highest autho
ity, orders the Modes and Persians to assemble like hire
soldiers.
Not only does he show that they will be ready
the bidding of God, because they are moved by his seen
influence but, having been sent by God to announce tl
ruin of Babylon, he claims for his own voice the accomplis
ment of what appeared to be beyond belief It amounts
this, " When God hath spoken about what shall happen, ¥
ought to entertain no doubt concerning it.'' It deserves o\
notice also, that he describes the Persians and Modes, wit
out mentioning their names for that threatening is mo
emphatic, when he points them out, as it were, with tl
finger, as when we say, " This and that man."
This contu
butes to the certainty of the prophecy, when he points o\
such distant events as if they were at hand.
Shake the hand, that they may enter within the gates of tl
nobles.
When he says. Shake the hand, and they shall ente
he means that the Persians and Medes shall no sooner beg
to advance at the command of God than their road shall I
plain and easy in spite of every obstruction.
Though tl
Hebrews call Princes D**!3''*H (Nedibim,) that is, generoi
and bountifid, on which is also founded that saying of Chri
fortifications.''

getic,

when he not

i

;

1

;

*
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/caXovvrat, they are called

benefactors, (Luke

yet I think that the Prophet draws our attention

power

which the Babylonians gloried.
forces and warlike
armaments, so that it appeared to be incredible that they
could ever be vanquished.
But the Prophet threatens that
nothing shall hinder God from opening up a way and entrance
to the splendour of

in

They were furnished above others with

to the enemies.
3. / have commanded my sanctified ones}
Here the
Prophet introduces the Lord as speaking and issuing his

commands.
that

is,

dash)

those

is

He calls the Modes and Persians sanctified ones,
whom he has prepared. The verb ^Hp {kd-

used in various senses

;

sometimes

for

it

refers to

the spirit of regeneration, and this belongs peculiarly to the
elect of God.
But sometimes it means to wish or prepare,

and that meaning is more appropriate to this passage. All
are created by the Lord are likewise appointed by him

who

a fixed purpose.

for

dom on
all

by

He

does not throw

down men

his secret jDurpose,

and regulates and controls the

lent passions of the reprobate, so as to drive

manner he thinks

ever

fit,

according to his pleasure.
" set apart

ones,

at ran-

the earth, to go wherever they please, but guides

and

He

to

vio-

in what-

check and restrain them

therefore calls

and prepared

them
them

sanctified

to execute his will,''

though

they had no such intention.
ascribe to the secret

and

Hence also we are taught to
judgment of God all violent commotions,

for whatever attempts
be made by wicked men, yet they will accomplish nothing but what the Lord has decreed.
/ have also called my mighty ones. The phrase, / have

this yields wonderful consolation

;

may

conveys more than the phrase, / have commanded,
which he had used in the former clause. It means that they
will be roused to action, not only at the bidding of God, but
by the very sound of his voice as if I were to call a person
to me, and he were immediately to follow.
He threatens,
therefore, that Babylon shall be destroyed by the Medes and
called,

;

My

^
"
appointed ones." K^p (kudash) is to select and set apart for a
work, particularly for one of God's appointment.
See Jer. xxii. 7, and
Zeph. i. 7.—-Stock.
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same manner as if they obeyed the call
though they were prompted to battle by the!
own ambition, pride, and cruelty, yet God directed thei
without knowing it, to execute his judgment.
He adds
4. The noise of a multitude in the mountains.
still more lively representation, (vTrorvTrcocrcv,) that is, a d
scription by which he places the event as it were before oi
eyes. The prophets are not satisfied with speaking, withou
also giving a bold picture of the events themselves.
Wor
uttered plainly, and in the ordinary manner, do not strike
Persians, in the

Grod

;

for

us so powerfully or move our hearts so

much

as those figures

which delineate a lively resemblance of the events. As if
he had said, " Now, indeed, you hear a man speaking, but
know that this voice will be so powerful that at the sound
of it nations shall be roused, peoples shall make a noise, and
in vast crowds shall shout and roar to bring destruction
This proclamation, therefo:
be as efficacious, even after that I am dead, as if y
now saw what I foretell to you."
In this event, therefore, we see how great is the efficai
of the word, which all the creatures both in heaven and
earth obey.
We ought to be more strongly confirmed in th
belief of this doctrine, by perceiving that every one of the
events which had been predicted many centuries before has
taken place. For this reason he declares that the Lord oJ
hosts mustereth the host of the battle, that the various nations
are moved by God's direction, and that, although nothing
was farther from their intention than to inflict tlie punis!
ment which he had appointed, still they do nothing but
cording to his command, as if some earthly general were
the inhabitants of Babylon.
will

draw up his forces.
5. Coming from a distant country.
He repeats and co]
firms more fully what I stated a little before, that the ope
tions of war do not spring up at random from the earth f(
though everything disorderly is vomited out by the passions
of men, yet God rules on high and therefore Isaiah justly
ascribes sovereignty to God. Next, he adds, that armed men
are nothing else than the weapons of his indignation.
He
says that they will come /rom a distant country, to overtu
;

;

I
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monarchy of Babylon, because we are not afraid of danwhen they are close at hand. Babylon was so
strongly fortified, and was surrounded by so many kingdoms
and provinces which were subject to it, that it seemed as if
there were no way by which an enemy could approach.
In
short, as if she had been situated in the clouds, she dreaded
the

gers unless

no danger.

From the end of heaven. There being no

trouble all around

that threatened- them, he gives warning that the calamity
will

come from a

distance.

Though everything appears

be calm and peaceful, and though

we

to

are not at variance

God can bring enemies /rom the end of
no reason, therefore, why we should promise to ourselves a lasting and prosperous condition, though
we are not threatened with any immediate danger. If this
prediction had reached the inhabitants of Babylon, they
would undoubtedly have laughed at it as a fable. Even if
we should suppose that they paid some respect to the Prophet, yet, having so strong a conviction of their safety, they
would have despised those threatenings as idle and groundless.
An example may be easily found. When we preach
at the present day about the Turk, all think that it is a
fable, because they think that he is still at a great distance
from us. But we see how quickly he overtook those who
were at a greater distance and more powerful. So great is
the insensibility of men that they cannot be aroused, unless they are chastised and made to feel the blows.
Let
the inhabitants of ^Babylon, therefore, be a warning to us, to
dread, before it is too late, the threatenings which the prowith our neighbours,

heaven.

There

is

may not happen to us as
happens to those wicked men, who, relying on their prosphets utter, that the same thing
perous condition, are so terrified

when the hand

of

God

at-

tacks and strikes them, that they can no longer stand, but
sink

down

bewildered.

When he puts the whole land
the whole land.
he looks to the extent of the kingdom that
they may not think that the great number of provinces, by
which they were surrounded on all sides, could ward off the
attacks of enemies. But at the same time he intimates that
To destroy

for Babylon,

;
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be no slight calamity aifccting a single spot,
be like a deluge overwhelming a large portion of

will

will

h
tt

world.

Jehovah and the

Modes are

vessels

of his anger}

The Persians

a:

called vessels of anger in a different sense froi

that in which Paul gives that appellation to

all

the repi

by contrasting the vessels of wrath with the vess
ix. 22, 23,) he shows that the undeserve
mercy,
(Rom.
of

bate

for,

;

goodness of God shines in the elect, but that the reprobai
are monuments of severe judgment.
But Isaiah means that
the Modes and Persians may be regarded as darts in
hand of God, that by means of them he may execute

the
his

vengeance.
6.

Howl

ye.

He

continues the same argument, and bi

the inhabitants of Babylon howl.
structioii to

them, as

if

Not that he

he hoped that

it

directs

would be of

ii

ar

advantage, but, in foretelling what shall be their conditio

he emphatically employs this form of direct address.
For the day of the Lord is at hand. He calls it the di
of the Lord, according to the usual custom of Scripture, bi
cause when the Lord delays his judgment, he appears
cease from the discharge of his office, like judges when they
do not ascend the judgment-seat. This mode of expression
deserves notice, for we would gladly subject God to our di
posal, that he might immediately pass sentence against t|
wicked. But he has his own appointed time, and knows i\
seasons when it is proper both to punish the bad and to ai
sist

the good.

j

It shall come as destruction

from

Strong One? I
threatens that the severity of judgment will be such that tl
inhabitants of Babylon will have good reason not only to ct
but to howl ; because God displays his power to waste and
destroy them.
Hl^ (shdddd) signifies to lay waste anc
plunder. From this verb is derived H^, (Shaddai,) one oi
the names of God, which some render Almighty. There is
therefore an elegant allusion to the derivation of the wor
as if he had said, that the inhabitants of Babylon shall lea
1

2

the

Tiie Lord and the weapons of Ms indignation.
From, the Almighty.
Eng. Ver.

—

— Eng. Ver.

—
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own destruction how appropriately God is called
is, strong and powerful to destroy.^

their

^*1^,
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(Shaddai,) that

7. Therefore all hands shall be weakened.
He shows that
the powder of the Lord to destroy the inhabitants of Babylon

they shall have no means of withstandThough they stood high in wealth and in

will be so great, that

ing his anger.

power, yet their hearts would be so faint, and their hands so

weak, that they would have neither disposition nor ability to
resist.

And

thus he indirectly ridicules the cruelty which

boiled in the hearts of the Babylonians

;

for it is in the

power of God to soften hearts, and to crush, loosen, or enfeeble hands or arms, so that suddenly all their courage shall
fall down, and all their strength shall vanish away.
When
the heart quakes, what will be the use of fortifications, or
armies, or wealth, or bulwarks ?
What avails a w^ ell-stocked
w^orkshop without a workman ? We see this every day exemplified in those to whom in other respects the Lord had
communicated large resources. Hence we see how^ vain is
that confidence which we place in outward resources for
they would be of no use to us, if the Lord should strike our
hearts with any alarm.
8. Pangs and so7'rows shall take hold of them.
The word
D***!^^ (tzlrlwi) being ambiguous, the Greek translators render it ambassadors.
But the comparison of a woman that
travaileth, which is added immediately afterwards, sufiiciently proves that it denotes pangs ; for here, as if by a
single word, he explains what he had previously said, that
their hearts shall be melted and their hands shall be weakened ; because, he says, they shall be struck with terror and
dismay. Whence comes this terror ? From God. This kind
of terror, for which there was no apparent cause, the ancients
called a panic f for they gave the name panes to apparitions
and objects of this sort, by which men were terrified, even
;

1

« intJ'O

1^

(shod mishshaddai).

This

for the sake of the alliteration, destruction

who

is

all-powerful to destroy

title

of

from

God

is

here employed

the destroyer,

(y^^) {shddad) as well as

from him

to save."

Rosenmuller,
^ By a happy coincidence, the English word panic conveys exactly the
meaning of the Latin adjective Panicus, which is here said to be derived
from the name of the heathen God Pan, the god of the mountains, cattle,
&iC.— Ed.

)
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there was no outward object that ought to have exIt was not without reason that they did
they erred through gross ignorance, because

cited the terror.
so

;

but

still

they did not understand that

As a woman

it

that travaileth.

proceeded from God.

So

far as relates to the

i

i

habitants of Babylon, there was, indeed, just ground of fear,

when they saw

that they were attacked by valiant and war-

but yet the Prophet threatens that, though
they were able to resist, still they would be like men whc

like nations

;

were half dead, because through the secret operation of Goc
they fainted and fell down. To the same purpose is whal
he adds, Every one shall he amazed at his neighbour ; a^
when men are agitated and stare around them in everj
direction and not only so, but when no hope of safety is i
be seen, they are like men who have lost their senses, a]
abandon themselves to indolence.
Faces of flames their faces} This clause, in which
;

them faces of flames^ expresses still
Some think that
strongly the violence of the terror.

attributes to

notes shame, as
blush

;

but this

if

he had said in a single word. They

is

too feeble.

mo
it

d

-

she

i

Isaiah intended to expre

^

something greater and more dreadful for when we are
agony the face glows, and the pressure of grief makes
burn.
And, indeed, it would be treating the matter tt
lightly, when the calamity was so severe, to interpret the!
words as denoting shame ; for he describes a calamity i
distressing, that, on account of its severity, flames buri
forth from the countenance, which usually happens whe
;

\

men

are agonized

by intense grief

woman denotes not onl
but likewise the suddenness wi
which it seized them. As the calamity would be severe ai
violent, so Isaiah threatens that it will be sudden, and n
without good reason for the inhabitants of Babylon, p:
The comparison

of a travailing

the intensity of the

grief,

;

tected

that

it

by such strong defences, would never have
was possible for any annoyance to reach or

thoug!

distr

them.
1 Their
faces shall be as flames. (Heb. faces of the flames.
" Faces offlames shall he their faces." Stock.

—

—Eng. Vei

i

-

'

;

:>

t

i

7

lP.
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Behold the day of the Lord will come

what he had

cruel.

He repeats

though the
and rely on their

slightly noticed a little before, that

inhabitants of Babylon are

day of the Lord

wealth, the
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now
is

at ease,

at hand, to terrify those

who

are at ease.

Why is the day of
more desirable than
to have God present with us
for his presence alone makes
us truly happy ? I answer, we ought always to consider who
they are that are addressed by the Prophet for it is cusBut a question might here be

the

Lord

raised,

called cruel, since nothing

is

;

;

tomary with the prophets to give various descriptions of God
corresponding to the diversity of the hearers. In like manner, David also declares that God is merciful to the merciful,

and

cruel

and

severe to the ungodly. (Ps. xviii. 25, 26.)

men imagine to be in God but
And therefore the slightest mention

could wicked
severity

?

What

the utmost
of

God

fills

them with terror.
The godly, on the other hand, whenever the name of
God is mentioned, derive the greatest delight and joy from
hearing it so that nothing can be more highly gratifying.
Thus, when the prophets address the godly, as soon as they
have mentioned God, they speak of joy and gladness, because the godly will feel that he is gracious and merciful to
them but when they address the ungodly, they hold out
As
the judgment of God, and speak of grief and mourning.
the godly are cheered by the presence of God, because by
;

;

faith they behold his goodness

;

so the

ungodly are

terrified,

because the testimony of their conscience reproves and convinces

them that he comes

as a severe Judge.

Since even

hypocrites pretend that they eagerly long for the day of the
Lord, and boast that he will assist them, the prophets tear

from them this disguise, and show that to them the day
of the Lord will be dreadful and alarming. (Amos v. 18, 20.)
Isaiah applies the usual description to this prophecy, in
order to show more fully how much we ought to dread the

ofi"

wrath of God for, being by nature slow, or rather stupid,
we would not be powerfully affected if the Lord spoke in
Since, therefore, an unplain terms about his judgments.
adorned style would be too cold, he contrived new modes of
;

VOL.

I.
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by means of them he might shake off o
says, and he shall destroy the siri
ners thereof out of it, he means by sinners not all mei
without distinction, but the ungodly and wicked men whi
expression, that

When he

sluggislmess.

inhabited Babylon.
10. For the stars of heaven.
In order to strike our mind
with a stronger and more distressing fear of the judgment
God, the prophets are accustomed to add to their threaten
ings extravagant modes of speaking, which place the ange
of God, as it were, before their eyes, and affect all our sense^

as

the elements were

if all

And

geance.

now

arising to execute his ven

yet the expressions, though unusually strong

do not go beyond the dreadful nature of what took place
an image of the judgment o
God so alarming that the reality shall not be felt to be mon

for it is impossible to exhibit

and terrible.
The sun, and the moon, and

revolting

the stars are mentioned, be-

cause they are striking proofs of God's fatherly kindnesi

towards

us.

Hence

also Christ

proof of the goodness of

on the

when

evil

and on

God

the good.

shows that

it is

an eminent

that he maketh his sun to risi
(Matt. v. 45.)

Accordingly^

the sun and raoon and stars shine in heaven,

God may

be said to cheer us by his bright and gracious countenanca
Since therefore in the brightness of heaven God shows
cheerful and friendly countenance, as if he might be said to
smile upon us, the darkness which the Prophet describes
conveys the thought, that God, by hiding his face, cast the
men with whom he was angry into the darkness of sorrow.
A similar description is given by the Prophet Joel. The
sun shall he turned into darkness, the moon into blood, before
it comes
the day of Jehovah, great and terrible. (Joel ii. 31.)
have
already
said that this mode of expression is fre
We
quently employed by the prophets, in order to inform us that
everything will tend to our destruction, when God is against
us.
Sometimes indeed God gives tokens of his anger by
n\QSiJiB, oi the stars ; but that is out of the usual course of
events, and the darkness which the Prophet now describes
But we
will not take place till the second coming of Christ.
ought to be satisfied with knowing that all the creatures,

—

*
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whicli by discliarging their duties to us are proofs and instruments of Grod's fatherly kindness, not only cease to be useful
to us, when God arises to judgment, but in some measure are
armed for vengeance.
11. And I will visit upon the world wickedness.
Here the
Prophet does not speak of the whole world ; but as Babylon
was the seat of the most powerful of all monarchies, he gives
to it on that account the name of the world, and he does so
emphatically, (eiJL<f)aTiKw<;,) for Babylon was a kind of world,
because it appeared to occupy nearly the whole earth. And
yet he means that there is nothing in this world so lofty that
God cannot easily seize it with one of his fingers. At the
same time he gives warning that God will punish the cruelty
which was exercised by the Chaldeans. Yet we ought also
to learn that the wickedness and crimes of Babylon are
brought forward, in order to inform us that the Lord will not
be cruel in punishing her so severely, because he inflicts the
punishment which that people deserved on account of their
transgressions and crimes.
Every ground of calumny is
therefore taken away, that we may not think that God delights
in the afflictions of men
for when he thus deals with men
according as they deserve, the mouths of all must he stopped,
(Rom. iii. 1 9,) since the severity of the afflictions does not
proceed from God, but finds its cause in men themselves.
And will cause the arrogancy of the proud to cease. "We
must keep in mind what I have already noticed, that the
Prophet yields no small consolation to the godly by assuring
them that God, though he spares the inhabitants of Babylon
for a time, will at length punish them for their injustice and
cruelty.
He expresses this still more clearly by taking no;

tice of a particular vice,

which they loosed the

namely, pride, in consequence of
and gave unbounded freedom to

reins,

For this reaBut we ought also to

their lawless desires to oppress the wretched.

son also he reproves their tyranny.

draw from

it

a profitable doctrine, that

us to escape punishment from the Lord,

with vain confidence and flatter ourselves.
includes every kind oi pride

;

is

it

impossible for

we are puffed up
The Prophet here

if

whether men think that they

are something, or admire their riches, and despise others in
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Tl

comparison of tliemselves. God cannot endure any arroSeeing therefore, that
gancy, or suffer it to pass unpunished.
among a great variety of other crimes with which Babylo
abounded, this was the greatest and most remarkable, it w
chiefly by their pride that the wrath of God was kindled.

And

will lay low the loftiness

joined, as

he adds

it

usually

;

harm

and

it

of tyrants.

to violence

the loftiness of tyrants

this is followed

sion

is,

;

and cruelty

for

is

;

when men despise

others,

and oppresimpossible for men to abstain from doin
if they do not lay aside all conceit and higli

by deeds of violence and

to others,

Arrogance wa^
and therefor^

estimation of themselves.

injustice

Let us willingly, therefore, bring

down our minds to true humility, if we do not wish to b(
cast down and laid low to our destruction.
12. I will make a man more precious than pure golo
Here he describes in a particular manner how cruel am
is carried on against Babylon
In like manner believers, instructed by these predictions
implore in the spirit of prophecy what is the utmost exertio^

savage will be the war that

that the Persians an(

of the cruelty exercised in wars,

Modes may

tear the infants from their mothers' breasts, an{

dash them against the stones. (Ps. cxxxvii. .9.) The genera
meaning is, that Babylon will not only be destroyed, but wil
be devoted to utter extermination for when he says tha
the life of a man shall be more precious than gold, he assert
that the enemies will be so eager to shed blood, that it wil
be impossible to rescue a man out of their hands at an;
price, because they will choose rather to kill than to accepf
;

a ransom.
It

may be

asked,

Was

this destruction as cruel as Isaia^

For history gives a different accouna
and Daniel himself, who was an eye-witness of this destruci
tion, relates that the city was only taken, for the Modes and
This argument
Persians spared the citizens and inhabitants.
has constrained some commentators to apply allegorically to
all the reprobate what is here related of Babylon
but in dq
ing so they have overstrained the passage, for shortly after
wards (ver. 17) the Prophet names the Modes and Persianj
Besides, those threatenings which will afterwards follow
here describes

it

to

be

?

;

i\

;
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their proper order, against the Edomites, Moabites, the inhabitants of Tyre and of Egypt, and other nations, sufficiently

show that the present discourse

is directed literally against
the Chaldeans, to whom the Prophet assigns the first rank
not that their destruction was as close at hand as that of other
nations, but because none of the enemies of the Church were
more dangerous.

ought to be observed that Isaiah did not utter this pre-

It

monarchy of Nineveh was still flourishing
that he predicted against heathen nations, during the
whole course of his ministry, was collected into one book.
Thus the order of events was not observed, but a similarity
diction while the

but

all

of subject was the reason

How

into one place.

why

comes

all

it

these prophecies were put

that Isaiah takes no notice of

Nineveh, since he afterwards mentions that the Assyrians
alone attacked the Jews, (for the Babylonians lived at peace

with them,) but because he does not relate the history of his
till the twenty-third chapter, but prophesies about
the judgments of God which happened after his death ?

own time

Now, when he
stroyed,

it is

declares that Babylon will be utterly de-

certain that he does not merely describe a single

calamity, but includes the destruction which followed long
afterwards.

After having been subdued by the Persians,
to flourish, and held the name and rank

Babylon continued

of a very celebrated city.

And

although the city Ctesiphon

was founded for the purpose of attracting a portion of its
splendour and wealth, yet the convenience of its situation, the
costly buildings, and the fortifications of the city, rendered
it,

with the exception of royal rank, not inferior to Persis.
after the death of Alexander the Great, when Seleucia

Even
was

built at

the

name and

no great distance,

still

it

could not obliterate

reputation of the ancient

city.

Hence we

conclude that those events which are here foretold cannot be
limited to a single period.
It is not without reason, however, that the Prophet pronounces such fearful threatenings against them, since the
revolution of the empire was the forerunner of the various
calamities which followed afterwards.
Though the people
were not entirely slain, yet as the city was taken by storm,

J
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3.

and by a sudden assault at the hour of midnight, while the
whole court was carousing in drunken revels, it was impossible
but that the Medes and Persians must have slain all that
came in their way. There can be no doubt, therefore, that
there was a great slaughter before the conquerors extended
their protection to the whole of the people as having surrendered at discretion. Who can doubt that this haughty
nation was roughly handled by barbarian conquerors, for in
no other way could it have been reduced to obedience ?
Having been gradually weakened, not long afterwards,
Babylon again changed its master, and, after having been
governed for a short period by Alexander, king of Macedon,
immediately passed under the dominion of Seleucus, who
endeavoured by every method to degrade it till it was completely ruined.

Thus, so long as

God pennitted the

city to

remain in existence, it presented a shameful and revolting
spectacle to the whole world, that the accomplishment of the
prophecy might be more evident and more impressive. Hence
the Prophet Isaiah has good reason for asserting that the
anger of God will not be appeased till that den of robbers be
utterly destroyed.

A mortal and a man.

So far as relates

to the words,

translators render ^)^i^ (enosh) a warlike or eminent

and

some
man,

Um

(addm) an ordinary man. But as the etymology
does not correspond to this view, and as I do not think that
it occurred to the Prophet's mind, I consider it to be rather

we know to have
been customary among the Hebrews. The word T3, {;paZj)
which, in common with other translators, I have rendered
pure gold, is supposed by some to mean a pearl ; but from
a repetition of the same sentiment, such as

many

passages of Scripture

we conclude

that

it is

the purest

and finest gold.
13.

Therefore I will shake the heavens.

This

another

is

which contributes in a similar manner to
heighten the picture. God cannot too earnestly urge this
doctrine, not only to terrify the wicked, but to aiford consofigure of speech

lation to the godly,

who are often distressed when it is well
when everything succeeds to their wish.

with the wicked, and

David acknowledges that this happened

to himself

;

for

he

I

!
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Surely in vain have I purified

my hands in

innocency.

my

(Ps. Ixxiii. 13.)

^

heart,

423

and washed

Properly, therefore,

are these pictures set before our eyes, that they may plainly
declare to us the destruction of the wicked.
Thus it is as if
Isaiah had said, " Though heaven and earth be moved, that

the ungodly
will

take

may be shaken and

destroyed, nevertheless this

They think that they

place.''

are out of all danger,

they have struck their roots so deep that they cannot be rooted out but he shows that they are greatly deceived, for the Lord will move both heaven and earth rather
than not cast them down headlong. Hence it follows that,
though the world present to us a thousand supports both
atid that

;

above and below,

still there will be no permanency but through
the favour of God.
And if this is made known in judgments
of God relating to particular cases, how much more in the

universal judgment, when Christ will ascend his magnificent
judgment-seat, to destroy the ungodly
14.

And

it

shall be as the chased

roe.

He

shows that

auxiliary troops will be of no avail to the Babylonians,

by

and

comparisons he describes the fear which shall seize
the soldiers.
Babylon employed not only her own soldiers,
but likewise foreign and hired soldiers. He says that they
tliese

will all

be like

roes,

which are timorous creatures, and

like

scattered sheep, so that they will neither repair to their

standards or their post, nor preserve any order.
Every one to his own land. Hence it is easily seen that
the Prophet speaks, not only of the natives, or even of the

who had formerly dwelt there, but of foreigners
who had been brought for the protection of the city. We
have formerly said that the hearts of men are in the hand
of God in such a manner that, according to his pleasure,
either those who formerly were timid or cowardly persons
suddenly acquire fresli courage, or those who formerly boasted
strangers

loudly of being bold and daring lose their fierceness

come

and be-

effeminate.

Here
15. Every one that is found shall be thrust through.
he confirms what he had formerly said, that none shall escape
from Babylon, and that all who shall be there shall perish.
Xenophon also relates that, by the command of Cyrus, they

J
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met in the beginning of the nightj
and next day all that had not laid down their arms.^ Bui
we have already said that the prediction extends farther
for that slaughter was only the forerunner of others, fo;
which Babylon was purposely preserved, that it might fr©

slew every one that they

quently be ruined.

And

every one that

Some

sword.

what

I

have done

signifies

to

is

joined

to

them shall fall hy th

translators render this clause differently from
;

because the Hebrew verb
they read

destroy or consume,

shall he destroyed,

and explain

who were already worn

it

HSD
it,

{sdphdU^

Whosoevet

as relating to the old

men

out with age, and could not other

as if he had said, " Not even the men oi
advanced age, who are sinking into the grave, shall b
spared, even though they are half-dead, and appear to be al
ready giving up the ghost.'' But because that is a feeble ii*
terpretation, and the verb HSD (sdphdh) signifies likewise ti
add, I rather agree with Jonathan^ and others, who thin!
that it denotes companies of soldiers, as in taking a city th
soldiers are collected together in the form of a wedge,
ward off the attacks of the enemy. But it will perhaps bi
thought better to understand by it the confederates or allies
who were joined to Babylon, and might be said to be united
in the same body, in order to show more fully the shockin

wise live longer

;

nature of this calamity.
He draw
16. Their children shall he dashed in pieces.
a picture of extreme cruelty.
It is the utmost pitch of fero
city exercised by an invading army, when no age is sparer
infants, whose age makes it impossible for them
defend themselves, are slain. He represents it as still moi
shocking, when he adds, " in the sight 0/ their parents.'' T
the same purpose is what follows about plundering housi

and

i

and ravishing wives;

for these things

enemies have forgotten

all

ha^Dpen

when th

humanity, and are inflamed

T
See Xen. Cyr., book vii., chap. v.
Jarchi quotes the words, to add the drunken to the tliirstt/^ (Deut.
xxix. 19,) add year to year, (Is. xxix. 1,) and add burnt- oferings to
your sacrifices, (Jer. vii. 21 ;) and his annotator Breithaupt translates the
verb nao (saphdh) by a word in his native French, accueillir, which means
to gatlver, or Jlock together.
Ed.
1

2

—

;
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and wish that those whom they have subdued, and
even their very name, should be rooted out.
The Pro1 7. Behold I raise up against them the Medes.
phet, having predicted the destruction of the Babylonians,
cruelty,

describes also the authors, or says that

God

will be

the

and at the same time he explains in what manner,
and by means of whom, it will be accomplished for he says
that he will raise up the Medes, He certainly could not have
conjectured this by human reason, for there were no jealousies
and no quarrels between the Babylonians and the Medes
and if there had been any such, what power did the Medes
at that time possess that they could do the Babylonians any
harm ? Seeing, therefore, that no preparations had been
made for the Medes carrying on war against them, it is very
certain that this was spoken by divine inspiration, and more
especially since he foretold these events more than a hundred
author

;

;

years before they took place.

Who shall not think of silver, nor desire gold} When he
says that they shall not be covetous of silver and gold, he
does not

mean

that the

and covetousness,

Medes were not guilty

of plundering

as if they were so generous that they de-

spised ^o/c? a7id silver

;

but, on the contrary, he

means that

the battle will be cruel and bloody, that they will aim at

For example, the Spaniards
war to
plunder, more readily spare the life of men, and are not so
nothing but a general slaughter.

of the present day,

making

it

their chief object in

Germans or the English, who think, of
nothing but slaying the enemy.
We ought not to think it strange that the Lord, though
he is not cruel, yet makes use of agents who are so cruel, for
he acts righteously even by the agency of wicked men, and
is not stained with their wickedness.
It would therefore be
improper to form our judgment of the work of God from the
bloodthirsty as the

it, for they are prompted either by ambition,
by covetousness, or by cruelty but we ought to consider
God's righteous punishment which the Babylonians deserved

executioners of
or

;

on account of their transgressions.
^

in

Which
it.

shall not regard silver

—Eng. Ver.

;

and

as for gold, they shall not delight
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IS

bows they shall dash in pieces the children.
They think that the languagi
is exaggerated, as if they made use of the children of th(
Babylonians in place of arrows, and afterwards dashed them
to the ground, that they might be broken witli greater vio*
lence. But I choose rather to take a more simple view of th
words, that the cruelty of the Modes will be so great, that
they will not spare even infant children, on whom men d(
not commonly lay hands unless where there is the utmosi
barbarity and, in short, that no allowance will be made fo:
age, as we have formerly said.
But we do not read that the Modes exercised so great
cruelty, and Babylon stood and flourished for a very long
and although the seat of the
period after that calamity
empire was removed from it, still it retained its name an
18.

ivith

Some render

it,

they shall cut.

;

;

reputation.

Besides, after the

dawn

of the following day.

no cruelty was exercised but against those who bore arma
Though it was the Prophet's design to include other judgments of God which awaited the Babylonians, and b^?
which the first calamity was followed long afterwards, yet it
is not improperly or unseasonably that he describes the barbarous manners of the nation, that the Jews may be more
fully aware that a just reward is prepared for the tyranny ol
Babylon.
Nor can it be doubted that it was in reliance on
this promise that believers afterwards presented that prayer^
Blessed is he who shall dash thy little ones against the stones,
(Ps. cxxxvii. 9.)
19. And Babylon, the glory of kingdoms. Here the Prophet
intended to give a brief summary of his prophecy about the
Babylonians, but enlarges it by some additions tending to

show more fully that it will be completely destroyed. In
manner do the prophets speak of the punishment of thet
wicked, so as to leave no room for compassion by which they
may relieve their minds. But the godly, though they may,

this

sometimes think that they are severely chastised, are yet
supported by the confident hope that the Lord Avill have
compassion on them, and will not altogether destroy them.

Hence we may conclude that we ought not always
^

Their hows also shall dash the young men

to pieces.

to

judge

—Eug. Ver.
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from outward appearances for we would often think that
the children of God are ruined when their salvation is at
hand even in the midst of death.
Of Sodom and Gomorrah. This example is frequently employed by the Prophets, in order to inform us that, though the
;

mode of punishment be not the same, yet, since the judgment
God is impartial, that memorable display which he gave
in Sodom (Gen. xix. 24) has a reference to all the reprobate,
and that not less dreadful punishment awaits those who are
hardened by similar obstinacy in their sins. They distinguish
of

between the punishment of the elect people and the punishment of the wicked by this circumstance, that God reserves
some seed for the Israelites, but none for the ungodly, which
agrees with the words which we formerly met with. Unless
the Lord of hosts had left us a seed, we shoidd have been like
Sodom. (Is. i. 9.) But he pursues the wicked with vengeance that cannot be appeased, and therefore he threatens
against them the same destruction which was executed
against the inhabitants of Sodom, that is, utter perdition
without any hope of escape.
Shall be like God's overthrowing.^ He says that it is God's
overthrowing, that we may not think that it happens by
As
chance, or that it has proceeded from the will of men.
it was not at random that the thunderbolt fell from heaven
on Sodom, so it was not at random that Babylon fell down,
but by the righteous vengeance of God, who, being always
and in
like himself, executed righteous judgment on them
like manner will execute the same judgment on all the re;

probate

till

the end.

When Babylon is called
added

and splendid

the glory of kingdoms

sake of amplification, (tt/oo?
av^7](TLv,) in order to inform us, that no glory or splendour
can hinder God from bringing the wicked to nought for
that overturn, having been incredible, aiforded a more rebrightness, this is

for the

;

markable proof of Divine power.
20. It shall never be

^^T),

{thesheb,) shall sit,

»
Shall be as when
Eng. Ver.

God

By the verb

inhabited any more.

he means continuance
overthrew.

;

as if he

had

(Heb. as the over thro whig.)

—
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All th
said, " There is no hope of restoring Babylon."
forms of expression have precisely the same object, that t
Babylonians will be destroyed with such a destruction th

The picture is still furth
their ruin shall be perpetual.
heightened by adding, that the desolation will be so gre
that in that place neither will the Arabians pitch their ten

That place must have beei
when it was disr
garded by those roving tribes for the A rahians were a wa
Ha
dering and unsettled nation, and had no fixed abode.
ing left their native country, because it was barren, and
therefore called Arabia Deserta, (for it is of that country

nor the shepherds their folds.

marvellously forsaken and uncultivated,
;

we

that

speak,) they devoted themselves to feeding flock

and to hunting, and wandered without any fixed residenc
for

which reason

also

the Greeks called them

(skenetai,) dwellers in tents.

Now the

Gicr]vr]ri

country around Babj

Ion was exceedingly fertile before that calamity, which rei

dered this change the more astonishing and almost miraci
either because the place lost its former fertility, c
because the constant slaughter made all men abhor the sigl

lous,

of

Undoubtedly the Prophet means that not only wi

it.

the buildings be thrown down, but the very

soil

wdll I

accursed.

But

21.

the

Ziim

shall lie there}

scription of a desert place,

He

and alludes

continues the

d<

what he had

fo:

to

merly said, that Babylon will be destitute of inhabitantj
In what way D''''!^ (tziim) ought to be translated I cann<
easily say, on account of the diversity in the opinions

who differ in this, as in various names of anima
and herbs. The use of these things did not continue amon
them and the Jews, who are themselves ignorant and ui
skilful, do not retain the knowledge of these things, thoug
there are some of them who know nothing about either herl
or animals, and yet have the impudence to boast of bein

translators,

;

physicians.

name

Of those who think that
some will have it

D*'*'^

(tziim) is the

be a quadrupe
and others, a bird but that is a matter of little importan
For my own part, I have no doubt that the Prophet mea
of a wild animal,

to

;

^

But wild

beasts

of the desert (Heb. Ziitn) shall

lie there.

— Eng. V

—

LP.
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which cannot be tamed, or birds which

build their nests in distant forests.

be amiss to explain what follows about Satyrs
are called by the French, according to the
various dialects of the provinces, sometimes Luittons, sometimes Follets, and sometimes Loups-garouz} As Satan deludes men by various tricks, so he gives to them various names.
It will not

or Pans,

who

used in Scripture for
which means
dryness, or, a desert, as D''''t^ (lyiin) is derived from U^^,
(ayam,) which means to terrify. The Devil performs strange
tricks by means of Fauns and Satyrs, and on that account

It is certain that D*'^^ (tziim) is often

devils

;

and

it

is

derived from

11%

(tziydh,)

names are given to him.
The design of the Prophet is

their

to show that the solitude will
be so great, that not only will the place be deserted by men,
but even the devils will there deceive by their tricks for
;

the devils avail themselves of the tendency of solitary places

produce terror. As enemies and robbers, by sallying forth
from concealed lurking-places, frighten men the more, so
devils take advantage of the night and the darkness, and of
places distant from the view of men, that they may be able

to

to excite greater terror in those

who

are naturally timorous.

A7id lim shall cry? He expresses the same thing as
had been formerly said, and shows how dreadful that change
will be, in order to make it manifest that it proceeds from
the judgment of God, and not from chance.
The picture is
even heightened by adding that this will take place, not in
ordinary buildings, but in delightful palaces? While the
shortness of time which is here laid down refers to the ap22.

1 It is a gratifying proof of the progress of knowledge and of the decay
of superstition, that such words as Hobgoblins, Hob-thrushes, Robin-goodfellows, and even Fairies, answering to the grotesque names which Calvin
has brought from his own vernacular, have grown antiquated, and are not
Howell's definition of
likely to be replaced by terms of modern date.
Loup-garou is a curious record of superstitious belief. " A mankind

Wolfe, such a one as once being flesht on men, and children, will rather
starve than feed on any thing else ; also, one that, possessed with an extream and strange melancholy, beleeves he is turned Wolfe, and as a Wolfe
behaves himselfe," &c. Ed.
^ And the wild beasts
of the islands (Heb. lim) shall cry. Eng. Ver.
^
And hycenas shall cry in their palaces, and jackals in their tdber-

—

naclea of delight.

— Stock.

"
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preaching calamity, it was at the same time necessary th
the hope of believers should be held longer in suspense.

I

have said that Babylon was not so speedily overturned, and
that the
it

Modes did not

inflict

such a calamity upon

could be compared to a desert.

He

it

that

therefore said that

it

would quickly happen, because the beginnings of it wer
soon afterwards seen for the Jews ought to have bei
satisfied with knowing that the punishment had not beei
threatened without good grounds.
And her time is near. The Holy Spirit also keeps in vie^
our ardour and rashness. We would choose that God shouh
immediately execute his judgments, and punish wicked mei
whenever we wish.
But Grod knows what is the prope
time, for which our eagerness does not allow us to wait. Ye
if we would take into consideration his eternity, we shoul
quickly find that by patience we laid the bridle on excessivi
;

haste

;

but as our eagerness can hardly be restrained in an;
God sometimes deals with us gently to sonii

other manner,

extent, by declaring that He will soon come.
Again, let u
not judge of the shortness of time according to our owi
views, but, disregarding the days of this life, let us raise ou:

hearts to heaven.

we

are

made

Especially let us learn to bow, whenevei

to feel,

even in a small degree, the judgments

of God, though he delay their full accomplishment for

t

longer period.

And

her days shall not he prolonged. This second clause
added for confirmation as if he had said that the Lord
hath appointed a day, and that none shall be admitted tOj
is

;

obtain a truce.

CHAPTER

XIV.

1. For the Lord will have mercy
on Jacob, and will yet choose Israel,
and set them in their own land and
the strangers shall be joined with
them, and they shall cleave to the

miserebitur lehova lacob,
icob,
adhuc Israelem, et faciet
eos quiescere super terram suara;
adjungeturque illis advena; sociabuntur, inquam, domui Jacob.

house of Jacob.
2. And the people shall take them,
and bring them to their place ; and
the house of Israel shall possess them

2. Et assument eos populi, inducentque eos in locum suum, possi-

:

1.

Jam

et ehget

II

debitque eos domus Israel in terra

II

:

i

;

:
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and handmaids

them
were

captives,

and they

;

for servants

and they shall take
whose captives they
:
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quorum fuerant

et

;

captivi,

imperabuntque oppressoribus

suis.

shall rule over their

oppressors.

And

3.

it

shall

come

to pass, in

the day that the Lord shall give thee
rest from thy sorrow, and from thy
fear, and from the hard bondage
wherein thou wast made to serve,
4. That thou shalt take up this
proverb against the king of Babylon,
and say. How hath the oppressor
ceased the golden city ceased
5. The Lord hath broken the
staff of the wicked, aTid the sceptre
of the rulers.
6. He who smote the people in
wrath with a continual stroke, he
that ruled the nations in anger, is
persecuted, and none hindereth.
!

!

3. Et erit in die quo tibi requiem
dederit lehova a labore tuo, et a
tremore tuo, et a servitudine dura
quae iraposita fiierat tibi

Tunc sumes dictum hoc super

4.

Regem Babylonis, et dices: Quomodo cessavit exactor ? Cessavit
cupida auri

?

Confregit lehova baculum impiorum, sceptrura dominantium.
5.

Quod

percutiebat populos in
perpetua dominabatur in
iracundia Gentibus ; si quis perse6.

ira plaga

;

quutionem patiebatur, non prohibuit.

7.

The whole earth is at rest, andh

they break forth into singing.
8. Yea, the fir-trees rejoice at
thee, and the cedars of Lebanon,
saying. Since thou art laid down, no
quiet

:

feller is

come up against

as

unto us
11.

we ?

art thou

super

Libani

sunt
ex quo quie-

Isetatae
;

non ascendit succisor contra

visti

become

Infemus subtus commotus est
te, in occursum adventus tui
excitavit tibi mortuos, et omnes du9.

propter

:

ces

like

terrse

brought down to

the grave, and the noise of thy viols
the worm is spread under thee, and
the worms cover thee.
:

suscitavit de soliis suis,

omnes Reges gentium.

Omnes

10.
tibi

loquentur, et dicent

Tu quoque

:

es sicut nos

nobis
is

laudem.

abietes

te, cedri

:

?

Thy pomp

Etiam

8.

nos.

us.

9. Hell from beneath is moved for
thee to meet thee at thy coming it
stirreth up the dead for thee, even
all the chief ones of the earth
it
hath raised up from their thrones
all the kings of the nations.
10. All they shall speak and say
unto thee. Art thou also become

weak

Quievit, tranquilla est omnis

7.

terra, cecinerant

infirmitate affectus

et similis

?

factus

es

?

11. Deposita

est in

sepulchrum

magnificentia tua, et strepitus musi-

corum

instrumentorum

tuorum

subter te stratus est vermis, et operi-

unt te vermiculi.

How art thou
heaven, O Lucifer, son
12.

from
of the mornfallen

down to the
ground, which didst weaken the na-

ing! Iiow art thou cut
tions

12.
cifer

ram

Quomodo

fili

Aurorse

detractus

super Gentes

cecidisti e coelo
?

es,

Quomodo

Lu-

in ter-

sortem projiciens

(yel, dehilitans

gentes)

?

!

Atqui tu dicebas in corde tuo,

13. For thou hast said in thine
heart, I will ascend into heaven, I
will exalt my throne above the stars
of God : I will sit also upon the

in coelum: in supernis
juxta sidera Dei collocabo solium
meum, et sedebo in monte testimonii,

mount of the congregation,

in lateribus Aquilonis.

sides of the north

:

in

the

13.

Ascendam

;;

;

;

I
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14. I will ascend above the heights
of the clouds; I will be like the

most High.
15. Yet thou shalt be brought

down

Ascendam super

14.

um,
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excelsa nubi

et ero similis Altissimo.

Tu

15.

vero in sepulchrum de

to hell, to the sides of the pit.
IG. They that see thee shall narrowly look upon thee, and consider
thee, saijing, Is this the man that

tractus es, ad latera foveae.
16. Videntes te inchnabunt se
Anne hie ea
attente intuebuntur.
vir ille tremefaciens terram, concu

made

tiens

the earth to tremble, that did

shake kingdoms
17. That made the world as a
Avilderness, and destroyed the cities
thereof; that opened not the house
of his prisoners ?
18. All the kings of the nations,
even all of them, lie in glory, every

one

own house
But thou art cast out of thy

in his

19.

:

grave like an abominable branch,
and as the raiment of those that
are slain, thrust through with a
sword, that go down to the stones of
the pit ; as a carcase trodden under

regna

?

17. Posuit orbem quasi desertum
urbes ejus excidit, vinctis suis n<M

aperuit

domum.

18. Omnes Reges gentium, ipa
inquam, omnes jacent cum gloria,
quisque domi suae.
19. Tu autem projectus es
sepulchro tuo, tanquam surculu
detestandus, tanquam vestes int
fectorum, qui gladio csesi sunt, de
scendentes in foveam ; ut cadav
proculcatum.

feet.

Thou

20.

them

shalt not be joined with

thou hast
destroyed thy land, and slain thy
in burial, because

people the seed of evil doers shall
never be renowned.
21. Prepare slaughter for his children for the iniquity of their fathers
that they do not rise, nor possess the
land, nor fill the face of the world
with cities.
22. For I will rise up against
them, saith the Lord of hosts, and
cut ofi" from Babylon the name, and
:

remnant, and son, and nephew, saith

20.

Non

conjunges te

cum

eis

quoniam terram tuai
vastasti, populum tuum occidist
non memorabitur perpetuo seme
sepultura

;

impiorum.
21. Praeparate filiis ejus macti
tionem, in iniquitate patrum suorun
ne consurgant et possideant terran
atque impleant superficiem orl|
urbibus.
22. Nam consurgam super e<
dicit lehova exercituum, et exterra
e Babylone nomen et reliquia
filium et nepotem, dicit lehova.

nabo

the Lord.
23. I will also

make it

a possession

and pools of water
sweep it with the besom

23.

Et ponam eam in possession
aquarum,

for the bittern,

erinacei, et in stagna

and

scopabo eam scopa evacuans,
lehova exercituum.

I will

of destruction, saith the

Lord

of

di<

hosts.

24. The Lord of hosts hath sworn,
saying. Surely as I have thought, so
shall

it

come

to pass

purposed, so shall

;

and as I have

stand
25. That I will break the Assyrian

in

my

land,

it

:

my mountains

and upon

him under

then shall his
yoke depart from off them, and his
burden depart from off their shoultread

ders.

foot

:

24. Juravit lehova exercituu
dicendo
Si non quemadmodum
:

gitavi, sic

factum

est

;

et

quomi

modum

consultavi, ita stabit
25. Ut conteram Assur in te;
mea, et in montibus meis conculcei

eum
et

;

ab eis jugum illiu
ab humero ejus ai

et recedat

onus

feratur.

illius

;

:
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26. This is the purpose that is
purposed upon the whole earth ; and
this is the hand that is stretched out

haec

upon

gentes.

all

the nations.

For the Lord of hosts hath
purposed, and who shall disannul it f
and his hand is stretched out, and
who shall turn it back ?
27.

28. In the year that king Ahaz
died was this burden.
29. Rejoice not thou, whole Palestina, because the rod of him that
smote thee is broken for out of the
serpent's root shall come forth a
cockatrice, and his fruit shall he a
fiery flying serpent.
30. And the first-bom of the poor
shall feed, and the needy shall lie
down in safety ; and I will kill thy
root with famine, and he shall slay
:
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26.

tatum

consilium quod consul-

est super

totam terrain; et

manus extenta super omnes

27. Quoniam lehova exercituum
Manus
decrevit, et quis dissolvet ?
ejus extenta, et quis avertet

Anno quo mortuus

28.

Achaz,

fuit

Ne

cam ?

Rex

est

hoc onus.

uni versa tu Philis^
sit virga
de radice
percutientis te.
colubri nascetur regulus, et fructus
ejus serpens ignitus.
29.

tsea

;

Iseteris

quoniam confracta

Nam

30.

Et pascentur primogeniti pau-

perum, et inopcs secure accubabunt
et fame interire faciam radicera tuam, et reliquias tuas occidet.

thy remnant.

O

31. Howl,
gate; cry,
city;
thou, whole Palestina, art dissolved
for there shall come from the north
a smoke, and none shall he alone in
his appointed times.
32. What shall one then answer
the messengers of the nation ? That
the Lord hath founded Zion, and
the poor of his people shall trust
in it.

31. Ulula porta, clama civitas,
liquefacta es Palestina, uni versa tu.
Quoniam ab Aquilone venit fumus

nee quisquam solus praefixo ejus

die,

32. Quid autem respondebitur
nuntiis gentis ? Nempe quod lehova
fundavit Sion, et in ea fiduciam habebunt pauperes populi ejus.

Lord will have compassion on Jacob. The parhaving various significations, we might take it as
signif3dng But, and might connect this verse with the former
1.

ticle

For
''^

the

(kV)

verse in the following manner:

have compassion on Jacob.

and more appropriate
well as in

many

to

But

But

(or,

yet) the

I consider it to

view the particle

O

(kl),

Lord

will

be better
in this as

other passages, as used for assigning a reawill be, "

God

Babyhe
cannot despise or reject.'" Hence we see that the Prophet
had hitherto endeavoured to soothe the grief of a wretched
people, in order to inform them that they ought to entertain
good hopes in the midst of their afflictions, of which God
would be the avenger. (Ps. xciv. 1.) Here, therefore, as in a
Bapicture, Babylon is contrasted with the Church of God
bylon, I say, elevated to the highest power, which had
son

lon,

;

and thus the meaning

because he

will have

will destroy

compassion on Israel,

whom

;

VOL.
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1

/

plunged the Church into such a miserable and afflicted condition, that it was not probable that she could ever be raised
up again. But the Lord casts down Babylon from her lofty
situation, and thus testifies that he cares for his people, however mean and despicable they may be. It yields very greati
consolation to us to learn that the whole world is governed

by God

for our salvation.

object, that those

may

whom he

All things are directed to thii
has elected may be saved, anc

not be overwhelmed by any changes, however numer-

ous, that shall befall them.

Was

there a period during which Go
Undoubtedly, he always had compassion ; but while the people were distressed by heavy calami-i
for, having their minds previously
ties, it was not perceived
occupied with a view of God's anger, and, judging from out
ward appearances, they could not perceive God's compassion^
Yet the Lord was always like himself, and never laid aside
Thus it is proper to distinguish between th(
his nature.
knowledge which springs from faith and the knowledgi
which springs from experience for when the tokens of God'
anger are visible all around, and when the judgment of th<
flesh leads us to believe that he is angry, his favour is concealed from us but faith raises our hearts above this dark
ness, to behold God in heaven as reconciled towards ua
It will be asked.

had no compassion

?

;

;

;

What

follows

And

is

somewhat more

startling.

again choose Israd
God's election is eternal. He does not choose us as if thi
had never before come into his mind and as we wer
chosen before the foundation of the world, (Eph. i. 4,) so h
never repents of his choice. (Rom. xi. 29.) But w^hen th
Lord chastises his people, this has the appearance of reject
ing them as we learn from the frequent complaints of th<
saints. Lord, why hast thou cast us off ?
(Ps. Ixxiv. 1.)
Wi
will yet choose Israel, or, will

;

;

look at God's rejection or election according to our

and judge of

weak

toward us by the outwarc
(I speak of the knowledge which is derived from
action.
experience, and which is corrected by the light of faith.|
Accordingly, when the Lord calls us, that is, confirms hi
election, he is said to choose us and when he gives evidenc
ness,

his feelings

;
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displeased, he is said to reject us.
The meaning',
" Though the Lord has treated his people so

is,

as if he had rejected them
yet by the actual
event he will at length show and prove that he has adopted
them, by giving abundant evidence of his election, and by
severely,

;

having compassion on them for

We now may

ever.''

what we have already said,
namely, that the chastisements which the godly endure are
widely different from that deadly stroke, however light it
readily conclude

may

be, which is inflicted on the ungodly.
The godly ard
immediately led to consider their election, the confident belief of which cheers their hearts
but the ungodly see no;

thing but darkness, bottomless

on

pits,

and

frightful desolation

Whenever, therefore, the Lord chastises us,
we ought immediately to call to remembrance this distinction, that we may strengthen our hearts by the hope of a
all

sides.

happier condition.

And

shall cause

them

to rest

in their

own

In their

Idnd,

return he holds out an evidence of favour and reconciliation
for to the children of

Abraham

;

the land of Canaan was a

pledge of their adoption.

And
phet

the

stranger shall he joined to them.

foretells the calling of

"Not only

will the

the Gentiles

;

The Prohad said,

as if he

Lord restore them to the possession of thd

land of Canaan, but will enlarge them by a great increase
for he will associate the Gentiles with them, that the two
;

peoples

may become one and

the same body.''

This benefitj

therefore, is not limited to a short period, but extends to the

whole Church, which the Lord promises to place in safety ;
for he speaks, "not of the Church in his own time, but of the
Church which shall be till the kingdom of Christ, and during his kingdom otherwise that addition would have been
;

inappropriate.
2.

And

the 'peoples shall take them.

He means

that the

foreign nations will be willing to become their companions,

and in such a manner that they will not scruple to discharge
the duties of servants. An instance of this was given,
(Ezra i. 6,) when the people were brought back from Babylon
but that was only a slight foretaste of those things
;

—
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which were accomplished by Christ, to whom all these stati
mcnts must be referred. The Lord softened the hearts

(

the nations,
so that

by

who regarded

that people with deadly hatred

their guidance he brought

native country, and bestowed on

But

so far were

them

them back

many

after their return

of the nations from assisting the Jewa
from Babylon, that all the neighbours ear

nestly entered into a league to distress them.

They

to theii

their former liberty

certainly attempted not only to banish

(Ezra

iv. 4.

them from

thi

land of Canaan, but to drive them entirely out of the worl<

These things therefore were done in the kingdom of Christ
whom has been given all power, not only in earth, hut alsi
in heaven, (Matt, xxviii. 18,) and by whom the Gentiles, wh<
formerly had been strangers, were united to the Jews, so
not only to assist them in keeping their inheritance, bu
It
also to submit calmly and willingly to bear the yoke.
with this view that he adds
And the house of Israel shall possess them in the land oftlt^
Lord /or servants and handmaids. The Jews being in somi
sort the first-born (Exod. iv. 22) in the house of God, we wh<
are joined to them appear as if we had assembled und(
their roof; for they go before us, and hold the highest ran
above all the nations, and undoubtedly would still hold \\^
if they did not by their ingratitude deprive themselves
these great privileges.
And yet their ingratitude did no
hinder the Lord from actually performing these things foi
the Apostles, being Jews, subdued foreign nations by th<
word of God, and even those very nations by whom they wen
formerly carried captive, and to whom they had been tribU)
taries, such as the Assyrians, Chaldeans, and Persians, an<
finally, the Roman empire
so that all the nations mighi
justly be called their inheritance, though they did not wisl
to rule over them, but to gain them to God, that they might
acknowledge the same Lord and Prince as themselves.
These statements must therefore be referred to the dominion
and yoke of Christ, to whom the Jews subdued the Gentiles,
not to a government of an outward nature, such as the Jews
to

;

;

9

falsely imagine.
S.

And

it

shall be in that day.

He

adds a confirmation

I

of

II
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weakness

;

for

we

find

his word, especially

contradict

it.

our faith to the

which

all

From

test,

43?

In this way the Lord provides for our
it difficult to render a full belief to

when the

But by

ISAIAH.

this

state of our affairs appears to

method the Lord chooses

when he

still

to

put

promises the salvation of

hope has been taken away.

thy sorrow,

hard bondage.

He

and from thy

tremhling,

and from

thy

confirms what he has said by a variety of

by removing all doubt, we may not cease
on his promises, even when our affairs are desperate.
Yet by the same considerations he at the same time exhorts
the Jews to gratitude, that they may never bury in forgetfulness a work of God so excellent and so worthy of remembrance.
He expressly intended to mention the yoke and
bondage, that the Jews might be fully aware that the Lord
would take away these obstructions whenever he pleased,
and that they could not at all prevent him from immediately
delivering his people, when he thought fit.
We ought also
to apply this to our own use, in the present day, with reference to the wretched bondage and wicked yoke of Antichrist
by w^hich Christians are bound. Though they are confined
and bound by snares and chains in every direction, they
have God for their deliverer, who will quickly remove all
difficulties and every kind of annoyances
and this ought to
be extended to all sorrows, distresses, and afflictions.
4. Then thou shalt take up this saying} .By the term
witty saying, or parable, (for the Hebrew word 7^^ {mdshdl)
denotes " sayings that are weighty and remarkable, and
worthy of being observed,") he shows that the ruin of Babylon will be so great that it will even become a proverb, which
usually happens in great and astonishing events.
How hath the oppressor ceased ? The word How throws it
into tlie form of a question expressive of astonishment and
ridicule.
It might be thought incredible that Babylon, furnished with such abundant wealth and forces, should be
overturned and fall into the hands of the enemy. Justly,
therefore, does he ridicule their foolish and vain confidence,
expressions, that,

to rely

;

'^

That thou shalt take up

Ver.

this

proverb, (or, taunting speech.)

—Eng.

—
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5.'

thought that they
were invincible, and were placed beyond the reach of all

that, being swelled with haughtiness, they

danger.

Yet

may be thought

it

to

be inconsistent with the modesty?

of godly persons to scoff at the misery of others, for they

ought rather to have pitied them. But it is not inconsistent
with compassion, when our zeal is regulated by the justice
of the

judgment of God

human

;

for in that case

feelings compassionate those

who

we may

with,

perish through

and at the same time laugh at their insolencg
and madness. As the Lord scoffs at them, laughing at their
senselessness, so he bids us, through zeal for his glory, mock
at them not that we may be swelled with impudence, but
By this examthat we may praise his goodness and power.

their folly,

;

ple, therefore, we may scoff at the enemies of God, when
they are vanquished or brought down, as we may scoff at
Antichrist, whose power we daily see diminished and grar*

dually falling into decay.

How

hath the city covetous of gold ceased !^ The won
niinni^D, (madhebah,) in this clause, might be rendered golden^
or ornamented with gold ; but as it is connected with the wore

Oppressor or Tyrant,

it

probably denotes covetousness and

which the Babylonians wer*
and state
and wealthy nations, that the greater their abundance, th<
insatiable greediness for gold, to

It is usually the case with great empires

subject.

stronger

is

their greediness to possess more.^

The Lord hath broken the staff of the wicked. He an
swers the question which has just been put for he did not
intend that believers should doubt that it would happen, bui
rather that they shotild be amazed at such wonderful work$
for the question had a tendency to arouse thei
of God
minds to more earnest attention. It is as if he had saic
that it did not happen at random or through the blind violence of fortune that they have not been oppressed by continual bondage, but that it ought to be ascribed to the pro5.

;

;

—

The golden city ceased! Eng. Ver.
nnm», (madhebah,) being a Chaldee word, was probably the epithet
by which that people distinguished their capital, as the Italians say, Floi

2

«

rence the

fair,

Padua the

learned, &c."

Stock.

;

[AP.

XIV.

7, 8.
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idence of God, who hath broken that hard yoke of bondage.
Now, the ungodly are amazed at such works, and remain

bewildered, because they do not see the reason

but the
Let us
therefore learn to admire the works of God, and while we are
amazed at them, let us acknowledge him to be the Author
and let us not think that any of them ought to be lightly
passed over, especially when he displays his power for regodly

know

;

that this ought to be ascribed to God.

deeming

his Church, when by his wonderful power he delieach of us from the bondage of the devil, from the
tyranny of Antichrist, from eternal death. It is no ordinary

"v\ers

work, of which any part ought to be ascribed to the power of
man or to any other cause.

To the staff of the wicked he adds the sceptre of the rulers ;
and by this repetition he means that no imperial power can
support unjust tyranny.
And immediately afterwards he
states more clearly that themonarchy of the Babylonians would
be destroyed, because it was unjust and tyrannical, when he
says (verse 6) that the people had been struck with an incurable stroke^ and that there was no limit to the violence, because they had rioted with impunity in unbounded licentiousThis reminds us that at length

ness.

tyrants,

though he

destruction awaits

Lord

may wink
them

as,

at

we

them

God

learn, befell

and

will not spare

for a time.

The same

Babylon

;

for the

always like himself
Here he shows
7 and 8. They break forth into singing.
how greatly tyrants are hated by the whole world. When
they are dead or ruined, all men break forth into joy, and
express the feelings which they formerly entertained towards
the tyrants, and which they dissembled through fear. Then do
their hatred and spite burst forth, and not only do men make
is righteous, (Ps. xi. 7,)

known their joy, but even

the

is

dumb

creatures, as the Prophet,

sake of amplification, adds the fir-trees and the cedars.
tyranny overturns everything, so when tyranny is done

for the

As

away, everything appears to be restored to

its

original con-

dition.
^

Ver.

With a continued

A

— Lowth.

stroke.

(Heb. a stroke without removing.)

stroke without ivitermission.

— Stock.

With a

— Eng.

stroke unremitted.

—

.
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Since thou art laid down, no feller

is

come

iij)

against

u,

To make

the discourse more energetic, he adds a personifi'

cation, in

which he introduces the trees as speaking and

gratulating themselves that, since the tyrant
will

now stand

phet

gladly and at ease.

is

con<

dead, the

Tlie design of the

Pr

show, that the Heavenly Judge cannot endur

is to

tyrants, who are ahhorred by the whole world.
Hence, we
ought to conclude that, though under the sway of tyrants
unhappy men are silent, and do not venture to open thei:
mouths, yet the Lord listens to their secret groans. Let ui
not wonder therefore that tyrants come to such a dismal end
for God, who is a witness of the injuries which they hav(
inflicted,

must

in the exercise of his justice assist the inno

cent.
9.

Hell

from

As he had

beneath is moved for thee}

formerly attributed gladness to the trees,

so now,

similar figure, he attributes speech to the dead?

He

by

i

arouses

mock at the prid(
The whole passage is ironical, and full o:
keen sarcasm.
At the approach of kings, the peoph
tremble, and come forth to meet and receive them with
pompous display. The Prophet makes a fictitious representation, that when this tyrant shall die and go down to
them, as

it

were, from their graves, to

of this tyrant.

the grave, the dead will go forth to meet and honour him,
but with such honour as he deserves. As if he had said,
" Not only the living, but also the dead will rejoice at his

death.

The dead

also will treat

him

respectfully according

to his deserts.'"
10. All shall speak and say to thee.
These are taunt
with which the dead jeer the tyrant who has joined them, asi
if they asked him what is the reason why he too is dead like

other men.
Struck with the singularity of the event, Isaiab
pretends that they inquire with astonishment about it as

something that could not be believed.
Art thou become like unto us? Tyrants are blinded by;

—

Hell from beneath (or, the grave) is moved for thee.
Eng. Ver.
The dead, Eng. Ver.
The mighty dead. Stock. "Bephaim, the
gigantic spectres.
Ghosts are commonly magnified by vulgar terror to a
statm-e superior to the human."
RosenmiiUer
^

*

^

—

—

.
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i

heir greatness, and do not think that they are mortal, and
even make themselves to be half-gods and adore themselves.
On this account it is made known after their death that they
shared in the condition of all mortals, to which they did not
think that they were liable. It is in this sense that the dead,

not without bitter scorn, reproach him for having become like
unto themselves; for "death alone,'" as the poet says, " acknow^

ledges

how

small are the dimensions of the bodies of men."

David

also,

speaking of princes and their high rank, says, I
; hut you shall die like men, a7idfall

have said, ye are gods
like

one of the

common people. (Ps. Ixxxii. 6, 7.) The bodies
common people, must at length

of princes, like those of the

become corrupted and be devoured by worms, even though
costly and splendid sepulchres be built for them.
11. Thy pomp is laid down in the grave.
He mentions
royal pomp, that this change may be more attentively considered by comparing the latter with the former and he shows
;

pomp

him from being reduced to
the same level with other men.
Under the term musical
instruments, he includes all the luxuries and enjoyments in

that that

could not prevent

which kings are wont to indulge because not only does the
sweetness of music cause them to forget death, but the mad
sound of them drives away all sadness, and in some respects
stupifies the minds of men.
The worm is spread under thee, and the worms cover thee.
In this second clause, the dead say jestingly, "Thou hast
obtained a bed worthy of thee for the worms serve thee for
tapestry or a soft couch, and the worm serves for a splendid
;

;

coverlet.''
In a word, there is here exhibited to us a lively
painting of the foolish confidence of men, who, intoxicated

with their present enjoyments and prosperity, flatter themselves.
This doctrine ought to be carefully pondered for
;

though men be well aware of their condition, and have death
before their eyes, yet overrun by ambition, and soothed by
1
The allusion is obviously to a passage from Juvenal which the
author, on a former occasion {see page 174), quoted at greater length.

—Ed.
Mors
Quantula

sint

sola fatetur,

hominum

corpuseula.

Juven. Sat.

x. 172, 173.
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and even fascinated by empty show, they

pleasures,

forge

themselves.
Isaiah procee
12. How art thou fallen from heaven!
with the discourse which he had formerly begun as personal
ing the dead, and concludes that the tyrant differs in no r
spect from other men, though his object was to lead men
He employs an elegant mbelieve that he was some god.
taphor, by comparing him to Lucifer, and calls him the Sc
of the Dawn ;^ and that on account of his splendour and
The exposibrightness with which he shone above others.
tion of this passage, which some have given, as if it referred
for the context plainly
to Satan, has arisen from ignorance
shows that these statements must be understood in re*
But when paa
ference to the king of the Babylonians.
sages of Scripture are taken up at random, and no attention
is paid to the context, we need not wonder that mistakes of
Yet it was an instance of very
this kind frequently arise.
gross ignorance, to imagine that Lucifer was the king of
But as
devils, and that the Prophet gave him this name.
these inventions have no probability whatever, let us pass
1

;

by them

as useless fables.

Casting the

lot

upon

the nations, or

Translators have mistaken. the

weakening the nations!^

meaning of

this clause,

by

rendering the participle tJ^^in (holesh) passively. Thou art
heco7ne weak, for its signification

from which.it

is

preposition 7^,
it

is active.

derived signifies

(gnctl,)

upon,

is

to cast

here added,

a

But as the verb
lot, and as the

it is

best to take

and disposer of all
or held them as his own

in this meaning, that, as the ruler

he directed them by

countries,

possessions.

And

lot,

yet I do not reject the other meaning,

that he weakened the nations.
13.

These words must be

Yet thou saidst in thy heart.

connected with what goes before. To say means here, according to the custom of the Hebrew language, to resolve in ones
own mind. The Prophet ridicules the pride of the Babylo-

nian monarch, who, relying on his greatness, ventured to
promise to himself uninterrupted success, as if he had the
^

'

—

So7i of the morning.
Eng. Ver.
Which didst weaken the nations.

— Eng. Ver.

—
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ower of determining the events of

liis life.

In him there

is

exhibited to us a mirror of the madness of pride with which

ungodly men are swelled, and which sometimes they even
vomit out. Nor ought we only to behold here the person of
a single tyrant, but the blasphemous rage of all the ungodly,
who form their resolutions as if they could dispose of everything according to their pleasure as their plans are also
beautifully described by James, We shall go into that city,
;

we shall transact business, we shall make gain, though at the
same time they know not what to-morrow shall bring. (James
They do not consider that they are in the hands of
iv. 13.)
God, but believe that they will do everything by their own
ability.

/ will ascend into heaven. In these words, and those which
immediately follow, the boasting is so absurd that it is impossible to believe that they proceeded from the lips of a
mortal man but as the Prophet did not intend to quote the
very words which Nebuchadnezzar employed, let us be satisUndoubtedly, all
fied with examining the subject itself
who claim for themselves more than human nature will allow,
may be said to " attack heaven itself after the manner of the
Hence it follows that whatgiants,'' as the proverb runs.^
;

ever they undertake will be destructive to

them

more espe-

;

one who goes beyond the limits of his calling
provokes the wrath of God against himself by his rashness.
Let every one therefore be satisfied with his lot, and learn
not to aim at anything higher, but, on the contrary, to remain in his own rank in which God has placed him. If God
stretch out his hand, and lift us up higher, we ought to go
cially every

but no one ought to take it on himself, or to strive
from his own choice. And even those who are raised
to a higher rank of honour ought to conduct themselves
humbly and submissively, not with any pretended modesty,
but with minds so thoroughly depressed that nothing can lift

forward
for

;

it

them up.
/ will sit on

the

mountain of

the testimony^

^ For the origin and application of this " proverb," see
Ed.
pel according to John, vol. i. p. 223, n. 1.
^ Upon the mountain
of the congregation, Eng. Ver.

—

on the sides

Com. on the Gos-

—

I
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This plainly shows the reason

why

1-

the Prophei

madness
and what the Prophet means by such figures. He desiro(
By this effrontery
to sit on the mountain of the testimony.
he attem2)tod to make himself equal to God. Though h
reasoned, after the manner of men, that he could obtain
especially accuses the Babylonian tyrant of so great

;

victory over the Jews, yet, reckoning as nothing the assist*

whom he had often heard that they wer«
was as if he had endeavoured to destroy tli
very heavens. For Mount Zion he uses the expression thA
sides of the north, according to the description, Mount Zion
on the sides of the north^ the city of the great King. (Pi
ance of God, by

protected,

it

xlviii. 2.)

He had
This word

formerly called
is

derived from

it

mountain of

the

1^'',

the testimo7i^

(ydgndd), which signifies td

and to be agreed. On this account 11?\
(mogned) signifies both an assembly and an appointed day i
and, in a word, it may relate to time, place, and persona
unite, to assemble,

But here I prefer to view it as a Covenant ; for the Lord
speaking by Moses, calls the Tabernacle ^T^ID, (mogned,) anc

/

meet with you there.
(Exod. xxv. 21, 22, anc
Let us not think, therefore, that it means ai
assembly of men, as when irreligious persons assemble t<
their fairs or festivals, but that the Lord intended to give i
token of his presence, and there to ratify his covenant. Thii
ought to be carefully observed for the blasphemy of th<
wicked king is proved by this, that he attacked heaven itsel:
rather than an earthly place.
1 4. / will ascend above the heights of the clouds? It might
certainly be thought strange that the Prophet thus accuses the
Babylonian monarch, as if he wished to make himself equal
to God, since, as we have said, this thought could scarcely™
enter into the mind of a man without making him absolutely^
says,

will

xxix. 42.)

;

shudder.
^

As

there

is

a seed of religion implanted in us by

" In the outer court, that is, in the part which was chosen for tlie nort
it is said, (Lev. i. 11,) on the side of the altar northward."-^

side; as
Jarchi.

\

2 '* 1 will ascend above the heights
of the thick cloud. My lofty rank
does not permit me to dwell with men.
1 will make for me a small cloud
in the air, and will dwell in it."
Jarchi.

XIV.

"14.

nature, so

we

[AP.
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are constrained, even against our

tertain the belief of

some superior being who

will, to

en-

excells all

things
and no man is so mad as to wish to cast down God
from liis throne for we are instructed by nature that we
ought to worship and adore God. Hence also the Gentiles,
though they were ignorant of God, rendered worship to their
idols
and therefore it may be thought improbable that the
king of Babylon wished to drive out God, and to reign in
;

;

;

heaven.

And

yet the Prophet does not accuse

him

Though

falsely.

the ungodly do not believe that they ought to reign instead
of God, yet, when they exalt themselves more than is proper,
they take away a portion of what belongs to him, and claim
it

for themselves,

him down from
he deceived our
iii.

which
first

Consequently,

5.)

selves than

God

is

the same as

parent
all

if

And what

his throne.

?

Ye

who dare

they wished to pull

when

did Satan say

shall be as gods.
to ascribe

more

(Gen.

to

them-

allows are chargeable with exalting them-

selves against God, as if they declared

war against him

;

for

contempt of God must be there.
also to observe that argument which we lately
noticed, that the tyrant, by assailing the Church, which was
God's holy heritage, might be said intentionally to attack
God. Since, therefore, he profaned the heavenly sanctuary,
the language ought not to be thought exaggerated. Hence
also we obtain a doctrine full of most valuable consolation,
for we are taught that the ungodly exalt themselves against
God whenever they attack his Church. He is not accused
of exalting himself above angels, but of endeavouring to
crush the Church of God.
The worship of God is not now
confined to one place, but is as extensive as the whole world.
Whenever, therefore, men call on the name of God, if any
tyrant rise up to oppress the godly, let us know that he

where pride
We ought

is,

attacks not men, but

God

himself,

who

at length will not

endure to be insulted.

We

shall afterwards

nacherib, of

whom

in

Sen-

Zion, he threatened and reproached God
Let us therefore know that we are under the pro-

and reproached
himself.

meet with a similar example

Isaiah declares that, while he threatened
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a manner, that any one who gives us
for his enemy.
He that hurteth

God

you, says he, hui^teth the apple of mine eye. (Zecli. ii. 8.) He
likewise testifies that he dwells in the midst of the Church,

no one can attack the Church without
and therefore he will avenge the
injuries which the Church endures, though he may permit
her to be afflicted for a time.
(Ps. xlvi. 5,) so that

receiving the

15.

first

But thou

strokes

;

shalt he brought

down

to the grave.

^

He

f^f
merly explained the intention of the king of Babylon, which
was, that he should place his throne above the clouds
but
he now contrasts with it an opposite event, namely, the sides
;

of the pit or ditch, that is, some corner of a sepulchre into
which he shall be thrown. He had formerly said that the
king of Babylon wished to be carried up to Mount Zion, to
the sides of the north, because that was a very lofty situation,
and widely seen. He now uses the word sides in an opposite sense, as if he had said that he would have an abode in
the most contemptible part of a sepulchre, as when one is
thrust into a mean and despicable corner.
In a wide and
large sepulchre they place the dead bodies of honourable men
in the middle but the Prophet means that he will be thrown
into a corner, or into the outer edges.
Thus the Lord from
on high laughs at the pride of the ungodly, so that, when
they shall have swallowed up everything by their covetousness, and shall have burst through the clouds and heaven
VQXL
itself by their effrontery, he will at length expose them to t
mockery of all, after having, in the twinkling of an ey
;

1

overturned their schemes.

They that see thee. The Prophet again, personating
the dead, mocks at that wicked king. It might also bfi
16.

viewed as relating to the living but it is better to apply tl
whole of this discourse to the dead, if we would not rath
refer it to the grave itself, which amounts nearly to the san:
thing.
"We are wont to stretch out our neck when we m©
with anything that is strange, or that deserves our attentio
Thus, when it was thought to be a kind of prodigy that th
;

king,

who

possessed so great power, had died, the Proph

says that the eyes of

all

men were

directed towards him,

i

I

p.

look at

own
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earnestly, as if they scarcely believed their

eyes.

Is this the

kingdoms

?

man

They

the slightest

that
first

made

the earth to tremble, that shook

ask, if

it

be possible that he who, by

expression of his

tremble, should be so quickly

and

will,

made

the

easily laid low.

earth to

Next, he

mentions that this man was eager, but is unable, to destroy
everything, and shows that tyrants, with all their cruelty,
are like clouds, which pour down a sudden shower of rain or
hail, as if they would ""destroy everything, but are scattered
This comparison was also employed by the
in a moment.
good old Athanasius, when some one threatened him with
the rage of the Emperor Julian.

Isaiah shows that this
change proceeds from the hand of God, who, by the slightest
expression of his will, can overturn the whole world.
He expresses the
1 7. He made the world as a wilderness.
cruel and savage disposition of the tyrant, by saying that he
brought desolation on the world, that he overthrew cities, that
he did not release prisoners. It is sometimes the custom of
conquerors to release prisoners, in order to win their hearts
by kindness but tyrant? choose rather to be feared than to
be loved. They think that the only way to reign is to
There is no
strike terror into all by inexorable cruelty.
reason to wonder, therefore, that their end is so wretched
and dismal for it is impossible that the Lord should not,
after having chastised his Church by their cruelty, give
them like for like, and withhold all compassion from those
who failed to exercise compassion to others. He therefore
shows how wretched tyrants are, for they have God for their
enemy, and are hated by men.
He contrasts the king of
18. All the kings of the nations.
;

;

Babylon with other kings, in order to show that, after his
more wretched than all the rest. And
thus by comparison he gives a more enlarged view of the
judgment of God, by which he would avenge the injuries
done to his Church. This passage is the reason why I do
not venture to limit, what Isaiah here foretells about the
king of Babylon, to the person of Nebuchadnezzar alone
because it does not appear from history that he was denied
death, he will be

;

30MMENTAR"

41.8

The Jews,

burial.

indeed, relate that Evil-merodach ga

dug out of

orders that he should be

his grave, because

nobles of the kingdom would not venture to pay

homage

t

to

him, unless there were evidence that his father was dead
but Jerome, though otherwise credulous enough, treats tbu
:

as a fable.

He

i|

therefore describes, not a single man, but a whole

dynasty

;

and, in like manner,

Antichrist,

it

Consequently, as

if in

when

the whole

includes

Scripture speaks of

duration of his reign.

the person of one man, the Prophet

and threatens what
namely this, that they shall not have a
spot of earth to bury them, though formerly they were ininsatiable whirlpools, and could not be satisfied with any
They who have scarcely a foot of earth still
possessions.
retain their right to have a grave, which was also highly
prized by the patriarchs
for it w^as reckoned disgraceful to
fcU
ridicules the pride of all those tyrants,

shall be their end,

;

be deprived of

it.

M

But tkou art

cast out of thy grave like an ahominah
shows that the kings of Babylon will be loaded
with such disgrace, that they will even be cast out of the
sepulchre which they possessed by inheritance, and will exhibit a disgraceful spectacle.
It may be asked, Is it of so
19.

branch.

He

great value in the sight of
that to be deprived of

it

God

to be buried with our fathers,

should be reckoned a punishment

and a curse

?
I answer, he does not here speak of the grave,
were necessary for salvation but it ought justly to
be reckoned disgraceful to be denied burial. And first, w
ought to consider why burial has been so highly valu
among all nations. This undoubtedly arose from the pat
archs, whose bodies the Lord commanded to be buried
the hope of the last resurrection. The carcases of beasts a;
but ours are
cast out, because they are only fit for rotting
laid in the earth, that being kept there, they may await the
th
last day, when they shall rise to enjoy a blessed and imm
tal life in union with the soul.
Various superstitions have arisen as to the interment

as if

it

;

;

I

This has undoubtedly been occasioned by the craftiness of Satan, who usually corrupts and perverts everythin
bodies.

AP. XIV. 19.

i

good and
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he devised innumerable contrivWe need
not wonder that the Jews had a great variety of ceremonies
connected with this subject, and they cannot be blamed on
account of it, for Christ had not yet been revealed, and consequently they had not so clear a revelation of the resurrecBut in our time the case is very different, for we
tion.
plainly see the resurrection in Christ, and, every vail having
now been removed, we behold clear promises which were
more obscure to the Jews. If any one, therefore, were again
to introduce and renew those ancient rites, he would undoubtedly darken the light, and, by putting a vail on Christ
who has been revealed to us, would offer to him a high insult.
Yet it is not useless to pay attention to burial, for it
is the symbol of the last resurrection, which we still look for;
but let there be no superstition and ostentatious display in
funerals, which all godly persons ought to detest.
Now, if any one has been entirely deprived of burial, we
Many of the prophets, martyrs,
mu-st examine the cause.
and holy men have been deprived of it. We hear the Church
bewailing that the dead bodies of the servants of God have
been thrown down to wild beasts and to the fowls of heaven,
and that there is none to bury them, (Ps. Ixxix. 2, 3 ;) and
every day we see the servants of Christ burned, or drowned,
or hanged and yet their death is glorious and blessed in
As the cross of Christ was blessed, so
the sight of God.
crosses, chains, prisons, and deaths, which are endured by
his members, share in the same blessing, and far exceed the
prosperity and trappings and splendour and majesty of kings,
so that, following the example of Paul, they boldly venture
even to glory in them. (Rom. v. 3 2 Cor. xii. 5 Gal. vi. 14.)
But as to those whom the Lord permits to remain unburied, when we see nothing else than a token of his anger,
we must fall back on this statement and others of the same
kind. For example, Jeremiah threatened Jehoiakim with the
burial of an ass, because he deserved to be ranked with
beasts rather than with men, who, even after death, are distinguished from beasts by being buried. Thus it was proper
that the king of Babylon, who had exalted himself above all
at is

useful, for

ances by which he might dazzle the eyes of men.

;

;

VOL.

I.

;

2 F

;

;
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men, should be

cast

down below

will not

all

men, so as even

to be

Isaiah, therefore, foretells that
hat

deprived of ordinary burial.

he
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be buried in his own house, that

chre of his fathers, which came to

him by

is,

in the sep

inheritance

we must not suppose that sepulchres were within housei
:lie
The comparisons which are added express more strongly the
tyrant.
As
hurtful
that
or
to
u
due
which
was
disgrace
less trees are rooted out, so

he shows

the king of Bab;

tliat

among men.
who are slain. They who

Ion does not deserve to have any place

As
the

the

garments of those

field of battle are

fall

i

not buried in the ordinary way, but

and stinking bodies are trodden down, and are
thrown into a ditch along with their rotten garments, that
they may not infect the air with their offensive smell and
no one deigns to touch the very garments defiled by mire
and blood, lest he should be polluted by them. Which of
the kings of Babylon it was that sufiered this we cannot tell
but undoubtedly it was fulfilled.
This is the r
20. For thou hast laid thy land desolate.
son why he says that the king of Babylon did not dese
their bloody

;

He who

burial.

i

has laid the earth desolate does not deserve

tbat the earth shall receive

him.

As

him

into its

the earth supports the living, so

bosom and cover

it

covers the dead,

and keeps them till the coming of Christ. It is therefore a
just punishment of cruelty, when the earth refuses to re^
ceive into her bosom those who have dishonoured her. The]
is added a threatening still more severe, that the Lord w:
on posterity the remainder of the punishment.
The seed of the wicked shall not be continually remembere
There are two ways in which we may explain this claua
either that the remembrance of the seed of the wicked w
also inflict

not be of long duration, or that
guished.

The word

}2/)'^7

it

will

(legnolam)

be altogether

may

exti:

be translated

^ " It is curious that the Welsh language still preserves this meaning
the word beth, a last home ; for it is the appropriate term in that languaj
for a grave."
Stock.

—

is derived from tbv, (gnalam,) to hide, and is define
by the lexicographers to mean " an age, a time hidden from men, eith<
unlimited and eternal or limited." Our author treats it as capable
^

Up^V ignoldm)

meaning either time past or time

to cotne.

—Ed.

;

^HAP.
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future.

we

it

refer

may
it
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refer either to the past or to the
meaning will be, " Al-

to the past, the

though the seed of the wicked be renowned, 07*1^7, (legndlam,)

for a time, yet the remembrance of it will at length pass
away.'' If we refer it to the future, the meaning will be, " God
will extinguish the seed of the wicked, so that it shall never
again be mentioned.''
It usually happens that the Lord

curses the seed of the wicked, as, on the other hand, he blesses
;) and as the righteous shall

the seed of the godly, (Prov. x. 7

be held in perpetual remembrance, (Ps. cxii. 6,) so the

remem-

brance of the wicked must be destroyed and cut off.
(Ps.
xxxiv. 16.)
Though we do not always behold these things
with our eyes, yet there are abundant and clear proofs of the

by which it is fully confirmed.
But we must attend to the reason of this vengeance. The
Lord punishes the pride of wicked men, who wish to spread
their name, and to leave a perpetual remembrance of them
for all irreligious men have this for the object of their labours
and exertions. On the other hand, the Lord blots out their
name and remembrance, which appeared to be inscribed on
lasting records
and the result is, that they are not only deThis happens to all
spised but even abhorred by all men.
fact,

;

tyrants, that though, while they live, they are universally

applauded and

flattered,

their posterity are

yet after they are dead, they and
It is therefore

universally abhorred.

evident that they are detested by God, by

angels,

and by

men.
21.

Prepare slaughter for his

children.

Here Isaiah pro-

phesies more plainly than before against the king of Baby-

He speaks of the whole of his descendants, to whom
he intimates that this destruction extends. We must keep
in mind what we formerly said, that hitherto the Prophet
has spoken not of a single man, but of a whole dynasty and

lon.

;

now he removes all doubt as to the metaphorical language.
The rendering given by the old translation. Prepare his children for
tion

7,

the slaughter, does not agree well

(lamed^ which

is

ought to be translated to or for

We

must see

to

whom

;

for the preposi-

prefixed, evidently shows that

it

the children.

this discourse relates.

It

must be
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understood that reference
pressed, to

is

some servants

made, though not directly e

as officers or executioners, who:

the Lord orders to be in a state o^ preparation for executin,

And who

?
Partly the Modes aa
by whom Babylon was complete!;
overthrown for, as we have formerly said, Babylon was n
He thereentirely destroyed when the Persians subdued it.

his judgments.

were they

Persians, and partly others
;

fore addresses those

whom

the Lord, by his eternal decree-

had appointed to destroy Babylon. This mode of expressio
is more energetic than if h« had merely said that slaugliU
was prepared; for he shows that he not only disposes
wicked men according to his pleasure, but that he has se:
vants at hand to punish their sins.
For the iniquity of their fathers. Wlien he says that
this manner the iniquity of the fathers is punished, it ma;
<

i

at

first

sight appear to be excessively harsh to include th

children along with the fathers in what relates to the

infliq

punishment on them, and still more harsh, that th
punishment due to the fathers should be extended even t
their children and grandchildren.
This inconsistency ma^
easily be avoided if the word pi? (gndvon) be translate
misery ; for it denotes the punishment of sin as well as si]
itself
(Exod. xx. 5, and xxxiv. 7 Deut. v. 9
Jer. xxxi
But as it is frequently stated in Scripture, that Go
18.)
recompenses the sins of the parents into the bosom of th
children, there is no necessity for evading it in this mannei
Nor is this inconsistent with what is said by Ezekiel, Th
tion of

;

;

son shall not bear the iniquity of the father. (Ezek. xviii. 20.
God does not punish any innocent person and this passag
ought not to be understood as if the punishment due to an
;

cestors

were transferred by God

to children

respects deserved no such punishment

;

who

in othe

for the guilt of th

is connected with the guilt of the fathers.
Not t
mention the universal curse of the human race, to which al
are subject from the womb, let us take the example of som
wicked man. When the Lord casts away that man and his'
posterity, we certainly have no right to remonstrate with
him. If his blessing is free and undeserved, we have no right
to constrain him, because he does not bestow it equally o

children
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all.
His grace is free and each of us ought to reflect, that
anything good which we have, does not naturally belong to
us, but, on the contrary, comes from another quarter, and has
proceeded from the undeserved goodness of God. If, therefore, he cast off any one, must not that man's seed also be
;

accursed

When we are destitute of his
And if they are liable to
?

?

but iniquity

more

grace,

what remains

eternal death,

much

punishments for he who has been condemned to undergo capital punishment, deserves much more
to endure imprisonment and scourging.
This ought to be carefully observed. I consider it to be
to temporal

;

is given by those who think that the
temporal punishments on the children of wicked

a childish reply that

Lord

men

inflicts

and who do not look upon
unworthy of God to inflict punishments of this nature
even on innocent persons for God never punishes those who
do not deserve it, and he is by nature inclined to compassion
and how would he spare wicked men if he exercised
his wrath against the innocent?
We ought, therefore, to
it

for the sins of their parents,

as

;

;

hold

it

Hence

who

as a settled point, that all

grace of

God

are destitute of the

are involved in the sentence of eternal death.

follows, that the children of the reprobate,

it

God

the curse of

pursues, are liable to the

whom

same sentence.

Isaiah, therefore, does not speak of innocent children, but of

and unprincipled children, who perhaps even exin consequence of which
they were justly associated with their parents, and subjected
to the same punishment, seeing that they have followed the
same manner of life.

flagitious

ceeded their parents in wickedness

be

It will

ment of

their

said,

own

;

that in that case they suffer the punishsin

and not

of their parents.

This, I ac-

was with their parents that
the rejection began, on account of which they also have been
forsaken and rejected by God.
Their own guilt is not set
aside as if they had been innocent
but, having been involved in the same sins as to reprobation, they are also liable to
the same punishments and miseries.
I am aware that this

knowledge,

is

partly true

;

but

it

;

solution does not satisfy those who never cease to quarrel
with God butlgive myself little concern about them, provided
;

I
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that I satisfy godly persons and those

disputing

;

and

these, I

with this reply, which

That they

Some

render

may
it,

earth
of

all,

;

the face of the

may

not

fill

as if the Prophet

are enemies of the

who

trust, will

are not fond

be well

<

satisfie

true.

is
fill

that they

with enemies;

men

not

hope and

CHAP. XIV. 2
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human

world with

citie

the face of the eart

meant that

all

race, or rather of the

wick
whol

and, therefore, that the Lord provides for the safet

when he takes them out

of the midst

;

for the eart

by them as by thorns and brien
But this signification appears to express something more
for the earth receives us into her bosom, if we do our duty
and if we be despisers of God, the earth, even against he
will, nourishes and supports us as enemies.
But I would rather follow another signification, which
more commonly received. I think that the Prophet int:
mates that wicked men have a numerous progeny, and tha
they surpass others both in numbers and in display, whic
we also see taking place every day, and which has originate
the proverb, that " a bad reed grows quickly.'" The Pn
phet, therefore, insinuates, that wicked men would fill tli
whole earth not only with men, but also with towns, if the
Lord did not beforehand perceive and guard against this_
evil, and diminish their number.
When we everywhere S(
a vast multitude of wicked men, by whom the earth is almo
overwhelmed, it is what we richly deserve but the Loi
never deals so harshly with us as not to leave some remnai
of good seed, however small, and likewise to reserve soim
corners of the earth in which godly men shall have a littl
breathing.
And if the Lord did not cut ofi" a large proper
tion of wicked men, the earth would undoubtedly be sooi
overwhelmed by them.
This confirms what we have already said, that the childrei
w^ould otherwise be choked

:

;

of the Babylonians

here the cause
with

cities.

is

who were

slain

assigned, that they

were not innocent, fo

may

It follows, therefore, that

not

fill

the eartl

they were wicked,

and are taken away by a righteous judgment, that provision
may be made for the salvation of men, and that the Lord
cannot be accused of harshness and crueltv.
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The Lord now

de-

do what he had formerly, by the Prophet,
commanded others to do. Both statements ought to be ob-

he

clares that

will

when wicked men are
may employ the agency of men in exehis judgments.
He formerly addressed them, saying,

served, that

it

is

the work of God,

ruined, though he

cuting

Prepare.

(Ver. 21.)

This should lead us to observe not

only the power of God, but likewise the. efficacy of prophecy,
in consequence of

which the prophets, by the appointment

command all nations to do this or that and next,
men are so far from being able to hinder the accom-

of God,
that

;

plishment that they are even constrained to yield obedience
to God.
As we usually rely on men, and, by neglecting God,
attribute to them the power of doing everything, we ought
to hold

by

this principle, that since

God

by means of

acts

them, he is, strictly speaking, the Author of the work, and that
they are only servants or instruments. This is clearly enough
shown by the connexion of what immediately follows.
I

have thought

it

best to view the particle

)

(vau) as

meaning for. He assigns the reason why he enjoins the
Medes and others to prepare destruction to the Babylonians,
For I will rise up against them. This mode of expression,
by which the Lord says that he riseth up, is sufficiently
common. By means of it, the Prophet accommodates himour capacity, for the majesty of God
we cannot conceive of it. We think that

self to

unoccupied, so long as he winks at
says that he riseth up,
fests it

by some

when he

men

;

exerts his

is

so high that

God

is idle and
and therefore he
power, and mani-

visible act.

Saith the Lord of hosts. This title serves to confirm the
statement as if he had said that he did not, without good
grounds, claim the government over the nations ; for God
;

Since, therefore, he
all armies by his own hand.
has been appointed to make known the purpose of God, it
belongs to him to command men, that they may yield obedience to him. By the words saith the Lord, which he twice
repeats in this verse, he affirms that he utters nothing but

governs

what has been commanded by God, that
carry greater weight.

this

prophecy

may
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And

I

will cut off

son and grandson.

from Babylon
It
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the

2i

name and remnant

has been often enough mention

before, that this destruction did not overtake

after the death of Alexander the Great.

By

Babylon

the phrase

ti
so'

and grandsons, he means not only the posterity but the
membrance, which wicked men are so desirous to obtain,

may

order that they

be ai^plauded for

many

ages after their

This also the Lord took away from Babylon, that n
remembrance of it might remain, but what was accompani
death.

by dishonour and reproach.

And I will make it to he a possession of the hedgehoi
again confirms the same things which he formerly pn

23.

He

dieted, namely, that henceforth

men, but

it

will not

will resemble a hideous

H^p

be a habitation o

cavern, in which wild

is rendered by some
and by others a hedgehog. From
the connexion of the passage, it is probable that the Prophet
spoke of an animal that is found near the water for
afterwards mentions pools of water.
This applies strictly t^
the situation of the place, for though Babylon did not lie in
a marsh, yet it lay in a moist place, the country around it
being watered on one side by the Euphrates, and on the
other by the Tigris.
Hence the Lord threatens to bring a
deluge upon it.^
24. The Lord of hosts hath sworn.
For more full co
firmation an oath was necessary.
There is nothing of whic
it is more difficult to convince us than that wicked men will
immediately be ruined, when we see them flourishing, ani
furnished with all means of defence, and seemingly plac
out of danger, and free from all fear.
We are therefo
stunned by beholding them, and are dazzled by their brigh
ness, so that we can scarcely believe God when he foretel
their ruin and destruction.
On this account he employs
oath, that he may leave no room for doubt.
Hence we lea
how great is his forbearance towards us, when he aids o

beasts

shall lurk.

beaver,

by some a

(kippod)

tortoise,

;

^

For

the bittern.

shall dwell in

it.

—

—Eng. Ver.

dltrn Ka.Toix.i7v Ix'^oug, so

Sept.

that

hedgeho

—

2 And I will make it an inheritance
for the porcupine. Lowth.
" The porcupine, which grows to a great size in the islands at the mouth
of the Euphrates, as Strabo remarks, h. 16'."- IxosenmiiUer.

—

u
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tweakness by applying
thave

me

been

satisfied

this remedy, for otherwise he might
with simply declaring it. This tends to

consolation of the godly, as

we

shall afterwards see.

(Is. xxii. 14.)

If it hath not been as I thought. The elliptical form of
an oath which he employs must be well known, for it occurs
frequently in Scripture.
The Lord purposely used this
guarded language, that we might not be too free in the use
oaths, which burst from us daringly and at random.
He
^^uppresses the greater part of the oath. " If I shall not do
what I have decreed, let men think that I am a liar, and let
them not think that I am God ;" or something of this kind
(which we shudder to express) is left to be supplied. Men
ought, therefore, to lay a bridle on themselves, so as not to
break out at random into imprecations, or to pronounce
shocking curses against themselves
but let them learn
from this to restrain their insolence.
25. That I may bruise the Assyrian in my land.
Some
think that this relates to Sennacherib's army, which the
hand of God destroyed by means of an angel, when he besieged Jerusalem.
Is. xxxvii. S6.)
If
(2 Kings xix. 35
this interpretation be preferred, the meaning will be, that
the Lord will shortly give some evidence of that destruction
which he has threatened against the Babylonians. Those
who heard these predictions might have brought this objec" Of what avail will it be to us that Babylon is
tion
Would it not have
destroyed, after Babylon has ruined us ?
been better that both Babylon and we had remained uninjured ? What consolation will be yielded to us by its deAnd,
struction, when we, too, shall have been destroyed V
indeed, I have no doubt that he holds out a proof of God's
favour in destroying their enemies, which either had been
already manifested, or would be manifested soon afterwards.
I dare not affirm at what time this prediction was uttered
by the Prophet, but it may be conjectured with some probability that the slaughter of Sennacherib's army by the
In this way, from a striking
angel had already taken place.
event which they had known, the Prophet would lead them
as if he had said, " You
to expect a future redemption

^f

;

;

:

;
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have already perceived liovv wonderfully God assists hi
people at the very hour of danger.'' I am thus prepared
assign a reason for thinking that Sennacherib's

army

hi

been already slain. Undoubtedly this instruction must ha^
been of some use.
But Babylon did not begin to give any annoyance to the
Jews before she had subdued the Assyrians and removed
the monarchy.
So long, therefore, as the Jews had nothin
to do with Babylon, why did the Prophet speak of the ju
ment of Grod, by which he would avenge his people ? Th
is no absurdity in supposing that the record of a past eve
is confounded with a prediction.
And yet it will not be
inadmissible to say that the Assyrians are here put for the
Chaldeans ; for though they had been deprived of the government, yet it is probable that they were always first in a state
of readiness whenever there was an opportunity of attacking
the Jews, and that, while they fought under foreign leaders,
they formed the greater part of the army. Not only were
they nearer than the Chaldeans, but those who at that time
held the sway were aware that their inveterate hostility

Jews .would make them loyal and obedient in
it was advantageous to the conquerors
weaken the vanquished by continual wars, till they had

against the

that war.
to

Besides,

been accustomed to bear the yoke.

Most appropriately, therefore, by a figure of speech in
which a part is taken for the whole, Isaiah, though he is
speaking of Babylon, describes the whole of its forces under
the name of Assyria.
There will thus be no argument
which lays us under the necessity of explaining this passage
as relating to the slaughter eifected by the angel in Sennacherib's army.
The Prophet merely affirms, so far as my
judgment goes, that the Lord will put an end to the tyranny
of the Assyrians, so that they shall not always enjoy their
As if he had said, " Though for a time

present superiority.

God permits wicked men

to rule over you, this

power

will

one day he will, as it were, break the
yoke, and deliver this people from this bondage under which
they groan." The Assyrians, though they were vanquished
by the Chaldeans, did not on that account, as we have sai
not always last

;

for

[AP. XIV. 26.
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cease to be enemies of the Church
but Babylon, which
had succeeded in tlie room of Nineveh, began at that time,
bj a kind of transferred right, to carry on war with the
;

Jews.

And his

yoke shall depart from them, and his hurde7i shall

When he

he taken from their shoulder.

says that the Assy-

must not be understood as
that they would be instantly

rian will be broken in Judea, this

they would be slain there, or
crushed by some calamity
but that the chosen people
would be delivered from their tyranny, and that their authority would thus be taken away.
The breaking, therefore,
does not refer so much to persons as to the empire. What
if

;

he says about the yoke and the burden would not apply
strictly to the Assyrians alone, who at least never were masters of the city of JeiTisalem
and therefore we must attend
to the succession which I mentioned, for the Chaldeans had
no right to carry on war except that right which they boasted of as having been conveyed to them by the Assyrians.
Thus I think that I am justified in extending this prophecy
to that deliverance by which the Lord showed that he would
avenge his people against the Chaldeans and Assyrians for
at that time the yoke was shaken off by which the Jews
were miserably held bound, and it even includes the redemption obtained through Christ, of which that deliverance was
;

;

a forerunner.

And upon 7ny mountains I will tread him under feet.
Some think that the word mountains is put in the plural
number for Mount Zion but I prefer a different interpretaJerusalem being situated among the mountains, the
tion.
whole country around was despised for that reason. The
;

Prophet therefore speaks contemptuously, as if he admitted
that the country was regarded by the enemies as of little
But this very contempt
value because it was mountainous.
for he shakes off from
serves to magnify the power of God
his mountains the dominion of this powerful monarchy.
This refers to the narrative contained in 1 Kings xx. 23, 28.
26. This purpose ivhich is purposed upon the whole earth.
The Lord is not satisfied with one or two confirmations, and
can scarcely refrain from proclaiming it more and more
;
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abundantly, because he knows well that our minds are natu-

No confirmation suffices for u
even though his promises be frequent and copious an<
solemn.
God therefore wishes to remedy this disease, am

rally prone to distrust.

that

is

we must no
They who suppose that th(

the design of the repetition, so that

think that

it

is

superfluous.

Prophet, or rather the Spirit of God, uses too

many words

are not well acquainted with themselves.

He

declares,

first,

the will and purpose of God, and, se

How

condly, his power.

comes

it

that

we have any

doubti

about the word, but because we do not ascribe to God tha
power which belongs to him, or because we are not convinces
of his power ?
These are the only two causes of our unbe
lief, with which, on the other hand, we ought to contrast th<

two things which Isaiah recommends to our notice, namely
We ought to believe
first, that God is true, for he declares nothing that is n
and, secondly, that he is powerful
fixed and unchangeable
and that nothing can withstand his arm. Again, we musi
the purpose and the power of God.

;

not inquire about the secret purpose of

God

:

for the Pro-

phet here enjoins us to rest satisfied with the decree whie
has been manifested in the word of God. We must not ris<
any higher, therefore, so as to penetrate into the secrets
God but we ought to be satisfied with undoubted proofs"
;

which he declares by the mouth of the prophets. Let us
therefore embrace all the promises of God with our whole
for his hand
heart, and let us also add to them his power
ought never to be separated from his mouth. We must not
imagine his power to be, as philosophers talk, a power that
is unemployed, but, as the Scriptures teach us, powerful and
;

active.

A

question

may

whole earth and

about Babylon

we

?

here

arise.

Why

does he mention the

when he is only speaking
But we must keep in remembrance what

all the nations,

formerly said, that the Babylonian empire, after having

swallowed up Nineveh, extended nearly through the whole
of the east, and that various nations were subject to it. The
consequence was, that the devastation of that empire was also
the destruction of the whole world for sucli o^reat monarchie
;
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an extensive

ruin.

Accordingly, as the extent of that empire might lead

men

cannot

without involving

fall

in

to call in question this prophecy, Isaiah shows that,

though

be spread far and wide, and includes a boundless multitude of nations, that does not prevent God from executing
it

his decree.
27.

For

ploys what

the

Lord of

Isaiah here em-

hosts hath decreed.

may be

regarded as a concluding exclamation, to
Having said
confirm more fully the preceding statement.
that it is the purpose of the Lord, in order to show that it

cannot be broken or made void, (Ps. xxxiii. 11,) he puts a
if about a thing impossible, Who shall disannul

question as

purpose ? or, who shall turn back his hand ? By this exclamation he speaks disdainfully of all the creatures for as
soon as the Lord has decreed, he stretches out his hand, and

his

;

his hand is stretched out, the execution of the work
must undoubtedly follow. Nor is it only men whom he declares to be incapable, but he also declares everything else

when

to be incapable of preventing the decree of

God

;

at least if

there be anything but man and Satan that opposes his will.
In short, he intimates that there can be no repentance or
change in God, (Num. xxiii. 19,) but that whatever may happen, even amidst an endless diversity of events, he continues
always to be like himself, and that no occurrence can thwart
his purpose.
it be objected that God sometimes changed his purpose,
when he spared the Ninevites, (Jonah 2, and iii. 10,)

If

as

i.

Abimelech, (Gen. xx. 3, 17,) or Pharaoh, (Gen. xii. 17,) the
answer is easy. When the Lord sent Jonah to the Ninevites, he did not reveal what had been decreed in his secret
purpose, but wished to arouse their minds by the preaching
The
of Jonah, that he might have compassion on them.
same thing might be said, when he threatened Abimelech
and Pharaoh, because they wished to lay hands on Abraham's wife for thus the Lord, by terrifying them, intended
;

to

keep them back, that they might not

ment

sufier the punish-

of their obstinacy.

Here the fifteenth
28. In the year that King Ahaz died.
chapter ought to have begun, for the Prophet enters on a

—
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new

subject

;

and

this plainly
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21

shows how absurdly the cha|
Having spoken

ters arc divided, or rather torn asunder.

the Babylonians, he passes to the Philistines ;^ or, perhapi
before speaking of the Babylonians, he addressed the Philip

who, being the near neighbours of the Jews, cherishei
deadly hostility against them. They were the remainder
those nations whom the Israelites spared, though the Loi
had commanded that they should be removed out of till
midst of them. (Num. xxxiii. 52 Deut. vii. 16.) Their ui
I
tines,

;

was the reason why the Lord left thes
nations to be thorns, that they might prick their eyes ; as
the Scripture shows that the Lord had formerly threaten!
against them.
(Num. xxxiii. 55.) In consequence of tl
deadly animosities which existed between these two natioi
whenever the Jews sustained any defeat, the Philistines"
reckoned it to be so much gain to themselves for ihe^
wished the ruin of the Jews, and no occurrence could gi™
them greater delight than when the Jews were reduced to
the deepest adversity and distress. The Prophet therefor^
prophesies against them as against the constant enemies
belief in this matter

;

the Church.

time when this vision wi
So long as Ahaz lived, the Philij
tines were victorious.
That wicked hypocrite, who had for^
saken God, and eagerly sought the outward assistance of
man, was punished for his treachery. During his reign tl
Philistines (2 Chron. xxviii. 18) recovered those towns whi(
Uzziah (2 Chron. xxvi. 6, 7) had taken out of their hands]
but after his death, they became still more courageous, fo
they expected that they would then gain all that they d(
sired, because he who had been left as his heir was still a
child
for Hezekiah, the new king, had neither shrewdness,
nor authority, nor wisdom. These circumstances, therefore,
ought to be carefully observed for Isaiah has not the Philistines so much in his view, though he speaks to them, as thfl
It is proper to attend to the

exhibited to the Prophet.

;

;

^ The
Hebrew word here used by Isaiah is DtJ'PS, (Phelesheth,) from
which was derived the word Philistia, afterwards changed to Palestine
An early genealogy informs us that the Philistim, or Philistines,
descendants of Mizraim, a son of Ham.
(Gen. x. 14.)
Ed.
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whom he wishes to comfort and strengthen with good
hope by this prophecy, who would otherwise have thought
that the condition of Judea was entirely ruined, because
they were attacked by enemies on all sides, and no assistance of any kind could be seen. To those persons, therefore,
in their distressed and forlorn condition, Isaiah stretches out
his hand, and bids them be of good courage, because the
Lord would undoubtedly assist them.
This burden. He calls this prophecy a burden, because it
would be disagreeable and painful to the Philistines, who
lought that they had got rid of every annoyance, because
the Jews were hard pressed, and had no hope of bettering
their condition and therefore he threatens that the destruc-

godly,

;

tion of the Philistines also

is

at hand.

Philistia}
He begins by
checking the vain and groundless confidence with which the
Philistines were puifed up, and, by adding Thou whole, he
intimates that all of them would feel a portion of this
calamity as if he had said that not only would that country

thou whole

29. Rejoice not,

;

be laid waste in some part, but that there would not be a
corner of it exempted from the stroke, and that, in all its
length and breadth, it would immediately and universally be
visited with destruction.

Because the rod of him that smote thee is broken. Some
think that by the broken rod is meant King Ahaz, but that
view is unfounded for in all his battles with the Philistines
;

he was vanquished. (2 Chron. xxviii. 18.) It must therefore be referred to Uzziah, (2 Chron. xxvi. 6,) and yet I would
not choose to limit it even to him, but would at the same
time refer it to the whole body of the Jewish people. It is
as if he had said to Palestina, " Thinkest thou that thou art
safe, when the Jews, who formerly distressed thee, have been

subdued ? Thou art greatly deceived for very soon shalt
thou be more severely distressed." For this reason, as I
have said, I do not limit it to any one person, but think
that in the person of one man is described the whole body
;

of the Jews.

For

out of the adder s root shall spring a cockatrice,
^

Palestina.

— Eng. Ver.

and

1
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a fiery

serpent.
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He now

assigns the roasoi

namely, that the Jew
would have more power than ever to do injury that if th
Philistines had formerly sustained damage from them, the;
Palestina ought not

to rejoice ;

;

would afterwards sustain greater and heavier damage. Th
metaphor which he employs is highly appropriate for th'
cockatrice is more hurtful than the adder, and the fier
Through th
serpent is more hurtful than the cockatrice.
kindness of God we have no animals so destructive in th
countries which we inhabit. But the Prophet means nothin
else than that the power of doing them injury has been tak
away from the Jews and therefore I differ from others wli
view the name of the adder and of the fiery serpent as aj
plying to Hezekiah only. Though that opinion derives great
plausibility from the circumstance that Hezekiah held all
that belonged to the Philistines, as far as Gaza, (2 Kings
xviii. 8,) yet the Prophet intended that this promise should
Lid
extend farther. Let us therefore know that the favour
which the Prophet now speaks, though it began with Hez
kiah, belongs to the Jews as to one body.
We ought to draw from it a general statement, that wh
we are weighed down by adversity, and when the ungodly
rejoice as if we were ruined, and as if they alone were pro
perous, God declares that their joy is without foundatio
The Church will always rise again, and be restored to her
er
former and prosperous condition, though all conclude that
It
;

;

J
I

she

is

ruined.

that they

wish
of

may

this, or

The

children of

God

shall acquire

pierce the eyes of the ungodly

;

new

vigour,

not that they

have any such intention, but because the decn

God makes
The names

it

necessary that this shall take place.

1
'4

of cockatrice and fiery serpent do not imp'
In their own nature the godly are not such, but

reproach.

they are so called, because they are hurtful to the wicked,
though in themselves harmless for it is through the fault
and the malice of the wicked that what ought to have been
useful and profitable is hurtful to them.
Such is also the
nature of God himself, (Ps. xviii. 26,) and of the gospel,
;

(2 Cor.

30.

ii.

16.)

And

the first-born

of the poor shall feed.

The Pro

;
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phet, as has been already said, has not so much in view the
Philistines, to whom his threatenings were of no avail, as

whom he wished to comfort in their affliction for
they were so grievously afflicted that they were not far from
the Jews,

;

He

despair.

therefore calls

them

the first-horn

of the poor,
being reduced
rank among the wretched.

as being eminent for their wretchedness
to extremities,

they held the

first

;

for,

Now, he promises that the Lord will deliver them from such
misery, and will again feed and nourish them.
Hence we
perceive that the Philistines were cut down and destroyed
for the benefit of the people of God.
In like manner,
the Lord promised to Abraham and his posterity, / will

them that
for those

that

God

And

bless thee,

who
is

the

and I

them that curse

will curse

are hostile to the children of

hostile to them.

needy shall

lie

(Gen.

down

God must

also,

bless

thee

find

xii. 3.)

in safety.

The Prophet com-

whom we must resemble, if we
our keeper. No metaphor is more freScripture than this.
When the Lord

pares his people to sheep,

wish to have

God

for

quently employed in

chastises us, we are like sheep that are scattered, and exposed to wolves and robbers
but when he punishes our
enemies, he intends to gather us together again, that we
may dwell in a safe and quiet place. This is what Isaiah
means when he says, in safety. There are therefore two
things which the Lord here promises first, pastures, that is,
everything that is necessary for food and raiment and, secondly, safety and protection, that we may be protected and
defended from every injury. These two things belong to the
duty of a shepherd, and they include all that is necessary
for our salvation.
And I ivill kill thy root with famine. He now turns to
the Philistines, whom he compares to a tree which strikes its
roots so deep that we would be apt to think that it cannot
But if the root be dried up, the
in any way be rooted out.
tree also, however deeply laid, must decay. Hence we ought
to infer that the condition of the wicked is never so firmly
for not
established that the Lord cannot easily overturn it
only will he cut ofi" branches, but he will also dry up and
destroy the root which is hidden under ground.
2 G
VOL. I.
;

;

;

;
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And

he will slay thy remnant.

as referring to llezekiah
plained, to extend

it

ISAIAH.

This

is

CHAP. XIV. 31

commonly viewed

but I prefer, as I have already exto tlie whole body, of wliicli he speaks^
;

man, and of whicli the king was the head, and represented Christ himself. We might also refer it to the Assyrians, and to any others, whose agency the Lord employed
for it is customary with tha
in destroying the Philistines
Jews to employ indefinite language when they speak of the
agents by means of whom God executes his judgments.
Here the Prophet makes use of ampli
31. Howl,
gate.
fications, that by means of them he may seal his predictions
on the hearts of the godly, and may press with greater earnestness those things of which they might otherwise have
entertained doubts.
In explaining another passage, where
as of one

;

it is

mourn and lament, (Is. iii. 26,)?
mean crowded places, in which'

said that her gates shall

we have

stated that the gates

public meetings were held.^

He

threatens that there will be
and mourning of no ordinary
be spread through every one of the most

mourning

in each of the cities,

kind, for

it

will

crowded assemblies.
For a smoke cometh from the

Smoke

mean

to

signified

;

the north

Jews, for

north.

We may

understand

Fire, so that the sign will denote the thing

for the

smoke appears before the fire burns.

By

we may understand the Assyrians
both of them lay to the north with

respect to the

Yet

it

land of the Philistines.
ferring to the

as well as thei

I prefer to interpret

Jews themselves, though

I

as re-'

would not argue

The Philistines thought, as
already said, that they were gainers by what the

against the opposite exposition.

we have

suffered, as, for instance, when they sustained any defrom the Assyrians but they at length found that they
suffered along with the Jews in such a defeat.
Something
of this kind happened, not long ago, to many nations who
had taken great delight in seeing their enemies vanquished
by the Turk they found that such victories were destructive m
and mournful to themselves for, after the defeat of those "
whom they wished to see destroyed, the road to themselves
was likewise thrown open, and they also were defeated.

Jews
feat

;

:

;

^

See page 148.

I

'

—
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And no one shall be alone on his appointed day} "When
he adds, that at that time no one shall he solitary^ this relates to the enemies and he says, that on an appointed day,
;

that

when God

have determined to ruin the land of
the Philistines, the enemies shall be endued with such power
is,

shall

and authority, that no one will remain unemployed at home,
all will be ready for battle
as if one who intended to
applaud the authority of some prince should say that his
subjects, if he but lift up his finger, assemble and give their
but

;

attendance.
32.

And

nation

?

what

answered

to

the messengers of the

I choose to interpret this of

any nations whatever,

shall he

and not of a single nation ; for strangers, as soon as they
enter into any city, are wont to ask what is done, that they
may hear some news. It is as if he had said, " What shall
be answered to strangers when they shall inquire ? And what
report shall be spread when the Philistines shall have been
vanquished ?"
That the Lord hath founded Zion. By this he means that
the destruction of the land of the Philistines will be a signal
proof of God's compassion towards his people, that all may
understand that the Lord is the guardian and protector of
Judea, which he had chosen to be his own. The foundation
is nothing else than God's gracious adoption, by which he
promised to Abraham (Gen. xvii. 7) and his posterity that
he would he a God to them ; and next, when he determined
Ps.
that a temple should be built on Zion, (2 Chron. iii. 1
;

Ixv. 1,

and Ixxxiv.

7,)

that the remembrance of his

might there be preserved.

name

Thdit foundation does not consist

of lime or stones, but of the gracious promises of eternal

life,

by which his grace was always known to all the godly. The
Prophet therefore shows that this destruction of the Philistines will be a signal proof, by means of which the most

And

^
none shall be alone (or, he shall not be alone) in his appointed
Eng. Ver.
times, (or, assemblies.)
^ " Jonathan interprets it thus
There luill be no one to cause delay
in his time in the military forces whom God will assemble to come against
you ; there will be no one to retard their progress, that he may be solitary,

—

:

that he
lence."

may come
Jarchi.

alone

;

but

all

m\\ come at once with prodigious

vio-

:

:
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distant nations will learn that

people

And

whom he
the

does not
Zion, as

CHAP.
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God

preserves

and guards

hii

hath chosen.

poor of his people

will have confidence in it}

mean that the hope of believers will be placed i
when we say that we ought to hope in God, but tha'

the inhabitants of Zion shall dwell in a safe and quiet place,
as the prophets often teach, in other passages, that salvation
in Zion.

is

(Joel

ii.

meaa^

Isaiah, therefore, does not

32.)

bu

that the confidence of the godly is placed in the Church,
he shows that the godly are preserved in it, because

Lord defends it.
Yet the Lord intends

may

to

make

we are
them p)oor,

not think that

therefore he calls

trial of

our

faith,

in every respect

that

t

that

happy

;

w

am

we may not think that w
we are unde

are exempted from ordinary calamities, though

Can any higher consolation be brought t<
than to learn that the inhabitants of the Church of God
though they are liable to a great variety of afflictions, an
out of all danger ? Let us therefore apply that consolatioi
to our calamities, and not faint through impatience, whei
we are informed that God takes care of us, and when we ab
God's protection.

us,

solutely

know

we

that

are in safety.

CHAPTER
1.

The burden of Moab. Because
Ar of Moab is laid waste,

in the night

and brought

to silence

the night Kir of

and brought
2.

He

is

Moab

;

because in

is

laid waste,

1. Onus Moab. Quoniam in noct
vastata est Ar-Moab, in silentiui
redacta est ; certe in nocte vastat
est Kir-Moab, in silentium redact

to silence

gone up to Bajith, and

weep
Moab shall howl over Nebo, and
over Medeba: on all their heads
to Dibon, the high places, to

shall he baldness,

cut

XV.

and every beard

2. Ascendet in domum, et Dib(
ad excelsa, ad fletiun super Nebo
super Medba Moab, ululabit. Super

omne caput

ejus calvitium, et oninis

barba detonsa.

off.

In their streets they shall gird
themselves with sackcloth: on the
tops of their houses, and in their
streets, every one shall howl, weeping abundantly.
3.

4.

And Heshbon

shall cry,

Shall trust in

it,

and

3. In compitis ejus accincti erun
sacco; super tecta ejus et in vici
ejus omnis ululabit, _ descendet a(
fletum.

4. Vociferabitur

(or, betake themselves

unto

it.)

Hesbon

et Elel

—Eng.Ver.

;;
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Slealeh ; their voice shall be heard
even unto Jahaz therefore the armed soldiers of Moab shall cry out
his life shall be grievous unto him.
5. My heart
shall cry out for

lahaz audietur vox
propterea expediti Moab
ululabunt ; anima cuj usque ululabit

Moab

ferabitur;

:

;

his fugitives s/talt fiee

unto

Zoar, an heifer of three years old
for by the mounting up of Luhith
with weeping shall they go it up
for in the way of Horonaim they
shall raise up a cry of destruction.
6. For the waters of Nimrim shall
be desolate for the hay is withered
away, the grass faileth, there is no
:

:

green thing.
7. Therefore the abundance they
have gotten, and that which they
have laid up, shall they carry away
to the brook of the willows.
8. For the cry is gone round
about the borders of Moab; the
howhng thereof unto Eglaim, and
the howling thereof unto Beer-elim.
9. For the waters of Dimon shall
be full of blood: for I will bring

more upon Dimon, lions upon him
that escapeth of Moab, and upon the
remnant of the land.

The hurden

ale; usque ad

eorum;
sibi.

5.

Cor

meum propter Moab

voci-

fugitivi ejus ad Zoar,
vitulam triennem per ascensum Luhith cum fletu ascendent
per viam
:

Horonaim clamorem

contritionis ex-

citabunt.
6.

Aquae Nimrim exinanitse sunt

aruit gramen,
non superfuit.

defecit

herba, olus

Itaque quod residuum quisque
opes suas deferent ad torrentem saUciun, {yel, Arabes.)
7.

fecit, et

8. Circuivit clamor terminos Moab,
usque in Eglaim ululatus ejus, et
usque in Beer-Elim ululatus ejus.

9.

Quia aquse Dimon implebuntur
quoniam ponam super

sanguine

;

Dimon additiones iis qui evaserint
de Moab leones, et reliquiis terrse.

Moab. Here the Prophet prophesies
who were neighbours to the Jews and
rehited to them by blood
for we know that the Moahites
were descended from Lot, who was Abraham's nephew.
(Gen. xi. 31, and xix. 37.)
Those nations being so closely
related, humanity at least demanded that they should maintain some friendly intercourse with each other.
But no relationship prevented the Moahites from cherishing hostility
towards the Jews, or even from harassing them whenever it
was in their power which is an evidence of a savage and
barbarous disposition. To them also, on account of their
cruelty towards the people of God, to whom they ought to
have conducted themselves with brotherly love, the Prophet
1.

jof

against the Moahites,

;

;

therefore threatens destruction.

We

ought to remember the design of these predictions.
cannot be believed that they were of any advantage to the
Moahites, even though they had heard from the mouth of the
Prophet himself the words which we read but he neither

It

;

J
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1

addressed them with his voice, nor sent to them a writt(
communication. It was therefore to believers, rather than

and for two reasons. The
when they saw so many changes taking

to them, that the Prophet looked,
first

reason was, that

kingdoms destroyed and succeeding
one another, they might not think that this world is governed
by the blind violence of fortune, but might acknowledge tfafl
providence of God. If nothing had been foretold, the minds
of men, having a strong tendency to foolishness, and being
strangely blind to the works of Grod, might have been disposed to 'attribute all this to chance but when they had
been forewarned by the Propliets, they beheld the judgments
To us also in the pr
of God as from a lofty watch-tower.
sent day Isaiah has, as it were, pointed out with the fing^
what was then hidden. In his predictions we behold God
sitting on his judgment-seat, and regulating everything according to his pleasure and although the wicked in various
ways vented their mad rage, still the Lord made use of their
agency to execute his judgments. The second design which

place, cities overturned,

;

;

the prophets had in view was, that while the whole world

was shaken, -the Jews might know that God took care of
their safety, and that he testified the warmth of his affection
for the Church, by taking vengeance on her enemies by whoia
m
she had been barbarously treated:
Ar-Moab. The Hebrew word H^ {Ar) means a city ; as
^^p {Mr) means a wall; but as ^X*l2D ^^ {Ar-Moab) w,
one of the chief cities of the Moabites, it is supposed to
here a proper name. We might indeed explain both words
as appellatives, to convey a threatening of the overthrow
the fortified towns of which the Moabites are proud h
I rather adopt the ordinary interpretation.
Here the
fore Isaiah has given a description, that we may behold in
the overthrow of the Moabites, when their chief cities
;

destroyed.

In the night By the flight he means a sudden and une:
pected occurrence, which the Moabites did not dread. N^ight
being appropriated to rest, if anything happen at that tim^
it is

viewed as sudden and unlocked for, and therefore e
alarm.
Besides, he intended to rebuke t

cites violent

;
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Moabites for being free from anxiety, considering themselves
by defences on every hand, and placed beyond
the reach of all danger.
Is brought to silence. That is, is destroyed, and hence also
to be fortified

means Death. Others disregard the meand choose to render it, She is cut off; but I leave
that point undecided. What Isaiah declares as to the MoabSilence sometimes

taphor,

ites,

tion

Scripture pronounces as to the reprobate, that destrucat hand, and, when they are looking for nothing of

is

that kind, will fearfully overwhelm them.
Thess.

1

2,
j

Be

(Jer.

xxiii.

19

V. 2, 3.)

shall

go up into the house}

So

far as relates to the

Hebrew noun H^^,

words, some pass by the

(baith;) but as it
a house and a temple, it is probable that it was the
word commonly used for a temple, as in many other passages

signifies

the house of

xxxiv. 26

;

God means

Deut.

xxiii.

the temple.^

18

;

Josh,

(Exod.

xxiii. 19,

By

ix, 23.)

and

representing

the Moabites as bowing down before their idols, he at the
same time condemns their superstition in worshipping their
idol Chemosh, as may easily be inferred from 1 Kings xi. 7,
and Jer. xlviii. 7, 13. " The Moabites,'' says Isaiah, " shall
betake themselves to their god when matters are so desperate,
but to no purpose for they shall find in him no assistance.''
And to Dibon to the high places. This makes it still more
evident that he is speaking of the Temple and it is beyond
a doubt that the Moabites had a fortress remarkable and
celebrated above the rest, in which they had built high places
;

;

honour of their idol. Being ignorant of the true God, to
they might betake themselves in adversity, we need
not wonder that they betake themselves to an idol, in conformity to their ordinary custom. By doing this they increased their misery, and brought upon themselves an accumulation of all distresses for they inflamed the wrath of
God still more by those very means which they considered
He therefore wished to
to be fitted for appeasing his wrath.
in

whom

;

He
He

—

gone up to Bajith. Eng. Ver.
gone up to Moah into the house. Jarchi. Breithaupt remarks
that the Hebrew word JT'^H (habbaith) is sometimes viewed as a proper
name, and that in the version of Junius and Tremellius it is rendered Bajith.
^

'^

—Ed.

is

is

—

—

.
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state more plainly the condition of the ungodly, who hava
no refuge in adversity for as to those remedies which tliey
think will be adapted to their diseases, nothing can be mord
destructive to them, since they excite more and more the
;

Lord's indignation.

Moab shall howl over N'eho and over Medeha. Neho also
was one of the cities of the Moahites, The Prophet has
already named two of them, Ar and Kir ; he now adds a
third, Neho ; and lastly he mentions a fourth, Medeha ;
if he had said that this destruction would not only seize th
extremities of that country, but would reach its inmost re«
cesses, so that not one corner could be exempted.
On every head. Every nation has its peculiar ceremonies
The Italians and other wester
to denote mourning or joy.
nations allowed the hair and beard to grow when they wer
in mourning
and hence arose the phrase, to lengthen the
;

On

heard.

the other hand,

tlife

eastern nations shaved the

head and beard, which they reckoned

when they

to

be ornamental; an

reversed their ordinary custom, that was a token

of mourning.^

is meant than that the
be so mournful, that th

Nothing else therefore

condition of the whole

kingdom

will

indications of mirth will be laid aside, and
tokens of grief and lamentation.
8.

In

his streets?

He

all will

wear th

proceeds with the same subject,

describing more fully the tokens of mourning, in which
eastern nations abound

more than others

;

understandings and keener feelings, they express their
tions

by outward

signs

more than others

thi

haying quicke

for,

do,

slower in apprehension, are likewise slower in

emo

who, bein^

movement

an(

was no doubt faulty in them that they indulged"
in so many ceremonies and gesticulations
but the Prophet
spoke of them as what was known and common, only for th
purpose of describing the grief which w^ould follow the deso-^
gesture.

It

;

lation of that country.

Every one
1

shall

howl and descend

to

weeping?

It

was wit

" Shaving the head and face are the eastern tokens of mourning for
(Isa. iii. 24; Jer. xli. 5 ; Micah i. 16.)"
Rosenmiiller

the dead.

—
down with weeping.) — Eng.
2

'

In their streets. Eng. Ver.
Weeping ahundantly. (Heb. descending
Ver.

into

weeping, or, coming'^
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good reason that he added this description for we are never
moved by predictions, unless the Lord place them, as it were,
Lest the Jews should think that these
before our eyes.
latters might be lightly passed by, when he described that
jstruction, he determined to mention also mourning, weepig, and howling^ that they might see almost with their own
'es those events which appear to be incredible, for the
[oabites were at that time in a state of profound peace, and
dievers had the more need of being confirmed, that they
dglit not call this prophecy in question.
By the same
leans he points out the despair to which unbelievers are
liable in adversity, for the support on which they rely is in;

secure.

And

Heshbo7i shall cry, and Elealeh.

Here he names
bind up, as it were, in a
bundle all the cities of that country, that they may be involved in the general destruction as if he had said, that
none at all shall be exempted.
4.

other cities

;

for his design is to

;

Therefore the lighi-ar^ned soldiers of Moah shall howl.
7^ {gnal ken) literally signifies therefore, yet some

Though

p

think that a reason

is

not here assigned

;

but that

The Prophet shows that there

importance.

will

is

of little

be none

that does not howl ; for he declares that the bold and cour-

ageous shall mourn.
shall

howl

own

grief,

My

him}
that he

to

Next he adds, the soul of every one
Every one shall be so engrossed with his

will not think of his neighbours.

At length he assumes the character of a mourner. But it may be thought
to be strange and inconsistent in him to bewail the calamity
of the Moabites for he ought rather to have lamented the
destruction of the Church, and to have rejoiced at the ruin
of her enemies. It is customary with the prophets, however,
to assume in this manner the character of those whose calamities they foretell, and thus to exhibit their condition, as
it were, on a stage
by which means they produce a stronger
impression than if they delivered their instruction in a direct
form.
Yet there can be no doubt that the prophets shuddered at the judgments of God, even against the wicked ;
5.

heart shall cry out for Moah.

;

;

*

His

life

shall he grievous unto

him.— Eng.

Ver.

I
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have stated

is

simpler and

5.

moro

from frequent usage.
His fugitives to Zoar^ a heifer of three years old. He
for he means
calls them fugitives who shall escape from it
that those who shall escape from Moab will come even to
Zoar? Now, he compares Zoar to a heifer of three years^
old, which is in full vigour, and has not felt the pangs of
birth, or toil, or the yoke, but revels in the buoyancy of
mirth and wantonness. When men are hard pressed by an
invading army, they flee to cities which have not been at
tacked, and which appear to be the farthest removed from
Such was Zoar, for it had never been attacked hy.
danger.
enemies. Yet, if it be thought better to view it as applying
for Jeremiah apto the whole country, I have no objection
pears to speak in general terms, though he borrows many
(Jer. xlviii. 34.)
But perhaps in
statements from Isaiah.
that passage also he names both Zoar and Horonaim, ot
rather the whole of the country between them.
If you extend it to the whole nation, the meaning will be,.
*'
The Moabites have enjoyed the highest luxury, and ever^
kind of abundance, and hitherto have suffered no distress.
Hence has arisen their stubbornness, and, in order to subdue —
them, they must be banished and driven even to Zoar. NowB
Zoar was a^town very far removed from the Moabites and,
therefore, he means that they cannot provide for their safety
but hj fleeing to a distance. Here all with whom the Lordfl
deals tenderly are taught not to exalt themselves, or to provoke God by their wantonness, but to be modest even amidst
easily be inferred

;

;

'

;

the highest prosperity, and likewise to be prepared for ever
change, when the Lord shall be pleased to throw them down

from their prosperity.
By the going up of Luhith. He describes other parts o
the country of Moab, and delineates the flight and mourn-.
*
His fugitives shall flee unto Zoar, an heifer of three years old, (or, to
Eng. Ver.
the borders thereof even as an heifer.)
2 " Jonathan translates the word nrTiia, (berechahh,) as if it had been

—

written DTlin, (borachim,) that is, those who fee ; so that the meaning
^vi]l be, * Some of them shall fee, in order to preserve themselves, even to
Zoar, as Lot, their father, once did, (Gen. xix. 23,) who fled to Zoar.'
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ing of that nature which should spread throughout the whole
land.

By the way of Horonaim they shall raise the cry of sorrow.
The words which we have translated, they shall raise up a cry,
some render, they shall bruise or break themselves by crying,
and think there is a transposition of the letters, and that ^
and thus the root of the verb would be
But as it made little difference in the mean-

{ain) is doubled
ni?1, (rdgndh.)

;

ing of the passage, I have adhered to the commonly received
opinion, that IIS?^*' (yegndgneru) is derived from the verb

be thought better to make the verb sigwill be, " There shall be a shaking,
and, as it were, a breaking of the members of the body, when
arm is dashed against arm."
6. The waters of Nimrim.
By an exaggerated form of
expression he gives a more enlarged view of this desolation.
He says that the grass is withered, which takes place when
lli),

ignur.)

If

nify break, the

God

it

meaning

any soil destitute of all nourishment. The waters
taken away, which probably were highly necessary
for that dry and parched country
for soils of that kind produce nothing without irrigation. Though the style is exaggerated, yet nothing is stated but what is strictly true for
the Prophet did not go beyond proper bounds, but found it
necessary to use bold expressions to suit the ignorance of the
people, in order to inform them that a land which is deprived
leaves

will be

;

;

of the blessing of

God

will

be like a desert without any

beauty.
7.

Therefore what every one hath

left}

This corresponds

aura espargne,) Whatever he shall have spared.
He means the riches that are
laid up, and describes what usually happens in countries
which are invaded by an enemy. All the inhabitants are
wont to convey their riches elsewhere, and to lay them up
in some safe place, that they may afterwards bring them
back when peace has been restored.
To the brook of the willows. He means that they will

to the ordinary expression, (Ce quil

—

^
Therefore the
Eng. Ver.
Therefore the abundance they have gotten.
The riches which they have
substance which they have saved. Stock.
Lowth.
gained.

—

—
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9.

have no storehouse, no fortress in which they can lay them
up with safety so that they will be compelled to hide them
;

among the
ness, when

Tliis certainly is the

willows.

lowest wretched-

and we can find no
storehouse for laying up those things which we have collected
with great industry. These willows were probably situated
Others explain it as
in some remote and sequestered place.
the

enemy

is

attacking

us,

referring to enemies, that they will bring the fruits of their

robbery

to the brook, to

divide

among themselves

the general

plunder.

The cry is gone round about the borders of Moab} ^^,
is added for the sake of ornament.
He means that
every part of that country all around shall be full of crying
and howling ; because that destruction reaches from one extremity to another.
Besides the ci^ying he twice mentions
8.

(hi,)

for,

the howling, to denote the excess of grief, as

men who

are in

despair surrender themselves entirely to lamentation.
9. For the waters of Dimon shall be filled with blood.^
Here he describes not only grief and howling, flight or trem-

bling, or the covetousness of
wealtli,

enemies in plundering their

but the slaughter of men.

How

have been, when large and magnificent
was, are filled with blood

great must this

rivers,

such as

Dimon

!

For I will lay upon Dimon additions? By additions he
means that the Lord, in whose name he speaks, will multiply
the murders

so that the dead bodies shall be heaped up,
and there shall be no end to cruelty and slaying. Now,
though the Assyrians were cruel in this slaughter, yet the
Lord was not cruel for he justly punished the barbarity of
the Moabites which they basely exercised towards the Jews,
on whom they ought to have had compassion. It was right
that they should suffer the same punishment which they had
;

;

on others.
who have escaped of Moab lions. These also are
the additions of which he spake, or, at least, a part of them.
inflicted

To

*

^

those

—

For

the cry is gone round about the borders of Moab.
Eng, Ver.
"Alluding to the name Dimon, which signifies Bloodtown." Bosen-

niiiller.
*

For I

will bring

more (Heb. additions) upon Dimon.

—

—Eng.

Ver.

•

—

.
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This may be regarded as the copestone of that calamity so
that if any detachments of the enemy attempted to escape,
and to rescue themselves from the slaughter, they had to
;

encounter lions^ and wild beasts, by which they were de" They will, indeed,'' says he, " rescue themselves
from the slaughter, but they will not on that account be
safe, nor will they escape the hand of God.
And this is the
voured.

meaning of the Prophet, if we carefully examine the
scope of the whole passage for he intended to deepen the
picture of that distressing calamity by adding, that even the
small remnant which shall be rescued from the slaughter
true

;

will fall into the

jaws of

way

escape

;

for if

The hand of the Lord purmanner that they cannot in any

lions.

sues the wicked in such a

they avoid one danger, they immediately

meet with another. Let us remember that these things are
spoken by the Prophet for the consolation of the godly, that
they may fortify their minds by some promise against the
cruelty of their enemies,

and

shall

who

shall at length

be destroyed,

nowhere find a refuge either in their gods, or in

fortresses, or in lurking-places, or in flight.

CHAPTER XVL
1
Send ye the lamb to the ruler
of the land from Sela to the wilderness, unto the mount of the daughter
of Zion.
2. For it shall be, that as a wandering bird cast out of the nest, so
the daughters of Moab shall be at
the fords of Arnon.
3. Take counsel, execute judgment ; make thy shadow as the night
in the midst of the noon-day ; hide
the outcasts ; bewray not him that
wandereth.
4. Let mine outcasts dwell with
thee, Moab ; be thou a covert to

1. Mittite agnum dominatori terras
de petra deserti ad montem filise

Sion.
2. Erit autem sicut avis emissa,
recedens e nido ita erunt filiae Moab
ad tr an situs Arnon.
:

3.

Cogite consilium, facite judi-

cium; pone sicut noctem umbram
tuam in medio meridiei absconde
expulsos, profugum ne prodas.
;

4. Peregrinentur

mei.

Moab, sis

illis

apud

te

eject!

latibulum a lacie

" This I take to be the plague of lions, recorded in 2 Kings xvii. 25,
afflicted the new inhabitants of the land of Israel, and the remnant
Other inof the Moabites, suffered to continue there by Shalmanezer.
terpretations are proposed ; but it is best, in obscure local prophecies, to
adhere to the little light afforded by the records of the times." Stock.
^

which

::
;

:
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quoniam

them from the

vastatoris

for the extortioner

tor, finitus est vastator,

face of the spoiler
is at an end, the
spoiler ceaseth, the oppressors are
consumed out of the land.

6. And in mercy shall the throne
be established and he shall sit upon
it in truth in the tabernacle of David,
judging, and seeking judgment, and
;

hasting righteousness.
6.
have heard of the pride of
Moab, (he is very proud,) even of his
haughtiness, and his pride, and his
wrath but his lies shall not be so.

We
:

7.

Therefore shall

Moab, every one

Moab howl

shall

howl

:

for

for the

foundations of Kir-hareseth shall ye
mourn surely thei/ are stricken.
8. For the fields of Heshbon languish, arid the vine of Sibmah the
lords of the heathen have broken
dovm the principal plants thereof;
they are come even unto Jazer, they
wandered through the wilderness
her branches are stretched out, they
are gone over the sea
9. Therefore I will bewail with the
weeping of Jazer the vine of Sibmah
I will water thee with my tears, O
Heshbon, andElealeh ; for the shouting for thy summer-fruits, and for
;

:

thy harvest,
10.

And

is

taken away,

and joy out of the plentiful field
and in the vineyards there shall be
no singing, neither shall there be
shouting: the treaders shall tread
out no wine in their presses ; I have
made their vintage-shoutmg to cease.
11. Wherefore my bowels shall
sound like an harp for Moab, and
mine inward parts for Kir-haresh.
12.

And

it

shall

come

to pass,

seen that Moab is weary
place, that he shall come
to his sanctuary to pray ; but he shall
not prevail.
13. This is the word that the Lord
hath spoken concerning Moab since
that time.
14. But now the Lord hath spoken,
saying, Within three years, as the
years of an hireling, and the glory
of Moab shall be contemned, with all

when

it is

on the high

cessavit emunc-3

consumptua

est conculcator e terra.
5. Et prajparabitur in misericordia solium, sedebitque super ipsum
in firmitate, in tabemaculo Davi^
qui judicet, et quajrat judicium, et
acceleret justitiam.

Audivimus superbiam

6.

Moab

(superbus est valde) superbiam ejus,
et arrogantiam ejus, et insolentianii
(yel, indignationem) ejus.
Sed non
rata erunt mendacia ejus.
7. Propterea ululabit Moab a^
Moab, totus ululabit, propter funda-;
menta Kir-hareseth ; gemetis tantum
percussi.

Quoniam

8.

sunt, vitis

Hesbon excisae
Domini gentium

vites

Sibma.

conculcarunt eximias ejus propagines
(yeli palmites) quse usque ad lazer
pervenerant ; erraverant usque ad
desertura, nobiles ejus plant£e prostrates sunt, quae transibant mare.
9.

Propterea flebo in

fletu lazer

Sibma inebriabo te lachrymis
meis Hesbon et Eleale
quoniam

vitis

;

;

super coUectionem tuam, et super

messem tuam

irruet (vel, cadet) can-

1

ticum.

is fallen.

gladness

;

10.

ultatio

Sublatum est gaudium et exab agro fertili in vineis non
;

exultabitur, nee jubilabitur.

Vinum

non calcabit

calcator,

in torcularibus

canticum quiescere

^

feci.

mea super
quasi cithara sonabunt, et interiora mea super Kir-hareseth.
11. Propterea viscera

Moab
12.

M

Eteritcum apparueritfatiga-^

esse Moab super excelsa, tunc
veniet ad sanctuarium precandi

tum

causa ; nee
13.

Hoc

proficiet.

est

verbum quod

^

protulit

lehova super Moab ab hoc tempore.
14. Nunc, inquam, locutus est
lehova, dicens, Tres anni, quasi anni
mercenarii; et tunc in ignominiam
vertetur gloria Moab, in tota multi-

;
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tudine ejus, quamvis multa

;

et re-

liquise ejus paucse, exiguae, et inva-

Here the Prophet scoffs at the
1. Send ye a lamb.
Moabites for not acknowledging God at the proper time,
but recklessly waiting for the stroke of his hand, till they
were completely destroyed. It is, therefore, a condemnation
of late repentance, when men cannot be brought to obedience by any warnings, and continue in obstinate opposition to God.
Where the disease is incurable, an exhortation
of this kind

is

appropriate

and

;

this

ought to be carefully

observed, for both Jews and Christians misinterpret this
passage.

Jerome explains

as referring to Christ, because he

drew
(Ruth i. 4 Matt. i. 5,) from
whom Ruth was descended and that opinion has been
adopted by almost all Christians as if the Prophet had
Lord, though a judgment so severe as this awaits
said, "
it

his birth from the Moabites,

;

;

;

the Moabites,

still

thou wilt not utterly destroy them

;

for

send thee a Lamb, the ruler of the world." But
that interpretation, being destitute of. plausibility, need not

they

will

be refuted.

On the other hand, the Jews think that these words were
spoken because, while the Jews were in a depressed condition, the Moabites ceased to pay the tribute which they
owed them, but that, after having prophesied about the
restoration of the kingdom of Judah, Isaiah likewise added
an exhortation to remind them to acknowledge their king.
They even go so far as to say that it serves the purpose of a
royal edict, taking them to task for their disloyalty, " Send
the tribute which you owe.'' But we nowhere read that the
Moabites were subjects or tributaries to the Jews, and there
Nor does the passage
is no probability in the conjecture.
which they quote (2 Kings iii. 5, 6) give them any support
for that passage relates to the king of Israel, and expressly
mentions Ahab and Samaria, who cherished, as we are
aware, the utmost hatred against the Jews.
I therefore adhere to the interpretation which I first
for the denoticed, as the true and natural interpretation
;

—

I
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I

sign of the Prophet is to condemn the Moabites for nol
having repented in due season, and to tell them that the^
will now in vain do what they might easily have done forWe ought
merly, and with great advantage to themselves.
therefore, to view it as spoken ironically, (et/acoz/^/cco?,) Send
as if he had said that there is no hope of pardon, that the
When the wicked are warned, they indo
will send in vain.
when they are punished
lently disregard all exhortation
they gaze around them with distressful looks, seeking assist
ance in every direction, and trying every method of relief
but unsuccessfully, for they gain no advantage. Isaial^
;

them for obstinacy and rebellion, an
shows that there will be no time for repentance, when the;
meet with the destruction which they deserve.
To the ruler of the world. The opinion of the Jews, th
foi
this denotes Hezekiah, is at variance with all reason

therefore, reproaches

;

1C'^^<

{eretz)

does not here denote a particular country, bu

rather the whole woi'ld, of which he speaks in general ternu

The

appellation Ruler

ring to

God himself

offered in sacrifice

;

must therefore be viewed as refeii
lamb, he means what was to bi
even the Gentiles acknowledged th

By a
for

they worshipped God when they offered

From

the roch^ of the desert

He

sacrifices.

gives the

name

of th

rock of the desert to the city, which is supposed to have beei
the chief city of the Moabites f though it is possible that hi

intended to include the whole of the country, and thus
part will be taken for the whole.

daughter of Zion; that
^

is,

To

the

mountain of

to God's authorized temple,

i:

%

—

From Sela, (or, Petra.) Eng. Ver.
"PETRA, Eock, also called Sela, (Is.

the

and Joktheel, (2 Kings
xiv. 7.)
The capital of Idumea, and one of the most remarkable cities of
the ancient world.
For more than a thousand years this city remained
unknown and unvisited, till Burckhardt discovered it in 1812. It wai
afterwards visited, with some difficulty, by Messrs. Legh, Banks, Captai
Irby and Mangles, as well as by M. Linant and M. Laborde." Those w
have not access to the details of those enterprizing researches, or who w'
to see it ably stated and argued, that " the present condition of Pet
furnishes a remarkable fulfilment of Scripture prophecy," will do well
read the article Petra in Dr. Eadie's Biblical Cydopcedia, from whi
the above extracts are taken an article which draws largely both fro:
the narratives of travellers and from the inspired writers, and compresses
Ed.
within moderate limits a large amount of information.
2

;

xvi. 1,)
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were offered according to the injunction of
xii. 5,6,7; 2 Chron. vii. 12.)
This is a remarkable passage against obstinate men, who set aside all
sacrifices

the Law.

(Deut.

instruction,

bj

and

God,

fearlessly despise

till

thej are visited

his judgments.

2. It shall be as a bird let loose}
The Prophet now shows
what he meant by the former mockery, that the Moabites
ought not at that time to think of sending sacrifices, be-

cause they will not be able to provide for their safety in any
other way than by leaving their native country.
By the

metaphor of birds he describes the terror with which they
shall be struck, so that they will flee

even at the rustling
who had abused
their tranquillity, shall have a trembling and wearisome flight.
3. Assemble a council?
He proceeds with the same subject
for if we wish rightly to understand this passage, we
of a

leaf.

He

threatens that the Moabites,

;

must

set before our minds the dreadful ruin of the Moabites.
Their crimes are brought to remembrance, that all may see
more clearly how deservedly they are punished. When everything was in their power, they freely indulged in licentious-

and would not listen to any reproofs but now, when
they are deprived of everything, they groan, and seek remedies which are nowhere to be found.
The Lord deals with
ness,

;

the reprobate in such a manner that, in order to leave them
without excuse, he bestows upon them, and places in their
hands, everything that they need but when, through their
wicked passion, they have abused and turned everything to
a wicked purpose, he deprives them of all aid and support,
;

and

utterly destroys them.

While the Moabites enjoyed prosperity,
about what was good and right while it
was in their power to rule, and to have their kingdom established, in a just manner, they abused their power for the
purpose of tyranny. Now that they were stripped of all
Execute judgment.

they cared

little

;

and were exiles and fugitives, Isaiah ironically
them to assemble councils and execute judgments,
which they had formerly overturned through fraud and in-

authority,

advises

VOL.

I.

^

As a wandering

2

Take (Heb. Bring)

bird.

—Eng. Ver.

counsel.

— Eng. Ver.
2 H
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Isaiah has in view that time

justice.

when

all

power and

authority was taken out of the hands of the Moabites.
ujibraiding

Adam,

(Gen.

ridiculing
fied

The

similar to that with which the Lord addresses

is

iii.

22,) Behold,

him with the

Adam

become as one of

is

biting taunt, that he

was not

its,

satis-

with his exalted attainments, and wished to rival God

himself

In like manner, the Moabites, not satisfied with their or
naments and wealth, wretchedly harassed and plundered th€
Israelites and Jews, and formed wicked plans against them
Having abused the excellent gift of God, they therefore deserved to have this reproof addressed to them, which ii
equally applicable to

all

who proudly

the reprobate,

and barbarously abuse

in prosperity

it

vauni

for harassing th<

Seeing that they basely pollute those things whicl

godly.

the Lord had set apart to their proper use,

it is

right thai

they should be deprived of them and reduced to the lowesi
We have instances of this every day. How comei
poverty.
it that those who were raised to the highest rank of honoui
fall down headlong, but because the Lord punishes theii
tyrannical rule and their crimes ? The Lord also ridicul
their upbraiding and reproachful language, their w^ailingSj
thai
and even their complaints as w^hen they exclaim, "
I had the wealth which I once enjoyed
that I were re^
stored to my former condition I"
For then repentance wi
;

!

be too

late.

Make

The Moabites might, as I have already
some relief to the wretched Jews, when—
they were harassed by the Assyrians or, at least, if the™
had had a spark of humanity, they ought to have protected
thy shadow.

hinted, have given

;

on the contrary, they persecuted them,
weight of their afflictions, which wer^
already oppressive. It was highly proper that the Moabites
should be the subjects of that cruelty which they had exercised tow^ards others that, when they had been driven froraj
their dwellings, and were exiles and wanderers, they should
nowhere find any solace, any shadow to shelter them from
the heat for why should they enjoy the consolations which
they had barbarously refused to others ?
the fugitives

and added

;

but,

to the

;

;

—
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As the night in the midst of noon-day} Bj noon-day is
here meant the most scorching heat. This metaphor is frequently employed in Scripture, that the Lord was like a
and

cloud at noon,

a pillar of fire by night ; for he once
(Exod. xiii. 21, 22 Num. xiv. 14
Deut. .33.) This mode of expression, being customary, was retained by the Prophets, though they did not relate the history.
Hide the banished. He means the Jews, whom the Assyrians persecuted and harassed, and whom the Moabites at
the same time treated cruelly.
It was their duty to shelter
and relieve the fugitives, and especially those who fled to
them for protection but seeing that they drove them out,
it was proper that they should be driven out in the same
manner, and deprived of all assistance and support for it is
a righteous sentence which the Lord pronounces, when he
enjoins that the same measure which every one metes shall be
measured to him again. (Deut. xix. 19, 21 Matt. vii. 2.)
Now the Prophet calls on the Moabites to acknowledge their

was

like

so in the wilderness.

;

;

i.

;

;

;

sins, so as to confess that

they are justly punished for their

Yet he rather has the Jews in his eye, in order to
inform them that God does not disregard their afflictions,
cruelty.

for they are told that

he will be their avenger.
Let mine outcasts dwell with thee, Moab. The Prophet
addresses the Moabites, as if he were humbly beseeching
4.

them

in the

name

of the people at large.

are in distress

:

do them no harm.""
of his people,

"

You

are neigh-

by blood receive and assist those who
and if you do not choose to assist, at least

bours, related to us

is

;

God, who usually undertakes the cause
if he per-

represented by the Prophet as

It is certain, that the Moabmanner towards the Jews, but,

formed the part of a suppliant.
ites

did not at

all

act in this

on the contrary, that they joined their efforts with the enemies of the Jews to do them injury. But, as I said a little
before, the Prophet sets before our eyes that justice which
even nature demands, that the cruel violation of it may be
the more abhorred.
"

Make

a shadow for thee at noon, to throw darkness over thee, as in
by means of it thou mayest be concealed from the face of
thy enemies." Jarchi.
*

the night, that
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This passage ought to be carefully observed for God
is the care which he takes of his people,
;

shows how great

since the injuries done to

them

affect

him

in tlie

same man-

they had been done to himself; as he declares by
Zechariah, that whenever they are touched, the apple of his

ner as

if

eye is touched.

(Zech.

ii.

He

8.)

hears the groaning, (Ps.

and observes the tears, of wretched men who call
upon him (Ps. xii. 5, and xxxviii. 9 ;) and though this be
not always visible to us, yet in due season he shows tliat he
has heard them.
Let us therefore learn from this passage to be kind and
dutiful to fugitives and exiles, and especially to believers,
cii.

20,)

;

are banished for their confession of the word.
No
duty can be more pleasing or acceptable to God and, on
the other hand, nothing is more hateful or abominable in his
If we wish to obtain any
sight than barbarity and cruelty.
alleviation of our calamities, let us be kind and compassion-

who

;

ate,

and not refuse assistance

to the needy.

he, is he that judgeth wisely about the

Lord

will deliver

him in

the evil day.

Blessed, ssija

poor and needy ;

the

On

the

(Ps. xli. 1.)

other hand, he shall have judgment without mercy

showed no mercy.

When God

(James

them

ii.

who hath

13.)

may

without imif he said,
that by a just judgment they were baiiished from the land of
Canaan, (Deut. xxviii. 64,) as he had so often threatened
against them.
Yet undoubtedly he likewise means, that
they continue to be under his defence and protection, because, though they are banished and driven out of their
native country, still he acknowledges them to be his people.
That calamity which the Jews endured might be regarded
as an evidence that they were cast off; but the Lord acknowledges them to be his children, though he chastises them
Hence we obtain a doctrine full of consolation,
severely.
that we are reckoned in the number of his children, though
calls

his banished, this

propriety be viewed as referring to punishment, as

sharp and heavy strokes are inflicted upon

For

us.

He now

the extortioner hath ceased.^

directs his dis-

course to the Jews, and proceeds to comfort them, as he had
*

For the

extortioner (Heb. wringer)

is

at

an end.

—Eng. Ver.

;
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done formerly, by showing that, when their enemies shall be
removed from the midst of them, the banishment or ruin of
their enemies will also relieve their own calamities and distresses.
Yet the former statements related chiefly to the
Jews, though the Prophet expressly addressed the Moabites.
But at that time he only threatened vengeance on enemies,
while here he more clearly promises consolation to his
people as if he had said, " Thou thoughtest,
Moab, that
my people were utterly ruined but I will restrain the enemies, and put an end to that affliction.
Thou shalt therefore perish
but my people shall at length be delivered from
;

:

;

those dreadful calamities.''

Perhaps

be thought that there is a change
particle **D, (ki,) which we have
rendered For, will signify Until ;^ and this clause will be
read in immediate connexion with the former part of the
sentence.
Let my banished dwell with thee, Moab ; be thou
a place of concealment from the face of the destroyer, until
the extortioner shall have ceased.
But as that might be
thought to be a forced interpretation, I have chosen to abide
by the natural meaning.
it

of the tenses

will rather

;

and thus the

5. And the throne shall be prepared in mercy?
The Jews
explain the whole of this verse as referring to Hezekiah

but this

is altogether inappropriate, for the Prophet speaks
of a more important restoration of the Church, and the

Moabites had not been punished during the flourishing conand the blessing of God again
began to burst forth on the Jews. It is as if it had been said,
" All the enemies of the chosen people maliciously contrive
the ruin of that kingdom, which God promised should be
established for ever." (2 Sam. vii. 13.)
That the godly may
not give way to despondency amidst the unhappy confusion,
they are reminded of the perpetuity of the kingdom, of
which they had been assured by a well-known prediction.
It cannot therefore be explained as referring to any other
than to Christ, though I acknowledge that Hezekiah was a
dition of Hezekiah's reign

1

'•5
(Jci) answers here to the Latin adverb, usqueConcord, quoted by Stock.
And in merer/ shall iJie throne he established, (or prepared.) Eng. Ver.

Until

dum.
^

;

—

the,

extortioner.

Ta7/l.

^

—
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type of Christ, a& David and the rest of his successors also were.
But they conduct us to Christ, who alone is the protector

and leader of his people, (John x. 16,) and wlio has gathei^ed
(John xi. 52.) For
the remnant that was scattered abroad.
this reason he sends hack the godly to Christ, as if he had
He has declared
said, " You know what God you worship.
that he will watch over your safety, so that under his protection you will always continue to be safe and uninjured
and if you shall at any time meet with reverses, he has promised to you a Redeemer, under whom you shall enjoy renewed
and steadfast prosperity. Though for a time you may weep,
yet the protector of the Church will come, and will restore
you to a flourishing state of freedom. You ought, therefore,
with your whole heart, to rely on the expectation of- him
even when you see the Church to be in a confused and
;

;

wretched condition."
This ought to be carefully observed for all other consolations are transitory and fading, if we do not refer all of them
Let our eyes therefore be fixed on him, if we
to Christ.
wish to be happy and prosperous for he has promised that
we shall be happy even amidst the cross, (Matt. v. 10, 11,)
that agony and torments will open up the way to a blessed
life, (2 Cor. iv. 1 7,) and that all the afflictions which we shall
(Rom.
suffer will add to the amount of our happiness.
;

;

viii. 28.)

In mercy, Isaiah shows that this does not take place
through the agency of men, but by the kindness of God, who
is the builder of this throne ; and therefore we ought to
acknowledge that it is owing to his undeserved goodness
The Prothat this sacred throne is established among us.
phet expressly confirms this by saying, that the cause of it
must not be sought anywhere else than in the absolute
mercy of God. Nor can any other cause be found for God
could not be induced by any excellence of character, or by
merits, (of which there certainly were none,) to set up again
the throne which had fallen down through the fault and
through the crimes of the people but when he saw that
those whom he had adopted were ruined, he wished to give
;

;.

a proof of his infinite goodness.

Now,

if

God

build this

I

'
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throne, by whom shall it be overturned ?
Will wicked men
be stronger than he ?
And he will sit upon it in the tabernacle of David. Almost every word here is emphatic, so that this verse deserves
to be continually pondered.

I do not object to the opinion
that the word tabernacle contains an allusion to this effect,
that he was but an ordinary man before lie was called to sit

on a throne. (1 Sam. xvi. 11, 12 ; 2 Sam. vii, 8.) The Prophet intended to draw a picture of the Church, which has no
resemblance to the thrones of kings and of princes, and does
not shine with gold or precious stones.

Though he has held
mean and des-

out the spiritual kingdom of Christ under a

same time he shows that that kingbe seen on earth and amongst men. If he had. only
said that the throne of Christ will be erected, we might have
asked. Will his throne be in heaven, or also on earth ? But
now when he says, in the tabernacle of David, he shows that
Christ reigns not only among angels but also among men,
lest we should think that, in order to seek him, we must
enter into heaven.
Wicked men ridicule what we preach
about the kingdom of Christ, as if it were some phantom of
our own imagination.
They wish to see it with their eyes,
and to have tlie evidence of their senses but we ought not
to conceive of it as at all carnal, but to be satisfied with his
arm and with his power.
picable shape, yet at the

dom

will

;

In

^^^^ (emeth) denotes not only truth
The Prophet means that the
kingdom of Christ will be firm and steadfast, as Daniel also
declared.
(Dan. ii. 44, and vii. 14.)
The Evangelist also
says. Of his kingdom there shall be no end.
(Luke i. So.)
In this respect it is distinguished from the ordinary condisteadfastness.

but every kind of certainty.

tion of kingdoms, which, even

when they are founded on great

and enormous wealth, crumble down or even fall by their
own weight, so that they have no more permanency than
vanishing pictures.
But Isaiah declares, that the kingdom
of Christ, though it frequently totter, will be supported by
the hand of God, and. therefore will last for ever.
These
proofs ought to fortify us against temptations which arise,
whenever tlie kingdom of Christ is attacked by enemies so
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numerous and powerful that we might be ready to think
that it will quickly be destroyed.
Whatever weapons the
world may employ, and though hell itself should vomit out
flames of fire, we must abide by this promise.
I understand lOSti^ {shdphet) to mean
he had said, " There will be one who shall govern" Often do we see a magnificent throne when there is
no one to sit on it, and it frequently happens that kings are
either idols or cattle, without judgment or skill or wisdom.
But here he says, that one will sit who shall discharge the
office of a good governor; and this is added in order to assure
us that Christ will be our protector.
And seek judgment and hasten righteousness. The judgment and the righteousness which are ascribed to him, are
nothing else than the protection under which he receives us,
and which he will not allow to be infringed for he will not
allow wicked men who injure us to pass unpunished, w^hile
we patiently and calmly commit ourselves to his protection.
By the word hasten he shows that he will quickly and speedily
avenge our cause. This must be viewed as a rebuke to our
impatience, for we never think that his assistance comes
soon enough. But when we are hurried along by the violence of passion, let us remember that this arises from not
submitting to his providence for although according to the
judgment of our flesh he delays, still he regulates his judgment in the best manner by the seasons which are well known
Let us therefore submit to his will.
to him.
The Prophet
6. We have heard of the pride of Moah.
added this statement by way of anticipation. It might be
thought that men could not believe what he had promised
about restoring the throne of the king and destroying the
Moabites, who at that time were in a flourishing state of
riches, and were defended by strong fortresses, and who,
puffed up with the prosperity which they now enjoyed, were
exceedingly proud. Besides, their haughtiness, with which
they scorned the unhappy Jews, was a disagreeable and
powerful weapon for discouraging or shaking their minds.
To provide against this temptation, he relates that their
boasting was well known, but that their pride would not

Wlio shall judge.

Governor, as

if

;

;

lP.
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prevent
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because no array of
no multitude of men,

Isaiah speaks of

;

as a thing exten-

it

known, that the Moabites are puffed up

in such

a

manner that they dread nothing as is commonly the case
with those who are well supplied with riches and troops, that
they idly exalt themselves above God and men. But whatever
;

may

be their arrogance, the Lord will easily restrain it.
insolence}
The Hebrew word TVO!^ (gnebrdh) most
frequently signifies indignation ; but the connection in which
it stands appears to call for something more definite.
This
noun is derived from the verb 1^1?, (gndbdr,) to pass or go
beyond, answering to the Latin word excessus ; and therefore
I have thought it better to translate it insolence.
In a parallel passage, after the words pride and ar7'ogance comes
the phrase haughtiness of heart.
(Jer. xlviii. 29.)
Both
Isaiah and Jeremiah, I have no doubt, mean that the Moabites, in consequence of their stubborn and disdainful behaviour, and their sumj^tuous mode of living, were so cruel,
that they kindled into wrath on the most trivial occasions,
and rose fiercely against others. This vice is always accompanied by haughtiness of mind for pride is followed by
disdain and contempt of others, and they who claim more
than is due to them easily kindle into rage, and become
furious for the smallest ofience.
In short, they can bear nothing, and are not only passionate, but likewise outrageous.
They would wish that all should yield to them, and that they
should yield to none. If all do not yield at their bidding,
they think that injustice is done to them. This passionate
temper is easily betrayed by proud men. On the other hand,
the humble possess kindness accompanied by corresponding
modesty, and easily forgive any one who has injured them.
His lies. The Hebrew word D***!^ (baddmi) denotes either
a maris limbs, or the branches of a tree ; and sometimes it is

His

;

put for divination.

Accordingly, the Greek translators ^ ren-

—

1 His wrath.
Eng. Yer. In the author's version of this chapter, the
rendering is, his insolence; but in his margin he puts indignation. Lowth
and Stock make it his anger. Ed.
2 The rendering of the Septuagint is, ovx ovtus
fxavriia, aov, olx, ovrus.
Not so thy divination, not so. Ed.

—
—

fi

—
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der

it

and

fiavrela, divination,

Some think

other passages.

has that signification in

it

that

it is liere

cally for children; others translate

thoughts

my

and others render

;

opinion

it is

it
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it

used metaphori-

either discourses or

strength or sinews.

rather put for vain boasting

we

often ([cwoiQ^ falsehood, and

;

shall soon see

But in
word

for this

how

well this

signification applies to the present passage.

There

quite as

is

much

difference in the interpretation of

the word p, (ken,) so.
The greater part suppose it to mean
that " the lies are not right," or that " the discourses are not
right,"

others, that " the lies are not true ;"

and

the substance of the matter, I

am

and as

to

almost of their opinion.

have no doubt that the meaning of the Prophet is, that
foolishly utters his vain boastings, for he will not accomplish what he imagines. As to the words, the meaning
of them is obtained with greater certainty from Jer. xlviii.
SO.
After the same words which are here employed by
Isaiah, he immediately adds, for the sake of explaining them,
I

Moab

p ^s),
if

(Id ken,)

he had

Not so ;^ his lies shall not so effect^ it. As.
What is determined in their hearts shall fail

said, "

of accomplishment."
clause the particle

Yet

I

do not think, that in the former

p (ken) denotes comparison, but ratlier con-

firmation, so to speak, but negatively

;

for

he declares

that,

there will be no firmness or stability in his counsels, that his
divinations or lies will not take

effect.

Proud men

settle every-

everything were in their power, and were not sub" Such arrogance," says
ject to the providence of God.

thing as

if

Isaiah, shall be brought down,

to their

own

that pride

men

is

and

all

that they promise, as

strength, shall vanish away.

Tliis

reminds us

highly displeasing to God, and that the more

are puffed up with their riches, they are the nearer to

destruction.
7.

Therefore shall

Moab howl to Moab.^

He declares more

and the
be the cause of their deSince the Lord resisteth the iwoud, (James iv. 6

plainly wliat has been already said, that this pride,

cruelty which springs from
struction.

p

it,

will

;

nan rectum, the frivolous predictions of liis
which no wise man would place dependence.
BosenmuUer.
^ There/ore shall Moab howl for Moab.
Eng. Ver.
1

^i?, {Id

ken,)

—

diviners,

on
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1 Pet. V. 5,) it is impossible but tliat he will lay low this
haughtiness, by which the Church is basely and shamefully

trampled underfoot
of all proud

;

and, according to this example, the end
mournful. When he adds, Moab

men must be

to Moah, he means that there will be what -may be called a
.melancholy concert among them, in which they shall mutually complain of their calamities and bew^ail their distresses

among themselves. Others render it, on account of Moab,
but this is a feeble interpretation for immediately afterwards it follows that the howling will be universal, or that
it will be throughout the whole of the people.
;

f

On

account of the foundations of Kir-hareseth.
It is
was a chief and royal city but
some consider it to be a proper name, and others to be an
sufficiently evident that this

;

There can be no doubt that the etymology of
the word was derived from its being constructed of earthen
appellative.

It is also possible that it received this name on
account of the nature of the walls, which wxre built of bricks.
It was a distinguished city in that country.
He names the

materials.

foundations rather than the city itself, because it was to be
completely thrown down as if he had said, " You shall not
mourn the plundering of the city or the destruction of thebuildings, but its entire overthrow
for no part of it shall be left.''
;

;

You

tuill

{nechalni)

The

groan, being only smitten}

lame ; but

particle

HK,

I prefer to

(«c/i,)

which

is

times means certainly or truly
for but or notwithstanding.

tively suppose the

meaning

take
;

Some
it

as

translate D**^5Di

meaning

smitten.

here prefixed to

it,

and sometimes

it

Those wdio explain
to be this.

You

it

someput

is

affirma-

will groan, being

is, " It will not be necessary for you to
mourning in your name, as is usually
done in funerals,* but you will mourn in earnest.'' But I
prefer to take Hi^ (ach). as meaning ordy ; that is, " All who
shall be left will be wounded
not one shall be safe." By

truly smitten

hire

men

this

mode

;

that

to pretend

;

of expression he describes the utter destruction of

that city, and intimates that those who are left will lament
not only the distresses of others, but also their own. They,
'

Shall ye mourn, (or, mutter,) Hurcly they are stricken.
even ye who yourselves are smitten.
Stock.

Moan

—

—Eng. Ver.

—
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be wounded. And if such severe punishments are
on the proud, let us learn to submit ourselves with
humility and modesty, and willingly to humble ourselves
under the mighty hand of God. (1 Pet. v. 6.)
8. For the vines of Heshhon have been cut down}
Here the
Prophet describes allegorically the desolation of the whole
country.
There is reason to believe that it abounded in the
choicest vines^ as may readily be inferred from this and the
parallel i:)assage.
(Jer. xlviii. 32.)
When Prophets threaten
destruction to countries, they usually delineate their more
remarkable features. For instance, were we to speak of
Picardy, we certainly would say nothing about vines, as if
we had been speaking about Orleans or Burgundy. Now, the
cities mentioned by the Prophet were the chief cities of Moab.
The lords of the nations have trodden down his choicest
shoots or branches.^ The Prophet says that the most valuable
branches of their vineyards were torn out by the lords of the
nations, that is, by the conquerors, who, having subdued the
nations in war, held extensive dominion.
Which reached even to Jazer} This serves to point out
too, will

inflicted

was situated on
"
had said,
" Not only shall a part of the vineyards be cut down, but the
whole country shall be wasted far and wide.'' Some refer
"
this to the enemies themselves
but I would rather supply
the relative ^^K, (asher,) which, and refer it to the vines,
which were so extensive that they reached even to Jazer.
Thus the meaning will be, " Though these vineyards reached
even to Jazer, and covered a very large tract of country, yet
thence to the wilderness they will all be trodden down by the
the extent of the devastation

;

for this city

the confines of the land of the Moabites

;

as if he

;

lords of the nations."

This agrees best with the scope of the

—

For

Eng. Ver.
the fields of Heshhon languish.
" It ought to be known that Heshbon was a place of fields, and Sibmah was a place of vineyards. If you object, that all these cities were on
the other side of Jordan, and at what time therefore did they fall under the
hand (or power) of the Moabites ? we reply. When Sennacherib carried
the Reubenites and Gadites into captivity, the Moabites, who were their
neighbours, came and dwelt in those cities." Jarchi.
^ The lords
of the heathen have trodden down the principal plants thereof —¥.ng. Ver.
* Thei/ are come even unto Jazer.
Eng, Ver.
^

2

—

_
™

—
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readied

to the wilderness,

;
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immediately added that the vineyards
and even to the sea ; by which he
means that the country was exceedingly fertile, and especially that it abounded in vines.
He says that they crossed
it

is

when the soil is productive, it is customary to protect by mounds what is contiguous to the sea, in
order to extend the cultivation, and to oppose the violence
the sea} because,

of the waves by posts of

wood and embankments,

obtain a large extent of available

in order to

soil.

9. Therefore I will bewail.
The Prophet here takes upon
him the character of another person, as we have formerly
remarked for in the name of the Moabites he laments and
;

undoubtedly true that believers always shudder
judgments of God, and cannot lay aside the feelings
of human nature, so as not to commiserate the destruction
of the wicked.
Yet he does not describe his owai feelings
groans.

It is

at the

but his intention
tion, that

no one

is

to give additional

may

weight to his instruc-

entertain a doubt as to the accom-

He therefore represents in the person of a
Moabite, as on a stage, the mourning and grief which shall

plishment.

felt by all after that calamity, in order to hold out to the
Jews a confirmation of this promise, which otherwise might
have been thought to be incredible.
Because on thy surnmer-fruits and on thy harvest a shout-

be

ing shall break forth, or shall fall.^ This last. clause of the
verse is variously explained by commentators.
/3^, {ndphal,)
signifies to fall, or to burst forth.

Those who translate

it,

to

burst forth, consider the word Tl\*l, Qieddd,) shouting, to refer to the enemies themselves ; as if he had said, " The

shouting of enemies bursts forth on thy harvest;" so that
is an implied contrast between this shouting and the

there

joy of which he will afterwards speak. Others explain it to
mean, that the shoutings will be laid ; that is, " there shall
be no more shouting, and no longer shall the glad and merry
voices of the reapers be heard, cheering themselves after the
1 " The lake
of Jazer, as Jeremiah explains it, ch. xlviii. 32. The plantations of this vine spread onward to the banks, and seemed to overhang
the whole breadth of the lake." RosenmUller.
^ For the shouting
for thy summer-fruits and for thy harvest is fallen.
(Or, the alarm is fallen upon thy swmmer-fruits and upon thy harvest.)

—

Eng. Ver.
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But I would ratlier refer it to the shouting of eneand on this point I follow a most faithful interpreter
of this passage, the Prophet Jeremiah, who says that the
spoiler bursts forth, (Jer. xlviii. 32,) where Isaiah speaks of
the shouting of the enemy as if he had said, " When thou
shalt make preparations for gathering in thy harvest and
thy vintage, the enemies will rush in, and, instead of joy and

liarvest."

mies

;

;

clieerful song, their shouting shall

be heard, which shall drive

thee far away."
10. Joy is taken away.
He confirms, by different words,
what he has now said, that the whole country shall be desolate and forsaken, so tliat there shall never again be in it a
harvest or a vintage.
When he threatens that God will
cause the vine-dressers to cease to sing, he refers to an anfor when they gathered the vintage, they
cient custom
usually testified their joy both by dancing and by singing.
Hence these words of Virgil, The exhausted vine-dresser now
;

addresses by song his farthest rows}
sailors,

joy,

In like manner, the

when they approach the harbour,

{jceXevafia^

^

raise their shout of

because, having finished their

and

toils,

escaped dangers, they see that they have hope of obtaining

some

leisure or refreshment.

said,

"When

notliing will be left to
11.

It is as if the

Prophet had

the produce of the harvest shall be taken away,

Therefore

my

them but

to

lament their poverty."

bowels shall sound like a harp for Moab.

Assuming the character of a Moabite, the Prophet again

de-

from grief so

in-

scribes excessive lamentation, proceeding

tense that even the bowels

make

a distressing noise

the sign he intended to point out the reality.

;

for

by

We

have for~
merly explained the object of those lively descriptions, which
is, to bring the events, as it were, before our eyes, and to
lead us to entertain stronger hopes of those things which fl
"
appear to go beyond all belief By again naming Kir-Hareseth, the chief city, and thus taking a part for the whole,
he describes the destruction of the whole country.

And

He

again returns to that statement
which he formerly noticed, namely, that idolaters in their
] 2.

affliction

some
*

it

shall be.

betake themselves to their idols, hoping to obtain
from them. Yet it means somewhat more for

relief

Jam

canit extrernos efFoetus vinitor antes.

;

— Virg.

Georg.

ii.

417.

i

TAP.

XVI.
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while idolaters have their ordinary temples and places of
uncommon calamity befalls them, they go
to another temple more sacred than the rest, expecting that

worship, if any

there they will be more abundantly favoured with the presence of their god.
In like manner, the Papists of tlie present day, when they are reduced to any uncommon danger,

has existed

(for this fault

in all ages,)

think that they will

more readily obtain their wish by running to St. Claude, or
to Mary of Loretto, or to any other celebrated idol, than if
they assembled in some neighbouring church. They resolve
that their extraordinary prayers shall be offered up in a
church which is at a great distance. It is in this sense that
the Prophet applies the term Sanctuary to that which was
most highly celebrated among the Moabites, and says that
they will go to it, but without any advantage. Now it is
evident fi'om sacred history that their most celebrated temple
was dedicated to Ghemosh. (1 Kings xi. 7.)

And shall not profit hy it} The phrase 7;3V 5^7, Q'O yuchcil,)
they shall not be able, is explained by some to mean, that
they shall at length be so completely worn out that they will
not have sufficient strength to go to the temple.
But I think
better to render

it ; for he
hope of safety, by saying
that they will find no protection even in their gods.
When it is seen. The word ^^5'^^ (mrdh,) seen, is emphatic.
It means that idolaters are not guided by reason,
but rather by the impressions made on their senses, like brute
beasts for as the beasts judge by feeling, smelling, and seeing, so idolaters have no other guide than the judgment of
the flesh. Accordingly, if any one shall show that they are
doing wrong, he will gain nothing by it. Though they have
often known by experience that they gain nothing by so
many laborious exertions, they will not desist from them,
but will contrive new methods and introduce new modes of
If they
worship, hoping that God will approve of them.
it

it

thus, he shall not profit by

shuts out the Moabites from

all

:

succeed according to their wish, they ascribe everything to
their superstitions, and become more obstinate. If they perceive that they have derived no advantage, they reject their

contrivances,

condemn the
^

But

superstitious worship,

he shall not prevail.

—Eng. Ver.

and curse

[ENTARY

01

In short, they rely altogether on the events, and
do not.judge of anything either by reason or by the word of
God. The consequence is, that, as they are guided by what
befalls them, they are continually changing their plans. But
the Prophet appears to mean somewhat more, namely, that
when their folly, in having hitherto laboured to no purpose,
shall have been openly manifested and exposed, the Moabites
will come into the temple of Chemosh, rather through shame
than in the exercise of judgment.
their gods.

This

13.

is the

This concluding sentence is the
It means that he has pro-

word.

ratification of the prophecy.

nounced the decree of God himself, and that he has brought
nothing forward that did not proceed from the Lord, and
thus, laying aside the person of a man, he introduces God
speaking in this manner.
The time is fixed, not only for the sake
14. Three years.
of certainty, but likewise that believers

may not become faint

through longer delay. He alludes to agreements among men,
in which it is customary to fix the time agreed on, which
the parties are not at liberty to transgress. This is especially the case in the labours of hirelings from whom Scripture frequently draws a comparison in this respect, that they
earnestly long for the appointed day when they shall receive
for they groan, as it were, under the burden,
their reward
j

;

and grievously

dislike their daily toils.

(Job

vii. 1, 2,

and

In this way the Lord says, that he fixes
a day for the Moabites, in which they shall not escape from
xiv.

6

;

Is.

xxi. 16.)

the entire destruction of their power.
With all his multitude. He expressly mentions a multitude,

because their number was great, and because they

it, and thought that they were invincible.
When
he adds, that the remnant shall he feeble, he means that there
will be so great a change, that they will have no resemblance
for nothing will be left but a sad
to their former condition
and shocking sight.

boasted of

;
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